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ABSTRACT

In December 1988, as part of Australia's Bicentennial activities, the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre held a major international
conference which was designed to take stock of Australia's current
defence and security circumstances, in the light of both the last 200 years
of history and relevant regional and global security developments, and
to assess our future prospects. It was the most ambitious conference
organised by the Centre, and was reckoned to have been extremely
successful. This volume consists of the revised and edited versions of
papers prepared for that conference.

The security environment which faces Australia as it enters the
third century of its European settlement is increasingly complex and
uncertain. Bipolarity is now history. CIher powers/ such as fapan,
China and India, will be increasingly active in the region. Security is
becoming more multi-dimensional, with the military dimension
decreasing in significance relative to economic and environmental
concerns. Political, economic and technological change will be more
dynamic. The management of this new security environment will not be
easy. It requires the careful and considered marshalling of economic
and diplomatic resources together with military capabilities. Australia's
influence in the world will inevitably be modest. Securing our country's
future will be a challenge to our wit and ingenuity - which makes the
exercise an interesting and exciting prospect.
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publications which arise out of the work of the strategic and Defence

St tdies Centre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
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PREFACE

Desmond Ball

In December 1988, as part of Australia's Bicenbnnial activities, the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centse treld a rrupr international
confer-ence which was designed to take stock of our crrrrent defence and
security circumstances, in the light of both our 2(X) years of history and
relevant regional and global security developments, and to assess our
future prospects. It was the most ambitious conference organised bylh€
Cenhe, and was reckoned to have been extremely succ€ssful. This

volurre crcnsists of the revised and edited versions of the PaPers
prepared for that conference.- 

The historical perspective is provided in Chapter 1 by Professor

fohn Molony, Manning Clark Professor of Australian History at the
Australian National University, who reviews Australia's historical

legacy and delineates the principal historical themes that have

characterised the development of Australia as a nation.
Part I is designed to present the global context for discussion of

Australia's circumstances and prospects.
In Chapter 2, Professor Robert Ct/Neill, Chichele Professor of the

History of Waiat Oxford University, provides an overview of the global
sbategic landscape, higNighting both constant factors and new bends.

Professor C/Neill believes that the world when viewed from the global

security perspective is moving into a less tense and more exciting era, in
which Australia can play a useful role 'of suggestion and persuasion as a

member of the Western team' - but only if it is able 'to think of sorre
original and helpful argunrents to contribute to the discussionj.

Chapbr 3, by Professor Desmond Ball, provides a

comprehensive acrount of the global strategic relationship between the

United States and the Soviet Union and Australia's cronnections to this
relationship. It describes the basic US and Soviet strategic nuclear
policies and doctrines; ass€sses the current state of the strategic balance
and provides some assessment of the likely state of the balance in the
mid-1990s, as proirted according to cunent trends and as it might look
under sonn START reglme; and provides a critique of Australia's
involvement in the global balance.

Australia's security prospects involve much more than
considerations of strategic balances and defence capabilities. In
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particular, they are gxeatly affected by global and regional economic
developmenb. In Chapter 4, Itofesor David Calleo and Mr. Dana Allin
from the |ohns Hopkins School of Advanced Inbrnational Studies in
Washington review the curent staE of and trends in the world
economy, delineating the rnapr geopolitical and geostrategic
implications. They conclude that the post-war global political economy
appears b be moving toward a mapr traruformation whidr includes a
more plural distribution of resources and, consequently, a less
hegemonic international security system.

In Chapter 5, Dr. Richard Higgott, Drector of the Australian
Institute of International Affairs (AIIA), argues that Australia's position
in the global economic order has undergone a process of dramatic
transition over the past decade or so. This transition has implications
with both economic and politico-sbategic dimensions, yet the linkage
between these two dimensions has not been well understood by either
scholars or practitioners. Dr. Higgott details three key issues in
contemporary international ecrcnomic relations: first, the nature of
structural as opposd to rclational power; second, the Nen/
Mercantilism; and, third, the growth of Strategic Trade Policy. The
policy implications of these for Australia in the early 1990s is then
considered. Dr. Higgott concludes that the 'golden years' of economic
stability from the end of World War II to the early 1970s need to be seen
as an historical deviant rather than the norm and that Australian foreign
policy makers need to plan for a system which, whilst not devoid of
multilateral trading institutions, will cnntinue to evolve towards the
mone aggressively mercantilist end of a liberal mercantilist spectrum,
and in which the saliency of the economic dimension of Australia's
foreign relations will continue to rise.

Part III of this volurne addresses the regional and alliance
considerations which pertain to Australia's place in the world. In
Chapter 5, ProfessorNancy Viviani, Head of the Deparfinent of Political
Science at the Aushalian National University, provides a linkage
between the global politicalconomic developments as discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5 and the regional political economy. She describes the
principal developments in regional political economy since 1945; and
she discusses the implications of these developments for domestic
political change and regional political relations, as well as for great
power relations in the Asian region. She argues that the rise of fapan
has provided the central thrust toward increasing regional coherence,
and concludes that the key to ]apan's future global and regional role is
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the ug|apan relationship including both the s€quity and economic

dirrensions.
In Chapbr Z Richard Armitage, the Assistant Secretary, for

Intemational *hlrity Affairs in the US Deparfnent of Defense, and Lt.

Gerreral Michael Clrrrs, Deputy Comrnaruler-in{hief of the US Pacific

command, provide a us penpective on u$Ausbalian relations. Thgy

argue that US security policy in Asia arul the Pacific is bne of the

bri-ghtest success stories in Arrerican foreign policy aurilg the 1980s',

and that the UgAustralian partnership in particular 'offers the most
promising example for [US] future alliance rclationships throughout this

ever-changing world'.
Australia maintains its closest defence association with New

Zealand. Despib the rupture between the United States and New
Zealand whictr occurred as a result of New Zealand's Policy on port
visits by nuclear-arrrred and/or nuclear-powered warships, defence

cmpeta-tion between Australia and New Zealand remains very dose.

As Lieutenant Crneral f.A. Mace, the New Zealand chief of Defence

Staff (CDS), states in ChapEr 8, 'there would aPPear to be few

comparable military relationshipo in which members of two defence

forc& can slip so readily into each otheds posts with rninimal
diminution of individual orunit performance'. General Mace describes

the principal strands of ttre ANZAC connection and offers some

thoulhts oh ttte future ProsPect$ for the relationship. He- concludes that

continued maintenarrceof the ANZAC crDnnection is vital to the security

of both countries, and that the partnership is likely to become more
important and more Potent in the future.- 

Northeast Asia has becrome the main source of dynamism in
international economic activity. The shift in the world's economic cenEe

of gravity to this region has significant geoPolitical and^geostsategig

implications. As Dr.-Ross Babbage, DePuty Head of tne -S$$9 an{
Deience Studies centre argues in chapter 9, the role of both the us and
the Soviet Union in the North Pacific will decline in relative importance.

Japanese economic, political and even military inlluence will cpntinue to

g1b*, but so too will that of other countries in Northeast Asia. If
Australia is to sharc in this regional dynamism, rnapr changes to the

structurc of the Ausbalian economy and society will be required. In the
absence of these structural changes, Australia will become an 'economic
backwatey' with relatively poor political and strategic ProsPects-
Economic and social structural adiushnent will notbe easy, but it would
provide the promise of trigher standards of living, SIeaFr economic and
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political stnength and, in security terms, mudr greater poEntial to hedge
against the increased uncertaintie that rnay characErise the next
centurS/.

Mapr geopolitical and geootrategic dunges are also underway
in the Indian Ocean rqgior; although these are likely to be less
significant than those in the Asia/Pacific region. As Dr. Michael
McKinley, Lecturer in InErnational Relations and StsaFgic Studies in
the Departnent of Political Science at the Australian National
University, argues in Chapter 1Q India's military capabilities will
continue to expand, and its proclivity for regional interventionism is
likely to also increase. The prospects for nuclear proliferation in the
Indian Ocean region arc also not encouragrng. Both India and Pakistan
have active nuclear weapons development programs, although the
Indian motivation derives at least as much from the desire to deter
China as to match the Pakistani program. Dr. McKinley concludes that
although Australia has a legitirnate interest in the region it can do little
to affect these developments: the choice for Australia 'is exquisite,
essentially betn'een befitttng humility and baseless self-assertion'.

Chapters ll, 12 and 13 concern security developmenb in
Australia's area of prirnary sbategic interest - Southeast Asia and the
Southwest Pacific, including Papua New Guinea. In Chapter 11, Dr.
fusuf Wanandi, Executive Drector of the Centre for International and
Strategic Studies (CSIS) in fakarta, discusses the challenges facing the
ASEAN countries. Their fuhrre security envircnment will be more
complex and npre uncertain. With the relative decline of superpower
involvement in the region, and the set0ement of issues such as the
Kampuchean conflict, it is likely that economic and political differences
between the ASEAITI countries will increase - at least in the absence of a
morededicated commihnent to greater cooperation. The best prospects
here lie with new institutional to enhanced economic
cooperatiory such as at the Third ASEAN Summit in
Manila in December 1987. The challenge for Australia is to ensure that
our interests are taken into account in these new approaches, and that
Australia develops the policies and capabilities which will enable us to
take advantage of any opporhrnities whidr might be proffered.

In the South Pacific, the security outlook is also one of greater
complexity. The days of isolation and banquility are now history. Nine
island states have achieved independence, and four others are self-
governing in hssociation' with their forner colonial poweni. Many of
these have little potential to achieve economic viability. Few are capable
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of policing, let alone exploiting their 20Gmile exclusive ecpnomic zones.

Moreover, decolonisation is incomplee. For some dependencies, such

as New Caledonia, decolonisation aould be a mesy affair. Political

turbulence, whether caud by racial anC ethnic facbrs, poor economic

progress, or fragile SovernnEntal stnrchrres, is likely b inclease. Hence,

is Mr. David Hegarty argues in Chapter 12, while 'there are no
forseeable threats of a military or invasive kind b the south Pacific,
security concerns which could nevertheless invite extra-regional
interventionare likely to increase. Australia, as a mapr Power involved
in the rglion, cannot ignore this prospect. Rather, the task is to clearly

delineateour intercsb and responsibilities, being at all tinns sensitive to

the aspirations of the island states, and to develop a coherent stratcry'y

for assisting the resolution of security problems in the region.
Papua New Guinea is something of a special case. It is the

largest of the island states, accounting for 65 per cent of t_19 region's

population and 84 per cent of its land area. It is Australia's closest

.,egtUo,tr. It is ouiformer colony. As Sephen Mokis, the Papua New
Guinea Secretary of Defence, points out in Chapter 13, the security
relationship between PNG and Australia e(tends over mone than a

century. Australia must inevitably be crcncerned about security
developments in PNG, and PNG accepts and even expects an active

Australian interest in ib problems. However, as StePhen Mokis also

points out, external threae to PNG are exbemely unlikely - although the

possibility of conllict with Indonesia, arising from either borde-r issues or
lhe accession of a pr6onrmunist government in Port Moresby, cannot
be dismissed. Rather, internal sectrrity problems, including secession

movements and a breakdown of law and order leading to a

disintegration of the nation arc much more conceivable. In this

situation" which Port Moresby still reckons b be unlikely, PNG would
expect some Australian assistance - though more in the form of
economic aid and military training and logistic suPPort rather than
operational forces. with the improvements to the PNG Defence Force

pianned in the 1988 PNG Defence White Paper, PNG should be capable

of dealing with low level contingencies with its own forces.

Part IV of this volume addresses Australia's national security
policies and capabilities. chapter l4,by senator Gareth Evans, Minister
ior Foreign Affairs and Trade, rePres€nts the first attempt by a
responsibie Australian official to construct a framework in which
Australia's national interests can be delineated and ranked in terms of
importance, as well as the opportunities and crcnstraints which attend
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policy-rnaking with respect b them, acrosE an extraordinarily complex
and variegaed field of policy issues. Senator Evans elaborabs
Australia's national inErets in tenms of geopolitical or sbaEgic
interests, economic and trade intercsb, arul our interest in being h gmd
international citizen' with rcspect b regional and global problems. The
policy instnrmenb available for the advancement of these interests
include aid programs, oveneas trade and inveshnent, diplomacy and
military capability, as well as an informed and sensitive approach to
issues on regional and global agendas. Australia's capability to
influence external developments is inevitably limited. As Senator Evans
concludes,

No nation's foreign policy can mould the world in its image. A
sensible foreign policy takes the world as it is, knows what it
wants, and tries as best it can to ensurre that the currents of
change flow in ib direction, and Ausbalia's should be no
excepion.

Senator Evans makes the point at the outset of his chapter that
an Australian Foreign Minister is now freer to think about and design a
comprehensive and complex set of policies for the pursuit of Australia's
national interests because'the Hawke Governnren(s defence policy has
once and for all liberated Australian foreign polic/. A defence policy of
dependence on great and powerful friends has been replaced by one of
greater self-reliance. Much of the credit for this transforrnation in
Australian defence policy, and particularly the pro{ir€ss in moving from
general notions of defence of Australia and greater self-reliance to nrore
operational concepb and more appropriate force structures and
command arrangemelrb, must be given to the Hon. Kim Br;azley,
Minister of Defence since December 1984.

In Chapter 15, Mr. Beazley describes the strategic rationale for
greater self-reliance and the strategy of defence.indepth, which he
introduced in the White Paper entitled The D$mce of Australia 7987,
presented to Parliament on 19 March 1987. The basic theme of Mr.
Beazle/s chapter is that significant change is occurring in Australia's
sbategic environment and that 'the challenge for Australian
goverrunents will be to delineate appropriate policies to further our
national security interesb in this changing environment'. One of the
important atbibutes of greater self-reliance, in addition to its
fundanrental rationale of ensuring the defence of Australia against direct
military threab, is that it provides a foundation for other policy
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initiatives directed at enhancing the security of our region. Defence

pollcy is only one of ttre instnunene available to Covernrnent in this

Lndeavorrr, ind must be integrated into h cromprehensive approach

across all elements of our securlty Polic/. Here Mr. Beazley is at one

with senator Evans. For the firsttinre, there is a shared recognition on

the part of Australia's principal defence and foreign policy makers that

eustraia should and c;n coordinate our limited military, economic and

diplomatic resources to manage strategic developments in a way that

prbmotes regional stability and ensures gur long-!erLt*l1{'
In Ciapter 15, General Pebr C. Gration, the Chief of the Defence

Force (CDD, issesses the mapr issues which currently confront the

Australian Deftnce Force (ADD and the ways in which these might be

addressed in the future. It is a candid ass€ssn€nt, which exPr€sses some

concern about likely regional developmenb, identifies - 
residual

deficiencies in ADFca-pabilities (such as a helicopter support ship and a

light rnaritirre patrol aircraft), recognises the pauqry of infrastructure in

n6rth and northwest Australia, disctrsses the problems of rnaintaining

operational readiness in a peacetime environment, and discusses

personnel issues such as morale and reEntion of high'calibre

Lrvicemen and wornen. Nevertheless, it is on the whole an optimistic

assessment. Many of the problems and deficiencies are already being

addressed, and innovative ipproaches are being directed at ollrcr issues

(such as the Reserves). Geniral Gration concludes that'overall the ADF

has responded well to the requirement for change' and that he looks

forward to the future'with considerable confidence"
A somewhat different perspective is presented in chaper 17 by

Dr. Graerne Cheeseman, Senioi Research Fellow in the Peace Research

Centre at the Australian National University. Dr. Cheeseman argues

that the present approach to Australian defence_pla.ry.g and force

development is seriously flawed - it remains too dependent on the US

for logistic support, i[ is too heavily oriented towards advanced

technological capabilities, it is based on improbable contingencies, and it
will pro:ve increasingly expensive ard difficult to implenrent and

sustain. The alternative he suggests is the development of a non-

offensive defence posture in which grcater weight is accnrded to non-

military initiatives in the region. He recognito -th"t 
this. alternative

"ppro".t 
also has problemslnd would be difficult b implement, but

concludes that evolutionary modifications to the present approac\
would ultirnately provide i more viable and cost'effective means of
ensuring Australia's securitY.
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Arms control and disarmarrsrt also offer a possible rouE to

enhanc€d security, at least in c€rtain areas and conditioru. In Chapter
18, His Excellency Mr. Richard Butler, Ausbalian Ambassador for
Dsarmament, describes the ctrnrent state of anns cpntnol and
disarmament negotiations, Australia's interests and priorities in the
arms control process, and the prospects for further progr€ss in global
and regional arms control and disarrnament. He argues that a
preoccupation with military security leads to increased anns
expenditures and exacerbates regional tensions while inhibiting
intemational cooperation in identifying and addressing the increasingly
morr relevant non-miliAry threats to security.

Finally, in Chapter 19, Emeritus Professor f.D.B. Miller provides
a Conclusion to the volume. l,rofessor Miller retired in 1987 after a
quarter of a century as Head of the Departnrent of International
Relations at the Australian National University. He is the senior
academic authority on international rclations and Australia's foreign
pollcy in this country. He begins his Condusion with seven assertions:
great powers do not fight each other any nnre; nevertheless, great
power rivalry is still there; great powers will continue to push srnall
ones around; the gap between rich and poor countries will widen; small
powers rnay get very little out of alliances; AI{ZUS will not help us in
any war-fighting situation; and we are now very much on our own in
terms of security.

Based on these assertions, Professor Miller assesses Aushalia's
futurc security prospects. He argues that the alliance with the United
States will continue, not because the US would provide Australia with
military support in the event of any potential conflict, but because of the
importance of the economic relationship. It is a connection to which
Australia must adhere if it is not to be excluded from U$related
economic and trading blocs. This does not mean, however, that
Australia should be subservient to the US; in particular, Australia
should avoid any military commitments which might be urged upon us
by the US. With respect to Australia's relations with the Southeast Asia
and Southwest Pacific region, Professor Miller/s argunrent is clear and
simple: our market is not large enough and our overseas investrnents
too srnall for us to have any significant inlluence in Southeast Asia; our
policies and actions can, on the other hand, have great weight in the
Southwest Pacific, but we must be careful to restrict our involvement to
economic and humanitarian assistance. Any thought of military
involvement should be expunged: Non-intervention is nearly always
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the sensible pollcy b apply to small stafts'; in the event of crises in the

rcgion, ,the sensible course for Ausbalia is not to mal<e military gestufes

but to provide effective economic aid.... Australian military intemention
would-be as counter-productive as American attemPts at regulation in
the Caribbean'.

The security envircnment whidr faces Australia as it enErs the

third century of iC European settlenrent is increasingly complex ard
uncertain. 

-nipotarity 
is how history. Other Powers' such-as laPal

china and India, will be increasingly active in the region. security is

becoming mone multidirrensional, with the military dinrnsion
decreasing in significance relative to economic and environmental

conc€ms. Political, economic and technological change will be more

dynamic. The management of this new security environmentwill not be

eisy. It requires thi careful and considered marshalling of economic

at d diplo-.tic resources together with military capabilities. Our
influence in the world will inevitably be modest. Securing our fuhrre
will be a challenge to our wit and ingenuity - which makes the exercise

an interesting and exciting prospect.

Strategic and Defence Studies Crntre
Australian National UniversitY
Canbera
August 1989
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PART I

INTRODUCTION: AUSTRALIA'S
HISTORICAL LEGACY



CHAPTER 1

AUSTRALIA'S HISTORICAL LEGACY

John Molony

Australia's historical legacy stems mainly from the fact that the British
government founded a penal colony in the late eighteenth century at a
place six months distant by sail from the British Isles. The new society
which grew up on those bleak origins was white and homogeneous in
religion, language, outlook and general culture. For the whole of its
early, formative period Aushalia was govemd by Britain and that ever-
present control remained through much of its subsequent development.
The bonds with Britain, meaning England, Scotland and Wales, whether
economic, legal or social were maintained by mutual agreement even
after Australia became a commonwealth. The resulting society was

based firmly on the British model although the Irish contributed
distinctive elements which blended with and did not upset the essential

outlines of the model. Australians themselves, and others who try to
understand Australian society, cannot do so if they take for granted or
ignore the historical legary which comes from the foregoing factors. The
paradox is that the legacy has been so much part of Australia that its
inhabiants and others have tended to forget it and treat Australian
society as if it were sui generis. To do so is to distort the past and to risk
misunderstanding Australia and Australians.

To argue the above case is not to ignore the presence of the
Aborigines who, for at least 50,000 years and perhaps from their origins,
have lived on this continent. Nonetheless, while white impact upon the
Aboriginal people and their culture has been drastic there has been little
cross-fertilization in reverse. Australia has developed almost as if the
Aborigines were not here. The fact that white Australians learnt so little
from the Aborigines, especially in regard to the conservation of the land
and its resources, is a loss to all Australians. One day, perhaps, they
may share with the Aborigines 'that state of mind present in the wisdom
of so many older cultures: the habit of viewing the Australian earth as

their mother.'l In the meantime the search for mutual acceptance and

: Aus?elians lvtnlcc Thcir Enoirunnent 7788-7980,
(George Allm & Unwin, Sydney, 1981),p.174.
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understanding between the old and the new is arduous, as much of
Australia's recent history has proved.

The argument that Australian society has been an amalgam of
different elements drawn from many societies has been put in Tfte
Australhn People, edited by ]ames Inpp.2 As a basic assertion, that
argument is undeniable when it is applied to the second-half of the
twentieth century. But the fact remains that, during the formative years
of Australiarr society throughout the nineteenth century and well into
this century non-British Europeans who migrated to the Australian
colonies, such as the Germans and Italians, added something to the
dominant British blend without changing its essence. The Chinese who
came in large numbers to the goldfields in the 185Os and 186Os mostly
returned to their homeland leaving only a legary of racism amongst
those white colonials with whom they had come in contact. In those
circumstances Australia became at the time of settlement, and remained
until well into the second-half of this century, a white British outpost at
the end of Asia and on the rim of the South-West Pacific. The indelible
marks of that historical legacy remain and are likely to endure short of
an immigration intake of hitherto undreamt of proportions or invasion
by an aggressive Asian power. Both events are unlikely, at least in the
foreseeable future.

A lapidary work that has influenced many Australians in their
thinking about how they came to be the kind of people they are is
Russell Ward's Australian kgend. Ward's thesis is that the essential
framework of a distinctive 'national mystique', was set up before the
Gold Rushes of the 185Os. By extension, it can be argued that the
various influences to which Australian society has been exposed since
the 1&50's, including large-scale immigration, has not changed that
mystique significantly. The important thing is that Ward did not deem
it necessary to dwell on the fundamental nature of the society upon
which the elements with a distinctive Australian variety were little more
than a gloss.

To Ward, writing in the 1950's, the British background as part of
the common heritage was taken for granted. His task, which he did
splendidly, was to delineate the aspects of society which made
Australians different. He argued that 'a specifically Australian outlook
grew up first and most clearly among the bush workers in the

fame Jupp (e.r, fhe Australian Poopb: An Encycloptlia of the Natbn, Its Paple and
Their Origins, (Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1988).
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Australian pastoral industry.' He further held that the bush workers
inlluenced the whole Australian community in a way disproportionate
to their numerical and economic strength. Some of their characteristics

were mateship egalitarianism and contempt for authority, a flair for
improvisation, disinterest in religio& a use of strong language and a
tendency to engage in bouts of drunkeness. Ward later admitted that he

had not given sufficient strength to racism until it manifested itself
towards the Chinese after the Gold Rushes. Furthermore, he

underplayed the fact that the mystique was not shared in by a large

segment of Aushalians, and rnore particularly by the ruling elite of
society to whom the British heritage was always paramount.3

In some measure the hational mystique' reiected the imposed
British model but it perforce had to develop within a society firmly
embedded in the British tradition and cannot be understood without it.
A few elements of the British model such as Westrninster government,
the legal apparatus, adherence to the Christian religion, loyalty to t!rc
Crown and the prevailing education system are enough to delineate the

mapr outlines of a specific British-Australian society.4
In the mairy those Australians who shaped public opinion in the

nineteenth century through politics, the exercise of authority at all
levels, art, literature and poetry accePtd all of those elements. Most of
them did so with conviction and consequent dedication to ensuring that

they were accepted in the new society. In radical publications, of which
the Sydney Bulletin was the most notable example for the first thirty
years of its existence, there was always a minority who were loud to
proclaim their reiection of some of those fundamental facets of society.
They tended to scorn organized religion and despise the clergy, to repct

See R. Ward, frre Aisnalianlzgerul, (OrI.ord University hess, Melbourne, 1958) and
his spirited response to his critics in The Australian Legend Revisired', Hisloricat
Studies, (Vol.l8, No.Z), October, 1978, pp.7T-190. For an example of how theStuilics, (VoLf8, No.Z), October, 1978, pp.7[-190. For an example of how the
legend was alive and well in the Northern Territory over a c€ntury after its bLth see

Tom CoIe, HcIl West enil Crmkcil, (Collins, Sydnen t98E).
Some of these areas are treated in J.D.B. Millerr (d.1, Ans/7aliap.rs anil British: hcial and

Politicel C-onrcctirns, (Methuen, Sydney, 1987). The Aushalian accent is an amalgam,

with Cockney as ib maix comPonettt, but the derivation from the British Isle of
many words'that are fr{uently'takm to be purely Awhalian in origin r9 less well-
kno*n. See ?trc Meqwric Dictiontry, (Macqnarie Library, Sydney, 1981I W. S.

Ramson, The Australioi National Dictionary, (Oxford University ltess, Melbourne,
1988); G. A. Wilkes, A Dictiorury of Austrelian Cdloqublbms, (Sydngy University
Press, Sydney, rev. ed. 1985) and Erploring Austnlbn Englisft, (ABC Enterprises for
the Ausiralian Broadcasting Corporation, Sydney, 1986). For a good example see the
entry for'dinkum'.
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the monarchy and press for a republic. Yet when the time came to rally
to Britain in 1914 the Bulletin changed its tune, all talk of a republic
disappeared and those who did not appear to support the war with the
same enthusiasm as the Bulletin writers were excoriated as traitors.
Republicanism has had little appeal since Federation, if one excepts the
brief revival of the idea in some circles after the demise of the Whitlam
goverrunent in 1975.5

For sixty years the Eastern Australian colonies were dumping
grounds for criminals from the British Isles. In 1868 the last convict
vessel arrived at Western Australia with sixty Fenians of the Irish
Republican Brotherhood aboard. The days of convictism, which had
brought much misery as well as the chance to start life afresh in a new
land, were over. For the whole of the convict era the apparatus of
British civilization was erected in the various colonies without
hindrance. From the first days of settlement at Sydney Cove the British
legal code was operative and in a later period, when the transition took
place from a penal to a free society, an lrish{atholic Attorney{eneral
trained at Trinity College, Dublin ensured that British legal traditions
held fast and that the development would take place 'of a civilisation
based on the British model'.5

The convicts, whatever their origin, were not free to reiect the
kind of society that was imposed upon them and, with time, the vast
majority of them accepted it. Those who came freely to the colonies, and
especially to South Australia, often took pride in their determination to
build a better Britain in the Antipodes. In a small and manageable
population there was no racial or ethnic mix as in Canada or South
Africa where, in the period in which Australian society was shaped, the
French and the Afrikaners were making their own distinct
contributions.T All the colonial governors combined with the ruling elite
to ensure that transportable elements of British society were fostered

From the 189Os the Bulletin cultivated the ethos of the bush amongst urban
Australians. That ethos was seen to contain the elements of Wards hational
mysHque'. See the enhy on the Bzllelin in W. Wilde, f. Hooton and B. Andrews, Tlre
Oxprd Compnion ta Australian Libreture, (Oxford University Press, Melbournq
1985), pp.l2!5; and S. Lawson, The Archibelil Pardlor: A Strange Case of Autlnrship,
(Allen Lane, Melboume, 1983).
See John N. Molony, An ArdiAct of Freeilom: lohn Hufurt Plunkztt in New South Wales

7832-7869, (Aushalian National University Press, Canberra, 1973), p.280.
For South Africa see Hermann Giliomee, 'ConstructingAfrikaner Nationalism'in H.
Adam (ed.), tuuth Africa: Tltz Limits of Reforn Politics, (E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1983), pp.84
96.

6
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and George Gipps, governor of New South Wales from 1838 to 7W,
lamented the possibility that the spread of the pastoral industry would
give rise to a race of barbaric and unlettered Englishmen. Meanwhile,
the London civil servants held on to the reins until the Gold Rushes
made it expedient to grant forms of responsible goverrunent to the
Australian colonies in the shape of upper and lower Houses of
Parliament.S

Colonial reactions to the imposition of the British legal system
were directed not against its use but at its misuse. The prime example is
the episode called 'The Eureka Stockade', when armed gold diggers of
several nationalities banicaded themselves against the police and
military at Ballarat in 1854. The diggers were enraged at the way in
which the authorities enforced a licence fee on them and they bitterly
resented the presence on the goldfields of a standing British arm,
which was used to back up the police in the enforcement of the law.
Apart from a few hotheads, the diggers were disinterested in republican
ideas and, led by the lrish-born Peter Lalor, their reaction was more a

protest than a revolt against British rule. Similarly, Australia's form of
social banditry, called bushranging, had no political overtones with the
possible exception of the national archetypal legend, Ned Kelly, who
may have had a republic of the Northeast of Victoria in mind when he
took his stand at Glenrowan.9

Despite the aspirations of its local leaders the Church of
England never became the established religion in Australia although it
held a dominant position in the religious sPectrum throughout the
colonial period. The Christian religion was so intertwined with
education in the first hundred years of settlement that the two cannot be
separated. With the exception of a few hundred Iews and a handful of
adherents to other religions, Australians were at least nominally
Christians. The parson and the priest became as familiar figures in
Australia as they were in the British Isles, the Christian rites were

The best source for government is still A.CV. Melbourne, Eaily e-onstitutional
Daelopcnt in Australia: New fuuth Wales 1.788-7856, Quearsbrul 7859-7922 (lst edn:
Oxford University hess, Oxford, 794;2nd' edn: ed. and intro. R.B.Joyce, wi$ the
indusion of the section on Queenslan4 University of Queensland Press, St. Lucia
Queenslan4 1963).
See Raffaello Carboni, Thc Eureka Stoc.laih, (first published 1855 and republished
Melbourne University hess, Melbourne, 1953); and fohn N. Molony, Elrcta, (Vikin&
Melbourne 1984). For Kelly, see the'Jerilderie l-ett€d in Max Brown, Australbn Son,
(Georgian House, Melbourne, 1956), pp.272-83;and. John N. Molony, I mr Ned Y,elly,
(Allen l-ane, Melboume, 1960), drapter 14.
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practised, Easter and Christmas celebrated and the general tenor of life
had a Christian basis. Temperance movements abounded, charitable
organizations based on Christian tenets ranging from Benevolent
societies to hospitals were widespread, and the name of the Christian
God was invoked in court and pa.rliament.l0 In the schools, where
educational methods brought from the British Isles were in vogue, some
form of Christian religious education was available even after the
colonies had all opted for secular education before the end of the
nineteenth century. Empire and monarch were present in map and flag
and young Australians were taught to be part of a larger whole with its
heart in London. From the 1880's, the Catholics built and staffed their
own schools in which their faith was central to the whole process of
instruction. Despite the Irish background of most of the teachers there
was rarely any attempt to encourage a militant proJrish or virulent anti-
British attitude and, in general, students were encouraged to fit into the
dominant society and seek to gain positions within it.ll

Another major factor which fostered Australian dependence on
Britain was distance.l2 Between the new land of settlement and the
home societies six months of sail intervened. That time sPan was
gradually reduced by the introduction of steam after the Gold Rushes
and the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. The submarine cable was
connected from Java to Darwin in 1871 and in the following year the
connection was made with the south after the opening of the Overland
Telegraph line to Adelaide. As a result Australia was in direct and

See M. Roe, Qu*,t for Autlarity in Eastern Australia 7835-57, (Melbourne University
Press, Melbourne, 1955). There were at least eight Jewish convicb on the First Fleet
and despite their never becoming more than about 0.5 P€rc€nt of the total
popr.rlation their conhibution to Australian society has been considerable. Many
Jewish leaders, such as Rabbi Cohen, Sir Isaac Isaacs and Sir John Monash were as
mudr devoted to the British model as those of Anglo-Saxon stock. See S. Rutland
Edge of the Diaspra: Tun Centuries of lewish Scttbrnent in Australia, (Collins, Sydney,
1988).
For education see A. Barcan, A Hktory of Austrelian Eilucatbn, (Oxford University
Press, Melbourne 1980). For source material on religion see L. D. Mclntosh,
'Religion' in D. H. Borchardt, Australians: A Guille to Sources, (Fairfax, Syme &
Weldon, Sydney, 1987), Chapter 42. The foremost historian of the Irish, as well as
the Catholic Churdr in Australia, is Patrick O/Fanell with Th€ Cttholic Aurdt anil
C-ommunity: An Australbn History, (New South Wales University Press, Sydney,
79ES);btbrs fromlrish Australia, New South Wales University Pres, Sydney, 1984);
andThelrbh in Australb, (New South Wales University Press, Sydney, 1986).
The fact that the title has passed into the language is indicative of the value of G.
Blainey, Tlu Tyranny ol Distance, (Sun Books, Melboume 1966). The opposite
concept of distance as a factor to be overcome throughout the whole period of
Aushalian history also needs to be stressed.

IU
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quick contact with London. The distance from 'home', however,

rbmained strong in the psychology of Australians because between them

and Europe lay endless oc€ans PeoPld by strange and allegedly

menacing races. There were constant cries to Britain to erect an island

screen wtrictt would arch through the South Pacific and protect British
imperial interests but, more importantly, rnaintain Australia's cherished
isolation which would guarantee the preservation of the British heritage.
It is undeniable that, at a political and bureaucratic level, Australia was

always aware of the Pacific and that there was a consistent tendency to

insis[ upon an independent policy towards it. Yet it has been cogently

argued that 'Australian concern about its environment has alwayt b€el
in the context of a British political and military presence' which
remained true until at least 7942.13 Prior to the introduction of cheap air
flights, Bali, Hong Kong, Singapore and that portion of the earth called

in Europe the FaiEast were scarcely known to most Australians, despite

the fact that to them it was the Near North. They continued to speak, if
they thought of it at all, of South-East Asia but to Australia it was

neilher to ihe south nor to the east. The geography of that whole region
had been expressed in terrninology which put Australians mentally as

far from it, and positioned in relation to it, as were the citizens of
London, Edinburgh or Dublin.

To most Ausbalians for about 770 yeats, and for some of them

into the present, the linchpin of British civilization was the crown. In
the nineteenth century loyalty to the British monarch was given greater
impetus by the long and dignified reign of Queen Victoria. Victoria and

Queensland were named in her honour, statues of her abounded and
any public expression of disloyalty to her person or office was regarded

as-insane. When Henry Ct'Farrell, a deranged, young lrish{atholic,
tried to murder Victoria's son Alfred in Sydney in 1858, the outrage was

intense. Fenian plots were suspected, CXFarrell hanged and New South
Wales contemphted changing its name to Alfredland as an act of
atonement. A century later Robert Menzies, throughout his period as

prime minister, never ceased to extol the throne as the centre of unity
and the Queen as the bond of that unity. To Menzies, the value of the
British-Australian civilization was suPreme but London was its centre
because that was where the Queen held her Court. When a

), Austtalb anil tlu Worlil: A Doaunntary nltloly
fron the 7870s to tte 7970s; (Longuran Cheshire Melbourne, 1985), pp374l.
Meaney's well-presented oppcitre case is also givm here.
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constitutional crisis arose in 1975 with the sacking of Whitlam all sides
attempted to keep the Queen clear of any involvement despite the fact
that the Governor€eneral was her representative in Australia.l4

The relationship of emulation and dependence between
Australia and Britain was much more than moral. Its base was
economic in that Britain held the purse strings until the 185Os and
remained a mairr market place for Aushalian prirnary products until
after World War II, although Japan and later China soon began to rival
her.15 Dependence also showed itself very markedly in the area of
defence and the departure of the last units of the British army in 1870
forced the Australian colonies to think about developing their own
military forces. Nonetheless, it was to the British navy that all the
colonies looked as the bulwark against an aggressor and much
satisfaction was expressed when the Admiralty set up an Aushalian-
based naval station, given the awareness that the long coastline could
not be defended without the presence of British naval vessels. When the
Commonwealth, on the recommendation of a visiting British Field
Marshal, formed a small army force in 1910 the Minister of Defence said
that an Englishman had to be in command on the grounds that one of
the best men in the Empire was needed to get it started. The Australian
navy did not come into being until 191 1 and the Air Force until 1921.

The British continued to regard themselves as uniquely
responsible for foreign affairs even after Australian federation in 1901

and, as late as 1915, a high-ranking English public servant said that it
was never the custom to ask for the Dominions to consent to foreign
policy and indeed it had not been the practice to explain it to them
before 1911.16 As a result of the widespread acceptance of this state of
affairs, Australia had no diplomat accredited to a foreign power until
the appointment of R. G. Casey to Washington in 1940. Prior to that
time it had not been deemed appropriate to deal with other powers at a
diplomatic level except through Whitehall, although a few trade

The best shrdy of the crisis from the constitutional aspect is Ridrard Hall and John
Iremonger, Thc tvlnkers eail thc Breakcrs: The C,ooenor-General and the *naE os the
C-onstitutbn, (Wellington Lane Press, Sydney, 1976).
See Brian Fitzpatrick, British Imprialism enil Australia 7783-7833: An Economic Hktory
of Australrcb, (Allen & Unwin, London, 1939); and The British Empire in Australia: An
Ecorcmic Hislory 783L7939, Melbourne University hess in assoc. with Oxford
University Pres, Melbourne, 1%l).

16 J. Eddy and D. Schreuder, The Rix $ &tonial Natbnelism: Australia, New Zealanil,
Canada anil Sottth At'rica First As*rt Their Nationalities, 1.880-1.914, (Allen & Unwin,

l4

l5

Sydney, 1988), p.132.
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legations were established. Aushalia, together .*i[^ih" other

Diminions, became a sovereign, independent nation in 1931 with the

passing by the Imperial Parliiment of the Statute of Westminster. So

reluctant were Australian politicians to make anything of the thang{
relationship between the two countries, Partly for fuar-of upsetting local

British loyalists, that the Statute was not adopted 9V ttt9. Federal

Parliament until 1942. It took until the passing of the Australia Act in
1985 for complete separation to take place, but the Queen remained

Queen of Australia.lT
Australia has most markedly shown its bonds with Britain in the

theatre of war. Empire,loyalty to the Crown and the so-called 'crimson

thread of kinship''b"t*""tr the British peoples have been the rallying

cries which have called the youth of the nation to arms. For the first 153

years of white presence on this continent Australians were never

ihreatened directly by an aggressor, although,an almost pathological

tendency to believe itat s.tct was about to happen-was frequently

evident, even as early as 1788. No less than 200 scares of possible enemy

action against Ausiralia were concocted in the nineteenth century,

ranging irom the Russians to the French and including the Americans at

the"tirie of the Civil War. From 1901 to 1942 there was legitimate

concern that Germany and Russia aimed to take some or all of Timor

and Dutch New Guinea, that the Netherlands would fall to Germany

and hence the Indies by default and that the |apanese also had designs

on the Netherlands' Indies.lS Those concerns came to nothing until 1942

when Australia was threatened by |apanese aggression which, even

though it probably never entailed an actual intention to invade, made

the ihreat- no less real. That was especially so when Darwin was

bombed 64 times in early 1942, Broome, Wyndham, Derby and

Katherine, Port Hedlana ana Townsville were later bombed, Sydney

and Newcastle shelled and seventeen vessels were lost with 80,874 tons

of shipping and 503 lives between 1,94243. In Queensland there was a

state of virtual panic and many people fled south'l9

17

18

@rp, Australbn lndeperulmct: -colony 
b ReJuctanl

Kingdottt', Melbourne University Preis, Melboune, 1988), pp'l3618.. 
^ ,., -i"i"* 

"."f"ti" 
of Australian r'eactions to affairs in the South-West Pacific see J. E.

H;ffr;, ,AusUalia,s North-Wetern Frontier on the lndian Ocean; The Issues

ari*, fSbr-fS15, Papet delivered at Second International C-onference on lndian

Ocean Studies, Perth, 1948.

l.C-n. O-^'and John McQuilton (&s.), Austrdiens: A Hisloricel Atlas, (Furfax'

Syme & Weldon, Sydney, 1987), pp.232-33.
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Japanese aggression in the crucial days of World War II revealed
something of the true nature of dependence by Australia on Britain.
Churchill virtually regarded Australia as temporarily expendable and,
had it not been for fohn Curtin's insistence, Aushalian troops on their
way home from the Mediterranean would have been diverted to
Rangoon in early 7942 to help defend Burma. Meanwhile, Douglas
MacArthur was wringing his hands at the paucity of troops at his
disposal for the defence of Australia itself.2o

Nevertheless, for almost all its history white Australia has been
free from aggression. If one excepts the slaughter of the Aborigines,
which went on until well into this century, there were only two episodes
in which lives were lost in violent clashes between the military, the
police and civilians. At Vinegar Hill near Toongabbie, New South
Wales, seventeen convicts were killed when they rose in a futile act of
insurgency in 1804 and at least fifty diggers died as a result of the
Eureka episode in 1854. There have been two deaths consequent upon
clashes between police and strikers but no violence occurred in 1949
when Prime Minister Chifley called in troops to break a strike in the
New South Wales coal mines. Although it was rumoured around the
Canberra hotels that the arrny was placed on a state of alert during the
Constitutional crisis on 11 November 1975, the rumour was never
denied or verified! Apart from the foregoing episodes no one has died
on this continent since 1788 for creed, politics or race with the again
appalling exception of the Aborigines.

The general state of peace iunongst the white inhabitants did not
prevent a call to arms being sounded in Australia on ten occasions, if
one excepts peace keeping missions under the control of the United
Nations. They were the Maori Wars (1863-64); the Sudan Campaign
(1885) and the Boer War (1889-1902), when Australian troops departed
to fight for England under banners which read 'For Queen and Country'
and 'The Empire Right and Wrong.' The others were the Boxer
Rebellion (190041); World War I, including the Russian theatre (19'14-

1919); World War II (1939a5); Korea (105G53); the Malayan insurgency
(1 95G6'2); Indonesian Confrontation (1 %5-55) and Vietna m ('1,965-72).2t

On five of those occasions forces were deployed on foreign soil because
of Australia's perceived role in the Empire or Commonwealth and the

John Molony, Tlu Peaguin Bicmtennial History of Australia: The Story of 200 Years,
(Vikin g, Melbourne, 198V, W.2W87.
J.C.R. Camm and John McQuilton (eds.l, Australians, pp.22L21.

ZU
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desire to go to the aid of Britain. It was more than once said that, when

the Mother Lioness was in peril, her Australian cubs would come to her
aid. It was for the same reason also that Australian forces were sent
overs€as in the early days of World War II but, after the fall of
Singapore, local defence became paramount.

The failure of Britain to come to Australia's aid after the fall of
Singapore and the cons€quent turning to America was of unparalleled
importance in the history of Australian foreign relations. The result was
another form of dependence which, given the long record of reliance on
a greater power for protection, was inevitable. On a few previous
ociasions ihe realization of Australia's global position had tended to
incline some Australian politicians to look to America. When Prime

Minister Alfred Deakin invited the United States goverrlment to send its

Great White Fleet on a visit to Australia in 1908 he wrote, 'I doubt
whether any two peoples could be found who are in nearer touch with
each other, and are likely to benefit more by anything that tends to knit
their relations more closely.' In a private letter on the subiect of the

fleefs visit he wrote of 'our blood affection for the Americans' and then

spelt out his purpose in inviting the Fleet more explicitly. when he

referred to 'oui diitrust of the Yellow Race in the North Pacific and our
recognition of the "entente cordiale" spreading among all white men
who realise the Yellow Peril to Caucasian civilization, creeds and
politics.'22 That form of xenophobia, directed specifically against China

Lut including |apan after its victory in the Russo-fapanese war (1904-5),

had been apparent in Australia since the 185Os.23

ThL recognition of America's role in defeating the fapanese in
the Pacific zone in World War II was decisive when it was coupled with
a revival of anxiety over China after the success of Communism there in
the post-war period. As a result, many Aushalians became vulnerable
to any suggestion that force may again be needed to repel a ProsPective
aggressoi In March 1950, before Eisenhower attempted to explain the
domino theory to a bemused Churchill, P. C. Spender, Aushalia's
Minister for External Affairs, had given his version of the same
phenomenon. 'should the forces of communism prevail and Vietnam
come under the heel of Communist China, Malaya is in danger of being

Decelnber, 19(7 and Deakin to Ridrard Webb, 4

Iune 1908 in Neville Mean ey, Auslrelia and thc World, pp.1T2-3.
23 lt is of some interest to not; that the Japanese began hctilities with an attack on the

Russian fleet at Port Arthur without dedaring war. As in World War II after Pearl
Harbour, they went on to a series of significant victorles in the Pacific.
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outflanked and it, together with Thailand, Burma and Indonesia, will
become the next direct object of further Communist activities.' He went
on to remark that No nation can escape its geography.' He did not need
to add that for 140 years most Australians had been intent on doing
exactly that.24

The involvement of Australia in Vietnam was a direct result of
Chinaphobia. It was combined with a dqiree of disarming innocence
and lack of experience in the international sphere because, for the first
time, far-reaching decisions in foreign affairs were taken without
reference to london. The Australian policy of forward defence meant
that it was imperative to keep America militarily involved in Viebram.
In those circumstances it was necessary for Australia itself to show the
flag alongside the Americans in Vietnam which resulted in the sending
of a battalion of Australian troops there in mid-1965.2s Prime Minister
Menzies spelt out to the House of Representatives the rationale behind
Australia's actions on 29 April 1965. The takeover of South Vietnam
would be a direct military threat to Australia and all the countries of
South and Southeast Asia. It must be seen as part of a thrust by
Communist China between the Indian and Pacific Oceans.' The
judgement made of Chinese intentions and of China's participation in
the Vietnam theatre had no validity whatever, but that did not lessen the
conviction with which Menzies stated the case nor its acceptance by over
sixty per cent of the Australian people.25

The consequent involvement of Australia in what Arthur
Calwell, leader of the Labor Party, was eventually moved to call a 'filthy
and unwinnable way' grew directly from the shift of dependence to
America and away from Britain. That the war was lost and that America
and Australia tried to erase its memory from their national
consciousness is a matter of record but the relationship between the two
allies in Viebram remained firm. The granting to America of Australian
territory to use as bases was the exterior symbol of dependence so that
by 1973 a high-powered Defence Committee could state without
equivocation 'Australia's natural maior ally is the United States.'27

z+
25

25

27

See P.C. Spender, Hazsaril (Hon* of Rqnxntatioes), 9 March19fi, pp.62l-36.
There is a detailed analysis of Australia's concem that America become more deeply
lnvolved in Vietnam in 'Aushalia's Military Commitment to Vietnam', Neville
Meaney, Australia mil the Wold, pp.67}73.
R. Menzies, Hansril (Hou* $ Regexttatioes),29 April 1965, pp.106G1; and Neville
Meaney, Austrelie and the World, p.7U2.
Neville Meaney, Australie eail the Workl,pp.652-54 and,p.779.
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Furthermore, the influence of America on Australian society through a

form of cultural imperialism was Pervasive from the 196Os onwards.
The fact that it was a worldwide phenonEnon did not lessen its impact

although it can be argued that in all its manifestations, from music to
Kentucky fries, it washltered through the British-Australian mix. At all

events, tire impact of the United SAtes on Australian society has been a

gloss on the British heritage iust as the 'national mystique' of Ward was
in the nineteenth century on the already prevailing British ethos.

In particular it is to the influence of the British heritage and the

esteem in which it was held that Aushalians and others need to look for
a partial explanation of racism in Aushalian attitudes and policies.

Ecbnomics, irade union hostility and xenophobia had a hand in the

white Australia policy but the desire to shape society on the British
model was fundamental to the argument for the exclusion of so-called
coloured races. At the time of Federation Australia was a nation in
formation with a population of less than four million. separated from

the British Isles by 20,000 kilometres and with neighbours who were

regarded as strange and potentially hostile, the conviction was strong

thit social cohesion rested upon the retention of the Anglo'Saxon
matrix. It is only in recent times, and for reasons that bear scmtiny,that
some have started to talk of the Anglo{eltic heritage. By the use of the
term Anglo.celtic, sectarian divisions of the Past are minirnized, the

Irish are maae to feel welcome in the Anglo-Saxon fold and the threat to

the British heritage by a multicultural Ausualia is met by a united body
of 'old' Australiins. The lrish, and perhaps even the Scots and the

Welsh, seem to be late-comers on the Anglo-Saxon scene.2E

In "!f367, Henry Parkes, several times premier of New South
Wales, put the case for reiection of the Chinese on cultural rather than

racist giounds. He said that 'he did not obiect to the Chingse on the

grounds that they were inferior in personal character to ourcelves ... Out
if,ag tt ey were different to us in their religion, traditions, modes of
instruction and conception of society.' In 1901, the first Federal
Parliament debated the Immigration Restriction Bill which detailed the
practically unanimously agreed upon methods for the exclusion of
ioloured races from Australia. During the debate Alfred Deakin

enunciated an attitude which, devoid of flamboyant rhetoric or debased

debate on Asian imrnigration it is intetesting that
Professor Blainey has started to make use of the term Anglo-Celtic.- 

-See 
M. Galvin

and P. West, A Clunging Australia: Thenus enil C-a* Stuilies, (tlarcourt Brace

lovanovich, Sydney, 1988), p.55.
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racism, summed up the generally accepted one in Ausfalian society
although few were capable of expressing it in the same rnanner as
Deakin:

Our civilization belongs to us and we belong to ig we are bred
in it, and it is bred in us. It fits us and is our means of progress
and advancement. These people have their own qualities and
also the civilizations, forms of life and government which
naturally attach to them. They are separated from us by a gulf
which we cannot bridge to the advancement of either. The
attitude (to their exclusion) is not an offensive one when it
becomes understood that it is based on these principles.29

Similar attitudes prevailed amongst the progressive and even
radical elements of society at the time of Federation and especially in the
Labor Party where they were frequently expressed in grossly racist
terminology. The development of such attitudes in the labour
movement is not surprising given the firm determination not to depart
from the heritage of Weshninster and much that went with it, including
commitment to the British trade union tradition from which the
workers'rnovement in Australia grew. On a personal level, adherence
to Anglicanism and the Reformed Churches of Methodism and
Presbyterianism was widespread throughout the labour movement
which generally remained impervious to the influence of alien
ideologies or continental influences.30 That quarter or more of
Australians with an Irish and Catholic background were also devoted to
the British model. Thebitter conscription plebiscites in 1916 and 1917,
with the subsequent decimation of the Australian Labor Party, did little
to shake their convictions on the value of the British heritage although
many of them had turned their backs on England and the English in the
wake of the Easter Rising in 1916.

A policy of strict adhesion to the Anglo-Saxon base of society
remained sufficiently strong amongst the great majority of the
Australian people as to ensure its persistence until well after World War
II. Indeed, during the War there was official unease about the number

Bede Nairn's review of Gavin Souter's Acts of
Perliament in C-anbena Historical lournal, (New Serie No.22, Canberra, September
1988), pp.9-10.

30 Bede Niim's Cioilising &pitalism: Thc Labor lylaoencnt in New tuuth Waks 1.87G1900,
(Australian National University hess, C-anberra, 1973) is the best analysis of the rise
of the Labor Party.
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of Negro troops who came to Australia with the American army' Only
the precarious situation in which Australia was placed and the

u*"tit ess of reliance on America mitigated reaction at Cabinet level. At
the end of the war, concern with the slow growth rate in population,

often expressed in the slogan ?opulate or Perisn", caused the
gorrernmettt to embark on a massive immigration program of which
Irthur Calwell was the principal architect. Calwell, despite the
changing attitude to racially-based immigration policies in the Iabor
Pu.ty and ir, some segments of the wider community, remained

impiacably attached to lhe White Australia no!ry. Nevertheless, by

1965 the White Aushalia plank was removed from the Labor party

platform and the last vestiges of it were removed from legislation in
iqn. Thu high point was relched on 31 October 7975 in the last days of
the whitlam government with the passing of the Racial Discrimination
Act which outlawed all forms of discrimination on the grounds of race,

colour, ethnic background, place of birth or descent.3l

The resultJ of postrn'ar immigration are striking. In 1947 the

population was7.6 miilion. At the end of 1986 it had risen to 16.1

miition and about forty per cent of the increase was directly due to
immigration. Without tfie immigration program, with its direct and

indirect effects on growth rates, the Ausbalian population would be 50

per cent lower thatlt is. The growth rate itself was significant but even

more significant has been the gradual but decisive results of the change

in poli{ on rac€. That change can be seen by comparing lfgorigins of
setiler arrivals in Australia since the War. From 1945 to 1986 the total
from the top thirty sourc€ countries was 416,M2 of which the united
Kingdom, its colonies and Ireland contributed 47.2per cent. Europe was

the iource for another 32.2 per cent but Asians rnade up only 3.5 per

cent. Since 1986 the change has no longer been gradual. The United
Kingdom and lreland have accounted for only 19.9 per cent of settler
arrivals which is a percentage drop of over half. Asia has risen to 23.6

per cent although in total only 33Q000 Asian immigrants have arrived in
Australia in the past twenty years. In the 1985 census only 1.6 Per cent

of the total Ausrllian population claimed Asian ancestry.32

nant 7972-7975, (Vikin& Melbourne, 1985),

chapter 13.
32 AuiUala, C-ommonwealth, C-ommittee to Advise on Australia's lmmigration

Policies, Llnderstaruting Imnigretbn, (Aushalian Covernment Publishing Service,

Canberra, 1987), pp.7 -9, 23, 26.
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To put those figures in greater perspective it needs to be

remembered that the Aushalian-bom, even with a net immigration gain
of 125,000 annually from now until the year2025, will still be 75 per cent
of the total and, dependent on birth rates, could be as high as eighty per
cent. The importance of those figures is that the matrix society, with its
origins firdt in the British model, will remain the constant factor which
will shape the culture, the institutions that exPress that culture, much of
its art and literature, the mores by which people live and the ways of
public behaviour that are found acceptable as a norrn. In other words
Australians will remain what the dominant maiority, themselve
Australian-born, will make them.33

The most important result of the weakening of the bonds with
Britain and the lessening of devotion to the retention of the British
heritage that has occurred in the last forty years is in the
acknowledgement of geographical place and the widespread accePtance

of a changed and changing Australia. The multicultural composition of
the Australian population, drawn from 120 countries, means that the
days of White Australia are over. In education, religion, sport, high and
popular culture and in eating and drinking habits, the presence of so

many new citizens with such diverse backgrounds has had an effect. In
terms of trade two-thirds of Australian exPorts go to the Asian Pacific
region and half the imports come from there. Those changes will have a

chain effect continuing to shape the nature of Australian society.
Meanwhile, plaintive and isolated voices still cry for the

retention of cultural homogeneity; for the concePt of One Australia
without any attempt to spell out what that Australia is or will be. In the
racist reactions they evoke amongst some Australians they distort their
own purpose and do it harm. Their voices are the last dying gasp of
British cultural imperialism whictU outside Britain itsell is rarely heard.

Their outcry is even more poignant because of their inability to
understand or accept that whatever was good and precious in the British
tradition, in its values and institutions, remains firmly fixed and
fundamental in a society increasingly unlike the old society which
grafted that tradition onto a new nation. It is a fact which speaks much
fbr the shength of the British tradition in its finest and most enduring
elements.

e ICRA
Naosletta, Canberra, August 19EB), pp.2-3.

(ACT) Dinner, 23 fuly 198E', (ICR/





PART II

THE GLOBAL CONTEXT



CHAPTER 2

THE WORLD AND AUSTRALIA: CHALLENGES
OF THE 1990s

Robert f. O'Neill

Wonderful though it is to be back in Canberra,let me say that I have had

to work for my ticket. Perestroika plus the prospect of a new American

President are enough to give anybody so rash as to attempt to discuss

the future more than a slight headache. The possibilities,let me be more
definite, the prospects, are very exciting. We could be at the dawn of a
new era of international cooperation in which we decrease the amount
of our scarc€ resources that East and West devote to confronting each

other and start working together on the many urgent problems which
face the whole of humanity. Even if this vision does not fully
materialize we are unlikely to return to the tensions of the late 1940s and
1950s. That kind of cold war has gone and good riddance to it. We can
have a new confidence now that we see that we have done more than
survive the tests of those years.

Most importantly both the Soviet Union and the United States

have learned through long and frustrating experience that they can ruin
their own economies without any corrunensurate gain in security if they
do not seek a more cu)perative relationship. Both powers have also
learned their own individual lessons. Whatever the future of Mr.
Gorbachev, some aspects of Perestroika are irreversible. The old
orthodory will never be imposed again with the chilling old authority
behind it. The Reagan Administration learned from its early years that
an attitude of scorn and unrelenting hostility towards the Soviet Union
becomes counter-productive and has to give way to something more
balanced if the Soviet Union is to be encouraged as fully as possible to
reform their policies and western public support is to be maintained.

Yet while holding before you this optimistic ProsPect, I would
be rendering poor service by failing to point out the obstacles and
dangers which lie in our path. Let me look first at the problems
confronting our travelling companiory the Soviet Union.
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The Soviet Union

The economic and political weaknesses of the Soviet Union make very
difficult its ambition to escape from its narrowly based status as a
superpower in military terms only. In the face of internal political and
economic difficulties the Soviet Union may be tempted to cling all the
more tightly to its military power. Mr. Gorbachev wants a restructured
military force, as he has made clear by his proposed unilateral cuts of
500,000 men, but he must now be in the process of discovering that
mairr cuts, replacing large numbers of men and obsolescent weapons by
smaller numbers of more sophisticated systems and better trained
troops, are likely to cost more money in the short term, not less. He may
therefore have to tell his generals and admirals to slow or defer their
modernization plans until the economy is stronger. In other words,
contrary to the suppositions of many observers, economic reform may
not be led by defence cuts.

Further, to carry through the necessary economic reforms the
Communist Party and central government bureaucrag/s stranglehold
on economic planning and distribution must be loosened if waste and
paralysis are not to continue to characterize the Soviet system of
goverrunent. Perestroika is beginning to make an impact in these areas
but at too slow a rate to show benefits in improved living standards to
date. If anything, there has been a deterioration in workers' disposable
income over the past three years. Whether Gorbachev has the staying
power to see reforms through over the many years that will be necessary
is an open question. Education reform will be too limited in scope if
there is not wider access to Western texts, freer passage of information
and greater individual use of computers, photocopiers and electronic
communications, all of wNch tend to be subversive of established
authority in a highly centralized system which is meant to run in
harmony with an ideology conceived in the nineteenth century.

Yet these problems are well recognized in the Soviet Union and
not only by the leadership. Behind the will to get to grips with and
overcome them is a rising feeling of frustration with the inadequacies of
the old system, at grass roots and most particularly at middle levels of
society. There is little disagreement with the proposition that reform is
necessary. Where there is divergence of views is on the specifics - how
far and in what areas should reform be undertaken. A recent Soviet
visitor described the situation in Moscow to me thus:
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We had a machine, which few people liked but it worked and
we knew what to expect from it. Gorbachev has taken the
machine apart but nobody is quite sure how it should be rebuilt.
Everything has to be discussed and debated endlessly and
goodness knows where it will end. I think it must be rather like
the situation after the October Revolution.

The sensitive issue of the position of the Party will be one of the
key points of contention between radicals and conservatives, and the
o.rtco^e of the debate will be determined not only by economic factors

but also the prestige and political influence of the contending grouPs,

particularly those of the President and General secretary. He is doing

iemarkably well to this point but nobody can say whether he will
continue tb enioy the present level of suPPort for many years as the
privileges of the more powerful are curtailed and the Soviet people
understand that they are expected to work harder for rewards that will
be neither immediate or automatic.

unfortunately Mr. Gorbachev has problems on many different
fronts at once. Theirinteraction can be fatal to his reform program, or it
can be of great assistance in proving further how necessary Perestroika
is. For a federal state of fifteen republics, the nationalities issue is
particularly contentious. The Armenian dispute is one thing but the

irouble in the Baltic states is even more serious. Armenia, at least,

because of its location can be largely isolated from Western contact but
the Baltic states, on the soviet union's western doorstep and well
represented by emigr6 communities in the West, are much more
exposed to outside view.

Gorbachey's initial line of handling nationalist pressures by
moving with them has given way to something firmer. 

_ 
Will it be

sufficiently flexible to keep the Estonians, latvians and Lithuanians

behind Peiestroika or will they be alienated? He has a formidable task

because rrurny of the Baltic people do not merely want autonomy - they
want the full independence which Gorbachev cannot permit them to
have. In other words, reform seerns to be allowing the breach between

the Baltic states and Russia to widen. Thus far the parliaments of the

Baltic republics have not chosen to bend the knee to Moscow but it is not
to be thought that they will attempt a head-on confrontation. Rather

they will seek to strike a new bargain which secures more autonomy {or
them at the price of continuing to back Gorbachev. But how far or for
how long this process can be tolerated by Moscow is uncertain. The
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nationalities problem has given Gorbachev's critics a new supply of
ammunition when they seemed to be running low.

The nationalities issue is not just an internal problem of the
Soviet Union. What happens there is relatively visible to the outside
world and can affect the general tenor of East-West relations. The
strong, vocifurous representation which the Baltic peoples enjoy through
their emigrd communities in the United States, Australia and elsewhere
can be very effective in terms of attracting public and political attention
to their cause and helping to inlluence the shaping of western policies
towards the Soviet Union. The Soviet leadership also has to cope with
the problems that Ukrainian nationalists and Islamic Central Asians will
pose. These too may become much more severe and there could be a
considerable degree of interaction between various dissident nationalist
groups in the Soviet Union if controls are lifted further. The next decade
seetrs likely to provide interesting evidence on iust how successful the
Soviet program of nation building has been over the past seventy years.
If Gorbachev wants East-West relations to continue to improve he
cannot resort to imposition of the old style of repression of nationalist
sentiment, but he has to balance this limitation against the need to retain
sufficient control to deny his rivals the leverage to topple him.

Closely linked with the internal nationalities problems are those
of the Eastern European states, especially Poland. Gorbachev's
attempted solution to these questions, controlled liberalization in the
economic field and exhortation to improve performance, particularly the
quality of exports to both the Soviet Union and the West, does not yet
have much to show for itself. It is not radical enough either to achieve
its own goals or to meet popular desires in the Eastern European
countries themselves. I was interested recently to hear a prominent
Eastern European scholar say that the only states in Europe which have
to undergo revolutions in the coming generation are those with
Marxist-Leninist systems. The degree of cynicism expressed by Eastern
Europeans about their own societies these days is quite breathtaking,
several degrees higher than a few years ago. Contempt for the
corruption practised by senior functionaries and the blatant abuse of the
privileges they enpy has also hit a new level of openness in
conversation with Westerners. How long can this disillusionment keep
increasing? How long will the ultinrate Soviet sanction carry the
necessary credibility to keep the Eastern Europeans in place? The
answer in both cases is probably a good many years yet, but for a
generation? I doubt it very much.
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The Eastern European situation remains of critical importance to

both the Soviet Union and the West because great turbulence here can

still lead to a wider conllict in a wholly unplanned and undesired

rrpnner. We all want to see these states advance to greater freedom, re-

building their historic links with the west, but we do not want to see it
happenln such a way that there is repression and bloodshed on the part
of ihe Soviet Union. To achieve this transition we need sufficient Soviet

disarmament for East-West tensions to be reduced but not so much that

the Soviet Union loses control in this critical area.

Despite the daunting difficulties faced by th" sovigt leadership

in pursuit of reform, they also have some formidable assets.

Gor6acher's achievements to date mark him as a bold and extremely
able politician. He has consolidated his Power base and put down his

critici within the leadership with remarkable speed and success. He is

supported by a talented group of expert advisers who see the

alternatives of reform and decline very clearly. They have not shrunk

from admitting this in open international consultations,listening readily
to advice from foreigners and at the same time providing us with a
reasonable degree of insight into what is going on at the sub'leadership
level. There ii clearly evident a great determination amongst mid-level

servants of the Party and the State that things need to change if the
soviet Union is to remain a first class Power. The practical

corrunonsense and ability to improvise which have enabled them for so

long to survive disasters and the clumsy workings of their own system,

will help them to rise to meet this challenge.
Great sbength and great weakness co-eist in the soviet political

system through the leading role of the Communist Party. After the

devolution ii bound together a motley array of weak and divided
peoples, it led the soviet union through the bloodiest war of all time
ind, on the rubble and ashes left as Hitle/s armies withdrew, it built the

world's second greatest power. Some of these achievements came

despite rather than because of the Part/, but its strength, w-hen well led,

stroutd be recognized by foreigners as well as by Soviet Citizens. But

how the farty witt cope with radical reform without offending the

canons of Marx and Lenin so severely that it might forfeit the ideological
legitimacy on which its authority rests, only the future can tell. And this

isi test that the Soviet Union has to find its own way through. There is

little or nothing that outsiders with the best will in the world can do to
help resolve its political and ideological dilemmas. The Soviet leaders

have to decide how much or how little reform they can undertake,
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spurred by the knowledge that without maior restructuring their
relative power in the international community will continue to slide
downwards.

If internal problems mount both within the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe we should expect Soviet military and internal security
forces to offer stronger resistance to the prrcess of reform, arguing that
the leadership must not endanger fundamental national interests. Thus
far Mr. Gorbachev seems to have handled the military very effectively,
decapitating the old command structure when Matthias Rust gave him
the opportunity he had been waiting for, and bringing in his own men
who share the language of moderation and have an awareness of the
positive roles that arms conbol and confidence-building measures can
play in sfengthening security. Furthermore the international
environment has not favoured the hawks amongst the Soviet military in
recent years. The threat that they believed President Reagan offered in
the early 1980s has diminished to something that can be dealt with more
effectively by new political initiatives than by spectacular military
prograrns. External commitments in Afghanistan, Africa and Southeast
Asia have not proved rewarding, particularly in a political sense, and
increasingly Soviet citizens are conscious of the huge appetites of what
they, in this era of Glasnost, call 'the metal eaters'. Gorbachey's hand
has thus been strengthened.

Yet it is too early to say that the political influence of the Soviet
military has been broken. They remain under the control of the Party
but the Party has to listen closely to their arguments. They are confident
that they can provide essential security under the existing correlation of
forces, but it will be a brave leadership which cuts them back without at
the same time allowing them the resources, including investment in new
technologies and access to talentd and highly trained scientists and
engineers, to modernize at a faster rate. Yet these are vital assets for
successful reform of the civilian economy and they cannot all be given to
the military. It is all very well to say that adequate security can be
preserved at lower levels of force through arms control but this
approach will work only if each side has high confidence in the agreed
measures themselves and the verification arrangements. Those
requirements raise further problems which I shall discuss shortly.

Despite the need for the Soviet Union to solve it's own political
and economic problems, the West ought not to put its head into the sand
on the issues of technology transfer and trade. The COCOM rules have
been tightened up appreciably during the life of the Reagan
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Administratiory not without good cause. None the less, inflexible
application of the existing code, irrespective of changes in political
relations, would be foolish. If the Soviet Union should decrease the level

of military threat it presents to the West, we ought to encourage the
process through greater acc€ss to our technology. Similarly we should
not be blind to the advantages which can accrue all round through
increased trade. We cannot expect greater normalization of political
relations with the Soviet Union if it feels shut out economically for
essentially political reasons.

We should wish the Soviet Union good luck in its reform

program because our hopes for a secure future ride with them. If they

make a mess of it and usher in reaction at home and chaos in Eastern
Europe, we will all find ourselves in a very unpredictable situation.

The United States

Before assesing the direction that the Bush Administration is likely to
take, let me say a word about the situation it inherits from its
predecessor. It is easy to be scornful of the ways in which the Reagan
Administration operated, apparently on auto-pilot sometimes and more
than occasionally pursuing two contradictory policies at the same time.
Yet we have all heard stories which contrast the intense managerial style

of |immy Carter with the somewhat lesser fascination that detail held for

Ronald Reagan, stories which are not always to Reagan's disadvantage.
He retained the strong personal support of the American PeoPle for
eight years. Was it just because he reminded them of themselves? Or
was it more because he was so obviously not devious, nor a schemer?

He came to office purve)4ng simplistic notions of international relations

and crude nostrums for the cure of the nation's ills. He brought to the
Oval Office a mind unburdened by the sophistication of many of his
predecessors. Yet his perid of office has been marked by some
considerable achievements. It is entirely beside the point to ask whether
they were due to him or to his advisers, who, as a team in the final year
of his adminishation, must be regarded as impressive. Let us leave the
question of to whom the credit is due to the historians of later
generations, but let us not be blind to the Progress that has been

achieved on several key fronts during the 1980s.

In this decade both caPitalism and Marxism-l,eninism were
tested by economic stress and the outcome shows that, for all the
shortcomings of the Western economic system, it has come through in
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better shape than its rival. As a political creed Marxism-leninism
appeals to fewer people now than in 1980. The ideological contest
between East and West in terms of meeting the aspirations of the people
of the world, most of whom want above all else to be as free as possible
to get on with leading their own lives, has been won convincingly by the
West, although that is not to say that the Western system is not in need
of its own Pereshoika. East-West relations are in far better condition
than they were eight years ago. The arms control process has been
resuscitated and prospects for greater stability have been improved by
the abolition of INF. The Atlantic Alliance is in better health than it was
in 1980. American-fapanese relations were never in better condition
than in the Nakasone-Reagan years. This is not a bad foundation for
further development by Cmrge Bush.

Would that the whole of the foundations which Bush inherits
were so sound. He will have to underpin them rapidly on the economic
side lest the entire structure should be weakened. How this is to be
done without increasing the amount of money to be extracted from an
unwilling citizenry is hard to see. Perhaps we are going to have to read
another message from those lips sooner than they will want to spell it
out. Cuts in welfare will be difficult to make in the face of a solidly
Democratic Congress. The other main charge on public finance,
defence, is more vulnerable in a domestic context, but the foreign policy
implications of military reductions will not be congenial to a President
whose field is international affairs. Nor, beyond a certain moderate
level, will they be saleable to the Congress and the American people
while there is considerable uncertainty as to the future of agreed
rcductions by arms control.

The political costs of applying the various alternatives available
for the restoration of a healthy American economy suggest that we are
not likely to see radical change in White House policies. Hence it will
take quite some time for the budgetary and external deficits to be cut
back to modest proportions. The consequences will be more or less
severe, depending on the faith of America's external supporters,
particularly fapanese investors, in its long term recovery. They may feel
they have little option but to keep supporting the deficit for some years
while it is cut back gradually.

Unless Mr. Gorbachev toughens his stance vis a vis the West,
modest defence cuts will have to accompany other revenue
enhancement measures. In this climate it would be wise for allies,
particularly in Europe and Northeast Asia, to be responsive to American
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pressure to do more to defend themselves. The argu-ments for greater

ielf-reliance are irrefutable. Those well out of immediate danger, such

as Australia, will be exPectd to play a larger role in regional security

cooperation. In short, America's allies can expect to hear_from George

nuih a message rather like that of the Nixon Doctrine of 1960'

WhilJtrying to save money on defence, President Bush will also

have to seek Congressional authority to spend, particularly on
continuing conventional force modernization and new strategic systems.

It is very aifficutt to believe that the Congress will bless the rail garrison

or any other mobile basing system, for the MX Mid8etman looks a more

feasible system politically but agreement on its final form could be a

long way'off. Inihese debates thi President's hand will be strengthened

by ihe continuing Soviet deployment of new systems, both conventional
and nuclear, so iI would be foolish to think that the task of the Congress

in trying to save money will be easy. If the sTART talks produce an

agreement to reduce strategic offensive systems dramatically,- there will
be an even greater need for the United SAtes to modernize its

obsolescent tCbU force. Deploying fewer missiles will not save any of

the substantial development costs involved. Conventional force

modernization will absorb much more money than nuclear, and it is
difficult to see how the Congress can make heavy cuts in this area in the

absence of maior Soviet force reductions. Rather the emphasis is likely

to fall on lowei levels of readiness and stockholding, and modest cuts in

overseas deployments.
It wouid be wrong to see the United States in the coming decade

simply as a power facing serious economic problems. Ta\en in the

aggiegate it ii far from being a declining power. In the bipolar contest

of-nuc*lear strength the United States is not faced by a rival of equal or
even near-equal-economic Power. I find it very difficult to.see that the

United Statd will lose general strategic Preeminence vis a vis the Soviet

Union. As far as the Wistern camp is concernd, no other state is going

to develop military power which can remotely rival that of the united
states, atrd hence it will remain the power on which the west as a whole
must depend for security in terms of balancing off the soviet union. No

other w-estern state, particularly the second economic Powel, has the

broad sense of responlibility for maintaining international stability, the

extrovert charactei and the depth of involvement in international affairs

of the United States. Its problCms are problems of the West as a whole,
and must be faced by the West together. Whether the Administration
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and Congress take any notice of the advice or assistance offered is
another matter entirely.

The United States' position will be buttressed by another of its
attributes: intellectual creativity. While it is not true that American ideas
dominate in all fields of endeavour, they do in sufficient number for the
United States to be, in an overall sense, the hub of innovative thought.
Other states, even Japan, play somewhat marginal roles by comparison.
While this creativity is not independent of economic strength, it will not
necessarily be damaged by some belt tightening; indeed this process
may promote new vigour through the very effort of having to redefine
priorities and athact new resources. What is more important than the
sheer quantity of funding available to support research and innovation
is the strength and keenness of competition which the American system
continues to generate, and the emphasis it places on excellence. There
seems to be little prospect that these aspects of the American culture will
be eroded substantially. The United States will continue to be the
world's principal free market in ideas, with all the advantages of
intellectual leadership that this role confers. None the less it will need to
deploy its intellectual strengths fully if it is to meet the challenges of the
coming decade satisfactorily.

The Strategic Relationship between the Superpowers

Against the background of these problems and new priorities in
Moscow and Washington, what are the prospects for their strategic
relationship in the 1990s? The growth in the level of serious political
contact between the superpowers in the last four years has produced a

much more substantial relationship than has efsted at any time before.
It may lack the heady warmth of the 1970s detente but is none the worse
for its sobriety. Neither side has any wish to go to war with the other as

an act of deliberate poliry, because their leaders know how destructive it
would be of their own society. Rather they are both intent on
strengthening the already considerable stability of the strategic balance
through eliminating risks of misunderstanding and accident.
Essentially, they see the function of force as to maintain security through
deterrence, especially deterrence of hasty thinking, insensitivity and
political intervention. Thuy also see force as a longer term hedge against
a drastic change in the attitudes of the leadership of the other side. This
does not preclude reductions in the short and mid terms, but it does
suggest that each side will wish to maintain a basis for expansion of its
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conventional and nuclear forces sufficient to respond within the period

between the commencement of the other side's build-up and the

possible time of attack.' 
Just as direct use of force between the superpowers is virtually

inconceivable, so also is it much harder to believe that each will indulge

in adventurism outside the other/s Prirnary sphere of security concern'

In other words, direct superpower inErvention in the crises of
developing countries, while not impossible, seems much less likely than
ten yeirs igo. Indirect intervention, through-suPPo{-f9r friends and

clients, see-rns likely to continue. The soviet union, however

uncomfortable it finds the burden, is not going to abandon Vietnam or

Cuba. The United States is not about to drop Israel or withdraw from

Korea. But neither has any wish to walk the path of intervention in the

way that they did befoie their respective defeats in Vietnam and

Afghanistan.
Regional conflicts will continue to occur, but with much less

encouragement from the superpowers than before, and their outcomes

will be much nrore heavily-infiuenced by the qualities of the regional

combatants themselves. Ii will be a long time before we can speak of a

cooperative relationship between the superpowers with respect to Third
Woita security, but the handling of the Gulf war, the Southern African

confrontation and the centrai American crisis all show that the

superpowers have learned much about the limitation of disputes. They

do ndt see regional conflicts as zero-sum games wit\ resplt to their

own interets,"and they have come to understand that the application of

force in a developing region can be very counterProducliyein the long

term. In short I do nbt believe that the coming decade is likely to be one

marked by a high level of tension in East-West relations as a result of
superpower intervention in the Third World.

This is not to say that there will not continue to be serious

conflicts between and within developing countries. I have argud
elsewhere that these quarrels will be the npst important causes of
warfare in the years aliead and will pose serious prgblgms to all who
live in or near regions of turbulence. But both the Soviet and United
States goverrunenis are more likely to be looking for ways of minimizing
their Jwn involvement than for opportunities to gain leverage on each

other. They will be much rrlore concerned with improving the quality of

their direci relationship through the dialogue of arms -conhol. 
The

successful conclusion ol the INF agreement in 1987, has broken the ice

which had formed since the ruPture of the 1970s rapprochement, and, to
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igtee from what the spokesmen for each side were saylng during the
START negotiations in Geneva in 1988, there seem to be reasonable
grounds for hoping that mairr reductions in strategic arms might at last
not be so far away. But is this too optimistic a view?

I,et me review the progress to date and comment on the
problems still to be solved by the negotiators. At least the outline of the
treaty is now clear in key respects. Each side is willing to accept an
upper limit of 1600 on deployed delivery vehicles - ICBMs, SLBMs and
bombers - which represents a reduction of around one third for the
Soviet Union and one fifth for the US. Strategic weapons (missile
warheads and weapons caried by bombers) will be limited to 6,000,
excluding SLCMs, and the ballistic missile warhead sub.total will be
4,900. The Soviet Union is willing to accept ahfty per cent cut, while the
United States has to reduce by only thirty-seven per cent to reach this
limit. The Soviet Union is also thereby foregoing an option to expand
considerably its ICBM force in later years. It has agreed to a fifty per
cent reduction in its heavy ICBM force, thereby giving the United States
one of its most prized goals in the negotiations, and it is willing to accept
a fifty per cent reduction in ballistic missile throw weight. New
declaratory counting rules for ballistic missile warheads have been
agreed and intrusive inspection rights at short notice have been
accepted. The framework of the complex verification regime necessary
to ensure compliance has not been difficult to agree on in principle.

However there are many specific problems in this area,
particularly with respect to mobile missiles, and until a strict verification
regime is agreed, the United States seemi likely to oppose the Soviet
claim for mobile missiles to be permitted. As the Soviet Union already
has two new mobile types in deployment, and are most unlikely to agree
to rrap them, this issue has to be resolved by the long route of detailed
discussion of inspection systems.

There are other key problems such as those of how to verify
missile loadings directly, and how to tell whether a particular cruise
missile is tipped with a nuclear or a conventional warhead. They are not
necessarily insoluble but they will take time to debate and settle.
Furthermore, the degree of intrusiveness of a verification system to
check particular limitations is far greater than that needed to verify that
an entire system has been eliminated. Both sides are only just becoming
used to the transparency required by the INF treaty. It will be quite
some time before they feel sufficiently confident to open up their
strategic missile production and deployment facilities to the sort of
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inspection which will be nec€ssary to resolve doubts on the issues

mentioned above. Each side wiil have to becorre accustomed to

hundreds, possibly thousands, of inspectors of the other at work within
its borders. The United states will have the special problem of finding

hundreds of qualified technical inspectors willing to spend years of their

lives in Siberia.
Perhaps the most sensitive issue is the offencedefence linkage.

President Bush will not be willing, he tells us, to forego the possibility of
deployng an ABM system should sDI research prove sufficiently
frriiUnt, blut I can see his National Security Adviser, General Scowcroft,

pouring a little water into the Presidenfs wine next-y_ea1.- If-the aims of

itre pro-gtam are modest, such as point defence of ICBM fields, there

r""oo liitle doubt that the SDI program will produce something usable

before too many years are out. There are also suggestio_ns that some

space based deiences will be deployable in the 1990s. It seems only
reasonable to be prepared for a hard drive by those who support the SDI

to have the United States deploy something significant during Bush's

term of office so that a 
- 

piecedent has been set and future

administrations will no longer have a realistic option of returning to t!9
curTent limitations set by the ABM Treaty. These people will not wield
the influence that thei did in the Reagan Administratiory but the

abandonment of SDI does not seem likely in the next few years'

HowaretheSovietUnionlikelytorcacttothisprospect?
clearly they will not like it because it pushes the competition further

into areas where the United States is superior. They accuse the United
States of redefining the parameters of the strategic nuclear relationship,

arguing that this -alsi-possible the condusion of a treaty limiting
ofiensiie systems only. Some observers claim that the key questions

here are trow Uaaty does the Soviet Union want a sbategic arms control

accord for economic purPoses, and how far therefore are they likely to
be willing to compromiie in the area of military ryurity for greater

political Ind economic security? The answer to both questions, I am

afraid to say, is not as much as many claim.
There is not a great amount of money to be saved through a

comprehensive sTART agreement, at least in the short term. senator

Borery a member of the Senate Intelligence Committee, has estimated

the cost to the United States of a suitable verification system to be $$6
billion. It may cost the Soviet Union even more to have a system in
which they cah place equal confidence. The development costs of the

Soviet misiite syitems to be reduced have already been incuned for the
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most part, and mapr investments have been made in their production
facilities which cannot easily be converted to other purposes without
spending more money. The United Sates still has substantial ICBM
development costs ahead of it whether a treaty is agreed or not. The
economic benefie of START therefore are long terrn" and each side has
to feel confident that it can maintain adequate security to reach the point
at which gains can @in to be reaped in the form of higher living
standards.

There can be liftle doubt that both sides want a strategic arms
reduction beaty, but more in the short term for political and security
reasons than economic. If Westerners think that they can bring
economic pressure to bear to force military concessions out of the Soviet
Union in the Geneva negotiations, they are deluding themselves. The
Soviet Union will negotiate on the offencedefence balance essentially
from a security perspective and it will not be an easy or a short matter to
give them satisfaction. The military uncertainties as to how the Soviet
Union might fare in competition with the United States in ballistic
missile defences are of serious proportions. How can they agree on the
nature of their offensive capacity when they do not know the strength of
the defences against which they have to rate the deterrent effectiveness
of those offensive forces? And will not the same difficulty arise in due
course for the United States?

The prospects for a START agreement within the next two years
thus are a long way from assured. There will be tough internal battles to
be fought on its terms within each side as well as between them, and we
should adjust our political and economic expectations accordingly.

What then can one say about the prospects for conventional
disarmament? This is, after all, the area where substantial savings might
be made as both superpowers spend over eighty per cent of their
defence votes on conventional forces. Mr. C'orbachev has spoken of his
understanding of the need for 'reasonable sufficienc/ to be the ruling
criterion of defence strength, and there have been indications that the
Soviet Union recognises the need for asymmetric cuts in the West's
favour if conventional arms control is to achieve progress.

More rectnt contacts with the Soviet Union suggest that they
have thought a little more deeply on thee issues and see more
difficulties before them. Marshal Akhromeyev in his Stockholm address
in September 1988 stressed the need for reciprocity rather than
advocating massive unilateral cuts. Until Mr. Gorbachev made his
proposals at New York in December 1988 it seemed that the debate
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between Soviet military and political leaders had been bogged down on
the issue of force structure. The generals were not averse to giving up
manpower and large numbers of obsolescent equipment types, provided
that they were given a mone technologically advanced force along the
lines that Marshal Ogarkov had been advocating. The political leaders

were not willing to foot the bill for the very substantial conversion costs

involved. Gorbachev cut through this wrangle with his proposed
unilateral reductions, but we do not know the precise nature of the
bargain he had to strike with the military regarding modernization.

L,ooking at the next set of negotiations, the Conventional
Stability Talks, from a Western point of view it is clear that we should be

much more interested in conStraining equipment and functions than
numbers of troops. The sad tale of the MBFR talks underlines the
futility of focusing simply on manPower. A little analysis of our
principal concerns about the Soviet threat shows that it is their capacity
for rapid attack and reinforcerrent, not the absolute numbers of their
troops, which gives the most serious cause for worry. Manpower
constraints are better approachd indirectly through functional
limitations. Probably we should aim ultimately for Parity in the form of
equal ceilings and, to be realistic, those ceilings should be set a little
below existing NATO force levels. The West will need to be prepared to
take bold initiatives if it is not to look flat footed alongside Gorbachev,
but it will also have to be careful lest it make ill-considered proposals
which he accepts before there is time for second thoughts' It is

impossible to predict the course of negotiations that have not even
begt., but again I would caution against the building of expectations
that substantial multilateral rcductions will have been agreed in a year
or two. The Soviet Union may not be as fleible in the negotiations as

some imagine. NATO does not have a great deal with which to trade,

and the verification difficulties will be stupifyingly intricate.
These problems notwithstanding, the future course of

superpower relations looks much befter than it has for a very long time.
There is determination on each side to move away from confrontation
and each wants to reduce the long term economic burden of armaments.
We learn from contacts such as the recent exchanges of visits by
American and Soviet defence leaders that each side is making a serious

effort to understand the problems that it causes the other, and
recognizes that it is madness to withdraw into hostile silence. Yet the
problems in achieving the goal of enhanced security at lower levels of
military force are formidable and will take many years to solve. We
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must possess our souls in patience and governments must face the
challenge of maintaining public support, both by explaining the
dilemmas and sticking points in good time, and by having the courage
to accept a degree of risk in the process of building a less tense East-
West relationship.

Implications for Australian Policy

What then should be Aushalia's role in the building of a new
international order? Essentially it has to be one of suggestion and
persuasion as a member of the Western team. If Australia is to play a
useful role it will need to think of some original and helpful arguments
to contribute to the discussion. At least in a lengthy round of
negotiations allies have some opportunity to exert influence on their
leader. They will achieve influence only if in the meantime they remain
credible allies. There seems no prospect that Australia will not continue
to remain so, under governments of either side. The Hawke
Government has come through the test of the ANZUS debacle with
fly-.g colours and I detect no lessening of priority for the Alliance on the
part of the Liberal and National Parties. Aushalia has the added benefit
of the confidence bestowed by a period of relaxation of East-West
tensions that it can take initiatives and risks that would be wholly
inappropriate in a time of confrontation.

Just because Australia belongs to an alliance it should not feel
any the less free to explore its own contacts fully with the Soviet Union,
including the testing of ideas in the bilateral context that might
ultimately be of importance in the multilateral context. Mrs. Thatcher
has shown very clearly that an ally can have substantial contacts with
the Soviet Union without harmful effects for its partners, provided that
it is careful to avoid the danger of trying to mediate. The other
European allies are, to varying extents, developing further their own
relations with the Soviet Union and it is a good time for Aushalia to do
likewise. The Australian Government keeps itself informed of Western
European attitudes on arrns control policies in the NATO-Warsaw Pact
arena. It would not be a bad thing to discuss the progress of the
Conventional Stability Talks with both sides once they get underway.

Australia suffers in this dialogue through its geographic
distance from the area under discussion, but that does not mean it
cannot contribute. The principal currency of arms control negotiations
is not geographic proximity but helpful ideas. Pmple will usually listen
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if they think they will gain something from the conversation. They will
not be so ready with their time if they think that they are going to be

bored by the entirely predictable or, even worse, to be lectured from a

standpoint of relative ignorance. I do not know exactly how well
Austrllia is doing on these counb but I would hesitate to say that there

is no room for improvement. Australia r4'il1be iudged by the quality of
its contribution to the intra-alliance debate - by the Power, originality
and helpfulness of what it has to say. If Australia is not to be seen as

wanting in this regard, every effort should be devoted to strengthening
its capacity to participate. Analytical and creative capabilities in the

ptincrpal deparfrnenti of government, in the universities and in the

heaia should be fostered further. The number of Australian specialists

in this field still seems remarkably few by comparison with its
importance both to Australia's national interests and to peace and
stability in the intemational environrrrent.

Although Australia's location in the Pacific complicates its
participation in the more Atlantic-oriented arms control dialogue, it also

ionferi advantages. Australia has a respected status in Pacific security

affairs and even in Europe today there is readiness to acknowledge the
interdependence between stability in that theatre and what happens east

of the Urals. In the Soviet Union that awareness is particularly keen" as

we heard from Mr. Gorbachev in his Krasnoyarsk speech. As the

situation to the West of the Soviet Union improves, so its concern with
improvements to the East will increase. In the first place this concern is

focused on China. Then it will extend to include South Korea and the
entire Korean problem. Relations with Japan, the Soviet Union
recognizes, will be slower to improve and their Progress will depend on
the Juccess of developing better relations with China and South Korea.

Progress with china witl depend on reduction of sino-vietnamese

tensions and wider stability in the Southeast Asian area.

While Australia stands at the focal point of none of these issues,

it has influence in all of them by virtue of its past prominence in regional
security affairs and continuing active concern for their improvement.
But has it the ideas, the skills and the knowledge to build on its
reputation and rnaintain ib influence? The opportunities before the

governments of East and West are great. In the coming generation
international affairs can be set on a much more productive course than
ever before - or the leaders of each side can fumble the chance and lose it
for many years to come. The challenges to Australia are similarly of
historic proportions. looking back on the past eighty-eight years of
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diplomacyin war and peace, Australia's record is not a bad one. Let us
hope that present and coming generations of Australian leaders, both
political and intellectual, might do iust a liftle bett€r.



CHAPTER 3

AUSTRALIA AND THE GLOBAL STRATEGIC
BATANCE

Desmond Ball

The global strategic relationship between the United States and the
Soviet Union, commonly referred to as the strategic balance, is
fundamentally characterised by complexity, change and uncertainty.
Change in the political dimension tends to be somewhat cyclical, with
periods of detente and constructive dialogue interspersed with periods
of tension, distrust and hostile rhetoric. With respect to the technological
dimension, change has been continuous since 1915, albeit with variations
in pace, direction, and net impact on strategic stability.

Within the Soviet Union, the political, economic and social
reforms instituted by General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev promise
changes more fundamental in scope and implication than anything since
Stalin's betrayal of the Lenin/Trotsky revolution half a century ago. The
likely consequences of Gorbachev's efforts for the global strategic
relationship are impossible to foretell. Should they succeed - and
success is far from assured - they could produce a Soviet Union more
satisfied with its place in the world, more concerned about the
rectification of internal problems and inequities, and more interested in
competing with the West in terms of economic and technological
achievements rather than military prowess. Alternatively, a more robust
economy and technological infrastructure could support a strategic
challenge to the West which is more balanced and nrore difficult to
contest.

In the United States, the George Bush Administration will
pursue many of the policies instituted by the Reagan Administration but
the necessity to confront the budget deficit will require substantial
adiustments in trade policies and government expenditures. Significant
real growth in US defence expenditure is unlikely through the next
decade or so.

It is likely that the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (SIART)
between the United States and the Soviet Union will produce a maior
reduction in strategic nuclear deliveqy vehicles (SNDVs) and warheads
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of a rale and character quite unprecedented in the history of the U$
Soviet nuclear competition. It is possible that arms control and
disarrnament wi0l rcsped to nudear weapons will proceed beyond the
50 per cent reductions in certain categories aheady accepted in START,
and perhaps even proceed to address nuclear weapor$ in other
categories and theatres.

Technological rcsearch and development during the 1980s has
been extraordinarily dynamic and fucund.l In the field of engines,
propellants and power plants, advances range from small but highly
efficient turbofan engines such as the 66 kg engine capable of carrying
US cruise missiles with 170 kt warheads over distances of more than
3,000 krn, to new fast-burn rocket propellants which enable large
(around 200,000 kg) two or three-stage ballistic missiles to burn out to
deploy their reentry vehicles (RVs) before leaving the atmosphere, to
space-borne nuclear reactors capable of generating hundreds of kilowatts
or even several nregawatts of power. In the field of guidance or
navigation systerns, the Advanced Inertial Reference Sphere installed on
the MX ICBM is currently capable of achieving a CEP of some 100 metres
over a range of 11,m0 km and promises a CEP of 75 metres by the mid-
1990s, while long-range cruise missiles equipped with Terrain Contour
Matching (TERCOM) and Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) systems
should be able to achieve CEPs of less than 10 mehes by the late 1990s.
In the case of nuclear warheads, so-calld third generation weapons are
being developed which selectively enhancecertain types of energy, such
as electromagnetic pulses (EMP), neutrons, or microwaves,2 x9 well as
'earth penetrating' warheads designed to penetrate several tens of
metres of rock before detonating in order to destroy hardened
underground missile silos, bunkers and crommand Frosb.3 New
command, control, communications and intelligence (CsI) systems
include communications systems operating at both the extremely low
frequency (ELF) and extremely high frequency (EFIF) ends of the radio
spectrum; various mobile command posts (MCPs) and satellite rnobile
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ground terminals (MGTs) and more sophisticated real-time digital
imaging electro-optical satellite phobgraphic intelligence systems (such
as the KH-12 lkon) and geostationary signals intelligence (SIGINT)
satellite systems (such as llre Magnum arrd Mentor saellites), and new
radar satellites (such as the recently-approv& Laswe system). With
respect to strategic defence technologies, the US SEaegic Defense
Initiative (SDD has failed to realize Prresident Reagan's vision of making
ballistic missiles obsolete,4 but it has prompted the more rapid
development of various new dirccted energy and kinetic energy
weapons techniques, very high speed data processing systems, and
ground- and space.based sensor systems, as well as enhancing anti-
satellite (ASAT) capabilities.

Australia's security is inevitably affected by these developments
in the global strategic relationship. Our somewhat remote and isolated
position on the globe notwithstanding, we have an interest in the
stability of the strategic balance and the prcvention of strategic nuclear
war. And our nx>ve to a rnore self-Ieliant defunce posture
notwithstanding, we remain part of the Western alliance. More directly,
the US communications, early warning and SIGINT satellite ground
control facilities in Australia have a significant role with respect to the
global strategic balance; these facilities would be likely nuclear targets in
the event of a sbategic nudear exchange; and, at least acrcording to some
argurnents, the hosting of these facilities provides Australia with some
leverage over US sbategic policie.

This paper describes the basic US and Soviet sbategic nuclear
policies and doctrines; assesses the current state of the strategic balance
and provides some assessment of the likely state of the balance in the
mid-190s, as proicted acrording to current trends and as it might look
under some START regime; and provides a critique of Australia's
involvement in the global balance.

Threat From Ballisdc Missiles', Nadonal Security
Hsion Directive No.Es (NSDI}.ES), 25 Mardr 1983.
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SOVIET STRATEGIC NUCLEAR POUCY AI{D DOCTRINE

The most fundamental obiective of Soviet strategic policy, as of US
strategic policy, is the deterrence of nuclear war:

War with the employment of nudear weaporur can undermine
the very foundation for the existence of human society and
inflict trenrendous darnage b its progressive development.
Therefore, the most important requirenrnt for progress in our
tirne is tlre prevention of a new world war.5

However, unlike US strategic policy, the Soviet view of detenence
involves neither the notion of hssured destruction' or 'unacceptable
damage', nor that of limited or controlled nuclear options.6 Rather,
deterrence of nuclear attack is best achieved by the ability to successfully
wage a nuclear war - the better the Soviet forces are equipped and
trained to fight a nuclear war, the more effective they will be as a
deterrent to a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. If deterrence fails,
these forces will then be used purposefully and massively for military
victory.7

Soviet discussions of nuclear war invariably stress the
importance of the initid nuclear strikes and of seizing the initiative in
those strikes. As Marshal Moskalenko wrote in 1969:

In view of the imrnense destructive force of nuclear weapons
and the extremely limited time available to take effective
countrerrneasures after an enemy launches its missiles, the

Wer mil Ana3r, (Translated and published under
the auspie of the United Stat€ Ait Fore, US C.'overnment Printing Office,

- Washington, DC, ll74l,p9-l0.
6 S€e Desmond Balt Soviet Sbategic Planning and the Crnbol of Nudear Wa/, in

Roman Kolkowicz and Ellen Propper Mickiewicz (eds.), Tlu bobrColcwlusof Nv,dazl'
Wer, (Lexington Books, DC Heath and Courpann Ledngton, Massadtusetts, 1986),

_ pp.4947.
7 Fot fuller discussion of Soviet shategic dochine see Benirmin S. lambeth, The

Sources of Soviet Military floc{rine', in F.B. tbrton, A.C Rogerson and E.L Warner
(&s.), C-ompretiu Dcfaw Po&cy, Qohru Hopkins University hess, Baltimore, 1974),
pp2002l6; B€nFmin S. Lambeth, Schcrioc Ntulur Options in Anuricet anil bobl
Snliugb Pdicy, (The RAND Corporadon, Santa Monica, R-2@+DDR & E Dec€mb€r
196); BenFmin S. Lambeth, Tlu Elanarrs of Soobt Stlabgic Policy, (The RAND
C-orporation, Santa Monica, P-63E9, Septembq 7979); and Benjamin 9. lambeth,
'C-ontemporary Soviet Military Polig/, in Kolkowicz and Mickiewie (ds.), Tlu
tubt Cz,lcnlus ol t lucbr rlthr, pp 254.
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launching of the first massed nuclear attack acquires decisive
importance for achieving the obie.ctives of war.8

During the 1960s and 19fus the notion of anticipating and preempting
the attack was pervasive throughout the Soviet literahrre. For example, a
Soviet military text on Momism-Lcninbm on Wor ond Army stated
that:

Mass nuclear missile strikes at the armed forces of the opponent
and at his key ecpnomic and political objectives can determine
the victory of one side and the defeat of the other at the very
beginning of the war. Therefore, a correct estirnate of the
elements of the supremacy over the opponent and the ability to
use them before the opponent does, are the key to victory in such
a war.9

Another Soviet text on Scipntif,tc Technicol Progress and, tlp
Reuolutian in Milinry Affadrs stated that:

One of the decisive conditions for success in an operation is the
anticipating of the enemy in rnaking nuclear strikes, particularly
against the enem/s nuclear missile weapons.lO

lt is clear, however, that Soviet political and military leaders
must have been uneasy about rcliance on preemption. Although the
vulnerability of the Soviet strategic forces allowed the leadership little
choice in the matter, the forces and the strategic C3l system which
supported them were quite ill-suited to a preemptive poshrre. During
the 1950s and 1960s, the KGB maintained physical custody of Soviet
warheads and kept them separate from the delivery vehicles.ll The
warheads and launchers were not rnated even during the Cuban Missile
Crisis in October 1!)'62. Until the late 197As, only a very small proportion
of Soviet strategic nuclear delivery vehides were held on alert - perhaps

ln and Anoreth M. Hoeber, fuoict Strat gy for Nuclur

9
10 Col.4en.N-A,. Lourov (d.r, ScbntiFlr-Trrhrl,irzl Progrrss enil tlu Rcolut n in Milirll'y

Afcirs, (Translated and published under the auqpie of the United Strtes Air Force,
US Covecrment Printing Office, WashingtorU DC, 1974), p.147.

11 $ephen M. Meyer, 'S6vtet Nudear Qeradons', h 7\shton B. Carter, Iohn D.
Steinbruner and Charles A. Zraket (edls.l, Ivtenaging Nudw Apefiotts, (fhe
Brooldngp Instihrtio& Washington, DC, 7%7\ pp.4s7-/|89; and Kurt Gotffried and
Bruce G. Blalr (eds.), Crisis Stebility enil Nrc/lrrr War, (O:<ford University hesg, Nen'
York and Oxfor4 19EE), pp.12&f9, and 1954.

War, (Hoover Institution hess, Stanford, California, 1979),p.%.
Byely (ed.), r\dcrzism-lninimt on Wo d Anry,p.2l7.
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25 per cent of the ICBM forte, 10 per cent of the SLBMs, and none of the
Soviet shategic bombers, or about 17 W cent of the total number of
Soviet SNDVs. Further, bchnical coruiderations - including missile
fuelling procedure and the use of spin-axis ball-bearings in missile
guidance systemsl2 - meant that the forces could not be held on alert 'for
more than a short perid of tirrp' and hence the Soviet Union would
tuve been reluctant to place their forcrs on alert unless they were certain
a war was coming'.l3 Yet until the 1980s, the Soviet Union lacked a
rcliable tactical warning and attack assessrnent systern The Soviet
leadership was dependent upon sbategic warning - and principally
human intelligence fiUMINT) and signals intelligence (SIGINT) - for
foreknowledge that war was imminent, but it could have had little
confidence that these eources could have provided the assured, reliable,
unequivocal and timely warning that would havebeen necessary for the
Soviet forces to have been successfully employed preemptively.

Mairr changes to the Soviet strategic nuclear posture have been
instituted since the mid-1970s, providing the Soviet leadership with
further options beyond preemption. The day-today alert levels of the
Soviet ICBMs and SLBMs has increased dramatically. Today, more than
80 per cent of Soviet ICBMs, carrying more than 95 per cent of Soviet
ICBM-based warheads, and some 3G'40 per cent of Soviet SLBMs - or a
total of some 7200 warheads, or 65 per cent of the total Soviet strategic
nuclear warheads - are ready to be launched within a few minutes of a
decision by the Soviet leadership.l4 The Soviet tactical waming and
attack assessment system has also been rnarkedly enhanced. Three over-
the'horizon (OTFD radars were built in the 1970s and a fourth has
recently become operational, three of which are designed to provide 30
minutes'warning time of US ICBM launches. (The other one is designed
to provide warning of Chinese ICBM launches.) ln 1976, the Soviet
Union began to deploy infra-red early warning satellites. An extensive
network of modern large phased€rray radars has also treen deployed.ts
Although the aftack characterisation and attack assessment capability of
this system remains rather weak compared to that of the US shategic CBI

ion and Shategic Missile Guidan e', Inwnational
Sac'urity,NoL13, No2), Fall 1986, p35.

13 Marc iradrtmberg 'The Influenci of Nudear Weapons in the Cuban Missile Crisis',
Intcnsliotul S.cr.rity, (Vol.lQ No.l), Summer 1985, p.158.

14 Meyerr, Soviet Nuclear Operations', p.494.
t5 See-Desurond BalL The Soviet Stratri6c C3l Systerr', ln Fred D., Byers (d), nu C3I

Ilanilbok, (EW Communications Inc., Palo Alto, Californi+ First EdiHon, 1985),
pp.2A&2r5.
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system, there is little doubt about its capabilig _p gupgort massive

liunches in a launch on Warning 0Ow) or launch Under Attack (LUA)

mode. Moreover, a laqge segment of the Soviet ICBM force has been

very extensively hardened since the mid-1970s. More than 800 ICBM

siloi (i.e. those housing the 139 S917s, 308 S918s and 35'0 S919s

operational as at December 1987) have been rebuilt sircel9T2, and',fully
one.half of these silos have been totally reconstmcted ard hardened
since 198(/.15 It is likely that the,100 or so silos rebuilt during the 1970s

can withstand some 40(X) pouruis Per square inch (psi) of blast
overpressure, while those rebuilt in the 1980s can withstand some 6(XXF

7200 psi - or about three times that of IJS Minutaulr ICBM silos.l7 This

represens an exEaordinary investment, annunting -to -more 
than

$ZbUittion. Further invesEnent has been apended on the development
of the road-nrobile ss.25 ICBM sysEm and the rail-mobile s924 ICBM
system, as well as on the construction of hardened pens for those ballistic
missile subrnarines not on station in the protected bastions in the waters

near Murmansk and in the Sea of Okhotsk Thes€ invesEnents would
not be necessary if the soviet leadership were prepared to r-€.ly only,on
preemption at d/or LOI,V/LUA options. The Soviet leadership now has

itr" opiior, of allowing a large segnrcnt of its strategic forces to 'ride ouf
a limited US counterforce aftack involving nrany hundreds of warheads.

In stark comparison to the United States, the Soviet Union has

placed great emphalis on ensuring the survivability_of. the Soviet

ieadershlp during a nuclear exctrange - not iust of the Soviet.National

commani Authority NcA) and armed forces at the national level, but
also of the military, political and economic leadership throughout the
entire country. Soviet defensive measures indude active programs such

as anti-ballistic missile (ABM) and anti-aircraft deployments and passive

measures such as shelter constmction and leadership relocation

programs.lS

Mlit-y Pw: An As*s-'llrllrt- 91 t, Thtad, 7988,
(US G6vernment Printing Office, Wadrtnglon" DQ April 19EE), p.{5.

17 Soviets' Nuclear Arc;al C-ontinues 
-o proUferite-, Aobtid/r We* cttd @

TcchrcIqy, 16 fune l%0, p.6il; Qarelce A. Robinson, Soviets fes!1q $
C,eneradon of lCBtv{s', Adrlibn Wa* .ttt Sp Tdttttugy,3 Noveurber !54'p'4j
and Navy b Develop Nen' Trident vlafirad, Aobltn l4a*utd swTzdrrrdog!'17-
January inS, pZa fi*t of the US Mi6.tail4a ICBM dlc are hardened b withstand
iU",l lm p.i. See Secretary Wdnbergeda teotimony- to the_Senate Arm€d Servlces

Committee bf 5 octob€r 198i, tn tu'?iful, OolJoOV, No.l), January/Februaty 1982',
p31.

lE 3u" O""r,-,a Ba[ The Soviet Strategic c3l Systeur', pp2(7-2(B; and U-S Department
of Defense, Soobt Mflitcy Powcr: An-tlslrl;sm;il q ilt-ihtat, 79 88, pp.5l62'
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The Soviet Union rnaintain around Moscow the world's only
operational ABM system. The original system, designated ABM-I4
consisted of A Golosh interceptor missiles deployed in four complexes,
six ?l.y Add missile guidance anrd engagement radars at each complex,
and the Dog House arrd Cot Hous ta{get-tracking radars south of
Moscow. Since 1980 a rnapr upgrading of the sysEm has been
underway, with new laurrchers being deployed for modified &lash
interceptors designed to engage targets outside the atmosphere and for
new Cazelk high-acceleration interceptors designed to engage targets
within the atrnosphere; associated engagement and missile guidance
radars; and a large phased-anay radar (LPAR) at Pushkino, northeast of
Moscow, designed to control ABM engagements. The new ABM system
is expected to be fully operational in 1989.19

Moscow is also well-protected by extensive strategic and tactical
air defence deployments. The first Soviet surface.to.air missile (SAM)
defences - based on the SA-7 Guild SAM and Yo-Yo radar system - were
deployed around Moscow in 1956. Moscow is the cenbe of the heaviest
concentration of SAM-5 fummon missiles, which until recently were the
most advanced Soviet SAM. The SAM-S is designed for long-range, high
altitude interception and rnay also have some antiballistic missile
capability.zo In 1980, the Soviet Union began deployment of the new SA-
10 SAM, which is designed to intercept targets with a small radar cross-
section, such as cruise missiles. More than half the sites so far
constructed are located near Morow.2l Actording to the Department of
Defense,'this emphasis on Morow and the patterns noted for the other
SA-10 sites suggest a first priority on terminal defence of wartime
command and control, military and key industrial complexes'.22

With respect to passive rrcasures,

Soviet crcmmanders and managers at all levels of the Party and
government are provided hardened alternate command posts
located well away from urban centres. This comprehensive and
redundant system, composed of more than 1"5(X) hardened
facilities with special communications, is patterned after similar
capabilities afforded the Arned Forces. More than 175,000 key

Ibitl.,p.55.
Ray Bon& (d,.),Ttu fuobt Wo Mrchirc, (Salamander B@k Limited, L,ondon, 19E0),

P.s5.
US Departmmt of Defmse, fuoict Milibry Potxr 7985, (US Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC, 19E5), p.50.
rbu,

IY
20

2l
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personnel throughout the system are believed b be equipped
with sudl dernae facilities in addition to the rnany deep

bunkers and blast shelErs in Soviet cities.23

This represents an increase in probctive facilities corresponding
to some 10,000 additional leadership personnel each year over the past
decade. According to the US Deparrnent of Defense, the cost of
construction, and equipment for these leadership relocation siEs over
the past 25 years is betrueen 8 and 15 billion rubles, or $28-56 billion if
acquired in the United States.24

According to testimony of the then Chairman of the |oint Chiefs

of Staff, General George S. Brown in 7977,'the first echelon comrnand-
control<ommunications centers of the c€nErs of the Soviet government
and armed forces at a national level are dispersed and hardened within
an SGmile radius of Moscory'.25 This includes sorrE 75 underground
command posts within Moscow itself. Some of these structunes are

several hundred metres deep and are capable of withstanding 1,000 psi
of blast overpressure.

Although the Soviet leadership now has the options of
employing the Soviet strategic nuclear forces in preemptive, LOW/LUA
and retaliatory modes, there is little evidence of any Soviet plans or
efforts concerning the possibility of limited or crontrolled employment of
these forces. Soviet military doctrine rernains to seize the initiative,
either preemptively or promptly in the case of a US limited counterforce
aftack, and then to move to control events through the period of the
conflict. Massive blows against US military, ecpnomic-industrial and
political-administrative resources and facilities would fmstrate or at least

degrade US military operations, thus minimising damage to the Soviet
Uniory and would stun the United States into incapacity and eventual
surrender.

Soviet strategic poticy and targeting doctrine, together with
some quite explicit pronouncerenb, is to the effect that any nuclear

exchange would involve simultaneous and unconsbained attacks on a
wide range of targets, which would certainly not exclude CsI systems.

Ibid.,p.52.
Ibitl.,pp.52-53.
t-ettd irour General Brown to Senatq William homrire, 3 February l9Z, r'eprinted
in Suroiml (Vol.XIX, No2), Mardr/April lW, p7\ and US Departm€nt of Defense,
fuobt Milibry Potocr: An Assrssnunt of thcThrvt,79E8,pp.5942'
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Soviet strategic forces would be used massively rather than
sequentially, and against a wide range of nudear and conventional
military targets, commandand-crontrol facilities, cenbes of political and
administrative leadership economic and industrial facilities, power
supplies, ek., ratlrer than more selectively. Urban areas would not be
attacked in pursuit of some arbitrary minimum level of fatalities, but
neither would they be avoided if they were near military, political or
industsial targets.

The breadth of Soviet strategic targeting is shown in the
following quotations:

The Strategic Missile Forces, which form the basis of the
combat might of our Armed Forc€s, are intended for the
destruction of the enem/s means of nuclear attack, his
large hoop forrnations and military bases, the
destruction of the aggressoy's defence industry, the
disorganization of [his] state and military command and
control, and of the operations of his rear and
transportation.26

Very important strategic missions of the armed forcas
can be the destmction of the largest industrial and
administrative'political c€nters, power systems, and
stocks of strategic raw rnaterials; disorganization of the
system of staE and miliary control; destruction of the
main bansport centers; and destruction of the main
groupings of troops, especially of the means of nuclear
attack.27

For the achievenrent of victory in a presentday nuclear
war, if it is unleashed by the imperialists, not only the
enem/s arned forces, but also the sources of his
military power, the important economic centers, pornb
of military and state control, as well as the areas where

Goure, Foy D. Kohler and Moee L.llarvey, Tfu
Rob of Nucbar Fmccs in Cuntzrl Sooict St'lrt4;!, (Center for Advanced International
Shrdies, University of Miani" 1974), p.lA7.

27 Mai:r4eneral V. Zeurskov, cited in-Douglass and Hoeber, fuobt St'rylugy Pt Nucbr
We4p.l6.
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different branches of armed fortes ar''e based, will be
subiected to simultaneous destmction.2t

Although this wide range of targec would be subi'ct to massive

and simultaneous attacks, there are some definite priorities regarding the

destmction of particular elenrents of the US milita{y force, including
most particrrlarly the oppoeing strategic nudear forces. As Mapr-
General Dzhelaukhov wrcE in 1966,'strategic rockets are regarded as

the most important strabgic obiectives'.2g Also in the Primary category
are strategic bomber bases, FBM submarine bases and support facilities,

nuclear slockpiles, and sfr.abgic cornmand-and-control centres.30 The

secrcnd target caEgory qDnsisb of theabe nuclear weaPorur and

associated lysems,- induding tactical and carrier aviatio& cruise
missiles, tactical missiles, airfields, and actical command-and<ontrol
systems. The third caEgory consists of other military taqgets, sudr as

lirge ground 6.oop forrnations, tank concentrations, reserye forcas,

storehouses of arms and munitions, equiPment and fuel, naval bases,

interceptor airfields, anti-aircraft artillery and missiles, and associated

command-and<ontrol systems and facilities. The fourth category
consists of political-administrative targets, such as goverrunental centres
and areas *here the political leadersNp is concentrated. Finally, the fifth
category consists of a wide range of economic-industrial facilities -
including power stations (perhaps the single most important non-

military Argeb in Soviet warplanning), stocks of shategic raw rnaterials,

oil refineries anrd storage sites, rn€tallurgical plants, chemical industries,
and transport operations (such as 'rail centres and marshalling yards,
bridges, tunnels, train ferries and trains on land, and ports and vessels

on the water').3l
On the basis of thee target sets, and the priorities attacld to

their destruction, it is possible to construct a notional Soviet equivalent
of the US Single Integrated @rations Plan (SIOP) - the Russian
Integrated Strategic Operational Plan (RISOP). The most recent version
of RISOP{, which involves the allocation of about ll,2n strategic

warheads and bombs b these target categories in generated and non-

CIonelM. ShirotoiAea Lr lron Coure and Midrael I. Deane The Sovlet Stratdc
Viel/, st'tr cgic Rroiro (VoLVIL No.l), Winter f980, p.81 (eurPhasls added).
Cited in Doudaso and tloebcr, Soobt Stnt n b?Nrtcre Wsr,p.75.Cited in Douglase and tloeber, Soobt Stllitr4g' P?Nrtcre Wsr,p.75.
SeeJceph DiDorglas, lr., fubt Militlrry gtlr'lcgy iaEttwPc, (Pergamon hes, Nerv

z6

29
30

York, 1980), p.7,1.
31 Colonel Shir;kov dted in Coure and Deane, The Soviet Stsatdc Viet/, P'P.E1{8.
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generated situations (i.e. where the Soviet forces ar€ on a normal day-to-
day level of alert), loola something like that shown in Table 1.

TABLEl
ALLOCATION OF SOVIET RISOP WARI{EADS TO TARGET

CATEGORIES IN GENERATED AND NON.GENERATED
SITUATIONS

DECEMBER 1987

Generated Non-
C'enerated

Baseline forca
Weapons deliverable to target

Target Category

1 Strategic CsI targets
2 US SIOP forces
3 Theatre nuclear forces capable

of hitting the Soviet Union
4 US/NATOconventional/power

projection forces
5 US/NATOadminisbative/

governmental targets
6 US/NATOeconomic/industrial(E/D,

lvar supporting and economic
recovery targets

11,7U
7,?27

rEEg

17,7U
5,9n

7n
2,198

80

500

3m

1249

7n
2,198

80

750

450

Reserve warheads (including warheads
allocated to targets in China) 1,000 750
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US STRATEGIC NUCLEAR POLICY AND DOCTRINE

The United SAtes shares with ttre Soviet Union a commitsnent to

deterrence as a 'mapr obiective'of national security Pollcy. As hesident
Reagan recently staEd,

America's defence Pottcy throughout the postwar period has

been aimed at deterring aggression against the United States and
its allies. Deterrence works by persuading potential adversaries

that the costs of their aggression will exceed any probable gains.

Detenence is the basis of our military strategy.32

Similarly, despite periodic statements of declaratory Pglicy to the
contrary, the United States has always accepted that a viable policy of
deterrence could not be based on the mere Possession of an 'assured
destruction capability' but rnquires an effective 'war fighting' strategy

and capability.s As-Presideni Reagan reiterated in fanuary 1988, 'only

by being prepared to wage war successfully can we deter if.'34 And,

again liie-the Souiet Union, the US shategy in the event that deterrence

fiits is to limit damage to its military forces and ecrcnomic and
goverrunental structure. As President Reagan also stated in |anuary
1988,

The United States, ... should deterrence fail, must be prepaled to

repel or defeat any military attack and end the conflict on terms

favourable to the United States, ib interests, and its allies.35

Although the obpctives of Soviet and US strategic nuclear Policy
are superficially similar at this most general level - viz: deterrence, war
fighting, and damage limitation - there are some very important

dlfferences in the employment policies and force Postures which each

has developed in purJuit of these obiectives. Central to these differences

is the fact that whereas Soviet strategic planners believe that the best

approach to limiting damage to the Soviet Union is the rapid and
wliolesale destruction of the ability of the United States and its allies to

S.xttit! Straitcg! $ tlu Uni|r;d S&cles, (The White

House, Wastrington, DC, fanuary 1988), p.l3'
See Desmond BiU, Th" Duu"loiment oi ttre SIOB 196{)119&}', in Desnrond Ball and

feffrey Richelson (ds.l, stretegi Nue.Iear Terycting, (cornell university Prese, Ithaca
and London, 1985), pp.5743.
Reagan, Natiotul Scirity Stratcgy of tlu Unitcd Stalas, p.13.

Ibid.,p.3.
v
35
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wage nuclear war, US sbabgic planners believe that limitation of
damage can best be achieved by crcnholling escalation at the lowest
possible levels while ensuring that the outcorrps are favourable to tlre
us.

The notion of 'controlled response' was developed by the
Kennedy/Md.Iamara Administration in 196142 and governed the
design of SIOP{3, the Single Inbgrabd Operational Plan or the plan for
general nuclear war which came into effect on 1 August 7962.% In
March 1961, Seoetary of Defense McNlamara requested the |oint Chiefs
of Staff to 'prepare a "Doctrine" which ... would permit conbolled
response and negotiating pauses in the event of therrnonuclear way', and
President Kennedy infornred C-ongress that the US strategic nuclear
posture would be restmctured to provide him with a capability 'to
exercise discrimination and control should nuclear conllict crome'.37 In
the planning which proceeded during 196142, it was decided that Soviet
strategic nudear and other military forces would be separated from
Soviet cities in the National Strategic Target List (NSTL); that strategic
reserves would be held by the United States; that US command and
control systems would be protected to allow 'controlled response'; and
that Soviet command and control would be presemed, at least in the
initial stages of any nudear exchange. SIOP{3 was given five 'options',
as well as various 'sub-options' with US attacks against the Soviet Union
to proceed along the following spectrunu
1 Soviet strategic nuclear delivery forces, induding missile sites,

bomber bases and submarine tenders.
2 Other elements of Soviet military forces and military resources,

located away from cities - for example, air defences covering US
bomber routes.

3 Soviet military forces and military resources near cities.
4 Soviet command and control c€ntres and systems.
5 If nec€ssary, all-out urban-industrial attack.
Although each of these mairr options would have entailed the use of
thousands of nuclear weapons, other plans were developed for the use of
much smaller 'packages'. There was also provision that the counterforce

Scott D. SageO SIOP{2: The Nudear War Plan Briefing to hesidmt Kenned/,
Intanutionel *cltrity, (VoLt2, No.l), Summer 1987, pp37-39.
For a more comprehmsive disculuion of US strategic nudear policy durhg the
Kmnedy/Md.Jamara Adsrinistration, see Desurond Ball, Pditics arul Fotcc lzoels: Tlu
Strebgb Missile Pngmm of tlu Kctuady Athinbtmlba, (University of California Press,
Berkeley, 1 9E0), pp. I E&195.
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options be exercised in preemptive fashion in response to unequivocal

strategic warning of an ihperrii"g t"ain sino-soviet Bloc attack on the

US or its allies.36
The notion of 'conbolled response'was further refined but in all

essential resPecb rnaintained in fu concePt of 'escalatiorr conbol'

embodied in US strategic nuclear planning in the 1970s.- From 1969

through 1973, the Nixoi Administrition undertook several studies and
analyles which pornted to the utility of a range of Umited- Nuclear
Opdons GNOs) fn ecalation control.ie These led to the promulgation-of
National security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 242, signed by

Itesident Nixon on 17 January 1974,which began as follows:

I have reached the following decisions on united states Policy
regarding planning for nudear weaPorui employment' These

aiisions ao not constitute a maix new departure in US nuclear

strategy; rather, they are an elaboration of existing noliV' fn9
decisifns reflect both existing political and military realities and

my desire for a more flo<ible nuclear posture'

... The fundamental mission of US nudear forces is to deter
nuclear war and plans for the employment of US nuclear forces

should suPPort this mission.{o

The Memorandum directed that further plans 'for limited

employment options which enable the United States to crcnduct selected

r."it*" operations' be developed and formally incorporated- into the

sIoP. Much of the public debate on NSDM-242 was concerned with the

reemphasis in these plans on the targeting of-a wide range of Soviet

militaiy forces and installations, from hardened command and control

facilities and ICBM silos to airfields and Army camps.4l This l€.'

emphasis, however, was much more declaratory than substantive sinc€

of ilt Eur/ivtilm of ldas Abottt hutafore' (lhe
RAND CorporaUonlsanta Monica, GiUornta, RM{541}1-P& Oclober 19671,.p.25. 

.39 S* p"*,oira BalL Drr Vu: Tlu'Rctrnr to Clannttfarcc h ,lE Nin'n Ailministmtilm'
(California Seminar Clit At 

" 
C-ontsol and Foreign Policy, Santa Mglrg, California,

7974h ani Desurond Ball, The Dw6opureit of the SIOP, 196G1983',

w.7o75.40 ir61 e"a"*"", t{ot-SoNerr Nudear Strateg;/, WasttinStrn Post,72 Octob€r 1980,

e'C-7'41 3* f* example, US Congreso, Senate Fceign l"tt-u"ry--e-littee, USI-USSR

Strttcgb polich,'gop SecrEt trearing held on-4 Mardr 194; sanitized and made

pnblii on 4 April 1974)'7P'7A19'
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the SIOP had, at least since 1962 and including the period from 1965 to
1968 when Assured Destruction was avowed policy, contained most of
these counterforce targeb. A more novel aspect of the Memorandum
was the notion of targeting those Soviet assets which would be critical go

Soviet post-war recovery and power. NSDM-242 directed that in
obiective of US targeting doctrine should be the 'destruction of the
political, economic and military resources critical to the enem/s post-
war power, influence and ability to r€cover ... as a rnapr Wwet'.a

The ocncept of 'escalation qrntrol' was cenbal to the policy
outlined. It was essential that the NCA be provided with the ability to
execute their options in a deliberate and controlled fashion throughout
the progress of a strategic nuclear exchange. The Memorandum directed
that the US must have the potential to trold some vital enemy targets
hostage to subsequent destmction' and to control the timing and pace of
attack execution, in order to provide the enemy opportunities to consider
his actions', so that 'the best possible outcome' might be obtained for the
US and its allies. NSDM-242 introduced the notion of 'withholds' or
'non-targets', i.e. things that would be preserved from destruction. Some
of these, such as 'population per sd, have now been exempted absolutely
from targeting; others, such as the centres of political leadership and
control, wer€ exempted only for the purpose of inha-war deterrence and
intra-war bargaining, and strategic reserve forces (SRD were to be
maintained to allow their eventual destruction if necessary.,B

Finally, NSDM-242 authorised the Secretary of Defense to
promulgate the Policy Guiilance fur the Employmai of Nuclur Wuryns and
the associated Nuclur Wupotrs Enpbynmt Policy (NUWEP), signed by
Secretary ScNesinger on 4 April 1974 and subsequently known as
NUWEP-1.44 The first SIOP prepared under the new guidance was
SIOP-S, which was formally approved in December 1975 and took effect
on 1 fanuary 1976.4s

Jack Anderson, Not-SoNew Nudear Stsategy', Weshhgtott Post, 12 October l98O
P.c-7.
rbfi..
US C-ongress, Senab Armed Servicrs Committee, DWt tcnt of Defelnsr Authuizttiotr
1or Flscet Yar 7979, (US Government Printing Office, Wastrington, DC, 7978), Parl8,
p.5280; and US Congress, House Amred Services Committee, Hearings ot Militcy
Postun and HRfin, (US Governmmt hinting Office, Washington DC, l9&5), Book I
of Part 3, pp.626.
US C-ongreso, Senate Arnred Servie Comnittee, Filrtl Yar 1977 Autlwrizetin lor
Milibry &rorctnarll;tt, Rrsr& erul Dczeloprrllt| enil Actiu Duty, Sclccbtl Resttc enil
Cioil Prllsrrrnel Straryths, (US Crcvernment Printing Offie, Washinglon, DC,796),
Pafill, p.&22; US Congress, House Appropriations Committee, Dcprtnznt of Dcfcnx
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ln lyn-79, the Carter Administration undertook a Nuclear
Targeting Policy Review (NTPR), which reached several important
conilusidns.ls The prirnary systems acquisition identified
was that the CBI slnbm that controlled the SIOP forces should have

greater endurance ihan ttre present s)tsbm' I! tlto suggeted that more

6ptions should be added to the SIOP to give the $l.aleg'tc brces 'grgater
fiexibility in targeting than they presenuy hav€,47 More specifically, it
suggested that- theie be relatively less emphasis accorded to the
destruction of the Soviet economic and industrial base and that gr€ater

aftention te directed toward improving the effectivenes of our aftacks

against military targetd.4S It also suggestd tBt thet€ be some

riodification of the StOp to reflect better the political asPects of nuclear

targeting. As one White House official stad at the tinn:

In the past nuclear targeting has been done by military planners
who have basically emphasized the efficient destruction of
targets. But targeting should not be done in a political vacuum.

some targets are of greater psychological importance to Moscow

than others, and we should begin thinking of how to use our
strategic forces to play on these concerns.49

A, 'p.&, US'Congress, House Approp,riadonl C-oursrjfte, Dcprtnmt of_D{ae
ApVfu&ns fot lbao dfS Covernir'ent hinting Office, WastrinqPtu .OC, l979l' Patt
S)|.AZA; and 0S Congr*, House Arrred Services Committee, Ilarings ar Militery
Postun erul HR 7872, bk I of Part 3, PP'625.46 For a more corrprehensive account of the detelopurent of US sbategic.nl9Sl p"[1I
during the Arier Adminisbatio& see DemonA Ba.[, p.culynatl.in US_StmEgic

uuadt ea4 u,tttcr'Iu &rta Adnthistntin,(AClS Worhng Paper No21' Genter for
lnternationai and Sbategic Affairs, UCLA, [s fug.lo, February 1980); and
Desmond Ball, The Devel6pment of the SIOP, 19601983' , PP.7,n.47 See testimony of Dr Wiliam l. Pqry, US C-ongres,.F"t9 4I-+ Sernicrcs

Committee, Oqrtn t of Dcfctr* Autffizttioa fu Appnrprbtlns f- FylYar 7980,
(US Government Printn; C*fice, Washingtos DC, gn 

'Part I' pp?98l&9; and US

tlogr.*, House Apprfradons C-ommi[e, DQctr* AVpoVietlns fot 7980, Part3,
ee.77G7.48 tbtimony of Dr Perry, US C-ongree, Senate Arured Services C.onrmittee, Dcqrlnmt
oS *1ad eilorlzetiitilt lpT"Viotittls lot Fi';rtlYan l9S!'P:rt 1'p'4U7' See also

t'"to Hngho, ,SALT arid Ori'Enierging SUagglc Tluat',-Air Fore lulegtzittc,Match
gn, p.SIt and, Stetarcnt of lllrokl Brouta n tlu Dcftz*_Bulget kfoft tlu butc Fonign
rubtiias &tnmirtll., 79 *iterrber 1979, (mimeo), pp.19, 20.

49 See Richard Burt ?mtigon Rwieuring Nudear War Plans', Nelnl Ymk Tittus, 16

Decembetr 1W,p.5'
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Henc€, there were some cha4ges to the targeting guidance so as

to exploit pobntial Soviet fears, such as threatening the Soviet food
supply and making a taqget of Soviet tnoops and military facilities in the
Far East so that the Soviet Union would be morc rnrlnerable to attack
from China; and some consideration was given to the adaptation of
targeting to the dismenrberment and rcgionalisation of the Soviet UniorU
enhancing the prospects for regional iruurection during and after a
huclear exchange. The NTPR also led to the developnrent of a highly
complex mahix of targeting 'packages' or building block' options that
could be flexibly combined or 'tailored' to suit particular situations.S0

The NTPR formed the basis of Presidential Directive (PD)-59,
signed by President Carter on 25 fuly 1980.51 As Secretary of Defunse
Harold Brown emphasised at the tinrc,

PD59 is not a new shategic docbine; it is not a radical
departure from US strategic poliry over the past decade or so. It
is, in fact, a refinement, a codification of previous statements of
our strategic policy. PD'59 takes the sarrc essential strategic
doctrine, and restaFs it rmre clearlp more cogently, in the light
of curent crcnditions and ctrrrent capabilities.s2

Although PD59 represented no rnairr dranges to the targeting
guidance as previously set out in NSDM-242 and NUWEP-I, there were
at least three noteworthy features of the Carter Directive. First, within
the alea of economic targeting, the Directive deemphasised the conc€pt
of targeting to impede Soviet economic r€covery in favour of greater
emphasis on targeting the Soviet economic war-supporting
infrastructure.

Second, PD-59 emphasised that the preplanned target packages
in the SIOP should be supplemented by the ability to find new targets
and destroy them during the course of a nuclear exchange. While Soviet
strategic nuclear installations and economic and indusbial facilities
would remain essentially fixed during wartime, there would be much
movement of Soviet cronventional military forces (including second
echelon formations) and much of the Soviet political and military

US Congress, Senats Foreigp Relations C-ommittee, Nw/lrlr War Stnbgy, NS
C*vernmmt Printing Office, Washlngton, DC, 19Bl), p.16.
See Demrond Ball, 'The Developmmt of the SIOE l9(ol%1,p.7l
Harold Brown, 'The Objecdve of US Strategic Forceo', Address to the Naval War
College Washingto4 22 Augnst 19E0, (Offidal text, US International C-ommunication
Agercy), p.5.
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leadership would presurnably be relocaed. PD-59 required the
development of new reconnaissance satellites and SIGINT systems to
provide the real-tirne intelligence capabilities that would be necessary to
effect this rapid retargeting.s3

Third, PD59 recognised that the curent US Ca system was

inadequab to support any Policy of exterded nuclear war-fightin& and
stated that the straEgy embodied in the Directive:

imposes requirements in the strategic command, cpntrol and
communications system, and ... improvements in our forcas

must be actompanied by improvemenb to that system' The

needed improvements lie in the areas of increased flexibility and

higher asJurance of command-and<ontsol survivability and
long-term endurance. 54

PD-59 also authorised the Secretary of Defense, Harold Brown to
issue a new Nuclur Weapons Employmnt Policy, variously referred to as

NLJWEP-2 or NLJWEP{0, and issued by Secretary Brown in October

1980.ss The precepb of PD-59 and NUWEP-2 were forrnally introduced
into the SIOP with SIOP-SR which took effect on 1 October 1981.

A new review of targeting policy was begun by the Reagan

Administration in the spring of 1981. In a cpnscious effort to improve
the integration of nuclear weaPons employment policy with other

elementJ of US strategic nuclear policy, the Reagan Administration
produced a Nuclur Wupts Employtttcnt and ,4cqubition Maslu Plan.%

Ttris was closely followed, in October 1981, by National ry4ty
Decision Directive (NSDDF13, prepared as a suctessor b PD-59. Finally,
in fuly 1982, Secretary of Defunse Caspar Weinbeqger issued a new
NLJWEP, designated NLJWEP-82. The guidance contained in these

documenb wa; then used to develop a new SIOP, in which increased

attention was actorded the requirements of nuclear weaPorui

employment in a situation of prolonged or protracted nuclear conflict.57

odifies Shategy for a Nudear Wa/, Weshhgun
Posl, 6 Augwt 1980, p.A-10; and Richard Burt "Carter Said to Bacl A Plan For
Limiting Aiy Nuclear i4rar', Ncw YorkTinus,6 August 1980, pp.Al, A6.

il US Con-gesai, Senate Arured Setvices C-ommittee, Drynnt of Dete& Autlwrizttior

for Afuths pt Fi'r';el Yw 7982, (US Government hinting Office, Washington,
Dq l98l), Part 7, p.42l0.q US Congress, Senite Fo,rcign Relations Committee, Nrclaer War Sttalqy'P-pf $f5.

{ wtry C5t is the Pentagon'JTop Priorit/ , fucnrrrtcrrt F.naliu,lan'nry 1982, p.f 4.
57 RobirtSheer, WithEttoughghou,ls: Phgot,BushaillNurfur War,(RandomHouse,

Nen'York, 19821,p.72.
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This new SIOP, formally deignated SIOP{, took effect on 1 Ocbber
1983.

The targets in the SIOP are divided into four principal grcups,
each of which in turn contains a wide range of tafget types. The four
principal groups are the Soviet nudear forces, the general purposes
forces, the Soviet military and political leadership centres, and tlre Soviet
eqonomic and industrial base.

Examples of targets within each category werc given by the
Defense Departnent to the Senate Armed Service Commiftee in March
1980:sE

1 Soviet nuclear forcns:
ICBMs and IRBMs, together with their launch
facilities GFs) and launch command celrtres
(LCCs);
nuclear weapons storage site;
airfields supporting nuclear<apable aircrafg
nuclear ballistic-missile submarine (SSBN) bases;

2 Conventional militaqy forces:
barracks;
supply depots;
marshalling points;
cronventional airfields;
ammunition storage facilities;
tank and vehicle storage yards;

3 Militaryandpoliticalleadership:
command posts;
key communications facilities;

4 Economic and industrial targets:
(a) war-supporting industry:

ammunition factories;
tank and armoured personnel carier
factories;

5u USC-ongree, S€nate Armed Services Committee, @nprt of Dcfens Authoimtion
fot Apppiatbns for Ft;rr,l Yw 7987, (US C;overnmmt Printing Office, Washington,
Dq 19E0), Part 5, pp2T2l.
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petroleum refineries;
railway yards ard rcPair facilitie.

O) industry that crcntributes to economic
rccovery:
coal;
basic steeL
basic aluminium;
c€ment;
electric power.

As at Decerrber 1982 the US had sonE 13,446 strategic nuclear

weapons. The actual number of these which would be available for
empioymet t depends on the assumptions made regarding alert levels -
whethlr the forces arc in a norrnal 'day-toda/ postur€ or whether they

are fully generated. These alternatives are reflected in a basic division of

the $Oflnto an Alert Response Plan and a Generated Operations Plan.

Table 2 shows an allocation of warheads to target categories in both the

alert and generated situations as would have obtained in December 1987.

TABLE2
ALLOCATION OF US SIOP WARHEADS TO TARGET

CATEGORIES IN ALERT AI{D GENERATED STTUATIONS
DECEMBER 1987

Generated

Baseline force
Weapons deliverable to target

Target Category

1 Soviet nuclear forces
2 Other military forces
3 Military and political leadership
4 Economic/industrial(E/Dtargets

t1,w 13*+6
8,119 5528

2512 2512
16s0 9s0
850 600

2,1071 W

Reserve warheads 1.000 500
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From SIOP{ to SIOP{F

Since 1985, the US Department of Defense and other agencie with
responsibilities in the area of national security affairs have undertaken a
wide range of studies and analyses of new targeting issues whidr led to
the preparation of a new Nrclry WeryonsEnploytnent Policyinlate 1987 -
which led in hrm to SIOP{F, whidr took effect on 1 October 1989.s9
SIOP{F rcpresents the most radical change in both the structure and
substance of the US strategic nuclear war plan since the preparation of
SIOP-53 in796742.

The basic policy of 'targeting those assets which are essential to
Soviet warmaking capability and political control' was described by
President Reagan in fanuary 1988 as follows:

Our strategic forces and associated targeting policy must, by any
calculation, be perceived as making nuclear warfare a totally
unacceptable and unrewarding proposition for the Soviet
leadership. Accordingly, our targeting policy:

Denies the Soviet Union the ability to achieve
essential military objectives by holding at risk
Soviet warmaking capabilities, including both
the full range of Soviet military forces and the
war-supporting industry which provides the
foundation for Soviet military power and
supports its capability to conduct a protracted
conflict; and

Places at risk those political entities the
Soviet leadership values most: the
mechanisms for ensuring survival of the
Communist Party and its leadership cadres,
and for retention of the Party's control over
the Soviet and Soviet-bloc peoples .50

59 Desmond Ball and Robert C. Toth, 'Revising the SIOP: Taking War-Fighting to
Dangerous Extrene',Intanutioul Sccr.rity, (Vol.l4 No.4), lpring 1990,pp.61/2.ou Reagr& Netbnel tuurity Stt Ugy of tlu lJtritctl Ste&ls,p.l4.
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The new targeting policy and SIOP rcflects a much greater

emphasis by the Reagan Administsation on the ability b destroy the

Soviet political and military command and conbol system at any point in
the strategic nuclear exchange; the development of new Soviet
capabilities, and most particularly mobile or relocatable systems;
changes in the US force structurre, such as the introduction of new
bombers and cruise missiles, as well as new warhead designs and new
sensor systems for locating Soviet targets; and new comPuter capabilities
which permit rapid retargeting of the US stratqiic nuclear forces.

The requirenrent to target the Soviet leadership and its command
and control system is not itself novel. Indeed, a rnairr attack option has

been dedicated to this target set since SIOP-63. Until now, however, this
target set has been regarded as a 'withhold' - i.e. an option to be reserved
until the later phases of a strategic nuclear exchange in order to enhance

escalation control, both by preserving the Soviet ability to conduct
discriminated and conbolled nuclear strikes, and by allowing the
possibility of negotiating war Ermination between the US and Soviet
national comrnand authorities. The new plan, however, provides the
option for prompt attack of the Soviet command and conhol system at
the outset of a strategic nuclear occhange.

The emphasis accorded counter-leadership and counter-
command and contsol capabilities is also new. The destruction of
underground leadership bunkers and comrnand sites is a prime obiective
of the lvD( ICBM and the Tiilent II D5 SLBM. The large 9MT F53
warhead has been reactivated for the specific PurPose of destroying
deeply buried command centres.6l In September 1988, the Secretary of
Defense formally authorised the developrrent of new earth-penetrator
warheads which could be deployed on both MX ICBMs for prompt
attacks against underground bunkers and cpmmand facilities as well as

on cmise missiles for 'followon' attacks.52 New ballistic missile
penetration aids (penaids) are also under developrrent to ensure that the
ABM system around Moscow cannot Pr€vent destruction of leadership
and command facilities in the Moscow area.53 And new sensor systems

'Last of the Titans' , Bullctin af ttu Atmnic Scimtisls, September 1987, p.62.
Warren Strobel 'LJ,S. To Mike Nudear Bomb That Burrows', Weshington Tinus, 12

September 1988, p.l;'tJ.S. To Build Nudear Missile That Burrow{, Weshiz8tcn t Post'
t3 September tS8E, p.et6; and Tim Carrington, 'Carlucd Orders Move for
Devel6pment of Earitr-Penetrating" Nudear Weapon', Wall Sttcct lotmul' 13

September 1988, p.5.
'Countering Star-Warski', Br.I.lin ol tu Atofib Siatttitts, (Vol.g No.9), November
19E7, p.SS;-'USAFs Ballistic Missile Office is Ptanning a FiveYear Developmmt

6l
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(including airborne and satellite SIGINT systems) are under
development to provide a capability b locaE Soviet leadenhip and CsI
facilities that are not used in peacetinc but are designed to begin
functioning during a nuclear exchange.

US taqget planners have become particularly concerned about
the proliferation of mobile or relocatable targets (RTs) in the Soviet
Union. In 1984, therc were npre than 4,000 mobile targets in the
National Strategic Target List (NSTL).fl With the deployment of the
land-mobile S$25 and rail-mobile 5924 ICBMs and new mobile
command and communications facilities, not only has this target set
increased but it also includes several hundred weapons and facilities
which have the highest priority in the SIOP. In December 1986, the
Drector of Cenhal Intelligence Mobile Missile Task Force Intelligence
Requirements and Analysis Working Group reported that new
capabilities were required to deal with these rnobile targeb:

Our curent capability to meet adequately the derrands
placed upon our limited resourc€s, to address effectively
the mobile missile problem, is limited.

A true capability to locate, identify and track
mobile missiles for the purpose of targetting is
evolutionary.

lltl will require significant enhancement of
our present capabilities.G6

In 198682 the US Air Force developed a Strotegic Rclocatoble Torget
Capability Prcgrom which was later incnrporated in a Defense
Department-wide Master Plan for Reluotobk Targets that 'is keyed to
the development of sensors, CgI architectures, and force shucture
necessary to put at risk these Soviet targets in the future'.56

The requirement to locate RTs immediately prior to and during a
nuclear exchange has led to the development of new sensor systems,

hogram for Intercontinental Ballisdc Missile Penetration Aids', Aoiatim We* anil
Spcc Tcchnology, 2E September l%7, p.77.
Washin$on Observations', Air Fore lvhgaziru, Dec€mb€r 1984,, p.23,
Cited in Gregory A. Fcsedal, 'U.S. Said to be Unable to Vedfy Missile Ban',
tdtshington Tincs, 18 Novesrber l%7, p.6; and Rowland Evans and Robert Novak,
lArhat About the Hidden S$2tu?', Wrchingbrlt Post, 18 Noveurber 7987, p25.
Edgar Ulsamer, Missiles and Targets', Ab Forcc lvbgazirc, luly 1987, p.59; and
Washin$on Roundup 'A Master Plan for Relocatable Targets', Aoiatiotr Wek end
Spec Tcchnobgy, 7 March 19EE, p.l5.
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including tlrc Aurora Mach-5 Stealth reconnaissance arrcraftfT more
advanced gmstationary SIGINT satellites such as the Mognum launched
in fanuary 1985 and the new Mentor; the KH-12 lhnn rsl-ttne digital
imagng satelitefl and theLocrpsse radar satellite systern.

The requirement to desboy tlrese nnbile taqgets has grea0y
enhanced the importance of new bombers in the US triad. As General
John T. Chain, the Comrnander in Chief of the Strategic Air Command
(CINCSAC) asserted in fuly 1987:

The capability of the rnanned bomber to Penetrate enemy
airspace and search out and deshoy relocatable targeb,
particularly the highly threatening mobile ICBMs, is essential.59

And as the US Air Force has argued,

Because of the increased Soviet emphasis on rnobile ICBM
delivery systems and command centres, the manned bombe/s
real-time potential for locating and destroying relocatable

systerns is vital to the rnaintenanc€ of a viable triad.m

According to Thomas E. Cooper, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Research, Development and Logistics, consideration has been given to
modification of the B-18 bomber so that it can accept operational tasking
against some relocatable targets.n However, while the use of the &18
for this purpose remains problematical, it is clear that locating and
destroying RTs is a prime obiective of the &2 Advanced Technology
Bomber. As General Chain noted in luly 1987,

The highly flexible Advanced Technology Bomber, with a low-
observable design will penetrate enemy airspace and hold all
t5rpes of targets, both fixed and relocatable, at risk. This is

tremendously important given the growing portion of the Soviet
target base that will be relocatable in the next decade.72

Madr 5 Spy Plane', Poptltt *iare, November

Tracking Mobile Soviet Weapons Seen as KH-12 Task', krospe Dtily, 17 April
7%5,p.269.
C*neral John T. Chain, Strategic Fundanqttab', AitFocc lvlagezitu,luly l%7,p.67.
fames W. Canan, The Issu€ That Corurf, Air Fore lvlaguitu, October 19E6, p.49.
'Counbring Mobile Targets a &lB Task?' Dcfctr*Ebttootics, Mardr 1985, p.18.
C,eneral Chain, ,Shabgic hrndamentals', p.57.
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And as US Air Force officials recently stabd,

With its proie'ced capability to dash inb the Soviet Union
undeEcbd,... the B2 lwilll be able to roam the strongholds of
the mobile Soviet missiles and look for targets.R

In addition, rapid retargeting concepts and echniques have been
developed to permit the use of Minutamn ICBMs andTomaluwkLand
Attack SLCMs 'to place and keep Soviet mobile target systems at risk'.74
Finally, new 'soft kill' weapons, utilising enhanced electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) and microwave emissions designed to destroy the electronic
mechanisms in above'ground rrpbile missile and command and control
systems, are also under development.T5

The nrost significant change in the structure of the SIOP is that,
instead of being an essentially static plan consisting principally of
preplanned options, an adaptive planning proaess will be instituted in
which retargeting will be a continuous, real-time process. As Mairr
General Richard B. Goetze, Deputy Chief of Staff for Strategic Planning
and Analysis, Strategic Air C-ommand, has reported,

We are pursuing adaptive planning capabilities - capabilities
which will allow future planning systems to respond on a real-
tinre basis to changes in policy, threat, and forces. Numerous
initiatives are underway to reduce the time required to build the
SIOP or mdify it during a crisis. Innovative planning systems
and procedures that will maximize force effectiveness are
currently being brought on-board. As we enter the 1990s, the
tirne requircd to build the SIOP can be expected to be reduced
from months to weeks or even days. The time required to
retarget sorties in a conflict will be reduced from a few days to a

At The Brink of START', Ah Fotcc lvhgaziru,
Februarv l9BE. p.43.

74 Dcftn*'Nrrctii ,tg "l, Filrel Yar 7986, Pmgrott Docttnttrt: Re*erch, Dcacloprrcrrt,
Tcst end Ewltlr,tlm, Dcfuv Agarcies, (Supporting Data for DNA Fiscal Year 1986
Budgst Estimates, Suburitted to Congre fanuary l98t US C,overnment hinting
Office, Waslrington DQ l%51, p.40 ; hfaw Nucbar Agatcy, F ixel Yut 7 987, Progmm
Doctttttctrt: Rmrch, Dcoclopttctrt, Tcst cruI Ewhutlm, Dclav Agancics, (Supporting
Data for DIIA Flscal Year l9E7 Budget Estinates, Submitted to C-ongreso February
1986, US Covernment Printing Office, Wastringbn DC, l%), p.6il; and 'Fast
Targeting For Minuhran', Dcfctrs: Wck,l8 Mardr 19E5, p.5.

/, Theodore B. Taylor, Third4eneradon Nudear Weapons', Scilrr'tr{'f;c Atnnicen,
(Vo1256, No.4), April 7987,9p22-31; 'A Third C,eneration of NuLes', Tittt,25 May
l9tl7,p.%; and H. Keith Florig'The hrture Battlefidd: A Blast of Gigawatts?', IEEE
Spcctrum, (Vol25, No.3), Mardr 198E, pp.5054.
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few hours, and in sorte cases, to a few minutes. This will have a

substantial impact on our operational unib. unit planners must

be prepared to perform sortie maintenance or respond to
retargeting orders on a daily basis. Aircrews, for example' may
be required to react to changes in targeting information or
intelligence updatec about changes in enemy defences while
enroub to the target area. This is Particularly important given
the dynamic nahr€ of the evolving threat, e.g. the 5925. The
bottom line is that we can exPect today's rigid preplanned SIOP,

requiring months to build and change to be a thing of the past.76

As General Goetze observed, deterrence based on 'a warfighting plan'
has now been instituted in US strategic nudear Policy to the extent that
the technical capabilities of the late 1980s permit.z

THE STRATEGIC NUCLEAR BAHNCE

During the 1970s, the Strategic Arms Umitation Talks (SALD -

notwithstanding their deficiencies - provided an effective means of
rnanaglng the iuperpower strategic competition. SALT confirmed a

situatibnbf approiimate parity or 'essential equivalence' in the strategic

nuclear balance, placed ceilings on sorn strategic capabilities and hence

removed these from the arena of competitio& and established a forum -
the Standing Consultative Commission (SCC) - for clarification and
dirussion oi relevant strategic developments of concern to either side.

Unfortunately, howevet the Strategic Arms Umitation
agreements did not Presage the transformation in international
behaviour 'from rather rigid hostilities ... [to] rcstraint and creativi$y',
which Henry Kissinger had announced in Moscow in May 7972.n It
was another s€ven ye.us before the SALT II Treaty was signed, in Vienna
on 18 fune 1979, and thery of coulse, the ratification procedures were
aborted by President C-arter in December 1979 when it had become

apparent that the consent of the Senate was unlikely to be forthcoming.
Despite the failure to ratify the SALT lI Treaty, both the United

States and the Soviet Union have by and large continued to abide by its

76

n
7E

MajorEenerat Richard B. efive, '$OP - A Ptan For Peae', Wt Cra+latollr,ry
7%7,p.75.
Ibid.,p.73.
He&ick 9mith, 't{ixon and Brezhnev Clce Talks With Joint Declaration of Peace',

Nant Y ork T ittus, 30 May 1972, p.18.
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constraints. However, these cpnstraints arre far from comprehensive.
Th"y apply generally to quantitative rather than qualitative
developments in the strategic balance and b only a portion of the
nuclear forces in the Anerican and Soviet arsenals. The firmest limits
were placed only on the numbers of long-range ballistic missiles -
intercontinental ballistic missiles. Indirect, conditional, and rather looser
constraints were placed on the payloads these ICBMs and SLBMs can
carry, and on the numbers of long-range strategic bombers and their
payloads. The constrainb do not apply b delivery systems with ranges
less than 5500 km. And the agreements did not addless qualitative
developments relating to the long-range ballistic missile forcts, such as

the replacement of older systems with more capable modern ones and
improvernents in the accuracy with which missile warheads can be
delivered - the single most important variable in determining the
lethality of a weapon. However, it is with respect to developments in
these very aneas - missile accuracy and weapons systems of less than
intercontinental range - that technology is currently the most dynamic
and the implications for the stability of the strategic balance most
disturbing.

A concern expressed at the highest levels in the United States in
the early 1980s was that, prirnarily as a result of the continuing
improvement of ib 5918 and S$19 ICBMs, the Soviet Union had
achieved strategic superiority over the Unitd States - a superiority
amounting to a dangerous 'window of vulnerabilit5/. On 31 March 1982,

for example, President Reagan claimed that bn balance, the Soviet Union
does have a definite margin of superiorit/ in nuclear weapons; and,
somewhat less categorically, Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger
said on 15 April 1982 that 'the Soviets have begun to build an edge of
superiorif.T9 These claims could not be substantiated by any obiective
analysis; they were explicitly disavowed by two of Weinberger/s
predecessors, fames Schlesinger and Flarold Brown, and implicitly by the
then Chairman of the |oint Chiefs of Staff, General David C. fones, who
testified that he would not trade US military strength for that of the
Soviet Union.80 In April 1983, the President's Commission on Strategic
Forces, headed by Lt.4en. Brent Scowcroft, effectively 'closed' the
'window of vulnerabilit5/ by concluding that the issue had been

rim's Reagan's Claim', Washington Put, 17 Aprll
19E2.80 Weshingtot Post, 3 April 1%2; and, Nm Ycrzk T irncs, 1 May 1982.
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'miscast', and that the vulnerability of silo$ased ICBMs was quite
manageable when considered in the context of the US'triad of forces' -

the ICBMs, SLBMg and bombers.El
Because of asymmetries in the respective Soviet and US strategic

nuclear forces, the Soviet Union is afread in terms of some measures of
capability arrd the UniEd States is ahead in others. tn the rrpst critical
aneas, however, the Unibd States rctains significant superiority. Tables 3

and 4 provide a quantitative characterisation of US and Soviet strategic
nuclear capabilities as at Decernber 1987.

Overall, the US strategic nuclear force posture remains better
balanced than the Soviet poshrre. The Soviet ICBM force contairut nnre
than 60 per cent of the total throw-weight of the Soviet strategic nuclear
forces and more than 60 per cent of the total weapons fielded by those
forces. On the other hand, the US ICBM force contains only a quarter of
the total US throw-weight and only 17 per cent of the total US weaPons,
with SLBMs carrying one-third of the throw-weight and more than 40

per cent of the weapons, and the long-range bombers the r€st.
Although the Soviet Union has more strategic nuclear delivery

vehicles (SNDVs) than the United States '2,475 compared with 2001 - the
larger number of weapons carried by the American vehicles gives the
United Sates a lead in total number of weapons of about 20 per cent -
some 13150 compared with some 11,180. Moreover, US warheads and
bombs are generally more accurate than their Soviet counterParts. Some

versions of the SS18 and S$19 ICBMs have been tested with a guidance
system which provides an accuracy measured in terms of Circular Error
Probability (CEP) as good as that of the IN920 on the Minutmun lll
ICBMs (i.e., about 600 feet), but this guidance system has yet to be
deployed on operational missiles. In the case of SLBMs and bomber-
delivered weapons, the CEPs of the US systems are generally smaller
than those of the Soviet Union by factors of two to five, and more than an
order of rnagnihrde in the case of air-launched cruise missiles (ALCMs).

The one measure where the US lags is that of megatonnage, where the
Soviet Union has a lead of about 35 per cent (some 5,465 MT compared
with 4,028 MT), but it should be noted that the Soviet advantage in
megatonnage, which was a factor of two in the early 1980s, has

diminished through the decade as the large, single 2s24 mt warheads

mission on Shategic Forces (ExcerPb), 11 APril
t98Kl', in Snrzirl, (Vol.XXV, No.4), July/Augtrst 19&J., pp.lV-l%.
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on the 5918 Mod 1 and Mod 3 ICBMs were rcplaced by much smaller
(.55 MT) multiple warheads.

A wide range of indices have been developed for assessing the
strategic balance, but all of them have deficiencies of greater or lesser
significance. The two indices of greater general utility are equivalent
megatonnage (EMT) and counter-military potential (CMP).

EMT is the most meaningful index of destructive capability
against 'soft' or 'area' targets such as urban-industrial areas. Since
destructive power does not increase proportionally with an increase in
weapon yield, it is necessary to apply raling factors to the norninal
megatonnage of the various weapons in the US and Soviet strategic
arsenals. Whenever the yield is equal to or less than one megaton, it is
appropriate to raise it to the twethirds power, reflecting the fact that a
nuclear explosion occurs in three-dinrensional space, whereas its
damaging effects occur only along the dimensions of length and width.
Even this discounting will tend to overvalue the destructive capability of
large weapons as against combinations of relatively smaller weapons
where the destructive capability can be more effectively distributed, so
that yield should be raised to the 0.5 power in the case of weapons larger
than one megaton.82

EMT = Y2l3 where Y < 1MT

EMT = Y1/2 where Y > 1MT

According to this index, the Soviet Union has a total destructive
capability against soft targets which is some 25 per cent gteater than that
of the US forces (6720 equivalent megatons compared with 5320).
However, the strategic significance of this lead is problematical, since
there is only a finite number of soft targets in both the Soviet Union and
the United States. (In the Soviet Union, for example, more than one-third
of the population and nearly threequarters of industrial production is
concentrated in three hundred cities.83)

CMP is a useful gross index of the destructive capability of
nuclear weapons against turd' or 'point' targets such as ICBM silos or
underground command and conhol c€ntres, although there are several

62

83

See Jeffrey T. Ridrelson, 'Evaluating the Strate$c Balane', Anericn lound ol
Politicel Sciate, (Vol2d No.4), pp.79sEl9.
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, Departmai of Defensc Amuel Rzprt Eiscol Yeer
198I, (US Government hinting Offie, Washington ,DC,79n7, p.79.
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important qualifications to ib application in assessment of dissimilar
forie structures. It is a combined index of the explosive Power of these

weapons (discounted by an appropriate yield-scaling factor) and the
accuracy with which they are expected to be delivered. For weaPons
with yield equal to or greater than 0.2 MT, the leld should be raised to
the two-thirds power. However, in the case of lower yield weapons in a
hard target context, the use of 0.66 scaling for yield leads to consistent

overestimation of darnage probabilities, and hence a scaling factor of 0.8

is used for weapons of less than 0.2 MT.84

,i/3
OVIP = GD" where Y > o'2 MT

vo'8
CMP = ..*F where Y < 0.2 MT

The total CMP of the US strategic nuclear forces is currently
some nine times greater than that of the Soviet forces. However, it must
be noted that some 92 per cent of the US total CMP resides in the bomber
force - which could take as long as G8 houts to reach its targets in the
Soviet Union. In stark contrast, some 93 per cent of Soviet CMP resides

in the ICBM force. If CMP is to be used effectively, at least against ICBM
silos, or against submarine pens and bomber bases from which the
submarines and bombers can quickly be put to sea or relocated to
secondary airfields, then only prompt CMP - or the CMP of the
respective ICBM forces - is of practical import. The prompt/ICBM CMP
of the Soviet strategic nuclear force today is just over 50 Per cent greater
than that of the US force.

Further, the effectiveness of a given amount of CMP depends on
the hardness or blast resistance of the notional targets. In general, Soviet

targets are rather harder than their US counterparb. Except for the
NORAD headquarters under Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado and

perhaps a handful of other underground command and control cenbes,
the hardest sites in the United States are the Minuteman silos, most of
which are hardened to about 2,000 psi. By far the great maiority of other
military targets (OMT), economic/industrial installations, and
governmental/administrative centres in the United States have no

Potmtiel: A Musurc $ Stmbgic Offetsiu Force

Capbility, (The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, C-alifornia, R-131&P& December
1973),pp.16.
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special protection and would be detroyed by less than 25 psi blast
overpnessure. On the otlrer hand, as noted above, some 30 per cent of
Soviet ICBM siloo are hardened b ffi72m psi, and another 30 per cent
to about 40m ps,. Thousands of Soviet leadership relocation bunkerc,
military comrnand posb, communications stations and associated
contsol facilitie have been hardened b greater than 6m psi, and more
than 100 b greaEr than 10m poi. The Soviet Union has also undertaken
a program of hardening and dispersing key industrial facilities, to the
point where significant counterforce capability must now be devoted to
the destnrction of the Soviet economic/industrial target set.

It is also important to note that today the Soviet Union maintains
at least as nrany strategic nuclear weapons on alert as does the United
States - about 7,2ffi wafiieads (even assuming that no Soviet bombers are
kept on alert, whereas some 30 per cent of the US bomber force is on
day-today alert).

With respect to the future of the sbategic balance, there are
essentially two basic possibilities. The first is that the current rates and
patterns of US and Soviet strategic force deployments will continue,
subiect to the broad cpnstraints established by SALT in the 1970s. This
possibility is er<emplified for 1995 in Tables 5 and 6, where proiections
have been made from current trends, informed by recent decisions and
reasonable assumptions about decisions likely to be made in the next few
years. In the US case (Table 5), it is assumed that deployment of the MX
ICBM will have been completed (with 50 based in former Minutarun ll
silos and 50 operating in a rail-mobile rnode); that regardless of any
decision to proceed with deployment of a new small ICBM (SICBM), it
would not be operational by 795; that the Tidnt II D-5 SLBM will be
operational aboard 19 Ohieclass submarines; that production of the B-1
bomber will b€ completed; and that some 60 B2 Advanced Technology
Bombers (ATBs) will be in service. On the Soviet side (Table 5), it is
assumed that deploynrent of the S*25 Sickle land-mobile ICBM will
continue at the present rate of 50 pet year, matched by a compensatory
phaseout of obsolete 5911 and S$13 ICBMs; that deployment of the
large 5924 SUIN ICBM will proceed at a rate of about 30 per year,
matched by a compensatory phase-out of the 5917 force; and that
production of the Bear H and Blackjack bombers will proceed at a rate of
approximately 20 per year. The most noteworthy conclusions are that
while both the US and the Soviet Union will eniry net increases in their
numbers of SNDVs and warheads, the Soviet Union will retain its lead in
SNDVs and will, for the first time ever, surpass the US in numbers of
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strategic nuclear warheads and bombs; that the Soviet Union will rcmain

aheadwith respect to both megatonnage and EMT; and that, while both

the US and Soviet C[,IP totablncr€ase rnarkedln nearly 90 Per cent of
the US figure continues to reside in its bomber force while some &5 per
cent of ttre soviet figure will reside in its ICBM force, maintaining a

soviet advantage in prompt counter-military potential. Further, about
8,650 US warheads would be maintained on alent, as compared to sorne

8290 Soviet ICBM and SLBM warheads, or more than 9'800 Soviet

warheads if it is assurned that the Soviet Union move to place some 30

per cent of their bomber forca on alert as well.- 
The second possibility for the 1990s is that there will be some

agreement on deep cuts' in US and Soviet strategic nuclear forces, alo:rg

tf,e lines of the so<alled 50 per cent cuts discussed and in part agleed in
the strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) in 1987. This possibility is

exemplified in Tables 7 and 8.- 
There arc several important points to note about the strategic

balance under a 50 per cent START regime. To begin with, the respective

US and Soviet force structures would not be simply a truncated version

of those that would obtain in the absence of START. The sub-cailing of
4p00 warheads on ICBMs and SLBMs agrd at the summit meeting in
December 1987 will require extensive changes in both the Soviet and US

force structures, while the proposed counting rules for bomber<arried
weapons will provide significant incentives for further changes. FgI
example, the us has proposed that bombers not carrying ALCMs will
counf as only one weapon whereas bombers equipped with ALCMs will
be charged wittr tO etCUs regardless of the number actualfl carried.

Hence, itttrough the F52G, B-1B and Bla*irckbombers could be used as

both penetrating bombers and as ALCM carriers, therc is a strong

incentive to con?gure them solely as penetrating bo,mbers in order to
maximize the number of weapons that can be carried.Es

second, although there is a cornmon perception that the oblective

of START is 50 per ient rcductions in stratqgic nuclear forces - or
reductions to a common ceiling of 6,000 strategic weaPons - it is clear

that because the START counting rules significantly undercount
deployed weapons, the actual number of weapons that ea$ side will
maintain will be much greater than 6,000.86 Acrording to the counting

sre-committeonArmedSerrdces,DdensePolicyPanel+Brubut'
nd F.rc Stll,atuzz: Daling With Tlu Fnll InVliutkttls of Sfl{Rf, ruS

C'overnmmt Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1988), pp21-23.
86 lbitt.,p.24.
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rules proposed by the US, for example, a B1B bomber equipped with 24
weapons and a Blackjack bomber equipped with 16 weapons, if
configurd for penetration rather than ALCM missions, would each
count for only one weapon. Hence, the total number of warheads likely
to be maintained by the US and the Soviet Union is around 1Q700 and
9,000 respectively - or only 20 per cent fewer than those maintained in
December '1,987, and in fact no less than those in the US and Soviet
strategic nuclear arsenals when the'deep cub'were first proposed by
President Reagan in May 1982!

Third, although there is a corrunon perception that START is
supposed to enhance the stability of the global strategic balance, in fact
the postures likely to result from the START process will have intrinsic
problems with respect to stability, and the process of transition from
current numbers to the postulated START levels could well give rise to
further disturbing possibilities. For example, START does nothing to
help the survivability of silo-based ICBMs. As at December 7987, the US
had 1,000 ICBM silos, threatened by wme5,972 S91Z 59.18, 5919, Sg
24 and 5925 warheads - i.e. about six warheads per silo. START would
reduce the number of US ICBM silos to some 198, with a further 50 MX
ICBMs deployed on 25 trains, which would be threatened by some 2,788
S$18, S$24 and SS25 warheads - i.e. some 12.5 warheads per silo and
train!

A similar situation pertains with respect to the SLBM forces.87
As at December 1987, the Soviet Union maintained 51 SSBNs with 928
SLBMs and 3,168 warheads, while the US had 35 SSBNs with 640 SLBMs
and5,632 warheads. It is likely that START will reduce these numbers to
some 17 SSBNs with 2,112 warheads in the Soviet case and perhaps 18
SSBNs with 3,456 warheads in the US case. Given that something like
these numbers eventuate, then the anti-submarine warfare (ASW)
resources devoted to each SSBN will be increased dramatically - by a
factor of two in the case of US SSBNs and a factor of about 3.5 in the case
of Soviet SSBNs!

This could well represent the greatest increment in counter-
SSBN ASW capability since SSBNs were first deployed more than a
quarter of a century ago - comparable to the long-feared but always
improbable technological breakthrough that would greatly reduce SSBN

ol See Desnond Balt 'Some Implications of Fifty Per Cent Reductions in Sbategic
Nudear Forces for Sea-Based Systems', in Sverre l-odgaard (ed.), Naacl Arms&ntrol,
(Sage Publications, [.ondon, 1990).
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invulnerability and hence greatly reduce strategic stability based on the

assured destructive capability of SSBN forces.

And, fourth, the US and Soviet force posrures that are likely to

emerge from the cun€nt START Ptoaess po_se srgnlfigant problems for

venifi-cation and increase the potentid hr breakouf from the Treaty

limits.88 There ar€, to begin with, rnapr uncertainties with respect to the
number of Soviet ICBMs, SLBMS and bomber weaPons that have
actually been produced, as opposed to those currently deployed. This
could inrount to several thousand weapons above and beyond those

included in sTART. In addition, the START counting rules underctate

the potential weapons loadings for several strategic f)'sF-ms. 
The s918

ICBil,t, for exampfe, could be ioaded with 14 walheads rather than the 10

it is assigned, at d this would be virtually impossible to detect through
satellite iorret ge. Similarly, the SSN-23 Shf SLBM can be- gquipped
with 10 warheads rather than the four it is assigned. Numerous

additional ALCMs could also be produced for subsequent deployment

on the Blac$ackbombers or on large transport planes. As the Defense

Policy Panel of the US House Armed Services Committee has noted,

ln a worst case scenario ..', the Soviet Union could generate 4,200

additional ICBM warheads, 4,600 SLBM warheads, and 2,000

additional ALCMs, for a breakout total of about 10/800

additional weaPons. While such figures are high [indeed, they

would exceed ihe permitted START totall, they are not out of

the question and should not be ruled out in planning for us
securiSr'89

AUSTRALIA AIVD THE GLOBAL STRATEGIC BALAIICE

Although the consequencas of a global nuclear war would be very mugh

less seiere for the southern than for the northern hemisphere, Australia
could not but be profoundly affected. It would be an event so horrific
that the psychological consequences would match the 

- 
phy-sical

destruction. There would be little security in the aftermath of a global

nuclear war.

vices Crmnittee, Defense Polia Panel, Bruko'tt,
vaifirvtin ina Forc. srflctu'zg: Dating rdit/z.Tlu FuIl Imflia'ttns of START'

89 rbd.,p.S.
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fust as Australia could not escape the consequences of global
nuclear war, rreither can it avoid a rcle in seeking to ensure that nuclear
war rcmairu a remoE possibility. So long as deterrence provides the
only rrrcans to this end, Australia has a responsibility to dedicate
meaningful effort to the deign of a more stable global strategic balance.
As the Prime Minister, Mr Hawke, stated on 6 fune 1984,

The rigk of nuclear war [is] remote and impmbable,
provided effective deterrence is maintained.

Australians cannot claim the full protection of that
deterrence without being willing to make some
contribution to its effectiveness.9O

For the longer term, Australia has a responsibility to contribute to the
design and implenrentation of arms control and disarmament efforts not
iust at ensuring a more stable balance but also of reducing nuclear
stockpiles to levels where, should nuclear war nevertheless occur, the
global consequences would be much less horrendous than those which
would presently obtain. Radical but realistic reductions in nuclear
arsenals is a reasonable goal for the 1990s.

Australia has a direct connection to the global strategic balance
through the infrastructure support and services which it provides to the
United States. Most importantly, Australia hosts various facilities which
provide substantial support to the US strategic nuclear posture,
including:

o the communications station at North West Cape WA, which was
originally established to provide communications for US FBM
submarines operating in the western Pacific, but which now
provides more general cornmunications support for the US
Departnent of Defense and Services, as well as the Royal
Australian Navy (RAN).

r The satellite ground conbol station at Pine Gap, near Alice
Springs, NT, which controls US geostationary SIGINT satellites
designed to rnonitor signals emanating from the Soviet Union -
including signals associated with the development of advanced
weapons systems by the Soviet Union. The collection and

ent: Arurs C,ontrol and Disarmamen(, Henwil
(Hon* S Rcyc*trtatias), 6 fune 7984, p.A87.
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analysis of these signals is a primary means of verification of
Soviet compliance with arms control agr€ements.9l

. the saellie ground station at Numrngar, SA, which controls US
Defense Support hogram (DSP) satellites stationed over the
eastern hemisphere @SP-E) b provide early warning of Soviet
ballistic missile launches and to monitor nudear detonations
(NUDETs).e2

. other lesser facilities, which provide information for the US
Ocean Surveillance Information System (OSIS); support the US
navigation and geodetic satellite prqirams; monitor
underground nuclear detonations; and Provide other support
services.

These connections and contributions raise a variety of extrernely
important issues which should be addressed in any discussion of
Australia and the global strategic balance, induding the nature of and
requirements for effective deterrence; the conditions for the achievenpnt
of nreaningful arms conbol; and the o(tent and nature of the Australian
commitrnent to detenence and arms control.

Warf ighting and Deterrence

The Australian Labor Government supporb a system of muhral
deterrence between the United States and the Soviet Union based on the
concept of hssured destruction', whereby 'each side must be quite
certain ttnt if it attacks first, it will surely be destroyed by a retaliation
from the other side'.93 The Australian l-abor Government opposes
nuclear war-fighting and limited nuclear war doctrines and capabilities,
prirnarily on the ground that'to prepar€ to fight a limited nudear war,
or to prepare to fight and win awat, is in fact to make nuclear war rpre
thinkable and therefore more possible'. And it has urged both the
United States and the Soviet Union to reiect 'the idea of nudear war-
fighting in the way they go about deployrng their weapons and in the
new technologies they are developing.9

See Desmond Ball, Pirc C-aV: Austnlb llltd tlu US Casll,tkttury Sigtrols Inblligerct
tutellite hogmm, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 19E8).
See Desrond Bdl, A Besr For DcfuE: T,E US Sr,tcllitc Statimg,l Nuntngar, (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 1967).
Bill Hayden, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Umniwn, thc loht Fecilitb, Di*rne,nrarrt
end Pue , (Aushalian Government Publishing Serrdce, Canberra ,1984), p.12.
Ibid.,pp.l2-73.
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The Governmenfs partiarlar formulation of deterrence has
several quiE debilitating prcblems. In the first place, it is unrealistic.
Neither the Soviet Union rpr the Unibd Staes has ever accepted
'assuted destmctionl as a basis for deterrence, notwithstanding sorne
periodic US declarations, ard neither are they ever likely b - for good
and sound reasotrs. At least since the 1950s, each have targeted the
othey's military capabilities much rnore than their economic and
industrial infrastructure. Each has sought to be able to limit damage in
the event of a sbategic nuclear exchange albeit through different
stategies. The Governnren(s formulation has placed it in uneasy
opposition to the central themes of US strategic nuclear poliry which for
political reasons it must support. And it has made at least part of its
justification for hosting the US facilities, which have undeniable
warfighting characteristics, untenable.

At least since 1950, when first priority in US targeting policy was
given to 'the destruction of known targets affecting the Soviet capability
to deliver atomic bombs', US strategy has been overwhelmingly
counterforce in character.9S There has never been a time when more
than 40 per cent of US targeb have been economic/industrial targets.
Even SLBMs, which have typically lacked the fleld, accuracy and
command and control requirements for hard-target counterforce
operations, have generally been directed at military targets - whether
ports, airfields, or the 'softe/ portion of the spectrum of Soviet ICBM
silos. And for nrore than a quarter of a century, the prime mission of US
aftack submarines - which still receive crcmmunications from North West
Cape - has been the destruction of Soviet missilecarrying submarines.

US strategic planners have not been reluctant to characterise
their war plans as essentially 'warfighting'. For example, General Bennie
L. Davis, Commander-in{hief Strategic Air Command (CINCSAC)
testified before the US Senate Committee on Armed Services in Februarv
1982 as follows:

We [are goingl from a strategr of assured destruction to one
which stresses war fighting capability (that is, the priority
targeting of military and leadership targets).

Stretegic Dctanaue, (Adelphi Papers No.l85,
lnternational Institute for Strategic Studies, I-ondon, Summer l9E3), p.5.-
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[Question:l What is our etrategic policy called now, in place

of muhrally agsured degtnrction?

Counterforqe..., or lrar fightind, the two are synonomous.96

And as General Goetze has staH with respect to the SIOP'

The SIOP ... is a war plan - a warfighting plann

And other us strategic planners have stated quite specifically, on various

occasions, that some of the CsI s)'stems with which Australia is involved

are concerned with'warfighting'.
This is particularly the case with regard to the DS? system for

which Numrngir is the primary Overseas Ground Station (OGS).sa The
DSP system supports nudear warfighting strategies in several important
respects. In the hrct place, the DSP infrared system is capable not iust of
detecting that ICBMs have been launched (i.e. of providing early

warning of missile attacks), but also of identifying the locations of
particular launch sites and hence of providing information 1hi:h the US

ia. nse to re-target its own ICBMs away from the empty holes to the
remaining SovietlcBMs. Second, the DSP infraled system is designed to
provide a-n assessment of the scale and purpose of a soviet 19"k which
is not required for the PurPoses of hssured destructionl but which
permits ttie US to formu[ate conunensurate r€sponses._ An4_third, the

nuclear detonation NUDET) detection sensors aboard the DSP satellites

are able to provide real-time inforrnation on the location of us
detonations over the Soviet Union in order to assess the impact of US

nuclear strikes and inform subsequent r€targeting. In testimony to

congress on 10 March 7982, General Bernard P. Randolph (the Director

of Space Systems and Command, Control and Communications Research

in the u9 Air Force) was quite unequivocal in his description of this
capability of the NUDET detection sensors:

tltl is very critical for the force management in the sense of
making efficient use of our forcee....

Committee, Dcpttttcttt of Defenl* Authorizttiar
fv lfutkns pr Ffu;ca Ycs 7983, (US C,overnment Printing Offtce, Washington,
DC, 1982), Parr 7, pp.4759, 4241.
Mapr Gmeral Riiliard B. Goetze,'$OP - A Plan For Pez,e', @tttfut Crao,lantary
7%7,p.73.
See Ball" A Ba* For Dzbetc, pp.fu74.
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When we try to desboy hard targets in the Soviet Uniory we are
able b demonstrate or to understand our sucoess in destroying
those hard targets and, therefor€, not have to go back to re'strike
those targets, and we can retarget in near real-time... It is a
wor-ftglttirg capability.ee [Emphasis added.]

And, more generalln General Janns V. Hartinger, then Commander of
the US Air Force Space Command, stated in an address to the US Air
Force Association on 18 November 1983 that'the [DSP] satellite early
warning system... is tied formally into the warfighting structure'.IO0

The point is not pst that sonrc aspects of the facilitie in
Australia support warfighting. It is that, given the realities of nuclear
strateglr, it would be absurd to expect that they did not. The real issues
for crcnsideration are whether or not these particular warfighting
attributes enhance or undermine deterrence, and whether or not, in the
event that deterence fails, these capabilities might be useful in
controlling escalation before it proceeds to an all-out strategic nuclear
exchange.

There are sound strategic reasons why US nuclear employment
policies and plans should contain limited options and should accord
priority to counterforce operations. To begin with, given the realities of
Soviet war-fighting doctrine, the ability to deny Soviet military oblectives
through the destruction of Soviet military forces and war-fighting
capabilities must be an essential ingredient of a deterrence policy.
Second, a strategic posture which could do nothing other than threaten
the Soviet urban-industrial base would lack credibility, and ensure that
the United States would be selfdeterred, in most of the more realistic
nuclear contingencies. And, third, notwithstanding the rhetoric of
'assured destruction' as the guarantor of the nuclear peace, it would be
irresponsible for US policy-makers to deny themselves the capacity to
limit damage to the United SAtes in the event that nuclear war
nevertheless occurs. Moreover, the ability of the US to emerge from a
nuclear exchange with less damage than the Soviet Union would itself
provide a powerful deterrent to Soviet initiation of such an exchange.

Many aspects of recent developments in US warfighting plans
and capabilities are profoundly disturbing. The Government is correct in

C-ommittee, DeW tnlrln t of Defen*, Autlnrizttiotr
lor Appqriatkns for FI;caI Yw 7983, (US Covernment Printing Office, Washington,
DC, I 982), pp.46244525.

lm Cited in Edg:ar tlsam€r,'The Threat inSpe', Ab Fora Nlnga,inz,Marchlg&4, p.128.
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calling attention to the fact that sone asPects of warfighting policies
make nudear war more poosible. But some aspects also support
deterrence. The issue for debate is not 'deterrence versus warfighting',
but which warfighting capabilities should be criticised and which should
be endorsed. It is where to draw the line within the spectrum of
warfighting capabilities.

Arms Control Verification

None of the US facilities in Australia were established to support the
arms conbol and disarmanrent process. However, some of them were
designed to collect intelligence on particular weaPons developncnts
which subsequently becarne sublect to bilateral U9Soviet or
international arms conbol agreements, and their capabilities became
important elements of the verification systems required to monitor
compliance with these agreencnb. For example, the foint C*ological
and Geophysical Research Station (|GGRS) at Alice Springs was
originally established under a secret agreement with the United Shtes in
1954-55 'as a part of a world-wide system designed to observe the Soviet
atomic test program'.lOl It subsequently became an important seismic
station for monitoring crcmpliance with the Limited Test Ban Treaty
(LTBD of 1963, the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPD oI 7970, and the
Threshold Test Ban Treaty (TTBD of 1974, and would have an important
and verification role in any future Comprehensive Test Ban (CTB).I02

The nrost important facilities in Australia with resPect to
verification of arms conbol and disarrnament agreernenb are the satellite
ground stations at Pine Gap and Numrngar. In |uly 1984, Mr Bill
Haydery the then Foreign Minister, stated that:

Pine Gap and Numrngar are irreplaceable for this purpose. Ifs
highly unlikely that sorre maior arms control agreernents
between the Superpowers would have been reached if it had not
been for these two facilities.lB

t of Frtclrul Aff.irs to llu ,4ntcriun Enbassy,2lvne
1955, in Degnond Ball a Suitebb Pbcc fi Rrrrl EsbE: Arazrirzltt Instelbtims in
Austrdia,(Ifale & heuronger, Sydney, 19E0), Annex D,p.lA. See also pp.8&90.

t@ Se Desnrond Ball, 'Th; Coirpreirmsive Test Ban- (CTB) Treatyr 
- A Role for

Aushali,a', in Desnond Ball and Andrew Mack (eds'), Tlu Futun ol Ants e-orrtol,
(Australian Nadonal University hess, Sydney, 7987), p.8LB5.

lGl Bil Hayden, 'lJraniuur, Ioint Facilities, Disarmam€nt and Peace', (Addreso to the
National hess Club, Canberra,4 fuly 1984), Transcript, p.8.
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And, more recently, on 22 November 1988, the Prime Minister, Mr
Hawke, told Parlianrent that it was an 'undoubted fact' that, without
Pine Gap and Numrngar, 'the INF llntermediate'range Nuclear Forces]
Treaty muld not have been signed and the START proaess would not
have'got underwa/.lo{

There is considerable hyperbole in these statem€nb. The two
facilities differ significantly with respect b both the particular arms
conbol agreemenb and provisions they monitor, and also the extent to
which alternative monitoring capabilities exist or could be established as
well as the possibilities for their relocation.

The DSP system is involved in verification as a secondary
mission to its primary early warning purpose. As the Governnrent has
noted, the nuclear detonation (NUDET) detection sensors aboard the
DSP satellites provide 'information about the occunence of nuclear
explosions, which assists in nuclear test ban monitoring and supports
nuclear non-proliferation measures'.l0s It should also be noted that the
NUDET sensors are in fact able to detect more than a hundred
detonations a second, indicating that they were really designed for
warfighting sihrations rather than to rnonitor individual nuclear tests.106
Moreover, the NUDET sensoni aboard the DSP satellites are less capable
in several ways than those currently being deployed aboard the Global
Positioning System (GI'|S) satellites. The GffS NUDET Detection System
(NDS) will provide complete global coverage, whereas the DSP satellites
have large gaps of coverage over the polar areas, the Norwegian Sea, and
parts of the south Pacific and south Atlantic Oceans. The GI'IS/NDS
system will also be more accurate than the DSP system. And since the
GI'IS satellites will be able to communicate with each other by means of a
UHF data crosslink, there will be no need (as there is in the case of the
present DSP/NLJDET detection system) for an Overseas Ground SAtion
like Nurrungar for data readout purposes. In other words, by the early
1990s when the GIIS/NDS system is fully operational, the Australian
Government will no longer be able to argue that Nurmngar plays a

R.I. Hawke 'Parliamentary Stat€ment by the hine Minister on the foint Defmce
Facilities',22 November 1988, fiv{imeo), p.3.
R.l. Hawke, Ministerial Statement: Arms Conhol and Dsarmamen( , Han*rd (Hon*
ol Rqrcwrtetius), 5 lune 19E4, p2917.
Glenn Sorpettg 'Monitoring the Tesb', IEEE Sptrum, (Vo1.23, No.7), July l9fl6,p.&.
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critical role in supporting the test ban and non-proliferation arms control
regines.l{}7

Nummgar had a clear role in monitoring Soviet crcmpliance with
the Treaty on the Elimination of lnterrnediaterange and shorbr-range
Missiles, mone oorunonly known as the INF Treaty, signed on 8
December 1987, under whidr the Soviet Union agreed to deshoy its
complete arsenal of 1,836 deployed and stored intermediate-range and
shorter-range missiles (and the US its 867 equivalent missiles). Artide X"

Section 5 of the Treaty provided that 'eadr Party, shall have the right [by
1 December 198S1 ... to eliminate by means of launching no more than
100 of ib intermediate'range missiles'.r6 The Soviet Union chose to
eliminate 72 S*}}IRBMs by this means, launching them from bases at
IGnsk (near Krasnoyarsk) and Drovyanaya (near Chita).loe The live
destruction'of these Z2 missiles was monitored by the DSP-E satellite
controlled from Numrngar. However, it was not nec€ssary for these
missiles to be destroyed in this way. There was no neoessary reason why
thes€ 72 missiles could not have been destroyed by the sarne means that
the other 1,764 missiles were deshoyed.

Numrngar would also have a role in any future arms crcntrol
ag:reement that intends to prohibit developrrnnt and testing of new
missiles and testing of old missile, since the DSP infrared sensors would
be able to indicate that new or different propellants were being used or
that prohibited missiles were being tested.

However, Numrngar is not irreplaceable for this purpose, since
the DSP system does not require a ground station in Australia. The
ground station for the DSP-E satellites could be located anywhere in the
area between about 10"8 to about 150oW. In the lab 1960s, when the DSP

architecture was being deigned, consideration was grven to establishing
the Overseas Ground Sation (OGS) at Andersen Air Force Base in
Guam. And, in fact, an alternative ground station to Numrngar was
established at Kapaun in West Germany in 1982.110 A saelliete
satellite laser communications crosslink has also been developed to
enable daa from the DSP-E satellite to be transmitted back to the United

See Andrew Mack, 'Arrrs Control and the foint US/Ausbalian Defence Rcilities', in
Desmond Ball and Andrew Mact (eds.), TIu Fttturc $ Ams @rrt ol, CrBPtcr l0'
Treaty Betrreen the United States of Asrerica and the Union of Soviet Socialbt
Republics on the Elirnination of Their IntermediateRange and Shorter-Range
Miseil6, 8 Dec€drber l98Z Ard'de X, Sedion 5.
Theresa M. Foley, 'lNF Misoile Destsuction Acalerates In US., Europe', Aobtionl
Wek od Spe Tcclurtugy, 24 Odobel 1988, pZ2.
S€e BalL Afusc Fot D&etc,pg.59-6i2,9ol97.
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States via the DSP satellite stationed over the Pacific, thus obviating the
need for any ground station in this rcgion.llr

The satellite grourd station at Phe C,ap is a different rnatbr.
The unique ability of US geostationary SIGINT saEllites b continuously
monitor the Flemetry hansmitH during Soviet ballistic missile Ests,
from laurrch through b rrentry, is essential to verification of the SALT
limitations and would be equally essential to any START regime. The
ability of the satellites to monitor radar ernissions has also been critical to
verification of the Anti-ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty of 1972. These
satellites would certainly also be involved in monitoring compliance
with any future ban on the development and deployment of anti-satellite
(ASAT) systems. Moreover, it is essential for the effective and efficient
operation of the US geostationaly SIGINT satellite program that the
ground control station be located in Australia. Pine Gap is therefore
irreplaceable for arms control verification. It is simply not possible to
seriously support arms control and disarmanpnt and at the same time
argue for the closurc of the Pine Gap station.lt2

Arms Control Disamrament and Stabifity

The classic goals of arms control are three.fold: first, to reduce the risks
of war; second, to reduce the costs of war; and, third, to limit the burden
of defence expenditure. These arc not easy to achieve simultaneously.
For example, policies and poshues which reduce the costs of war could
tend to make war 'rnore thinkable and therefone mone possible'.ll3 And
some measures designed to secure a more stable strategic balance could
well involve the development of expensive new weapons systems. The
debate about arms control and disarmanrent in Australia has generally
proceeded without rcference to these dilemmas.

The agreerrcnt to eliminate intermediate'range and shorter-
range missiles was almost universally applauded in Australia. For the
first time, the US and the Soviet Union agreed to the elimination of a
whole class of nuclear weapons systems and to 'not have such systems
thereaftey'll4 - although the numbers of weapons amounted to only
about five per cent of the total nuclear weapons in the US and Soviet

ru lbid.,pp.w9l.
172 See nal, Pitu C,ep, pp2950,9G95.

119 BilI Haydm, Uriniuia, Tru loinl Fectlities, Disnlrrilclrt ewl Pace, p.13.
ll4 Treaty-Betrreen the United States of Anrerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics on the Elimination of Their Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range
Missil6,8 December 1982 Artide l.
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arcenals, and there is no assurance that the warheads and/or the fissile

maErial will not be salvaged br use in new weaPons production. The

agreement also irrcluded unprecedented verification provisions,

iictnaittg totally new procedures for intnrsive on+ite inspections of
missile ploaucUon plants, operating bases and support hcilities. On the

other hind, national techniial means of verification (NTMD remain the

most important nreans of nronitoring compliance. More generally,
however,'it is doubfful whether the security of Europe - the theatre

where the intermediaF and shorter-range missiles were prirnarily
deployed - has been significantly enhanced by the elimination of these

missiies. For one thingmany of the targets previously covered U:f _thqq
missiles have now been covered by other missiles - such as S$N{
sLBMs aboard Yanka submarines and variable'range ss.25 ICBMS.

Second, the US intermediate-range forces were strategically the most

useful of all the nuclear weaporui in Europe. They provided the most
visible ,croupling' of Europea.n with US security, as well as the rnost

direct contribution to deterrence within the theatre. And, third, the

elimination of these systems is likely to make more difficult the

elimination of the short-range battlefield nudear weaPons; which

contribute little to deterrence and are a dangerous source of crisis

instability.lls In my view, the removal of these weaPons should have

been the prior obiective.
The START proposals have also been generally endorsed by

Australia. Sonre aspictr of them are quite positive - in Particular, the

sublimit which tui Ueen agrd on the heavy Soviet ICBMs, which

provide the bulk of Soviet prompt hard-target tounter-military
capability. On the other hand, the actual scale of the reductions likelyto
beeffected is much less than is comrnonly perceived; the stability of the
global strategic balance is unlikely to be enhanced and could well be

lessened; and there will be no reduction in expenditures on strategic

forces. Indeed, the respective US and Soviet Posh$es likely to enrerge

from the START proc€ss will include large+cale deployments of
expensive new weapons systerns. Moreover, substantial appropriations
witt Ue required to provide new satellite verification systerns to monitor
compliancl with thi Treaty. This could arnount to as much as $5 billion

Per year.

Theah Nudear Wat', Blitish lourtul of Politbs,
(Vo1.19, No.3), luly 1989, pp.3@327.
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Therc is a rcquirement for much rmre sohr study and analysis
of these issues, and for more infornred public debate in this country,
beforc we decide tlre extent arud stnength of our endorserrent of ctrrrent
arms control proposals.

Other Anns Control Possibilities

There are several other arms crcntrol areas where Australian initiatives
could well have some impact in Washington. One, for example, is that
relating to a proposed agreement limiting the US and Soviet naval
pres,ence in the Indian Ocean. Negotiations between the US and the
Soviet Union concerning such a proposal were suspended in 1978-79, but
Australia could play a useful role in pressing for the resumption of those
negotiations. Secrcnd, there are currently no negotiations concerning
arms control and confidence-building in the Pacific comparable to those
currently underway in Europe. It would be quite legitimate for Australia
to take the initiative with the preparation of an agenda to institute such
negotiations in this region. Third, Ausbalia could further increase its
efforts and monitoring capabilities in support of a Comprehensive Test
Ban (CTB).

A Public Debate on Australia and the Global Strategic Balance

The stability of the global strategic balance, and Australia's connections
to it, should be subiecb of lively and informed Australian public policy
debate. The issues are critical to the security and well-being of all
Australians. How likely is global nuclear war? What can Aushalia do to
rcduce the possibility? What can Australia do to reduce the economic
and psychological burdens of the global nuclear competition? These
issues have moral and political as well as strategic and security
dirnensions. They are extremely complex. There are no easy answers.

Unfortunately, the public debate on these subirts has been very
unsatisfactory. It has tended to focus almost entirely on the US facilities
rather than address the more fundamental strategic issues. It has been
characterised much rrnre by political assertions than by objective study
and analysis. It has also been characterised by misinfornutiory wishful
thinking and half-truths.

The primary responsibility for the unsatisfactory state of the
public debate lies with the Australian Govemment. Onty once - in funejuly 19&4 - has the Government attempted to publidy articulate its
position concerning deterrence and strategic stability, and even this
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attempt anrounted to less than half a dozen -paragraphs 
anrd was

s.rpetilcial and simplislis.u6 Thsr€ has been no official discussion of the

requirements of deErrence or the conditions for meaningful arms

.*trot. With respect b the US facilities themselves, successive

governments, for m6re than three decades, have beat{ the public with
iira"it, preumption and paternalism. The establishment of the
facilities iir l,usU;ta ad their subsequent operations proceeded under
an official cover of extraordinary secrecy, evasion, and deception'

The Hawle Labor Governnrent has moved some significant

distance in correcting this situation. In fune 1984 it disclosed, officially

for the first time, th"i'.t*tg the functions Performed [at Pine Gap and

Numrngarl are the provision of early waming by rgceiving from space

satelfitd information about missilC hunches, and the provision of
information about the occunence of nuclear explosions'.If7 lllis was an

implicit admission of Australia's involvement in the US Hense Support

frogram (DSP). But it was only implici$ nT)reover, it did not address

the"warfighting attributes of the DSP sysem; and the stabment tqryt$
the functlon an'd capabilities of the Pine Cap station. In March 1982 the

White Paper on Thi Deferrce of Austrolia preselt{ to- Parliament by the

Minister-for Defence, Mr. kazley, acknowledged that 'the most

important part of the US early warning system q$^$:l we are

involved is known as the Deferise support Program [DsPl',.tts Finally,

on 22 November 1988, the Prime Minister acknowledged that Numrngar
was in fact the satellite ground station used for controlling DSP satellites,

while Pine Gap is h salelite ground station whose function is to collect

intelligence d3i1'.119 This statement clarifies, officially for the first time,

the frticular roles of Pine Gap and Numrngar. -However, 
it falls far

short of the amount of authoritative information about the facilities and

their functions which is known to the Soviet Union, and, at least in the

case of Nurmngar and the DSP system, far short of inforrnation officially
released in thJunited States. More importantly, it falls short of the

amount of official information required to support an inforrrcd public

ent Amrs Contsol and flisarmamel( ' Horsrlril

Uottsi o1 Rtpc*trgltioc'', 5 fune 1984, p?%2-2989; and Bill tlaydeq lJmniwn,Tlc

Ioint Fe;iliti*, DLsnalrizcnt and Pw' pp.ll-13.
777 ifl. gawt<e, 'Mtnisterial Statedr€nt iihrs C-srtrol and Disarmamen( , Hensil (Han*

of Rcattsilatiw;d, 6 lvne 79&' P 2W.
118 rc-'C. Beazley,-M-inister for'Defence, nc -Qcfcay^( 

AusEeIb 1987, (Austrdian

C,overnment nitUstrinc S€rvice, Canberra, l%n, P.12,
119 i.i. H;l*, ?arliameitary Statecrent by the Ptime Minister on the foint Defence

Facilities', 22 Novesrber 19EE, (Mimeo), p'p.2-3.
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debate in this ountry on the facilities, their operations, and their
implications.

Tfrcre is, now however, rrc impediment to the Government
proceeding to a comprehensive and thorough statement on Australia
and the global strategic balance. The essential elerrents for such a debate
have now been placed on the public record. The Government should
now move to prepare and publish a Policy Dscussion Paper which
would serve as the basis for lively and informed public debate on the
whole question of Ausbalia and the global strategic balance.



CHAPTER 4

GEOSTRATEGIC TRENDS AND THE WORLD
ECONOMY

David P. Calleo and Dana H. Allin

Presidential election campaigns do not always give rise to flattering
judgements about the level of American public discourse. The recent

campaign has revealed a particularly disturbing poverty. Mr. Bush not
only defended the status quo; he saw it leading to another 'American
Centur5/. Mr. Dukakis pointed to more immediate problems - like a

looming trillion dollar external debt - but offered familiar, incremental
and ultimately unconvincing solutions. Neither candidate wished to
confront seriously the proposition that, since America faces new limits

to its power and new challenges to its prosperity, important geopolitical

and dbmestic adjustments are required. The candidates' refusal to face

the realities of the American situation in the campaign is matched by a
rather silly general debate over whether the United States has really
'declined' over the postwar era - a debate where perceptions of the
relative rise of others are regularly entangled with accusations of
American decadence, where overextension is called willpower and
prudence spinelessness.

The United States is, of course, weaker in relation to the world
as a whole than it was in 1950. The Soviet Union is not our replacement.
Rather, we are in a more pluralist world and, whether we like it or not,

we are increasingly constraind to make adjustments in our geopolitical
role. These adjustments need not mean that the US will soon cease to be

the world's foremost economic and military Power. Quite the contrary.
Nor do they mean that the integrated and liberal global political
economy fostered under the Par Americnna will gradually disintegrate.
The truth is the very opposite. But if we and our allies are not capable of
rising to the historic occasiory then we shall no doubt havel down the
familiar path of imperial decline so provocatively sketched by Professor

Paul Kennedy.l

thc Creel Poatas: Eanonic Clunge tnil Military
Conflict ftonr i500 to 2N0, (Random House, New York 1987).
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Such a decline, should it come, will be all the more tragic for
having been so unnecessary. For much of America's difficulty comes
from being unable to cope with the predictable consequences of its
successes. Preoccupation with our defeat in Vietnam, or our humiliation
in Iran, obscure the very great extent to which the United States has
achieved almost all of its postwar goals. A ruined Europe was not only
reconstructed but underwent an economic and social transformation to
achieve a democratic prosperity unimagined in the interwar years.

fapan's rejuvenation has been even more spectacular. These
transformations have gone hand in hand with a military and political
coalition that has contained the Soviet military and ideological challenge
for over forty years. Today the Soviet Union seerns in deep trouble.

Perhaps the most surprising success has been in the so-called
Third World, where 'modernization' has taken place, however
unevenly, within the framework of a global capitalist market system.
The liberal world economy that the American political dass of 1945
dreamed about has, in fact, come into being. This liberal Pax Americnna
is a very great historical achievement, a monument to the vision and
determination of the postwar Ieadership in America, Europe, and
elsewhere around the free world.

Success on this scale, however, has some large and quite
predictable consequences. One is the relative economic rise of Western
Europe, Japan, and numerous Third World states, and the relative
economic diminishing of the United States. This has inevitably
produced strains within a global economic and security system in which
the United States has continued to carry a disproportionate share of the
burdens of management. When America's productive capacity was on a
scale well above that of its allies, this state of affairs was both reasonable
and beneficial. But with increasingly plural distribution of economic
capacity, it becomes ever more unstable and destructive.

Containing the Soviet Union without a war has also brought
predictable consequences. While Soviet political and economic
influence in the world has been undermined by the obvious, and now
openly acknowledged failures of its political economy, the long and
competitive peace has also provided the incentive and leisure to develop
Soviet military forces to a point of essential strategic parity with those of
the US. Strategic equilibrium was not likely, in the long run, to have
been avoided by any American policy that sought to contain, rather than
destroy, Soviet power. But such an equilibrium, once reached, also
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means that basing regional alliances on American strategic forces is a
progressively less viable formula.

Thelrend toward global pluralism need not, in itself, threaten a

United States that has the wit to adiust to it. The US faces no serious

military opponents in its own hemisphere. By conlrast,.the soviet

empire is 
-iinged 

by most of the world's other mapr military and

economic po*e.s. 
-These 

include three of the world's five declared

nuclear powers, plus a number of suspected ones. Many of these

neighbours are hostile to the Soviet Union; some have long-standing
teritoriul grievances. Internally, the Soviet Union must graPPle with
inherent centrifugal, nationalist tendencies that challenge their empire.

The advent to power of Mikhail Gorbachev clearly represents a

fresh and serious Soviei attemPt to adjust its policies to a more pluralist
world and to its own decline within that world. on the one hand,

Gorbachev has tried to tackle the long-standing problems of domestic
stagnation and demoralization. On the other, he has tried to buy time
atrJ reso.rrces by proposing various settlements not only with the US

but with his European and Asian neighbours. No one, of course, can

predict the consequences, or Gorbachey's own fate. Many of the soviet
iJnion,s domestic problems, and those of its Eastern European vassals,

have become so imbedded and intractable that the cure may seem more

dangerous than the disease.
Moreover, with the ambiguous exceptions of the INF agreement

and the Afghan withdrawal, hints of soviet military reductiont or a less

aggressive force posture, have not so far resulted in any concrete

chinges. In any event, whatever may happen later, the Soviet Union
see-s unlikely lo cease to be a rnilitary suPerPower. with the best will
in the world, a benevolence that can hardly be assumed, the Soviet

gmpolitical position in Eurasia condemns it to remaining a military

fowerhouse. tte Soviet Union's neighbours, and their American ally,

ire thereby constrained to maintain a Eurasian military balance for the

indefinite future.
Maintaining that Eurasian balance remains a necessary

condition for world order but is hardly, of itselt sufficient. A more

pluralist world will inevitably and increasingly develop other security

problems. Moreover, as the Soviet's themselves perhaps have

discovered, security cannot be bought with arrangements that are

ultimately incompatible with domestic political and economic
development. The same economic constraint is equally true, but even

more lmmediate for countries committed to capitalist market
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economies, domestically and globally. C-apitalist countries cannot
indefinitively buy security with arrangements that cannot be reconciled
with the successful functioning of their economies.

In the opinion of many people, however, this is what has been
happening in rccent years. American economic practices in themselves
have become an increasing threat, both to liberal global capitalism, and
to America's own long-term economic strength. These practices in turn
reflect the inability of the Unitd States, and its principal allies, to adjust
to the consequences of strategic parity and a more plural distribution of
economic resources.

Such a view is based upon a general political-economic-strategic
analysis whose elements and linkages are obviously complex, but boil
down to two principal conclusions. The first is that the way US
macroeconomic policy has been managed in recent years - and indeed in
recent decades - has had increasingly deleterious consequences for the
global market economy, as well as for the United States. The second
conclusion holds that the failure to adjust America's geopolitical role is a
principal cause of America's flawed macroeconomic policy, and remains
a principal obstacle to its reformation. Rather than enlisting the growing
strength of others who favor stability in a more plural international
system, the US seerns determined to extend forever its original role of
hegemonic protector and manager.

Either conclusion can be made to look ridiculous by
overstatement. Obviously, the great bulk of the world's economic and
political problems do not exist as a consequence of American
macroeconomic policy. However, a prolonged world monetary crisis,
closely tied to US fiscal and monetary mismanagement, blights the
prospects for satisfactorily managing the world's more fundamental
problems.

Equally obviously, not all of America's economic problems can
be traced to the costs of its geopolitical role. Other industrial countries
have managed to run up fiscal deficits on a scale proportionate to the
American, and without a comparatively heavy military budget. The
American fiscal mess has deep roots and complex causes, and cannot be
resolved merely by cuts in the military budget. On the other hand, for a
variety of political and economic reasons, it seems unlikely to be
resolved without serious military cuts. And durable military cuts,
compatible with long-term shategic stability, are unlikely without a
fundamental restructuring of American commitments.
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No one is eager to take on this task of restrucfirring Postwar
alliances, our allies even less than ourselves. America's allies have

gtown quite comfortable with an arrangement that places_the lion's
share of regional defence burdens on the us. But as the us has been

unwilling and unable to refashion its commitments, it has not only had

trouble maintaining its fiscal equilibrium but, also, in response, has

formed habits of monetary manipulation that manage to exPort a good
part of the real cost to the world economy.

America's capacity to get away with suchbehaviour depends, in
good part, on its hegemonic security role for both Western Europe and

fapan. But given the continued importance of the dollar as a world
crr.ret ry, its perennial instability undermines the capacity of market
economies to make the appropriate long-range adjustments necessary to
remain successful. Thus, while American military hegemony is iustified
by its central role in creating and sustaining a global liberal economy,

the means needed to sustain that hegemony increasingly undermine that

global economy. The means, in short, begin to devour the ends.- 
Such ii the classic fate of a tregemon in decline'. Instead of a

powerful hegemon that supports the system, the system has to support
the overstrained hegemon. In the end, each ruins the other.

It is not, however, necessary for the US to endure this fate. If a
more pluralist world makes hegemony more difficult to sustain, it also

provides the makings for a successful adaptation: the US can and

ihould dnolaethe primary role in regional security systems to allies who
are capable of performing it themselves. Such a prescription in no way
implies that America should stop playing an active role in the world -
militarily, diplomatically and economically. But the US must become an

ally of its allies, instead of their hegemonic protector. It is important,
moteover, to advance the bansformation in good time - before the

global economy has deterioratd to the point where cooPerative

pluralist management becorres impossible.2

The argument that American means are devouring its global ends rests

on the view that a healthy world market economy requires stable
money. Not everyone shares this view, or the economic, moral and

For anEtended treatment of this argument, see David P. Calleo ' Beyortd Amnican
Hegenmny: The Future of tlu Western A[lience, (Basic Books, New York, 1987).
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psychological principles that inform it. One classic monetarist argument
holds that money should be treated as a conunodity like any other.3 A
free market for currencies, left to its own devices, it is said, will bring a
stable and desirable international equilibrium. A political commitment
to stable rates is therefore believed not to be needed, and, like any
interference with the free market, is generally harmful and self-
defeating. More recently it has been argued that the US trade and
current-account deficits are meaningless anyway, no more significant
than a payments imbalance between California and lllinois. fapanese
investors, by this reasoning, should be happy to finance America's trade
flows indefinitely, giving no rrrore thought to the matter than a
Californian contemplating investment in Chicago.4 Likewise, the US
federal deficit is now being called an illusory product of faulty book-
keeping - the failure to account for inflation and government capital
expenditure.5

The popularity of arguments like these among successive US
Administrations has coincided with their growing inability to sustain
either a stable exchange rate or a balanced fiscal policy. Between 1968
and 197'1,, for example, arguments favouring 'benign neglect' of the
dollar's parity grew increasingly acceptable as US govemments were
unwilling to sustain the heavy political costs of bringing American
monetary inflation under control. Under the circumstances, investors
iudged the dollar-dominated, fixed-exchange-rate system established at
Bretton-Woods insupportable in the face of America's chronic
overspending for the combination of Great Society social programs and
the war in Vietnam. Their flight caused the system's collapse.5

xible Exchange Rates,'in Milton Friedman, Esscys
in Positioe Eanonics, (University of Chicago Press, Chicago '1953), pp.157-203. See
also Friedman's testimony before the Joint Economic Committee of the EEth
Congress, cited in G. M. Maier, Problems of a Worlil lvlonetary Order, (Oxford
University ltess, London, 7V74), pp.23642;Hany G. fohnson, 'The Case for Flexible
Exdrange Fates', in Fedcrcl Resrrz- Bmk of St. Lrr.tb Reriat, (Vo1.51, No.5), June 1969,
pp.72-24; and Gotffried Haberler and Thomas D. Willeh A Strategy for ll.S. tulance of

. Payments Policy, (American Enterprise Institute, Washington DC, 1971),pp.7-16.
a This argument has been advanced by Japanese eoonomist Kenichi Ohmae, among

others. For a summary, see Jame Fallowq The World According to Ohmae', The

- Atlantic, (Vol.26r, No.5), June 1988, pp.l8-24.I Robert Eisner, Horo Real is the Feilcral bficit?, (The Free Press, New York, 1986).
5 For a more detailed discussion of the Nixon, C:rter and Reagan adminishations'

economic policies and practices, see David P. C-alleo, Tlu Imprious Economy,
(Harvard University ['ress, Cambridge Mass., 1982); and David P. Calla, Beyond
American Hegemony, drapters 6 and7.
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President Nixon made a virtue of necessity by discovering the

virtues of a free market for the dollar. An overvalued dollar had been at

the root of America's payments problems, it was said. A competitive

dollar devaluation *or.ria restore US economic verve. Narrowly
viewed, the solution seemed to work passably well. The dollar having

lost 18 per cent of its value between 1970 and 7973, VS exports soared

and trade accounts improved.T
But this Niion formula offered no solution to the more

fundamental problems that lay behind the dollar/s weakness. America's

basic proble- *as chronic overconsumPtion, with a voracious federal

go.ru* 
"rrt 

setting the pace, and fuelling its appetite with chronically

6xcessive monetary poliry. Taxes have neverbeen adequate. Since 1960

there has been a federal iiscal deficit every year but one' In the Nixon-

Ford years, although defence spending flattened out and fell as a
per""r,tugu of grosJ national product, it remained much higher than

"*ottg 
Jur prilncipal allies, despite the American withdrawal from

Indoc[ina. 
- 

Meanwhile, domeitic spending mushroomed as the

momentum of Great Society commibnents began to be fulfilled, albeit at

a level well below that of comparably rich west European states. In

short, Nixon's benign neglect of the doilar went hand in hand with fiscal

imbalance and monetary excess.
with the 1972 elections safely behind him, Nixon celebrated by

removing the wage and price controls that had masked the inflationaqy

.onr"q,rJn 
"s 

in tf,e domestic economy. The result was an explosion of

inflation in 1973,months before the oil crisis, upon which the inflation

has been so frequently blamed. A panicky Federal Reggrve tighiened

abruptly. Monetary iontraction, exacerbated Uy t\" effects of the oil
price increase, produced the severe recession of 1974-75, along with a

iritherto unimaginable federal deficit. With the contraction, the dollar

steadied and the trade balance improved, despite the new oil price-

Record fiscal deficits, however, continued. By 7976, with a presidential

election coming on, the us had begun to reflate. The dollar soon

ted value fell from 121'1 in 1970 to 99'7 n gn
(March 1973 = lmj. * ea'.iaic REWrt of thc Presiilctrt: 7985,_p-p345,351. US

exporS climbed from $44.1 billion in 1971 io $71.4 billion n 197-3; over the same

p"i"O n" US trade balance temporllily moved from a $23 biltion deficit to a $.9

LiUion'surplus. It dipped again'$5.5 billion into the red in 7974; pcted an $8.9

billio.r t*irl* in'lg7i: andias been in deficit ever since. InLenatbnal Fitrulaciel

Statistics iearbd.: tgb4, (Internauonal Monetary Fun4 Washingon DC, 1984)'

p.595.
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resumed its decline; inflation resumed its climb until the end of the
decade.

What is the broader significance of this period of the Nixon
solution - fiscal and rnonetary eas€ combined with a depreciating
currency? What many had rationalized as a once.for-all devaluation to
adjust the obsolete parities of the postwar era, was instead a poliry of
repeatd devaluation - so long as the basically expansive
macroeconomic policies rerrained in place. Furthermore, it grew
apparent that the US, because of the huge size and relative isolation of
its economy, plus the dollar's res€rve-currency role, was able to persist
in such policies for longer than any other country in the interdependent
world economy. A good part of the inflationary effect appeared to be
transmitted into the world rather than the US economy. It was in this
perid, of course, that American banks recycled huge credits to Third-
World borrowers unwilling or unable to adjust to the new price of oil.

The principal losers from the Nixon formula found it difficult to
retaliate. The oil producing countries, given market conditions and their
dependence on the US position in the Middle East, were reluctant to
push their luck and try another price increase.

America's principal competitors, the European countries and
the ]apanese, found themselves in a dilemma. If they supported the
dollar by 'dirty floating', they imported inflationary increases in their
domestic money supplies. If they let the dollar depreciate, they found
themselves disadvantaged in competition with American goods.
Serious retaliation through tariffs or capital controls seemed
incompatible with their status as American military protectorates.

Eventually, of course, the effects did appear with sufficient
intensity to force a reversal of US policy. By 7979, price inflation in the
US domestic economy was rampant. The American bond market was
near collapse. World currency markets began to threaten a massive
dumping of dollars. The price of oil and gold soared. The European
Community had instituted a European Monetary System that put in
place the machinery for a currenry and trade bloc. All these factors
together forced a sharp reversal of US rnonetary poliry. The age of
Volcker had begun.

Named Federal Reserve Board Chairman in1979, Paul Volcker
was determined to enforce a cold-turkey renunciation of easy money.
Monetary growth, as measured by Ml, slowed from 9.3 per cent in 1979
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to 4.8 per cent in 7982.8 Interest rates soared. The cyclical downtum of
198C82 deepened into the severest recession since world war II. us
price infl ation eventually dropped dramatically.

As Volcker saw it, these stringent monetary measures were
meant to be only half of the cure. The other half - fiscal balance - was

never realized. As it happened, volcker/s appointment coincided with a
costly US rearmament. Strategically, the Carter Administration found
itself facing a global balance that seemed fundamentally transformed as

the Soviet-Union reached nuclear Parity. As if to give substance to the

Adminishation's worst fears, it was confronted by Soviet conventional

and nuclear buildup in Europe, advenh,rrous soviet policies in Africa,
and the Russian invasion of Afghanistan. And it found itself deePly

humiliated by an Iranian upheaval that threatened oil supplies in the
Persian Gulf. Not surprisingly, the pressure to revers€ the deterioration
of US military posture soon pushed the Carter Administration into a

mapr defence buildup.
In historical terms, the Carter buildup can be seen as part of a

regular cyclical process of rising and falling military spending- - rycles
thit have correiponded with America's regular oscillation between
exaggerated belligerence toward the Soviet Union and exaggerated

hopes for detente.g But whereas many in the Carter Administration
viewed its defence build-up as a necessary evil, the Reagan

Adminishation embraced it with enthusiasm.
Reagan's fervour for military expansion was, however, matched

by an equal enthusiasm for deep 'supply-side' tax cuts. Compensation
was to be found by slashing social spending, a course that proved

politically impossible. Reagan's policies, tight money and a huge fiscal

deficit, seemed a peculiar economic mix for the US. In the short run,
however, it worked reasonably well. Expansionary fiscal policy
promoted full employment while contractionary monetary policy kept
down price inflation. High interest rates kept the currency strong.
Trade ind current account deficits soard, but were easily financed by
capital inflows. The flood of comparatively cheap imports, moreover,

served as an additional check on price inflation.l0

Intertstional Fbuncial Statistics Ycarbak 79M, p.77.
See David P. Calles., kyond Anuican Hegntoay, dtapters 15.
These conseqtrences had been anticipated by fhe monetarist economist Robert

Mundell a decade earlier; see Tlu Df/ll,'. and tlu Policy Mix' (Princeton Essay in
lnternational Finance No.85, Princeton Unlversity Intemational Finance section,
Princeton, May 192).

6
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Through 1985, foreign borrowing easily sustained this Reagan
fiormula. In a sense, the US was borrowing back the dollars it had
exported under the Nixon formula. Foreign investors appeared
confident enough in the US economy to believe that the favourable
interest-ratre differentials that resulted from the Reagan policies were
something other than the mask for an unsustainably high dollar.
Confidence was doubtless engendered by Reagan's pro-business stance -
his tax cuts, deregulatory moves, smashing of the air baffic controllers'
strike and general reflation of the American image. The low rate of price
inflation was further reassurance.

Eventually, however, the underlying imbalance of the American
economy forced a reversal in policy. Despite the huge federal deficit,
the Reagan policy mix began to exert a severely deflationary force on
large sectors of the real economy. Particularly hard hit were producers
subiect to international competition, including farmers. The dolla/s
spectacular appreciation and unprecedentedly high real interest rates
put short-term debtors, at home and abroad, at a great disadvantage.
The weakness of debtors, in turn, put financial institutions at risk.
Hence the various 'debt crises' - Third World, savings and loan
associations, agricultural, oil producers, etc. High real interest rates,
moneov€r, devalued real assets and further deteriorated the equity and
balance sheets of many businesses. Under such circumstances, financial
markets and institutions grew increasingly precarious.

The Nixon solution came slowly back into fashion. As early as
mid-1982 - with the US and world in a deep recession and the Mexican
debt crisis unfolding - the Federal Reserve was being forced to relent on
its tight monetary policy. Given the sharp US recovery at the end of the
year, there was another bout of Federal Reserve tightening in early 1983.
Then, in the summer of 1984, US monetary policy eased once more. The
dollar kept rising, however, to ib peak of DM3.47 in early 1985. Eight
months later, the Tlaza Agreement' called for a coordinated
management of the dollar's decline.

The subsequent years have constituted a protracted dollar crisis.
Markets finally began to notice how the US had doubled its national
debt in Reagan's first term, and how the US had so quickly been
demoted from the world's chief creditor to its principal debtor. The
American currency plunged to record postwar lows against the
Deutschmark and fapanese Yen. With investors scared off, foreign
cenbal banks had to take on financing the still huge current-account
deficit. In 1987 they soaked up $140 billion. In October 1987, public
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bickering between US and West Cerman officials over responsibility for
the dolla/s dilemma set off stock-market panics in New York, Frankfurt,
Iondon and Tokyo. Stock prices gradually recovered but markets have
remained weak and uneasy. The dolla/s depreciation has helped trade
but, given the still large firal deficib and relatively easy money, the
overall trade and cunent-account balances have remained dismal.
Meanwhile inllation has gradually crept up to around 5 per cent. In the
months leading up to the presidential election of 1988, the currency
market was relatively tranquil, bolstercd no doubt by both the reality
and expectation of heavy intervention to prevent a preelection crisis. It
will be no surprise, however, if 1989 proves a more adventurous year.

Reaganomics will no doubt be blamed for whatever troubles are
in store. In critical respects, however, the experience under Reagan has
merely been an exaggerated version of the policies and practices of the
past twenty years. Through most of these years, US monetary policy has
generally been overly expansive in order to finance the government's
fiscal deficits. The world has been flooded with dollars as a result. But
there have occasionally been sharp reversals - as in 1968 and 7973 -
brought on in reaction to the inflationary effects. Volcke/s
contractionary policy was only the latest in a series of increasingly
severe tightenings. In this perspective, Reaganomics I was merely a new
formula for financing deficits - by borrowing back the dollars sent out
into the world previously. Reaganomics II is merely a rebirth of the
Nixon formula.

Arguably, these altemations can go on indefinitely. The Nixon
formula and Reagan I can succeed each other far into the future. Each
eventually produces its own characteristic unwanted effects that
eventually force a reversal to the other. Geopolitically, it might be
argued, this alternation constitutes a basic systemic balance. It is the
way the world is forced to compensate America for her
disproportionately heavy international security role.

While such heroic complacency has an attractive symmeby, the
present state of affairs lays heavy long-term burdens on America and
the world. The first burden is moral. Many observers find it troubling,
not to say obscene, that the world's richest nation is also now its biggest
debtor. With so much need in the world, why should the US regularly
absorb so dominant a proportion of mankind's savings?

The second burden, at once moral, political and economic,
weighs on the future of international capitalism itself. How can market
mechanisms function rationally to allocate resourc€s, given the extreme
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oscillations of the dollar, still the world's principal money? In 1969, one
dollar was worth 3.9 Deutschmarks. In 1980 one dollar was worth
DM1.83. In 1984, one dollar was worth DM2.845. By late 7987 it fell to a
record low of DM1.59; throughout 1988 it has remained below DM1.8.11

Free markets find their iustification not only because they
reinforce individual economic and political liberty, but also because they
are meant to be the most efficient mechanisms for the rational pricing of
goods and services and for the rational allocation of capital to one sort of
investment over another. Needless to say, it is very difficult for a
market to function properly, nationally and especially intemationally,
when the value of money itself is unstable. Sharp changes in exchange
rates naturally affect the relative prices and costs of goods produced in
one country as opposed to another. They also erratically alter the
relative value of capital investments and interest payments - all the
elements, in short, that are supposed to constitute the foundations for
rational decision-making in the free marketplace. As a result, radical
shifts in monetaqy conditions tend to discourage long-term investment
of any kind. They encourage a sort of 'casino capitalism'.l2 The
manipulation of money itself for quick speculative profits seems more
rational and rewarding than investnrents for the production of goods,
commitments that require a long time-frame to realize their fruits, and
which have to be calculated on the assumption of a certain stability of
relative prices and earnings.

Exchange-rate instability is obviously not conducive either to a
closely integrated international economy. It tends to encourage simple
protectionism. More creatively, perhaps, it fosters intemational blocs.
The European Community is the obvious case where a group of closely-
integrated countries, in the face of the erratic exchange rates of the past
two decades, have felt themselves compelled to build the monetary
structures needed to insulate themselves from the vagaries of the dollar.
How far those structures fulfil their promise probably depends on
whether the present instability continues to grow worse.

Unstable money also can be blamed for the hend toward
'deindustrialization' that has affected many regions in the US. In the
early 1980s, for example, the astronomical rise of the dollar,s exchange
rate proved catastrophic for rnany domestic-based American

Slarfisties : 19617986, (Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Developmeat, Paris, 1988), p.19.

12 See Susan Strange, CasA6 Capitaisnr, (Basil Bhckwell, Oxford, 1985).
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manufacturers. With the exchange rate so unsteady, it seems more

prudent to invest in labour-intensive services not subpct t9 the risks of

international competition. Exchanging employment in the-relatively
high value-added-manufacturing sector for employment in the. labour-

intensive service sectors may not, however, constitute a very satisfactory

adiustrnent for a rich society tryi.g to pres€rve its traditional standard of
living.

American macroeconomic disorder conres at what would anyway be a

particularly tryrng time for the world economy. we are in the midst of
one of those periods when technology transforms the way an economy
makes things or provides services. change is rapid and competition
intense. Whole industries find themselves in the midst of a process that

will, optimists hope, prove to be a 'creative destruction' leading to a new

era of prosperity.- Mianwhile, many firms - and indeed whole branches

of triditional industries - face extinction as the possibilities of
computerization and robotics work their way through- long-standing
arrangements for manufacturing, administration and marketing.

At the same time as the us and other advanced nations face the

volatile adjusbnents imposed by a wayward high technology, they also

face a chailenge from ihe spread of industrialization to non-Western

countries with very cheap libour. Rich democratic societies have built
themselves around the ideals of consumerdriven prosperity, a safety-

net for the poor and a reasonable level of statesubsidized welfare for all.

To sustain iheir affluence and stability they must remain in the forefront

of technological innovation. otherwise, tryrnS to hang on to their

custornary high standard of living, they will turn increagirylf !o
protectionism-- a course that, in the end, seems incompatible with
sustaining the wealth that their social and political systems reqrrire.

Ii would be fallacious to believe that these adiusbnents
throughout the world economy can be achieved without severe

dislocition - social and cultural as well as economic. That there will be

great unrest in the world is unavoidable - in rich and advanced, but
newly-challenged, societies as well as in traditional societies being
dragged into modernity.

The United States is, of course, no stranger to these severe

domestic dislocations that c.haracterize many other parts of the world.
we have the Third world at our southern border, and it is increasingly
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represented in our own cities as well. As a country we are increasingly
dissatisfied with our educational system - and with a growing gap in
our society between the maprity and an underclass mired in seemingly
intractable poverty. Our own standards of health care and civilian
infrastructure also seem inadequate. In addition, we share increasingly
urgent environmental problems with industrialized countries
everywhere.

Challenging problems of adjustment would obviously exist,
both for us and for the world economy in general, whatever America's
macroeconomic policy might be. Again, it is not that American policy
itself directly causes all these momentous difficulties, or the
transformations that lie behind them. And even if America's policies
were impeccable, many other obstacles would exist to adequate
adiushnent. But America's macroeconomic disorder, in itself, makes it
increasingly difficult to resolve today's problems within a liberal market
system. Not merely is America, itself, erratically protectionist but, above
all, American monetary policy makes for an unsteady currency in the
international market place, where the dollar still remains the principal
money.

These burdens - America's 'crowding out' of world capital
markets and unstable money - have been tolerated for so long because
their deleterious effects are drawn out and widely distributed. We shall
not feel their full effect until the future, and then probably not
understand what has happened to us.

Meanwhile, however, there is a rrpre immediate and dramatic
risk that the dollar is poised on the edge of a full-fledged crisis of
confidence. Officid policy hopes that the dolla/s fall is self-correcting.
It is said already to be closing the trade gap. Confidence should return
once the dollar has reached the right level. But so long as the fall is
driven by easy money needed to finance a colossal fiscal deficit, it would
be foolish to rule out the danger of a dramatic financial meltdown that
will send the dollar into free'fall and possibly even worsen the US trade
imbalance, as the continuously falling currency constantly raises import
prices. Under such circumstances, the US debt market would also
collapse, with interest rates shooting up and choking the world economy
to a degree that would rival or surpass the economic shocks of the 197b.
Should such a scenario come to pass, no one will have to search far for
the culprit. History will have an all too convincing illustration of a
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hegemon in decline endangering the world order it presumably wishes

to preserve.l3- 
Under the circumstances, it is ardently to be hoped that a new

American adrninistration will move with energy and competence to
bring a radical improvement to America's long-standing fiscal
imbalance. The task, however, will not be as easy as nurny seem to
think, and may be greatly complicated by a cyclical recession that seems

long overdue.

Not surprisingly, solutions to the American deficit problem vary
according to the proponent's view of the rmt causes. The Reagan

Adminishation, for example, came into office with messianic fervour for
dismantling the welfare state and slashing its supposedly extravagant
civilian 'entitlements'. This, along with economic growth, they
apparently thought would resolve the fiscal problem. Insofar as

reducing the civilian sector was their mission, they failed. Overall
civilian spending has resisted being cut.

From a comparative perspective, Reagan's failure is less

surprising than his expectations of success. The American welfare state

appears stunted when compared to those of its allies. American per

capita civtlian spending is much lower than that of comparably wealthy
European states. If anything, American social spending can be expected
to rise significantly. Such needs as improved education, catastroPhic
health care, restoration of decaying infrastructure, or the demands of a
coming ecological crisis are likely to break down the most stubborn
ideological resistance. Where Reagan failed, Bush does not seem likely
to succeed.

Reagan's Democratic critics, on the other hand, have generally
looked for the remedy from higher taxation. The problem to them
seens not so much overspending as undertaxing. Comparison between
American and European levels only appears to confirm their thesis. But
while European taxation levels are generally much higher, the European
middle classes who pay the taxes receive much greater benefits in
return. Given their higher pensions, free medical care, excellent free

e threat and implications of a free'falling dollar,
see David P. Calleo, Harold van B. Cleveland, and Leonard Silk, The Dollar and the
Defense of the West', Foreign Affairs, (Vo1.65, No.4), Spring 198E, pp.E46862.
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secondary schools and universities, efficient public transport, better
police protection and superior public amenities, the European
constituenry for higher taxes is easily understood. Thus, while higher
taxes are doubtless part of any American solutiory increased revenues
are likely to come only in tandem with increased domestic spending.
Given the rather urgent calls for upping that spending, new taxes are
not likely to yield any great surplus to fill what is already a large fiscal

8aP.
Such reflections lead to the military budget. If comparison to

comparably wealthy capitalist democracies should be the standard, the
US defence budget is grossly oversized. Here too, however, there are no
easy solutions.

Postwar American military budgets exhibit a cyclical oscillation
from excess to inadequacy. But while the means supplied have varied
substantially from one decade to another, the geopolitical commitments
and roles have remained remarkably constant. In both the 1950s and the
7970s, the defence budget was cut substantially but without disturbing
America's traditional hegemonic protectorates in Western Europe or
Asia, Indochina excepted. For a variety of reasons, cutting the defence
budget while preserving America's traditional roles is likely to prove
more difficult in the 1990s.

The long-standing formula for lightening US defence burdens
involves the exploitation of advanced, relatively cheap military
technology to maintain a military balance without large, costly
commitments of conventional troops. NATO's reliance on nuclear
weapons is the classic example of this formula at work. In fact, through
four decades hegemony on the cheap has worked well enough. But its
efficacy is running out. As America has lost first invulnerability and
then strategic superiority, extending American nuclear deterrence to
cover allies against the threat of Russian conventional attack has grown
steadily less credible, and therefore more perilous.

In retrospect, the controversy over the deployment and
subsequent removal of American long-range intermediate nuclear forces
in Europe may come to be seen as extended deterrence's last hurrah. In
the 1970s confronted with a new generation of Soviet intermediate-range
nuclear missiles aimed at their countries, European governments sought
corresponding US missiles. After overcoming vociferous domestic
opposition to the deployments, European govemments thought they
had succeeded in tecoupling' to America's strategic nuclear forces, and
thereby revived the credibility of America's strategic guarantee.
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What happened next should have been less surprising than it
was. Americans were increasingly uneasy about the risks of extended
deterrence. President Reagan and rnany of his advisers were
profoundly suspicious of a regime to deter war through the promise of
the Soviet Union's and America's mutual destruction. Reagan's
agreement to renrove the Euromissiles was quite understandable. The
Soviet-Amencan INF accord may thus open the final phase of America's
nuclear protectorate for Europe.

This time, technology does not seem to offer any easy way out.
Many in the US defence community have supported the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) in hopes that it would prove a technological
revolution able to restore American strategic superiority. While
President Reagan may have sincerely believed in the prospect of an
impermeable continental bubble that would render nuclear weaPons
'obsolete', his more realistic backers were evidently pursuing a more
limited goal: to restore American superiority by limiting the Soviet
threat to US strategic forces. SDI is now languishing, its funding
regularly cut by the Congress. Its proponents have failed to make a

convincing argument that strategic defence could satisfy either of two
fundamental conditions: a Permanent advantage for defence over
offence; or a permanent US lead in defensive technology. SDI thus does
not seem able to alter the fundamental reality of strategic parity: that
the US is at least as vulnerable to annihilation from nuclear attack as the
Soviet Union. It is that knowledge that gnaws away at extended
deterrence.

The problem, of course, is not new - only more acute. Aside
from new technology to extend strategic superiority, America's
preferred solution has always been a convincing conventional balance in
Europe. Here again, the US faces an intractable problem. It has a
manifest comparative disadvantage to either the Soviet Union or the
West Europeans in providing ground forces in Europe - a disability
apparent in the enormous cost of US/NATO ground forces in contrast to
militarily comparable European forces. Recent Pentagon estimates place
the cost of US/NATO forces at well over $150 billion.la The combined

al Defense Department rePort etimated'the tohl
cct of Europeandeployed United States forces and all of the United States-based
forces that we have pledged to cnntribute as NATO reinforceurmts over the ourse
of a onflict' to total roughly $180 billion, or 58 percent of the Reagan Adminishation
Fiscal Year 1985 Defense Deparbnent budget request. See Ridrard Halloran, 'Europe
called Main U.S. Arms Coet', Naar YorkTittrcs,20 July 19&4.
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defence budgets of France and Gerrnany are less than 970 billion.ls Yet
their combined ground forces total roughly 80 per cent of the
American.ls Such disparities are unlikely to be bridged by ,burden

sharing'in its traditional definition: the Europeans pay more while the
Americans continue to lead.

lf there is to be a European conventional balance, the West
Europeans will have to provide it. To be more rrealistic Europeans will
very likely continue to lean on nuclear deterrence. But given the
sbategic balance, that deterrence will be far more robust if it contains an
indigenous European element. Such changes, however, would make a
U$run NATO more and more obsolescent. Sooner or later, either a
conventional balance or a European deterrent will require a European-
run NATO command. What should be hoped for is an American
'devolution' that keeps substantial US forces in Europe but tums over to
the major European states the primary responsibility for organizing their
own mutual defence. Such a course should ultimately permit very
substantial savings in US defence spending. But it requires some
fundamental alterations in the way the US organizes its commitment to
Europe. NATO would have to become much more of a partnership than
it now is. The United States would have to become an ally rather than a
protector.

Since many interests in Europe and America resist such a
transformation, analysts and politicians keep searching for ways to cut
the defence budget without geopolitical change. At the moment,
Gorbachey's peace offensive suggests, for example, the prospect of
sufficient mutual reductions to permit a European conventional balance
to exist despite substantial US military cuts. As with early unrealistic
hopes for detente, this expectation is likely to lead to bitter
disappointment.

Gorbachey's efforts should be applauded and, to the limited
extent that outsiders have any influence in the matter, encouraged. But
they should not be taken as an excuse to neglect the continuing need for
a military balance. For the foreseeable future, the Soviet Union will

In 1984 Frendr defence spending totalled $20.2 billion; in 1987 it was S?[.5 billion.
West Germany spent $25.5 billion on its armed forces in 1984, and $34.2 billion in
79t17. Figures are in current US dollar+ with exchange-rate fluctuations thus
distorting year-by-year comparisons. Tlc Military fuIence: 1988-89, (lnternational
Institute for Shategic Studies, London, 1989).
In 1988 US ground forces totalled 776,4N; West C,erman forcrs were 332,100 and
Frendr forces were 280,90. Ibill.,pp.l9,62, (5.

l5
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remain a great empirc, with a primitive and repressive domestic

political economy, and foreign ambitions inherently contrary-to-Western
interests. Like tire United States, it is overextended, but will find it far
more difficult to adiust without provoking a systemic collapse. Its

satellites are restive, while many of its other neighbours are historically

hostile. For all these reasons, and whatever Gorbachey's fate, the Soviet

Union will continue to require a large military establishment, whose

very existence will continue to weigh on the independence of its
Euiasian neighbours. A European and Eurasian military balance will
thus remain a necessary precondition for peaceful and, perhaps, more

fruitful coexistence. In any event, the military balance will inevitably

depend more and more on the states of the regron, bolstered by the

Americans, rather than upon continuing an American protectorate -

nuclear or conventional.
What, finally, of the ProsPects for a 'reform' of the Pentagon?

undoubtedly, us military forces face severe cuts, even if the present

level of spenaing were to be maintained. Like the 1950s and the 7970s,

the 1990s look io be a period of military cutback, following a too-

ambitious expansion. But for all the reasons outlined above, this time
there will be neither a technological reprieve, as with extended nuclear
deterrence in the 1950s, nor a plausible diplomatic substitute, as with
detente and arms control in the early 1970s. Under the circumstances, it
will prove more and more illogical, and dangerous, to ignore the

geopoliticai implications of the military cutbacks that the fiscal situation

urgently requires.
In sn-mary, the postwar global political economy appears to be

moving toward a mapi transformation. The trend toward a more

pluraliit dishibution of resources has finally begtn to affect a securi,

iystem that has continued to be hegemonic. The tension has gradually

clme to weigh very heavily on the global political eTtoTY.- It is

difficult to see how the situition can be successfully resolved, short of
some deliberate American strategic devolution. Whether the US and its

allies can rise to the historic occasion seerrs the critical question

remaining for the twentieth century to resolve.



CHAPTER 5

THE WORLD ECONOMIC ORDER AND
AUSTRALIA: TOWARDS A WIDER

DEFINITION OF SECURITY

Richard Higgott

Introduction

Written for an audience of rholars and practitioners more familiar with
Australian foreign policy qua security studies than Australian foreign
policy qun intemational political economy, this chapter attempts to
identify those dimensions of the global order that present threats,
challenges or risks to Australia that we might call economic rather than
strategic in nature. Yet the framework adopted is one that allows states
and markets to be analysed together rather than separately. The search
for politico'strategic security in an international system of states and the
search for economic well-being in an international economic order are
not seen as two discrete activities but rather as components of a broader
structural order which Australia faces in the closing years of the
twentieth century.

My starting point will be the nature of 'structural power', of
which security is but one component. Traditional realist analyses of
power, which adopt a primarily exclusivist and relational approach to
national security, are argued to be inadequate for'locating' Australia in
the contemporary global order. A structural approach to power allows
us to understand the nature of declining US hegemony and the growth
of the New Mercantilism, including the instruments of the 'new'
protectionism and the rise of strategic trade policy. These important
concepts are outlined in the first half of the chapter. In the second half
of the chapter they are used to help explain Australia's 'location' uis-a-
ois some of the important aspects of the contemporary global economic
order such as the current Multilateral Trade Negotiation Round (MTN),
the difficulties of macroeconomic coordination of the global economy
and the growth of geographically dirriminate trading arrangements
(GDAs).
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The chapter is therefore essentially conceptual. Its aim is, to
repeat, to locate'Australia in an evolving world economic order and

outline some of the pitfalls that fac€ it. The specific details of Australia's
malaise are nowadtys well known, well docurnented and need only to
be noted here:

o I process of decline in Australia's position on
the league table' of the world's wealthiest
states on the basis of GDP per capita' From a
position at the top of this table at the turn of the
centur/, Australia has dropped to between

fifteenth and twentieth position (depending on
sources cited).

o I deterioration in Australia's exPort
performance measured, in pa.rt, by the decline
in Australia's share of world trade from about
2.5 per cent to 1.2 per cent of total over the post-

World War II Period.

r I fairly static ratio of exports to GDP (between

12-14 per cent) while the ratio for the world as a
whole has grown quite dramatically (from 9-

16 per cent betweenlg6?and the mid-1980s).

r Iack of mapr change in the sectoral/structural
mix in Australia's export profile and a

continued dependence on primary produce and
raw materials, when Slowth through trade in
non-primary products such as manufactures
and services has been the order of the day
globally.

. Problems of debt servicing and high capital
inllow into activity of a largely non-
productivity nature. This has contributed to
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Australia's poor aompetitiveness by preserving
for so long an overvalued $A.l

We should also note that Australia's declining competitive position in
the global economic order has been a long time in the making. Potential
exposure from a lack of diversification of exports (Table 1) and an
earning structure subject to the fortunes of agricultural products on
world markets has existed throughout the twentieth century. But it has
been the dramatic growth in manufacfures as a share of world trade,
especially emanating from the Asia/Pacific region, that has brought
home with such clarity the nature of Australia's structural problems in
the last quarter of this century. Indeed, of all industrial market
economies Australia has the highest proportion of manufactures as a
percentage of total imports (Table 2). Combating these structural
problems, especially improving Australia's international competitive
positiory is and will be the principal preoccupation of Australian
goverrunents for the foreseeable future. The aim of this paper is to
outline the context in which this task has to be pursued.

TABLE 1

EXPORTS OF PRIMARY PRODUCE AND RAW MATERIALS AS A
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL EXPORTS

7960 1965 1981 1983 1985

Australia

Industrial Market
Economies

Worlil Ecorcmb Oriler anit the Traik Crisis:
Implicetbns fot Austrelia, (Australian Instihrte of International Affairs, Canberra,
19f37; A.L. Lougheed, Australia anil thc World Ecotomy, (McPhee Cribble/Penguin,
Fitzroy, 1988); R. Caves and L.B. IGause (eds.), Ttn Australbn Ecotnmy: A Vbw from
thc North, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1984); OECD Emrcmb Sumeys: Australia,
198717988, (OECD Paris, 19EE); and H. Hughes 'The Economic Framework', in lan
C. Marsh (&.), AustrelbC-an CompeE, (Longman Cheshire Melbourne 1988).

80

24

n

26

/J

27

86,

30

92

v
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TABLE 2

IMPORTS OF MANUFACTT'RES AS A PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL IMPORTS

7960 1%5 1981 1983 1985

Australia

Industrial Market
Economies

u

62

79

58

77

54

78

50

68

43

Sources: llre World Bank, WorJd Deuelopment Report 19&4, (Oxford
Univereity Press, New York, 19&{), Tables 10 and 11 pp.236-9.
World, Deuelopment Report 1986, (Oxford University hess, New
York, 1986), Tables 10 and 11, pp.198-201.

World' Deuelopment Report 19s7, (Oxford University Press' New

York, 1987), Tables l1 and 12, PP.222'6.

Structural Power and the Hegemonic StabilityThesis

The strength of contemporary international political economy as an
intellectual pursuit (whatever the variant) is in the way it recognises two
kinds of power in international relations - relatiornl power anil

structural power. Relational Power - between states - is the essence of
the'realist' discourse in intemational relations. This is, however' rnerely
a 'onedimensional' view of Power. Structural Power is two
dimensional.2 In additiory it organises the environment (provides the
structure) in which relational Power - activity between states - takes

place. For Susan Sbange, structural Power oPeraEs in four domains:

iecurity, production, credit and knowledge.3 These are the c€ntral

components of contemporary international political economy (IPE);

factors such as trade, aid, transport, energy are in fact saondary
variables. They should be considered as the elements of the Politics of
International Economic Relations GIER).

acurillan, London, 1974), provides an analysis of
the multidimensional nahrre of power'

3 S€e Susan Strange, Stehs aail Markcts: An Intrduction to Intnnatiotul Political
Economy, (FrancesPinter, London, 1988), pp.24ft.
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The difference between IPE and PIER should not be thought of
as semantic. PIER is concerned with an international econotny in which
power is relational and the linkages - between national economies - are
state<entric. It is an exclunge moilel. It is a model that we might call the
'ideal type' for the post-World War II economic order of the Bretton
Woods/GATT instigated system that existed virtually intact between
1945 and the mid-1970s and that we commonly think of as the Liberal
Intemational Economic Order (LIEO) underwritten by American
hegemony.

In this period politics and markets were thought to be fairly
discrete entities. The essence of UEO was a corrunitment to three basic
principles of international economic interaction. Underwritten by the
US, the first of these was a commitment to a liberal, open approach to
trade. This was not only ideologically attractive but was also seen to
serve the national interest.4 Secondly, there was a commitment to
multilateralism as a way of reducing trade restrictions. Its position as
hegemon in this period gave the US sufficient clout to enforce, more or
less, these opinions in the face of often considerable opposition from its
European partners. Thirdly, the US, again in contrast to its European
allies, favoured a legal<odified approach to regulating the international
trading system, a negotiating approach which preserved sovereign
European administrative discretion. Whilst the initial GATI was a
compromise of the competing positions, the broad US principles were
uppermost. The politics of international economic relations in this
perid were about the improvement of economic relations between
states, and the freeing up of trade by whittling away at the tariff as an
instrument of protection.

The notion of an exchange model as the 'ideal type' for the
international economy is, however, no longer appropriate. The
international economy has undergone a proc€ss of transformation, the
cenhal element of which is the globalisation/transnationalisation of
production for a world market with a new international division of
labour driven by increasingly mobile capital and technology.s It is a
proiluction model. In this ideal type, power is principally structural and
global not iust relational and state<entric. If '... arms length inter-

See C. Maier, 'The Politics of Productivity: Foundations of American lnternational
Economic Policy after World War II', Intqnetbnel Organimtbn, (Vo1.31, No.3), 1W,
pp.fi7-34
On the NIDL see F. Frcibel, J. Heinridrs and O. Freye The Neu Interrutbrul Dioision
ol Le&nur, (Cambridge, london, 1980).
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country exchanges are characteristic of the international
economy ... then ... inter<orporate exchanges become more important in
the woild economy'.5 The corollary of the internationalisation of

production has been what Cox call's the 'internationalizing of the state'

in which state structures are reshaped and adiusted in response to

external pressures and internal power relations to correspond to the
location of a particular state in the global division of labour. This is a
process that ;ffects both major actors, such as the US and lapan, and

smaller actors such as Australia.
whilst ideal types are never discrete entities, they arlmportant

classificatory and heuristic devices with poliry implications. The change

from an e*ihange model of the intqnational economy to a production
model of the giobal economy has considerable implications _for how
states will make their foreign economic policies in the foreseeable future.

Further, the way the principal actors formulate their policies-will be an

extra 'relationaf factor in the'structural' equation of power for smaller

players. smaller players suffer a 'double ieopardy' within the changing

global structural balance." An analysis based on the structural rather than the relational

dimensions of power does not suggest that the spatial nature of state

power is crumbling but rather thtt the other dimensions - production,

iredit, knowledge - transcend, or cut across, the territorial barriers in a
hitherto unprecedented manner.

Spice constraints preclude discussion here, yet what is quite
clear is that the four dimensions of structural Power are not separate,

but interlinked. Their respective weights are, of course, disputed and in
all probability impossible to assess. Strange seems to privilege credit in
heiworkT, Cbx ana the Marxists would emphasise production, scholars

such as Daniel BellS clearly privilege knowledge, whilst the

contemporary economic realists privilege security, with the other
components providing a supporting role.9

7
I
9

ffi woild orda, (colunbia university ltess, New
York,7987), pp.Z&ZlS. But see also P. Drlc-ker, T: Sltng$ World Econom/,
roreien eiiri, (Vo1.54, No.4), Spring 7986, pp.769-91. For a discussion of
distiric6ori3 between exchanqe and pr-oduction models of the world system s€e

Fichard Higgott, Politicat *&toprneni T'lwry, (C:oom Helm, London, 1983), pp'58-
55.
See Susan Strange, Cesbo C:rpitalbnr, (Basil Blackwell London, 1985)'

Daniel BelL The"Coning of Pdst lailuslriel Sociefy, (Heinetraru London, 1974)'

See Rober't Cilpin, ili Potitical Ecowtty 
-of 

Interniliotul Reletims, (Princeton

University Press, Princeton, 19137),
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The point here is that students of international relations in
general, and Austsalia as an actor in the international arena in particular,
have for too long preoccuPid themselves with relational power -
characteristic of state-centric analysislO - at the exPense of structural
power. Yet it is only within the context of the consbaints and
opportunities provided by structural power that the relational Power
relationships of a state such as Australia in the last decades of the
20th century can be understood. Struchrral power sets the range of
relational choices open to smaller states - especially in their bargaining
relationships with larger powers in the secondary structures of power
such as the modern day trading system. Anciliary to global structural
power is the nature of hegemony and order in the global economic
system in the closing stages of the twentieth century.

Hegemonic Stability Theory fiST): A Consume/s Guide

Contemporary international relations theory, across its
ideological-cum-philosophical spectrum, is driven by a concern - indeed
almost a fetish - for hegemonic stability theory. Those in the American
and European intellectual communities not concerned to uphold the
theory are concemed to challenge it.ll Whatever one's position on the
debate, it also has implications for policy and policymakers - in smaller
states especially.

At its simplest, hegemonic stability theory asserts that the
functioning of an orderly international economic order is possible

thanks to the presence of a hegemonic state that establishes and
underwrites the principle of order as a 'public good'. As Charles
Kindleberger would have it: '... for the world economy to be stabilized
there needs to be a stabilizer - one stabilizet'.r2

The'stabilize/ is a hegemonic state, the characteristics of which
are '... an unrivalled position of economic and military superiority

Higgott, The State and Intemational Politics: Of
Territorial Boundaries and Intellectual Barriers, in Richard Higgott, Nat Directimrs
in In4nationel Rchtimts: Australiaa Perspectioes, (Canberra Studies in World Affairs
No.23, Australian National University, Canberra, 7988), pp.177-218.

11 The prindpal theoretical work of HST is Robert Gilpin s Y,, yd Change in Worlil

Poliths, (Gmbridge University hess, Cambridge, 19El). Of those scepical of the
theory see Bruce Rtrssett, The Mysterious Case of Vanishing 

-Hegemony',
Intenietitmel Orgenizetion, (Vol39, No.2), 1985, pp.207-81; and Susan Sha!8e,]he
Persistent Myth-of lost Hegemon/, Intctrutbnal Orgenizttion, (Vo1.41, No'3), 1987.

12 C.P. Kindleb'er ger., Tlu Woild in Depnssion lgZg-3g,-(Uni.,ersity of California Pres,
Berkeley, 1973),p.W.
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among core states'l3 that allows it to organise and lead the operation of
the international system. The corollary of the thesis is that the absence
of a hegemon provides for a vacuum in the ryrnagement of the existing
international economic order with ensuing sub-optimal results for all.

There are at least two nornrative views of HST; one benign, in
which the hegemon underwrites the international order as a public good
thus providing an open economic aystem for the benefit of all; one
negative, in which the hegemonic state's role is that of an exploiter of
weaker states in the system.l4 Bofh interpretations see hegemonic
periods as characterised by freer, more ope& trading systems and loose

centre-periphery relations, whilst periods of declining hegemony are

characterised by tighter centre-periphery relations (blocs?),

protectionism and bilateral trade (mercantilism).15
In practical terms HST in the 1980s is a debate over the role of

the United States as a declining hegemon - or not, as the case may be - in
the international system. The debate has been abused to Portray the US
as a jaded, pass6 superpower. This is distortion of the works of
Kennedy, Calleo, Gilpin et a1.15 They are not saying the US is no longer
the world's maFr economic power, nor that it is inevitably destined to
be eclipsed by the Soviet Union as a military power. Nor is it destined
to go the same way as the nineteenth century hegemon - Great Britain.

Despite having lost its lead in some industrial sectors, the US

still remains shong in many and predominant in most of those sectors of
technology characteristic of post-indusfial societies and which form
part of what Strange calls structural power. Despite its declining share
of nationally circumscribed indicators such as industrial production and
exports as respective shares of world production and world trade, the
US still has an informal, non-territorial empire based on the components
of structural power and intellectual hegemony.

Joshua Goldstein,lmrg Cycles: Prospcr'ity url Wer h ilu lvtdenr zlga (Yale University
ltess, New Haven, 1988), p.5.
For a mct oncise statement see Robert O. Keohang The Theory of Hegemonic
Stability and International Economic Regimes, in O. Holsti, R. Siverson and
A.C. C,eorge (ds,), Clungc ia the Intanutiotul Systcnt, (WesMew Press, Boulder,
Colorado,1980).
Goldstein, Imq Cycbs, pp.12347.
See, for example, P. Schmeisser, Taking Stock Is America in DeclineT, Ncttt Yo*
Tines Magazine, 17 Aptn 19E8; David P. Calleo, Beyorul Anaian Hegatony: Tlu
Future of thc Western Allimce, (Basic Book+ New York, 1987); Paul Kenndy,Tlv Ris€
anil Fall of the Great Pozrrs, (Random House, New Yorl 1984; and Robert Gilpin,
The Pditicel Econony.

l3

74

15
16
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The real issues are the rehtioity of structural power and the role
of a would-be hegemon in the 1990s. The US should be seen not so
much as having undergone a proc€ss of hegemonic decline as having
misused, or been irresponsible with, its hegennnic power. This, it
should be noted, is a point made not just on the left of the spectrum but
from leading exponenb of the realist traditions in American
international relations:

Critical problems of the world economy in the areas of trade,
money and debt were left unresolved... Beginning with
Vietnam and continuing into the Reagan Administration the
United States has become more of a predatory hegemon...less
willing to subordinate its own interests to that of its allies.
Instead it tended to exploit its hegemonic status for its own
narrowly defined purposes.lT

This brief excursion into 'international relations theor5/ is, or
should be, of more than passing interest for Australian foreign economic
policymakers. Whether one adopts a realist interpretation of hegemonic
stability pce Gilpin, a liberal interpretation We Keohanel8, a mix pace
Calleo, a collective action explanation prce Olsonl9, a more apocalyptic
interpretation We Kennedy or rejects it but points to its misuse pace
Strange and Russett, the post World War II global environment has
changed and is continuing to change. Specifically the role played by
Australia's principal ally is in the process of transformation. For
whatever reasons - either an inability or unwillingness to provide
'leadership' - policymakers need to consider a non-US hegemonic
international economic order as the arena of operation.

Rhetorical calls for macroeconomic coordination and
cooperation notwithstanding, US policy can be expected to be driven by
an increasingly nationalistic economic realism. There is no longer much
of a belief in US policymaking circles that the principles that served it
well during its period of hegemonic control - especially those of
liberality and multilateralism - still serve the national interest in the way
they might once have done. As such, the policy prescription of HST -
supporting the policies of the hqgemon in the provision of the

Ibid.,p.M5.
Robert O. Keohane, After Hegemony: bpatbn enil Discoril in tlu Worlit Potitbat
Ecorcmy, (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1984).
Manorr Olson, Tfte Riss enil Dediru of Nations: Eanonic Groailh, Stagflation and hcial
Rigidilics, (Yale University hess, New Haven, 1982).
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international public good of order - may well be futile. Indeed, the

search for iregemot ic stabitity inhibits mote egalitarian, non-

superyower driien, approaches io problem solving,_coordination and

coopeiation in the international economic order. HST expresses a US

tt'otta view and legitimises the structural privileges thathave accrued to

the United states in ttre post-world war Ii era by dint of its 'leadership'

role. For smaller states, such as Australia, to await or even work for the

return of US 'leadership' of the global economy may 19! be too

rewarding. As the next fution will show, we live in a world in which

the rules-of multi-polar management of the post-hegernonic system are

yet to be established.

A New Era in Global Politics?

I have suggested the need to broaden our raditional notion of power in

internatiofral relations to take account of its structural dimensions as

well as its relational dimensions. such change is essential for

understanding the problems of a small state such as Australia in the

global order ii the iatter part of the twentieth century. Why are these

Ion."^r, traditionally fhu pt"*tue of academics, so imporjaltl
Because, I have implied, *e it" in many ways in a-neY eT in global

politics. l,et me caiicature the changeg I wish to highlight. In a recent

urti.l", Martin Walker outlined thJelements of this new era in bold

style:

WesternEuropeandJapanaretoorichtobeqrotlted,theUSis
too indebted io maintain the protection and the Soviet Union is

too poor to mount a credible threat.

Put it another way. The arms race is over because the soviet

eqcnomy has craiked, the US $onomy has sagged and the

cunning fapanese and Europeans have emerged winners of the

cold war Ly spending least on it. on your malfs for the next

race: the new Peace, bettet known as trade wars'2O

And in more restrained fashion, stuart Harris points to a variety

of key changes in the international environment that are cmcial for

Austialian fJreign policymakers to note. These include the decline in

global sup"rpoiet' teniions, greater difficulties in the'international

a New Age of Peace', Sydney lvbning Herald'

19 November 1988, P.32'
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economic systiem' - especially the deteriorating position of the US, the
increased economic prominence of Japan and the fuia-Pacific MEs and
conc€rns that the international trading regime will become less
multilateral and more bilat'eral and regionalist.2l

Towards a New Mercantilism?

Two general points should be made at the outset. Firstly, protectionist
syntems are not new. Secondly, the role of the United States in
preserving an open trading system in the twentieth century should not
be overestimated. Indeed, since the time of Alexander Hamilton, the US
has seen protectionism as one of the principal themes of its foreign
economic policy.z fust as all mairr states af tima over the last few
hundred years have pursued free trade when it has suited them, so too
have they pursued avowedly protectionist policies at others. This was
the case with Great Britain in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
the United States in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, France and
Germany in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and japan in the
twentieth century.23 of the US in the recent Perid particularly,
Conybeare has noted:

Its reputation for leading the world back to freer trade since the
1930s is largely undeserved ... The brief flirtation with free trade
after World War II was rrrore a function of linkage to other goals
(e.9. rebuilding Western Europe) and the possibility of
coordinated retaliation on the part of certain hade partners
(again, Western Europe), than of any misplaced belief that free
trade maximises the economic welfare of a hegemonic power.24

Trends towards free trade or protection tend to be both cyclical and
contagious - and, at a rhetorical level, not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Protectionist measures such as 'specific reciprocit;/ are
permitted if they are used in the name of 'opening up' the restricted

Stuart Harris, TrE 7986 Rroil"t, of Avsttelia's Ooer*ts Representatiotr Rmisited,zl

22
(Departmmt of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Canberra, October 1988), p.3.
See I.M. Destler, Amcrican Tredc Politics, Onstihrte for International Economics,
Washin$on, 1986); and P.S. Nivola 'The New Protectionism: US Trade Policy in
Historical Perspective', Poliricr,l Scier,cc Quartnly, (Vo1.109, No.4),19t16,pp.V7ffi.
David lake Poum,Ptoactior ap.ril Fre Tra&, (Cornell University ltess, Ithaca, 1988),
pp.19ff.
John Conybeare, Trailc Wns: nc nwy anil Ptacticc of Intcrrutional Commercial
Rioalry, (Columbia University Press, New York, 1987),p.224.

23
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markets of recalcitrant foreign partners.25 These pornts are made not to
suggest the inevitability of greater protectionism at the present time
rather than to suggest that there are historical precedenb and politically
compelling argumenb for the prospect of increased Protectionism.

Similarly, the 'psychological' significance of foreign emnomic
relations, particularly trade surpluses or deficits as a yardstick of
goverrunental success or failure, is all too often overlooked. Trade
deficits, for all governments, are political problems to be rectified. As
Dell notes, and as is only too well understood by all governrrents '... a
strong current account is, for most countries, the key index of national
economic security'.26 Weakness in the current account is, after all, what
takes countries down the road towards tanana republicanism'and IMF
intervention - points not lost on Australian policymakers and scholars in
the mid-1980s.27

Presently Australia, and its mairr ally the US, both run large
current account deficits and both countries' governrnents feel entitled to
take what initiatives they feel will best ameliorate their problems.
Invariably, such adjushnents are made with Prirnary regard for the
imperatives of the domestic polity and only a secondary regard for
'public orde/ in the international domain. But increased
interdependence has made the costs and benefits of autonomous state
action that might run contrary to the principles and rules of the
international economic order - such as they are - more difficult to
calculate.

The policy options, and implications for other actors, of
autonomous state action, vary depending on the size and power of the
state. Australian policymakers, for example, should not seem surprised
when a maior actor - such as the US or |apan - acts in what seems to be

an'irrational' manner. We have become so seduced by the 'ethos of
rationalit5/ that we tend to forget that 'economic statecraft' is by no
means dead28 - ild, indeed, is most prevalent for those willing to look

trp"tus-Attwicen Trade: TtE Cae pr Srycific
Recim or;ity, (lnstitute for International Studies, Policy Papet in International Affairs,
No32, Berkeley, 1988); and f.L. C,oldstein and S. Krasner, 'Unfair Trade hactices:
The Case for a-Dffermtial Approach', The Anprican Ecnnomic Rroiao, (Vol.74 No.2),
'19M,pp.282-287.26 Ednd"d Dell, Thc Politics of Ecotrotttic Intnlqerularcc, (St. Martin's Pres, London,
1,987),p.29.

27 Note Paul Keating's now famous 'Banana RepubliC remark and Professor Fred
Gruen's suggestion that Australia was not aubmatically above IMF scrutiny in 1986.

2E See David Bildwin, Ecototttic Sbtcoeft, (Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1985).
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for it. Austsalian governments, themselves, are not devoid of recourse
to seemingly 'inational'policy behaviour driven by emotion, sentiment
or taptured' by special interest. Just as slafes rnade the 'rules' of the
post-World War II LIEQ so too will they err from them if they choose.

Indeed, in the current climate of the late 1980s a countfs trade
relations are measured not so much by the adherence, or not, of itself
and other parties to the 'rules' of the trading regirne as by 'results'. A
negative balance is accompanied, in many instances by an assumption of
'unfai/ play on the part of one's principal trading partners. This is
especially the case with the United States' current aftitude towards its
deficits with fapan and the NIEs of the Asia Pacific Region and its policy
toward the EC, notwithstanding the fact that no more than 10 per cent of
the current US trade deficit is thought to be accounted for by 'unfair'
trade.

The old order, or more specifically the historically shortlived
LIEO of the post-war period, is undergoing a process of change in which
international trade, in both theory and practice, is being transformed.
Governments are now less inhibited than before in recourse to
interventionist policy to promote competitiveness. This is especially so,
and notwithstanding the rhetoric of deregulation, in the United States as
the growth of economic realism nurtures what is now commonly called
'Strategic Trade Policy'.

Shategic Trade Policy

The debate over Strategic Trade Th*ry (or Policy) - theory and policy
are inextricably linked here - now abounds and only a brief review is
provided.29 In essence strategic trade thmry argues that the classical
case for 'free trade' may be more appropriate to 1888 than 1988. Trade
does not, and indeed never has, conformed to the '... stringent and
unrealistic assumptions on which comparative advantage is based'.30

Recognising that comparative advantage is no longer
sufficiently explained by traditional differences of climate, skill, culture
or resources, the New Trade theorists look to other factors. Particularly

Perhapo the exemplar text is Paul Krugman (ed.), Stmtegic Traile Polby and the New
Intcnutionel Ecottottrks, (MIT ltess, Cambridge Mass., 1986); but see also Richard
Higgott, The Workl Ecoomic Orda, pp.2T$ from which this brief review is
exbacted.
M. Bomrs, l,aura d'Andrea Tyson and John Zysman, 'Creating Advantage: How
C,overnment Policies Shape International Trade in the Semi-Conductor Industry', in
Paul lGugman (d.), Strabgic Trafu Policy anil tlu Nao Intsnatiotsl Ecoromics,p.1,l2.
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important is the manner in which changes in the international division
of labour allow and encourage gwanments to help manufacture a

comparative advantage based on such factors as capital's ability and
willingness to relocate on the basis of state sPonsored inducements or
rrurginal leads in narrow technological races.

A further factor is the growth of oligopolisation, increasingly
evident for the last couple of decades, that contrasts with assumptions
that markets were more or less 'perfectly competitive'. Such an

assumption is no longer tenable. we live in an era of imperfectly
competitive markets'.31- 

These factors mean it is necessary to rethink both trade theory
and its policy implications. In short there would appear to be an

increasing likelihood that trade Policy in an era of oligopolisation and
imperfecirnarkets will be pursued by maior states in a rnnner similar to
the way they pursue their national security policies. If firms have

sufficient power, which it would aPPear rnany rnanufachrring industries
in the US, fapan and some European countries have, they can engage in
strategic planning in a manner designed to affect a rivals action.

On ttre basis of these new innovations in economic theorising,
and especially game theoretic analysis - and the prospect of identifying
beneficial rent seeking industries with substantial external economies

and strategic sectors - some policymakers in the US articulate the case

for 'an aclivist' trade policy in a fusion of trade policy and foreign
policy. In times of increasing economic stringency it becomes a
iegiti'rnate weapon in the search for national economic welfare in the

iniernational political economy, in a rnanner similar to the role of
defence policy in pursuit of national security in the international

political system. In the US - given its position as a declining economic

power in an increasingly competitive, uncertain, and 'imperfect'
intemational economic order - Strategic Trade Policy (STP) becomes a

mapr weapon in the economic realist perspective of the contemporary
intemational economic order. As such it represents a basic reiection of
the idealised theoretical model of free trade.

At this point Australian readers should note that strategic trade
policy is nof geared to putting a lifebelt around a declining industry.
Rather, it is geared to promoting dynamic and innovative industries
capable of generating a return in excess of subsidy. Such an industry
would have to be one that was subierct to maior competitors, but in an

31 lbitl.,p.9.
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imperfect oligopolistic market, and where subsidy or production would
cause the foreign competitor to cut back on capacity. In effect, the
subsidy would be ye-arptiae of a potential foreign competitor by being
introduced at an early stage in the product life rycle.32 As such, the
number of participants in an industry would be small and the profit
opportunities above the norrn Such trade poliry is also predicated on a
large domestic rnarket which allows an industry to gain experience to
fac€ international competition in a manner similar to the process
undergone in fapan after World War II. It is also predicated upon a
large R&D component to make thebarriers to entry for latecomers high.

The implications of such theorising should by now be apparent.
The language of the New Trade Th*ry (strategy, preemption, etc.) is to
be found in contemporary international and strategic studies. Central
actors in these domains are not only companies but states, and large and
powerful states at that. This has implications for the nature of
cooperation and conflict in the intemational economy in general,
cooperation between the US, japan and the EC at a specific level and
implications for second rank actors such as Australia in any emerging
confi guration of conflict.

There are, of course, those in the US who are critical of New
Trade Theory and doubt its utility over either the short or the longterm.
The essence of their theoretical criticism is that there is no guarantee that
political action in the market place will correct the imperfection it seeks
to overcome. To the contrary, they claim that such intervention to
promote certain export industries may well fall victim to pressure from
vested interest groups and thus 'serve only the interests of those
fortunate enough to gain favour'.33

One point is quite clear. Successfully targeted industries do not
need to be resource based. More often than not they are goods and
service industries with high R&D and skill components at the cutting
edge of technology. As such, they pose difficult questions for Australia
in the future. Its traditional rural sectors of export strength are not
conducive to the kind of support provided by STP and the economies of
scale, given its small internal market and the start-up costs of the newer

B.f. Spenser, 'What Should Trade Policy Target?', in Paul Krugman (&.), Strategic
Trade Policy end thc Nat Intenutional Eronomics,pp.7U73.
G.M. Grcsman,'SUategic Export homotion: A CriHque', in Paul l(rugman (ed.),
Stratcgic Trade Policy erul thc New Intertutiotul Ecorcmics, p.65. But see also,
M. Levinson, 'Is Strategic Trade Fair Trade?', Actoss tlu Bocr4 (New York
Conference Board, fune 198), pp.47-51.

5Z
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industries, will limit its prospects of being a mapr actor in one of these

profitable, but oligopolistic, markets.- 
The otheimapr conc€rn about STP is that it may lead

trading partners to respond in kind to initiatives taken by governments

to secure advantage for their own industries. Whilst retaliation may not
make sense undei 'free trade' - cufting off the nose to spite the face -

under strategic trade appropriate suPPort may secure surplus extraction
from the citizenry of another country.34

Yet these criticisms, theoretically extremely telling, miss the
point New Trade thmrists are nraking. If, in defence of national

economic welfare in the international Political economy, a departure

from ,free trade, and the pursuit of a more interventionist policy is
necessary then so be it. As one of the leading analysts of strategic t.ade
policy a.gttes, ,... it is normal to assume that prornotion 9f national
welfire 6s opposed to world welfare) is the obiective'.3S In the

immediate post-war era, US national welfare was contingent on an

improving gtouat economic welfare. As such the us had no choice but

to use its own resources to support it. In the 1980s it has neither the

economic capability nor, perhaps more importantly, the political will to
underwrite in 1-IEO. I;deed, it is argued in some quarters, both
scholarly and political, that the 'national interest' may be better upheJd

by uniliteral ipproaches to the international system rather than by
upnotaing rnultilateral institutions and regimes.36' More generally, STP offers an intellectual/theoretical

iustification for policy based on a recognition that 'free trade' may not be

ihe most appropriate way of ensuring the best economic outcomes for a
major actoi such as the US and such beliefs, theoretically correct or not,
ate hanit g an exFemely complicating influence on trade P1i"y debates.

Whilst th; US is singled out here, it is not the only culprit. It is,

however, still the world's mapr economic Power and us policy is still, if
no longer the sole determinant, the main determinant of the degree of
openness of the international trading system.

Current US trade policy clearly reflects a pucqtion that other
goverrunents - with fapan and the EC preeminent - have, by thinking

@ Ea nonist, 12 November 1988' P.75.
f.A. Brander, 'Rationales for gtrategic Trade and Indusbial Poticl, h Paul Krugman
(d,.), Stralzgb Tmdc Policy enil tlu Nant Intenutiond Ecottottrics,p.24

See S. IGisner, Structiral Confbt: Thc Third Workl Against Global Lberdisn,

gr
35

36
(University of California Press,-Los eng9t9,-P-a5): and lronard Silk, 'The US

Economy ind the World', Foraign Affairs, (Vo1.55, No.3), 1984 pp.45e76.
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and acting strategically, taken advantage of the greater American
commitment to a freer, more liberal international trading regime.
Support for this view is drawn from the past hhaviour of trading
partners, especially japan when pushed to reciprocate. Concessions are
felt (by the US Congress especially) always to be minimal, made at the
eleventh hour and frequently not subsequently implernented. Given
then that passive trade policies are thought by many in the US to have
evoked predatory behaviour, the US has embarked on a series of policy
options aimed at deterring such behaviour.

It is in this context, for example, that we have seen VIEs
(voluntary import expansions) pin VERs (voluntary export restraints)
and OMAs (orderly marketing arrangements) as principal instruments
of reciprocity and part of that growing armoury of non-tariff barriers
NTBs) that shape trade negotiafing processes. VIEs are a yardstick of
how the US's maior parbrers'policies of 'opening up' of their domestic
markets are iudged.

The growing use of VIEs is particularly disturbing for third
parties to the US's relationships with other states. Both Japan and Korea
are engaging in'trade diversion'policies away from other countries as a
means of cutting their surpluses on their trade balances with the US.
The long-term implications of this for a state such as Australia are
disturbing to say the least.37 Fixednuantity, trade diverting solutions
are certainly not free trade; nor are they 'fair trade'. The US has used its
strength to assign to itself the role of arbiter of what constitutes fair
trade. In so doing it enhances the likelihood of retaliation by other large
actors.

In a world of sovereign states, however, the right of
goverrunents to pursue policy as they see fit is not in question. It is
unfortunate that US policy would appear, especially when viewed from
the perspective of a small power, to be driven by the belief that the
creation of 'restraints' to trade is the way to secure an open system in the
longer run. The inhoduction of such constraints, to be later bartered
away in return for other concessions, is, of course, neither restricted just
to trade politics nor of recent origin. But, reciprocity in the 1980s, unlike
during the previous GATT rounds is less about seeking adherence from
recalcitrant parties to general trade inducing initiatives and principles

5/ For a fuller discussion see Richard Higgott, The Ascendancy of the Economic
Dimension in Austsalian-American Relations', in John Ravenhill (ed.), No Imrgn an
Amnicea lekz: The USA in tlu Pecifb in tlu 1980s, (University of California, Instihrte
of International Studies, Berkeley, 1989).
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and more about negotiating levels of protection on a bilateral basis on a
variety of specific goods.38 Such unilateral approaches to specific
reciprocity on the part of a major actor is invariably of less damage to it,
notwithstanding any retaliation, than to third parties. It is they, not the
protagonist, who are the victims of any hade diversion that ensues.

Despite its relative decline the US is still the most important
individual actor in the global economic order, consequently its bilateral
initiatives place greater strain on an open trading system than those of
other states. But such policies are part of the daily play of discretionary
power in the hands of government.3g Indeed, at the heart of all trade
conflict is the perennial question concerning the role of govemment in
the control of a state's economy. Further, governments in their
negotiations - either bilateral, or multilateral within GATT - are not
simply negotiating rula by which market forces will be allowed to
operate. They are also negotiating, always tacitly and often explicitly,
about trade outcomes.

In the United States - the world's maior economic player - there

is now a growing awareness that some maior domestic adjushnent in the
economy, no matter how painful, is inevitable. The pain of adiustment
can no longer be exported in its entirety to others. Yet there is a
conviction in a whole range of quarters that adfustment can be dispersed
(by aggressive reciprocity and other non-tariff barrier initiatives) and
cushioned (by strategic tsade policy) thus keeping some of the pain
beyond state boundaries. STP is seen by some as psitiae domestic
adjustnent to a changing international division of labourao, in contrast
to the negative response of more old fashioned forms of protectionism.
New forms of protectionism are, in short, intricate processes of
expanded goverrunental discretionary powers that influence trade
patterns and the global location of economic activity. They are very
difficult to curtail by traditional processes of liberalisation given that
they are, in essence, a move from firm universal rules to sovereign
admini strative discretion.

The impact of the new protectionism is only just becoming
apparent and the key questions it raises are still answered only in

Aryuch b Workl Tredz Policy, (lnstihrte for
International Economics, Washington DC, 1982).

9? E Drlll,Ttv Politics of Ealonb Inbdcpcttlcrcc,p28.
40 See the exemplar'manifesto' for a st'ategic baie driven indushial po[cy in the US:

Stephm S. Gohen and fohn Zysman, lvbnufeeturing lvtattcrs: Thc Myth of the Post
Industrial E@nomy, (Basic Books, New York, l9E7),
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impressionistic terms. As I have tried to suggest, however, some of
these tendencies - growing mercantilist competition, sectoral prohction
of leading industries, the prospect of the growth of GDAs - whilst
having implications for all states, are likely to have more deleterious
effects on smaller players such as Australia.

Into the 1990s: Australia and a'Mixed'International Economic Order

The previous sections set out a range of concepfual and theoretical
innovations that could lay the groundwork for a new mercantilism.
Here I consider what the political manifestations of this new
mercantilism might look like. Several issues are considered: firstly, U$
fapan relationships and macroeconomic coordination; secondly, the
future of the international trading system, particularly the current GATI
round and the prospect of a 'mixed' system with the growth of GDAs
and, finally, Ausbalia's position vis-d-vis these factors.

The US-lapan Relationship and the Problem of Macroeconomic
Coordination

We are not, it needs to be said at the outset, about to see a Pax
Americana replaced by a Pax Nipponica. By any yardstick of HST,
|apan is not well placed to provide order as a public good in the
international economic order as an alternative to the US. For this, and a
variety of other reasons beyond the purview of this essay4l, fapan is not
an alternative hegemon to the US. That is not, however, the same as
saying that future global economic order is not contingent on a mairr
|apanese role. |apan already shares considerable structural power with
the US in the sphere of production and capital. Further, fapan is
transforming its productive strength into financial strength, in a manner
similar to Britain in the nineteenth century. It has become the major
creditor nation in a direct correlation to the manner in which the US has
become the world's maior debtor nation. In addition, |apan does, of
course, lay claim to over half of the US deficit. US financial markets
remairy however, more liquid, more accessible and are still thought to
be safer than fapan's. Yet fapanese investrnent in the US, whilst shifting
the balance of power between the two nations, does in fact weave a

4l see the discussions in Takashi Inogrdri and Daniel I. okimoto (eds.), Tle political

Y-y y ol lepn:Tla Intarutional &ntcx4 (Stanford University press, Stanford,
California, l98E).
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fabric of great strength that will, one would expect, mitigate the

potential for conflict in that arena.' The growth of financial interdependence does not make

successful ma-croeconomic coordination axiomatic or the prospects of

conflict, especially in secondary structures of powe_r such as the trading

system,uniikely.-One need noi subscribe in toto to HST to recognise that

-."ro*otomii management in a pluralist system is going to be more

difficult to achieve thai under hegemony. Advantages to the would-be
parties to the management of the system have to be of sufficient

magnitude to warranlt the extra troubles inherent in negotiation and

enf6rcement of, for example, a stable and predictable monetary system

in the post-Bretton Woods era.

Indeed to take iust one example, it would aPPeal naive to exPect

'managed' exchange rites. To do so is to ignore tF 
-qgglee 

to which
partieito the manigement process, in this instance the US, fapan and, to

i l"rt"r extent, WesiGermany, need to have well ordered domestic policy

coordination - the achievement of which is itself fraught with

difficulties. Depite the l.ouvre agreements of February 1987 the maior

actors have not stopped working igainst each other in a variety of ways.-

For exampie, in its complaints about the reluctance of fapan and

west Germany to be rnore cooperative in macroeconomic coordination
in the wake o? the Louwe accord, the US failed to SIasP the degree to

which the other parties were sceptical about ib willingness, or ability, to

keep its side of the bargain. The fapanese and the West Germans

considered that the US laited the economic discipline to curtail its twin
deficits domestically rather than continue to 'externalise'its problems -

be it by blaming the fapa.nese and west Germans for not undergoing
pro""s"r of doiestic eipansiory or pointing to unfair comPetition from

ireavily subsidised European agricultural produce, or the US bearing the

costs ;f defending its ;ilies in the absence of an equitable turden
sharing'on their Part.- The virtui of one position over the other is less important than

the fact that there are differing views between the mapr actors over how

to coordinate macroeconomic policy. All parties are effectively

attempting to 'externalise' policy adjustnent as a preferred first choice

rather than making adiusflnent at home.
Calls for macroeconomic coordination, by economists assuming

a ,rational, interest of all parties to agree, ignores a comPeting tendency

at work in the system: namely the immense desire on the part of the

mairr actors foi policy autononty. In short, the current global order
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exhibits the conbadictory nature of what Buzan calls the '... antagonism
between a global economic system and an anarchic political one'.42 The
working out of this antagonism is not inevitably a liberal system on the
one hand or a closed mercantilist system on the other. Rather we may
be heading towards a mixed system in which a series of emerging GDAs
coexist within a limited multilateral system. Buzan, for example, does
not see the inccmpatibility of tenign mercantilism' and 'protected
liberalism'. We should, therefore, perhaps consider the constituent
elements of each system in turn.

GATT, GDAS and a Mixed'Trading System

Contrary to much media hype, the global economy is not on the verge of
imminent collapse or trade wars, nor is it about to divide up into close-
knit, tightly integrated and exclusionary trading blocs. Things in the
post LIEO era have, however, changed and are continuing to change.
The impetus for this change has been outlined and it allows us to put
current events such as the Uruguay Round, the prospect of a U9Canada
FTA, and an emerging Single Integrated Market for Europe in 1992 into
a more measured perspective.

If we look at GATT, for example, we can see at the mid-term
review of the eighth (Uruguay) Round of negotiations, that it is not the
power, not even at the rhetorical level, that it once was. While it has
succeeded in whittling away at the traditional instrument of protection -
the tariff - to such a degree that the tariff is no longer a tnajor issue in
world trade, there has emerged a range of legislative instruments and
discretionary arrangements (OMAs, VERs, VIEs, etc.) that are more
difficult both to measure and control. In addition, the structure of
world trade has changed, both by regional distribution and sectoral
proportion, such that now close to 50 per cent of all world trade is not
covered by GATT instruments. The current Round, therefore, has on its
agenda issue areas relatively new to the organisation; especially trade in
intellectual property and services (TRIIIS) and, for the first trme in any
central sense, that most thorny of issues in global trade - agriculture.

Barry Buzan, Peoplc, Stahs md Feu: The NetbruI Senrity Problem in Inbrnatiotul
Rclatiors, (Wheatsheaf Books, Brighton, 1983), p.148.
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The details of these various issue arcas and the respective

negotiating stances of the rnaior Parties cannot be discussed here.'|3

What is important, however, is the degree to which achieving
meaningful agreement from this Round of alks is more important than
ever. The nature of agreement in this Round for twior rctors will be less
important than the percqtion of success or failure. Along with efforts to
achieve coordination of the global financial system a successful GATT
Round would be an important affirmation of commitrnent to the
continued openness and liberality of the global trading system.

To argue the symbolic importance of the Round is not to suggest

that the specifics of any agreement - on agriculture and TRII'|S

particularly - will not be significant. Rather, especially for the erstwhile
hegemon - the US - the key issue is a willingness of the other principal
actors to be seen to grant concessions to the US. This, however, is less

likely in the face of that gradual Process of atrophy that is undermining
support for GATTs central principle - Most Favoured Nation (MFN)

status.44
The EC, in principle if not in legal terms, contravenes MFN

status. Despite being notionally GAfi consistent, its external trade
policy took up discrimination from the outset. The CER agreement with
New Zealand, lest we appear too self-righteous in Australia, is a GDA
and the U$Canada FTA agreement means that the world's largest

bilateral trading relationship will be underwritten on a non-MFN basis.

The disclaimer that other states may irin such a preferential agreement
is naive at best, deliberately misleading at worst, in the way it ignores
the degree to which trade lobbies would almost certainly thwart the
efforts of others to |oin.as Such is the manner in which they undermine
GATT's ability to provide moral disincentives towards defection from
liberal trading principles.

GDAs are not, of course, new. No state, or grouP of states, sees

it as axiomatic that it must treat all other states equally. The rhetoric of
liberalism and free trade notwithstanding, there have for centuries been
incentives for groups of states to establish discriminatory bading
arrangements. This does not mean that tlocs', to give them their

tt, Trans-Regional C-oalitions and Intemational
Regines: The Cairns Group Agriarlhral Trade and the Uruguay Round', Tlr
Australian Quartaly, (Vol.@, No.4), 1988, pp.41!35.

M For a discussion, see Richard Pomfret, UneTul Treib: The Ecotrotttics of Discrimitutory
Interru,tioflal Tradc Policics, (Basil Blackwell, Oxfor4 1988), p.184.

45 fagdish Bhagwati" Ptoactionism, MIT Press, Cambridge Mass., 1988), p.86.
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popular name, are inevitable. Those that do emerge, with the exception
of Europe's single integrated market and a U$Canada FTA, are more
likely to be de facto rather thanile jure. Whilst Asia-Pacific regional trade
is flourishing, a regional bloc or even two (North and Southeast Asia)
r,egional blocs would appear unlikely in the foreseeable future.

The evidence at this stage is incomplete and that which we have
is mixed. For example, one can only speculate about the implications of
a Single Intqgrated Market in Europe for Australia. Opportunities are
seen for those companies that can establish themselves within the
market prior to its finalisation and some companies from outside Europe
undoubtedly will be shategically located by 1982 (almost certainly
including Westpac). However, the overall implications are much more
problematic. Or, more importantly, are perceiaed by other maior actors
to be problematic. Both the United States and |apan fear that the'bricks
of Fortress Europe are being laid'. Whilst such hyperbole is clearly
unhelpful, protectionism has historically deep roots in European culture
and indications to date are that one of the principal characteristics of
SIM 1992 will be its 'customs union' struchrre capable of acting as an
exclusionary device rather than a giant market'sucking in'exports from
outside.

At this stage it could be either, depending on the prevailing
climate of opinion towards the international financial and trading
system. In an 'open'system, SIM could be a stimulus, or pump primer,
to global economic growth. In a polarised system SIM could give the
Europeans sufficient strength and power to tackle head on the other
principal actors. US policymakers should mark well the degree to which
tit-for-tat strategies pursued towards the EC may not be destined for
success. Indeed, the gradually increasing volume and intensity of trade
conflicts between Europe and the US over the last decade has not
produced a decisive winner and, in fact, despite US pressure Europe
seerns to be coming out of it on top so far. The evidence of this is to be
found not only in agriculture, where its opponents constantly continue
to underestimate the political power of and support for the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP), but also in the high technology areas where
the success of the European Airbus in competition with its US rivals is
the most singular example of the potential of STP to date.

CAP is not going to go away in the near future. CAP may be
inefficient, profligate and costing Europeans both money and jobs. It is
also, however, the cornerstone around which the post World War II
political reconciliation of France and Germany has been built. When
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pointing to the absurdities of CAP from the perspective of 'free market'
economics, outsiders would do well to remember it is one of the prices

paid for Franco4erman rivalry not being one of the potential conflict
points of the global elrvironment in the post world war II era in a way
that it was between 1860 and the end of the war.

Despite the good endeavours and not inconsiderable success of
the c-airns group in agenda buildingls and the growing American
impatience with the Europeans, the EC is not likely to corne at a maior

adjusfinent to its subsidy policies during the current MTN Round. US

thieats to step up its own Export Enhancement Programs and

implement a new harsher Trade Bill in 1990 in resPonse to no-agreement

by the EC on a timetable for the long term elimination of subsidies,
would also seem fraught with the danger of escalation into a more
severe trade confrontation between these two maior actors. Whilst there
has been an increased interlocking of financial investment by Europeans

in the us and vice.versa which must, of course, modify the nature of

conflict this does not necessarily imply, as with the U$lapan
relationship discussed earlier, that the level of protectionist activity in
the trading arena will not continue to rise.

Some Questions for Australia

The implications for Aushalia of, for example, ingreased economic

tension 
-between 

the US and the EC in general and a subsidy war in third
markets especially, are well understood in economic terms'47 Yet
analysts, are only beginning to address the manner in which economic

confiicts can have significant politico-strategic manifestations. Whilst
Australia's economic fortunes are dependent on as smooth a hansition
as possible from a system of hegemonic runagement to a rnre pluralist
process of global economic nurnagement, so too are sorne of its principal
politico-stritegic considerations at issue. An aspect of this transition is,I
have suggested, the growth of GDAs. The key issue is the degree to

which these can evolve, within a mixed economic system, without

Galagher 'setting the Agqd" for Trade
Negotiations: Awtralia and the Cairns Croup', Attstrali,,4. o|dld/k, (Vol.'D, No'l),
April 1988, pp.}E.

47 G6vernmeniitatements and reports from relevant departments and senior officers
are extensive. See, for exampl6, fohn Dawkins, Toreign Trade Sgbsidies, the Case

for Agriorlhual Reform" and nmtp Ftoo4 'Foreigrr Pglicy 
-1nd_ fglcultural Trade

PotciL', Rccail Trenils in Worttt Tredc: Implicatims fu Australia, (Australian Instihrte
of International Affairs, Fourteenth National Gonference, Sydney, 1987)'
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giving rise to antagonistic protectionism, subsequent recession even, and
dramatically deteriorating global political relations. Nowhere would
this seem more important for Australia than in its own Asia-Pacific
regional context.

Some of the concerns that have acrompa.nied the growth of
economic realism in US foreign economic relations in the trans-Atlantic
context .ue even more acutely felt in fapan and the NIEs of the Asia-
Pacific region where the distinctions between the 'economic' and the
'political' have never been as clearly marked as they are in the Atlantic
context. As has been noted in a recent analysis of US foreign economic
policy in the Asia-Pacific region:

The issues involved are no longer simply commercial; they are
political and ultimately shategic as well. This is because East
Asian nations with whom the US is most upset for trade reasons
are also among its closer political friends, and they include its
most important allies.48

The continued growth of protectionist sentiment, especially in the
world's biggest market economy, could pose increased security
questions if it led to recession and, for example, growing domestic
political instability in the exporting states of the region. It also offers the
prospects of political dissaffection in these states for their relations with
the US with important parallels for Australian policymakers to consider.

Whilst the structure of Australia's economy is different to that of
its regional neighbours, it would be similarly adversely affected by an
increase in protectionism which in turn could have political
implications, especially with its maior politico-strategic ally, the US.
This issue has been canvassed widely, and polernically, in a variety of
political and academic arenas.49 To date, notwithstanding the
occasionally critical comments about US foreign economic policy - from
the Australian rural lobby and various govemment ministers over the
last few years - the relationship, at a government to government level at
least, has not been damaged. The longterm impact on the political
relationship of a sustained period of 'malheatment' of Australia, albeit
as an unintended secondary consequence of wider US foreign economic

Bernard K. Gordon, Politbs otd Protectionism in East Asia anil tlu Pacific, (lnternational
Instihrte for Shategic Studies, Adelphi Paper No.228, London, 1988), p.3.
For a review see R. Higgott, 'The Ascendancy of the Economic Dimension in
Australian-American Relations'.

4tu
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policy, can as yet only but be speculated about. A series of germane
questions are set out below.

If we assume the US to be a weakening hegemon, moving in the
direction of pursuing increasingly nationalistic economic relations of the
kind outlined, then clearly some of its partners will be adversely affected
by its policies. Aushalia, as a state with a relatively small market and
low productivity in those contemporary industries with increasing
returns from their value added component, has had little option but to
be what David Lake calls a 'Free Trade Frce Rider' (FfFR)sq whose
interests coincide with those of a successful hegemon that underwrites

an open international trading system as a Public good. Free Rider is not
used here in a perirrative sense. Australia does 'pay ib dues' in keeping
the system 'open', but as a small state it is rnore dependent on an oPen
system than its mairr ally. It is not, however, in a position to maintain
an open trading system of its own volition - it is in this sense that we can
talk of Australia as an FTFR.

FTF Riding is the tesf stsategy for a state such as Australia,
within the context of the conshaints of the existing economic structures.
In simple game theoretic terms, it is assumed that the best strategy for a
smaller player to pursue in an asymrnetrical relationship is a cooperative
strategy in all cases.51 But it is not and rnay not always be in the best
interests of larger actors, in the international economic system in their
dealings with each other or smaller players, to cooperate. Problems for a
state such as Ausbalia emerge when it,like many others, is a third party
to a conflictual game between large actors with which it is in an
asymmetrical relationship. It is, in this context, unfortunate to say the
least, that Australia's principal economic Partners are those states, or
group of states (the US, |apan, EC) betvveen which the greatest economic

tensions currently exist.
Whilst the economic strength of the US, the growing strength of

fapan and the collective strength of the EC may lead to mutual restraint
that would minimise the prospect of all out trade war it does not

5U

51
D. Lake, Pow, Prctectior enil Frcc Treile, p,48.
'Cooperation' is equted with free Eade in this context, defection with
protectionisn. ln a tr'vo Fl:tlon game there are four droie for the smaller players.
ln order of prefermce these are: (i) both parties ooperate; (ii) defect whilst lhe maior
partner @operates; (iii) coop€rate whilst the mairr Parher defects; (iv) defeci at the
same time as the majc actor defects. A detailed disctrssion of theories of games in
international relations cannot be given here. For fuller discrrssions see lohn
Conybeare, Traih Warrs, especially chapters 2 and 8. See also Robert Axelrod, Tlu
Emlutiln af Cuperalioa, (Basic Books, New York, 19El).
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preclude, as recent history tells us, these actors from engaging in bouts
of supposedly cooperation inducing, tit-for-tat retaliatory trade
strategies. Such strategies are not, of coutse, necessarily destined to
succeed. Misperception on the part of the target country poses immense
danger. In |apan at the current time, for example, the distinction
between US policies of specific reciprocity to secure gxeater bpenness'
in |apanese markets and simple protectionism W *is often lost. Target
country perceptions may be, not surprisingly, equally as self-serving as
those of the aggressor. More importantly, however, such delicate
distinctions are of little comfort to small players 'sideswiped' in a wider
tit-for-tat exercise. Further, Conybeare shows how 'free Eade' is not,
'from an economically rationalist position', always a public good and
hegemons may '... maimise their incomes by optimal tariffs, not by free
trade...large powers will maximise their national incomes by imposing
trade taxes on smaller countries'.S2

The important question that follows, therefore, is why would a
hegemon underwrite a liberal trading system as a public good if it is not
in its interest so to do? Further, what implications do the answers to
such a question have for small players such as Australia?

To answer the first question we have to move from
microeconomic theory to politics. In so doing, we corne up with two
other important variables. Firstly, the cost to the hegemon of providing
the public good is deemed to be worth it for ideological and foreign
policy reasons in specific historical periods. US economic hegemony
allowed it to pursue its most ambitious of foreign policy goals in the
post World War II era.53 Secondly, the 'rent seeking' activity of
domestic interest groups within the hegemon, drove and still continues
to drive national policy to take on an hegemonic role - or at least
nowadays an economically nationalist role - for sectoral or class based
benefit.

Neither of these two qualifications to microeconomic theory
should seem very surprising and both are supportable in the terms of
our analysis of the changing global order in which US hegemony is
undergoing a process of transformation. Rent seeking groups in the US,
especially the agricultural sector in search of subsidy and the advanced
sectors of industrial manufacturing in search of the kind of support

John Conybeare, Trailz Wars,p.72.
Fred L. Bfock, Tlc Origins of lntenetionl Eanonic Dinriler, (University of California,
krkeley,1977).
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envisaged by strategic Trade Theory, feel their interests are better
served by an increased goverrunental role (of the appryprille
supportivl, but non-regulator/, variety) in the closing years of the 20th

c€lrtury.
The answer to the second question, concerning implications for

a state such as Australia in partiorlar, but the global economy in general,
thus becomes clearer. Rent seeking '... is clearly a factor that pushes
most state actors towards less cnpqatioelmy emphasisl stances in trade
games'.s4 Thus we have, borrowing not only from micloeconomic

tteory but also good deductive political reasoning, an explanation for

the continued adherence to economically 'irrational' subsidy wars at a
national level in international agricultural trade.55 Producer grouPs,

given their homogeneity, invariably hold sway over the interests of
ionsumers - notwithstanding that rent seeking activities may be

detrimental to the maximisation of national income at the aggregate lael.
In such a context the interests of third parties count for very little. We

should, therefore, consider to what degree the prospect for escalation in
the current agricultural contest is likely.

In current policy towards the EC, the US is playing what game

theorists call Mutual Prisoner/s Dilemma'in which it anticipates that its

punishment of European defection from the pnnciples of free trade will
over time lead it back to cooperation. Unfortunately it would aPPear

that the Europeans have a different view of things. They are instead, if
you like, plapng a game of 'chicken'by working on the assumption that
the United States bluff can be called.

What are the prospects? If the precedents of the 'Chicken Way'

of the 1960s and the 'firsf subsidy war of the early 1980s are to be

followed then the omens for a return to cooperation - and thus a less

conflictful predatory environrnent for third partie, who must watch
whilst the rnaior actors fight a subsidy war in third rnarkets - are not
good. Further, the CAPs 'fighting fund' is well topped up and the
United SAtes would certainly find the necessaly funds for increased

Export Enhancement Programs in the wake of a failure to secure

275, andBhagwati, Protac tilnism, p.lCf.
55 For discussioirs of the sisis in igrioltural trade see, inter elie, Robert Paarlbeg

Fbing Ferm Tnde: Policy O?tbntl- tlu Unitul Statts, (Bauinger, for thq Council on

Forei-gr Relations, New Ydrk, t'SS8); D.E Hathawan Agllnt-t/tr' c enil tfi|l GATT:

nntfrf^g the Rulcs,qnstitute for Intetnationd Ecqromics, W-ashlngtgl-, DC, 7987);

and CF."Runge, 'The Assault on Agriculhfal ltotectionism' , Forcign Affuirs, (Yol'67'

No.l), 1988, pp.132-50.
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concessions from the Europeans in the current GATT round. On the
positive side, we can count on only the adverse domestic political
reaction to the escalating costs of agricultural subsidy. Yet whilst this
rcaction is gtowing neither side is, contrary to what we might have
thought during the trough of comrnodity prices in the mid-1980s, close
to exhaustion.

Ganre theoretical conceptualisations do, of course, have their
limitations. Their importance is the manner in which they demonsbate
that it is not axbmafrc that large countries will enhance their national
income by the pursuit of free trade policies. In the United States
policyrnakers have been historically aware of the optimal position of
keeping its own tariffs high whilst systematically securing lower access
costs in other countries. In a time when the political advantages of
hegemony are neither readily apparent, nor so easily secured by
providing the public good of an open international economic system, the
temptations to pursue a more self<onsciously economically nationalist
foreign policy will be difficult to resist.

For Australia, for whom free trade does maximise income
potential, this tendency is not welcome. It limits Australia's range of
options. As a small country reliant on the export of primary produce
and raw materials it has little or no control over its terms of trade. In
addition it is not in a position to take any unilatnal retaliatory action of its
own - in the economic domain - that might generate more s)tmpathetic
treatsnent from the principal players in the global economy.s6
Coordinated policy approaches are being aftempted via, for example,
the activities of the Cairns group in the current GATT Round. But the
likely success of these approaches, in the absence of more general
agreement from the major actors, would appear limited.

As yet, no Ausbalian government of any political persuasion is
prepared to extend or widen its foreign economic policy to include the
linkage of security conc€rns. Even were, for example, a future
government to attempt to use the |oint Facilities as 'negotiating coin' to
seflrre more favourable treatrnent from the US as one of our principal
economic pa.rbrers, the prospects of success, for a variety of reasons,
would appear limited. The history of the relationship with the US
works against the prospect of such a course of action being taken.

way in its relationship with the US in 1936 when
it inboduced the ill-fated Trade Diversion Act. For a discussion see Raymond
A. Esthus, Fzorr Enmiry n Alliercc: U9Austrelian Rzhtions 7937-7941, (University of
Washin$on I'resg, Seattle 1964).
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Australian policy lacks a credibility that it would hurt itself, or even
credibly threaten to hurt itself, in order to secure a preferred policy
outconre from the rnapr parbrer. Further, the question of 'prefened'
policy or the 'return' from such a course of action is unclear. lf, fot
example, it were to be financial - rent on the facilities in rehrrn for
income lost as a result of US subsidies policies - how would it be
measured? A figure would certainly be disputed, despite the growing
sophistication of economic theory in measuring rates of protection and
subsequent income lost or gained.

The nature and success of linkage of the political and economic

domains of foreign policy in this manner is problematic even for large

actors. For smaller players its utility as an instrument of statecraft is
fraught with complexity. This is not, however, to say that policymakers
will not explore the linkage issue more over the coming years; especially
if public opinion towards the bilateral relationship with the US were to
trend downwards in a deteriorating economic climate and pressures on
future governrnents increase. At this point in time, however, 'linkage'as
an instrument of Australian policy is grossly underconceptualised - as

the recent conflicting views of members of the current Hawke ministry
testify5T - and of no real utility as a way of improving Australia's
intemational economic position.

The preceding discussion has canvassed some of the
implications and some of the foreign economic policy options, or non-

options as the case may be, for Aushalia. But Pro{esses of adjusbnent to
fictors in the international economic order that affect the national
economic welfare of a state are much more complex. They are basically
fourfold and can be, on one level, either domestic or international and, at
a second level, either offensive or defensive.SE Defensive strategies at
the international level would attempt to maintain or Protect an existing
regime - in this case what is left of the LIEO - whilst offensive

Howe on the limited future of the alliance - not to
mmtion continued oppcition to the relationship on the left of the ALP. It $ri[ be
interesting to see if r*ent changee initiated by the Hawke governmentto remove the

Facilities from the domestic political agmda by extmding the length of the lease and
the ternrination pedods for 

-Pine 
Gap and Numrngar will zucceed. Sudt ploys in

other policy areas ln the past have not alwap worked. The sucr€ss of this one will
still rimaiir tied to the'forhrnes of the wider political and economic climate in
Ar:stralia and especially the health of the wider non strategic aspects of the bilateral
relationship.

5E See I.G. ni,'nUeny, The State and Strategies of Internadonal Adjustmmt', Worlil
Politics, (Vo1.39, No.l), 1986, pp.5T77.
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adjustrnent would attempt to create a new one. Both tasks are extremely
difficult and, depite having a keen intercst in these prroc€sses,

Australia's ability to inlluence either of them is structurally limited.
This is not to imply that Australia should not be interested, or

do what it can as in its support for the cunent MTN Round. Adiustnent
is both an internatiorul anil a domestic problem. Rather, it is to suggest,

faut ile mieux, that domestic adpstment - over which it should have
greater control, but which cannot be discussed here - has to be the maior
way in which Australia must respond to the crises in the current
international economic order.

Conclusion

This essay has assumed factors such as export competitiveness, balance
of payment problems, and currency volatility to be the symptoms rather
than the causes of a weakening Australian position in a global economic
order undergoing a proaess of structural change unprecedented in the
20th century. It is for this reason that it has moved beyond a 'relational'
definition of power - the traditional stuff of international relations - to a
structural definition of power'. Analysis grounded in structural power
allows a deeper understanding of the issue of 'hegemonic decline'than
one grounded in relational power, in which hegemony is taken simply
to mean dominance, the consequence of which has been a recent
proliferation of superficial prophecies about the 'US in decline'.

From a structural perspective'hegemon/ is rnore akin to a form
of world order (in which the role of relational power between states is,
of course, important) in which the dominance of one statre, or states, is
located within'universalist' structures and practices (production,
knowledge, capital and security) that have effectively tut loose' from
many (though obviously not all) controls of the state. As such they are
not simply loose cannon' on the deck of the international system, but
flexible structures in a way, for example, that land or labour, never can
be.

It is in this context that we can understand the US drift away
from its hegemonic, be it benign or self-regarding, posture of the first
thirty years of the post World War II era. What we are witnessing is not
an aberration, a malaise in the USs historic role from which it will
recover once again to take on a 'leadership role', but rather a majnr
adiushnent to the accumulation proc€ss of global economic organisation,
of both a spatial and sectoral nature.
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The specific implications that have been drawn from this

broader conceptual sweep are basically twofold. Firstly, it implies that
we nray have made too much of the 'golden years' of_economic stability
between the end of world war II and the early 1970s; a period that
historically rnay aome to be seen as a deviant rather than the nonn.

Further, 
".r"tr 

i*it g the 'golden years', beneath the rhetoric of the

LIEO, there eisted a-fo"m of trading system underpinned by a notion of
reciprocity that owed its intellectual strength as much to mercantilism
(admitteaty of the benign variant) as to any notions of 'free trade"

secondly, the 
-period following the mid-1970s has seen the

demise of much of the ptrilosophical, intellechral and moral support for

a liberal open system. Yel whilst the record and prospects of

multilateral trade diplomacy are chequered and the current GATT
Round offers the prospect ol continued economic disappointnent and
political conflict, it remains, as Australia's principal negotiator to the

current Round noted in a recent PaPer:

... despite its shortcomings ... the only rule of law applpng to
world trade which ... warts and all ... represents the best

available potitical commitment ... in an imperfect world'59

Yet the future of the global economic order is only partly about
diplomacy, the other side of the coin is the degree of political commitmmt

that may, or may not, exist to keep the system open.

Whilst i state such as Australia rnay have that commitment,

some of the maior actors in general, and the US as the sFongest of these

actors in particular, may not. The evolution of blocs are not, it was

argued, inevitable, but the three maior actors do face problems and

"o-trfli"tit 
g interests that make the prospect of fragmentation possible, if

not inevi'lable. At this stage what is evident is the growth of

aggressively competitive, defensive economic policies amongst the

tiiprr wruin seei the^ unwilling to sacrifice short term gain to the

prospect of longer term benefits. As domestic political pressures have

i*o-".e more compelling, especially in the US, the attractiveness of
protectionist measu-res inthe absence of policy coordination has grown

ipu"". The desire and willingness of the mapr actors to 'externalise'

und: What A*7, Rccctrt Ttauls in Woilil Trailc:

Implicetions lor Austretb, (Australian Institute of lnternaHonal Affairs, Fourteenth
Nitional Coi'rference, Sydney, 79871' 9'2.
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their adiustrnent programs to the maximum extent possible is still, and
will remairy strong.

In Australi4 whilst a similar desire would certainly exist, the
ability to 'externalise'adiustment is much more circumscriH. Srnaller
players in the global economy are, I have argued, rnore exposed to
external influences. firis has implications, in turn, not only for economic
well-being but for the domestic political process and we can expect the
domestic policy process in Aushalia over the next few years to become
mone, rather than less, susceptible to external exigency.

As a FTFR (which, as I noted, does not imply Australia does not
'pay its dues' to keeping the global order open rather than that it cannot,
of its own accord, make a ilrcbizre contribution to keeping the system
open), Australia will be one state, along with many LDCs, hardest hit by
a maior breakdown in the multilateral trading system and a drift
towards stronger, more antagonistic GDAs. Should the system evolve
into a 'mixed' one, closer towards the aggressively mercantilist end of a
liberal-mercantilist spectrum - the most likely outcome - then the
saliency of the economic dimension in Australia's foreign relations will
continue to rise. This will mean a greater distribution of resources
towards drastic domestic adiustment - given that the measure of
Australia's 'security' will be its ability to sustain national economic well-
being in the face of a changing global and regional division of labour.
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THE REGIONAT POIITICAI ECONOMY
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I

The major changes taking place in the regional political economy in the

last few years raise two questions:
f. iryhat are the ciuses of these recrnt changes in the regional

political economy?
2. Wr,at ao these changes mean for the current arguments about

the multilateral tradlng system and regional trade blocs, for
domestic political change and regional political relations, and
for relations among the mapr Powers in the Asian region?

Here, the regional political economy is taken to- mean the

interaction, in Asia ind the Pacific, between economic change and

political processes, in its domestic, regional and. international
iimensioni. In this, the focus is on relations among nation states' It is
argued that, in Asia, these relations have a growing intensity and

co"hetetrce, based on changing Patterns of economic interaction. The

perception of an increasingdegree of regional coherence in Asia and the

iacifii, in circumstances of uncertainty about developments outside the

region, is encouraging Asian states to look more to the region for their
ftiture economic 

-interests and to consider the opportunities and
problems in this strategy.- 

It is argued further that it is the rise of fapan which is the central

thrust in this growing regional coherence and that changes in the

situation of the United States are reinforcing this tendency. It is this

which raises the question of whether these trends towards regionalism

will take a ,closed form - that is, a regional trade bloc in reaction to us
bilateral trade agreements and the possibility of further trade
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discrimination by the European Community in 1992 - or an 'open' form
based on maintaining and expanding acc€ss to regional and global
markets.

For states in this region, the adoption of a rcgional trade bloc
would have far reaching political effects because of its potential to
heighten dependency on fapan, and on the US if it were included.
Further, the erection of such a trade bloc would have the potential to
increase polarisation in the regiory because of the uncertainty it would
generate in China, in the Soviet Union, and in Indochina. These are
powerful political considerations in the current discussion of the foreign
economic strategies of Asian governments.

For these reasons, this question about the form of future regional
economic interaction is the central issue in the regional political
economy now and for the foreseeable future.

The scope of this argument is limited in the following ways.
First, the discussion takes as its starting point the revaluation of the yen
in September 1985, not simply because this is convenient, but because
this marks a new stage of structural change in the regional economy.l

Second, the region discussed here is a lirnited one. It is properly
the Pacific the littoral states of Asia, |apan most importantly, China, the
Soviet Union, the new industrial economies in Asia (South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore) and the other ASEAN countries. It
includes the US and Canada for this purpose and, though it also
includes Australia and the rest of the Pacific, these are not discussed
here but dealt with elsewhere in this volume. This regional definition
also excludes India, the rest of South Asia and South America.

This limited region constitutes a definable economic system
chiefly because of the high degree of economic interaction in trade and
inveshnent among these Asian states and between them and the US and
Canada. Since all these states do around @ pet cent of their trade with
each other (see Table 1), their intra-regional relations are much more
important than those with counFies outside the region.

Further, it can be argued that the structure of U}centred
secufity relations in Asia serves to reinforce these economic interactions.
The question arises as to how a shift in the United States role in this

There is a large literature on the growth of the regional eaonomy before 1985. See

for example, f.G. Crawford (ed.), Pocilic Ecnonic C-opetbn, (Heinerrann, Petaling
Jaya, Selangor, 1981); R. Garnaut, ASEAN in a Cluaging Pacific and Worlil Ecorcmy,
(Awtralian National University Press, Canberra, 1980); and more recently, Peter
Drydale,Interutiotul Ecotrontic Plumlism, (Allm & Unwin, Sydney, 1988).
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regional economy will affect not only the economic system but political
and security relations between Asian states and the United States.

Third, while the following discussion does not directly address
the theoretical concerns of those who adopt an international political
economy approach to the study of international relations, it raises

several questions about the interaction of political and economic change
at the domestic and regional levels. One question here is whether
economic glowth in some Asian states (for example, South Korea and
Taiwan) is leading to a process of 'democratisationi A further question
relates to the politics of structural adjustment in a situation where
import penehation is leading to pressures to open protected markets in
Iapan, the NIEs and ASEAN. This discussion rests on the argument in
the political economy literature that the distinctions between politics
and economics and between the domestic and international arenas have
tittle utility in explaining how the politics of economic relations works.
Finally, questions about Japan's rise to great power status and the future
of the Ugfapan relationship are related to definitions of power, the
contentious argurnent about the role of hegemonic Powers in the
international system and whether the United States is indeed a hegemon
in decline.

The next section of the paper looks at the changes in the regional
political economy since 1975. The third and final section discusses the
political implications of these at the domestic and regional levels, and
their likely impact on relations annng the major powers.

II

The shift in trade and invesbnent patterns that has taken place
in the regional economy since 1985 means essentially that a new round
of structural change has begun in this region. This new kind of change
will have two broad effects: first, a further growth in fapan's economic
power and in significant changes to its status and role as a great Power;
second, a further intensification of regional economic integtation will
take place. Both of these factors will lead to further decline in the
relative importance of the US in the region. There will be a lagged but
significant effect on superpower relations, a transformation of regional
politics over tirne, and the prospect of maix donrestic political change,
given a further opening of these economies.
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The effects of the revaluation of the yen in 1985 have forced a
new perspective on the regional economy. Before that time, a large part
of the growth in exports from Asian crcuntries including lapan,
essentially depended on access to the US market especially for
manufactures (see Table 1). Asian countries also exported strongly to
Iapan. Flowever, apart from trade with lapan, trade among the other
East Asian countries was relatively low, while intra-ASEAN trade had
not grown significantly over the last decade.

The MEs (South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore) and
several ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Thailand, and latterly Indonesia)
used high rates of domestic savings and foreign investment, principally
from the US and Iapan, to develop and transform their manufacturing
industries for the export trade with the US and japan. The result was
that the NIEs' economies became higNy dependent on exports and in
particular on the United States market (for example around 40 per cent
of Korean and Taiwan exports are US directed)2. The ASEANI countries
are less dependent on the US market and direct a higher proportion of
their exports to |apan. These exports contributed significandy to
economic growth in the NIEs and in ASEAN. On the import side, the
NIEs and |apan kept their agricultural markets protected3, while
liberalising other imports steadily. This is one of several reasons why
they were able to accumulate significant foreign exchange surpluses.
The ASEAN countries also kept their economies relatively closed and
some accumulated significant foreign deb!. The evident advantages of
high export growth encouraged China's economic restructuring and im
entry into regional markets.

At the same time, the United States was faced with persistent
and large budget deficits (in part an outcome of increased defence
spending) which contributed to its balance of payments problems. The
large US cunent account deficit ($US160 billion in 1987) helped turn the
world's banker into the world's largest debtor. The domestic economic
and political effects of this were considerable, leading to dislocation, a

Deparknent of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), lapn's Clunging Economic Role in
thc Regior: A Neut Engirc of Gmtth, (Researdr and Policy Drussion, Paper No.3,
Canberra, 19EE), p.2 and Minishy of Intenational Trade and Indushy (MITI), ltftilc
Peper ot Intntutiotul Trde, Mffl, Tokyo 1988). The figures on hade in this paper
are drawn hom these two sources and from MITI, Cf,ilr,lcu beki geikyo (Trmds in
Foreign Trade), (lvtlTl, Tokyo l9E8). The Yen/US dollar changes in exchange rate
mean that subetantid differences (xcur over tine between ven and dollar

*"iffitlfi"i*",[H.ff; ib beer and ciuus markets significantly.
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rise in pressures for protectionist measures and the emergence of an

intense period of 'fapan-bashing', since fapan was seen, particularly in
the Congress, as principally responsible for the trade deficit and its
effects. (apan's surplus on current account with the US was $US50

billion in 1987).4 More recently, Americans have seen the NIEs' trade
surpluses with the US as a supplementary cause of their troubles'

In these circumstances, US policymakers have focussed on
initiatives to have East Asia and Europe open their markets, on bilateral
trade deals, and on currenry realignrrrent (notably in the Plaza

agreement of September 1985) in order to improve their trade deficit
position. The problem is that even large scale import liberalisation in
East Asia and Europe cannot contribute in a mairr way to curing the US

current account deficit when the mapr part of this derives from
domestic budget deficits.s

While the revaluation of the yen in September 1985 was one

element of addressing these problems in the u$Japan relationship, this

began also to have an effect on regional trade patterns, Some interesting

trends are appearing in the external and domestic effects for fapan, the
effects on oiher countries in the region and on trends in the regional
economy as a whole.

The changes in fapan's external position since 1985 are now
becoming clear. As we would expect from the very substantial
appreciation of the yen against the US dollar, |apan's total imports rose

shi.pty, by 18 per cent in dollar terms from 1985 to 7987 , and its imports
from the NIEs and ASEAN countries rose much faster than this.5 The

proportion of manufactures in total imports grew rapidly to reach

iround 50 per cent in 1988, undermining the argument that Japanese
markets are impenetrable. The NIEs (and the EC) especially improved
their shares of Japan's manufactured imports.T

GT. Dr@trlapan as a Pacific and World Eonomic Power', Austtalian Erotroltic
Papers, Nol.77, No.SO), December 19EE, Table 1 on U9fapan balance of payments
aehcis and sgrpluse. See also DFAT, lepan's Clunging Eannmic fuIe in tlu Regian,

Table I where fipan's trade surplus is dted as $US53 billion for 1967.
See the aiscussiin of this in i. f.ea Beresten, Tconomic Imbalances and WorldSee the discussiin of this in C. Fred Bergstan, Tconomic Imbalances and World
Politics', Fonign Affiirs, (Vo1.65, No.4), 19EZ p.V6f; and P. Drlndale, Japan as a
Pacific and World Economic Powet',
S€e DFAT, lapn's Clunging Econottic RoIz in thc Regiaa,Table 3. The NIEs (excep-t

Singapore) h6ubbd thdlr 6xporc to fapan in dollq terms acrording to the MITI,
White-PaVer on Traile, 1988, and Trmds in Foreign Tteik, 1988.

See DFAT, /cpcn's CJunging Eanamic Role in the Region,p.G& and Tables 3, 4 and 5.
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Concurrently, fapanese total direct investnent abroad rose
sharply, to $US19.5 billion up from $US5.5 billion in 1985 in Europe, the
United States but also in the NIEs and ASEAN, particularly in
manufacturing.E fapanese companies, no longer able to compete in
exports from fapan in a high yen environment, relocated abroad in large
numbers (particularly in electronics and automobile), seeking both to
supply the domestic rnarkeb of the countries in which they relocated
(thus evading trade barriers) and to export to fapan and elsewhere. This
relocation process itself had the effect of raising fapanese exports as
these fapanese companies located abroad imported machinery and parts
for their new industries.

Thus the direction of trade shifted for fapan and the NIEs -
away from the US and to an intensification of intra-regional trade (see
Table 2). This bend was reinforced by a very rapid growth of direct
inveshnent, this time from South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong to the
ASEAN countries and also, via Hong Kong to China, as these NIEs were
forced to revalue their cunencies and also begin to seek cheaper
locations for their manufacturing industries offshore.

These are the beginnings of changes of very great magnitude,
with implications for the way the regional economy develops in future,
for regional political relations, for the role of fapan in the region, for
|apan-US relations and for the US and |apan as a global powers.

At the same time there are some large uncertainties, both
economic and political as to whether these changes in regional economic
integration now in train will proceed without serious disruption. The
first set of uncertainties, alluded to above, are global in nature and
interlinked: the instability in exchange rates, the effects of any US
recession, the possibility of a sharp rise in protectionism. Such changes,
if they occur in a severe way, would have a massive effect on the process
of regional integration now under way.

The second set of economic uncertainties relates to whether the
region can absorb the effecb of a shift in exports from the US. fapan's
trade surplus with the US is expected to decline slowly and the rate of
incrcase of exports of the NIEs to the US is also expected to slow. The
main question is whether fapan's domestic market can expand
sufficiently for the export demands of the MEs, ASEAN and China, and
whether the NIEs and eventually the ASEAN countries can open their
domestic economies to play a part in this. This is partly an economic

DFAT,lepen'sClungingEa nomic Rob in tlu Region,p.l8ff .
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question which depends on the expansion of domestic demand, rising

incomes, and domestic economic r€'structuring.9
It is iust as importantly a political question, since whgn import

penetration increases, the domesdc groups which have benefited from

inttiat closure mobilise and the politics of managing this are difficult for
govertrments which rnay have to depend on these groups--for their
potiucat support. For fapan, the opening of its beef market illustrated
ihe lotg ierm problems of dislodging farmer interests. Similar
difficulties are likely to occur in opening agricultural markets in Korea

and Taiwan, though these governnrents lack the degree of political
support that the LDP government in fapan has enilyed until recently.

tt"pott penetration of manufacturing in all these countries will also have

e ptoyhent effects and this will engender a different set of political
pressures, along with interest grouP reactions to foreign competition- 

The third set of uncertainties relates to the capacity of these

countries to trarmonise their economic policies' as the |apanese put it.
Given the trend towards intensification of intra-regional trade and
investnent, there is now a difficult agenda of issues to be negotiated:

the terms of access to domestic markets, the lowering of trade barriers,
and the management of increased flows of investment and aid from a

larger group oi investors and donors. |apan's foreign aid will total $US

tO Uittion this year and around rl0 per cent of this will $o to Asia.lo Both

Korea and Taiwan have established foreign aid programs.
Negotiations on these issues will tend to encourage coordination

of policies, on a bilateral and multilateral basis (as for example between

Iapan and ASEAN). This cpordination of policy will not gnly havg

diiect domestic economic and political effects, but regional political
effects. The asymmetries of Power between laPan, the NIEs and the
ASEAN countries witl raise questions of dominance and dependency in
this process given the sensitivities to aid and investnent flows. The

complexity of China-Hong Kong-Taiwan economic and political
relations raises related problems, as do relations between the Koreas.

These regionallevel questions have led laPan to seek a degree of
pohcy coordination with its regional trade partners and to investigate

of the Advisory Grou-p. on :qrctut1t-ldttlsJmen!
for Internadonal'Harmon/, Ministry for Fordgn Affairs, Tokyo 1982 Mimeo)
forecasts a strift in the faErir€e eoonomy to dourestic dedundJed growth and mairr
economic reshrrcturing.I0 DFAT,lapen'sChanglngtawnicnotcintluRegion,p2S. Inl98Zlapanetablisheda
$US2 billion ASEAN-Japan Developnent Fund.
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the forms in which this could take place. While at the global level, the
Uruguay round of GATT negotiations, the prospect of further US
centred Free Trade Agreemenb (FTAs) and the Europe in7992 problem
are the malJr causes of concern for |aparU at the regional level the
question of what kind of regional grouping can secure regional trade
growth and tackle the problerns associated with this, is rising on fapan's
agenda.l1

For japan, the tensions of globalism (that is whether the GATT
norrns of non discrimination can somehow be maintained) and those of
bilateralism (in the US seeking bilateral FTAs) are acute enough for
|apanese policymakers to have to take a regional perspective more
seriously, based on pessimism about the US and optimism about
prospects for regional hade growth.

Despite nationalist reactions to US and European protectionist
actions in |apan, a slide into a regional trade bloc with all its
connotations of a rerun of history is unlikely. Such a move would
damage Japan's substantial trade interests with the US and Europe and
raise fears in other Asian states of losing their capacity for independent
action. The forces for open regionalism are strong in fapan and
elsewhere in Asia for these reasons. The question then turns on the
forms in which these interests in policy coordination can be advanced in
a region where regional institutions are in an underdeveloped state and
where considerable diversities of economic structure, levels of
development and political values exist. The distinction here is between
hard institutional forms like the EC or FTAs and soft forms like an Asian
Pacific OECD or the Pacific Economic Cooperation Conference GECC)
as possible structures for regional coordination. The Australian Prime
Minister, Mr. Hawke, has recently announced a regional initiative,
seeking the views of other countries on the appropriateness of an OECD
type arrangement in regional trade.l2

]apan's interest in keeping markets open and the NIEs' and
ASEAN's interests in maintaining export growth provide a powerful
incentive to these countries to find ways of getting through the problems

For example, Prime Minister Takeshita has asked MITI to draft an Asian-Pacific co
operation pact. * lepnTines WeeHy (overseas edition),8 April 1989.
See ttime Minister Hawke's 'Regional Cooperation: Challenges for Korea and
Australia', speech toa luncheon of Korean Business Associations, Seoul,3t fanuary
1989, (Backgrounilcr, 'l February 1989), and Peter logue, 'Hawke wants an OECD
type Regional Body' , The Australian, I February 1989, p.3.

ll

t2
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of structural adiustment in this new round of economic change in the
region.

The open dirussion of these issues among regional policy
makers, the concern to avoid the spillover of these issues into East-West
issues and the search for new forms of regional cooperation mark a

departure in the history of regional politics.

ilI

The previous section of this PaPer argued in a general way that

the intensification of regional economic relations raise economic issues

of domestic structural change, foreign economic policy and regional
policy coordination. This section looks more closely at what this new
round of structural change in the regional economy means for domestic
politics, regional politics and relations annng the mapr Powerc in Asia.

Domestic politics

Openness, in a broader sense than the economic, nreans the penetration
of society not iust by imports or foreign investors, but by foreign ideas
and technologies, by tourism and foreign cultures, by rurss
communications and a host of other foreign influences. The economic

changes described above are bringing further Pressures to open Asian

economies and it is important to look at the effects of these broader
moves towards opening on political change in Asian societies.

The first question here is the impact of this kind of opening on
ideology and nationalism. A second is the relationship between
economic growth and political change and in particular, the cunent
argument that economic growth is leading to 'democratisation' in some

Asian countries. Finally, the question of how the politics of structural
adiustment may affect wider problems of regime change in Asian
countries other than Iapan will be addressed.

Robert Scalapino has made an interesting argument about
openness and nationalism.t3 He like othet6, begtns by rcmarking that

economics is now in command in international relations and in domestic
politics, as compared to the early postwar period and he notes the shift

'Introduction', Pucc, Politics and Eanrrrlnics in Asie,
(Pergamon-Brissey's, Washington DC, l!$), and Scalapino's presentation at the
AIIA Conference, Canberra, November 1968.
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in both communist and capitalist regimes in coming to terms with the
need for structural change in their economies. He observes that this has
been accompanied by a decline in ideological preoccupations - in secular
ideology in the West and in Manism - Leninism in communist countries
- and an increase in interest in religiory in fundamentalist Christianity
and Islam for example. He sees this as part of a broader problem of
alienation and identity-seeking in these societies. Despite the talk of
interdependence and integratiory the process of international economic
change has led to the foreign penetration of societies. Expressions of
insecurity and vulnerability derive from a sense of loss of national
economic ctrntrol and independence and a recrognition that one's
economic future may lie in the hands of others. This is more than say-lng
simply that state boundaries are porous, for it raises a tension between
problems of identity and the capacity to control the economic future.

Scalapino has argued that these kinds of pressures have led to a
rise in nationalism in the US and Japan. Similar nationalist reactions are
apparent in Ausfalia, South Korea, Malaysia and elsewhere. One sign
of this nationalism is anti-US sentiment in South Korea, Taiwan, the
Philippines and also in fapan - all allies of the US. Another is anti-
fapanese sentiment in Australia and Thailand.

This argument leads further: if problems of identity and rising
nationalism are related at least in part to the opening and penetration of
societies brought about by past economic change, then the new round of
structwal change in the trade and investment pattems of this region,
which depends on a further opening of domestic markets, may have a
reinforcing effect on these tendencies.

Very high volumes of Japanese aid and investment are now
flowing across the region, and Korean and Taiwan flows are beginning
to be noticeable. If the politics of dometic economic change are not
managed carefully then a nationalist reaction could emerge, one
directed at the'scapegoats' of foreign investors. The political tendencies
of this muld be towards regulation of foreign influences and against
further opening. This would create a difficult problem for existing
governments in Asian states given their economic dependence on
exports, foreign invesEnent and tourism. Also, any moves towards
closure have significant regional implications.

This question of the broad political effects of 'opening' also
bears on more narrow questions of economic growth and political
change. The relationship between economic growth and pressures for
'democratisation'is rather unclear in Asian countries. Economic decline
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conhibuted to revolt in Burrna and economic growth contributed to
revolt in South Korea, but as Tocqueville observed of the French
Revolution, unfulfilled expectations, even in a relatively advantageous
economic situation, can work to produce political instability.

While two decades of economic growth in rnany Asian countries
has led to the crmtion of small middle dasses, a growing working class

and shifts in political expectations, the indirect social and political effects
of this are rather obscure at the national level. Present regimes in Asia
are still in some cases post-colonial elites, and post-war generation elites,
responsive to some traditional Patterns of political Power such as ethnic

divbrsity and stahrs elites, as well as to business interests and the

military.la Many of these govemments have enduring conc€rns about

domeshc stability, are fearful of rapid domestic political change and
most have fears of external instability or threats also.

For these governments such concerns resolve into the
maintenance of social order and their authority to golern. The rise of
powerful bureaucracies, of interventionist Sovernrnents, of the military
in politics and of the practices of 'managing and controlling' are a
response to those concerns. Thus the problem of leadership transition
and regime change is very difficult and resisted strongly in these

circumstances. The re'forming of interest coalitions due to economic
change the effects of financial squeeze (as seen in the early 1980s) and
external political and economic influence all impact on regime change.

If we look at US pressure on President chun in south Korea in 1988 over
the issue of direct presidential elections and in helping to remove
Marcos in the Philippines in 1986, this illustrates one dimension of this
problem in foreign governrnents moving to shift long lasting and
unpopular regimes.

It can be argued that the rise in dernands for political
liberalisation (as in Korea, Taiwan and China), are in Part related to the
improved living standards of some grouPs and related rising
expectations, and are perhaps influenced by the Fowing openness of
these societies. Yet these demands have to be seen in the broader

H. Crouch, Earcnic Clunge, fucial Struclurc oil
Potiticel systnt in buthcest dsrla, 0sEAg singapore 1986-) and also his Domzstic

Political Siructures ctnt Rcgbtul Ecolontic Copntkn 0SEAS, Singapore, 1984). See

also R. Robison, K. Hewison and R. Higgoft (eds.), 9ottttrnst Asb in tlu 7980s: Tlu
Potitics of Eclnrllnic Cnsis, (Allen &-Unwin, Sydney, 1987); and,-I' Cittinp
'Development and Democracy in Southeast Asn', Ttu Pecilic Rmiao (Vol.l, No.4),
19EE.
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context of the continuation of traditional political values, and of
entrenched elites whose interests may not be sened by liberalisatiory
with leaderships strongly determined to hold on to power.

This perspective leads to a less sanguine view of
'democratisation'in Asian staFs than that held by sorne American and
fapanese observers,lS who apparently see economic growth leading in a
rather unilinear fashion to an inevitable growth of liberal democratic
institutions in Asia. Sometimes this view is expanded to argue that
authoritarianism is necessary to get sustained economic growth going,
and then economic growth produces its own political remedies in the
form of pressures for liberalisation.

There are two main problems with the thrust of these
argurnents. The first turns on the role of the state in economic
development. While a degree of social order is a necessary condition for
economic development, and authoritarian governments in Asia did
impose social and political controls in the postwar period of social
upheaval, and beyond, this was in no way a sufficient condition for
economic growth to proceed. Even when these governments intervened
in their economies to push economic growth - as in their support for
industrial development or in assistance to agriculture - it is not clear that
these interventions were the main cause of the economic growth that
resulted.

The second problem is that while there are certainly internal
pressures for political liberalisation in several countries, there are few
signs of actual movement towards strengthening liberal democratic
institutions. Further, the argument does not take into account the
constraints on such a movement - the persistence of preexisting social
problems and the fact that political power (despite leadership change in
Korea, Taiwan, China and the Philippines) is still very narrowly
concentrated and likely to remain so. Despite shifts at the top, political
liberalisation that rnoves beyond ruling elites is a Pandora's box, and
one that could be opened by vulnerability to economic recession or a
hostile external economic environment.

lr The former Prime Minister of Japan expressed sudr hopeful sentiments in 1988 in a
speech to the Asia Foundation. See Y. Nakasone, Japan-US cooperation for Peace
and l'rcperity in the Asia-Pacific Region', (speectr to The Asia Foundation, San
Franciscq 1986). See also W.H. Gleysteen and A.D. Romberg, 'Korea: Asian
Paradox', Foreign Affairs, (Vo1.65, No.5), Summer 7987, for a discussion of the Korean
cilse,
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Beyond thee questions of 'denpcratisation', the opening of
protected domestic markets in Asian countries other than Iapan is likely
to have important effects on regirne change.

In these countries, development of industry, first for domestic
and then for export markets, has conferred considerable benefits on
coalitions of interest grouPs: local business elites (induding those with
forcign links), the military in several cases and bureaucrats themselves.
This ian be iltustrated by the dual functions of the military in Indonesia
and Thailand, in the interaction of business and government elites in
Korea and by the ethnic-business-government trade off in Malaysia.

The opening of domestic markeb affecb the relative Power
positions of these coalitions of business, Sovernment and military elites

lnd has implications for the support bases of governments in the region.
This is not to argue that such adiustnents cannot be made. But a
successful political adiustrnent turns on the capacity of the state to
manage the shift to formation of new coalitions and the political fall out
that will occur more broadly in society with economic gains and losses,

particularly in employment. The mobilisation of existing groups to
protect their interests will be strongly focussed on governments while
ihose who benefit from the opening of protected markets are much more
dispersed.

The degree of opening that is achievable will differ across

countries since it depends on the point at which regimes calculate their
existing power base is threatened. The pace of opening is also likely to
be slow, since it can take a long P€riod to get a'consensus'on opening
(as in Iapan and Australia) and to actually implernent it takes much
longer even if it is perceived at the top as being in the country's
economic interest.

If these politics of opening domestic markets are a 'lead time
problem' for the future, then they come on top of the 'lag' Problem of
iegine change in Asian states referred to above. It may be that a degree

of potiticat liberalisation will be necessary to dislodge or at least shift
these entrenched interests in order to open these markets.

Regional politics

There has been a shift in the agenda of regional politics towards the
politics of economic issues. Nevertheless, security issues, particularly
Korea and Cambodia, remain important as do questions of regime
change, which can have regional effects.
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One issue on the current agenda relates to the emergence of a
pluralist regional economy: that is, one that involves interaction among
different economic systems - first with China and with a potential for
trade and invesbnent with the Soviet Far East and Indochina. Another
issue relates to the problems of integration in the regional economy. At
present, these issues raise several uncertainties.

The first uncertainty has to do with the role of fapan in the
region and this involves a s€t of questions that are yet to find political
answers. How far will fapan open up its domestic economy to absorb
regional exports; how will fapan respond to international trading
problems, through a U9|apan FfA, through an Asian trading
arrangement or by cleaving to multilateralism? The answers to these
questions, when they arrive, have the most far reaching implications for
the economies of all states in Asia.

The volume of Japan's direct investment and aid flows to
regional countries (around $US4 billion in aid alone in 1988) means that
fapan has replaced the US as the chief external funder of Asian
development. This has maior implications for japanese economic and
political influence in the region. Iapan already has an important role in
regional financial institutions such as the ADB, and seeks a larger
commensurate role in international financial institutions.

The dominant economic role of Iapan in the region is already
evident in the economic changes referred to earlier. When Asian states
couple this with increasing Japanese military power and 'burden
sharing' in security matters with the US, questions of long term security
are voiced. The lapanese goverrunent is sensitive to these current and
historical concerns in Asia, though pushed by the United States to play
larger roles in aid and security. So far the fapanese have not sought to
articulate a strategic poliry for Japan (as against its allied approach with
the US). This may not happen for some time, given the changing nature
of the U$fapan alliance, but appears inevitable over the longer run.

The role of the US in Asian regional politics is also uncertain.
While we can expect American global shategic interests in containing
the Soviet Union to continue in the North Pacific, its future economic
and political role is less clear. For many Asian states,the US, as
'benevolent ally' has changed its face: closing its markets, fears of cuts
in security assistance due to the US budget deficit, the renegotiation of
the Philippines bases agreements have all had an impact on perceptions
of alliance relationships in Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Thailand
(and in Australia). On the other hand, Asian states want a US security
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role in the region to continue and an economic role that can offset the
dominance of fapan.

China's role in regional politics also raises some interesting
questions. The Asian region will have to make a mapr adiusfrnent to a
China which is bent on sharing in regional trade growth and which is

growing at fast rates, despite donrestic economic problems including
inflation. If US and European markets close partially to Chinese exports,
then much of these will have to be absorbed in the region. China is a
potentially very strong comPetitor with other Asian exPorter and the
management of China's integration into the regional economy will be a

task of daunting proportions.
The prospect of a China returned to ib historical borders with

the incorporation of the powerhouses of Hong Kong and eventually
Taiwan (in some form) raises questions for Asian states of the political
and economic impact of a greater China in the region. It is hou this
happens that is importanh in China's domestic politics, in the process of
economic and political liberalisation, and in China's foreign policy and
foreign economic stances.

We may expect over time problems of political and economic
transition in North Korea and some further irlts in South Korea in its
political system. All the maior powers in North Asia have strong
interests in how this develops, but there is some hope for positive
movement on this question because of the growth in contacts between
North and South and among the maior powers with both Koreas.

Beyond these specific issues on the regional political agenda,
two other trends are noticeable. There will be a closer economic
integration between Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia. Along with
|apan, trade and investment between Korea, Taiwan and ASEAN will
create new cross-sub region political links, as well as new dependencies

and vulnerabilities. This has implications for ASEAN as a sub'regional
organisation, especially if the Cambodian problem is resolved. While
ASEAN has not gone far on intra-ASEAN economic integration, its chief
strength has been the development of a combined negotiating stance vis-
a-vis its large economic partners. This may assist these countries in the
bargaining that is certain to follow this new round of regional economic
change.

The second trend is towards the collective political management
of regional economic change: in other words, the policy coordination of
the 'opening' strategies. The need for this has become clear in recent
years, following on a decade of doubt and scepticism in some quarters
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of bureaucracies around the region. The trade, aid and inveshnent
issues outlined above have now reached the political level and it is
noticeable that study of and support for regional consultation by
goverrunents on these issues has increased significantly.

The largest question for now is what form these political
consultations on economic issues will take.

Relations among the maior powerc in Asia

Since other chapters in this volume deal in depth with great po\ /er
relations, only a few issues will be touched on here.

While it is accurate to observe that the major powers in Asia -
the US, fapan, China and the Soviet Union - are all going through a
perid of preoccupation with renovation, reform and reconstruction of
their domestic economies, it is as well to recognise that a central motive
in this is the necessity to strengthen their national power bases over the
long run relative to their rivals. This probably means that this present
preoccupation with domestic economic reconstruction will have limits,
that the period of relaxation of tension which it has helped to engender
may also be limited, and that we rrny expect at some stage a revival of
mairr power security rivalry if in somewhat different forms.

While the forms of past bipolar superpower dominance of the
international system may not endure in what is essentially a more fluid
multipolar balance in Asia, the continuity of North Asian strategic
concerns in American and Soviet global security interests need to be
recognised. The security 'settlement' in Europe probably puts more
pressure on the US and the Soviet Union to maintain the status quo in
the strategic balance in North Asia. In a situation where the Soviet
Union has serious conflicts in its relations not only with the US, but with
the other mairr powers, fapan and China, this security dimension is a
limitation of compelling force in shifts to rnore fluid multipolar
relations.

The enduring superpower strategic balance in North Asia is also
an important limiting factor to the 'economics are in command'thesis
which seeks to explain shifts in relative power status between the US
and |apan. While the debates on theories of hegemonic stability and the
assertion of American lost hegemonyl6 huu" their interest, they do not
basically undermine the observation that the US is now, and will be for

16 See, for example, in a voluminow literahrre, S. Stsange, The Persistent Myth of Lost
Hegemony', Intcn.atiolal Organizl,tion, (Vol.4l, No.4), Autumn 1987.
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some time, absolutely the most powerful state in military and economic
terms, with the capacity b decisively affect outcornes in the
international system in the strategic and economic arenas.

Many have observed, however, that this Power capacity of the
United States is declining relatively, over time and in relation to the
status of other powers. If we take Susan Strange's notion of the four
dimensions of structural powefl7 (which is in part an extension of
conventional measurements of expanded national power), then the
following is apparent in dre case of fapan.

In conventional measures of productiory fapan has the second

largest economy in the world, it is likely to increase significantly its
share of world GNP by early next century, and its share of world trade
will grow relative to that of the United States. It will be argued that
national productive power is an insufficient measure and that for
example, American accumulated invesbnent overseas (which is not
always under the control of the US government) adds a non-state
dimension of power of great rnagnitude to the US. This is true, however
the trends are going in diverging directions: the great expansion of
American investment and foreign aid abroad has peaked, while
|apanese foreign investment and foreign aid is expanding at a veqy rapid
rate, with Iapan now the first ranked foreign investor in the United
States as well as in Asia.

All of this is itself a maior shift in fapan's status in the world and
regional eccrnomy, increasing its capacity to affect outcomes relative to
that of the United States. But even in this senee, |apan cannot be the
economic great power that the United States remains. japan lacks the
aftributes of a very large populatiory a resourc€ rich land mass and has a

dependency on world hade which the United States can avoid.
If we look at the other measures of Japan's structural Power -

credit, knowledge and military strength - we can see the similar
disadvantages of a rising great power relative to an established one.

fapan is the world's largest creditor, but in an unstable international
financial system inflated by currency speculation and trade in junk
paper, not least in its own stock exchange. In terms of knowledge,
Japan's capacity for high technology production and trade in
information is expanding exponentially, but for fapan as for other
countries, this depends in part on global sources of innovation.

rl lbid, p.565.
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Finally, in terms of military strength, Iapan is the third largest
power in military spending (on NATO rneasures) and is undertaking an
incrcasingly significant role in North Asian strategic rclations.

Despite all of these signs of growth in the structural dirnensions
of Japan's powerboth absolutely and in relative tems, there is a crucial
limit to fapan's rise to grcat power status. fapan because of iS
geopolitical locatiory and unlike the United States, the Soviet Union and
China, cannot, either in the first or last resort, defend itself from a
sustained attack except in concert with another great power.

It can be argued then, in a somewhat clumsy formulation, that
fapan is an unconventional, conventional great power. It is
conventional, since it does not have a nuclear weapons capacity and is
unlikely to acquire one, at least so long as the post-Hiroshima
generation survives. It is an unconventional great power because it is
strategically and economically vulnerable in a way that other great
powers are not.

It is also unconventional in two other senses. Unlike the United
States and the Soviet Union, it does not promote a global ideology or
pretend to a civilising mission. The fapanese' acute awareness of their
vulnerabilities results in ambiguity in their international style, though a
growing confidence is evident in recent years. Further, fapan's social
structure and social relations are limitations on the expansion of its great
power status. Unlike other rising powers in the past, Japan has a stable
population in which the proportion of the ageing will rise to about 25
per cent by the end of the century. Two generations of 'looking inward'
by |apanese will take a long time to erode, despite 'internationalisation'
campaigns and the growing exposure of ordinary Japanese to the world.
A more vigorous international role for fapan will be constrain"d by
these social factors and by some enduring political divisions among
Japanese about their foreign poliry stances - among the 'Asia-firsf
school, the US alliance protagonists, the China lobby, those in favour of
a degree of rapprochement with the Soviet Union and not least by the
adherence to the Peace Constitution.

Nevertheless, even by measures of structural power fapan is a
great power, and despite the limitations outlined above, |apan will play
a much larger role in the global eaonomy, in global politics and in the
regional balance of power into the future. The intensification of regional
economic relations which has been argued earlier, will mean, if it
continues, an increase in Japanese power as Asia becomes an integrated
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market far larger than the EC and a far more important source of
economic growth for fapan than South America is for the US.

The key to fapan's global and regional role is the U$fapan
relationship, and in this the interaction of security and economic issues.

At the mornent, the symmetry in US and fapan security requirements
rests on shared perceptions of Soviet threat and sonre corunon interests
in their bilateraleconomic relationship. In this view turden sharing' in
the financing of security costs and foreign aid is merely an adiustment in
relative capacity to pay.

nut if tiris symmetry changes, for example in an improvement in

Soviet-fapanese relitions related to the Northern islands or in a growing
gap between |apanese and us global economic interests, then the
inientive for fapan to play a rrore independent security role in Asia and
a larger role in managing the world economy rises. These,changes are

within the bounds of possibilities and are being discussed by some in

fapan.- 
The bottom line for the foreseeable future is that the us will

want to retain its nuclear guarantee role for |apan for its global strategic
interests and Japan will want to retain it also for its national security
interests. But beyond this level, IaPan has the capacity and may have

the incentive to play a much rrore independent security and economic

role than in the past in relations among the four Powers in Asia'

In Asia, the formulation of this prospect as Japan acting as the

Chrysanthemum or the Sword is asking the wrong question and
misieading history, as Oscar Wilde implies' The ]apan of the next
century is not the fapan of the middle 20th century.

Whether this more independent role for fapan emerges depends

iust as importantly on the soviet union and china as uPon change in the

Ugfapan relationship. In this Period of transition and economic retreat,
the future of Sine'Soviet relations, of Soviet-|aPanese relations, and of
U$soviet Union relations cannot be seen with any certainty. This
means that tactical movement on specific issues among the powers will
be the order of the day for a while and that a broader confiSuration of
great power managenrent of the region is a long way in the future.l8

' io 4.i. was raised by P-aul- Kmnedy, author
of ffie nilf etul f alof ni Creet Poarrs, at an International Round Table lYmggqtun u1

Tokyo in septernber 198E. See Yomiuri Reearch Institute, ru Prcfic Today nd
Tomorrcu, (Tokyo, 1 988).



CHAPTER 7

UNITED STATES.AUSTRALIA SECURITY
RELATIONS

The Hon. Richard L. Armitage and Lieutenant
General Michael P. Carns

Australia's role in world affairs is never far from the minds of US policy
makers, and happily so, since it clearly serves the interests of free
peoples everywhere, including the American people. One of the
brightest success stories in American foreign policy during the 1980s is
US security policy in Asia and the Pacific. Ironically, this success story
has received very little public attention in the United States.
Fortunately, however, the subject of Pacific security is no stranger to the
Pacific Command in Honolulu or the Defense Departrnent in
Washington. Indeed, it is the very success of US security relations in
Asia - in particular, the U9Australian partnership - which offers the
most promising example for future alliance relationships between and
among free states throughout this ever<hanging world.

The reason for this conclusion is that US security relations with
Australia have consistently achieved a mutual advancement of shared
interests within a longstanding alliance structure. In so doing, these
allies have neither forgotten the strategic lessons of history nor
foreclosed the bright opportunities of the future in the Pacific Rim. That
is why the US alliance relationship with Australia is part and parcel of
the Reagan Administration success story in Asia, demonstrating by its
fine example that strong, independent leaders with common interests,
by working closely together, can grow with the times, even while
collective security anangements elsewhere are coming under increasing
strain.

Too often, bilateral relationships are misconshued by either side
as a zero-sum proposition. Within the United State, and in several
countries where our forces are based, arguments are frequently heard
that the other partner should be assuming a greater portion of the costs
and burdens of the common defence. Interestingly, this sometimes shrill
and usually misinformed debate has not occurred with respect to
Australia. Although Australia and the United States have separate as
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well as shared security interests, we have worked within existing
arrangements, and devised new measures where needed, to better the
security posture of both countries. Not even the most simple'minded
critic could cdl this a zero'sum relationship.

Indeed, the UgAustralian relationship live up to the promise
of America's post-war national security strategy and defence policy. On
21 January 1987, the Chairrnan of the Joint Chieh of Staff, Admiral
William ]. Crowe, fr., defined a basic requirernent for the United States
to txecute and optimize collective security arrangements which suPPort

US interests overseas. At the heart of this policy,' he stated, 'is the
principle that the capabilities of the whole will be greater than the sum

of its parts.'l There are no better words to describe the U$Australian
partnership.

Australia remains a strong supporter of the ANZUS Security
Treaty of 1951. The UgAustralian alliance works to deter conflict and
preserve global and regional sability. The relationship supports
Australia's Pacific leadership role, exerting a salutary influence in many

directions, including the Pacific Islands, Southeast Asia, and the Indian
Ocean. lt also contributes substantially to the cmcial role of the United
States in preserving stability in the Pacific region.

The U$Australian relationship is longstanding, and was born in
what is increasingly viewed as a bygone era; but it is most assuredly not
obsolete. It rernains vital to the maintenance of peace in the Pacific.

Contrary to popular perception, the Soviet military capability to threaten
East Asia and the Pacific is growing, not declining. Overall, Soviet
defence spending, and the modernization of Soviet conventional and
nuclear forces, have followed an unbroken pattern of significant growth,
even since General Secretary Gorbachev began to articulate his vision of
a less confrontational Soviet role in Asia in his well-publicized speech at
Vladivostok in 1985.

The Soviet military budget continues to absorb 15 to 17 Per c€nt
of Soviet GNP. Translated into actual Procurement trends, this means
that an average of two combat aircraft, eight tanks, and six artillery
pieces are added to the Soviet inventory each day, and a new submarine
every 37 days. A brief review of the facts will illusbate the backdrop

Statemmt of the Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff, Admiral William J' Crowe Jr,
US Congres, Senate Arrred Services Committee, Netlmel Secarity Stmbgy, (US

Government Printing Office, Washington, DC- 79871, pp.472473.
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against which Mr. Gorbachey's rhetorical emphasis on hew thinking' is
viewed in Washington and in rnany capitals of Asia.

Soviet ground forces in the Far East have increased by four
active divisions since 1985, to a total of fifty-seven divisions. This
includes a division supported by MIG-23 fighter aircraft on two of the
Soviet-occupied islands of Japan's Northern Territories.

The Soviet Pacific Ocean Fleet remains the largest of the four
Soviet fleets. Since 1984, it has expanded from about 820 to 860 total
ships, craft and submarines. While the number of principal surface
combatants and ballistic missile and attack submarines has actually
declined, the fleefs total combat potential has been increased by retiring
older units and adding units with greater capability.

Soviet air forces presently have about 1,3ffi tactical aircraft in
the Far East theatre. These forces have been reorganized, and fourth-
generation fighter and fighter-bomber aircraft with enhanced
capabilities have been introduced, affording a greater Soviet capability
to conduct deepstrike and maritime strike operations.

Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam remains the largest Soviet naval
forward deployment base outside the Soviet Union. Since they first
gained military access to Vietnam in 1979, the Soviet Union has
substantially upgraded facilities at Cam Ranh Bay by constructing
additional piers and developing communications, intelligence collection
and logistics support facilities. The Soviet Union also use facilities at Da
Nang, Ho Chi Minh City and Flaiphong for operations, maintenance,
and port calls, respectively.

Vietnam is not the only locus of Soviet interest in expanding the
reach and sustainability of their forces. The Soviet Union continues to
build up forces on the disputed Northern Territories of fapan.
Additionally, although the South Pacific has not been a priority area for
the dedication of Soviet military resourc€s, it continues to enioy an
apparently high priority in Soviet regional policy, as evidenced by the
recent proliferation of fishing agreements and diplomatic exchanges.

Soviet sbategic nuclear forces in the Far East and Pacific include
ICBMs, long-range INF missiles, short-range ballistic missiles, SSBNs
and strategic heavy bombers. Although 5920 missiles are being
eliminated under the INF treaty, other systems, such as their new 5924
and 5925 missiles, each with a range of about 10,000 kilometres, can be
retargeted to compensate for the removal of intermediate-range S$20s
from the eastern Soviet Union. Thus, the Soviet strategic threat to Asia
will not be significantly reduced. Indeed, the number of nuclear
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warheads, as well as the Soviet capacity to strilce targets with greater
accuracy, has increased and will continue to grow.

The implications of these facts are not difficult to fathom. In
Leninis famous phrase, 'Quantity has a quality all of its own'. No leader
of an independent nation can r€sporuiibly overlook the shadow of
intimidation cast by a growing military Power proierction capability such
as this.

The challenge of Soviet power in East Asia and the Pacific has
become a more sophisticated threat, as Soviet leaders have, at the same
time, talked about peace and arms control while increasing their military
capability to threaten their Asian neighbours. The Kremlin's new
'charm offensive' clearly recognizes that the Soviet economy must try to
draw on the dynamism of the Pacific Rim, or increasingly be surpassed
by those with free.market economies. To do this, Mr. Gorbachev and his
colleagues will have to surmount the deep and abiding suspicions
throughout Asia that acaompany theirevery initiative.

For its part, the American resPonse to the Soviet threat and
otherregional instabilities in Asia has been to emphasize the necessity of
collective security and promote continued allied cooperation. In the
southwest Pacific, the contribution to regional stability previously
provided by the trilateral ANZUS Alliance now depends on the strong
and growing bilateral security relationship between the United States
and Australia. The Alliance remains quite firm despite the suspension
of US security guarantees to New Zealand under ANZUS.

The United Sates views New Zealand's expressed official
attitude toward the Alliance as selfdefeating and inconsistent with that
countr/s truly valiant, indeed, unparalleled record of sacrifice for the
common defence throughout this century. We hope that the leaders of
the New Zealand Covernmmt will, in time, see fit to return New
Zealand to the Alliance and to the responsibilities and rewards involved
in sharing in the free world's resistance to intimidation and aggression.
The absence of New Zealand from the Alliance detracts from the
otherwise successful pursuit of regional stability through collective
security arrangements, and diminishes New Zealand's heretofore much
respected voice as a charter member of the community of free nations.

In contrast, the Government of Australia is firmly committed to
a shong defence and a mature security partnership with the United
States. Australian leaders and experts on international affairs exhibit no
confusion whatsoever as to the inseparability of collective security on
the one hand, and genuine freedom from intimidation and aggression
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on the other. Not only is Australia fully tied to the political and strategic
goals of ANZUS, but our military-to-military relationship with Australia
is very sound. The dose working relationship of our personnel, our
pintly operated facilities in Australia, and the compatibility and
interoperability of our forces and equipment all contribute to the mutual
security effort.

Australia recognizes and understands the unique demands that
accompany the strategic purposes of an alliance. This was evident at the
conclusion of the 1985 Ministerial Talks between the United States and
Australia, when the United States announced, with reluctance, the
suspension of its security obligations to New Zealand, owing to the
latter's insistence that the US deviate from its longstanding policy of
neither confirming nor denfng the presence or absence of nuclear
weapons at any specific or general location. Australia unhesitatingly
put forward its own sympathetic view regarding the American action, a
step that wils greatly appreciated in Washington. The )oint
Communique issued at the conclusion of the talks on 11 August 1986
read as follows:

The Aushalian government repeated the view it had expressed
consistently over the last two years that it disagreed completely
with New Zealand policy on port and air access and expressed
its understanding of the action which the United States had
taken.2

Both the United States and Australia well understand that
ANZUS provides for mutual security and mutual benefiS. Public
support in Australia for the Alliance is consistently high. Australian
views are remarkably similar to US security perceptions because
Australia maintains a global view of its national security, and recognizes
the clear necessity of a strong alliance.

Politically, Australia is a good and close ally of the United
States. Australia has stood by its ANZUS responsibilities, spoken out
against New Zealand's neo-isolationism, sent its forces in support of
allied efforts in the Korean and Vietnam conflicts, and consistently
supported Alliance objertives throughout the region in a number of
ways. Additionally, Australia has taken the initiative in pursuing
Pacific security goals which augment ANZUS security.

'Australia-US Relations: Ministerial Talks - foint Communique', Australien Foreign
Affairs Rmiew, August 7986,p.741.
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These steps have ensured a dose rclationship with the United
States, further involving Anrerican pollcy in the search for solutions to
regional problems. Equally important continuing initiatives have
engaged both countries in serious, ptoductive cooperation which has
placed that relationship on a mature and balanced level worthy of two
strong parbrcrs.

For ib part, the Unitd States places great faith in and maintains
a deep commifinent to the Alliance. The US security relationship with
Australia is, and will remain, an equal partnership which reflects a
profound and enduring mutuality of national interests between the
citizens of the United States and Australia. The relationship provides
for a number of concrete security anangenrenb that serve important
mutual security goals. For the United States, the benefie from these

arrangements include, but are not limited to, port visib by American
warships, special arrangements for aircraft operations, acc€ss to
excellent training areas, use of a variety of ioint defunce facilities and the
opportunity to cooperate on a continual basis with a close and trusted
ally.

The Unitd SAtes attaches particular importance to the
opportunity to use Australian ports and airfields that provide ready
access to the South Pacific and Indian Ocean. These visits demonstrate
the commitment Australia brings to the Alliance. They symbolize the
cohesion of the relationship and reflect an abiding conviction that strong
free world defences can best Presene regional and global stability.
Australia, like the United States, knew the terrible consequences of
unchecked aggression in the region during the Pacific War.

What we see today is a pattern of cooperation which enhances
Pacific detenence. Over the last ten years, the United States Navy has
made over five hundred ship visits to Australia. During these visits, the
Australian people have come to appreciate the defensive nature of the
US connection, and the need to remain vigilant as a nation. Port and
airfield acress is a tangible manifestation of our shared commitsnent to
readiness and deterrence.

Australia's contribution to mutual defence goals is substantial.
The regularity of US naval and air acc€ss, and the relayng of US
communications through irint facilities on Australian teritory attest to
Australia's clear understanding of the strategic linkage between ib
national security, regional stability, and global deterrence. The Alliance
serves all of these purposes, great and small, while enhancing the
defence capabilities of each partner.
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In addition, the Alliance enhances Australia's regional influence.
Australia exerts a regional leadership role as a consequenc€ of not only
its history as a strong and independent natiorL but also its political
stability and economic importance. It is the locomotive for economic
progress in the area and model for the former territories and colonies in
the rcgion now emerging as autonomous political and economic actors.
Australia commands a special respect owing to this leadership role and
its close ties to the West.

Australia provides very important economic and military
assistance to the Pacific island states. It has played the maior role in the
formation and training of a number of island security forces, developing
them into effective and professional institutions. Australia's maritime
surveillance program, which puts pahol boats under the command of
island governments with adpining economic zones, assists in the
protection of national nesources and enhances the islands' securi$r.
Australia's strong support for constitutional governments within the
region is yet another example of the importance of Australia's special
attention to the Pacific islands.

These examples of Australia's role in promoting the stability
and security of Oceania are important not only to the institutions and
economies of the emerging nations, but also to the preservation of Allied
interests in the region. The Western allies'strategic preeminence in the
Pacific has contributed greatly to regional peace and security for over
forty years. The strategic environment has changed somewhat with
Soviet aqcess to Cam Ranh Bay and their negotiation of fishing
agreements with regional states. These agreements allow the Soviet
Union acc€ss to a vast mid-Pacific oc€an area for support of military and
intelligence activities astride the sea lines of communication between
Northeast Asia and Aushalia's eastern cities. American and Ausbalian
aftention to these developments is very much in the interest of the
security of all free nations.

Australia's strong role in supporting regional security is
especially significant in light of the New Zealand ship visits policy and
the effect it has had on the ANIZUS allianca. The Pacific islands view the
course taken byNew Zealand with concern, seeing it as a breakdown of
the ANZUS Treaty and a rip in the fabric of regional security.
Neighbouring governnrcnts are increasingly turning to Australia for
advice and leadership. Australia's program of military assistance to
regional states serves the important obierctive of enhancing the security -
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and in sonre instances assuring the survival - of the emerging nations of
the South Pacific.

The United States also gains an important measure of regional
influence from the U$Australian Alliance. By helping to solidify the US
presence in the reg'iory the relationship contributes to the security of
shipping interests valued by virtually all nations. Our bond with
Australia reassures Pacific nations that the United States intends to work
with Australia in the South Pacific to counter any possibility of Soviet
intimidation and to support emerging democracies. Further, the
Alliance helps to sustain the US military Presence in the Indian OcearL

an area which continues to grow in importanc€ to regional and
superpower interests.

In very broad and substantial terms, therefore, the Alliance
enhances the security of both nations. It provides the Australian
Government with ready acc€ss to the highest levels of the US
Government, and vice versa. Furthermore, just as the United States

derives important specific benefits from the relationship, Australia
benefits from the US connection in a number of specific ways.

First, both nations train and exercise together. This provides
Australian forces with a host of concrete benefits by sharing in the
tactics, the latest military technology, and the rumy intangibles involved
in training with a military force from another country. Such exercises

also permit training for instant force multiplication in times of crisis.
This is the ability of one nation militarily to come to the aid of another in
a crisis. As all defence planners know, it is not easy for two different
military forces to fight side'by-side, and it is particularly difficult for
two military forces to complement each other in battle. Yet, this is
precisely the potential striven for by the US and Australia.

Second, various cooperative activities pursued by the two
nations entail the sharing of intelligence at both srategic and tactical
levels. Intelligence sharing provides for improved understanding of
threats to common interests, and helps in planning defence. It also
works to keep the two nations allied and vigilant.

Third, Australia is the recipient of highly specialized science and
technology from the United States. Such transfers are reserved only for
close allies. They include everything from the wholesale transfer of
integrated systems (such as aircraft, radarc and air defences) to the
provision of special components and computer software. This has

greatly enhanced system/technology interoperability between the
respective defu nce forces.
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Fourth, the US and Australia have developed, over the yeani, a
network of facilities that both nations use irintly and with considerable
suctess.

For example, at Pine Cap, a pint facility that has existed since
the late 1960s, Australian and Anrerican personnel are integrated into
the operational and administrative structure of the facility. As recently
announced by Prirne Minisbr Hawke,3 Australia gains practical
experience from manning the facility and is guaranteed an equal
involvement with the management of the facility for at least ten years.
The US, in turn, is assured that the Australian Governrnent supports the
intelligence mission of the facility and will remain committed to its
operation for at least a decade.

The pint defence facility at Nurrungar is a ground station used
for controlling satellites in the US Defense Support Program (DSP). DSP
satellites provide ballistic missile warning and other information related
to missile launches, surveillance and the detonation of nuclear weapons.
This activity is essential to monitor Soviet compliance with arms
rcduction agreements and to learn of significant Soviet nuclear
developments.

Neither the facility at Pine Gap nor the one at Numrngar has an
inherent offensive capability. Each is used to monitor Soviet compliance
with existing and future arms reduction agreements. These facilities
embody the US commitment to deterrence and the prevention of war.

In addition to Pine Gap and Nurmngar, the Naval
Communications Station at North West Cape provides, for Australia
and the United States, a capability to communicate with submarines and
surface vessels wherever they pahol in the region. As North West Cape
is a very low frequency (VLF) facility, it permits both countries to
communicate with their respective submarine forces without requiring
the latter to surface. Potential adversaries will not know the locations of
these submarines during periods of crisis. Australian and US access to
VLF communications contributes substantially to Pacific deterrence.

Fifth, Australia benefits from a preferred status in military
equipment purchasing from the United States. Since the US is such a
significant defence producer and purchaser, and U$Australian security
needs are similar, the US permib the Australian defence force to

The Hon. RJ.L. Fhwke, Prime Minister, Joint Defence Facilities: Ministerial
Statement', Han*rd (Houx of Rzpe*ttetioeil,22 November I W, pp.293*2941.
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purchase from US production lines for rnaFr systems or simply buy into
our own bulk purchases of supplies and equipment.

Such i preferred status has a strategic elernent to it as well. It
has led to an impressive level of systems and munitions interoperability
- in fact, one of ttre rugnest degrces of interoperability eniryed by the US

and any of its allies. simply put, this nEans US and Australian forces

can oorrununicate with each other, share munitions, maintain each
other's weapons systems, and fuel each othey's aircraft, warships and
land forces.

Sixth, the relationship include provisions for an emergency

supply of munitions and equipment. In peacetime, nations are

understandably reluctant to Purchase munitions at the levels they

would require in the event of a conllict. It is too expensive,for most
nations to maintain such levels of supply. However, the usual
alternative of trynng to 'buy while fighting' has many obvious
shortcomings.

fnJUS and Ausbalia, therefore, have negotiated provisions that

permit the emergency bansfer of us supplies and munitions to
Australia should a crisis so require. These supplies are ready for
Australia, even though they remain in the US munitions system'
Therefore, Australia is in the position of not having to Pay in advance

for an expensive array of munitions that would be needed only in
emergencies, while retaining access to such munitions for the extreme

contingenry in which deterrencebreaks down.
- Finally, our combined exercises benefit the Australian military

establishment in the areas of command planning, communications and
contacts with US Governrnent officials. Indeed, the defence

bureaucracies in both countries have developed a close and productive
working relationship. In addition to annual bilateral ministerial

meetingp, the United States and Ausbalia hold annual political-military
discussions, regular defence meetings, and arms conhol talks. Each of
these fora is invaluable for maintaining a corunon alliance view of
shared interests and objectives.

Critics have asserted that participation in ANZUS makes

Australia more of a nuclear targe! particularly in light of Australia's role

in supporting the pint defence facilities. The covernment of Australia,

-rr"h io its aeait, has not succumbed to that misguided assessment of
the risk, thereby demonstrating its understanding that such cooperation
is not only woithwhile, but essential to deter aggression and make the

prospect of nuclear conflict morc remote.
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In the event that deten''ence is tested, Ausbalia can rightly take
comfort in ib alliance with the United States. Both explicitly and
through the web of muh,ral agreemenb both nations have sought and
secured over the years, the relationship guarantees US military support
for Australia against any fundamental threat to Australian national
security.

Such sucaessful security cooperation is irvdicative of the
convergenc€ of US and Australian interests and a harmonization of their
respective attitudes toward regional and global security. Avoidance of
nuclear war is the common goal of all responsible nations; the US and
Australian goverrunents carry out their pint responsibility to provide
regional deterrence and support global stability through their enhanced
security relationship.

In the course of this cooperation, the Australian Defence Forces
have emerged as the most modern, effective and sophisticated regional
forces in the South Pacific. This fact serves the US national interest as
well. Although Australian forces exercise primarily for regional
contingencies, they maintain the option and the capability to cooperate
with US forces in other theatres, should the need arise.

The inescapable fact is that the postwar system of collective
security, based on deterrence through strength, has achieved the longest
perid of peace among the world's strongest powers since the
Napoleonic Wars. In Europe, the alliance system has worked; US and
NATO Forces have successfully deterred aggression. In East Asia and
the Pacific, the steadfast commitment of the United States and its free
alliance partners has led to an unprecedented era of stability, political
pluralization and economic opportunity which promise to set the pace
for the world in the twenty-first century.

Thanl$ to the exertions of collective security partners in the
Pacific, what was once a grim and threatening environment is evolving
into a more peaceful competition for excellence and social development.
In sorne ways, it is a new world. However, as Australia well
understands, there remains the ever-growing shadow of Soviet military
power in the Pacific, and the isolated but dangerous remnants of
totalitarianism in North Korea and Vieham.

Sorne commentators have postulated a multipolar world in
which the marketplace has entirely replaced the battlefield as the locus
of international competition, and they question whether post-war
collective security in Asia will have any relevance in the years and
decades to come. What they overlook is that the fundamental need
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rcmains for free states to be sbong and vigilant against aggression or
nuclear blackmail. Furthermore, the U$Australian Alliance - in its
many impressive dimmsions - offtrs an example to free nations
everywtrere that old cpmmibnents between independent and like'
minded friends need not become outdated. Rather, they can grow
stronger and deeper with ogerience, and provide a trusbd foundation
for the pursuit of a better and safer world.



CHAPTER 8

THE ANZAC CONNECTION

Lieutenant General |. A. Mace

Introductiort

Few New Zealanders, or Australians for that mafter, have a grasp of the
intricacy of the fabric of the modern ANZAC defence connection. As
recent vicissitudes have amply demonstrated, it is resilient and
enduring. There would appear to be few comparable military
relationships in which members of two defence forces can slip so readily
into each other's posts with minimal diminution of individual or unit
performance.

My prescription is to cover some of the key strands of the
ANZAC connection in a practical, military sense and to offer some
thoughts on the prospects ahead as we move into an era of rapid and
largely unpredictable change. To set the scene I will first present an
outline history of the ANZAC connection and then refer very briefly to
the events of 1985, in many respects a watershed year for both ANZUS
and the trans-Tasman relationship. I will then outline the steps that
have been taken by the New Zealand Government to embark on a more
self-reliant defence posture geared to the security needs of our area of
direct strategic concern while emphasising New Zealand's commitment
to the closest possible defence association with Aushalia.

Historical Background

A brief historical account of the ANZAC connection is attached at
Annexe 1. It covers a period which extends from the recruitment in
1863-54 of 2500 Australians for service with the New Zealand Colonial
Forces during the Waikato Campaign of the New Zealand land Wars
and extends to the New Zealand Defence Force's participation in
Australia's 1988 Bicentennial Celebrations. It is a period of some 125

years of comradeship, competition, frustration, sovereign equality and a
growing sense of partnership.

The substance of the connection lies more in World War I and
South Vietnam than in any other shared conflict. The rhetoric abounds
and it is in the best future interests of the connection that the substance
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of the historic relationship is critically analysed and the appropriate
lessons learnt.

Understandably, a small Defence Force such as New Zealand's

has an exaggerated sense of nationalism which is greatly accentuated

when servii[ alongside or integrated with Ausbalians. During World
War I \Jew ZeaUna' Commanders held command appointments of
integrated New Zealand and Australian fornrations. This has not been
repeatea since, even at lower levels of command. In South Vietnam,
despite the service of a New Zealand artillery battery_in an Australian
Regiment for some eight years and the service of two New Zealand Rifle

Colmpanies at any one time in an ANZAC Battalion, New Zealand did

not have the opportunity of unit command at either regimental or

battalion level. Nationaliy, in a military sense, this was a matter of
regret, and whilst the training and administrative comPlications for a
N6w Zealand Commanding Officer during a unit's formation and

preparation in Australia were generally apnrSiat{, ih". lack of

command experience at this level was not in the New Zealand Arm/s
best future interest.

In whatever circumstances the ANZAC connection exists it
would be difficult to exaggerate the New Zealand desire to out-perform
their Australian counterpirts. This lack of maturity may be a personal

failing, for an Australian to accept the reasonably regular defeats with
good grace detracts from the New Zealand sense of occasion.

Fortuniteiy the instances where a lack of grace heightened the pleasure

of a New Zealand success are not uncorunon.
Finally, in a very general sense the future ANZAC connection

would benefif from not only a greaterNew Zealand conriousness of the

bicultural nature of our Armed Forces but there would be value in an

enhanced Australian military awareness of the bicultural composition of

New Zealand units. Indeed, this has a wider multicultural significance

when related to our areas of direct strategic concern.
Accordingly, the following tyPes of subiects could be included

in the syllabus thould the proposed Australian National Defence

College eventuate:
a. A study of national military characteristics as they were

portrayed in world war I as a basis for cnmparison with today's

characteristics.
b. The value and means of achieving an equitable share of

command opPortunities.
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c. Meaningful historical lessons, such as:
(1) The experience of the 6000 Australians who served

under General Freyberg's command during the
campaign for Crete.

(D The policy reasons for retaining the NZEF in the Middle
East when the Australian Forces commenced their
return in1942 to confront the fapanese threat.

(3) The command arrangements for 3rd NZ Dvision's
participation in the Solomon Island Campaign during
World WarII.

d. The competitive and bicultural characteristics of New Zealand's
Defence Forces and the multicultural challenge of effective
military cooperation in our areas of direct strategic concern.

ANZUS Rupture

It is not intended to dwell on the reasons for the ANZUS rupture, nor to
discuss New Zealand's position on port visits by nuclear armed and/or
powered warships, or on Washington's response, but rather to
conqentrate on the resultant changes to New Zealand's security
arrangements and their impact on the ANZAC connection.

In the absence of US security guarantees, the New Zealand
Armed Forces have commenced adjustments to enhance our capacity for
independent action and in cooperation with the Australian Defence
Force. There has been an initial reappraisal of capabilities and force
structure to ensure that these are appropriate to the policy defined in the
New Zealand Governmen(s 1987 White Paper. Further changes are
dependent upon the Governmen(s reaction to the Resource
Management Review completed in 1988.

Strategic Issues

Given these developments, what is the likely future path of the ANZAC
connection? The South Pacific is no longer, as it once seemed, a strategic
backwater.

Military coups, hidden arms caches, a growing willingness to
bring about change through the use or threat of violence, decolonisation
problems, comrption and intimidation, poverty, ethnic division, and
evidence that the traditional institutions are under stress, paint a
dironcerting picture of an unwelcome and unsettling change in the
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region's strategic circumstances. And as the attempted coup in the

Mildives demonstrated yet again, small island countries are especially
vulnerable to externally sourced attempts to change their governments.

Any intervention in the affairs of an island neighbour by outside
powers or fenorist EFouPs would be of serious concern to Australia and

New Zealand. There is thus an obvious interaction of interest in
promoting a secure environment in which regional stability provides a
phtrorm -for the Forum Island countries to realise their national
ispirations. There is equally a need to be prepared to make 1 military
reiponse to a challenge to regronal security in the event that other

solutions fail, and it is difficult to conceive of such a situation that did
not necessitate a combined Australian and New Zealand resPonse.

In the western Pacific there are long term question-marks about
that region's strategic circumstances. The most immediate of these is the
nature of the future US presence. Should negotiations to renew the

Bases agreement in the Philippines in 1991 fail it qay be possible to

negotiate alternative alrangements elsewhere in the reglon. But there

*ouu be considerable penalties in terms of the level and immediacy of

defence effort that the Unitd States can currently bring to bear using

the Philippine Bases. In such circumstances other western Pacific

countrieJcould feel obliged to react to the perception that the regional
balance of power had been altered in ways that might adversely effect

their vital interests, opening up the possibility of miscalculations of the

interests and attitudes of thiir neighbours. Internal instability is another

source of possible tension in this region in the years ahead that could

affect our strategic circumstances.

Policy Issues

The Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon. David lange, dwelt on Policy issues in
a speech given on 10 August 1988 to the New Zealand Institute of
International Affairs :

On a mafter as fundamental as security the qualities of
familiarity and trust in the end count for a great deal. So for this
governrnent the question of turning our back on old friends and
wandering off into an international no-man's land simply does
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not arise. Those natural bonds are fundamental to any debate
on our security relationships.l

The Prime Minister placed the defence connection squarely within the
much broader conto<t of the overall bilateral relationship wilh Australia:

Over the longer term the courge we are now embarked upon
takes us in the iliretbr of the integration of the two economies.
That gives the relationship with Australia an importance
altogether different from any other. It also goes some way
towards explaining why the security relationship with Australia
must now carry such importance .... Just as it is impossible for
us to limit our Pacific horizon to the Kermadecs we cannot
regard our interest in Australia's securi$r as confined to this side
of the Blue Mountains. That has implications for New Zealand
defence policy.2

In a subsequent speech the Prime Minister returned to these themes:

... we cannot decouple our extrernal relations and our security
interests from those of Australia. To do so would require us to
tear apart the fabric of a relationship built up over the years that
covers everything from politics, law and business to a whole
mass of personal and family ties.3

The same bends that are reshaping the commercial and political
environment of the Pacific Basin will in time affect our own JUategic
environment:

... if there are problems they are more likely to affect Aushalia
than New Zealand. In which case it would be a question of our
capacity to help Australia rather than the other way round ...
On questions of security New Zealand has traditionally taken an
expansive view of where its interests and responsibilities lie.

I

2
3

David Lange, 'Facing Realities', Nant Zzlerul Intcnratbnal Raicut, NoI.XIIL No.5),
Noresrber-Deqrber 1 98E, pp.7-8.
Ibid., p.8 [emphasis addedl.
p_avi{Lange, Speech delivered by the hime Minister when opening the Ausbalia-
New Zealand Business Cruncil's foint Conference in Wdlingtria 3 November 1988,
quoted in David Lange 'nghtening the Trans-Tasuran Knot', Nrnlt Tabnil
Intatutimal Reoiear, (Vol.XN, No.l), January-February 1989, p.21.
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There is strong public support for that approach. It remains the

basis of the government's policies.4

Issues such as the AlrlZAC ship poiect have to be seen against

the background of a long-term commihnent to working with
Australia on crommon secrrrity inErests.S

Given the uncertainties that lie alread, Australia and New
Zealand are likely to increasingly pool their resources. This brings us to
the ANZAC Ship Program. The region is essentially maritime and is
vast. New Zealind's area of direct strategic concern as defined in the

1987 Defence Review enqDmpasses some 16 per cent of the globe. Each

country has a rattering of islands to the east, west, north and south

which are within the respective areas of direct strategic concern - from
the Chathams to the Cocos Islands. The ANZAC Ship Program
comprises a mapr operational interest in securing ships expressly

designed to rrpet the requirements of this region. They wi]l in particular
havJ ttre range and sea-keeping capability to rrreet the classical airn of
maritime pon'er - to be there, or in the vicinity, as a manifestation of
interest and a commitment to those interests.

The New Zealand concentration of foreign policy effort in the
Pacific will unquestionably require ttre kind of capability to underscote
our basic statiments of commitrnent to maintaining security and

stability in our area of direct strategic concern. A tangible security

contenl is an important means of underpinning our foreign policy goals.

And our largelymaritime environment dictates that our defence Pofture
includes a Jubstantial rnaritinre component. It follows that without
these ships, questions of credibility about New Zealand's defence

capabilities would inevitably arise. A Naval force that comprises

effective warships of a character suited to the circumstances of our
neighbourhood would be a source of rcassurance to the island states

about ttre strength of our commihnent to the reFotU and an

indispensable means of asserting a positive influence in the region in
strategic terms.

In many respects the ANZAC Ship Proiect has become the key
to the further evolution of the ANZAC connection. The extent of New
Zealand's current participation in the proiert is highlighted by New
Zealand providing one.third of the staff for the Ship [toiect Office in

4 lbu..5 nu..
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Canbera. A final decision on New Zealand's participation will hinge on
the outcome of the tender proc€ss, but providing costs are kept within
the budget the project should remain in all respects a joint one.

A favourable decision would ensure that a basis is laid for
extensive Naval cooperatiory including training, exercising, logistics and
maintenance whilst retaining an independent capability. New Zealand
industry would benefit from the extra irbs and from the new technology
which will be introduced. The Program, which dwarfs all previous
combined projects, should also give substantial impetus to further ioint
proiects.

Towards an Integrated Force

Within the New Zealand Defence Forces emphasis is being
given to a foint Force Capability. This reflects the realities of our
shategic environment which will inevitably dictate the use of two or
more Services in most eventualities. Self-reliance too demands an
aggregation of national military effort. This is of course compatible with
recent Australian Defence Force (ADF) developments which we watch
with the keenest of interest.

Equipment Developments

The first phase of the P-3 Orion modemisation program involved a
substantial upgrading of the aircraffs avionics equipment. The sixth
Orton purchased from Australia was subsequently upgraded. Tenders
are currently being considered for the second phase which will upgrade
the Onon's electronic warfare and acoustic detection capabilities.

The twenty-two Skyhautk aircraft, ten of which were purchased
from Australia, are in the process of having their wings refurbished and
a substantial modernisation program for their radar, navigation,
electronic weapons guidance and delivery systems is underway. These
improvements coupled with the addition of Maoerick air-to-surface and
the AIM-9L Sideuiniler air-to-air missiles will give the Skyhawk a stand-
off maritime and ground attack capacity and a modest air defence
capability. All of this work is being carried out in New Zealand by the
RNZAFand civil engineering firms.

To increase their operational independence, the Royal New
Zealand Navy has acquired a replenishment tanker which will give the
Landers the ability to operate throughout the South Pacific. The
acquisition of a logistic support ship is under consideration. The most
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important decision affecting the Royal New Zealand Navy is, of course,
the choice of ship to replace the ageing Lundqs.

The Army's priority concern is further developing the
effectiveness of the Ready Reaction Force - a deployable battalion SFouP
of up to 150 regular force personnel maintained at a high state of
readiness. The force provides a small self-contained all-arms grouP
capable of being commifted to independent or combined low-level
operations at short notice. The role of the battalion which returns from
Singapore in 1989 includes the provision of reinforcements for the Ready
Reaction Force. The Army's expansion base comprises a Brigade SrouP
and a Force Maintenance Group manned primarily by Tenitorials. The
Army is in the proc€ss of acquiring a wide range of new equipment.

Training and Operations

Since the ANZUS rupture, New Zealand's defence policy has

increasingly focused on the South Pacific. The Defence exercise

program places increased emphasis on South Pacific training and
operations. A mairr Joint Force Exercise was conducted in the Cook
Islands in |uly 1986. Since then exercises of varying scale have taken
place in Vanuatu, Niue, Tokelau, Papua New Guinea, Western Samoa,
and most recently in the Solomon Islands.

The primary aim of these exercises is obviously to improve the

New Zealand Armed Forces preparedness to meet requests for
assistance in the event of an emergency arising in the region, by testing
our capabilities and ability to achieve a timely and effective resPonse.
Each exercise includes a community assistance component.

Surveillance patrols by RNZAF Orion aircraft of South Pacific
Island nations' exclusive economic zones have been expanded to include
Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu, and Solomon Islands. Reports of
sightings are provided to the Island Nations and also to the Forum
Fisheries Agency in Honiara to add to their data base of foreign fishing
activity.

Despite the South Pacific orientation and the pending
withdrawal of the New Zealand force from Singapore, Southeast Asia is
of continuing importance. A program of training and exercises on a
bilateral basis, and within the Five Power Defence Arrangements, will
continue after our redeployment.

Further afield, we are increasing our peacekeeping
commitrnents. Twenty-eight New Zealand personnel are serving with
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the UNIIMOG in Iran, including an air and ground crew for the RNZAF
Anilorrr. We continue to contribute to the United Nations Truce
Supervisory Organisation and earlier this year stepped up our
contribution to the MFO Sinai to 25 personnel.

Bilateral Relationship

within the last two years Australia and New 7*aland have published
Defence Reviews. Each provides an exposition of the iespective
Government's policy on the ANZAC defence connection. 

- 
The

expressions of commitment to the relationship are remarkably similar
and provide a solid platform for further enhancement of the connection.
The New Zealand Review states that:

The security of either New Zealand or Australia would be at
severe risk if the other was seriously threatened and it is
inconceivable that a joint response would not be forthcoming.
For both security and military reasons, as well as economic and
political considerations, we need to maintain our close defence
relationship with Australia. It is an essential aspect of the
Government's objective of New Zealand playing its part in the
development of greater regional self-reliance This
understanding should not just be reflected in our defence policy
but should form a basic tenet of it.5

The Aushalian White Paper describes the bilateral relationship
with New Zealand as being:

... of basic importance to the security of both countries, because
of our corrunon history and traditions, our proximity, and our
shared strategic concems .... We will continue to promote
defence co-operation and operational compatibility with New
Zealand, reflecting the considerable potential for shengthening
our defence relationship.T

Nevertheless the paper includes an important rider:

The extent to which this potential can be realised will depend,
among other things, on the compatibility of the equipment and

ment ftinter, Wellington, 1987), pp.l|l7., F-.C Beazley, Tlu Defuu of Australb 1982 (Aushalian Governmmt Publishing
Service, Canberra, 19871, p.5.
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capabilities of the two forces. Priority must therefore be given
to coordinating our policies on ttres€ matterc.E

In charting the cource of the bilateral defunce relationship since

the ANZUS rupture the Australian and New Zealand Governrnenb
have chosen to compartnentalise their differing positions over Port
visits. The April 1986 communique issued following the rrseting of the
two Defence Ministers noted that 'Australian and New Zealand policies
regarding visits by ships from nuclear capable countries continued to
differ.'9 Moreover, they set these differences in the cpntext of a close

bilateral relationship that was mature enough to ensure that this

difference would not have a corrosive effect on bilateral security
cooperation. That satne corununique noted that the close Australian
and New Zealand defence relationship was 'firmly based on
overlapping national defence and regional security interests as well as

shared strategic interests and historical taditions.' This provided a firm
foundation for further future development.lO

One of the first stepo taken w.rs to institute regular meetings of
Australia/New Zealand Defence exercise planners. As a consequence
bilateral exercises, a key measure of the degree of effective interactiory
have risen from 16 in 1984-85 to the cunent 24.

A sample of recent maritime exercises indudes surface warfare,
maritime attack and anti-submarine warfar€ haining. Land exercises

have included battalion headquarters and suPPorting arms using the
Australian Arm/s computerised warganE c€ntre, Regular Force and
Territorial Force infantry company exchanges and SAS training. Air
exercises include tactical air transport exercises and strike aircraft
exchanges. Australian obsenert attended a New Zealand Defence

exercise held in Western Samoa last year and early in 1989 a significant
Australian crcntribution will pin other nations in participating in Goldn
Fleece, the largest foint Force Exercise conducted in New Zealand. It is a

matter of regret that because of the A}.IZUS rift the New Zealand Arrned
Forces will not participate in Knngarm 89 other than providing
observers. Exercising at this level in tlc l@ngarco 89 tyPe setting is
indispensable to the maintenance of the New Zealand Armed Forces'

standards in all facets of the profession of arms.

6

9

10

Iba..
Nao Ttttnd Fmcign Affeirs koir:w, (Vol35, No2L Apritfune t985, p3)'
rbu-
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In the South Pacific we have the same obiectives and with
resource constrainb it is logical to coordinate our programs, as far as
practicable, to avoid duplication and to ensure a reasonable spread of
effort throughout the region. Hence maritime surveillance patrols, ship
visits and hydrographic survey efforts are coordinated. We have
exchanged contingency plans including those for disaster relief
operations and during recent natural disasters have consulted on
requests for assistance.

This coordination process also extends to the Mutual Assistance
and Defence Cooperation programs. The aim here is to avoid
duplication and to explore the scope for ioint proiecb. New Zealand
provides modest support for the Australian patrol boat proiect by the
provision of crew baining and instructors to assist with the introduction
into service and ongoing operation of the Western Samoa and Cook
Islands patrol boats.

A ioint working party has iust completed an examination of a
proposal for a combined maritime training program under which the
RNZAF s Skytnwk aircraft would assist the Royal Australian Navy with
air defence training. The scheme would have advantages for both
countries, providing valuable flyt.g training for the RNZAF and
enabling the RAN to utilise the services of an aircraft ideally suited to
this role. It is possible that this scheme could result in a small RNZAF
Skyhawk detachment being based at Nowra which would undertake
conversion training when not required for the fleet training role and also
take up training opportunities with the Aushalian Defence Force. As a
maritime strike and ground attack aircraft they fit neatly into a

combined force structure.

Individual Training

The trend has been repeated in individual baining. Some 360 personnel
representing approximately 70 per cent of the overseas training
program, will attend Australian cours€s during the 1988-89 financial
year. The comparable 1984 figure was 255.

New Zealand instructors are posted to appointments in the
Australian Defence Force Academy, the Drecting Staff of the foint
Services Staff College, the RAN and Ausbalian Army Staff Colleges, and
the Australian Ioint Warfare Establishment.

There are good prospects for an expanded exchange program
geared among other obiectives to the provision of personnel to slot into
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specialist positions where these cannot be filled locally. As an example,
a RAN officer will take comrnand of HMNZS Monouai next year when
the RNZN does not have a suitably experienced Naval hydrographic
officer.

Logistics

Until recently logistic cooperation has been the weak link in the ANZAC
connection. The rhetoric was great but proposals often became bogg"d
down because of the difficulty in harmonising capital equipment
requirements, funding problems, and, on occasions, a lack of
commitment.

The framework is now in place. The Memorandum of
Understanding on Logistic Cooperation between Australia and New
Zealand records the commitment of both signatories to strengthening
their respective defence capabilities through the development of a

common industrial support base. An annex formalises anangements for
the reciprocal repair and rnaintenance of defence equipment in both
countries.

The resolve to tackle the complex issues which stem from a
collaborative procurement policy has brought encouraging progress in
the past three years. New Zealand has purchased 24 105mm light guns,

18 of which will be built in Australia to a British design, and in 1987

signed a contract for the purchase of 18,000 Steyr ifles,13,000 of which
are being made under licence in Australia. In return New Zealand
industry gained through-life support for the Australian Sfqp production
to the extent of some $5 million worth of plastic components.

Cooperative arrangements have also been made for the
introduction and support of common defence communications networks
- Australia's Defence Integrated Secure Communications Network and
New Zealand's Second Generation Defence Communications Network.

New Zealand industry has already demonstrated some ability to
meet Australian defence requirements, through the servicing by Air
New Zealand of the RAN's LM2500 turbines, participation in the Stqg
proiect, and the recent sale of constant wear immersion suits (which are
also in service in New Zealand) for Navy and Air Force pilots.

In order to identify industry on both sides of the Tasman
capable of undertaking defence work, hade directories have been
compiled which should lead to a greater awareness by local firms in
both countries of the possibilities offered by defence proirts. In another
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encouraging development, the Australian MTIA Defence Manufacturers
Council recently invited a New Zealand Manufacture/s Association's
delegation for briefings on gaining access to Australian defence
business, and prospective Aushalian defence work. This gave the New
Zealand delegation the chance to tap the experience of their Australian
counterparts in undertaking Defence business.

It is appropriate to note the overall trade context in which these
defence procurement developments will (rccur. As a result of the review
of ANZCERTA earlier this year, both Governments are committed to
making rapid progress towards a single trans-Tasman market for goods
and services. The aim is to promote greater competition between our
most efficient producers and to hasten the process of the formation of
trans-Tasman industries capable of competing internationally. Steps to
expand the access of each othey's producers to each other's Government
purchasing markets on a nondiscriminating basis are part of this wider
objective.

Perhaps we have now reached the point where we should turn
our attention to the coordination of research and development,
including closer cooperation between the respective Defence Science
organisations.

The Future

The ANZAC connection is vital to New Zealand's military capabilities
and professionalism. However, the benefits are not one-sided. If a
threat to either country emerges, together we provide a potent defence
capability. That potency will be enhanced by the degree of previous
Defence cooperation across the full spectrum of individual haining,
exercising, command and control, communications, intelligence and
logistics.

Conclusion

In the sports arena there are few keener competitors than Australians
and New Zealanders. In many codes contestants and their supporters
regard a match with their trans-Tasman counterparts as the ultimate test
of sporting prowess. Perhaps it is the synthesis of this respect for each
othey's abilities and the spirit of competition that gives the ANZAC
connection its special strength.

Back in 1984 at a seminar organised by the Shategic and
Defence Studies Centre in Canberra, officials, academics, purnalists and
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others with an interest in the ANZAC Defunce Connection gathered to

hear a series of papers on the natur€ of the relationship 1d its future

prospects.ll Many of the ideas that were put forward."t tFt time have

lit."U*t implemented. This volume has a much wider theme, and as

a conreqrrence it will serve to stimulate wider discussion and

suggestions for charting the cnurse of lhe ANzAc connection in the

yefis ahead. Much has-been done, particuJarly in the last {ew 
years, to

itrengthen its foundations but there is ample scope for building an even

closeiassociation without relegating New Zealand to a subservient role

and diminishing the countr5y's freedom of action'
The stritegic uncertainties ahead of us suggest that we have

difficult decisionslhead of us concerning funding, rationalisation and

capabilities. Provided the political will irthere the ANZAC connection

could in the course of the 1990s evolve into a potent defence ParbirershiP'

C Conrcctiot4 (George Allm & Unwin' Sydney'

1985).
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AI{NEXE I

A BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF
THE ANZAC CONNECTION

The Operational Relationship

lntroduction

The trans-Tasman military association can be traced back to the 1850s
when about 2500 Australians were recruited by the New Zealand
Government for service with the colonial forces during the Waikato
Campaign.l Military units from New Zealand and the Australian
colonies served during the South African War, on a number of occasions
in the same British force. As an example, in May 1900 mounted rifle
units from New Zealand, New South Wales, Queensland and Western
Australia operated together as part of Mapr General E. Hutton's force
during the advance towards Bloemfontein.2

Worlil War I
The first instance of operational cooperation between the armed forces
of New Zealand and Australia during World War I occurred in August
1914 when ships of the Royal Australian Navy provided part of the
escort for the New Zealand force sent to occupy German Samoa3 and
later escorted the main body of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force.4

Prior to the 1915 Gallipoli campaign the New Zealand and
Australian (NZ & A) Division was formed. The Dvision was led by the
commander of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force, Maior General
Alexander Godley, and consisted of an Australian infantry brigade, New
Zealand infantry and artillery brigades and engineer and support units.
In May 1915 the NZ & A Dvision was reinforced by the New Zealand

t. Belich, The Neu Ttelaad oil tlu Vbtorian Intcrpntation of Recial Conflict, (Auckland
University ltess, Aucklan d l9tl6), pp.122, 126 and 139.
D.O.W. Hallv Thz Nat Zcahnilas in South Africa, @epartment of Internal Affairs,
Wellin$on, 1949), p.30; and R.L. Wallace, The Austrelbns at thz fur War, (Australian
War Meurorial and Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 7/76),
pp;t87-93.
S.f. Smith, The funu, ND ErVeditionary Force 797L7975, (Ferguson and Osborn,
Wellington, 1924'), pp.47 -fr .

F. Waite, The New Zealanilers et Gallipoli, (Whitcombe & Tomb, Auckland t9l9),
pp;t7-24.

I

2

3

4
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Mounted Rifle (NZMR) Brigade and the lst Australian Light Horse

Brigade, which served in Gallipoli as infantry.S The NZ- & A Division
urd'th" lst Australian Division comprised the Australian and New

Zealand Am,y colps (AI{ZAC), which was corrunanded by Lieutenant

General Sir William Birdwood.6 Towards the end of the campaign, in

October 1915, Godley was placed in temporary command of the

Australian and New Zealand Army Corps.T
After the withdrawal from Gallipoli the Australian and New

Zealand forces in Eglpt were reorganised, and on 1 March 1915 a New
Zealand Infantry pivilion was established. The New Zealand Dvision

along with the lst and 2nd Austsalian Dvisions formed I ANZAC,

undJr Birdwood,s command.S Godley was given command of II
ANZAC which was made up of the 3rd, 4th and 5th Aushalian
Divisions. In fune 1916 after both corps had arrived in France the New
Zealand Division ioined II ANZAC, while the 4th Australian Division

replaced it in I ANZAC.e During 1915 and 1917 the New Zealand and

Australian Dvisions took part in such mapr battles as the Somme,

Messines and Passchendaele.l0 During 1916 and 1917 the composition

of II ANZAC varied with one or other of its Australian Dvisions being
temporarily transferred to I ANIZAC.II However, in october 1915 the

5th Austraiian Division transferred permanently to I ANZAC as did the

3rd Australian Division at the end of tgtZ.tz Following the departure of

the Australian Divisions the two ANZAC corps were reorganised. On 1

|anuary 1918 I ANZAC became the Australian Corps and Godley's II
ANZAC became XXII Corps.l3 The New Zealand Dvision served with
British formations for the rest of the war.14

eaad Story, (Hodder and Stoughton, Auckland'
1984), pp.9 and 215.

6 lbid.,pp.69-70.

I na.,ppstz.
8 H. St!i".t, Tlu Nao kttu d Dioision,797G7979: A PoVulo Hbtny Bexd on officiel

Recorils, (Whitcombe and Tombs, Auckland 1921), pp.ll and 35'
9 tua.,p3s.10 lbid.,'pp.2B and 285-89.
l1 See f6fexample ihirt.,p.l7E.72 lbitl.,pp.l25 ind 29E.
13 rba.,'pi3/7-28.
14 See f6fexample rlid., pp.338 and6U2..
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Sinai - Palatine

In late December 1915 the New Zealand Mounted Rifle Brigade returned
to Eglpt from Gallipoli, and in March the following year it and the lst,
2nd and 3rd Australian Light Horse Brigades were formed into the
Australian and New Zealand Mounted Dvision. The Dvision, which
was generally known as the ANZAC Mounted Dvision, was
commanded by an Australian, Maior General H.G. Chauvel, whose staff
was made up of a combination of Australian and New Zealand officers.
Brigadier-General Edward Chaytor commanded the NZMR Brigade.ls
The Dvision played a leading role in the Sinai campaign from April
1916, taking part in the Battle of Romani, Magdhaba, Rafa and the First
and Second Battles of Gaza.16 After the conclusion of the last of these
actions Chauvel took command of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force's
Desert Mounted Corps. Chaytor was promoted to Maior4eneral and
took over command of the ANZAC Mounted Division. He led the
Dvision throughout the operations in Palestine and the jordan Valley,
which culminated in the capture of Amman in September 1918.17

Apparently relations between the Australians and New Zealanders
during this arduous campaign were very good. H.S. Gullett, the official
Australian historian of the campaign, commented that between 'the
Australians and the New Zealanders there was never a thought of
iealousy or a moment of misunderstanding. Each trusted and swore by
the other.'l8 He apparently visited the Dvision on a Sunday, on a beach
after a church parade! Apart from the ANZAC Mounted Division,
Australians and New Zealanders served together in the Imperial Camel
Corps (ICC). The Fourth Battalion of the ICC consisted of two
companies drawn from the Australian Light Horse and the 15th and
16th Companies, recmited from the New Zealand Mounted Rifle
Brigade.l9

C.G. Powles, Thc New Zealanilcn in Sinai anil Palestitu, (Whitcombe and Tombs,
Auckland,'l{22), pp.1 a nd 12.
Ibid.,pp.(&1o5.
Ibid.,pp.r05-2fl.
H.S. Gullett, The Australbn Impbl Force in Sinai anil Palestbt 1974-7978, (University
of Queensland Press in associaHon with the Australian War Memorial, St. Lucia,
1984), p.59.
J. Robertson, With the Catnelbrs inPelestitrc, (AH and AW Reed, Dunedin, 1938),p.26.
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World War ll
As it had in the First World War, the Royal Australian Navy escorted the

New Zealand forces sent overseas during the early stages of world war
II.20 The Greek campaign of 7941saw the closest association between
Second New Zealand fxpeditionary Force (2NZEp and the Australian
Imperial Force (AIF). fhe 5th Australian Division and the 2nd New
Zeiland Dvision formed part of w Force, which was sent to Greece in
March 1941. On 12 April ignt at the suggestion of General Freyberg the
lst Australian Corps, -arhich chiefly comprised the 5th Australian and

2nd New Zealand Dvisions, was redesignated ANZAC Corps'21 The

Corps, however, had only a brief existence being disbanded on24 April
with the evacuation of Allied forces from Greece. During May 1941

more than 6000 Australians came under Freyberg's command during the

battle for Crete.22 Following the end of the Greek campaign New
Zealand and Australian forces cooperated during operations to relieve

Tobruk in late 1941..23

Early in 1942 Ausbalian forces began to return to Australia in
response to ihe threat from fapan.24 During the war in the Pacific there

*ur a .trery limited operational relationship between Aushalia and New
Zealand. 

- 
However; the Royal New Zealand Navy and the Royal

Australian Navy worked together on establishing and rnaintaining an

extensive coastwatching organisation'2S and in october 1942 New
zealand took over responsibility for the defence of Norfolk island.

Australia had previously maintained a small garrison on Norfolk Island,

but in 1942 decidea inat its strategic importance did not justify

maintaining forces on the island. New Zealand attached much greater

importance to Norfolk Island and upon being informed of the

Australian decision to withdraw is garrisory resolved to offer New
Zealand forces to hold the island. This is the only occasion when New
Zealand has taken on the task of defending Australian territory.26

2U

21,
22

23

24
25
26

W.G. McClymont, To Greece, (Department of
pp.21 and 30.

Internal Affairs, Wellington, 1959),

Ibid.,p.222.
nia., p.lZl; and D.M. Dain, Crete, (New Zealand DePartment of War - History
Brandr, Wellington, 1953), pp.tl345.
See for exampi"e W.p. M"rirhy, ru Pu/;icf of T&ruh (bpartment of Internal Affairs,
Wellington, 1967), pp.lYg5.
O.A. G"illespie, The'Pacific, (Departmmt of Internal Affairs, Wellington, '1952)' p'67'
rbilt..
Ibid.,pp.3W07.
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The British Conmonwulth Occuption Force

In 1945 the British Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF) was
established to take part in the occupation of fapan. The occupation force
was drawn from the armed forces of Ausbalia, India, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom. Each country provided units for the force and
personnel for its headquarters. Although there were some difficulties
within the occupation force because of national feelings and differing
perceptions of its role, the force soon became an effective organisation.2T

TheKneanWar

The North Korean invasion of South Korea in fune 1950 led the United
Nations to call upon member states to resist this act of aggression. Ships
of the Royal New Zealand Navy and the Royal Australian Navy ioined
the United Nations Naval forces off Korea during fuly 1950 and were
soon in action.28 In late September 1950 the 3rd Battalion Royal
Australian Regiment arrived in Korea from fapan where it had been
serving in the BCOF, which by 1950 was made up entirely of Australian
forces. The battalion irined the British 27th Brigade, which were
renamed the 27th British Commonwealth Brigade on 1 October 1950.29
In fanuary 1951, the 16th Field Regiment Royal New Zealand Artillery,
ioined the 27th Commonwealth Brigade as its supporting artillery
regiment.30 The 16th Field Regiment was the main element of K Force,
New Zealand's conhibution to the United Nations ground forces in
Korea.3l

In fuly 1951 the various Commonwealth units serving with the
United Nations ground forces in Korea were organised into the lst
British Commonwealth Division. As in the Commonwealth occupation
force in fapan each country (Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand and
the United Kingdom) provided units for the Division and personnel for
its headquarters.32

Ibid.,pp.3ffi,-77.
See for example Robert C/Neill Austrdia in the Koreaa Wer 795G53: VoI.II Cambat
Opatiots, (Aushalian War Memorial and Aushalian Government Printing Service,
7985), pp.4l7, 422 and 454.55.
Ibirl., pp.137-@; and C.N. Barday, Thc First Comttonunalth Dioisioa: Tlu Story of
Britbh Conmonunalth Lanil Forccs in Korct 1950-7953, (Gale & Polden, Aldershot,
r95$,p.2r.
Ibid.,p.48.
Ibid.,pp.69-70.
lbid.,pp.8T87.
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Malaya-Mabysia- Singryor e

Because of an increasing emphasis in New Zealand's defence policy on
the security of Southeast Asia, in late 1957 the lst Batalion of the New
Zealand Regiment replaced the New Tnaland Special Air Service
Squadron as the Arm/s contribution to the C-omnpnwealth Far East

Strategic Resenre. (Ihe lst Battalion was laEr replaced by the 2nd
Battalion New Zealand Regiment, and in 196,4 the lst and 2nd Baftalions
were amalgamated to form the 1st Battalion Royal New Zealand
Infantry Regiment.) The battalion pined the 28th Commonwealth
Brigade which also included Australian and British units. Certain posts
at the Brigade headquarters, including that of the Brigade Commander,
were filled by each country in rotation.s The Brigade was involved in
operations against communist terrorists until the end of the Malayan
Emergency in 1960. In late 1964, during the Confrontation with
Indonesia, the 28th Commonwealth Brigade was deployed against
Indonesian forces which had penetrated the Kesang area of Malaysia.
Individual units from the Brigade also sened in Borneo during the
Confronation.34 At the end of 797lCommonwealth forces in Malaysia
were rreorganised to meet the changed situation ushered in by the Five
Power Defence Anangenrents involving Australia, New Zealand, the
United Kingdom, Malaysia and Singapore. The 28th Comrnonwealth
Brigade becarne the 28 ANZUK Brigade and a new formation, ANZUK
Support Group was established to give the logistics support previously
provided by the United Kingdom Far East Command.3s

In 1955, New Zealand had agreed to provide a cruiser or frigate
of the RNZI{, and at least one RNZAF squadron in addition to ground
forces for the Commonwealth Far East Strategic Reserve. The naval and
air elements of the New Zealand Armed Forces stationed in Malaysia-
Singapore under these arrangements worked dosely with Australian
and British forces, in exercises and occasionally on operations.36 1n7974,
operational control of all the New Zealand forcas stationed in Singapore
came under direct New Zealand qrntrol for the first time when the
Headquarters New Zealand Force Southeast Asia was established in
Singapore.3T

e Library (Wellington), P21-1-2.Y riih.,p.zi-2.
35 epp&dir to the Joumal of the House of Rep,resantatives (AIHR), Mkbtry q Defurz

Repd7972,pp.8 and 11.
Ibid., pp.7L7l and A|HR, Raoiao of Dclarcc 7958, p.4.
AJHR" Minietry of Dcfclvc Rl7ortt 7974, p.6.
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TheVietmmWar

During the Vietnam War, New Zealand and Aushalian forces had their
closest operational relationship since World War [. The first New
Zealand crcmbat unit to arrive in South Vietnam, 151 Battery Royal New
Zealand Artillery, was initially under the operational control of the
United States Army, but on 5 fune 1!)'66 operational control passed to the
lst Australian Task Force (IATD and the baftery became part of 1 Field
Regiment Royal Aushalian Artillery. The batteqy's principal role was to
support Aushalian and later the ANZAC infantry units. Its most
notable action was the Battle of long Tan on 18 fune 1965 during which
161 Battery contributed to heavy losses suffered by the Viet Cong units
attacking elements of the 6th Battalion Royal Australia Regiment.3s

Early in 1967 it was decided to deploy a company of 1 Royal
New Zealand Infantry Regiment to South Viebram. This sub-unit,
Victor (V) Compann arrived in Viebram in April 1967, where it joined
the 2nd Battalion Royal Australian Regiment. In December 1967 another
1 RNZIR sub-unit, Whiskey (W) Company, ioined the Battalion, and on
1 March 1968 the unit was renamed 2 RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion.
Between 19i8 and 1971 the 2nd, 4th and 6th Baftalions of the Royal
Australian Regiment formed the Ausbalian components of the ANZAC
Battalion. The commander of the New Zealand component of the
ANZAC Battalion was also its second in command, and in addition to
the two companies of infantry, New Zealand provided two sections for
the Battalion's mortar and assault pioneer platoons, as well as personnel
for other Battalion elements.39

Between December 1968 and February 1977, 4 Troop New
Zealand Special Air Service served in South Viebram as part of the
Australian SAS Squadron. Royal New Zealand Air Force helicopter
pilots also served in South Vietnam with the Royal Australian Air
Force.4o

S.D. Newman, Victtum Gunttrs: 161 Bettay KNZA, South Victtum, 1965-71,
(Tauranga, 1988), pp.44 and 54-55.
Ibid.,p.l0; K.E. Newman (d.r,Tru Al,lZAC Fr'ttelion 7967-68,Yo1.7, (Printcraft Press,
Brookvale, 1968), p.10; L.D. Iohnson, (d.r, TrE History ol 6RAR-NZ (ANZAC)
Br'ttoliclr 7967-7970, Vol.ll, (5RAR-NZ Battdion, Ennogera, Queensland 1972), p.8;
AJHR, Minbtry of hfnu RErozzI 1969, p.7; and AJFIR , Ministry of Defnu k:prt 7970,
p.8.
Tlu Nao Ttalend Army in Victrun 796i1-72: A Rryrt on tlu Chief of the Genaal Steff s

Excrci* 1972, (Minishyof Defence,Wellington, 1972),pp.7A8O; and AJHR, Ministry
of Defencc Rcport 7969, p.7.
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Since the end of our involvement in the Vietnam War,
Australian and New Zealand personnel have served together in the
Commonwealth Monitoring Force in Zimbabwe in 1979-80 and in the

ioint Australia-New Zealand helicopter squadron which was Part of the

multi-national force monitoring compliance with the Egypt-Israel Peace

Treaty.41

The Policy Relationship

Befure Wnld War ll
Before the outbreak of World War II, the policy asPect of the trans-

Tasman defence relationship was generally limited in extent and rather

tenuous in nature. Contact between defence policy makers in the
Australasian colonies and later between the Commonwealth of Australia
and New Zealand was largely through British defence organisations, in
particular the Committee of Imperial Defence.'|2 During the 1930s

ifforts were nude to improve the flow of information across the

Tasman. New Zealand's most significant contribution to these

initiatives was to organise the Pacific Defence Conference involving
Australia, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, which was held in
Wellington in April 1939.43 Although some Progress was made, this
aspect of the Australian-New Zealand defence relationship remained at

best of secondary importance to both countries. Ian McGibbon's

comments about the Australian-New Zealand defence relationship

before 1939 are especially apt where policy issues are concerned:
Except on rare occasions, neither country had placed trans-
Tasman cooperation at the forefront of its defence policy. To a
large extent this stemmed from their colrunon reliance uPon an

outside power for security and their belief that security was

assured. The focus of attention in defence was outside the South
Pacific - on london, where the primary decisions regarding
their security would be taken, and between the world wars on
Singapore, the all-important bastion of imperial defence. The

ons from Rhodesia', I**I of P noV.! 
-t1nite4

Seroius lnstitutt fo, Dtf^cc SMbs, (Vol.l25, No.4), December 1980, pp.47-55; and
AJH& Mtzistry of Defuce Report l9M, pp.lT-lE.

42 l.'McGibbon, laiouiU"n-Nbw Zealani Defence Relations to 1939', in K' Sindair
(&..1, Tasnun Rebtions: Nal Ttalend ani! Australie 7788-7988, (Auckland University
Press, Auckland, 1987), pp.7(667 and 779.

43 lbid.,pp.l&80.
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reliance upon Britain as imperial protector engendered
competition in imperial patriotism which at times caused hans-
Tasman diffictrlties. The imbalance in size between the two
countries further inhibited cooperation between them.
Australia, with greater resources, was more prepared to take
initiatives in defence even in the face of British disapproval, as
for example in the development of the Ausbalian Navy before
World War I. NewZealand, fearing domination by Auitralia in
any cooperative arrangement, tended to cling more strongly to
its link with Britain: it was better to be dominated bv mother
rather than older brother.44

Worlil War II anil the AI,IZAC Pact

The Second World witnessed a degree of cooperation between Aushalia
and New Zealand in defence matters.,tS Japan,s entry into the war
placed both Australia and New Zealand under threat and important
discussions took place at both political and military levels about the
policies to be followed in the Pacific. In February 1942 for instance the
Australian and New Zealand Chiefs of Staff produced a mapr
appreciation, entitled 'Future Policy and Strategy for Conduct of the
War in the Pacific - Australia and New Zealand'.6

The Australian decision in early 7942 to withdraw the
Australian Imperial Force from the Middle East brought to light
substantial policy differences between Australia and New Zealand.
Australia believed that New Zealand should recall 2NZEF for service in
the Pacific theatre, a view shared by some quarters of New T*,aland
opinion. However, after consulting Britain and the United States, New
Zealand was convinced that she could best assist the Allied cause by
retaining her forces in the Middle East.47 This conllict of poliry strained
Australia-New Zealand relations, which took some time to recover.'[8

Both Australia and New Zealand were aggrieved at the way
Allied policy on the war against Japan and post-war policy objectives
were decided at the C-airo Conference in November 1943 without their

Ilid., pp.1EG8l.
Ibid.,p.7ffi.
J. Robertson and f. McCarthy, Austrolian War Strebgy 7939-7945: A Doatmentary
Histo/y, (University of Queensland ftess, St. Lucia, 1985),pp.29197.
F.L.W. Wood, Tlu Nat Ttebnl Pade at tder: Political aill External Affairs,
(Departmmt of Internal Affairs, Wellington, l95E), pp.?2T27.
Ibid.,p.377.
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being consulted. The C-anberra or ANZAC Pact, which was signed
between Australia and New Zealand on 21January 79M, at least in part
sprang from these concerns.4g The agreement set out a regional zone of
defence in the South and Southwest Pacific, and provided for closer

trans-Tasrnan collaboration in areas such as defence planning,

Procurement and training.sO Until the 1970s, however, relatively liftle
was done to develop many of the aspects of cooperation envisaged by
the ANZAC Pact.Sl

The Post-War Decnde

In this period the defunce policies of Australia and New Zealand were
principally concerned with global Commonwealth defence
arrangements. These Commonwealth arrangements provided the main
framework for trans-Tasman defence policy relations. Both of the
Pacific Dominions agreed in the late 1940s to provide forces for the

defence of the Middle East in the event of a mairr war. The Middle East

commitment was the corner-stone of New Zealand's defence planning.52

Australia, which also had Commonwealth defenc€ responsibilities in
Malaya, attached greater importance to security issues in Southeast Asia
than did New Zealand. This difference in policy priorities was evident
at Commonwealth defunce discussions,S3 and in the effort Australia put
into developing ANZAM (Australia, New Zealand and Malayan area),

an informal defence planning arrangement for the Southwest Pacific,
which was based on Australian defence machinery and also involved
New Zealand and the United Kingdom.s{ In 1955 the increasingly
threatening situation in Asia led to a decision at Comnronwealth defence

talks in London that in the event of a mapr war New Zealand's forces

should be used to defend Malaya and not sent to the Middle East. The

gn Policy 19411951', in Naro Ttabnl in tl'IorW

Affairs,Yol.l, (Price Milburn for the-New 7nilan{ hstitute of International Affairs,
Wellin gton, 19V), p.93.

50 Desmond BaU, Thi Security Reladonship Between Ausbalia and New Zealand', in
Desmond Ball (ed.), T'ru Al,izAcctr.trcctioa, (C'argeAllen & Unwin, Sydney, 1985),

P37.
NHR, Rmitno of Dcfarce Policy 1972: Nao Tteland's DcfanccPohcy Paspclioe1,p.!.
I. McGibbon, The Defme 

-of New 7al^nd 19411957', in Nazr Tslend in Wotld
Affairs,pp.15t57.
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second half of the 1950s saw mone emphasis in Australia and New
Zealand on planning to meet possible communist aggression against
Malaya and other parb of Southeast Asia under the auspices of
ANZAM and later the South East Asia Trcaty Organisation (SEATO).
Australian and New Zealand forces stationed in Malaya as part of the
Commonwealth Far East Strategic Reserye had as their rnain task
responding to Chinese aggression; their use in Emergency operation was
a secondary role.55 After Malaya gained her independence Australia
and New Zealand were associated with the Anglo-Malayan Defence
Agreement (AMDA).55 Cooperation in defence planning for the region
continued at a lower level after the signing in 1971 of the Five Power
Defence Arrangernents between Australia, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, Malaysia and Singapore.ST

TheVietnamWar

In the early 79ffis, as the security situation in South Vietnam
deteriorated, the United States and Ausbalia committed non-combat
and later combat troops to the conflict. New Zealand was reluctant to
commit combat forces because she had serious reservations about the
efficacy of using foreign combat troops in Vietnam and was very
conscious of her very limited military resources and her Commonwealth
defence commitments.SS However, under pressure from the United
States and Australia and in light of the serious situation in South
Vietnam, New Zealand after consulting Australia decided in April 1955
to commit 161 Battery Royal New Zealand Artillery. It was intended
that 161 Battery would provide artillery support for the lst Battalion
Royal AusFalian Regiment. Unfortunately, however, shortly after New
Zealand had announced this decision, Australia, without consulting
New Zealand, dedded to expand her forces in South Vietnam. The new
Australian contribution included an artillery component, which in large
measure took over the role initially intended for 151 Battery.s9
However, generally coordination between Australia and New Zealand
over matters connected with the Vietnam War were satisfactory.

Ibid.,pp.r@-774.
Ibid., p175; and T.B. Millar, Ausffelia in Peece tnil War, pp24243.
Ibirl., pp.24l7; and R. Kmnaway, Nao Zeeletul Fateign Pdicy 7951-1971, (I\CJG
Smith, Welling ton, 7972), p.9.
Thc Nalo Ttaland Army in Viztrum 1964-7972, p.73.
Ibid.,p.15.
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The Post-Viettum Era

Since the end of Austsalia and New Zealand's involvement in the

Vietnam War, there has been an increasing emphasis on trans-Tasman

defence cooperation. In March 1976 the Frime MinisErs of Aushalia
and New Zlahnd made an important public p"licy statiement which
stressed the need to develop, and expand defence cooperation. This
emphasis on the trans-Tasrnan relationship had particular importance in
thepolicy and planning areftr where previously activity associated with
s.rch -rrltitateial agreemenb as SEATO and the Five Power Defence

Arrangements had been of most significanc€.60- since the early 1970s a growing system of consultative

machinery has been p,ri in place to facilitate the development of trans-

Tasman defence relations. At the highest level are annual meetings

between the two defence ministers, which began in 7972. These

meetings are preceded by meetings of the Australian-New Zealand

Consuitative Cbmmittee on Defence Cooperation (AI'.IZCCDO, which

was established in 7972, and which cnnsisb of the two countries Chieb

of Defence Staff and Secretaries of Defence. This committee 'acts as a

forum for periodic discussion of the strategic and policy basis- of defence

cooperation, as well as a forum in which high-level direction can be

given to particular defence cooperation activities'. Reporti-ng !o 9"
lrr.rzccnb is a committee of senior officers and defence officials, the

Australian-New Zealand Defence Planning Group (ANZDT€), which

was formed in1977 and generally meets twice a year. Its task is to assist

the ANZCCDC ty formulating proposals for furthering agreed policy
aims and to coordinate the implementation of agreed policy.'5t

Conclusion

The historical basis of the operational relationship between the armed

forces of Aushalia and New Zealand is more limited than is generally
supposed. During world war I Australian and New zealand forces

*6it ea closely iogether at c,allipoli and in the sinai-Palestine
campaigns, buf cooperation was more limited on the Western Front. In
the Second World War the relationship was much more restricted; only

67 Do-oni Ball, The S*.rrity Relationship Between Australia and New 7*aland',
p.38; and l. Rore Trans-Tasman Defence cooperation" in Nao ktle! Inta natiotul
'pg''nir-, (lnstitute of International Affairc, wellin$on, september/october 1987),

P.10.
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briefly during the Greek campaign was an ANZAC unit officially
established. Our forces worked together in Korea and in Malaya, but
had their closest operational relationship in Vietnam, where the ANZAC
Battalion in particular achieved a high level of integration.

In the area of defence poliry until the 1950s relations between
the Tasman neighbours were dominated by Imperial and later
Commonwealth plans and structures. Thery until the early 197b,
multilateral defence planning and poliry under the auspices of
organisations and agreements such as SEATO and ANZAM were the
central focus of Australian and New Zealand policy. This produced a

situation in which the Australian and New Zealand Armed Forces
'developed in parallel but not always in a coordinated way.'62 O.ly
since the mid-1970s has this state of affairs significantly altered as the
trans-Tasman defence relationship has become more important to both
partners.

AIHR Defucc Raicw 197 8, p.17.



CHAPTER 9

AUSTRALIA'S SECURITY AND THE NORTH
PACIFICI

Ross Babbage

Australia's traditional mind-set concerning the North Pacific is under
challenge.

In the past when Aushalians have looked to Northeast Asia their
prirnary focus was on the population rnasees of China, IaPan, Korea and
the other countries of the region with their alien cultures and values.

The early white settlers of the mostly+mpty Australian continent felt
vulnerable to the Asian 'hordes' in their apparently over-populated
homelands. Chinese miners arriving during the gold rushes of the 1850s

and 1860s brought racial tensions to the surface. The |apanese thrust
into the South Pacific in World War II reinforced these traditional
perceptions of fear and mistrust.

After the War many Australians retained attitudes of superiority
from the colonial era. Asian culture was assumed by many to be inferior
and during the 1940s and 1950s Asian manufactured goods were
generally viewed as poor quality imitations.

Through the 1950s and 1970s, the decline of Australian economic

access to Europe and the rapid growth of trade with |apan encouraged a

reassessment of Northeast Asia's importance to Australia. Many

Japanese goods were found to be of very high quality and the number of
business and tourist visits started to rise both ways. In recent years
levels of investment and trade have continued at high levels and people-
topeople contacts have multiplied.

The primary theme of this chapter is that the rapid changes we
are now seeing underway in the North Pacific, and those proiected for
the future, have even more dramatic irnplications for Australia. East
Asia is likely to be the most dynamic centre for global economic growth
in the first decades of the twenty-first century. fapan's relative economic
strength will continue to rise. Although the United Sates economy will

Substantial assistance in preparing this paper was provided by Dr Richard Hg8ott,
Col. I.O. Langtry, Mrs Robin Ward and Mrs EIza Sullivan. Nevertheless, the author
carrie full responsibility for the views expressed.
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probably remain the largest in the North Pacifig the role of both the
United States and the Soviet Union will decline in relative terms. The
newly emerging maior powers in East Asia will also expand their
political and military infl uence substantially.

The implications of these trends for long-term Australian
secrrrity are far-reaching and deserve thorough investigation. This
chapter can do little more than provide an overview and raise a few of
the more central issues for discussion.

What will be the role for the Australian economy and society in
this greatly altered West Pacific rimland? Will Australia be left behind,
becoming a regional backwater with limited power and influence, even
in its local approaches? How will the shifting regional power bases and
alignments impact on the options available for Australia to maintain and
enhance its security in the decades ahead? These are all very important
questions and it is time for Australians to address them directly.

Rapid Economic Growth

The most obvious factor for change in Northeast Asia is the pace of
sustained economic growth and its impact on relative power. Table 1

displays comparative economic data for selected countries on the
Western Pacific rim illustrating their performance from 1965 to 1985.
Table 2 projects the recent economic growth rates of these countries
forward to illustrate the general trend of changing economic relativities
for 1996 and 2021.

The two columns on the right hand side of Table 2 are
speculative. It is most unlikely that rates of growth in these economies
will remain as stable as proiected here. Some of those economies at
relatively low stages of development, such as Thailand and Indonesia,
may attract substantial flows of foreign investrnent and boost their
growth rates well beyond these projections. On the other hand, China is
unlikely to be able to sustain growth rates above 10 per cent and this
figure will be susceptible to fluctuations arising from domestic and
international pressures. Rates of growth in fapan rnay be relatively
stable but in South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong they are most likely
to fall somewhat as these countries' processes of industrialisation
mature. Despite these caveats, the overall prospect is clear. There will
be a far more economically powerful grouping of states in East Asia and,
barring unforeseen developments, a substantial decline in Australia's
relative economic importance.
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Many of the factors in Australia's relative economic decline are

not new. Auitralia's share of world hade fell from 25 per cent in 1939 to

1.25 per cent in 1975.2 In the decade of the 1970s most sectors of the
Australian economy suffered a continuing relative decline. For instance,

Australia,s trade grew by only 3.5 per cent per annuT in t!i1 decade,

compared to the 5.6 per cent rate for 8lob4 t]ade.a While world
agricultural hade production grew at a rate of 4.2 pet cent per annum

bEt*eut 1921 and 1981, Australian agricultural trade grew by an average

of only 0.8 per cent.4 In manufacturing, the annual _glgbal growth rate

was 6J per cent but Australia's was 2.2 per cent.s Only in the mining

sector did Australia substantially exceed the annual world growth rate of

1.4 per cent by producing an annual growth rate of 7.5 per cent.5 This

p"ior*t.e itinds in itark contrast to that of many of Aushalia's
northern neighbours.

There are many factors that account for the very rapid rates of
economic growth in Nbrtheast Asia. Central features aPPeg to be the

high priority given to growth as a social obi,ect]ve-,long working weeks,

fri[h savings'*tios, heavy concentration on high- value-l9ded goods,

str"ong urfo"t orientation and governments which follow market-

cotrfoi*ing and market-facilitating economic policies.T The generation

of this type of ,growth culture' encourages high levels of investment,
innovation and productivity. An important complementary factor is that
most of the domestic rnarkets in Northeast Asia are large, providing a

substantial trading base on which internationally competitive strategies

can be built.
]apan, South Korea, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong and several of

the ASEAN states all seem destined to continue rapid economic growth,
but this will be far from uniform in nature and scale.

|apan's economy is now among the most advanced in the world'
Motivated-by the 1985 ippreciation of the yen and strong intemational
pressure thelapanese economy is rapidly restructuring away from heavy

@. Higgott, Ttt Worlil Ecoromic Orilet od Tlu Tnilc
Ctbis: implicatlrtts for Ausfielb, CIhe Airstralian Instihrte of lnternational Affairs'Crbis: Implicatiotts ffr .

Canberra, 7987), pp.7, 9.
3
4
5

5
7

Ibid.,p.9.
rbid..
rba..
Iba..
Many of these points have been higNighted,by _Dr- 

Lawrme lGause. See Karen
Maldy, 'US Ecoiromist Tips Suong Paciiia, Tfu Sydrtcy lvlornr'ing Herekl' 6 October

1988, p.3.
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industry and high exportdriven growth towards satisfying domestic
demand and expanding service and high technology industries.S Many
japanese production processes have lost their competitiveness and are

moving offshore, not only to South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong but
increasingly to China and some of the more promising ASEAN
countries, such as Thailand. Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong are starting
to dominate medium-technology production processes (televisions,
pocket calculators, personal computers, etc.) and are exporting these
goods in large quantities back to fapan and elsewhere. These counEies'
success in these industries is pushing up their labour costs and exchange
rates and bringing, in turn, a loss of competitiveness in labour-intensive
and lower value-added goods. The production of textiles, footwear and
other basic goods is moving increasingly to countries further down the
industrialization ladder.9

fapanese direct investment, technology flows and purchasing
power is becoming an even more powerful 'engine of growth' in the
Western Pacific, gradually displacing the US. The general prospect for
the turn of the century and beyond is for fapanese financial, service and
high technology industries to be dominant in Northeast Asia. fapan will
probably rival the US as the most powerful financial centre in the world.
South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong are likely to continue up the
indushialization ladder, rapidly strengthening their high technology
production processes. China and most of the ASEAN countries will
probably follow rather more uncertainly two or three decades behind.

Several of the major economies located on the fringes of
Northeast Asia are unlikely to be able to keep pace with the fastest
growers. The Soviet Union is a case in point. The Soviet Far East will
probably become of much greater importance to the Soviet Union,
prirnarily because its vast mineral, energy and timber resources will be
needed to replace those gradually being exhausted west of the Urals.
Siberian development is, however, very expensive and the financial and

These and related trends are detailed in Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade,

lapo{ s Clnnging Ecoomic Rrrb in tfu Rcgion: A Natt Engittz of Growth? , (Researdr and
Policy Dscussion Paper No.3, Canberra, September 1988).
The ioncept of ountries advancing up an industrialization ladder' is not a new
conc€pt. A Vice-Minister of the fapanee Finance Minr$ry preferred to use the
'escalitor' analogy when discussing the dynamics of development. See Bernard K.

Gordon, Pdities-and Prctectbnism in Ftst Asie anil tlu Pacific, (Adelphi Paper No.228,
Intrernational Instihrte for Strate$c Studies, london, 1988), p'46.
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technical requirements are vast.l0 Serious political obstacles have

hitherto prevented large scale economic and technical cooperation with
the major industrial powers in East Asia. If the PKrcesses of Soviet
domestic economic reform can be sustaind and regional trade,
especially with China, continues to grow, the pace of economic

development in the Soviet Far East may rise sornewhat in the 1990s.

However, even if this occurs, it is unlikely to bring a substantial increase
in the Soviet Ijnion's relative economic influence in Northeast Asia.

The US remains a mairr economic Power in the North Pacific but
its dominance of the immediate Post-war years has long gone. From
well over 40 per cent of the world's gross national product in the late

1940s, the US declined to 33 per cent in 1960 and 22 pet cent in 1980. By

conhast, ]apan's share of global gross national product grew from 3 per
cent in 1960 to 10 per cent in 1980 and continues to rise rapidly.ll

Nevertheless, the US is far from a spent force and although Paul
Kennedy and others have made it fashionable to portray the American
economy as in long-term decline,l2 this is only true in a relative, not an

absolute, sense. In fact, US trade with West Pacific rim countries grew
substantially through the 1970s and 1980s. The US share of Western
Pacific rim exports rose from 21 per cent in 1980 to 30 per cent in 1982
with fapan, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong making the largest
contributions.l3 While the US has played an important role in
generating North Pacific trade and growth, the compelling need for
President Bush to reduce the US' large hade and budget deficits and
restrain consumer demand is likely to limit the further growth of
American involvement in the 1990s.

Overall, the US will remain an important player in the North
Pacific well into the twenty-first c€ntury, but its relative economic
power will most probably continue its slow decline.

For Australia it is not only the scale of the economic

transformation underway in Northeast Asia that matters; it is also the

IU The economig political and security prosPects for the Soviet Union in this theahe are
discussed at gr6ater length in Ross'Babbage'soviet Strategic Dilemmas in the North
Pacific in the 199G', in Ross Babbage (ed.), Trt bobts in tlle Pacific in thc 7990s'
(Pergamon-Brasseys, Sydney, 1989).
For details of these and related omparisons, see Keizai Koho Cenhe,lapn 7987: An
Interrutional C-omparinn, (Ketzai Koho Cenhe, Tokyq 7987),p.9.
Paul Kmnedy, fnc nil;e ail FaIl $ tlu Greal Pows: Ecototnic Chtnge anil Military
Conflict frm 1.5N to 2N0, (Random House, New York, 1987).
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, lepo{s Clunging Eononic Rdc in the

Regbn,p;I.

11

72
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shifting pattern of economic relationships and dependencies. Trade
between most of the maior economies in Northeast Asia continues to
grow strongly and mutual dependency is expanding rapidly in this
region. Iapan and South Korea are now each other/s second largest
trading parbrcr.l4

The restructuring of the Japanese eoonomy with the shift to
higher technology industries and the transfer of many medium and low
technology processes offshore is reducing fapan's demand for the
mineral and energy resources so prominent in Australia's export
earnings. In time this may be balanced by increased raw material
demands from the rapidly expanding East Asian economies that are
lower on the development cycle, such as South Korea, China, Taiwan
and Hong Kong. This reasoning was prominent in the recent
Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade report on Japan's changing
economic role in the Western Pacific.ls However, assumptions of this
kind tend to hide the complexity of market developments in this region.
For instance, many of the transport and other bottlenecks that have
plagued Chinese resource development should be removed in the
coming decade. By the mid-1990s Australia may be pressed by China
and other new competitors in the coal, iron ore and other resource trades
in Northeast Asia.l6

The primary features of the economic dynamism in Northeast
Asia for Aushalia to note are not only its scale and the speed of its
growttt, but also its changing nature and complexity. Australia will need
to demonstrate high levels of flexibility if it is to avoid the dangers of
being heavily dependent upon rapidly diminishing specialist markets.

Changing Security Equation

It is not only the pace of economic growth and rapidly altering
relativities that are changing in the North Pacific. There are also

TI1le 
"n4 

related points were made by William Clark US Deputy Assistant Secretary
of state for East A.sian and Pacific Affairs before the us-H6use Foreign Affairs
subcommittees on Asian Affairs and International Economic policy on 13 october
1988. F_or detaill Tu J.p.n" Defense Budget is the World's Third L:rgest,, F-ast Asia
anil the Pacific Wirdess File,13 October 1988, p.15.
Deparhrmt of_Foreign Affairs and Trade, lapo{s CJlrrnging Eanonic Rde in the
Regioa, pp.l6, 17.
Profe*sor Hugh Dunn has warned of these bmds. For details see paul Lynctr,
aVaming on Trade Challenge From China', Tlu Austrelim,l4 fanuary 19ES, p.15.
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substantial movements in the political and military security equation in
this region that have important implications for Australia.

Prospects for the United States

In military-strategic terms, the us rerrains the strongest power in
Northeast Asia, although in this field as well it no longer enjoys the
dominance of the early post-war years. Its close political ties and

security treaties with fapan, south Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines

facilitaie extensive security cooperation and make possible, at relatively

limited cost, a strong forward defence strategy. Access to defence

facilities in these countries permits a rapid switching of forces into and

out of this theatre to meet changing requirements.
The long-standing US military approach to Northeast Asia is,

however, likely to come under increased pressure i" t" 1990s and

beyond. primirily because of national deficit pressures- and the Gramm-

Rudman-Hollingi constraints, the US defence budget has not grown in
real terms for the last four years and domestic economic restructuring is
unlikely to permit any significant growth in the early 1990s'17 One

consequence is titety to be renewed rrutiny of the size of American

force deployments abroad. In East Asia, prime candidates for attention

will be ite forces committed to |apan and South Korea. A second

consequence of the continuing budgetary pressure, that is already in
evidence, is a strengthening of Washington's efforts to encourage al'lies

to shoulder more of the defence burden.lE This comes at a time when

|apanese and South Korean defence expenditures continue to rise. US

security planning is accommodating these trends by placing greater

emphaiii on collegiate allied action and planning for 'coalition
warfare'.19

More serious problems could arise in the 1990s with several key
allies in the West Pacific likely to limit severely, or even deny, the long-

defmce budggts for Anerican military-shateSl-
and operations in the North Pacific are discussed in Rcs E!b"-gj: Tlu Future of-

unitcd Statcs Msitinc StraBgy in tltz Ptcific, (Working Paper No.158, Strategic and
Defence Studies Cmhe, Canberra, 1988), p.27-Xl.

18 See, for instance, the testimony of Rictrird L. Armitage, US Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Affairs before the US Senate Appropriations
Subcomniftee on Defense, 26 May 198S. For details see 'Burden S!-ing:--4
Mainstream American Priorit/, Fts, Asb arul Pecific whelcss Fitc, 26 May 1988,

pp3249.'1.9 b"", for example, Admiral James D. Watkins, US Nav-y-, The.Maritime Strategy, (A
supplemmt to LlS Naoat Institub Prcceeilings, Ianuary 1986\' p.4.
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standing access the US has enjoyed to military facilities on their
territories. The review negotiations for continued access to military
facilities in the Philippines from 1989-191 proved extremely difficult.
Securing agreement for a long term extension of the militarybases treaty
in 1991, or negotiation of a new agreement, is likely to be far more taxing
and may be abandoned in favour of relocation to Guam, Palau and other
West Pacific sites. As I have argud at length elsewhere, a retreat of this
kind would reduce US military capabilities in this theatre and encourage
regional accommodations to the new circumstances that, in most
respects, are unlikely to be in the interests of the West.20

More subtle constraints may be applied on US military
operations through |apan. Tokyo has been very strict in recent years
about the circumstances in which it has permifted foreign-based US
military aircraft and other forces to visit lapan. The continuing economic
growth of Japan and the relative decline in US economic and political
power in this region, together with further trade frictions between these
two allies, rruy encourage Tokyo to work to secure its own interests
more directly in the coming decade. The scope for movement will be
limited by the strength of |apan's continuing trade and broader
economic interests in the US and the generally parallel nature of Tokyo's
and Washington's primary long term security concerns. Certainly the
U$fapanese alliance itself is unlikely to be threatened seriously in the
1990s but there will probably be additional constraints applied to US
operations over time.

A similar gradual distancing from the US could develop in South
Korea. A growth in Seoul's economic and political strength and
confidence, a continuation of economic frictions with Washington, the
emergenc€ of a new generation of leaders with a more detached
appreciation of the American role in the Korean War, the development of
clear South Korean military superiority on the peninsula, a strengthening
perception that US forces were being held in South Korea as much to
restrain Seoul as to defend against the North, and a possible
intensification of anti-American sentiment could combine to generate
further operating constraints on US forces. The management of alliance
relations in this region could become much more demanding for
Washington in the 1990s.

Lnplications for Australia', in Desmond BaIl
(ed.), U.S. in tlu Philippines: Issws end Implicetbns, (Canberra Papers on
Skategy and Defence No.zl5, Strategic and Defmce Studies Centre, Canberra, 1988).
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Prospects for the Soviet Union

The soviet military investment in Northeast Asia has glown

substantially since the 1950s but this has not proved readjf)r. convertible

into enhanced poiitical and economic influence. Army divisions along

the Chinese boider were almost tripled in the twenty years to 1988 to

number 57, although rnost are not fully manned. The numbers of Soviet

tactical aircraft in Siberia rose from 200 in 1967 to about 1300 in 1988 and

the Soviet Pacific Fleet grew by about 80 per cent from the late 196Os to

become the largest of the four soviet fleets, with 88 maior surface

combatants and some 124 submarines. A primary role for the soviet

maritime forces in this theatre became Protection of the 32 nuclear

missile-firing submarines (SSBNs and SSBs) that routinely deploy-in the

Seas of Okh6tsk and Japan and the Pacific waters immediately adiacent

to the Kamchatka Peninsula.2l
It is now clear that Mr Gorbachev appreciates that the soviet

Union's status as a supelpower in the twenty-first century depends

largely on a drastic modernisation of the Soviet economy_._ He needs a

p#oi of reduced tensions with the West to P"Ttt a reallocation of at

ieast some defence personnel and technical and material resources to

more productive aieas. He also badly needs large inf-usions of

investrnent funds and advanced technologies to accelerate the

development of Siberia and modernise Soviet industry.- Some limited

investrnent funds and credits have recently been obtained from Western

Europe but Gorbachev appreciates that the largest quantities of available

capital are located in Northeast Asia.22
However, rapid Soviet Progress in Northeast Asia has been

barred by serious poiitical problims in its relations with all the major

counbies of this region.
The Soviei Union's military build-up in the Far East since the

late 1960s combined with the invasion of Afghanistan, soviet military
support for vietnam,s invasion of Kampuchea the shooting down of a
Korean airliner in 1983 and miliAry support for North Korea generated

goverrunent and public concern and some apprehension in the region,

larticularly in fapln. Soviet military flights and warship passages close

t military deployments, opetationsand sh-.at!gl-n
this theatre see Ross Babbage, 'soviet Strat6gic-Dilemmas inthe North Pacific in the

190s'.
22 For details of credits obtained by the Soviet Union from Western Europe T Mll

Newton, 'Can the Nation Survive a world of Trade cartelsl, Thc Australior,25
October 1988, p.15.
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to and through fapanese air and sea spac€ hundreds of times each year
have been intelpreted in Tokyo as attempted intimidation and a serious
obstacle to improved relations.

Another mapr obstacle to improved relations has been
Moscow's failure to give ground over japa.n's claim to the four disputed
islands off the northeast coast of Hokkaido that were occupied by Soviet
forces at the end of the Second World War. In the late 1970s and early
1980s, Moscow moved to reinforce its sovereignty over the islands by
basing the main elements of an army Dvision and about forty fighter
aircraft there.

It would be very difficult politically for any fapanese
Government to give significant ground on the northern islands issue.
The conclusion of a peace treaty with the Soviet Union, a relaxation of
tensions and a substantial expansion of economic cooperation is most
unlikely until Moscow makes a maior concession on the northern
territories.

Given these political problems, the Soviet Union has been
anxious to negotiate expanded economic cooperation with Tokyo on a
separate plain. The reality is, however, that with few exceptions, the
Soviet Union has few resources and economic opportunities to offer
]apan that it cannot obtain more cheaply and more easily from other
sources.23 These factors, together with the continuing poor state of the
political relationship, account for the very iimited scale of |apanese
investment in Siberia and the decline in Soviet-|apanese trade since the
late 1970s.

Soviet relations with China have improved substantially in
recent years but long term mutual caution and suspicions remain.
Gorbachev has instituted some movement on each of the three mapr
issues long maintained by Beiiing as obstacles to the normalisation of
bilateral relations. There have been some limited Soviet force
withdrawals from the Sino-Soviet border and discussions on settling
outstanding border demarcation issues have made progress. The Soviet
Union also appears to be on its way out of Afghanistan. Moscow has, in
addition, been pressing Vietnam to conclude a settlement on Kampuchea
and withdraw its forces. Vietnam has announced that all its hoops will
be out of Kampuchea by 1990.

z5 These and related points are elaborated in ltofessor Suzuki Teruji, lssues in lapaa-
Scobt Economic Relatiotrs, (Unpublished paper, Kagawa University, Japan, 1985),
pp.9-12.
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Clearly there is significant movement on political relations
between Moscow and Beiing, with a summit meeting between

Gorbachev and Deng Xiaoping scheduled in 1989. There has also been

substantial progress in economic and cultural relations. Trade,

especially cross-border trade, has grown stsongly and the prospects are

for a much more norrnal Sino-Soviet relationship in the 1990s'
The Soviet Union does not maintain diplomatic relations with

South Korea but it did attend the OlymPic Games in Seoul and bilateral
trade has grown rapidly in recent years. South Korea's moderate level of

technology and thefast pace of its economic development could facilitate

substantially expanded economic cooPeration in the 1990s. Moscords
heavy military support for North Korea is, however, likely to remain a
serious constraint.

The Soviet Union's ProsPects in Northeast Asia are, therefore,
rather patchy. On the one hand, there is certainly scope for a further
developmeni of economic and, to some extent, political ties, especially

with china. But, on the other hand, Moscow could easily rekindle
deeply-held suspicions of its intentions, not least if it deploys, as many
expect, one or two conventional aircraft carriets, Blackiack heavy
bombers and a new generation of cmise missiles to this theatre in the
1990s.2a In consequence, even if Morow makes rnaior political

concessions (such as-a return of sone of fapan's northern territories),

withdraws some military units and employs the most active and skilled
diplomacy, )apan and the other mapr powers in the region will remain
cautious. While Moscow may have success in attracting new ioint
venturers and possibly increasing levels of trade, doubts will persist
about the effectiveness of the Soviet Union's Program of domestic
economic reform and it is most unlikely to secure the substantial flows of
investsnent capital from Japan and elsewhere in the region that it needs.

In overall terms, then, the Soviet Union's relative influence in this region
will probably remain static or gradually decline.

Prospects for fapan

fapanls growing regional power is reflected not only in its economic

strength but also in its developing military capabilities and political
influence. Since the late 1970s, fapan's defence expenditure has risen
steadily by five per cent in real terms each year so that it is now the third

t Naval Capabilities in the Pacific in the 1990s',

in Rcs Babbage (ed.), Tlu Solobts in tlu Pacift in tlre 1990s, drapter 3.
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largest defence spender in the world, trailing only the two
superpowers.25

At the end of its 198690 Defunce Plan fapan will possess some of
the most powerful military forces in the region. There wiit ue 60 modern
destroyers and 100 P-3c anti-submarine warfare aircraft - more than
three times the number of such vessels and planes that the US maintains
in the Western Pacific and Indian Oceans combined.26

Japan will also operate over 300 modern F-15 and F4 fighter
aircraft. This is more than the US has in Iapan, Korea and the
Philippines combined and about as many as are maintained to defend
the continental US.27

The growth of these substantial Japanese military forces does not
portend a dramatic early reversion to the militarism of the 1930s and
1940s. what we are seeing in fapan is rather the graduar building of a
powerful coalition of primarily government and industry interests. They
are responding, in part, to pressur€ from Washington to make i
meaningful contribution to the western alliance and use defence
purchases to help offtet Japan's vast trading surplus with the US. An
important incentive for rnany sectors of fapanese industry is their
perception of long term benefits from the defence program, not least
thro-ugl exploiting newly emerging military technologies in highly
profitable civil applications.

Few informed observers of Japanese defence policy believe that
it is driven by a coherent strategic rationale, except in the nrost general
sense of contributing to the defence of the fapanese islands in the context
of the mutual security treaty with the uS. Inter-service rivalries remain
very strong. The Maritime self Defence Force places heavy emphasis on
combined operations with US forces and protecting sea lines of
communication for a radius of 1,fiX) nautical miles from Tokyo. The
Ground self Defence Force's 13 Dvisions focus prirnarily on the defence
of the northern island of Hokkaido, and particularly the wakkanai
Peninsula opposite sakhalin. The Air self Defence Force is structured to

m Clar\ Deputy Assistant Secetary of State for
East Asian and Pacific Affain, before the House Foreign Affairs subommittee on
Asian Affairs and International Economic Policy on l5 October 7988, East Asie enil
P-ecific Wireless Ffla, 13 October 1988, p.il.zb see the remarks of Howard raft IV, the us Deputy secretary of Defense to the ug
Asia Instihrte Leadqship C-onferme, 15 Sepiemba 1988, ,Security is the
c-ornerstone of Asian Developmenf, Ftst Asb and eacip wiretas Fr1e, 15 september
1988, pp.l3-18.

zl lba..
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tighten the control of national air space to Prevent unauthorised
intrusions.

Although one Defence Agency study has reportedly concluded

that securing fipan's sea lines of communication could be performed

most effectively were the Maritinc Self Defence Force to purchase one or
more light air'craft arrrierslE there are fuw indications that fapan is
thinking seriously of acquiring substantial capabilities for long range
force pr-ojection. There are no strong motivations for fapan to move in
such a direction. The fapanese electorate retains strong pacifist
sentirnents and there is a widespread appreciation that any development

of this kind would Provoke a vigorous negative reaction in the region

and in influential circles in Washington. The nnst likely ProsPect over

the coming decade and possibly beyond is that fapan will continue its
gradual piogra- of military development focussing primarily on the
direct defence of the fapanese islands.

As part of its contribution to allied turden sharing', fapan is

shouldering a substantial proportion of the costs of maintaining

American forces on its territory. In 1988 alone |apan spent US$2.5 billion

more than half of the labour costs of the US forces in fapan.
The rising value of the Japanese yen has helped Japan overtake

the US as the wo;ld's largest donor of international aid. lapan's foreign

assistanc€ doubled from 1985 to 1987 to reach US$7'5 billion, with
further growth to US$10.4 billion in 1988.30 fapan'-s foreign- aid
contributions to the western Pacific countries during the 1980s have

been some four to five times larger than those of the US, with China and
the ASEAN countries the primary recipients.3l These large contributions

are generally reinforcing regional stability, encouraglng further

economic interdependence and, in particular, a level of integration into

the fapanese economy and strengthening fapanls political influenca in
the Western Pacific.

on behalf of the 55,000 US service personnel in fapan, or about
Us$4s-(m oer American serviceperson.2g In 1990 the Japanese will payUS$45,000 per American ]apanese will pay

ce is Planning the lntroducfi'on of a Light Aircraft
Calrke1, Y oniuri Shimbun, 3 lanuary 1 98t.
See the testimony of Ridrard L. Armita8p,26 May 19E8.

Department of iloreign Affairs and ftade, lafo{s g1rrnging Erotr"ltric Role in thc

Rcgim,p.28.
Ibid.,p.37.
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Prospects for China

C..hina's. sbategic significance flows primarily from its vast geographic
dinrensions, the immensity of its population, its pivotal geo-st"aftgic
location and its great long-term economic potentiil. For more than a
decade china has been stmggling with the processes of economic, social
and political reform, moving to a more open, free-market,
internationally competitive system. Growth has been rapid but unevery
with advances restrained by difficulties in deregurating prices,
controlling inllatiory managing the balance of payments account and
overcoming bureaucratic and political rigidities. If the processes of
gradual reform and modernlgation can be maintained without serious

Toryryc or political disruptlory China can be e<pected slowly to climb
the industrialisation ladder and beconre a much more formidaLle po*er
by the middle of the twenty-first century.

China's defence planning draws heavily on the long tradition of
people's war. ?eople's war under modern conditioni, envisages
infusions of new technologies to produce highly mobile all-arms armies
capable of forward defence on china's borders and deep counter-attacks,
as well as extensive defensive operations within the mass of the people,s
militia.32

with defence the lowest of china's four central modernisation
priorities, progress in this direction has so far been modest. Defence
expenditure was halved in the decade to 7987 and military personnel cut
by-25 per cerrt. Large parts of the armed forces are beingieltructured in
efforts- to improve efficiency but infusions of new equipment and
technologies have been limited and applied very selectively. 

-

Nevertheless, in defensive and local offensive operations the
weight of china's military capabilities is formidable. smal icale military
operations beyond china's borders to secure national interesb are likelv
to be a continuing feature of Chinese policy in the 1990s.33

f China,s modernisation proc€ss, with extmsive
coverage of defmce modernisation, see C'arry Klintworth, Chitu's Mdcntistion anil
ttE S.trotegic -Im?licaty for thc lt'lcsten Peciiic, {Ansvalian Government publishing
Service, Canberra, 1 9EZ).

33 PA:,p?.Y,9S.--k.:H Military_Pr^epares the'First platoon" for Rapid Action,,
Sythrcy Monting Haahl, 27 Augrct I 988, 

-p.21.
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Prospects for the Koreas

Maior changes are also underway in the security balance on the Korean

Peninsula. South Korea has long enpyed some important strategic

advantages, one of which is its population of 40 million, twice that of the

North. In the 1960s and early 1970s North Korea was able to offset this

disparity of scale by maintaining a higher rate ofper capita GNP growth.
However, during the last fifteen years the Southern economy has
boomed with annual growth rates between five and nine per cent. The

Northern economy has, by contrast, remained sluggish. In consequence,

the south's GNP is expectd to be at least six times that of the North's in

the early 1990s.

These hends have mapr consequences for political and

economic relations in the region but also for the military balance.34 In
recent years North Korea has spent close to 11 per cent o_f _its 

GDP on

defence, whereas the South has averaged only about 5.5 per cent.

Nevertheless, because of the dramatic growth of the southem economy,

the South is now outspending the North in absolute terms and the

margin of its superioritycan be expected to widenrapidly in the 1990s.

When we look at the balance of forces on the ground, we see that
the North has a numerical advantage of 2 or 3 to 1 in tanks, other
armoured vehicles and combat aircraft. However, this disparity is
gradually being eroded by the South and the gual^ity of most of the

South,s iystemi, and probably the quality of the South's training, is

superior.
Moreover, the US provides substantial support to the South with

one infantry division, an arrny headquarters and five squadrons of
fighter and ground attack aircraft based south of the 38th Parallel. In a
cisis, the US would most probably swing substantial additional air,

maritime and ground force units to this theatre.
tn effecb this means that Kim Il Sung no longer has any realistic

option for reunification of the peninsula by force. Sl,h Korea's

superiority will become even more obvious through the 1990s, possibly

facilitating more far-reaching political initiatives and providing potential

for greatl-y reduced tensions, at least on the southern side of the

aemltita;zed zone. Developments in Pyongyang will probably remain

unpredictable.

e security PrcP€cts on the Korean Peninsula, see

Peter Polomka, Tlu Ttw'Korus: c-atelyst fvr anpct in Erct Asb, (Adelphi Paper

No.208, The International Institute for Sbategic Studies, london, 1986)'
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Wild Cards

Most of the judgernents in the preceding analysis are predicated on a
projection of current and readily identified trends. Account must,
however, also be taken of the possibility of dramatic changes in the
international environment with the potential to undermine elements of
this chapter's argument.

One possibility is a serious reverse in the global economy.
Although fairly unlikely, it is not impossible that rising levels of third
world debt and a new wave of international protectionism could
threaten several countrie and mairr intemational financial institutions
with bankruptcy. This could send dramatic shocks through global
markets precipitating a precipitous fall in international trade. A severe
reverse of this kind would have serious implications for all countries, but
arguably its impact would be greatest in East Asia, where economic
prosperity is so intimately connected with high levels of international
trade. Dramatic economic setbacks in fapan, South Korea, China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and the ASEAN countries could bring much higher
levels of unemployment and social dislocation with unpredictable
political consequences.

Other 'wild card' possibilities include dramatic unanticipated
change in the national leaderships of one or nnre of the rnaior powers in
the North Pacific. Mr Gorbachev could be assassinated or deposed by
disaffected conservatives heralding an end to perestroi&o and u t "* eti
of domestic repression.3.5 A change of this kind could impose greatly
increased strains on Soviet relations with the US, China,Iapan and South
Korea and accelerate the relative decline of the Soviet economy.

Other possibilities include the reemergence of serious political
dissension and problems in China, the outbreak of full-scale hostilities
on the Korean Peninsula and a communist victory in the Philippines.
The impact of most of these events would have significant consequences
for regional stability and security and could rnodify some of the broad
long-term trends identified in this chapter.

T.H. Rigby and Dr R.F. Miller in'Domestic
Determinants of Soviet Foreign Policy: hospects for the 199G', in Rose Babbage
(d.r, nu hoiets in the Pacific in the 19%)s, drapter one.
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IMPLTCATIONS FOR AUSTRAUAN SECTJRITY

The primary thrust of this analysis is that the far-reaching changes
curently underway in the North Pacific have important implications for
Australia. Sustained economic growth is strengthening greatly the
relative economic power of this t€gion as a whole. fapanese economic
and political influence is becoming very strong. In the longer term,
perhaps by the middle of the next century, China could also emerge as a
mapr global power.

Australia is most unlikely to be threatened militarily from this
region, at least for the next two decades. Nevertheless, Australia will
continue to be concerned about the gtowing military potential of several
countries in Northeast Asia. The Soviet military pres€nce is unlikely to
decline in this region, at least during the 1990s, and the possibility of
further Soviet intimidatory behaviour cannot be o<cluded.

In the medium and long term, conflicts in this theatre could arise
from new sources of tension. Increasing economic interdependence in
the North Pacific may exacerbate trade frictions and possibly generate
serious disputes. The rapid emergence of a new range of competing
mapr powers in Asia could produce higher levels of unpredictability in
the next century. The future in Northeast Asia is certainly likely to be
highly dynamic.

By contrast, if Aushalia's recent performance is extrapolated into
the next century this country faces the prospect of substantially reduced
economic, political and probably sbategic influence. The question
therefore arises of whether that is the sort of future Australians want for
themselves and their children. What are some of the maior steps that
economic restructuring may require? How far are Australians prepared
to go in integrating their economy with the fast growers in East Asia?
Are substantial advances in this field politically realistic in the 1990s?

And what are some of the implications for Australia's broader security in
the twenty-first century?

One option is for Australia to continue on its current course.
This would probably mean that by 2021, agricultural and resource
extractive industries would remain the backbone of the Australian
economy. There would most likely have been substantial further growth
in Australia's servic€ industrie, with tourism a very large contributor to
the balance of payments. However, most manufacturing industry would
probably have declined, with very few, if any, medium and high
technology niches maintained in global markets.
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This could make Aushalia rather like an lreland of the South
Pacific; a very pleasant place to visit with a moderate standard of living
but essentially an economic backwater. In political and security terms
this kind of Australia would be relatively weak and potentially
vulnerable in the twenty-first cenrury. Unlike Ireland, Australia would
not have a Great Britain between it and neighbouring continental
pressures and, in this time'frame, Austsalia's maior power ally rnay be
less capable and far less inclined to provide the security support that
rnaybe desired.

There are, of coul€e, other options. Australia could reasonably
aim for a higher technology, higher growth optiory structuring itself to
become something like a Sweden, Switzerland, Austria or Canada of the
South Pacific. This option would require much closer integration with
the highest growth economies of Asia. High value market niches in
these economies would be actively targeted and strong incentives given
for quality, highly innovative and competitive exportoriented goods
and services. Productive invesbnent and r€search and development
rates would rise and the national strategy for sustained economic growth
would be clear.

A future of this kind would require major changes to the
structure of the AusFalian economy and, to sorne extent, to broader
Australian society, but it would promise higher standards of living,
greater economic and political strength and, in security terms, much
greater potential to hedge against the increased uncertainties that may
characterise the next century.

It is not within the framework of this chapter to move on to a
mapr exposition on the challenges of restructuring the Australian
economy. Others are much better qualified than I to analyse such issues
in detail. Nevertheless, in order to provide a context for this chaptey's
conclusions, it may be useful to touch briefly on a few of the centsal
questions.

In essence, the Australian economy is of limited dirnensions,
comparatively open and, largely because of its structune, very vulnerable
to international trading fluctuations. The countr/s economic problems
have come to a head, in part, because of the increasingly unfavourable
nature of the global political economy with the substantial growth over
the last fifteen years of economic nationalism and discriminatory trade
practices. These trends have generated dangers for the international
trading system as a whole and particularly acute problems for those
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countries on the fringes of the rnapr global economies with narrowly-
based export sectors.

Australia,s mapr exports continue to cgme from the agncultural

and mining s€ctors, Fving the country an export profile similal to many

Third World states. 
-The growth of protectionism and other changeg in

the international economy have seen the real value of Australia's
prirnary exports cut by almost half from the mid-1970s to the mid-
igg0s.3e Effectively Australia is locked into an exPort pattern of relative

decline and relief will only come when the country restructures itself to'

become less dependent on commodity exports.

Maior changes are hence required to Australia's industry

priorities in order tJ inpct a much larger value'added component into

ixport commodities. In part this will mean higher levels of primary
prbd,r* processing prior to export. But it will also mean substantial

efforts to increase the contribution of manufactures and services to

Australia's exports.
The general direction of the changes needed is not particularly

controversiaibut the practicalities of forcefully noving to restmcture the

Australian economy raise many problems. Maior changes in investment

priorities are needed, some relalively uneconomic industries may need

io be abandoned, regulation of the labour market needs to be loosened

and many legislativi constraints on change abolished. Restructuring of

this natuie riill inevitably be haumatic for rnany Ausbalians- A cenhal

question is how realistiq it is to expect such far-reaching reforms to be

instituted in a social democracy such as Australia.3T
For a start, governments would need to acknowledge publicly

and rather loudly thit much of the Ausbalian economy ndl to change

direction. Governments would have little choice but to darnage the

interests of important constituencies in order to restructure in the

fundamental ways required. It is reasonable to ask how willing
goverrunents are likely to be to run such risks, when they know they

have to face their electors at least every three years'

The difficulties of making rapid ProSress in economic

restructuring are clearly serious. One practical problem is that while

some elemeits of government, industry and academia are aware of the

challenge faced by the country, this perspective has not been

@ Woild Economic ordcr, P.13.37 ft o" i"t"o ji" ai'*rr."a authoritatively in the condusions of Ridrard A. Higgott,

The World Ecorcmic Orda, PP.71 -7 4.
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communicated effectively to the mass of the Australian people. Until the
electorate as a whole is well informed about the nature of the countr;/s
restructuring dilemmas and given a vision of what needs to be done to
secure a better long-term future, the potential for rapid progress will be
bleak.

A second important need is for governnrents, the media, and all
other agencies active in the economy to be much more active in
encouraging emphasis on quality, high productivity, international
competitiveness, foreign market penetratiory etc. Australians achieving
success in these fields deserve accolades comparable to those we heap on
our best sporting achievers.

Third, I see a much more vigorous and creative role for
goverrunent and other maior economic agencies in studying
developments in the Western Pacific economy and highlighting
emerging market and investment opportunities. This would not involve
any form of government direction to industry, but the provision of very
high quality market analysis and other support services.

Fourth, there is a strong case for encouraging Australian
financial flows away from their traditional patterns and into more highly
productive sectors of the economy and, in particular, into those
industries identified as possessing strong long-term growth potential.
Elements of Australian taxation law and other government financial
regulations deserve review in this context.

Fiftlu Australians need to become much more familiar with Asia
and especially Northeast Asia. This has implications for everything from
educational curricula and language training to encouraging
businessmen, trade unionists, government officials and most sections of
Australian society to visit or work in the region, to become intimately
familiar with its workings and to become involved in irint entelprises.
The mindset of most Australians about Asia needs to be transformed.

Sixth, while international competitiveness is essential, on its own
it may not be enough. While Australia's first choice is to have most
international trade barriers reduced or removed under the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations, this prospect is becoming increasingly remote as
Europe nroves towards a single market in 1992 and the US and Canada
finalise a Free Trade Agreernent. The C-airns Group initiative to press for
reduced trading barriers on agricultural produce has merit, but its
prospects of success are slim and it is now time to consider seriously
other means of securing long-term market access, particularly in the
rapidly growing Asian economies.
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In principle, there rnay be several alternatives in this field.
Australia could, for instance, Pursue expanded bilateral tsading relations
with a number of the fast-growers in Asi+ seeking to reduce customs
and other barriers for mutual benefit. Steps toward a broader regional
economic association are also worth considering.

Some, such as Malcolm Fraser, have suggested a trade, financial
and economic association with fapan and the other fast-growing Asian
countries as the best way of securing Australia's future if the trend
towards regionalising the global economy continues.38 Bernard Gordon
and others have explored the potential for a Pacific-Asia Free Trade Area
(PAFTA) linking the US and Canada with |apan, South Korea, Taiwan,
Australia and the ASEAN countries.39 Gordon argues that trade barriers
in this region could be dismantled by stages, following the successful
model of the U$Israel Free Trade Agreemmt. While such a concept
may be possiblq there must be serious doubts about the political suPPort
such a proposal would receive in the maior regional capitals. It would
seem well worth studying, but a free trade agreement of this scope

would be exceedingly difficult to negotiate and is most unlikely to be

created quickly. From Australia's point of view, the best strategy may be

to examine actively a number of possibilities and be prepared to pursue
interim arrangerrents where they appear advantageous.

In my view, it is time that participation in the debate on these

fundamental issues was broadened. For Australia's defence and security
community a great deal is at stake. Without a vibrant, highly productive
economy capable of at least keeping pace with the economic growth of
its major Asian neighbours, Australia's security will decline.

There appear to be several direct implications for Australia's
defence and more-narrowly defined national security policy.

First, unless Australia's economic performance improves, the
financial resources likely to be available for defence in the 1990s and
beyond will certainly not gtow in real terms and will most probably
decline. This will not only restrict the pace at which Australia's defence

capabilities can be developed but result in a decline in Australia's
relative military power and influence in the region.

Australian planning also needs to take account of the changing
political and militaqy power balance in Asia and, in particular, the

eed Unity to Counter Trade Threats', Th. A8c,20
September 1988, p.13.

39 Behard K. Gord6n, Politis nd Ptotcctionism in tlu Prcific, pp.72-75.
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continuing relative decline in the strength of the US. In general terms I
suspect that ANzus and the broader range of Australia-US security ties
will continue to be of substantial muhral benefit to both parties, butihere
is scope for tensions in this relationship to grow. For instance, Aushalia
cannot expect to be insulated from uS urgings to its Pacific allies to carry
more of the Western security burden. These pressures may grow at a
time when Australia's capacity to assist is falling.

Probably the most disturbing possibility is that US trade poliry
and, in particular, an expansion of subsidised exports, could further
damage Australia's fragile balance of payments. sustained action of this
kind would undermine the long-standlng Australian domestic consensus
on the importance of maintaining the ANZUS links.

The relative decline of the US, the rise of |apan and South Korea
and the longer term potential of CNna and some of the ASEAN countries
also have sorne broader implications for Australian security policy.
Given these maior changes in Asian relativities, there could be benefit in
gxploring additional means of enhancing Australia,s military searrity.
For instance, there is a case for moving gradually to diversify and extend
Australia's security contacts with several of the newly emerging Asian
powers, most notably fapan, China, South Korea and some of the
ASEAN countries. This is not the time to talk about new alliances,
security treaties or strategic obligations. There could, however, be
substantial benefit in exploring the potential for more regular and larger
scale bilateral discussions on security policy and intelligence matters.

Over time many avenues of expanded cooperation could arise.
Military officers could possibly train in each other/s staff colleges. There
rnay be scope with some of these countries for a program of low level
combined military exercises. There may also be potential for expanded
cooperative defence industry programs along the lines of that presently
being negotiated for a new generation of light helicopters between
Australia, China and France.4o

Such measures could contribute significantly to mutual
understanding and the development of closer political and economic
relationships. They could also provide new avenues for underpinning
Australia's security with the emerging maior powers in East Asia.

zR' For details see Michael-L)rnch,^'loint venture is crucial, say Engineers', Aystralian
Fituncial Rcoicw,25 October 1988, p.56.
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Conclusion

The primary thrust of this chapter is that the rale and comple*]y oj
u"otrb-i. growth and political lnd military developments i1 the North
Pacific pose maior challenges for Australia's future security. It is time to

take s6ck, to thinf long-term and develop an agreed strategy for the

development of Australia into the twenty-first century'
' 

The challenge is formidable. There is a need to radically clgnge
Australia's mindseiabout Asia to become intimately familiar with its
workings, to learn its languages, to proliferate Peron-tGPerTn contacts,

to expa-nd processes of consuttation and to move flexibly,an{ rapidly to
restructurgthe Australian economy. The concePt of the lucky countr/
and the 'she'll be right' mentality is obsolete. While Australia retains

many natural advaitages, the high standards of living, high levels of
r*niity and distant detachment from global Pressures which most

Australians continue to take for granted, can no longer be assumed for
the twenty-first centurY.



CHAPTER 10

AUSTRALIA AND THE INDIAN OCEAN1

Michael McKinley

'Man has a twofold interest in using the
sea: first as a means of access;-and
second as a natural resource'.2

Michael MccGwire

Prologue

It is the misfortune of the peoples of the Indian Ocean to inhabit lands
which, irrespective of their intrinsic status, were bound to achieve
significance in the context of the global strategic rivalries between the
superpowers and their respective alliance and trading systems. Because

it lies at the intersection of three continents; because its under-water
topography is ideally suited for locating strategic nuclear systems;
because the bulk of the nontorununist world's Proven oil and gas
resources (57 per cent and 26 per cent respectively) are located near it;
because six OECD countries rely heavily on the Gulf states for
significant perc€ntages of their total oil imports - (US 28 per cent,
Canada 39 per cent, japan 70 per cent, Britain 77 per cent, West
Germany 46 per cent and France 59 per cent); because its surface
waterways carry the strategic raw materials and trade products of much
of the industrialised world; and because its seabed is a repository for
essential high-grade minerals, the Indian Ocean is accorded
fundamental strategic importance.3 And because of their respective

This drapter is an abridged version of the monograph'... At Anar&{s Rim ,..':
Australb oril tlu hulbn Ocwt, (Strategic and Defene Shrdies C-€!rtre, Australian
National University, C:nberra, forthcoming), hereafter dted as M. McKinley, '... At
Anuch{sRin...'.
Midrael MccGwire 'The Proliferation of Maritime Weapon Systems in the Indo-
Pacific Region', in Robert C/Neill (d,.), Inxcurity!: Thc Speeil of Wcapas ia tlu lrulbn
end Prcifb Oceans, (Australian National University heso, Canberra, 1978),p.82.
For the gmeral sigrrificane of the region see lqbal Sin$r,'hulian Ocean: e ry "fPeecc or Poun Pley?', (Working Paper No.64, Sbategic and Defence C-nbe,
Anstralian National University, Canberra, 1982), pp.l-7. For more uPtcdate
information on the energy resourc€s of the region see the relevant tables reproduced
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locations, a similar status has devolved uPon many of the islands and
territories within it - such as Diibouti, Reunion Island, Socotra, and the

British Indian Ocean Terdtory (particularly the coral atoll of DieSo

Garcia).
In Australia's case there was an intellectual appreciation of this

concept, if not a strategic application of it, fiom almost the time of
Federation. Thus, sorrewhat curiously we note that, despite its past
reluctance to seriously address the issue of Indian Ocean security, the
SLOCs across it have been traditionally of the highest significance: they

were, as T.B. Millar obseryes, 'the "life'line' of the Empire and of

Australian trade with Britain and western Europe'.4 with the sun now
almost set on that empire, the analogy of lifeline' is still, howevet,
appropriate, at least in terms of trade: the Indian Ocean SLOCs account
fof neirly 40 per cent of all shipping movementt and over 51 per cent of
the tonnage shipped to and fiom Australia.S

naaitiotiatty, Australia's Indian Ocean coastline and hinterland
are among the remote, under developed, yet reource rich regions of the
country. 

-From 
the largest natural resource development in Australia's

history which is the North West Shelf Gas Proiect, to the diamond,
alumina, iron ore, oil and natural gas deposits of the Kimberley, to the
unique importance of the port of Darwin in the context of any large scale

enemy lodgement or invasion, are currently derived 8r€at economic

benefit and the promise of considerably more. Their loss or lengthy
interruption would constitute a disruption of serious proportions to
both th-e domestic and overseas comPonents of the national economy.5
It is not surprising, thery that the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr Bill
Hayden, chose to redefine the Indian Ocean's position in Australia's
foreign policy with a mapr speech in 1984 during the course of which he

proposed that there wete 'unassailable reasons of national self-interest

The Middle East and North Africa', Nooel Foru, Ool.VUI, No.lI), l98Z PF.126139.
4 t.S. Millar, Alstralia ia Pacc olril Wer, (Australian Nadonal University Press,

Canberra, 1978), p.357.
5 Departsnert of Defence (Navy Office), 'An Analysk of Trunds in T71d. enil ghiVping"

(Departrrmt of Defence, Canberra, November 19E5)'
6 J.O.'[:ngtry and Desmond BaU (eds.), A Vuhuinble Crnoilry?: Civtll Re*urccs in tlu

Defna"of' AnstruIia, (Austsalian National Universtty Preso, Canbetra, 196),
pp.1l4r2l8.
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why the region should hold a consistent and sensible place in our rale
of priorities .'7

In the contemporary period consistency is indeed appropriate,
since there exists in the region what Barry $uzan terms 'durable,
significant, and substantially self<ontained features' of a security nature
which warrant close aftention.E Perhaps ironically, the four components
which comprise any security analysis of the Indian Ocean - domestic,
regional, super-regional and global - are currently best viewed as stable,
though riven with rivalry and conflict. The key here is that interests
which seek a change in the sfafus 4uo simply lack the resourc€s to prevail
now, and in the foreseeable future. Stasis, however, has its tribulations
and foremost arnong these are the rnanagement of superpower global
rivalry in the Indian Ocean region; the nranagement of the
regional/super-regional components of security; a consequential focus
on the Indian military expansion; and nuclear proliferation.9

Management of Superpower Global Rivalry

Ambiguity attends all attempts to classify the Indian Ocean as an arena
of superpower competition. As Ashley Tellis has described it, modern
historical change has been subtle and the transformation really from that
of being an 'uncontested Western lake' to that of a 'great commons'
within the realm of Western influence.lO In this regard it reflects the
global maritime stsategic advantage enpyed by the West over the Soviet
Union in the oc€ans of the world.ll It also reflects the fact that the
United States has had to reclassify it from one of low 'strategic' value,
prior to 7979, to one of central importance, as evenb such as the
overthrow of the Shah of lran and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
dictated.l2 Whereas prior to this time the US had felt free to enter into

Speech by the Minister for Foreign Affai$, Mr BiU Flayden, MP, on the subiect of the
Indian Ocean, delivered to the Australian Insdhrtie of International Affain in Perth
on 20 fune 19&4, p.A3. The full text of this speech is found in Departmmt of Foreign
AJfatrs, Backgmuniln, No.4%, Z7 fune 1984, pp.A1-A15.
Barry Buzan, 'A Framework for Analysis', in B"rry Buzan and C,owher Rizvi with
Rceuury Foot, Nancy letly, B.A. Roberson and Anita Inder Singh, fuuth Asbn
In*cr.ritynrrd th. Grut Poucts, (Macurillan, Houndmills, Basingstoke, 1985), p.5.
Barry Bwan and C.,owher Rizvi, The Future of the South Asian Security Comple/,
in B. Buzan and G. Rizvi, fuirth Asian Insr;mity etd tlu Grut Pows,pp.23'!3IJ.
Ashley J. Tellis, The Indian Ocean: Changng Strategic Maps, Evolving Naval
Balance', Nea,l Fores, (Vol.IX, No.II), 1988, p.90.
SeeWilliam M. Arkin andRichard W. Fieldhouse, Nudwkttbfbhls: GI&elLinkin
tlv Atms Rrce, (Ballinger, Cambridge, Mass., 1985), p.9.
Ibid.,pp.73i and 166 (note 20).

9
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bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union to resb.ict forces in the

Indian Ocein region and establish a 'zone of peace', sudt cpntacts

ceased when the latEr loot actess to bases in Sornalia and the Pahlevi

dynasty was toppled. For the United States, tlrese events dictated that a
fundarnental re-ippraisal was conducted which saw revolutionary lran
as a potentialty d*aUiUsing inlluence upon the pro-Western states of
the cuff, the possibility of a soviet push all the way to the warn water
ports of Pakistan and, ultimately, the insecurity of the regional oil routes
ind supplies. As a consequence the US Navy stepped up its level of
operations to what Arkin and Fieldhouse term a 'wartime tempo' with
the deployment of as many as 30 combat vessels, induding two aircraft

carriers, rlportedly armed with in excess of 100 nuclear weapons'l3
The US reaction was as predictable as it was rcflexive: it opted

for a strategy of containment, by force if necessary, of the Soviet Union
and Iran, and, concomitantly, the need to Protect Gulf energy producers
and SLOCs. And all three, it should be noted, were, and are, seen by
Washington as being interdependent with a fourth, but not essentially

regionafobiective, the restoration of US credibility.tl In-as_much as this

iniicates a 
't ,tis- of regional suPerPower rivalry'that the United States

and the Soviet Union are in the Indian Ocean for their own reasons - it is
unremarkable, but to the extent that it is a selfdefining criterion it is
significant. This is especially the case in view of the fact that the C-arter-

Reagan strategy of conainment admis a 'fundancntal' difference. As

ferf Oeibet iigues, in both its geographic configuratiol a1$ functional
design, the post-t979 regional security structure established by the us is
,indi-rect and diffuse' because of the need to protect regimes which
would themselves not be credible domestically if they were seen to be

reliant for their security on Washington, and the broad relative decline

upon which America has entered'ls- 
As a result of these political and historical processes, the US has

been forced to conduct its regional security relationships in an alliance

environment striking similar to a non-mans-land, somewhere between

the ground laid out by Thomas fefferson and Harry s. Tn_rman. It is
now over four decades since America stopped following the forme/s
proscription against tntangling alliances' but it has yet to return to the

, Tlu Nuclar Arms Focc Al Sa, NePtune PaPers

No.l, Greenpeace and the Institute for Policy Studies, Washington, DC, 1ry]7),^p'15'
14 nany nuUn, Drowning In The Gulf',Foreifn Policy, Winter l9g7{/d.,pp.l2o28'
15 lbill.i and Terry L. fr€i=U"L 'Hiaa* Commitments , Forcign Potrly, Summer 1987,

W.467.
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habits of gleat cnmmitnent established in 1947. Carte/s belated
attempb to reassure moderate Arab regime of US support, establish the
Rapid Deployment ForcE, and expend diplornatic effort to acquirc
basing rights iry or near, the lndian Ocean, which would facilitate a
massive surge capacity in tirne of need are appropriately located in this
spacE. Necessary though eadr component was, they still, collectively,
represented Zbigniew Brzezinski's dilerrma of devising 'sornething
much looser than a formal alliance' which was at the same tinp
politically sensitive and 'a sufficiently explicit assurance of American
involvement'.15

The Reagan Administratiory while identifying the dilemma,
took no recognisable steps towards its rresolution; indeed, it probably
intensified its current dimensions, or at least created the potential for its
expansion. Thus, in an age when nominal US assistance to the Third
World was decrcasing, erponenfi.el increases in military aid and baining
were made available to match US regional baseconstmction proiects.lT
Politically, too, Reagan came to appreciate that US policy in the Indian
Ocean region (and elsewhere) was inoperable without the support of
pro-Western Third World regimes, no rnatter their civil/political
complexion. Uncritical support has, therefore, been forthcoming to
them in the hope, or the knowledge, that they will, b quote Seoetary to
State, George Shultz, 'grant transit, refuelling and base rights' as
required.lS In return for such favours the US has entered into what one
analyst has described as a collection of 'pale alliances' with, on the East
African coast, Kenya; on the Hom of Africa, Sornalia; in the Red Sea sub
region, North Yemen and the Sudan; and in the Gulf, the member states
of the Gulf Co-operation C,ouncil (fornred in 1981), Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. All of these
raise questions of far-reaching importance.l9

Foremost among these are questions which relate to whether
such non-baditional arrangemenb carry the effuctive status of an
alliance beaty in terms of the commitnpnt of the various parties; more,

Zbigniew Brzednsld, Poua oil Prkcipb, (1$3), as cited in T. Hbel, 'Flidden
Commihrents, p.52.
Ibid.,pp.5l5.
Corge Shultz, Ad&eo to the Southern Genue for Inknational Studies, Atlanta,
C,eorgia, Febnrary 1983, as dted in T. Hbel, 'Hiddm Crnmitmelrb', p.53.
The expresoion, 'pale alliance', ig from T, Deibel, 'Hiddm C-ommiturmb', p.57, ll
should also be noted that the establishmmt of sudr alliances is not solely a regional
(i.e., the Indian Ocean region) phenomenon: Deibel catalogues its development in
Southeast Asia, Cenhal Asrerica and North Africa as well

l6

t7
l6
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what the implications might be for othu,fomul alliance partrrers of the
United States in the event that the arrangements are interpreted as

treaties. At the risk of stating tlre obvious and being repetitive, these are

crucial considerations. It will be accepted, I think, that it is not pertinent
to this analysis to examine whether tt might not have been far better for
the regional states to have resisd all regional overtut€s, or honestly
submitted to them in th€ hope that the required acaommodations could
be arrived at over time. Nevertheless, since the regional states have
done neither the one thing nor the other, it is reasonable to cpnclude that
they have introduced themselves to Great Power politics- in the late

twentieth century under the worst Possible definition and under the

worst possible conditions - that is to say, without any intellectual idea or
any moral purpose - in a word, opportunistically.2O And there are
conseqnettces ol this acquaintance which are the business of Australian
observers.

For now it should be appreciated that the 'pale alliancns' are a

convenience which allows US access in return for US military aid and

non-specific pledges of support. To the extent that they are not dircctly
a means to the end of American national security, but, rather, a means to

a means, they are something of an end in themselves. To this extent,
also, they arenot strategically rational, nor, in the circumstanc€s, should
they be seen as 'any more reliable than the pledge of access which
occisioned [them],.2t They rernain, however, as loose security

coalitions, for the most Part lacking formality and/or the right to station

forces on a perrnanent basis, but emphasising political discretion and
radically different outlooks. They constitute, therefote, a standing
reproach to the requirernents of both effective deterrence as advanced

Uy ttre US itsell and strategy - which cannot Possibly be served by
undertaking to defend an expanding area of interest with shrinking
resources.22

To persist in this critical veiry the above conclusion should not
be seen as merely academic or hypothetical. In 7987, for example, the
US experienced some of the logical consequences of its ill<onceived

esis of this idea as cominp originally, from a

discussion of the inUoluction of the lrish chieftains to Nonnan rule in the late
fourteenth and fifteenth csrhrriB. See S€an OFaolotn, Th. Irish, @mguin, West

Drayton, 1980), p.65.
T. 6ibel,'Fliddin Commitmmts', p.59.
The basis of this ondusion is drawn from argummts advancld by T. Deibel
'Hiddm CommiErmts', W.57 4.
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Gulf policies and operations in the conbxt of the lran-Iraq war.
Although the latter country had been responsible for most of the attacks
on Gulf shipping and, indeed, had severely crippled the USS Stark (in
May), the US r€sponse was to punish Iran by, intq alia, eflagging oil
tankers belongrng to lraq's ally, Kuwait. At the same time the
Congressional hearings into the arms-for-hostages deal with Iran
suggested that the US was cronducting a fiasco rather than a foreign
policy. This impression was only confirmed when the US Navy was
seen to be relatively powerless against mine warfarc when the 401,000
ton supertanker, Biilgetor, was holed while ostensibly under USN
protectiory and positively embarrassed when the crippled vessel
actually trook over the convoy's lead in order to safeguard the escorts!
But not only did this episode demonstrate the US fleet's inadequacy in
the face of mine warfare, it also confirmed the weaknesses previously
alluded to in the loose coalitions. The prinre beneficiaries of the US
operations were Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, yet when the US decided to
despatch minesweeping helicopters to the Gulf it was unable to
negotiate the right to use bases in those two countries. As a result the
helicopters had, initially, to be transported to Diego Garcia, ih the
Southern Indian Ocean, some 3,0(X) miles and one week'$ sailing from
the Gulf, before they could be deployed.

Exactly why this sihration should have been tolerated is best
addressed in terms of the three principal anxieties felt by the US
Administration in mid-1987. Two of these were essentially sub-regional:
an imminent lranian threat to the Gulf Arab states and the possibility
that Gulf oil exports could be blocked. With the Iran-Iraq war now in
abeyance, or the relations between the protagonists in that state of peace
that Ambrose Bierce defined as 'the period of cheating between two
periods of fighting', both of these fears have receded somewhat. In any
case there were such serious questions about both in the course of the
war, that even those which remain do not presage a change to the sub
rcgional status quo.B

The third anxiety was, and most certainly still is, an increase in
Soviet influenca.24 This, too, relies on as questionable a basis as those
above. Despite the recent establishment of diplomatic ties between
Moscow and Onran and tlre Unitd Arab Emirates, respectively, there is
little affinity between the individual Gulf states and the soviet union.

zc
24

Ibid.,pp.l24.l2E.
Ibid.,p.724.
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Iran takes its policy of non-alignnent seriously while lraq once a client

of the Soviet Union, has, since 1980, become alienabd fiom it. It is also

the case that Iran and the states of the Gulf Cooperation Council share

an historical distaste for atheistic communism which, in more recent

times, has been matched by a deep natural suspicion as a result of the
Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan.

The Soviet lJnion's Pl€sence in the region also underlines its
relative inferiority. Though geographically quiE prodmate to the Gulf
and the NorthWest Indian Oceary its militalf Presenae is, by extra-

regional standards, nrodest. Barely 20 ships, close 
-to 

twethirds of

which are auxiliary vessels, are now deployed, all of which orignlt_e

from the Soviet paiific fleet. They are supported by tL-38 May andTU'
742Bear ASW aircraft flying, primarily, from bases in South Yernen and
Ethiopia.25 Notwithstanding the contingent nature of US access to
Indian ocean liftoral countries, there is a marked disparity between the

facilities available to the resPective suPerPowers. Soviet access is also

contingent, but the Soviet Indian Ocean fleet has nothing comParable to

the island facility of Diego Carcia which, for practical purposes, is

beyond regional political discretion. As Tellis observes, even if Diego
Gircia is not a futty-Redged basing facility, it 'still provides order of
magnitude advantages over ... support offered by the s"-"i9t acc€ss to

Ad6n, the PDRY 
-[Pmple's Democratic Republic of Yemen], or

anchorages at Socotra'. In fact, so inferior is the current rnaritine
positionlf the Soviet Union that he concludes it has 'cronceded direct
naval competition in the [Indian] Ocean'.26

Management of the Regionavsuper-Regional components of security

Reference was made in the preceding section to the fact that the

superpowers are engagd in the Indian ocean region--for their own
r"isotrs almost excluiively. While that engagement suffers frequently
from exaggerated fearc and not a little optimism, it is also the case that it
creates space for the regional powers to manoeuvr€ in, even to
manipulate them. So great is this latitude that one considered iudgment
has it that ambitious littoral Powers can find txcellent opPortunities' to
pursue regional domination.2T Thus there exists another irony in that

d W.Arkin and R Fieldhortsr.,Nudrrr,8rrtt/c.fie/,ds,
p.135.
A. Tellb, The Indian Ocean', P.9E.
Ibid.,p.91.
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the same superpower rivalries which exacerbate and constrein regional
rivalries can also act b encourage national obiectives ottrerwise
unathinable. India and Pakistan are both countries to the point here, as
is their rivalry, but caution deErmines that InrCia has also to be seery in
important regards, as autonomous and as extraordinarily central to
discussions of the lndian Ocean rcgion.

Prudentially, it must be entered that India's changing,
developing strategic character is elusive. It is, for a start, not helped by
the fact that the Indian leaderc, policy-makers and strabgists have been
less than forthcoming with an exegesis for their proict of macsive
military expansion. As a consequence recourse must be had to other
than primary sources, in particular to ctrtain historical accounts, for
inferential purposes. This, it must be conceded, is dangerous ground in
places since it involves fashioning conclusions derived from attributed
perceptions and the fixity of Indian forms of political thought and
action. In the final analysis though,I am persuaded that the atbmpt, for
all its pitfalls, is necessary and worthwhile. Thus it is the central daim
of this chapter that India sees itself as an ernerging great power, a claim
cogently expressed by Selig Harrison in the following terms:

India ... is determined to achieve a dominant position in South
Asia commensurate with its overwhelmirg preponderance in
population, reeourcEs and economic strength.2S

To argue this is to argue, dbeit selectively in these pages, from India's
identity. Currently it is the second most populous nation in the world,
prospectively, actording to current US Census Bureau statistics, the
most populous by the year 2050.29 Essentially, however, India's identity
is culhrral, not political, as described by Raini Kothari:

India is perhaps the only great historical civilization that has
maintained ib cultural integrity without identifying itself with a
particular political centre. [n contrast to the great historical
empires, the unity of India owed ibelf not to the authority of a
given political system but to the wide diffusion of the cultural
symbols, the spiritual values, and the structure of roles and
functions characteristic of a continuous civilization.3o

16
29
30

Selig S. Harriso4 €ut A Regional Dal' , Fonign Policy , SV'nng 79%, p.728.
'Indta's Population "top by 2050" , Thc Austrelian, 5 April 1988, p.4.
Raini Kothari, Politics h lrulia, (Little, Brown, Boston, 197Q,p.257.
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Crucial here is the distinction to be made between India not identifying
with a 'particular political cenhe', and a political cenEe identifying with
India. Indeed, India was the subirt victim of what lv{acDonagh has

termed the toncept of imperial necessit/ most darly enunciated by
Lord Salisbury irr 78742 '...India, must be lcep at all hazards: by
persuasiory if possible; if not, by force 31- 

And of course, by force it was kept, but, orriously, it also
succumbed to what in crrrrent lnrlance would be brmed the Stockholm
Syndrome32: it developed (unexpectedly) positive feelings for its
imperial masters and contributed mightily, in world war I, to the allied
effort on the Western Front.S

Like the nationalist leaders of lreland at this time the Congrcss

and l,eague leaders of India perceived their country as inorrring-British
gratitude by this effort. fhi gritish ltesPons€, however, was informed
solely by S'alisbur5fs imperative with the result that assertive and
aggrieved Indian nationalist leaders (again like their lrish counterparts)
resotvea not to support the allied cause in world war II.3l Arising out
of this period, ol cours€, ufas Britainls tacit acteptance of the

dismemberment of India and the creation of Pakistan, whichbecame for
the former the final act of treachery in a saga of misrule.

British rule, however, was not without strategic instruction. In
its time the principal security threats appeared along three distinct
geographic axes: Cfuna, and then Iapan in the northeasg Tsarist Russia,

indlater the Soviet Union in the northwes$ and Axis naval power in the

surrounding s€as. Notwithstanding that British-Indian geo-political
logic was r-p'cea at independence, the fact emerged tha! the axes of
threat were constant: China and Pakistan (until 1971) in the northeasb
Pakistan in the northwes$ and the Prcsence of foreign naval powers in
the Indian Ocean, although this was a belated appreciatiory no! being
fully integrated into a grand-strategic perception until the 1970s.3s And

rooves of Change', Leciure lll, Llniurcity ltcturr
1977 (Austsalian Nationr-d university, canberra, lqn), 6t the thesre hcbnd onl
Encbr.d : Prct enil Prc*ttt,p.79.

32 This terzr is, of cours€, Lorrowed from the study of hctrgetaking in terorist
attacks. The specific origin of the terur dateg from the sdzure of the- sveriges
Kreditbank in $octtrotrn-Swedm, ln 1973, in which a pocildve bond dweloped
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between captors and captives with the passage of Hme.

Stanley Wolpert, n4,uiJ c,4rwrt4rilm ifl s',i|/|. Asie: Afghenktn" P&b',/a,lnilia end

tlu suictpt&rc, (Oxford University Pres, Nar Yor!' 19B2), pp.8849.
Ibitl.,pp.8v-^lo,7.
Ashl6y I. Tellis, 'India's Naval Expansion: Stnrcture, Dtmensblrs, and Contexf,
Naa,I Forccs, Nol.V[I, No.9, 1%7, p 3639.
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objections that such fears were, and are excessive, arc irrelevant, since
India is not an exception to the rule that perceptions, if held to be 'real,,
have'real' consequenc€s.

In any case this historical record is not all that helpful to the case
of the gainsayers. In ttre last fortyone years India has twice suffered
military defeat at the hands of china, in the Himalayas in l9s9 and1962,
and successfully fought three wars wittr Pakistan, rn1947,1t)'65 and r9z1

lduring which it was also threatened by the US Navy in the Bay of
Bengal). This last example is of the utmost significance. If impressions
from the literature are reliable, it comprises a watershed event in that it
signalled that lndia could actually become a ,victim, of coercive
suPerPower naval diplorng/.% It was no matter that it arrived too late
to reverse the creation of Bangladesh or the Indian military victory.
Indeed, to suggest a correspondence with similar events, it was as
decisive an occasion for Indian leaders as when Nasser learnt that sir
Miles-Iampsory the British Ambassador to Egypt, had ringed King
FarouKs palace in 7942 to impose on him a government oiBritain,l
choice, or whery in the immediate aftermath of the cuban missile crisis,
So"i9! First Deputy Foreign Minister V.V. Kuznetzov told Kennedy,s
presidential adviser fohn McCtoy, '\tre will not let you do this to us
again'.37

Each case is now identified as a departure, a catastrophe in the
sense of being both ilanouanent and overturning, analogous perhaps, in
the Australian experience to the fall of singapore and all that irrefigured:a teleological point, or fixing, which admits no return, or even
expostulation. For the American scholar stephen cohery the despatch of
the Ancrican carrier battle group had dl these crcnnotations:

... the sailing of the USS Entaprise was the ultirnate in symbolic
insult, and drove India's fuar of regionat penetration to new
hgighb iust at the moment of its greitest political and military
triumph .... Years after it ocrurred, the EntaVrix episode ii
invariably raised in discussions with Indian strategists,
irumalists, and rrpmbers of the foreign poliry community. It
had a rnai)r impact on militaqy thinking and contributed

JO
37

IbA.,p3E.
Fg$" f".*,9 see Huglr Thouus, Tlu Sua, Afeir, @enguin, Harmondsworth,lgZA),
ys5;!o1 th9 lafter see Derek l,eebaert, "rhe context of-sovia Military rhi"t ing, i"
Derek Leebaert (d.r, tuobt Militery Thi*ing, (George Allm & Ui*i", Loiion,
798r),p.7.
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directly to the pres€nt exPansion Program of the Indian Naty.
Aboveall, it is retnnftqeil as a nuclur as wdl as amilitary threat.
(Emphasis added).sg

It signalled, too, the demise of hope in the international political Proc€ss
alorie for determining regional outcomes, and the cronsequential

operation of the principle found annngst the graffiti at the U-niversite
de Provence in 7977: C'espoir dequ s'habille en bombes' (hope betrayed
arrays herself in bombs).

For those unimpressed by the intmsion of metaphysical

considerations into the strategic analysis of contemporary India there is

always the need to dwell upon Pakistan a while and, thus, the integnty

of an ancient quanel. Superficially, this might seem to provide a less

abstract explanatory tool of security developments in the Indian Ocean
region bul that i-s about the limit of its promise. In any full
consideration, Pakistan is just as problernatic as notions of Indian
manifest destiny because it attends all discussion of regional questions

by the larger power and clearly accounb for the somewhat i"suitical
ciraracter of tne argurnents which emerge. To this extent Pakistan is

both a legitimate concern and er machitu catalyst for India: what the
former is incapable of iustifying by logic, the latter can be relied upon
for. It not only is oucial, it has had cruciality thrust upon it:

On almost every issue, and within almost every interest,

Pakistan lies at the heart of possibilities for change. It is the least

internally stable of the mapr staEs in South Asia. It maintains,
against lhe odds, the structure of the South Asian complex'
Wittr ttre Soviet move into Afghanistan, it lies at the focal point
of rivalry among the three external gr€at Powers active in the

region. it provides the Islamic linlcage between south Asia and

til Middle East. And it is the nuclear aspirant most likely to
entangle the affairs of South Asia with those of the Arab
world.39

Even in the light of the scheduled soviet withdrawal fromffghanistan
and the election of Benazir Bhutto as Prime Minister of Pakistan the

@runa anil t/fapns Ptolllaaths 1n br.th Asb,

tReport No.f2-9201&{, 
'B,rreau of Int [igence and Researdr, US DePartm€ltt of

St"i", ZO n,tgrot 1979), P.4, as cit"{i" 4' TeUi+'India's NaSt.fxpansioLt', P'3E .Stafe, 20 August 1979), p.4, as cited in A' TeUi+ 'India's NaSl ExpansioLt', P'3E .
Barrv Buzaiand C,owlier Rizvi, The Fuhue of the South Asian Security Gomple/,
in B. Buzan and G. Rizvi, Sonth Asian h*anrity oul the Grut Pntcrs' p'252,
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substance of this conclusion relnains. There is, b daE, nothing which
mitigabs lrdia's pre+rupation with Pakistan and nothing which
changes the latte/g cenbality, esperially for o<ternal powers. Pakistan is
still central b the US ard China for the balancing of tlre Sovi-'t Union
and India, ard still central to the direction of South Asia - Gulf relations.
Notable anpng this catalogue of inEreste is the fact that the traditional
antagonism between hdia and Pakistan is but one of several security
concerns, most of which al€ so susceptible b external manipulation that
Pakistan's true position, in the conto<t of this inquiry, is to be seen as a
derivation of this stahrs.

It has become part of the conventional wisdom on recent South
Asian history that Pakistan's current status is to be seen solely in terms
of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and the fall of the Shah in 1979.
firis is, at best, a partial explanation since it obccures the fact that, as
early as 1959, the Eisenhower Doctrine had identified Pakistan as a
bulwark against inbrnational Communism. Certainly, the events of
1979 threw the countqy into sharp geo-strategic relief, but it is also true
that Pakistan's burden of countering the alien presence in Afghanistan
and its ability to exploit the situation br other reasons were greatly
enhanced by the mutual security pact of twenty years standing. While
the United StaEs needed Pakistan as an integral part of its containment
strategy, it is interesting, aprorc the earlier discussion of ambiguous US
commitnrnts in the Indian Ocean region, that Pakistan was able,
simultaneously, to advance its own obiectives relating to India within
this conExt Thus, where the 1959 agreement provides for the US to
support Pakistan by measures hs may be mutually agreed uponl if
subiect to hrrned aggression'W'aulry country controlled by international
Communism', the former has urged a natrow, and the latter an
expansive, definition of the sourcr of such an attack. For the US it has
beery obviously, the Soviet Union; for Pakistan the Soviet Union cnd
lnilia (on the basis that both of these countries are undeclared military
allies). Most significantly, however, where US Administrations from
Eisenhower to Carter r€iected this interpretatiory the Reagan
Administration pursued what Harrison describes as a 'policy of
calculated ambiguit/. In practice this translates to Pakistan's
declaration that ib Ancrican+upplied weaponry is legitimately
deployed on both the border with India and Afghanistan.4o

"P'7/7'28'
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Pakistan, in this rcgard, has had odaordinary latitude and it
remains an open question whether the Soviet ilmschc will change
mafters. The presumption must be that it will not because, even in the
absence of a substantial Soviet military pr€senc€ in Afghanistan, there
are options op€xr to Pakistan that will test the wit of US $icy-makers.
Whereas Pakistan's containment role might be transitory, its adversary
relationship with India has dl the halknarks of being transcending.
Within it is the distinct probability that it is already, or is about to
become, a nuclear weapons state. To date the evidence is equivocal, but
this itself is a reflection on, in this case, Pakbtan's policy of 'calculated
ambiguity'. By iniecting confusion into analysis of it nuclear weapons
capability it is able to eniry the benefits that accme from the belief that it
might be so endowed, yet retain the undoubted advantages which are
bestowed by the United States out of the belief that it can prevent such
an acquisition by the liberal bestowal of conventional weapons. It is a
simple, cynical tactic of great effectiveness but lacking in originality.
Israel has raised it to an art form with the unforfunate consequence that,
like a number of shategic 'lessons' refened to in this chapter, it served
as instruction, too, for those beyond the pale.

It should be appreciated, therefor€, that the United States has in
the face of less than reassuring evidence that Pakistan is close to a
nuclear weapons capability, chosen not to act according to its own
policies and guidelines. The Symington Amendment, which prevents
the US Government from providing aid to any country with proven
nuclear ambitions has been waived and a six-year, $US4 billion military
and economic aid program established.4l Indeed, over $US15 billion in
military aid has been forthcoming since 1984.42 In purely regional terms
this provides the basis for an interesting transformation as, despite the
Soviet threat to Pakistan (oia Afghanistan), nearly 90 per cent of
Pakistan's forces continued to be deployed against Indian positions
throughout the period since 1979.43 In the belief that this represents
something closer to a 'dominanceof-power' than a talanceof-powe/
approach by the US to regional security, and that Pakistan was being
armed in excess of iS requirements to counter a possible Soviet threat,

ty?: Nuclear Proliferation in South Asia', ADII)
Raport, No.9, Iuly/August 1987, p.l.

4z Tru Militoy Mence 7988-7989, (International Instihrte for Strategic Studies, London,
1989),p.23.

43 Barry iluzan and Gowher Rizvi, The Future of the South Asian Security C-omplex',
in B. Buzan and G. Rizvi, $nth Asien Intr'cnrit! oltd thc Grut Poucrs, p.237.
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one high-level Indian defence analyst was moved to remark Thank
God for the soviets in Afghanistan'. on reflection it now seenu a prayer
which was made equally in New Delhi as in Islarnabad.aa

Even if allowance is made for 'the acute sense of vulnerabilig/
proclaimed by India in the aferrnath of Mrs Ghandi's assassination and
the alleged exploitation of sikh grievances by agents of pakistan, the
Indian formulation is not dissimilar to hlperbole. Any refercnce to a
standard text such as The Military fulance reveals that, by obiective
criteria, India's miliary superiority over pakistan is decisive. The
character of this imbalance is,however, dynamic and the consequences
undesirable. Pakistan's reactlon has been b never concede, but instead
to compete with India. In this it has manifestly failed but not without
ilRrovile _its positiory relatively, by operating on the principle that
America's difficulty was Pakistan's opportunity. Ultimately, thbugh, it
is an arms race which, probably, can never be won and, therefore,
inducas frustration and the scope for the most undesirable of
cons€quences - nuclear proliferation. This, by its very nature, would
render the current conventional imbalance sornewhat iess relevant. It
would also _challenge the alrnost certain Indian monopoly of nuclear
ryeapons in south Asia. No doubt in recognition of this possibitity Raiiv
Ghandi, from his earliest days as Prime Minister, introduced a retiuvety
open and conciliatory approach into the bilateral relationship, but it
remains one which is hard to normalise beyond the parameters of bpen
hostility 

-and suspicious friendshiy'.4s But even if grcater optirnism
prevailed, the logic of Pakistan's abnegation of the sovereign right to
acquire nuclear weapons is defeated by the logic of its security history to
date.

- ry important as this adversarial pairing is at present, that
between India and china is less hactable for New Derhi.- china, it is
emphasised, is not a iliret military thrcat to India but is a concern within
the context of various oubtanding border problems and, above all,

sation of W po_ligy see T.C. Bose, ,Security
Environmmt in south Asia: A1 Indiaq perspectivet, (unpublished p"peo pres.ntei
to XIVth World Congress of the Internitional Potiical Sciecl'ce'Ad,:ociation,
lva$ington DQ 2E August -.lseptenrber 1988), p.5; for the quotation see carnegie
Endowment for Internadonal Peace, Irulia, Tru tlnited stetes'ord Thc lrutian &dn,
!l:P:.t of the IndoAmerican Task Force on The Indian ocean, washington, DC,
1985), p.50.

45 |*yib surty- r98s-r985, (lnternational Institute for strategic studies, London,
l%6),W.14243.
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within the Soviet containment doctrine directed against China.a6 Both

serve to limit the exEnt to which India can be reassured of its
northwestern security. of an inilirat nature, however, are renarios

which could threaten the Indian seurity environment - from ethnic

unrest in China, especially among the non-Han people, to potentially

violent differences Lettn'een lup"^ and the US on the one hand' and

China on the other (over Taiwah), to the growth in China's naval Pgwer
which would require the deployment of ballistic missilefiring
submarines in the North Arabian-Sei.47 And at the level of speculation

there is the fear that China is collaborating with Pakistan on its nuclear

weapons program, prirnarily to gain accesJto centrifuge technglogy-'as-.
' T; thls point a .are'has 6een outlined that not only places India

at the forefronf of all Indian Ocean security considerations, but also

attributes to India a distrust of, md antipathy towards external PoweJs

operating in the region. This disposition, moreover, is selectively

focused,ln the rnain lgainst Western powers, or extra-regional countries

whose activities and ilicies serve Western interests broadly defined' In

other words, there is a tolerance of the soviet union in the Indian ocean

region, particularly of its naval forces, on the grounds that.its.presence is

reffitiveiy small, iia step towards a balance, and is'friendl/. -(It 
is also

the case'that, unlike the US Navy, it enpys a status, in Indian eyes'

directly proportional to the crimes it is powerless to commit)'
Foremost among the extemal Poweni whose presence is

resented by India is thi United States' And it is a comprehensive

resentment which covers both the achral and the contingent. under the

former heading there are the issues raised earlier in this chapter, such as

the large, permanent US Navy Presence in the Indian Ocean and the

Gulf aid tire destabilising consequenc€s for the security of the region

occasioned by US contaiiment p6ticy. Under the latter, are fears held

conceming [merican facilities itich were built over the protests of

most Indiin ocean littoral states on British colonial territory - i.e' on the

isuna of Diego Garcia. The Indian view is that the alreadyunacceptable

fortifying or itre island might well continue, particularly if the us loses

its bJsin! rights in the Pirilippines, and even change character. This

@tinsouth Asia"pp.67.
47 i.il;;ff;tid;sh;1"dD".,"1op.*tt iir'the Inaian and South Pacific ocean

il"gionr,, in n iteriH. Sru& <a), eld,t^tU ,!,rd tl]a lndlg,r Ocer SE tcgic Dittrcnslms

of Inoasinc woai-ii,i*,it' i'c*tt" for Indian ocean Regional Studies' Curtin

dniversitv-of tectrnology, Perth, W'A', 1988), p'&{'
,t6 Ctris Smith, 'A Policy of AmbiguityT, p.3.
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second anxiety is based on inferences talcen by New Delhi .from the US
anti-satellite weaporui prqtram which uses the F-15 aircraft as a launch
platform for the miniature homing vehicle. Because the Soviet satellites
in question have highly elliptical orbits with their perigees over the
southern hemisphere (to permit maximum dwell time over the northern
hemisphere), and because US Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger,
in his 1985 Congressional Budget Testimony, confirrned the possibility
of basing F-15s in the southern hemisphere for this purpose, the Indians
have concluded that Diego Garcia is likely to be an essential link in any
fu ture strategic defence posture.49

In the realm of o<isting capabilities, anxieties have been created
by uncertainties surrounding US intentions in any India-Pakistan
conflict. The 1959 security pact between the US and Pakistan provided
the initial conc€rn while a speech by US Ambassador to Pakistan, Deane
Hinton, on 10 October 1988 ensured that it maintained its currency. At
the very least, the Indian position is that the qualiative changes in
American Indian Ocean deployments since 1979, and the infrastructural
support which has attended them, has created the possibility that in
tirne of such war, the intelligence facilities which cunently nronitor the
Soviet Union's activities along its borders with Irary and inside
Afghanistan, could be used to India's detrirnent.S0 At worst, US
protestations that its presence and the prcsence of other Western navies
is necessary tro guarantee protection of the SLOCs is reiected as nothing
less than superpower hypocrisy designed to rnask an intention to
'intervene selectively on behalf of favoured dients'.5l

Paripssu,Indian rcsentrnent is also directed towards the Indian
Ocean and Gulf presence of the French Navy and the Royal Navy. The
first is still strongly redolent of a colonial presence, being greatly
facilitated by French bases in Dibouti in the Gulf of Aden, and on the
islands of La Reunion in the Indian Ocean proper, and Mayotte in the
Mozambique Channel. In total strength it is France rather than the
Soviet Union which is the second strongest external power in the Indian
Ocean region.s2 And significantly, its naval deployments periodically

Carnegie Endowment for Intemational Peae,Inilie, TIU UnituI Stehs Anil Tlu Indien
Ocan,p19-20 and 23; and S. llarrison, 'Cut a Regional Deaf, p.7/7 andl32.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peae,Irulb, Tlu United Stetcs Arul Thc Indiot
Ocan,p.l,3, and47-48.
K. Subrahmanyam, 'Strategic Developments In The Indian and South Pacific Oean
Regions', p.89.
Ibid.,p.E6.
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contain nuclear weapons plafforms in the form of ballistic missile

submarines.S3 By comparison the Royal Nav/s Presence is modest,

consisting of three surface combatants and a support vessel, plus a naval
party and detachment of Royal Marines ashorc on Dego Garcia.sa

According to this overview, India inhabits an uncertain strategic

environment. With degfees of threat, intimidation or extended

deterrence arrayed against it in drnost every quadrant, it is difficult to
dismiss India's apprehensions that it is currrently encircled or, under
certain conditions which do not operate now,besieged by powers which
are insensitive to its legitimate security concerns. Moreover, the last-
mentioned of these includes national defunce and attendant interests

which are very much to be understood in grcat Power extended

deterrence terms themselves. Since it is the case that India is befter
defined as a civilization than a nation, it is well to recall that it exisb in
the minds of many beyond the natural, and rnan-made, borders of the

subrontinent. It exists easily out to a 700 miles distance - to the Minicoy
and l^akshadweep islands in the Arabian Sea and, of course, includes the
Andamans and the Nicobars.55 Without doubt it is held to include the
Tamils of Sri Lanka; might it not also, for the while, in putore, but later
more explicitly, be defined so as to embrace the numerous overleas
Indian populations throughout Eastern Africa, the Western Indian
Ocean (Mahysia and Singapore), and the now acutely politically
dispossessed Indians of Fiji?

Should military operations in support of such an extended

'nation'be thought fanciful, it is instructive to recall that Indian forces

have been, and are used in analogous roles - wresting Goa from the
Portuguese in December 1961,, and cunently in the Maldives and Sri
Lanka. Furthermore, Mauritius, in which 52 per cent of the population
is Hindu, is now increasingly reliant on India for its security needs,

while in the Seychelles, President France Albert Rene has stated his
willingness to accept Indian intervention in the event of future coup
attempts against his regime.55 Besides, any Indian venturc further
afield along the lines suggested would be no less credible, before the
event, than the decision of India's former imperial ruler to retake the

Readr', Uaircd Stela Nea,l Institu? hoceeiliags,
(ftlo.l13), March 1987, p.78.

il K. Subrahmanyarr, 'strategic Developments In The Indian and South Pacific Oean
Regions', p.85.

55 lbid.,p.N.
56 lbid.;indS. Harrison,'Cut a Regional Deal', p.l3l.
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Falkland Islands,8,000 mile distant, with a Task Folce relatively weaker
(ois-a-ois Argentina) than the likely powen India might confront, on
behalf of a very small populatiory nearly half of which have consistently
been denied British citizenship. Nor, cynically, might power projection
in the national interest have any less appeal to India in the 199Os, and
beyond, than it had for Britain in the 1890s, and s€ems st'ilI O have in the
1980s.

Against India's interests as outlined b this point the counter
argunrenb, usually made by third-party analysts, are lost in what
MacDonagh refers to (in another context), as 'the noises of old coercion,
old condescensiory old colonialism and old battles for parity ...'sz It
thus makes no odds, politically, as much as it might do so intellectually,
to point up the inadequacies and distortions in the Indian position. The
writings of the best observers making such points are, if read, seldom
cited, and, if cited, seldom acrepted. If, like other great powers before it,
India is to learn by experience rather than the subtlety of Westem
strategic analysis, then an examination of the character of its military
expansion is mandatory.

Indian Military Expansion

Anycountry that spends over $US20 billion on defence equipment over
a six year perid is inevitably going to improve its militaqy capabilities
to a marked degree.SE When that country/s GNP places it within the
world's leading 10 economies, and when it regularly spends in excess of
35 per cent of GDP and devotes nearly 20 per cent of governrnent
ou0ays to defence, the resulb can be impressive indeed.sg For India
they certainly are. It now possesses the third-largest standing Army in
the world with a personnel strength of 1.2 million and well-supported
by organic arms and services such as arrnour, artillery and aviation. The
Air Force, too, is well endowed: a strength of 115,000 across five Air
Commands operating over 700 combat aircraft from aged Canbma
bombers through to the lagwr and five distinct types of the Soviet MiG,

Oliver
Relations',

and Revenge's Time: A View of Anglolrish
1979,p.15.

LrecemDer twt,P.tu.
'Comparisons of Defene Expmditue and Military Manpower lg84.l%iZ, Tru
MilW hlance 7988-7989, (lnternational Institute for Stralecic Studies, London,

.tme'g I
Studics.,
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Figure cited ! Midrad Byne, 'Silent Power on our DoorsFp"' , Finmciel Rnia4 3
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y:!W V?rce 7988-7989, (lnternationd lmtitute for Stralegic Studies, London,
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including the MiG-29 Fulsum.@ It is the fifth-largest air force in the
world. In relative status, however, these two forces have been aonstant

since the late 1970s and reflect the fact that India's defence planners saw

a pressing need to concentrate upon them whereas at ttre same tinc they
remained seemingly unimpressed by the requirennnts of the count4y's
maritime envircnment.

Whery finally, the rnaritime issues were addressed, in the 2G
year development plan of 1978, it was with a crude logic, encapsulated
by Ashley Tellis as 'mor€ is enough':

... the long standing debates about the virtues of the submarine

versus the carrier, and the capital ship versus the escort, were
systematically resolved by a decision to Procure substantial
numbers of each of these classes.5l

But whereas the growth and consolidation of the Army and Air Force

aftracted sonrewhat muted comment intennationally, and usually within
a perspective that their shength represented a measure of over-

deierrence in term of India's likely adversaries,the burgeoning of the
Navy induced speculation and an embryonic uneasiness throughout the
region and in the United States.

To understand this expansion and so be able to b€tter gauge its

regional, and perhaps wider, implications it is useful to plot the qrglvth
of-the Indian Navy since independence. This has been done in Table 1

which covens the period 1947-87.
In conceptual terms this represents the transforrnation of the

Indian Navy from 'a rudimentary fleet in 7947 ... so pathetic that it
cannot even be described as a Coastal Defence Na*r/, to what is now '..'
the largest and most balanced fleet in the Indian Ocean region ...'.62

Since 1955, when it achieved genuine Coastal Defence capability, it has,

progressively, acquired capabilities which transcend this narrow
lunition. Although dates are somewhat arbitrary, and the distinction
between capabilities not always sharp, it appears that, by 1969, it had
advanced in sophistication to be able to Perform two or three dirrete
naval tasks; and within another decade, was a genuine Regional Navy
with a tslue Water, potential. In 1988, it is virtually in hansition to this
last mentioned phase which rnay be summarised as:

Ibid.,pp.le6L
A. Tellis, lndia's Naval Expansion', p.41.

Ibid.,pp.4A46.
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TABLE 1

INDIAN NAVAL GROWTH SINCE INDEPENDENCE53

r9ut4 r96ffi
Total Strengft: Total Strength:
11,m0 - 16,m
4 sloope 1 carrier
2 frigites 2 cruisers
I corvette 3 deshoyers
12fltminesweepers 5ASWFisateo
4 trawlers - 3 AAW frigates
4 mtr minesweepers 5 escort ships
4 mE laundres - 5 minesweep€rs
I survey ship 13 lt oastal-vessels

2 amphibious vessels
5 survey/trg vessels

lyn-72 l'9{,,ffi7

Aircraft24 fuHewk,
75 Alizt

Total Strenctlu Total Strencth:
40,m0 47,w
1 carrter 2carriers
4 submarines 10 submarines
2 cruis€trs 4 destrovers
3 destroyers 23 frigaGs
9 destsover escorts 4 coriettes
I frisate' 14 missile aaft
5 A$A, frisate g larse patrol craft
3 AAW frigates 18 min6 counter-
l0 patrol boats measures vessels
4 cirastal mine t2 amphib. vessels

SWeepeB
4 inshi mine-

sweep€r9
3 landing ship/craft
9 seawar? deilence
boats

Aircrafk 35 Sa Aircrafe 10 Sca
Hawke,l2 Alizt, Hada,5 Alizt,
2 fu King, 5 Honttott,9 Sca
lO Alorurlclll Kng,7l Alouett lll,

3fur,4Supr
Cottstzl|r,tirllr',3May,
lEDfiaula,lO
Alouatulll
SAR.

On Order: 3 Soviet
Krlo rubmarines,3
Tvpe 150
sri6marines,2
Kcshin destroyers,
I Godarrirtfuigak',
SNenudtla&-S
Tcrzaldorvettes,
4Nefw mine
sweeir€rs,4
PolruinyLC'|,7
survey ship, 1l Sra
Hedir,5fur,24
b228,729ce
King

u, Ibid.,p.3E.
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... possessing a comprehensive range of brce capabilities even if
lacking in depth, and can routircly unilqtake nuin inilqailai
tutnl actions. (Emphasis added).fl

consistent with this characterisation - sometimes referred to as a

'regional navy plus'- is its numerical preponderance, tonnage, range,
endu.ance, proportion of missileequipped vessels (35 per cent and
growing), and 

- a fleet age profile which militates against block

6bsolesiettce.65 Over the next two decade the transforrnations under

way, and logical replacement cycle for extant capabilities, could yield

the Indian Navy as outlined in Table 2:

TABLE 2
PRoIECTED NAVAL PROFTLE DLruNG 20xtJ-'''lJ,66

Total Strength: 80,00

3 carriers
7+16 Kilo/[KL-15O0 submarines +

8 second line Forfrols

G8 l(tshin d€shoyers

68 Udaloy deshoyers

6a Projcct 15 desboyers

8 C,odaoeritrigate

6lzanila frigater +

12 second line WhitbylPctyefngale

6 Nenldrkl corvettes

5 Tcnntr.l Currettes +

12 Osn attack boats in res€rv€

32 (Profrl 25) corvettes

12-15 seaward defence boats

24 Naty and Y cogarye tyF mlnesweeP€rs

12 Pohrc'rry anrphibious vessels

12 auxiliary and replmishment vessels

Aircraft: 40 Sca HorbL40 *a King,76 Hornwu, 12 Mr,2+n b228, 6 Ali",7V25

Defender,2r3l Alouette III ASW and SAR.

Absent from all considerations in this section so far, but now
introduced, is the Indian Nav/s acquisition, in February 1988, of a
Clnrlic I class (lNS Ch*ra) nuclear-powerd cruise missile submarine'
The particular weapons system, the s$N-z is dual (i.e. conventional

and nuclear) capabl-e, but there is neither suggestion nor evidence that

@s,has a&-ped a modelling suucture 9:"t9}f
Cathrfine M. Kelleher isee his note 9,p'49l,Ihave, ln the int€tr€ts of brevity, for this

chapter, summarised hisgalysq-but 1t $" T5r" fra" rggil{,ne relevant

65
6

categories, suctr as C-oastal Deferice Navy, Regional Navy, Blw Water Navy'
Ibid.,p.47.
rba..
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the Soviet Unlon will support India with the nuclear variant. Indeed, at
this point, the Cftakra is on lase from tlre Soviet Union and will,
acrording to Indian staEnrents, be used for training purposes. It
forcshadows, therefore, a qualitatirre drange in the Indian Naval
ocpansion.

The logical cpnclusion to be drawn from the Chtka's acquisition
as a training vessel is the further acquisidon of operational nudear-
powered hunter-killer submarines. Reports to date confirm this, with
one anticipating a second transfer from the Soviet Union to India in
1988.67 Evenhrally,though, the forecast ts that the force will consist of
six nuclear-powered submarines, four of them Siara or Victor class
hunter-klllers, which will be bought outright from the Soviet Union.6s

Nuclear propulsion is not, of course, synonymous with nuclear
armament. Nevertheless, the disiunction which might exist between the
two in most csuntries does not, indeed cannot, be applied to India.
Since 7974, when India detonabd its euptremistically described
'peaceful nuclear explosion', it has, acrording to numerous Arnerican
(non-government) analyses, steadily progressed to the stage of being
able to deliver nuclear warheads (if it has them) by intermediate range
ballistic missiles (which it evidently does have).6p It also has the
motivatiory if accounts of the intolerability of exalating expenditure on
conventional arms, and declarationg of overwhelming public support in
India are any indication.T0 That laguw aircraft of the Indian Aii Force
have been observed in the Indian Hirnalayas practising the 'fliptoss,
nuclear bomb delivery technique only brings to the debate the
uncertainty and frushations of the heither-confirm-nordeny
position'.7r

From the analysis to this point two conclusions can be drawn.
The first is that lndia has an arguable case for both a large defence force

AlistairJ. Nidrolag The Nudear-poweredSubmarine Deal', pacifc Dcfue Rclort r,
April 19EE, p.26.
see Adam Kelliher,'India Make sbateglc waveswith a soviet suv,Ttu /Lus|.rlelicl.,,
25 February 1988; Nonran Friedman, World Naval Development,, Unitut Stlllrs
Naa,l Insritub hoccctln3s, Mardr l9EE, p.178; and A. Tellb, Ttri Inaian Ocean,, p.93.
Richard Sale, 'India ase€mbled high-tech arsenal of nudear wealrer..r! ,Tlu Ausniliot,
24 Mardr 1988; and S. Harrison, 'Cut e Regioml Deal', p.131.
For reference to views that nudear weaporur wor.rld be mt-effective s€e Eileen AIt
Powelt The Nudear Debate', Pecift lXlaw Rcpna, fuly 198E, p26; for brief
TTd:" of.a publicopinio-T poll suppordve of-India beconiing a nudear weapon
+ale !an4 lnddentally, drallenging the notion of cut-effectivenEss) se Chris Snith,
? Policy of Ambiguity?', p3.
Ridrard Sale'India Asembled tlightectr Ars€lral of Nudear Weapons,.
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and the expansion it has urxleqgone. That is, there is a logic to this

development. More conboversial, however, is the naturc or character of
this expansion.T2 While it is a fundanrental Enet of strategic analysis
that capabilities should not be confused with inEntions, it is also the
case that this will h"pp"t unless care is taken to inform perceptions of
the former. This India has failed to do because, in the l€c€ltt, present,

and foreseeable future conditions of the lrxtian Ocean region
dirriminate deterrence is not possible. In effect all are deterred,
intimidated, or threatened. The smaller states suffer all three s5rndromes

with a sense of fatalism, the others, really Pakistary without actePtance

and a mind to revision.
The second is that the Indian military expansion is consistent

with the self-image discussed earlier. Now pledominant in regional
terms, it intends deterring all, but particularly Western, extraregional
navies by establishing a permanent 'impact upon the realm of
perception'. Within the requirernents of dassical detenence theory,
India intends to induce perceptions of damage disproportionate to
political gains to the extent that extraregional navie would not be

deployed against Indian interests in the first place.73 The Indian Ocean,
unlike the Arabian Sea the English Channel and the lrish Sea, is to be
not only proximately, but strategically, defined by its adiective.

Though conclusions are meant to terminaF arguments, these

two raise only a further very serious question concerning possible

clashes between India and the United States at sea. If Indian
pronounc€ments are to be accorded more than declaratory status the
distinct possibility exists that, in time of crisis in the Indian Ocean
region, rnoves will be taken to counter the regional deployment of either
the US Sixth Fleet from the Mediterranean or the Seventh Fleet from the
Pacific - what former Indian Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral R.H. Thiliani,
describes as acting against tolonialism of the ocean'.74 AccordinglY,

... the Navy intends both to control the critical choke points at
the Straits of Malacca in the east and set up mobile barrier
defences along the western approache to the Arabian Sea. The
fortification of the Andaman Islands and the south-western
Indian coastline is designed precisely for this purpose.Ts

n', PP3&39'
Ibid.,pp.l$49.
As cited in A. Tellis, The lndian Ocean', P.90; see also p.93.
A. Tellis, 'lndia's Naval Expansion', p.49.

73
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ln this conExt the emphasis on submarirres within the na" ,rl expansion
to date, and as projerEd, is a significant inrCication of a means
conunensurate with a dearly defined arri unambiguously qtated end.
This is not to daim that the US Navy would inevitably suffe. defeat by
the Indian fleet in a regional conflict, only that in keeping with the
lattet's deterrent posturc, the uncertainties and cosb oi it prevailing
might necessarily induce discretion inwashington. ln such anevent the

lndi1n Navy would be the greatest maritime threat the US Navy had
faced since World War II; it would be intervening where Indii was
defending (and thus probably stronger than a unit-for-unit comparison
would suggest); it would be operating at distant ends of its SLOCs and,
iust possibly, against an adversary whose backing from the Soviet Union
was assured (since it, too, would need to maintain'credibilit/), and in a
Third world environment at best neutral in relation to American
obiectives.

Nuclear Proliferation in the Indian Ocean Region

Ultimately the renario presented in the prwious paragraph is very
much in the realm of hypothesis. Nudear proliferation in theregion, on
the other hand, admits less equivocation but in the final analysis
certainty is still elusive. At a time when some hope is abroad for the
prospects of superpower nuclear arms control and arms reductiory and
strong cases arre being made for regional arms conhol regimes, the
trends in the Indian Ocean region are not encouraging in this r%ard.76
Indeed, while a measure of optimism now prevails concerning lrin and
Iraq it is completely overshadow"d by recent expert testirnony
concerning developments on the subcontinentT:

Inespective of their public pronouncernents, India and Pakistan
are encrging as undeclared nuclear-weapon states. For the
mornent, both remain in the early stages of nuclearizatiory with
India's program by far the more extensive. Neither nation has
deployed a nuclear force, and indeed, neither may possess a

s Contsol and the Indian Ooean,, in Desnond
Ball and Andrew Mad< (eds.), Tlu Fututt of Arms C-orrd, (Ausbalian National
University hess, Sydnen 1987), W.157&; and Andrew Ma&, Arms @nttol in thu
North Pecift, (Working Paper No36, Peace Researdr C-entre Awtralian Nadonal
University, Canberra, l9EE).

n For the basis of ttre'conctlsion with regard to han and lraq see Leonard spector,
&kg Nuclar, (Ballinger, Camb,ridge, Mass., lgtl), ppJ.6ol7{.
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completely fabricaEd nuclear device. It appears, however, that
both have all the essentids neded to rnanufacture atomic
bombs and to deliver them by ainraft during any crisis lasting
more than several weeks.E

Ttre Interrational Institute for Strategic Studieg, while ackrrcwledging
that it has no independent eviderxe to support this aEE€sorr*:nt, has at
the sarre tirne iudged it to be'cledible'.D

Central to understanding India's weapon-related nudear
development, in a philosophical sense, is its loss of faith in the

diplomatic mode of conllict resolution in the region (pleviously alluded
to) and its subcequent loss of innocence as a nuclear Party. If the rccent
writings of K. Subrahrumyam are indicative of Indian thinking at the
elite level (and I believe that they are), then there is a strong body of
evidence to suggest that New Delhi has developed a contemPt for non-
proliferation.E0 As it observes horizontal proliferation among the

icknowledged nuclear-weaPon states, irrcipient proliferation among
many oth& countries, and infringemenb of the spirit of non-
proliferation anpng others, India, confronted with the choice between
two evils (strategic inferiority or nuclear capability) has decided to
canonise the devil by ambiguously opting for the latter.

Because India has a sizable nuclear infrastmchrre of relatively
long standing, and because it also has within it indigenously-brrilt
facilities which arc not subiect to international restrictions, it has,

consequentially, a capability to produce between 15 and 30 nudear
weapons annually. Between 1985 and 1990, it has been speculatively
estimated, sufficient weaponsarade plutonium will have become
available for India to have produced between 34 and 111 weapons.tl

In concert with India's embryonic sPae Program, the means

now exist for the country to place 'all of Pakistan, much of the Indian
Ocean and many Chinese cities in range lof ballistic delivery systemsl'.
And even if, against the balance of evidence, India has yet to fabricate a

nuclear weapon, it should be borne in mind that the lead time for it

donal Peae, Nuclar Wapns Arul Sottth Asien
tuuriV,p.55.

79 ltc uiitiny natanu 7988-7989,p.152.
80 See, for eianple, K grbrahnianyam, 'strategic Developrrmts in the Indian and

South Padfic Ocean Regions'.
81 Based on a Table in C-arnegie Endowmmt for lnternadonal Peace, Nudrrr Wcqons

And South Asien Scnrity,p.ll.
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doing so is a rnrtter of weeks or nunth,s, a competence which prime
Minisbr Raiiv Ghandi confirnred in furn 1985.82

Pakistan, as was argued earlier, has sufficient motivation,
agording- to lb seflrity criEria, b proceed to nudear-weapon status
also. And as in India, its principal facility, at Kahuta, near Rawalpindi,
is not-subfct b any non-proliferadon controls. Unlilc India, any
immediate, or breseeable, progression to nuclear weapons would use
highly enriched uranium of which Pakistan is estimated to have
poduced enorrgh, by fanuary 79E7,for between one and three weapons.

folentially, the putative Pakistanl capability is rnarkedly inferibr to
India's, and will have the added disadvantage for sonre years to corne,

9f being limiH b aircraft delivery sysems, cun€ntly the Ugsupplied
F-15 and the French-suppltd Mirage-v.E3 Nevertheless, a specuLtive
estimate of Pakistan's nuclear weapons potential, across the same time
span as above, but based on the production of weaponsArade uranium,
supports a corrclusion that between three and 15 weapons could be
produced.&4

Of the remaining Indian Ocean stabs only South Africa appears
to be remotely close to India and Pakistan in its ability to produce a
1uclear yelpgn. Ever since 1979, when a double flash, was reported in
the south Atlantic, suspicions have been raised in this regard.- The fact
that it is the world's third largest uranium producer, hai erected (and
subsequently disrnantled) a test bed in the trGlahari Desert in the late
1970s which was compatible with weapons development, and has a
large and secrctive nuclear research program ensures south Africa a
prominent place on any list of threshold staEs. euite recently, an
admission b_y Foreign Minister Roelof Botha, in vienna, that his country
possessed the capability to build a weapon ,should we want to, has
served only to confirm apprehensions if not to clarify detail.Es

with the obvio-us exception of south Africa (which is militarily
syp:.igf to_its regional adversaries), a curious phenomena operates in
the Indian ocean region. lndia is driven to acquire nuclear w-eapons in
an-attempt to be secure against extra regional powers; in the process,
Pakistan (over which it is militarily dominant in a conventional sense) is
driven to acquire nuclear weapons in order to be securre against a
regional power. Paradoxically, neither might be any more secure with

6Z
83
E4
85

hitl.,pp.l2-73.
IbA.,pp.lll7.
Ibid., p.15 (Table).
S.Africa Admie Nudear Liatdlit/, Tlv Austrelien, t5 August 19gS, p.5.
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nuclear weapons, and paradoxically, the essential, existinp structures of
the Indian bcean region will remain. The quetion is w-hgther the

curent trends in the Indian ocean region can be ar:rested, and the thrust

of this chapter is that, subetantially, they cannot. Correponding to- this

pesimisrnis the conclusion (also adoped by the panel of o<perts whose

work has been vital in this section) that an iilrlrs race is not only
inevitable but 'arguably ... has already begun'.E5

The riskJare,iherefore, con-sideiable in view of the history of
r€cent wars between India and Pakistan which, again arguably, confirm
Michael Wallace's results which found that over 80 Per cent of arms

races htween parties to serious international disputes led to war.87

And in the emerging context it is surely pertinent_to observe that no

other nuclear adveriries share both this history and a common border,

and no other such pairing possesses the volatility to be fotln! in India-
Pakistan relations, or the-capacity to induce unpredicability in the

relations between the powers in the Indian ocean region. once more

the seemingly unconlro[able forces of history T€t - 
to .be 

in the

ascendant ii states becrcme what they originally despised. To

paraphrase c-amus, neither India nor Pakistan are entirely responsible

ior the world they inherited, nor, since they rnaintain it, are they entirely
innocent.

Prospects

The foregoing suggests two conclusions for further consideration. The

first is a&.tutty aGstatement of the earlier conclusion that the structure

of the security complexes in the Indian ocean rygig"i: basically stable;

the second is that th,e Pacific Basin, rather than the Indian Ocean reglon,

will assume grcater importance over the next quarter century and

beyond.ss Eisentially this is to provide a corrcctive to any inference

which might be taken from the foregoing that the Indian ocean region

will domiiate strategic considerations. It will not, but it will be important
nevertheless.

In the Indian ocean region only the us and India will Possess

true regional forces. Both have given every indication that they are

tional Peae, Nufur Wcepns And futtlh Asin
srrlt'iw,p.2.

E7 e"*"ir fu""lc Pacc Resrdr in tlu 7980s, (Strategic and Defence Studies C-enEe

Awtralian National University, C-anberra, 19E5), p'44'
EE Daniel Be[ The World in 2Ol3' , Dialogru, (No'El), l9EE' p'7'
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prepared, and will qcntinue, to use them in an intervmtionist role. The
Indian case was aqgued at length, earlier, as was the crcntext of US
commitrrnnts. What was not then discussed was the possibility that a
coniunction of the desire to act afbr lacking confidence for so long (the
so-called 'post-Vietnam Syndronc'), the emphasis in the US accorded
Special Operations Forcrs, and the capability to intervene in the Third
World will result in an interventionist mentality and actual strategy. To
be sure this need not happen, nor need the current trend which is
supportive of the suggestiory be seen as destiny, yet it would be wise to
recognise that current US poliry has this complexion. As is argued by
Michael Klare and Peter Kornbluh in their recent work, Iou lntasity
Warfare, and Stephen Hosmer in Conshaints on LIS Strategy in Third
World Conflicfs, the US has rediscovered inbrvention across the
spectrum, from security aid to the use of force.E9

There arc three aspecb to the problem of intervention which
must be of concern here. Tlre first rrelates to the dilemrna between what
might be regarded as the legitimate users of intervention in low
intensity conflicts in the Third World and the arroganoe and abuse of
power which they can entail, as wibressed in El Salvador and Mcaragua.
And as Hosmer argues, the space between the two is problernatic, since
the US perceives itself to be acting within extremely limited margins for
manoeuwe. The second is that this dilemma is virtually incapable of
resolution so long as the current situation exists whercin the debate over
the political obptives which guide US strabgy is itself unresolved.e0

The third is that, in view of the record of the US military since
(say) the Cuban Missile Crisis of October \962, no great confidence
should be placed in American aftempb to actually sucreed with the
application of force. This no doubt might be regarded as tendentious,
and certainly it cannot be argued here, but it is salient to observe that
there is now a crcnsiderable body of informed analysis and comment,
much of it originating within what is known as the military reform
movement, which shares a generally pessimistic condusion:

The thrust of the argument ... is that the American military ...
has failed to nnet the test by which armies have hisbrically

Low Intasity Wlrrfen: C-otoinhsurgatcy,
Prcinswgarcy, end Antilanwism in thc Eightlx., (Pantheon, New York 19E6); and
9ept* T. Hmrer, &r,strllints aa US Stnbgy in Third Wdd brficts, (Ctane
Russak, London, 1987).

90 See Ttm Znrmerrran's reviery of the Klare/Kornbluh and Hwrer books in Snmial[
(Vol.DOO, fuly/August 1988, p'p37&381.
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been nreasured. It has rcpeatedly been unable to engage in
military operations that sucteed or at least derpnstrate an

application of military technique that in rnost armies would pass

as acteptable. The bst is battle.gl

Suffice to say, then, that, to use Hedley Bull's phrase, h rigorcus and
undiscriminating scepticism' should be sercised with rcgard to the
likely outcomes of US policy in the Indian Ocean region which are likely
to demand combat operations.

Given the departure of the Soviet Union from Afghanistan there
are grounds for thinking that the US will perceive less of a requirement
to intervene, but this is less obvious on reflection. While the events of
1979 created the demand for a much enlarged US presence, it is not at all
clear that there can be a return to the status quo ante. Pakistan's
capabilities grew ati a consequence; so, too, did India's. Neither will
relinquish their gains, nor will the United States tmst regional security
to an embryonic great power backed by, even if not a surrogate of, the
Soviet Union. The coincidence of anti-Western inbrests between New
Delhi and Moscow is li}ely to remain higNy intolerable. And
pronounc€ments in fanuary 1988 by Secretary for the Nary, fames
Webb, which in effect accepted the Pakistani position that the Soviet
Union and India were undeclared allies indicaEs tlre arnency of this
perception.92

Furthermore, it should be appreciaH that, as extra-regional
colonialism and imperialism recede, the historical forces of regional
power which were frozen, .ue once again at liberty. To this end the
question needs to be asked whether it is credible to even suggest that the
West can place boundaries on South Asian developrrcnts which, very
generally, have an historic badition of 4,00 years, and so, baditions and
tendencies more enduring than those of the last five centuries. If the
United States, in its cunent position, ignores this it will have lost touch
with political and strategic reality; if it comprehends it and decides to
attempt to control it, it will (also) have lost touch with political and
strategic reality.

Richard A. Gabriel, M{litery Inconpctnre: W f,u An'aicn Militry Docsn't rllin'
(Hill and Wang New York, f9E5), p.187. For anothet interesttng analysis h the
sane vein see Edward N. Luttwak, Tlu Patugn ArrdT,u Art ol Yl&lr,flnsdhrte for
Contemporary Studies/Simon and Schuster, Nerv Yorh 1985).

James Webb 
-'lArebb 

Shesses lmportance of Ash ln Future US Strate6/, Gxcerpts:
Speech at National hs Club), 1-3 lanuary 1988, kansctPt ptovtded ourteey of US
Infomration Senrice.
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Implicafi ons for Australia

One irrefutable conclusion follows from Australia's position as an
Indian Ocean state: it has a legitirnate inErest in the region. Another
follows fr,om the preceding analysis: it is powerless to substantially
inlluence the forres at work in the region. Inasmuch as commentators
and scholars prcfer to talk of 'managemenf of these forces they
inaccurately apply the term in the Indian Ocean region. |ust as
Desmond Ball observed when introducing an analysis of the
superpower strategic balance in 1982, that 'rnanagement ... connotes
control and efficient conduct' and concluded that it was, accordinglp
inappropriate, the sarrc proscription applies to the term in this
context.*l Ever so ironically, the region accnrds with certain modern
formulations of liberalism or, indeed, radical conservatism (if it was a
domestic polity): ib constituent nations deny the right of any other state
or supranational organization to constrain their individual fieedom.
Until the French Revolution this was, of counse, accepted as one of the
meanings attributed to the word anarchy. Nor is Ausbalia's current
position without its own irony. In the years when the 'eastern til(
operated in the deployment of Aushalian defence resources, the British
pnesence in the Indian Ocean guaranteed that this countr5/s interests did
not suffer; but in the currnent period, when resoutces ate being allocated
to the West and Northwest, they will be ineffective in regiotul terms,
whatever might be their contribution to the defence of the Australian
continent.

As yet, however, there are no indications that the developments
in the Indian Ocean region outlined are a direct threat to Australia.
While nuclear proliferation, any form of regional dominancr, or
instability, are probably not in Australia's intercst, they are also issues
which cannot be apprcpriately addressed through the instrumentality of
arms. If this is so, it would be erroneous to regard the eventual Indian

the Superpower Balane', in T.B. Millar (ed.)
Intentr,tintrd Scan ity h tl" funthast Asbn lrail Sottthwat Pecific fugrn, (University of
Queensland Pres, St. Luda, l9E3l,p.2l7.

vq For a fuller dfucussion of current Australian po[cy in the West and Northwest, see
M, Mcl(nley, 'Frour Dante to Shannon: The Indian Oean in Ausbalia's Strategic
Envircnsrenf, in Robert H. Bruce (ed.), AustrzJir etul ttu Inilbn Oun: Strau-gic
Ditnctrsinns of Inazr,ing Naul Inwlttncnl, (C-etrtre for Indian Ocean Regional
Shrdies, Curdn Univerdty of Tectrnology, P€rth, WA 1988), pp3l-33; M. McKinley,
?usEalla and the Indian Oean', in F.A. Mediansky and A.C. Palfreerran (eds.), In
4fyit of ll:!ryt Intaats: Austmlin Fonign Polig in tlv 7990s, (Pergamon, Sydney,
l98E), pp.!l[f,; and M. McKinley'.., At Arurdry's Riz ...'
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Ocean tnsing nrode of the Royal Australian Navy as other than a

Coastal Deferrce Navy plus, possessing the ability b specialise in two or
three discrete naval taslc ard PerhaPE to inbgraE within a larger allied
force stmcture as national security might demand.

The Australia-US alliance has, however, traditionally been
thought b buttness various, national weaknesses , such as those in the
Indian Ocean region, and it is true that this relationship firds rnany of its
tangible expressions in the West and Northwest, rangrng from ship
visits, to largescale exercises, to the provision of communications and
intelligence facilities.es Conceptually this might be viewed, as in
Leaver's expressiory as an 'inveshnent in the central balance of powey'.%
And, to persist in the metaphor, it involves Australia not only in 'cost-
sharing logic' but also in 'definite and immediate cosb'.97 These are the
costs which cannot be disaggregated frorn the alliance relationship and
arc consequent upon being in partnership with a suPerPower whose

stategy is ambiguous and possibly destabilising, and whose

commitrnents are poorly defined. Should this continue it might even
becrome a mafter of ralpolitik for the United States to acquiesce in the
creatiory by Pakistan, of an'Islamic bomb' to counter the indulgence it
has aheady granted Israel's development of a nudear weaPon
capability. Decisions taken in Washington to date, whereby Pakistan is

still to receive $US1.7 billion in military aid over the next six years,

commend this possibility as a subiect for close examination.
Nor can diplomacy offur Australia consolation. This country,

which used to be represented in eight regional capitals now maintains
only six missions - in South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh and Burma.98 But Australia has little to offer in relation to
the dynamics of the Indian Ocean region. Aid, in rcgional terms,
broadly defined, is directed to the states of Southeast Asia, East Africa
and the Indian Ocean island states, but again mustbe s€en as modest or
of little bearing on the central issues. The sarrre applies to the Defence
Cooperation Programs operated by Australia which relate, in the mairu
to Southeast Asian states.

M. McKinley,'[tom Dante to Shannon', W&?6; and M. McKinley, 'Austrdia and
the Indian Ocean', p,p.256258.
Ridrard Lrnvo., nustralia and the Indian Ocean Region,' in P.f. Boyce and |.R
Angel (eds.), lnilcpctnlarr: enil Nliotcc: Austnlb h VWd Afuits 797tA0, (George

Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1983), p251.
IbU.,p2V.
The poee in Ethiopia and Tanzania were dced tn 19E5 and 1988 rcspectvely.
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For Austsalia, the Indian Ocean and ib contiguous regions
represent the principle of inverse relevance. Ausbalia, though an
island-continent on the littoral, is aknost irrelevant b the processes of
the Indian Ocean Region; the region, however, imposes its burden of
relevance upon Australia. The issues it contains and attracts arc the
engines of change - what the hisbrian Isky called 'the great permanent
forces that are steadily bearing nations onwards to impronement or
decay'. Australia's conundrum lies in the choice between an almost
Bhuddist-like acreptance of its insignificance in these turns of the wheel
of international political history, and the existential urge to engage the
world as, perhaps, it always has done. Now, though, Australia's
traditional partners arc part of the problem and have, thercfore, a
distracted or hostile audience. Moreover, Ausbalia, as a facilitator of
such powers, is unlikely to be heard any more clearly in its own right.
The choice, then, is exquisite, essentially between befitting humility and
baseless self-assertion. The Western Australian poet, Fay Zwicky,
captures the moment, but hopefully not the inevitability of it all:

Meanwhile, we flufter at anarchy's rim, drawn like moths to a
bright candle, the craving for self-slaughter intensified by
frustration and despair.9

w Fay Zwicky, Tlu Lytx h tlu PautsllprV: Esseys Oa Ulcmtun ed Slll.oirr,l 7974-79U,
(Universfty of West€rn Australia h€s, Perth, WA, 1986), p2l. The quotadon is
frosr a 197E essay mtitled 'Influeace and Independence'.



CHAPTER 11

SECURITY DEVELOPMENTS IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA

|usuf Wanandi

Introduction

Today, security encompasses all aspecb of life, namely political,
economic, social and cultural, in addition to military. Demographic and
environmental aspects also have become important to global security as

they pose new challenges to mankind. The 30th Annual Conference of
the International Institute of Strategic Studies (IISS) in Brighton
(England) in September 1988 has inhoduced for the first tine a separaE
committee on international economics, since this area is also seen as an
important factor in global security.

The economic factor indeed has becorne of prime importance to
the developing Southeast Asian region since it greatly affects national
stability, not only because economic developrrrent gives legitirnacy to
the respective goverrunents, but also because they still arc at stages of
development in which economic stagnation could lead to socie!y's
collapse. Religious and ethnicity problems could also destabilize the
society and, therefore, need to be addressed as well.

Another factor which also needs to be taken into account in
discussing Southeast Asian security is the fact that it has become closely
linked to that of Northeast Asia. This results not only from the
increased importance of the economic factor in international relations -
especially in the economically most dynamic Western Pacific region- but
also because of increased interactions among the great Poweni in the
entire region involving |apan and the People's Republic of China in
addition to the US and the Soviet Union. As announced in Gorbachey's
new policy statenrents, the Soviet Union wants to have a Sreater political
and economic involvement in the Pacific region. Perhaps this new
policy direction has been necessitated by the need to develop the Soviet
Far East, but it rnay also result from the militaqy imbalance in the region
which lately has developed in favour of the US. Whatever the reason,
the region's security environment is likely to enter a new era.
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The Dynamics of and InEraction anong the GreatPowerE in The
lTestern Pacific and Their Implicadoru for Southeast Asia

Relations among the great poweni in the region are currently very much
in a state of flux as the strategies and lrclicies of each of them towards
the region are undergoing changes.

First and foremost are the dramatic dranges in the US position
in the world economy, as reflected among other things in the change
from being a mairr net creditor country to becoming a huge net debtor
country over a short time perid. The US will need time to rectify this
situation. It appears no longer to be in the position to carry the main
burden of maintaining the prcsent international order. The US
contributes about 60 pet cent of the total defence expenditures of the
Western alliarrce, whereas its share in total GNP of the Westem alliance,
including Japan, is about 35 per cent. Therefore, burden sharing has
become one of the mapr US policy obptives within the Western
alliance, including in the Pacific region.l

This changing US position continues to attract the attention of
the US public since Paul Kenned/s book entered the best seller list.2
Kennedy's book perhapa could be seen as providing a warning to US
leaders, but there appears to be an emerging consensus which rejects the
thesis that the declining US hegemony results from overcommitrnent in
defence. It has been argued that the great economic progress which was
attained by US allies indeed was the obiective of US alliance building.
Also, there is the belief that the US can maintain her economic and
militarypower if she can respond ina fundamental way to a number of
problems: the twin deficit, educational policy, productivity, as well as
burden sharing with her allies. Furtherrmre, it has been argued that it is
rather the other hegemory the Soviet Union, which has suffered from an
'imperial overctretchj. In addition, no other powers are seen to be in the
position to replace the US; Western Europe lacks political unity, whereas
Iapan has enormous shategic weaknesses apart from the fact that she
lacks the ambition to become a hegermn.

Oltlook for ihe Asia Pacific Region Towards the
2lst Century: A Regional Perspective', The lrubrcsbn Qumfcrly, (Vol.XVI, No2),
April l98t; see also fusuf Wanandt ?oliH,cal Aspects of ASEAI{-US Relations',
(Paper presented at the 4th Conference of the ASEATI Instihrt€ of Strategic and
International Studies (ASEAN-I9S), Singapore, fuly 1986).

2 See Paul Kmnedy, The Ri* anit F.tt of tli 'Ctrrrt 
Paiurc, (Randour House, New York,

rnn.
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Burden sharing in the WesErn Pacific will mean for the US that
Iapan undertakes b play a greater role in the defence of her homeland
and the surrounding waters as well as in providing emnomic assistance

to the developing countries, both in the form of stsategic aid and official
development assistance (ODA). The US also expects laPan to participate
even more actively and consFuctively in Policy qrordination efforts
among industrialized countries, in the areas of rrnnetary policy and
foreign exchange movements, as well as inErnational debt problems. Of
equal importance are continued efforts by Iapan b substantially open
her markets, including in the services s€ctott.

This burden sharing with Japan will not be confined to the
Pacific region and is likely to be extended globally. firerc are
suggestions that japan should take an active part and cooperate with the
US in providing economic assistance to Central Arrrerica and Mexico.

Thus far,Iapan has responded positively to the US demand for
greater burden sharing. She has increased her defence budget and the
capabilities of SDF (self defence forces), and now assumes a greater
militaqy role in coordination with US forces.3 fapan also actively
promotes the transfer of military technology to tlre US, and carries a Part
of the financial burden of US troops in fapan. In terms of strategic aid,

Iapan has provided substantial amounts of r",esources to the Philippines,
Thailand, Pakistan and Egypt. lapan's ODA has increased dramatically
over the past few years and in dollar terms now surPasses the amount
provided by the US. It is likely that fapan will continue to increase her
role in the field of developrnent assistance. Her active involvenrent in
economic policy coordination among industrialized countries has now
led fapan to take more initiatives, such as demonstrated recently in the
Toronto Summit 1988 and the IMF/IBRD Meeting in Berlin in
September 1988.4

The burden sharing between the US and fapan as it has
developed thus far is favourably received in Southeast Asia. In the
defence field, the enhanced capabilities of fapan's SDF is perceived by
Southeast Asians to be sufficient for the defence of fapan's tronpland
and surrounding waters as well as in supporting US maritime shategy
by providing surveillance capabilities and anti-submarine warfare

al and Regional Role: An Indonesian PercePdon',
Thc lntbusbn Qurtaly, (Vol.XVI, No.3), l9EE.

4 S€e The Asia Forrum Japan Papers, The Asian Era, Thmte and hocpech Japan's
Econouric Coorperatioq Prtnciples and Polic/, Forum for a Liberal Sodety (FIS}
Tokyo 30 Novesrber-l Dec€mb€r 1988.
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capabilities. To further augnrcnt those capabilities aould an)use
anxietie among |apan's neighboun.

]apan's ODA ard stra@ic aid are vital for the developing
countries in the Western Pacific. But of equal imporAnce to them is
aocess to the fapanese market, capital, and technology. A greater
political role by fapan is also expected and welconred. So far, fapanls
political role has been rnaniftsted rnainly in her economic role. She has
offered economic assistance for the reconstruction of Indochina with the
aim of acrelerating the settlement of the conllict in lGmpuchea. She has
used economic instruments to help stabilize and rnaintain peace in the
Korrean peninsula, as well as to support efforts to strengthen democratic
forcm in Burma and the democratic govemnrent in the Philippines.

Other cpuntries in the region are also taking part in the burden
sharing with the US. South Korea has increased her share in the
financing of US troops in Korea. Australia also has increased her
defence capabilities, as stipulabd in the Defence White Paper of ldarch
1982 including her presence in the South Pacific.

Despite the great progrcss in defence burden sharing which has
been achieved so far in the Western Pacific, pressures from the US may
continue as the US public opinion continues to demand it. However, it
is not obvious where Japan still can increase her contribution. Some
concerns have been expressed already in fapan that an even greater
burden sharing would make |apanls SDF an integral part of the US
Etrategy, especially the US rnaritime strateg;lr, in confronting the Soviet
Union. This rneans that |apan will be drawn into the crcnflict whether
she herself is thr€atened or not. This has led to more serious
questioning inside Iapan why she should not have an independent
conventional capability b defend her own islands, although still within
the context of the alliance with the US. However, such ideas are still far
from being accepted by the lapanese public and politiciaru at large.S

The rnore serious issues that the US faces with her allies in the
Western Pacific, particularly lapan, are in the economic field. Frictions
in tradg competition in the construction sector and in the development
of high technologies rernain severe and already affect the security
rclationship between Iapan and the US. There are fears on both sides of
the Pacific Ocean that bilateral U$lapan economic relations would
continue to deteriorate with severe implications in the politico-security

F I*nf Wanandt Japan's International and Regional Rols An lndonedan
Perspectvd.
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field. Others are of the opinion that such deterioration would only be of
a bmporary nature because essentially the truo economies are, and will
becpme, even more highly inEgraEd and thus will be stsengthened in
the longer term.5

Nonetheless, there are serious concerns regarding the ability of
both sides to overcome their tmsions and cpnflicts in the short term in
view of the vast diffurences in crrlture and values between the two
societies. Such concerns have led to a propooal for the establishment of
a Permanent Wise Men Commission, composed of leaders from various
walks of life from the two countsies whose tasks would be to advise the
respective governnrenb on wa)ts to overcorne their economic frictions'7
Another proposal is for fapan to provide subetantial financial t€sources
to Mexico and Central America in cooperation with the US, which
would capture the attention of the US public as a visible dernonstration
of |apan's burden stnring.S Ambassador Mike Mansfield proposed a

U$|apan fiee trade agreement which rnay be examined more seriously
if the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations is perceived to
be unsuccessful.9

What appears neaess.rry at this stage is beter coordination on
the US side in her relations with fapan, not only within the

Adminishationbut also between the Administration and Congress. On
the |apanese side the coordination is already in place and functions
extremely well because relations with the US are seen by her as the most
strategic and vital relationship.lO

The ongoing ProcEss of structural change in the fapanese
eaonomy and ttre accompanying internationalization of the fapanese
society definitely will have positive implications for the economies in
the Pacific reiiory irrcluding the US. Much will depend on how soon
and how well the US could seize these economic opportunities. It is

tionship Betr,veen Global and Regional Security
Issu6 in the Pacific-Asian Recion', (Paper presented qr the Second Quadrilateral
hoiect on 'Redonal and Globalsecurityistis', Yogyakartr, 17-19 Autust 1964.

Z C*6rge R Pailor4 The Comtng USJapan Crlde', Forui8n A/Fir, (Vo1.65, No.2),
Winter l9t7l19EE.

8 ZUigniew Brzezinsk! 'America's New Cctrateg/, Forr;igtr A/lbio ffo1.65, No.4),

- Spring l9EE.
9 *€ Emest H. Pree& Wdglttng a Ugfapan Trade Pacf, Tlu Wall Stralt lottrrsl, 16

August 1986; see a-lso Oyrde ff. Farnsworth, 'lJS and fapan Ponder a Free Trade
hopcal', Tlu t*It) Yo'*Titt*s,l2 Augttst 198E.

10 See'Ronald Morse, Japan's fhive toPreqrinend, Fonign Policy, (No'69), Winter
l%7 /88; see also Ctyde hestowttl lt., Trding Perburs: Hoo Wc Allowcd lqon b
Tak tlu lanl (Basic Books, Nelv York, 19EE).
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important for US policy rnaking in the Bush Administration not to be
misled into focusing o<cessively on the wrong economic issues or
ecnnomic targets, partiorlarly in the area of international trade. US
trade policy crculd promote - but also fmstrab - economic development
in the Pacific region, and the US should recognize the stra@ic
importance of economic development, growth and dynamism of the
region for the US, for the region ibelf as well as for the world economy.

Another mapr challenge to the US is how to respond to
Gorbachey's diplomatic offensive and new policies towards the pacific
region. The offensive, which began with the Vladivostok Speech in
1985, has already resulted in a normalization of Sino-soviet rclations
which will be further strengthened in the Summit Meeting between
Gorbachev and Deng Hsiao-Peng in 1989. It is almost cErtain that the
Soviet Union's next move will be directed towards fapan and South
Kot€a, which have the greatest potential b supply technology and
capital for the development of the Soviet Far East.

Clearly, Gorbachel/s diplomatic initiative also has a military
strategic underpinning, namely to counterbalance the US strategic and
conventional military superiority in the Pacific. Therefore, in his follow-
up seven-point proposal announced at Krasnoyarsk in September 1988,
Gorbachev emphasized the need to halt the arms race and even to
reduce the level of arrnaments in the Pacific ocean. while the offensive
rnay h directed essentially towards the Ug it could have a wide.
rangtng impact upon the region in tlre future. The Soviet Union
seriously attempts to participate in the dynamic economic developrnent
of the region. Thereforr, it is important that the US respond in an
equally crcative nnnner.

The success of peratroifu my greatly mhance the Soviet
strategy to expand her international influence, but the success in her
economic reforrns will in turn have an equally powerful effect on her
political system and international relations, rbutting in a more open
society. A greater ecpnomic and political involvenent by the soviet
union in the region could also enhance regional peace and stability. It is
in this regard that creativity and flexibility on the part of the US will be
requircd in order to maintain her predominant position in the pacific.

The US needs to formulate responses on two important
developments which could enrerge out of Gorbachey's initiative. The
first is with regard to her relations with the People's Republic of china
when full normalization of sino-soviet relations is attained in the near
future. The second is with regard to her attitude and poliqy if
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Gorbachev is prepared b give in b Japan's claims on the northern
territories, and as a quiil ?ro quo dernards a rnor€ independent SDF -
namely one whidr is not part of US maritirne straEgy - and that fapan
distances herself from the US in the field of nudear weapons, such as to
resewe the right to allow US nudear weapons to enFr her territory. The
SummitMeeting betweenGorbachev and Deng planned for 1989 would
lead to full norrnalization of SinoSoviet relations. This will enable
China to implernent her equidistance policy ois+-ois the US and the
Soviet Union in a more consistent fashion. Any attempt by the US to
draw China into a strategic relationship with her would thus be
neutralized. The adoption of an equidistance Pollcy by China is to be

expectd from a grcat power with such a long history. Although the
threat from the Soviet Union is seen to have lessened, it rernains in
China's interest that a balance of power between the US and the Soviet
Union in the Pacific region be maintained. tn economic relations, China
will continue to rely more on the US, Iapa& and the Asian NIEs (Newly
Industrialised Economies) as her main trading partners and the main
sources of capital and technology.

As pointed out earlier, the development of fapan-Soviet
relations could have a significant effect upon U$fapan relations if the
Soviet Urrion agr€es to compromise on the Northern territories. The
Soviet Union could offer to rcturn the two islands nearest to fapary a
proposal which the Soviet had made in the mid-1950s but was never
made again following the crcnclusion of the Security Pact between the
US and Iapan in 1960. The Soviet Union also could ProPose to dismantle
her military installations on the other two islands and to undertake pint
development with Iapan. The encouraging development so far is shown
in the willingness on the part of the Soviet Union to begin to talk about
the status of the four islands, as signalled by the leaders to former Prime
Minister Nakasone in fuly 1988, and to allow the visib by families to the
islands nearest to |apan.

These four islands are of shategic importance to the Soviet
Union, enabling her submarines to enter the Sea of Okhotz for
protection in case the US and japan close the straits to the South. It
should be expected, thereforc, that the Soviet Union will demand from

Iapan a quid pro quo for the compromise, both in the military and in the
economic fields. In the military field, the Soviet Union might want to
see a decoupling of fapan's forces from the US horizontal and maritime
strategies, and that Iapan fully adhere to her 'three no optionl policies in
the nuclear field. It is quite likely, however, that the Soviet Union will
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be realistic enough not to tamper with U$fapan alliance. Gorbachev
demonsbated his realism in his Sepbmber 1988 speech in Krasnoyarsk,
which recognized the US preserrce and interest in the Pacific regiory
although his specific policies towards the US are stiil full of
conbadictions and rernain difficult to be taken seriously, such as on the
offer to trade-off the US bases in the Philippines for Soviet facilities in
Vietnam, or limiting only Naval Forces in the Pacific, which ale the
mainstay of US (maritime and horizontal) strategy.

In fact, a Soviet diplomatic offensive toward lapan of the kind
described above could significantly influence ]apan's body politic to
adopt a new strategic policy - namely one of greater independence from
the US - which could have sevene implications for the stability of the
Pacific region. Whether, indeed, Gorbachev will make a significant
move on this front rernains to be seen. One should take note, however,
of the concessions the Soviet Union was ready to grve b the Chinese on
resolving their territorial boundaries by accepting the Thalweg principle
- as demanded by China - in the Ussuri and Amur rivers, including the
Damansky and Bear islands near Khabarosk, which were of strategic
importance to the Soviet Union. Another important consideration that
could lead the Soviet Union to compromise is economic - in particular,
the desire to attract fapanese capital and technology to assist in the
development of the Soviet Far East.

The US can no longer view Corbachey's initiative simply as
propaganda or rhetoric and will need b formulate new policies in
response to them. The Soviet diplomatic offensives have already
resulted in a procass towards norrnalization of relations with China and
improved relations with ASEAN. Therefore, efforts to reduce tensions
in the Pacific region through continuous qrnfidencebuilding rreasures
and rcduction of conventional arms - parallel to those in Europe - should
be given highest priority in the US agenda.

US military superiority in the Pacific region should not cause it
to ignore the Soviet proposal for arms reduction and disarrnament.
Indeed, this is the direction of development which is desired by the
countries in the Western Pacific, as manifesbd in the proposals of the
South Pacific Forum (SPD and ASEAI{ for nudear-weapons fiee zones
in their respective subrregions. What needs b be examined morc closely
here are the proper approaches, institutional framework for, and
participants to the new dialogue proc€ss in the region.

In the economic field the Pacific Economic Cooperation
Conference GECO could provide the necessary forurn Soviet active
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involvement in the non-military, nannly political ard ecronomic, affairs
of the region would tend to enhance regional stability. Such
involvement could also assist the Soviet Union in pursuing her new
policyof opennes and internal reetructuring.

China's rnodernization efforts are likely to continue despib the
various difficulties the leadership faces in rnanaging a socialist economy
which incorporate rrpre and rnore market incentives. The leadership in
general remains commitbd to rnodernizatiory and divergences in
opinions are largely with regard b the pace of rnodernization. With a
greater success in her modernization" China wi[ becpme more
integrated into the regional eoonomy arul the international economy,
and will have a greater stake in the stability of and peace in the region.
This would sbengthen her commitrnent to the existing regional and
international order, which would also constrain her international
behaviour.

All great powers will realize that their international behaviour is
ultimately influenced by international public opinion, and that they
cannot easily resort to military intervention or gunboat diplomacy as
experienced by the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, Vietnam in
Kampuchea, or the US in Mcaragua. China's sucressful modernization
will also place a consbaint on her to force her will on Southeast Asia.

A mapr sounce of potential conflict between China and
Southeast Asia originates with China's irredentist claims in the South
China Sea, on the Spratley islands and the Paracel islands, involving
overlapping claims with Vietnanr" Malaysia, and the Philippines, as well
as Taiwan. Recent evenb have demonstrated that China does not shy
away from the use of force in her claims on the Spratleys. Sonre saw this
act as a Chinese npve to increase pressur€s on Vietnam to pull out of
Kampuchea. However, this has aroused renewed anxieties in the region
that China would use similar pressures against other Southeast Asian
countries in the future.

Subversion and infiltration by China arc no longer a mairr
sourc€ of concern to the ASEAN countries, as China reduced such
activities in an effort to develop friendly relatiorrs with the ASEAN
countries. Also, the appeal of cornmunist ideology has greatly declined
in the region as economic development continues to progress and
sufficiently meets people's basic needs. The so<alled bverseas Chinese'
problem is equally no longer a mapr political issue or seen as a threat to
security in most of Southeast Asia as nation-building and the process of
national integration are progressing.
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A grcater potential sonroe of problem between ASEAN and
China is competition in the export rnarkeb, especially in light and
labounintensive manufacturing products, and in attracting capital and
technology from ]apan and the US. China already plays an important
role in inErnational trade, with total trade amounting b $USSO bilHon in
1997, If the developrnent of her coastal regioru continues in a rapid
fashion, those economies would soon othibit the draracbristics of a
newly industrializing country in terms of their external trade relations.
However, China's modernization not only poses a challenge to, but also
opens up, new economic opportunities for the ASEAN countries.

Finally, an examination of security developments in Southeast
Asia needs to take into account India's naval build-up in the Indian
Ocean. India already deploys two cariers and a number of submarines,
two of which arc nuclear-powered. Until a few years ago, the ASEAN
counbies were of the view that India will be rnainly preocrupied with
South Asian affairs, but such assessment is now being reevaluated as a
result of her increased naval capabilities. The objertive of India's naval
build-up are perceived to be three.fold. First, to deter any threat from
the sea, which she experienced during the war for Bangladesn-s
independence when the US $venth Fleet entered the Bay of Bengal.
Second, to become the largest naval power in the Indian Ocean. And,
third, as suggested elsewhere, to have an influence in Southeast Asia.ll

In addition, India also is a large country with a huge pool of
cheap labour and, therefore, essentially is also a potential competitor to
ASEAN in the export of labour-intensive manufacturcs. It should be
noted that India already possesses a strong industrial base. If she is
sucressful in her efforts to becone morc exportoriented, she could
indeed become a serious competitor to ASEAN and China.

The Role of ASEAN in the Southeast Astm Region

In view of the enonnous changes that are taking place in the pacific
region, ASEAhI cooperation becomes all the more important because
Finfly the member states could adrieve much rrcre than if they pursue
their efforts individually. such has been their experience in working for
a solution of the Kampuchean conflict, in dealing with the Indochinese
refugees resulting from that conflict, as well as in a number of economic
areas such as the civil aviation dispute between Singapore and Australia

I I Henry Kisoinger, 'A Mesro to the Next hesidenf, Nczrzrat, t9 Septeurber 1988.
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some years ago, greater actress to the fapanese T""lut and larggr

roour"o transfen fiom fapan. However, the effectiveness of the

meclranism for cmperation differs from one field to another'

It is in thepolitical field that ASEAI{ cooperation-is felt to be

most effective. ASEAN has been able to attract international attention to

the I(ampuchean conflict and international support fo1 the efforts to
resolve if and for the settlenrnt of big waves of Indochinese refugees

since 1979.
There is the question as to whether in the future there will be

sufficient challenges - as serious as the Kampuchean conflict- which

could lead the- ASEAN countries to cooperate politically and

diplomatically with equally great effectiveness. It appears that the main

and perhaps-more setioni challenge to ASEAN in the future is in the

ecor,b*ic iietd. ttr view of the drimatic changes that are taking place

both in the world eaonomy and in the Pacific region, the ASEAN

countries will need to pintly enhance their bargaining power to

effectively deal with those chahges, particularly in their relations with
the industrialized countries.l2

ASEAN's foreign economic diplomacy will be taken seriously
by its economic partn-rs only if intra-ASEAN economic cooperation

continues to progress. This should not imply that ASEAI{ must develop

in the direciion of a free trade area, a cusbms union, or even an

economic community. Inba-ASEAN economic cooperation already will
be promoted signifiiantly if in the next few years all the decisions of the

rnira asEeru summit are consistently implemented.l3 The two most

important decisions taken in the Manila Summit were in the field of
trade and investnent to promote intra-ASEAN trade through further

across-the-board tariff cuts. The target is that in five years 90 per cent of

intra-ASEAN trade, or no less than 50 per cent of its value, will come

under ASEAN',s preferential trading arrangement scheme_. In addition,
attempts will be-made to roll back non-tariff barriers. In the field of
investrnent, the so-called ASEAN Industrial |oint-Venture program is to

be further improved to allow for the participation of non-ASEAITI caPital

. Mohamed Mahathir at the Ninth Slngapore

Lectgre 14 Dd€''rba iru, degion"liscr, Globalign and Spheres.gf Influence:
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inb the 21st C€ntur/, cited in 'Unlte to Face

uo to the Rich'.Thc StmitsTitrrrs,lS Decetrlber 19EE, p'f '
13 di"."n sima;diuntak, 'lnstability of Global Environment and ASEAN Economic

Cfuperation,, (P'aper presenea it ttre 5th lndqregia-Korea Conference, Jakarta,
Octobet 1$8).
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to up to 60 pet cent and by incrcasing the margin of preferences in inba-
ASEAI{ trade of the respective product to up to 90 per cent.

Over and above those efforts, ASEAN must shive to rnake
better use of its diplomatic leverage by formulating new policies and
perhaps also by devising new institutional approaches. The North-
South dialogue whidr was the mode and th€ mood of the 1970s does not
offer any promising results for the 1980s and beyond. A nrore
regionalized approach to the rnany developmental problems facing the
developing world could prove to be more effective. ASEAN alrcady has
an established mechanism for consultation with the mapr industrialized
countries, namely the ASEAN Post Ministerial Conference or the 'six
plus six' meedngs as well as the bilateral Dialogues with IaparU the US,
the European Communig, C-anada, Australia, and New Zealand
individually (the 'six plus one' meetings). Thus far, the 'six plus six
forum is devoted mostly to political discussions. Since l98/., at
lndonesia's initiative, a'six plus five'forum was introduced involving
ASEAN and the five Pacific developed cpuntries - the so<alled ASEAN-
Pacific Forum - with the aim of promoting an exchange of views on
Pacific economic developments. This forum also sponsorc a Human
Resources Development proirt to develop modalities for fuhrre Pacific
economic cooperation schemes. The project is designed to encourage
the involvement of the South Pacific countries as well and is open for
participation by other donor countries, such as the European
Community and South Korea.

ASEAN should now seriously examine the value of combining
the various fora of consultation into one multilateral forum discussing
both intrernational political issues and Pacific regional and intemational
economic problems. This forum could becorrc the forum for ASEAN to
deal with and to find solutions to various global and regional economic
problems. It could also be seen as an embryo of Pacific economic
cooperationat theintergovernmental level in which ASEAN could take
a leading role and thereby alleviate the fears that such broader regional
cooperation could dilute ASEAhl.l4

ASEAN ecpnomic cooperation is also nec€ssary for ASEAI.J's
own future. The next generation of leaders in the ASEAlll countries may
need a new rationale for cooperation and morc concreb areas of

14 See lusuf Wanandi 'Regional Order and Political Development', in L.G. Martin, TIu
.ASEAN Succcss SWy: fuild, Ewronb end Politiul Ditttctrsions, (Distributed by the
Univecity of Hawaii hese fq the East-West C-€nter, Honolulu, 1987).
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cooperation since their commibinent b ASEAN could no longer be as

emotionally based as that of its founders. In addition, the regional
environment bday arxl in the future will be differcnt from that
prevailing two decades ago.

ASEAITI's forrnation n 1967 was largely based on security
considerations. Already then did it appear to rnake sense b its founders
that the Association could contribute significan0y to regional peace and
stability through prornoting economic cooperation arnong its members.

Over ttre years the question of cooperation in the military and
defence field was rais€d from both within and oubide ASEAI{. One

could also raise the quelltion of whether cooPeration in defence could
strengthen ASEAN in the fuhrre. Perhaps it was clearly recrcgnized at its
inception that cooperation in deferrce cannot be promoted so long as the
external threat perceptions of individual ASEAN members differ. These
different perceptions are manifested in their different responses to
international political and security developments. The Philippines and
Thailand have entered into a defence pact with the US (ttre Manila Pact)

and the Philippines also has a bilateral deftnce agreement with the US.

Singapore and Malaysia are a party to the Five Power Defence
Arrangernent with Great Britain, Australia and New 7*aland. Indonesia
is not involved in any such arangement as a matter of principle.

The twelve years following the First ASEAN Summit in 7976

have seen greater convergence among the ASEAN countries in their
perceptions of external threat. The People's Republic of China is no
longer an urgent threat for Indonesia or Malaysia, but all countries now
perceive China as a potential threat for the longer term. Vietnam is also
no longer seen by Thailand as an urgent threat because Vietnam has not
been able to achieve what she has set out to do and is now forced to
make a compromise on the settlement of the Kampuchean problem.

The pressures fult by and the perceived needs of the ASEAN
countries to incrcase their defence capabilitie and to promote ASEAN
cooperation in defence have become much lower today than they were a
decade ago. Although the Soviet Union's military Prcsence in the rcgion
has become morc visible now with her use of military facilities in Cam
Ranh and Danang, the recent policy initiatives of Gorbachev would
make her pr€s€nce in the region more balanced. This would have a
stabilizing effect on the region.

In the years to come, cooperation among the ASEANI countries
in the defenc€ anea will continue to be a bilateral or trilareral affair of the
respective countries and will remain oubide of the ASEAN francwork.
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The role of ASEAN- in regional security In the future will largely be
detgrmiyd by developments in the region ln the years to conre. 

-The

multipolar stmcture whidr has ennrged in the- pacific region has
brought about greater uncertaintics, but it algo creates opportunities for
medium porverc or regional associationr suth as ASEAN to play a
gteater role.

ASEAITI's role will rnainly be in Southeast fuia. Its ideals of the
region's future are contained in the concept of a zone of peace, Freedom
and Neutrality (zoPFAN. A zoPFAN for southeast Asia means a
regional environment which enables the countries in that region to
determine their own destiny. This impltes that none of the great powers
will have a hegenronic influence oraer dre region. Rather, great powers,
presence in the region should be in r balanced fashion. The view that a
zoPFAN would mean a withdrawal of all great powers from the region
is not realistic because of the strategic importance of its sea linei of
communication. The region is also rich in natural resources and the

"9""-qT 
in the-region are developing quite successfully. Ideally, there

s\o1ld be no foreign military bases in southeast Asia. However,
ASEAN has acrommodlted lhe presenc€ of the bases in the region as a
temporary afifav, since their dismantling requires an adiustrneni process
on the part of the parties concerned.

It has been argued lately that the us bases at clark and subic in
the Philippines have co1{brrted to regional peace and stability which in
turn have enabled the ASEAN countries to concenEate on their national
development efforb. The US bases are also seen now as a
counterbalance to soviet facilities at c-am Ranh and Danang in vietnam.
Moreover, the bases are considered vital to supporting the presence of
the seventh Fleet in Northeast Asia (Japan and south Korea), and are
_necessary to counterbalance the soviet pacific Fleet. In additiory the
bases have come to be seen to symbolize the continuation of us
presence in and commiEnent to the Asia/pacific region. All these
factors have given an additional rationale for maintainirig the bases.

The exFnsion of the bases agreement between the US and the
Philip?ines after 1991 will soon be negotiated. The recently successful
completion of-th9 negotiations on compensation would helpthe Filipino
government deal more effectively with the highly ernotional inF-rnal
political sentiments on the bases issue. However, compensation is not
the only problem. Filipino nationalist sentirnents - wtiicrr are at their
!rcights now - and the love-hate nature of philippines-us relations will
be greatly responsible for the volatility in the negotiations process. The
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rnaprity in the Philippines Senate led by Senator Tanada is against

extension of the bases agreerrcnt also for strategic r@sorut - narrcly not
to make the Philippines a target of Soviet strategic weaPons - and

because of the country's anti-nuclear stanoe.

Thus on balance, the US needs b be prepared to accept sonrc

drastic changes in the terms of the agreement, which cpuld involve a
rnuch reduced size of the bases at Cl,ark and Subic, a SreaEr role for the
Philippines slde in iurisdiction and command, an even larger
compensation (including indirect), and a fixed duration of the

agreement (i.e. 10 years). The Philippine side needs to be precise in the

piovision of fieedom of access and operational righb rlt tl't9 bases. It
ilso should find acreptable modalities to accrcmmodate the nuclear

weapons clause in the constitution. The formulation agreed upon in the
interim agreement between the two countries of 19 October 1988

appears to be sufficient. It stipulates that the us needs to have the

permission of the Philippines government only for the storage of nuclear

weaPons.- 
The Philippines side has solicited for a unanimous ASEAN

support for the bases, since by regionalizing the bases problem i-t hopes

to be able to defuse domestic oppositions. However, this move has put
ASEAN in a difficult position because such support cannot readily be

given by the group. First, the bases have always Uu"l gg"tled as a

6ilat"r"i problem 
-bett'een 

the Philippines and the US. The US ibelf
may not want to see the issue being regionalized. Second, some ASEAN
leaiers, notably Prime Minister lee from Singapore, have openly stated
their strong support for the continuation of the bases, but other ASEAN
leaders, President Soeharto for example, at best could only provide a

tacit support.-ASEAN 
strategic thinkers, in partiorlar those associated with

the ASEAN Institutes of Strategic and International Studies, recognize

the value of the US presence in the region, including the bases, simply
because a withdrawal of the Seventh Fleet - and a dismantling of the

bases - when the international environrnent is still fluid could cause

grave instabilities to develop in the region.
ASEAN's call tor I nuclear-weaPons free zone (NWFZ) for

Southeast Asia is a complement to - and often seen as an

implementation of - the ZOPFAN idea. More specifically, it can be

regarded as a regional approach to global disarmament and nuclear

non-proliferation. ASEAN',s approach is similar to, and lately inspired

by, the Rarotonga Treaty which establishes a NWFZ in the south Pacific.
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However, ASEAN is sufficiently realistic in its expectation that the
NWFZ in the region could be realized only when negotiations on the
central balance between th€ US and the Soviet Union produce a
favourable outconE.

ln the immediate fuhue, further efforts will be made to resolve
the Kampuchean conflict, the only flash-point in the region. It should be
noted that the cpnllict has been well under crcnhol and has been
contained and therefore has not endangered the region. Nonetheless it
is hoped that the problem can be fully settled within the next two years
or so through an international conference. The process towards a
settlement s€ems to have gained momenhrm since the conllicting parties
in IGmpuchea themselves have become immensely exhausted and
Vietnam appears to have recognized the cost of her advenhrre as a result
of international political isolation and economic embargo which arc not
helpful to her efforts to overcorne her severe economic difficulties.
Thailand is now eager to see an early solution, and both China and the
Soviet Union are also interested in a settlement of the conflict so that
they can normalize their relations.

An international conference is msentially meant to give
international support to the agreed settlernent, including to the
reconstruction of Kampuchea, and could involve the five permanent
members of the uN Security Council, Vietnarn" ASEAN and some other
countries such as Australia. The elements of the settlement will include
a withdrawal of Vietnamese troop6, an anangement that will prevent
the Khmer Rouge to return to power, the formation of a provisional
government under Prince Sihanouk, a general election under
international supervision, an invitation to an intemational peace.
keeping force, and a national recrcnciliation governnrcnt, also under
Prince Sihanouk, which will be assisted internationally in the
reconstruction of Kampuchea.

There have been a variety of new approaches towards national
reconciliatio& such as the meetings between Sihanouk and Hun Sen and
the |akarta Inforrnal Meeting which was initiated by Indonesia with the
support of ASEAN. At another level China and the Soviet Union are
also discussing the problem which still is a rnapr factor hampering the
normalization of their relations. Both China and Soviet Union can
influence developments in Indochina because they provide the
necessary material support to the Khner Rouge and Vietnam,
respectively, whichenable them to prolong the conflict.
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ASEAN's exErnal relationa with the South Pacific reglon need
to be promoted further because a healthy relationship between these

two regions could enhance the sability of ttrese two regions. On
ASEANI's side efforb have been rnade b actively involve the South
Pacific island countries in the so<alld Human Resource Development
proiert which are under the auspices of the dSEAl.I-Pacific Forum
mentioned earlier. Approaches have also been made at an institutional
level between the ASEAN Seq€tariat and SPEC (South Pacific Economic
Council). The South Pacific islard nations also have a Sreater interest
now in developing relatioru with ASEAf.l i$ an exPression of the desire

of the new leaders from the seaord generation b broaden and diversify
their external relations, which haditionally have been dominated by
relations with Australia and New Zealand. Indonesia-Papua New
Guinea bilateral relations have developed favourably over the past few
years within this broader regional franework and because it has been

recognised as rnost important by both countries.
ASEAN's relations with Australia and New Zealand equally

need to be promoted within the broader regional framework. The
strategic significance of the relationship is derived from their geographic
proximity. However, traditionally both side have overlooked each
other, which is the rnain cause for the lack of mutual understanding
about their different values, cultures and political systems. There needs

to be a greater a\f,ar€ness that the future of both regions will be closely
intertwined, politically as well as economically. A laqge number of
ASEAN students are now studying in Australia, and the number of
Australian tourists visiting ASEAN has continued to increase.
Nonetheless, more systematic efforts need to be made. This should
include reinvigoration of Southeast Asian shrdies in the higher learning
institutions in Australia and New Zealand as well as more frequent
exchanges among rnass media people.

The awareness in the ASEAN countries of the importance of the
Pacific region has grown in the past few years. This will have a positive
effect on ASEAN relations not only with the South Pacific region but
also the countries in Northeast Asia - including China - and even North
America. PECC, although it is non-governmental, is a clear
manifestation of the emerging regional focus of Pacific Basin countrieg,
including ASEAN. It provides a useful forum for dialogue,
consultations, discussions and exchanges among nations so diverse in
their levels of economic development, political systems, social systems

and cultural values but increasingly so interdependent. Its tripartite
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natur€, namely as a forum comprising the business communi$1,
academics, and public officials (in their private capacity), has greatly
facilitated this process.

PECC could become a useful forum to counbrbalance the
tendencies towards the crreation of tradirqg blocs, globally or in the
Pacific region itself, which will be given inducement if the Uruguay
Round of multilateral Eade negotiations is perceived to be an
unsuccessful exercise.lS There is still a great conoern that Europe in7992
will become more inward-looking. A trading bloc could also emerge in
North America, comprising the U$ C-anada and Mexico and perhaps
even some Latin American countries. This developncnt could force
Iapan to form a trading bloc in the Western Pacific with the East Asian
NIEs, China and ASEAN. At the end, however, nobodl/s interest would
be served. Thus, while ASEAN's role would be mainly in Southeast
Asia it should not lose sight of the mairr changes that have happened
and could take place in the wider regional environment. It is in
ASEAN's interest to irrcrease its involvement and to make itself heard in
Pacific regional fora. The point is that maintenance of stability in the
ASEAN countries through sustained national development efforts will
be greatly inlluenced by external developments.

Concluding Notee

Throughout the 1970s all ASEAN economies experienced remarkably
high growth rates. This performance was intemrpted in the early 1980s
because of the global rec€ssion, the decline in commodity prices and
other unfavourable developments, but they have largely overcome these
difficulties, although they will not be able to repeat the performance of
the 1970s. All ASEAN economies have been going through a tough
adjusEnent proaess which has been necessitated by the more hostile
global economic environment. The link between national stability and
economic development is clearly found in the stability of the reginre
whose legitimacy depends on the countr;y's economic performance. The
other link is in terms of the impact of (successful) economic
development upon people's political aspirations. This rnanifests itself in
the dernand for greater political participation and political development
generally, and a failure to meet this demand is likely to produce

It See Flora lewis, 3ig Traders C.ongealing hb Bocs?, Intanutioul Haehl Tributu,
24 October 1988.
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instabilities. Sudr challenges are faced by all ASEAN counEies and are

commonly shared also by other derreloping countsies.
Each ASEAN countsy is confronted with its own set of socio-

economic and political developrnent problems. [n a s€ns€, they ary
fortunaF that most of their energies could be devoted to national

development since they are not faced with external threats. This is likely
to be the case during the next decade or even beyond.

However, the greatest uncertainty to Soutlreast Asian security
today is the fluidity in the external environment, politically and
economically, that results from simultaneoue changes that are taking
place in dl the grcat powers.

ASEAN cooperation will become of greater value to its members

because of the diplomatic leverages it gives to them that they will need

in order to effectively deal with and rrlanoeuwe in the higNy uncertain
and more complex international environment. As suggested elsewhere,
international relations in the Asia/Pacific region will be characterized by
shifts from alliances towards alignments and from biPolarity towards

multipolarity in the political field, in addition to such shifb that have

already taken place in the economic field.l5' 
While such shifts are taking place there are strong forces that

could bring about an ever grcater integration - in the economic, political
and security fields - between the US and fapan. If indeed such

integration materializes, creating in effect the largest Polf,er bloc, the

Soviet Union and China may react by pining forces as a counterbalance

to it.
Another trend is the continuing Proc€ss of economic integration,

globally and regionally, which places a real constraint on the ability o-f

governments to act nationally or unilaterally. ASEAN governments will
ilso be challenged to adapt to this chang-rng environment. If they cannot

even deal with such a change within ASEAN itselt their efforb at the

broader Pacific regional and international levels will only result in
frustrations.

tute', Fanign Afrai7s, Nol.6, No.l), Fall 1982
pp.77-78.



CHAPTER 12

SECURITY DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
SOUTHWEST PACIFIC

David Hegarty

Introduction

For most of this century the South Pacific has been a quiet and isolated
backwater in international affairs. Except for a brief period during
World War I when Australian and New Zealand forces seized
Germany's Pacific colonies (New Guinea, Western Samoa and Nauru),
and for an important phase of the Pacific War of 794745 when fapan
advanced southward and occupied a number of island territories, the
region has not been the obiect of great power intrerest or rivalry. Small
populations on tiny, resource-poor islands, long distances from theatres
or likely theahes of conflict, the lack of important communications
choke'points, and the absence of exploitable, defence.related mineral
and other rresources have contributed to the strategic irrelevance of the
South Pacific.

Politically the region has been orientated toward the West; a
pattern established by the colonial powers - Britairy France, United
States, Australia and New Z,ealand - and rnaintained beyond the onset of
decolonisation in the 1960s and 1970s. The mapr defence alliance - the
ANZUS Treaty - has been regarded as providing a security 'umbrella'
for the South Pacific region as a whole and has reinforced Western
hegemony. Although France has maintained a little publicised but
relatively large security force in its territories since the mid-1960s, the
defence of Western security interests has been left to the region's
'wardens', Australia and New Zealand. Security issues within the
region have surfaced only occasionally. Anti<olonial rebellions, for
example, in the early part of the century were suppressed by respective
administering authorities. The contncversial transfer of West New
Guinea from the Dutch to the Indonesian governrnent in the 1%0s led to
an increase in Australia's defence effort in its then territory of Papua
New Guinea (PNG). [n the 1970s concern over the potential for
instability and strife in the newly emerging island states produced a
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round of contingmcy planning by defence staffs in Canbera and
Wellington. In 1980, troope from the PNG Defence Force, with
Australian logistical support, were required b quell a rebellion in
Vanuatu in the days following that counh/s independence.

Nevertheless, the regional security envirorunent was rcgarded almost
universally as benign.l

A Changtng Strateglc Environment

0 SttullNaoStata

The first significant change in the post-World War II strategtc

complexion of the South Pacific occuned with the onset of
decolonisation in the 1%ft. Beginning with Wesbrn Samoa's
independence in 1962, the South Pacific witnessed the emergence of nine
independent sovereign states, and four states which are self-governing
in'association' with their former administering Powerc.2 All are active
in regional affairs and most are ParticiPants in international forums,

although only five Pacific island states are memhrs of the United
Nations. Decolonisatiory however, is incomplete. Nine dependencies
remain of which perhaps only three, Palau, New Caledonia and French
Polynesia, are likely to achieve some form of autonomy or independence
before the end of the century.

The island state and Erritories are srnall in size and population.
With the exception of PNG, which has 35 million pmple and accpunts
for 55 per cent of the region's population and 84 Per c€nt of ib land are4
all others qualify for the description of mini-state. All states and
territories are economically fragile and face ttre problems of achieving
growth and minimising dependency on foreign aid, capital and

See Ridrard A. Herr, 'South Paciflc Defmce - Regional Security in the South PadfiC,
in Stuart Inder (ed.) Pecifb Islonls YaerEot, (Thlrteenth Edidon, Padflc hrblicadons,
Sydney, 1178);T.8. Millar (ed.), Intanetbnal Sccttrity h the h.tlrrr,st As4n oul
Srlu//ainst Pacific kglm, (University of Queensland Prs, St. Lucia, l9E3); T.B.
Millar,'An 'Anzac-Sor.rth-West Pacific Defence C-ommunity"7, ln T.B' Millar (ed.),
Austrelian-Nao 7allnd Dcfrlttt C@pqalin, (Australian Nadonal University Preso,
Canberra, 1968); and June Verier, The Origins of the Border hoblem and the
Border Story to 1969, chaper 2 in RJ. May (d.), ktwnTw Nlltiotts: T,u Inbrt sis-
Pa4sNant Guhabnla and Wcst Pcptul&tilnulisn, (Robert Brown and Assodat€,
Bathurst, AwtraIa, 1986,).
Peter Larmour, The Decolonization of the PadfiC, in R Croombe and A Ali (eds.),

Forcign Forts in Prcific Pc/lilirr.,0rudhrte of Pacific Shrdieg, Suva, 19&l); and Barrie
Macdonald, Decolonization and Beyond', Tlu lanul 4 Prcrfrc History, (Vol.)O(,
No3),luly 19E6.
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expertise. Only Fiii and PNG have sonrc military capability to defend
their britory. Yet tlrcse apparent similarities rnask a host of diversities
among the South Pacific states. Their colonial histories and practices
were different. Their traditional political oiltures and social structur€s,
brcadly defined as Melaneian, Polynesian or Micronesiary have forged
different styles of leadership and political behaviour. Their political
systems vary from the fluid denpcracies of PNG ard the Solomon
Islands, to the monarchical and socially disciplined Kingdom of Tonga,
through to, since 1987, a military-backed administration in Fiii. Their
economies vary markedly in sizc and although all exhibit a high degree
of openness and dependence, some, partiorlarly those in Melanesia,
have a greater potential to achieve viability than ottrers. such diversities
have rendered obaolete the assumption that the region is uniformly
similar in political outlmk and behaviour.

In their initial years of independence the Pacific island states
focussed firmly on domestic and regional affairs. Island govemments
concentrated on adapting the colonial stmctures they had inherited, on
establishing their own political l"giti*cy, arxl on the difficutt task of
economic development. Decolonisation had proceeded relatively
snnotNy, except in Vanuatu, where French intransigence and an
externally inspircd rebellion had traumatised the independence proc€ss.
Relations between the new stabs and their forner nretropolitan powers
remained reasonably harmonious. Regionalism became the focus of the
new state' foleign policies. Notions such as The Pacific Wa/ were
current in an endeavour to engender solidarity and a Pacific identity.
The South Pacific Forum, established in 1971, provided an organisation
for the island states (together with Australia and New Zealand) to
discuss political and developmental issues and gave the rqgion a voice
in international affairs. The question of decolonisatiory partiorlarly in
New Caledonia, was frequently on the Forum's agenda, but broader
questions of defence and security, and of alignments generally, were
rarely discussed. There was a tacit assumption that the exclusion of the
Soviet Union fnom the region minimised superpower rivalry and
enhanced security.

Gi) ExtaruI Poua lnterab

Throughout the 1980s, however, both the pattern of regional politics and
the strategic environment became morc complex. The mapr powers
stieppd up their level of interest. The Soviet Union, which haa been
rcbuffed by regional states over its invasion of Afghanistan in lgn{fJ,,
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sought again to extend its influerrce into tlre South Pacific. Commercial

"na-aipt-o-atic 
activity was lifted ard Mr Gorbacher's Madivostok

speech-of fuly 1986 confirmed a sharpmed Soviet focus on the region.

The United States, in reponse, devoted nnre policy attention to the

south Pacific and pakhed up son€ difficulties it had had with island
states by sigmng a Tuna Fisheries Ac:cord. fapan announced in lanuary
1987 a;nei deal' in its rel,ations with iel,and states ard foreshadowed
new aid packages which would make it the region's mostprominent aid

donor by 190. China also raised its interest in regional affairs. 
- 
A series

of high-level visits from countries around the Pacific Rim, from the

ASEINI states (Singapore,Indonesia, Malaysia) and from as far afield as

the Middle East attesled to the region's higher profile. Ubya, in an effort
to irritate France and Western interests generally, developed links with
Vanuatu in 1986 and gave encouragenrent to srnall Pacific independence

movements especially in the French territories. France became more

alert to regional affairs, and the United Kingdom arreted its-declining
level of inferest. India began to take some note of regional politics, and

late in the decade Israel established diplomatic relations with all
independent South Pacific states.

(iiil Strategic'Map'

The South Pacific's strategic 'may' had also been changed significantly
by a number of importan[ developments. In the late 1970s all countries

at d tertitoties in the South Pacific declared 2Gmile exclusive economic

zones. The area of these zones totalled more than 30 million square

kilometres, covered much of the South Pacific Ocean, and contained

some of the world's most productive tuna fishing glounds. The refusal

by the United States to acctPt the iurisdiction of the island states over

migratory species of fish in these zones caused considerable irritation in
Islind-U3 rehtionships. In 1984 the dispute between the United States

and New Zealand bver the latter/s anti-nuclear policies, and the

subsequent diminution of the ANZUS Alliance produced- not only

tensions between the Western allies, but in the Pacific islands themselves

a degree of uncertainty over regional security. -In_t98f 
the_ declaration

by tie South Pacific Forum nations of a 'South Pacific Nuclear Free

Zbne' (SPNFZ) - the Treaty of Rarotonga - was an important if
somewhat symbolic assertion by the region of a desire to control its
destiny. china and the soviet union signed the protocols.to the Treaty

which invited all nuclear powers to observe its provisions, but the
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United State, France and the Unitd Kingdom, the haditional friends of
the island region, refused b do so. Another important but less
publicised strategic development had been the increase in research and
exploration for seabed minerals and other oceanographic features
undertaken by many of the world's indusFial Powers.3

(id Domatic Political Volatility

This decade has also witnessed a trend towards domestic political
volatility in the island states and teritories.4 A military coup in Fiji in
May 7987, which saw Colonel (now Mairr4eneral) Rabuka overthrow
the dernocraticallyelected coalition govemment of the Fiji Labour Parly
and the Indo-Fiiian backed National Federation Party and install an
interim administration consisting of many members of the defeated
Alliance Party, severely dented the South Pacific's reputation for
stability. Tlre coup became a benchmark in the assessment of regional
stability and highlighted, in an extrenre way, the errnrging political
turtulence and potential for instability elsewhere in the region. In
Papua New Guinea, for example, shifting coalition governments, law
and order problems, restiveness in the Army, and in 1988-89, violence
and the threat of secession in the copper-rich North Solornons
(Bougainville) Provine raised fundamental questions about the
country's stability. In Vanuatu, a bitter power struggle between Prime
Minister Walter Lini and his former radical colleague but now rival,
Barak Sope, led to demonstrations in the capital, the call-out of the
island's small military force, th€ attempted dismissal of Lini's

&, (Strategic and Defence Studies C-enbe
Awhdian National University, Canberra, 1988); Greg Fry, 'Regional Arms Gontrol
in The South PadffC, chaper 8 in Desurond Ball and Andrew Mack (eds.L Thc Fvtun
of A'zals e-orrhd', (Augralian National University Pr,es/Pergamon Prese, Sydney,
1987); Ramesh Thakur, 'A Nuclear-Weapon-Free South Paciftc A New Zealand
Perspecdve', Pacifc Affain, (Vo1.52, No.2), Summer 1985; Anthotty l.9ayter, Tuna
and lhe Impact of the Law of the Sea', and fur M. Van Dyke and C-arolyn Nicol, 'LJS
Tuna Policy: A Reluctant Acceptance of the Internationd Norrr', in Davi4 I
Doulman (d,.), Tuln Issrc oil Pctslrrliu h tlu Prcift lslorils Rtg*m, (East-West

Center, Fhwa4 1967); and f. Kotabalavu and D.L Tiffln, 'kn Minerds: @
fq South Pacific Islands' , Pecifie Vianpinl, (Vol3), No.l ), Iune 1989 , pp.Z2-4.

4 pavia Hryrty, steffiW olnl'Tuthtlate in tuuth Pecifu Pditbs, (Wcking Paper
No.lEl Stsabgic and Defence Shrdies CenEe, Awtralian Nationd Untversity, June
1989); and David Hegarty, ?olitical Stability and Instability tn the South PaciflC, in
H. Albimki, f. Dorrance, and F. Mediansky (e&.), Sfrrtqgic Cnnptitlm erul
bpctetin ,n ttu PrcW Islerds, (National Defense University, Washinglon DC,
forthcomlng).
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government by the President (Sopds unde), and an unsuccessful legal
action for sedition agairut the ttesident, SoPe and others. Vanuatu
consequmtly has become Ense and dividd.

The pattsrn of turbulerrce has not been confined to the
independent countries. In New C-aledonia the onloing trauma of
decolonisation has produced an acuEly polarisd society, intermittent
violence, a serious dash in April 1988 between militant inilqenile*bts
and French commandos which left mole than 20 dead, and in April 1989

the tragic assassination of the lGnak independence leader fean-Marie
Tiibaou. In the US Trust Tenitory of Palau, factional Power Plays
revolving around the acreptance of the Compact of Free Association
have resulted in political violence, the assassination of one President and
the suicide of another. Elsewhere in the Pacific there have been lesser
degrees of turbulence, including industrial strife, pa.rliamentaty stand-
offs and the formation of opposition parties. Even in Tonga there have

been stirrings against monarchical rule.

fu) Regiotul Powq Shucture

The character of regionalism, which has been assiduously cultivated by
the early generation of island leaders, also underwent sorne changes.

The membership of the South Pacific Forum expanded to include the
Federated Stabs of Micronesia and the Marshall Islands. The tlubbish'
atsnosphere of the Forum was all but dispensed with. A more
professional approach to the management of regional problems becane
ipparent. The South Pacific Bureau for Economic Cooperation (SPEC)

was renamed the Forum Secrctariat, and a number of ideas borrowed
from elsewhere, for example, the ASEAN practice of dialogue with aid

donors, was implemented. Individually, the island states havebegun to
diversify their external relationsNPs and although regionalism has

remained a mairr tenet of their foreign policies, many states, influenced
by a new generation of leaders, have became more international in
outlook.

New tensions, however, have arisen between Forum members,

adding to the long-staruling but often muted Melanesian/Polynesian
divisions. In 1985, a 'Itlelanesian Speartread' group was formed
consisting of Papua New Guinea, Vanuatu and ttre Solonpn Islands.S

The'spearhead' was designed to promote mole strongly the question of

the Spearhead: gubregionelisur ln Melaneda',
Pcciftc Studb, (Vo1.12, No.2), Mardt 1989.
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independence fur New caledonia and to Frrc the Melanesian states
more clout in the Forum. The group also shared pNG,s view that
Australia and New Zealand harre been tm influential in the Forum and
that the islands themselves should set the agerda for regionalism. The
effects of this Melanesian 'caucus' were to cut across the grain of
cons€nsus decision-making in the Forum and b stimulate ttrinting
about the forrnation of a ?olynesian summif as a counbrvailing force.
The aftermath of the declaration of the Treaty of Rarotonga also
produced divisions. The Treaty, an Australian initiative, designed in
large part to harness the strong anti-nudear sentiment of the region
while at the same time preserving Australian and American security
interests, found favour with the Polynesian states because the decision
to allow ship access remained the prerogative of individual states. For
their part, the Melanesian states felt that the Treaty was ,soft, on the
question of transit and port visit righb for foreign navies.

The implications for regionalism of the Fiii coup have also

lecome apparent. Fiji has lost its status as leader and lynch-pin of the
islands regiory and PNG has moved to assert its position as the third
'powey' in the South Pacific behind Australia and New Zealand. There
have been other subtle shifts in the regional po$'er structure. Ausbalia
and New 7*aland, while still regarded as the maFr forces and patrons
of the rcgiory have lost some relative influence, largely as a result of
their reactions to the Fii cottp. other island states were less perturbed
by the coup, geeing it as an inevitable nrove tio restore indigenous Fiiian

luthority. At the end of the decade relations between Fiii ana uottr
Australia and New Zealand rcmain strained. New Zearand arso lost
some rclative standing with the Polynesian states over its anti-nuclear
{oryign pnlicy- although in some sections of Melanesia it was applauded
for having taken such a bold and adventurous step as well as for having
stood up to the superpower united states. Ironically, having lost some
rclative political clout, Australia and New Zealand have strengthened
defence relations with most countries except Fiii. In particular, Alstralia
strengthened its commitment to the defence of pNG through a multi-
purpos€ quasi-treaty known as the Joint Declaration of principles,
governing relations between the two countries. Both Australia and New
Zealand have shengthened ties with vanuatu. long regarded as the
regional maverick because of its radical foreign policy-tend-encies, Father
Lini's government quickly embraced Australian ind New Zealand
defence,and security assistance when challenged in a domestic power-
play by his rival, Barak Sope. France, having been soundly cond-emned
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across the region sirrce the 1970s for its nudear-testing program in
Frerrch Polyrrcsia and for its retusal b decolonise its Erritoriesa qui!
remarkably has rcvived its flagging diplornatic fortunes. c-areful

cultivation of the Polynesian states and the post-conp *8 9 in Fii
t*lped Frarrce regain sarding, but tle rnapr -facbrs 

in France's

imiroved position-harrc been the regional partnership stsabgy adopted

by tfre Rocard goverruIEnt (elecEd in 1988), its nor€ progressiye stancE

on decolonisation, and its improved bilateral r,elations with Australia
and New 7*aland.

bil Srcurity Prasute Points

While increasing interest by external Powers in the South Pacific and
tensions in both?omestic and regional politics have been mairr features

of the 1980s, the region's two security 'pressur€ points' - the

independence struggle in New C-aledonia and the situation on the
pNG/lndonesia boider - have continued to pose policy and security

dilemmas. Although quite different and seParate issues, these security
,pressure points, ti.re 

-be"r, 
so regarded because both have rcquired, in

tLe 
"orr"se 

of the decade, the application of military force to contain the
disputants. Also, both have held the potential to escalate and, in certain

circumstances, to involve militarily other countries in the region.

At the end of the 1980s there has been only ambiguous signals

that these issues were heading towards a more Perrnanent resolution' In
New Caledonia an agreement of fune 1988 known as the Matigngn
Accords set uP a frariework for economic reform measurles to benefit
the Kanaks, a system of quasi-federal power-sharing (or power
separation) for th'e pro- and-anti-independenoe corununities, and a
naiional referendum bn the qumtion of independenc€ to be leld in 198.

Whether or not the three signatories to the Accprd - the FLNI(S, the

Rrc& and the French govimment - can maintain support for the

agreement in an atmosphere of deep suspicion and polarisation is

problematical.' on the issue of the Papua New Guinea/Indonesia border there

have been developments, including the signing in 198&87 of a Treaty of

Mutual Respect, Friendship and cooperation" indicating a Srea!9l
willingness by both govemmmts to reduce tensions and build
confidlnce in Lilateral deatings. The survival, however, in Irian 1ayl gf
a small, nationalist guerrilla movement, the otganiusi Pqw Mnilelu
(OPM), which .or.tiiu"s its struggle for independence and which at
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tinrs uses PNG's hrritory as sancfinry, as well ag the continuation of
border crossings by Indonesian tsoops in p'ursuit of these guerillas, does
not augur well for a settlernent of the issue.

The South Pacific 'pattern of islards' had thus undergone
considerable charqge. S€curity questions have become firm on the
region's agenda. But obviously the rcgion has not becorre a zone of
conflict nor one in which the superpoweru or their dients have been
mgaged (or have had much incentive to engage) in open cnmpetition
The absence of such confrontation or of polarizing issues in the South
Pacific raises interesting methodological questions about a framework
for analysing regional security. Buzanis idea of a 'securit5r compleri
which assumes that 'local sets of states exist whose mapr security
perceptions and concerns link together sufficiently closely so that their
national security problems cannot realistically be crcnsidered apart from
one anothey', rnay perhaps be usefully applied.6

The South Pacific is no longer as settled as once it was. The
different players, from the largest to the smallest, have differing views
on regional security. Cross.cutting pressures and tendencies are likely
to deepen, rnaking the security outlmk somewhat less predictable. tt is
appropriate, therefore, to consider those issues likely to disturb or to
continue to disturb the regional order. These issues include the Soviet
Union's interest in developing influence in the islands'region; meddling
in regional affairs by external countries, in this instance by Libya;
decolonisation issues, particularly that of New Caledonia; political
instability and economic pressures in the island state6; and the potential
for conflict along the PNG/Indonesia border.

Regional Security Issues

0 TIESovietUnion

The Soviet Union has made it dear that its primary objective is to
establish a position of influence in the South Pacific.T Mr Corbachey's

See Barry Buzan and Gowher Rini, ct al., futtt/l Asbn la*arity enil tlu Grat Powrs,
(Macurillan, London, t986), pp.7-E; and Barry Buzan, The Southeast Asian Security
Complef, Contanprery $trtlust Asn, (VoLfO No.l),June 19EE.
David Hegarty, 'The Soviet Union ln treSouth Paci.ficin the 199(b', in Rcs Babbage
(d),Tlu fuobts in tlu Pacilb in tlu 79Xh, @ergamon-Brase/s, Sydney, 1969); R.A.
Her,'The Sovia Uniqr in the South PadflC, in Rameeh Thakur and Carlyle A.
Thayer (eds.), Th. fuoie, Unlm rc an Asb-Pecifrc Powt, (WesMenr hesg, Boulder and
lpndon, 1987); and Paul Dibb Soviet Strateglr Towards Australia, New Zealand
and the South-West PadfiC, Austnlien ozlltoik, (Vol.)OfilX, No3), August 1985.
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speech in Vladivosbk in fuly 1986 referr€d to the need to lend
dynamism to Moscon/s relationshiPs with ttre South Pacific states and,

by listing rnost of them in his speech, indicated a sharper, higherJevel
focus than had been the case in over a decade. Soviet Foreign Minister
Shevardnadze said in Ausbalia in 1986 tre ocpecbd Soviet practical

inlluence to develop out of ib cpmnrercial dealings with the islands. In
1989 a senior Soviet diplornat in Australia said that the Soviet Union
would build its influence in the region by using Australia (and its good
standing with the islands) as a conduit. The Soviet Llnion's recent
efforts to develop relationships in the region have netted few significant
gains, although Gorbachev's reversal of his countys confrontationist
ipproach to international relations has produced a softening of attitude

toward tlre Soviet Union within the region. In 1985 the Soviet Union
concluded a one.year agrcernent with Kiribati to fish for tuna, and in
1987 reached a fishing igreernent with Vanuatu on more favourable
terms, including the right of port acce$. On each ocrcasiory the fees

offered were well over the price which other distant-water fishing
nations wer€ pr€pared O pay. Neither agreement was renewed because

the island states were nolprepared to acc€Pt the lower fee offer of the
Soviet Union. Soviet offiiials have continued to explore a possible
multilateral fisheries trea$. Soviet trade and commercial delegations
visited the region but concluded few deals. Diplomatic activity,
however, has been stepped up, a small amount of aid has been delivercd
(Uactors to Vanuatu, but without manuals or spare parts!), and there

have been sonre indications of increased support by soviet-front
organisations for regional 'activists'. A concerted effort has been made
to broaden the Soviet Union's relationships with Australia and New
Zealand,, one by-product of which was a possible fishing agreernent

with Ausbalia. soviet requests to PNG have resulted in permission

being granted for a rcsident mission in Port Moresby - the first such

mission in the islands'region.
The Soviet Union's broad strategic obiectives in the region are

relatively clear. Mr. Gorbacher's new style diplomacy notwithstanding,
the Soviet Union seeks to extend its access to all parts of the globe (in the
case of the fuuth Pacific to an area in which it had had virtually no

formal acess); to complicate Western alliance managenrent and
relationships in what has been a WesErn regional Pr€serve; and to
detach the islands from tlreir commitment to the West. Sirrce the mid-
1980s there has been speculation on the more specific military obiectives
or at least the potentially important military-strategic Sains which could
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have impelled the soviet union b s€ek a fmthold in the islands' region.
American officials and others have speculad tlut an island locition
would enhance the Soviet Union's knowledge of military geography,
and would allow greater kmwledge of the trroughs, trenOes 

-ana

underwaEr peaks of the ocean floor which rnay be used for submarine
deployrnent and transit or hiding in wartirrn contingencies. soviet
rcsearch vessels have surveyed areas of the south pacifiCfrom south and
east of New Zealand, the centsal Fiji-Tonga-Samoa triangle, east to
Tahiti, north to Hawaii and north-west through the Melanesian
Archipelago. Much of this research has a naval or military value. such
aneas, however, are a long way from likely theatres of operations,
although they may be used for hiding or transit purposes. some areas
would be alternative highdensity shipping lanes in the event of the
straib in southeast Asian waters being closed.

A central south Pacific location may advance soviet intelligence
gathering techniques, although regional signals intelligence surveillance
could be readily obtained from facilities within the Soviet embassies in
canbena and wellingtgn. other s'ggested advantages which might
actrue to the soviet union from such a location include easier
sunreillance of us missile and sDt research on Kwaialeiry operational
benefits for the soviet space and military satellite progranrs, support for
future Soviet strategic minerals deep sea-mining in the pacific, and
improved soviet cross-Pacific air traffic capabilities. The soviet union
could perhaps dso be interested in sefting up an array of underwater
acoustic devices in waters off vanuafu, presumably to rnonitor
submarines and other shipping. Defence specialise have dismissed the
ide4 although it is of interest that a decade ago the soviet union
reportedly showed an interest in similar monitoring devices in much the
sarne arrea of ocean. while of interest, these bbjectives' would seem to
be currently of less _importance than the political and npre general
strategic objectives. critics point out that had a location such as rcriuati
bee-n-of such strategic significance, the soviet union would scarcely have
quibbled over a million dollars in the renegotiation of its fishing deal.

Governments of the region have responded with caution to
soviet initiatives. certainly there has been no rush to embrace the soviet
Bear. Regional concerns revolve around the potential for superpower
gompetition which an increased soviet pres€nce and profiie would
bring; the development by the soviet union of constituencies within
local politics; the capacities of the small statres to withstand the economic
and other blandishnents of the soviet Union and their ability to manage
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a Soviet on-shorc presenc€ (in erms of surveillance and counter-

intelligence); the problems whictr would arise should the Soviet Union

insert ibelf into local conflict situations; ard the soviet union's
continuing propensity to use extradiplornatic methods of Politicd
perretration.

Gil LihW

Libya's inter€st in the South Pacific has raised considerable alarrn in

^olt 
p"ttt of the region.s Contacts have been developed-9"q qf e:!

few y'ears between iibya and the Fronf llni de Libtration IQwk GI'JLK)

p"tty i" the New caledonian independence crcalition. The FLJLK party
ir rtiratt and is not particularly inlluential in the overall independence

movement. Nevertheless, on a number of occasions young suPPorters

of the FULK have been sent to Libya for training. of importance also

have been the official contacts which developed between ubya and

vanuatu. After criticising the American bombing rai{ o1 ]ripoli in
early 1986, Father Lini's g6vernment in Vanuatu established diplornatic
rela'tions with Tripoli. In-the following 12 rrpnths there wer',e a number

of visits by representatives from ubya through Vanuatu, sonre

reportdly orr"rit g large investment and trade opportuni-ties. A srnall

number or ni-vanrratu received training in ubya and some were

reportedly involved in the demonstration/riot in Port Vila in May 1988

wirich brought to a head the struggle for power !e!*uT-.t|" former

Vanua,aku Farty Secretary4eneral Barak Sope and Prime Minister Lini.

Attempts were 
-made 

by Libyan officials to establish a Libyan People'1

Bureau (embassy) in P6rt Vila early in 1987. But after Australian and

New Zealand expressions of conc€rn, extensive Pr€ss coveraSe' a

dramatic flight by'Australian Foreign Minisbr Hayden to consult with
New Zealatd,s F ime Minister Lange over the issue, and domestic

criticism, Prime Minister Uni deferred ttre establishment of a Bureau.

The Libyan cpnnection broadened to include links with the oPM, the

srnall guerrilla movement operating sporadically in the PNC-Indonesia

bordeiarea, although it is unlikely that Libyan-sourced rnaterial support

has found its way to theOPM.

I Powers: Other Exua-Regional Powers" in H'
etuitnti, ;. Dorrance, and F. Mediansky (eds),_sfn tqk c^o,pcmti(l'. erul^c-onrptitim;

and David Hegarty, LAya na thc gtttth'Pacifc, tWorSngJa.ry No'127' Suategic and

Defmce studi& ci.nue, e'sualian National University, oclober 19E7).
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Regional concerru revolved around the following: Libyan
activity in other parb of the world - including the Caribbean, the
Philippines and Thailand - has been atuned at mischief-making and
destabilisation, and there was little reason to expect it to be different in
the Pacific; encouragement rnay have been given for some form of
temorist activity; the training of trGna}.s in Ubya would exacerbate the
problem in New Caledonia Gibyan-trained lGnaks took sonE part in
the confrontation with Frcnch security forces in April-May 1988); the
supply of even a srnall amount of arms and/or taining for the OPM
would enhance its capability and thus escalate tension along the
PNG/Indonesia border; and the type of training and political
indoctrination likely to be received in Ubya would be alien to the
general ambience of the South Pacific politics.

Libya's interest appeared aimed at antagonising the French.
Colonel Gaddafi is on reqcrd as saying that he will stir unrcst in the
French territories unless France desists from its resistance to his policies
in North Africa. The former Libyan representatine in C-anberra made it
clear that Libya would continue to support the PacifiCs independence
struggles. By 1989 the heat had gone out of the issue and although both
FLJLK and Sope have had contact with Ubyan officials based in Kuala
Lumpur, tlre level of Libyan activity and the amount of assistance
provided to the region had been srnall.

Giil France anil Nant Caldonia

High on the agenda of regional security as far as many (but not all) of
the South Pacific states (induding Australia and New Zealand) are
concerned is that of France's role in the region. [n Frcnch Polynesia,
France continues ib nuclear testing program at Mururoa Atoll. France
justifies its Esting program in the Pacific on the grounds that it is
maintaining its independent nuclear deterrent and contributing to
Western security generally. It sees French Polynesia as a part of France
and, despite regional criticism of ib testing program, sees no r€ason to
abandon it. France points to sh,rdies which show that to daE its nuclear
teting has not been harmful to the envircnment and asserts that a
French military presence constitutes a stabilising, pro-Western factor in
regional security.

The political situation in New Caledonia remains a matter for
concern to the region. Most states recognise that the denmgraphic
composition of the population in New Caledonia makes for difficulties
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in decolonisation - the indigenous people, the lGnaks, nunrber only 45
per cent of the population - and that a transfer of power to a minority
(assuming the French were willing b do so) would be a unique octasion
in colonial hisbry. However, the region wants to see steady and smooth
prosFess towards some form of independence for New Caledonia. The
Mifterand C-overnnrent (1981{6), took sEps bwards a form of
'inrdependencein-associatiort'. With the election of the Chirac
Government in early 1986, these tentative steps were reversd, financial
powers were witMrawn and land reform measunes were abandoned.
This reversal pompted the South Pacific Forum countries to have New
Caledonia reinscribed on the United Nations' list of territorie to be

decolonised - a step the Forum had been reluctant to take for sonre

years. The Chirac govetnment refused to cooperate, or to lisbn to
advice fiom outside the islands, including that from fapan and
Indonesia.

Politics became acutely polarised. A refelendum in September
1987 (boycotted by the l(anaks) resulted in a 58 per cent voE in favour
of New Caledonia rernaining part of Franc€, but in effect resolved
nothing. A new constihrtion which attempted to 'strait-iackef New
Caledonia's politics by splitting the regions equally between loyalists
and inilqenilentbts offered rxr way out of the impasse. Confrontations
took place as riot police dispersed political assemblies. The government
felt it necmsary to deploy over 8,000 security personnel (for a population
of 150,000!) in the territory. The upshot was a series of violent clashes in
April-May 1988. In the bloodiest incident, hostage seized by lGnak
militants were rcleased by French troops. Overall, morc than 25 people
were killed.g

The return of President Mitterand in May 1988, the election of
the Rocard government, and the preparedness by trGnak and loyalist
leaders to reach an acrommodation produced a dramatic turnaround.
Dalogue between the various parties led to ttre Matigrrcn Accords
which rnapped out a path for constitutional evolution. Despite the
tragic assassination Oy a militant Kanak) in April 1989 of independence
leader,Iean-Marie Tiibaou, there appear to be reasonable prospects for a
settlement of the New Caledonian crisis, for France-s image in the region
to be improved, and for it to normalise relations with the states of the

Helen haser, Nao &ldotrb: AntiLolanialism h a Ptcfu Tc'rritory, (Peace Research
Centre, Researdr Sch@l of Padfic Shrdies, AusEalian National Univerdty, Canberra,
1988).
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region.r0 Much will depend on the ability of New Caledonia's leaders
on both sides of politics to contain their militant supporters, and on the
development of a bipartisan policy on the teribqy's future within
metropolitan Franct.

(io) Political Instability anil Eanonic P,esisurcs

The trend to political ttrbulence in the South Pacific by the late 1980s

has raised a number of general and potential security concerns. An
unstable state has a disruptive and detsinental effect on the well-being
and general security of its people. In certain circumstances (though not
all) an unstable state acts as a magnet, drawing o\ternal players, often
with no intrinsic interest, into the arena and provides opportunities for
meddling. Domestic instability facilitates the development of
constituencies by exErnal influences enabling the promotion of
sectional, ideological or other causes. Dsaffecbd groups may adopt
militant tactics, promote their cause by armed stmggle, and seek
extemal patrons. Political instability rnay lead to unpredictable
outconEs, sudden shifts in policies and priorities, perhaps even in
alignments. Instability in one or a number of the regionls states may
disrupt regional and bilateral relationshipo or networks, thereby
inhibiting the development of a security community and inviting
competition between the larger external powenr.

The destabilising tendencies in the region are multiple and
complex. Race and ethnicity are obvious primary causes of tension in
the communally-based societies of Fiii and New Caledonia. The corps in
Fiii in May and September of 7987, for example, cannot be explained
simply in terms of race, but they had at ttreir basis the desire by the
Fijian corpirfs and their supporters to prevent Indo-Fiiian rule and to
restore ethnic Fiiian political paramountcy.lr A military+acked
administration is cunently in control. But divisions within the Fiiian
community over the proposed coalitiory a looming leadership
sucression struggle, the prospect that the Indo'Fiiians will be
permanently seconddass citizens, and the fact that some small sections

$€p@e'Tricolour" Flyrng The Frmch Padflc hesenc
tnto the l990r, , Thc &ntcnpmry Puift, (VoLf , No.l), fuly 1989"tl Rob€rt T. Robertson and'Akoita Tauranlsarl Fiii - gtlrttrd Conp, (Pluto hess,
Sydney, 1988); Deryck Scan, Fiii: Pditb.s of lllusiol., (Univerdty of New Sotrth Wales
heee, Sydney, f988); Brtj Y. I,al+ Powt lnd Ptt@icc: ru iilekhg ol tu Fiii Crisis,
O.Iew Zealand hstitute of lnternational Affair, WeUington, 1988); and Yaw Saffir,
'Clnnging Clvtl-Milttary Retadons in Fiii', Alstnlbn onrdiicpf,, (forthcoming).
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have contemplated armed resistance are clear pointers to future Ension.
In New Caledonia, while the large rnaprity of (Melanesian) Kanaks
support the movernent for independence, the large rnaprity of tlrc other
racial and ethnic groups within the telribry oPPos€ independence. The
history of antagonism between tlrese grcups does not augur well for
whaEver post<olonial settlement is negotiated. Ethnicity plays a
different role in the heterogenmus Melaneian societie of PNG,
Solornon Islands and Vanuatu. Loyalty to small-scale clan or linguistic
units, an antipathy by those units to otlrers around them, and an
apprehension about belonging to the aggregate 'nation', has led to
parochialisrry ethno-nationalism and, at tirrns, secessionism. Such

sentirnenb illustsate the crcnsiderable diffiorlties in the region in
building enduring, coherent and legitirnate nation-states.

A wide range of economic and social factors have increasingly
impinged on political stability. Population growth rates for all countries
of the South Pacific are high, with the Solomon Islands, for example,

r€cording 3.3 per cent annual incrcases. The process of urban drift has

continued, unemployment has risen and economic inequalities have

increased. Social difftrentiation, already established in the hierarchical
Polynesian societies, has become increasingly aPParent and social class
tensions have been reflected in political action. Intra+lite Power
struggles, a growing incidence of crcrmption, and a perceived 'neglect of
the social conEact' by political leaders have produced degrees of
cynicism and disenchantsnent in many Pacific island states.

Institutional weaknesses have also contributed b political
turbulence. The constihrtional provision in PNG, for examplg whidt
allows goverrunents to be changed frequently on the floor of parliammt
has, in that countty, disrupted the process of governance.l2 The absence

or relative weakness of political parties and ttre consequent lack of
integration and ctDmmunication between the governors and Sovernd
has emerged as a mairr stnrctural problem in Pacific politics.

Poor economic growth rates in the South Pacific affect both
security and stability. Although there is no strong comelation between
political instability and levels of economic development, there is a

concern in all developing countries that social disconEnt will rise if rates

of ecronomic growth do not incrcase sufficiently to match both

: At tlu Poritioll Cffis?, (Worklng PaPer
No.llZ Sfategic and Defence Studies C-elrtre, Australian National Untversity,
Canberra, AFil l9E9).
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population increase ard the public's rising ogectations. There are
indications in the South Pacific in rncent years that the once sound
ecpnomic growth performance is slipping. According to a number of
rccent studie, all island countsie have ogerienced negative or
stagnant rabs of economic growth within the past decadg with the
following countries showing a coruistently negative trend: Fiii, Solornon
Islands, Vanuatu, Wegtern Sanna, Kiribati ard Tuvalu. The Solonpn
Islands' economist Tony Hughes has likened the situation to that of
'dimbing the down escalato1.l3 Neither the expansion of government
revenue nor productivity in the traditional land and subsistence base
can keep pacn with the increase in population and the demands for
economic services.

There are, however, stabilizing forces at work which offer a
counter-balance of sorts to the turbulence. The post<olonial record of
the rcgion has been impressive. Most South Pacific societie have
demonstrated a capacity over time to accommodab change and their
political leadership style remains essentially pragmatic. C-onstitutional
structures and forms have been adapted to some dqfree to suit local
conditions, and in particular have provided for an orderly succession
prxess. Respect for constitutionalism throughout the region remains
high in comparison with other Third World stabs. The opportunities
for upward social and political mobility (more so in Melanesia than in
Polynesia) represent a stabilizing elencnt in the r''egion's politics. In
Polynesia, opportunities for emigration, and the su@uent reverse
flow of finarrcial remittances, are important to the maintenarrce of
political order. Instability is by no nreans endemic and much of the
current volatility, therefore, may prove transitory and to be evidence of
political adaptation rather than systemic crisis.

b) ThePapuaNantGuinullnilonsiaBorila

The border area between Papua New Guinea and Indonesia has long
been regarded as one of the more boublesome security issues of the
rcgion.r4 Since the incorporation of what was known as 'West New
Guinea' (now lrian |aya) into the Indonesian Republic - a proc€ss which

A.V. Hughes, C/int&lill,g lh ht rr Exelelor - Thc Ecnmic C-onditims erul Prcspccts of
Sr/ronrrln Islends, (Idands/Austsalia Working Paper No.88/2, Nationd C-entre for
Dwelopnent Studie, Ausbalian National University, C-anberra, 1988).
Rf.May (&),P*ttrunTtmNa,tlms: Thc hrdonaia-PqueNm Gvinabrila oill Wcst
Pepu Natiotulisn, (Robert Brown and Asociateg Pty Ltd Bathurst, NSW, 1986).
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commenced in 1963 ard mded in 1!)69 with an Act of Free choice -

periodic tensions have arisen between the trro countrie. Sizeable

numbers of lrianese, usually rnem$g1.s of the Melarresian elite either

resisting or disenchanted with Indonesian mle, have solgry refuge in
PNG. -Indonesian military operations against the small Free Papua

Movernent - the OPM - have often resuled in waves of border crossings

by Irianese inb PNG. In the course of sudr oqeratigns, lndonesian

forces have ocrasionally cnossed the border, drawing sharp diplomatic
protests from the PNG Government. Equally, -t"aqryt9 has expressed

"r,t 
oy"t ce at PNG's apparent toleration of the OPM's presence and

activity in the trerritory. Wittrin PNG, considerable sympathy exists for

the notion of a Melanesian 'brotherhood" for the plight of the lrianee
people, and for the oPM c.ruse; all of which continues to concern

Indonesian policy-rnakers.
The OPM is small and disorganised but is by no means a sPent

force. Formed in the early 1960s, initiatty in opposition to Dutch

colonisation but shortly thereafter to oPPose Indonesjan control, the

movement has offered and continues to offer sporadic resistance to

perceived external rule. symbolic protests (e.g- raising the o?M flag),

passive resistance, harassment of officials and development proiects,

Lbot"g", small-rale attacks on governlrpnt outposts, occasional

kidnapipings, underground courier and interaroup cotrununications

systemi, a"t d -dim6t tary pamphleteering efforts- have characterised
(iPM activity over the pait 2S years in areas stretching fromSorong in

the tsird,s dead, region, Biak off the north coast, the Baliem valley area

in the central higNlnds, to the fayapura and Merauke districts of the

border *"u. Tli" OPM groups, however, are srnall, factionalised, and

lacking in ideological coherence beyond a basic nationalist sentiment'

Full-tiire OPM acd,vists probably number less than 500, though there is

a large supPort base (and potential base) amorrgst the-Irianese educated

eliteln thliowns of the province as well as latent village support. The

oPM's intemational support is very small and its linkages, at this stage,

to countries and groupsiitety to provide material support are virtually
nonexistent. Its rnilitary capability is low and generally constitutes no

threat to Indonesia's conEol over the province, though ib ability to
attack isolated patrol posts, airstrips, mine sites and presumably

transmigration settlements raises the proportion and the cost of any

Indonesian response.
Theboider issue has beery and remains, of cpnsiderable interest

to Australia and to the south Pacific, not only because tensions or
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hostilities on the boder could lad to irutability, but because in cnrtain
circumstances, all three remberc of the Indonesia-PNG-Australia
'triangld could be drawn into conflict A dispute betrreen PNG and
Indonesia, for example, over different approachee to border
management and control, could escalate inb hostilities with limited
exchange on the border. Military opeations by Irdonesia in an atEmpt
to rout the OPM might require, on lrdorsia's reckoning, crosstorder
pursuit of rebels and/or incurcions into PNG to eliminate rebel
sanctuarie, moves which PNG would s€e as a violation of its territorial
integrity. Further, perceptions by Indonesia that PNG, directly or
indirectln was supporting anti-Indonesian rebel activity could lead it to
'teach PNG a lesson' by conducting a punitive operation inside PNG
territory. In all three situations above (and we could draw variations of
them as well as others), PNG is likely to seek (and to expecO Australian
support.

Bilateral relations between PNG and Indonesia plummeted to
an all-time low in mid-1984 following an abortive OPM rebellion in
fayapura and the unprecedenbd wave of over 12,000 lrianese border
crossers into PNG. In PNG's view, Indonesia had not satisfactorily
explained the circumstances of the exodus, nor had it explained
apparent intrusions by troops and aircraft into PNG Frritory.
Subsequently PNG expelled the Indonesian defence attache from Port
Moresby. From late 1986, however, relations between Jakarta and Port
Moresby improved markedly. PNG arrested and deported key OPM
leaders, and a change of attitude on the part of both govemments
rcsulted in a Treaty of Mutual Respect, Friendship and Cmperation
being signed in early 1987. The Treaty was deigned to widen the scope
of the relationship and to sihrate the border prcblem as but one of the
issues of mutual interest.

However, an OPM raid on an Indonesian transmigration
settlement in Mardr 1988 in which 2G30 people wer€ killed and iniured
sparked another round of border Ension. On seven occasions in that
year lndonesian troops crossed the border in search of the OPM. PNG
troops were deployed to see the Indonesians back across the border, and
at least on one octasion shots werre exchanged. Bilateral relations were
strained agairl but the mechanisms for conflict resolution, including that
of rapid high-level consultation, together with informal business and
political linkages at the elite level, appear to have had some effect in
defusing tension.
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Issues for Auetralia

These adverse kends in regional security should be seen in the context
of efforts rnade by regional and extra-rcgional states to contribute to a
stable environment. Economic assistance b the South Pacific has
increased steadily so that some island states are amongst the highest per
capita rxipients of aid in the world. Problems rernain in some cases
over the islands' capa.cities to absorb large quantities of aid, and in
others over how effectively aid is utilised, but generally the quality and
appropriateness of aid has improved. Resource rnanagement and
protection, mpecially that of fisheries, has been enhanced by the

growing capability of the Forum Fisheries Agency and by increased
aerial surveillance by Australian and New Zealand air forces of the 20G
mile EFzs.15 Consciousness has also grown throughout the region on
environrnental protection issues.

In more conventional defence and security terms, Australia has

raised ib assistance under the Defence Cooperation Progtam to a level
equal to that provided to Southeast Asia. Port calls by Australian navy
vesels and maritime surveillance operations by the air force have been
increased, and a network of surveillanc€ centres has been developed.
Australia continues to provide, at a proiect cost of A$62 million, patrol
boats to nrost island states under its Pacific Patrol Boat Program. The
patrol boats are multi-pulpose vessels capable of undertaking
surveillance, enforcement, disaster relief, medical evacuatio& search
and rescue, and general transport functions. New Zealand has
expanded its Mutual Assistance Program through the training of
islanders for the patrol boat program and through an increase in
exercises, including with Vanuatu. New Zealand provides regular
security briefings to island officials, and then responds to bids from
island officials on defence and security proirts. New Zealand's
rhetorical commitment to South Pacific defence which emerged shongly
after the ANZUS fracas, however, has not been rnatched, to date, by
significant expenditure increases in the area. The United States
contributes a small amount of military training aid to the region and
France, in its drive to reestablish a position of influence, has provided
substantial assistance to Fiji's military forces.

Beyond the Treaty of Rarotonga, which brings together all
Forum countries in a limited form of arms control, a patchwork of

Anthony in the South PacifiC, Otan and Slmrclinc
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security-related agreements arul understandings link islands and
metropolitan states. Most, however, are 'supportive' in characEr,
requiring tonsultations' rather than defence commihnenb. A
suggestion for a trlATGtype' Pacific-wide security trreaty involving Rim
powers and island states, floabd by Arrerican officials (including
former Secretary of Stae, George Shultz) in the late 1980s, has npt with
little support. While defence beaties are rD longer in vogue, at a rnorc
limitd level the Australian and PNG |oint Declaration of Principles
guiding relations between the two countries includes a defence clause
that requires both countries to consult in the event of a perceived
security threat. PNG's Treaty of Friendship with Indonesia has also
enhanced confidence in the conduct of bilateral rclations.

At a regional level, the Forum Secretariat has initiated steps for
an exchange of information and intelligence. Liaison and
communication on police and criminal intelligence matterc has also
sbengthened. Advocates of a regional peacekeeping force have so far
met with an indifferent response. The practical difficulties of
membership financing and command, exacerbated by the cotry in Fii,
are likely to preclude the establishment of a regular force, but
cooperation between select regional states to deal with particular crises
is a likely development through the next decade.

The security outlook for the 1990s, however, is one of increasing
complexity. While there arc no foreseeable threats of a military or
invasive kind to the South Pacific, security concerns of a lesser but
nevertheless important order are likely to continue. The
internationalisation of the South Pacific, the developing mosaic of
external interesb in the regiory some of which will be competitive in
nature, could have an unseftling effect on regional security. Further
economic pr€ssures and dornestic instability will have reverterations
across the region. The number of security 'pressure points' may well
increase. In circumstances of severe political turbulence, the prospect of
intervention by Australian and New Zealand forces will be raised.l5

The task of security managenrent in the next decade, therefore,
will pose a number of challenges. In Australia's case attempts should be
made to disentangle some of the apparently conflicting or ambivalent

dey has argrred that tn responding to a requet
from the Vanuahr governm€nt fc security asoistane in May 1988, Australia had
demonstsated its pr€paredns to take'thae diffkult decidone', and'to matdr the
rhetoric of our courmihlent to regional secrrrity with firm aciion', See Kim C.
fuzby, 'Awtralian Defuire Poliq/, draper 15 in this volume.
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attih,rdes to the region; in partiorlar those which hold that Australia is
only proxirnate to and not really part of the South Pacific. Policy-rnakers
must come to terms with Australia's role as a small Power on the
international scene, but a rnapr power in its funmediaE region. This will
require a clear delineation of interesb ard resporuibilities combined
with a sensitivity to island stabs' aspirations. Given the changing
pattems of competition and influence, Australia should refine its role as
'gate'keeper' to the re{ilon, and develop a coherent strategy for dealing
with regional problems. Australia should also constantly rnonitor its
two-pronged strategy for regional security-economic and defence

assistance - and give consideration to forms of assistance in crisis

conditions as well as non<risis situations in the island states. The small
island states - the 'weak in the world of the strong' - will require
continuing strategies for dealing with the asymmeFies of power
relations in the region, for maximising their sovereignty and room for
rnanoeuwe, and for minimising economic dependency. They will have

to cope with the demands of a more variegated region, as well as with
the cmcial domestic problem of rnaintaining political qchesion and
legitimacy. All states of the region will face the challenge of adapting to
and seizing the opportunities presented by the larger shifts in world
politics; that is, the tendenqy to multi-polarity and increasing strategic
prominence of the Asia/Pacific region.



CHAPTER 13

PAPUA NEW GUINEA AND AUSTRALIA

Stephen P. Mokis

This chapter considers some of the rnairr issues that might impact upon
Papua New Guinea/Australia relations and suggests a series of
principles that might provide a basis for understanding between the two
countries in those circumstances.

Internal Security

The stability and security of Papua New Guinea cannot be discussed
without an indepth look at PNG's internal security problems. It has
been suggested that there is a far greater prospect of PNG being
troubled seriously by internal rather than external security problems.
This is a view that is maintained in Defence. It was predicted in 1980
that the most likely use of the Defence Force within the next decade will
be to deal with internal security problems. Involvement of the Papua
New Guinea Defence Force (PNGDF) with the Police in recent years
confirms the predictions made eight years ago. It was also suggested
that internal security and sAbility is a healthy ingredient to the defence
and security of the nation.

PNG's security relationship with Australia extends over more
than a century. During the Second World War many Australians
experienced PNG first-hand and sentimental bonds were strengthened
greatly. In the post-war era Australian governments encouraged fairly
rapid development of the PNG economy and society. By the time of
independence in 1975, PNG had developed adminishative, judicial,
educational and security systems that it inherited from Australia and a
GNP per head well above most of the Third World.

However, PNG now experiences a range of economic,
demographic and social problems that disturb the development of many
newly independent, modernising Third World countries. PNG's rate of
population growth has now risen to 2.5 per cent per annum. Combined
with a rise in life expectancy, the national population will probably
double by the year 2010. Unemployment is growing rapidly. Unless
economic growth surges markedly, it has been predicted that only about
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ten per cent of school leavers are expected to find paid employment at

the turn of the century.
The social ionsequences of these trends are already most

apparent in the maFr towns to which many unemployed-rural people

have drifted during the last fifteen years seeking work and, for some at
least, the relative excitement of town life. These concentrations of
unemployed pmple, many of whom arc young and smarting frgm
unfutRUea expectitions, have provided a fertile breeding ground for
criminal activities.

These trends have coincided in recent years with a general

decline in the efficiency of PNG administration and, perhaps most

notably in this context, a significant weakening of th9 system of iustice -

the poiice, the courts and the gaols. Other potential sources of intemal
insecurity, such as tribal fighting and separatism, have caused

difficultils in the past but at piesent seem of far less concern. Tribal

fighting is most ut titety to become a serious threat to internal security

eicept'in a most limited,local sense. Ib periodic occurrence in the five

highiands provinces is tied closely to local tradition and forms of
cu"stornary L"hu.rio,tr. While its spread and intensity is oc-casionally of

concern tb the police, there is little likelihood of its developing i1!o a

broader national security problem. Because internal seolity in PNG is,

to a large extent, hostage to broader economic and social forces that are

only m"arginally undei the control of the national Sovelrunent, the

prospects cannot be said to be bright in the short term'
The law and order problem in PNG is fundamentally a b,y-

product of the developmenl process. ?NG is now looking at 
-the

problem. For instance, in the immediate future, PNG has recognised an

urgent need for a much more efficient system for preventing crime and

deiecting, punishing and rehabilitating criminals. In the medium to
long ter-m,'however, Progr€ss is being rnade to provide- pbs and a
meiningful life style f& all PNG citizens. The goverrunent is embarking

ot u pol.-icy to minimise internal problems by creating.nb gRRortunities,
opening new training institutions and allowing foreign investment to

generate economic growth.
Will PNG'; internal security deteriorate to the extent that it

would cause a complete breakdown of administration and a subsequent

disintegration of th-e nation? In such circumstances would PNG look to

Austral-ia for assistance? I do not see PNG's internal security problem

reaching total breakdown. Nevertheless, in the unlikely event that it
does I ilso do not see the prospect of an Australian involvement in
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suppressing what would be an entirely PNG internal problem. It is also
our opinion that any internal security problems will be within PNG's
ability to resolve and contain without any outside assistance. Similarly,
I see that Australia would be sensitive to any involvement that might be
considered interference in the internal affairs of another sovereign state.
I do see, however, that Australia would be terribly concerned about the
safety of its citizens and its huge investment and that it would naturally
mount pressure on the PNG government to seek assistance. Should this
be the case, the rnost appropriate and suitable course of action would be
to receive an official request from the PNG government. The form and
nature of assistance Australia might provide would be subict to
agreements between the two countries and would depend on the
circumstances at hand.

Regional Relations

Let me now turn to look at PNG's perceptions of its external relations
with countries in Southeast Asia and the South Pacific and how they
impact upon PNG's security, and higNight possible Australia/PNG
understanding in these relationships.

Southust Asia

PNG considers ib proximity to Southeast Asia and the South Pacific as
important to the development of its security policies. Given the many
fluid govemment systems in the region, Papua New Guinea watches the
area with interest. It recognises that the area could be destabilised,
should sonre of PNG's nearest neighbours experience dramatic political
changes that would be unfavourable to stability in the region. While
political breakdown in the region is unlikely to directly affect PNG's
trade and political relations, it could potentially affect its relations with
countries of the region. To date, close cooperation amongst member
countries of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) have
had a stabilising influence in the area. A stable Southeast Asia is tikely
to contribute to a climate favourable to PNG. It is also emphasised that
in the conduct of PNG's diplomary, more bilateral relations between
PNG and countries of Southeast Asia ale qonsidered as positive means
of enhancing stability. I suggest that it would be in Australia's security
interest also to see that stability in Southeast Asia is maintained.
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The SouthPacific

The south Pacific in our opinion is no longer the peaceful lake that it
once was. We are seeing that the region is attracting international
aftention that we never wibressed before. superpower and rnapr Power
rivalry and competition will be expected with the growgr of. contact

between rnairr powers and regional states. we recognise tha_t the us is
a Pacific power with a military pr€senc€ that spanslrom \ West coast

of Ameriia to the East coast of Africa, boasting the Pacific Command as

the largest US Command. The US has a standing military presence in

|apan,-South Korea and the Philippines. The Soviet Union has indicated

ttrat it is part of the Pacific and intends to establish its preserrce in the

region. Papua New Guinea's recent decision to accePt a resident Soviet

milssion initre country is likely to cause other mapr Powers such as the

us, the chinese, the fapanese, the Indonesians and the Australians to
expand their political, economic and intelligence activitiel Whilst
Frince has made progress in alleviating the problems in New Caledonia,

the situation in ilew Caledonia in our opinion remains volatile and

continues to cause conc€rn for the security of the region. The recent

military coup in Fiii indicates that security contingengres could rise in
the South f'aAfic region with little warning. Although the situation in
Fiii is relatively stable, potential for intemal instability remains because

of diffetences-of power and inlluence between the two races. It is

assessed that the maintenance of the Constitution in its current form will
continue to threaten Fiii with racial disharrnony and tensions. Thus the

Indian population wiit ue suppressed and denied the rigtrts of true

democricy in Fiji. Political and constitutional crises in Vanuatu are

likely to cbntinue as Father Walter Lini maintains power while his arch-

rivaf Barak Sope attempts to depose him. Political rivalry in Vanuatu is

likely to increase if the current situation is not resolved. Superpower

and 
-mairr 

power competition to gain influence in small states in the

South Pacific is likely to intensify making these states a potential target

for foreign influence. To deter a possible rise in foreign political activity
in thegJsAtes, it is suggested that small states must increase their
intelligence capacity to monitor these activities as well as developing
security relations with friendly countries in the region

what can Australia do in the southwest Pacific? I would like to
suggest that Australia should take primary interest in the developmenb

t"ki"g place in the region, because I believe this region-must remain an

area of-Aushalian's influence. Aushalia should show that it is a power
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in this region and should exercise a morre positive inlluence on how the
Pacific region develops. I would like to suggest that as mapr powers
are now showing greabr interest in the South Pacifig Ausbalia should
promote public relations campaigns to educab Pacific countries about
the ills of entering into relations with big powe$.

Inilonaia

PNG has a very special and unique relationship with Indonesia. We
recognise that Indonesia is the most populated nation in Southeast Asia
and that it is also Papua New Guinea's dosest neighbour. Unlike other
neighbours, Papua New Guinea shares a conunon land border with the
Republic of Indonesia. With the signing of the Truty of Mutual Rspect,
Frioilship anil Coopaation between the two countries in October 1986, the
relationsNp between Papua New Guinea and Indonesia has been

sbengthened, opening opportunities for better understanding and more
bilateral relations. Indonesia's internal stability, economic growttr, and
its pro-Western stand reiects ill<onceived suspicion that Indonesia
poses any threat of a rnapr invasion of PNG. However, that view
notwithstanding, it would be imprudent for both countries not to accept
that there rnay be potential areas within the relationship where
misunderstanding and tension could arise. It is suggested that possible
tension could develop if the PNG/Indonesia border is poorly managed
and handled with a lack of sensitivity. I will discuss this aspect in later
paragraphs of this chapter. In addition, it is suggested that ]akarta
would feel most uncomfortable if the Government in PNG is replaced
by a regime that is oriented towards socialism. Likewise, PNG would
feel uncomfortable if the current leadership in Indonesia is replaced by a
leadership whose aspirations contrast to that of the present regirrre.
Under such circumstances, diplornatic dialogue and initiatives should
be pursued to resolve any possible rise of tension.

Australia

I now would like to discuss PNG/Australia security relations and
highlight some of the principal areas that are important to our future
relationship. Despite the long-standing dose defence ties between the
two countries, their many shared security interests and the strong but
probably wasting ties of sentiment, the two countries wene never linked
by any formal security treaty until 1987. In the decade following
independence the closest approach to any such understanding was a
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ioint statement on the Australia/PNG defence relationship released by
then Prime Ministers Fraser and Somar,e in February 1977. In the
statenrent they declared:

... that it was their Governrnents' intention to consult, at the
request of either, about matters affecting their common security
interests and about other aspects of their defence relationship.l

Other agreements have been concluded between the respective Defence
Ministers concerning the legal status of each countr5/s service personnel
when located in the other's country, arrangements for the provision of
Australian defence supply and support to PNG, and an arrangement to
maintain close consultation on the use in PNG of Ausbalian Personnel
in potentially politically sensitive situations.

In 1986, following Australia's announcement to reduce aid, PNG
pressed hard not only for greater budgetary consideration but also for a
wide-ranging treaty or statement of principles that would provide
agrd guidelines for the future development of the relationship.
During this time PNG sought a mutual defence treaty. Negotiations
continued for many months on the full range of aid, tade, economic and
security issues. In December 1987, the two Prime Ministers signed the
Joint Declaration of Principles ODP), which includes defence provisions.
It has been suggested that the defence articles do not extend far beyond
the 192 irint statement.

The basic question being asked was whether a future Australian
goverrunent would be prepared to make a strong commitment to the
defence of PNG when it is required. I would like to suggest that while
an Australian goverrunent could face many dilemmas of principle, in
practice, there are many situations which could give C-anberra little
shategic or political choice. PNG expects that Australia will have to
consider a number of options before it can resPond. The delay in
Australian assistance to PNG's security would therefore come as no
surprise to PNG. This is a reality that PNG must expect and live with. It
is also a reality that should allow PNG to plan and examine alternative
means of assistance and help in a conflict situation.

In the light of all these and other factors, what can be said to be
the sbategic importance of PNG to Australia? I submit that Australia

Reproduced in B.T. Makehr, Defua in Pepua Nant Guitu: lntroductry Issrus,
(Working Paper No.l61, Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, August 1988), p.23.
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has a strong and vital inbrest in the maintenance of a regime in PNG
that does not seek to undermine Austsalia's broader security interesb. It
is in Austsalia's interets for PNG to rernain united with a strong central
government maintaining intemal cohesion.

It is in both Australia's and PNG's interest that PNG should not
fall into the hands of a hostile power. The occupation of PNG by a
hostile power would not only increase the potential threat to the north of
Australia but also generate an axis of threat down the east coast and, in a
broader sens€, to adiacent countries in the Southwest Pacific. The
occupation of PNG by such a power would also deny Australia acc€ss to
potentially important air and naval facilities to its north and hence
restrict Australia's strategic reach in some.rreas of the Central/Western
Pacific. Such a scenario would generate great risks to both countries and
should be of great concem to Australia.

loint Dalmation of Principla

Although it has been suggested that the defence provisions of the IDP
do not extend farbeyond the7977 pint statement,I would like to submit
that in the unlikely event of an hostile power occuplng PNG, Australia
would feel most uncomfortable to co€xist with an enemy at its door
step. In this regard I do consider that Australia's relationship with
Papua New Guinea remains a key consideration in our strategic outlook.
Papua New Guinea considers Australia as a security guarantor in the
event of uncertainty and threats. Similarly, I would like to think that
Australia considers Papua New Guinea a strategic outpost in the event
of threats to Australian interests. In view of the strategic importance of
each to the other, PNG considers that the undertakings reflected in the
1987 IDP provide an effective guarantee of Australian commitnent.

The important security commitment under this agreement
concludes that the two Governments will consult each other on matte$
affecting their common security interesb. In the event of arnpd attack
threatening the national sovereignty of either country, such consultation
would be conducted for the purpose of deciding what rneasures each
Government should take, either pintly or separately, in relation to that
attack.

Although history proves that such commitrnents do not provide
a total guarantee, it is nevertheless significant to note that the defence
and security commitment between the two countries is now given a
higher profile. Given PNG's stra@ic importance to Australia, and
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Australia's investment in the country, it would seem inconceivable to
see Australia not making any commitnent to maintain the security of
PNG. Although our security Pollcy suggests that Papua New Guinea
must diversiflits defence relations with fiendly allies for the PurPoses
of developing diplomacy and for equipnrnt compatibility and training
opportunities, Austratialt seems will rernain PNG's nnst important ally
and friend.

Security Contingencies

I now would like to look at some possible contingency issues that do

cause PNG great concern and which I am sure in turn cause concern to

Australia.
I suggested earlier in this chapter that there is a far greater

prospect or-pruc being troubled seriously by internal rather than
extemal security problems. Consistent with this view I am going to
further suggest tfrat pNC does not face a rnaFr e:ternal threat to its
security. My definition of a rnalrr threat is a full scale invasion and

complete takeover of PNG by a foreign Power. I do suggest, however,
that PNG could be faced with medium to low level threats to its
security. These threats range from non-violent infringements- to small
scale military actions against PNG sovereignty. They would include

operations directed agiinst selected targets along PNG's land and

maritime borders and targeb well inside PNG territory. such

contingencies could arise with little or no warning and rnay or may not
require military involvement. The PNGDF capability req"!{ to mount
and sustain a response to this level of threat exists but Lacks tactical
mobility which needs to be improved. No capability exists in PNG to
counter a full scale threat.

Having ruled out the contingency of a full invasion of PNG,

what sorts of elternal defence contingencies could credibly arise in PNG
in the years ahead which might call for Australian assistanca? Perhaps

the most likely answer would be an intensification of Indonesian
operations on 

-the 
PNG/Indonesian border. I suggested earlier that

while relations with Indonesia on the whole ale mature, there is a

potential for misunderstanding and tension if the PNG/Indonesia
torder is poorly handled. In view of recent border tensions, Indonesia
could conceivably become frustrated with PNG's handling of border
issues, and given PNG's rcluctance to cooPerate on such maftett,
Indonesia migtrt have little choice but to raid oPM (oryaninsi Papw
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Meril*,a - Free Papua Movement) camps and ambush infiltration routes
on the PNG side of the border.

In 1988 PNG wihessed an escalation of Indonesian operations
along the border. The assumption was that Indonesia considers PNG's
inaction against the OPM as rrot honouring the border agreements. PNG
protested vigorously, accusing Indonesia of showing little respect for the
Truty of Muttul Rrr,rqt, Friendship anil Coopaatbn. Under these
circumstancas, subtle diplornacy through pereon to person contact
seems the appropriate course of action.

In recent years OPM operations have periodically stimulated
strong lndonesian police and military countermeasures that have, in
turn, intimidated much of the Melanesian population of West Iriary
especially in the border regiory and encouraged some local communities
to flee into the bush and others to cross the PNG border. This flow of
refugees was limited in rale until early 19&4 when Indonesian
operations following an abortive OPM uprising in fayapura stimulated
about twelve thousand to cross into PNG. Several €mps werc hastily
organised for the refugees and elemenb of the OPM encouraged
sympathisers to take up residence. These refugees are now being shifted
to camps well inside PNG, away from the vicinity of the border.

Attempting to control OPM movements across the border has
proved alnrost impossible for both PNG and Indonesian forces given the
ruggd natune of the terrain and the difficulties of identifying the precise
location of the border in many areas. During the course of counterOPM
operations in early 19&4, Indonesian army patrols and combat aircraft
strayed into PNG territory and tensions rose to high levels.

The PNG and Indonesian governments worked hard to rnanage
these problems. Rapid agr€ement was reached to upgrade control
measures at the border, to install a tot line' between fayapura and
Vanimo, and to institute regular liaison measures between each side's
border authorities. Indonesia also agreed b provide PNG with early
waming of security exercises scheduled for the vicinity of the border.
There are, however, indications that most of these measures were
implemented slowly and with limited effect. This, I should point out,
contributed to the escalation of Indonesian activities on the border in
rccentmonths.

But what is the real danger to PNG? I believe that the primaqy,
medium to longer terrn" danger to PNG's external security is that,
contrary to cument trends, the OPM novernent might expand to a point
wherc it would pose a greater threat to Jakarta than it has so far. In
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those unlikely circumstances, ]akarta would probably be prepared to
take sbong measures against the OPM on the border. This could in turn
stimulate sympathy for the OPM in PNG, increasing the political
difficulties for Port Moresby in clamping down on increased OPM use of
border sanctuaries. In the absence of strong PNG action, Indonesia
could risk military conflict with PNG by mounting hot pursuit
operations acnoss the border and possibly sustained attacks on
presumed OPM sanctuaries, as was seen in recent months.

Under these circumstances, are there roles that Australia could
play? I would like to suggest that Australia should adopt the strategy
that it has always maintained. As much as possible, Australia should
exercise political sensitivity in order to understand the nature of the
conflict before it presses both sides to exercise reshaint. I would also go
further to suggest that it makes great sense for Aushalia not to aPPear to
take sides if a conllict arose between PNG and Indonesia over the
corrunon border. It would certainly be helpful if Australia should
counsel Port Moresby to accept that the only option for maintaining its
sovereignty would be to institute strong rrcasures to prevent illegal
border crossers and not to show sympathetic sentiments towards OPM
movements. It would also be helpful for Australia to play a part in
encouraging |akarta to be patient with Port Moresby and to provide
PNG with intelligence and other assistance that would facilitate effective
PNG policing measures in the border region. Ausbalia's help to PNG
must be seen by )akarta as contributing to stabilising the border area
rather than offensive in nature.

In my remarks concerning PNG/Indonesia relations I suggested
that Iakarta would feel rnost uncomfortable if the goverrunent in PNG is
replaced by a regime that is oriented towards socialisrn Likewise PNG
would feel uncomfortable if the current leadership in Indonesia is
replaced by a leadership whose aspirations contrast to that of the
present regime. While it might seem inconceivable for fakarta to
contemplate operations against targets in PNG, fundamental changes in
the nature of either the PNG or Indonesian governmenb might lead to
disruption of the relationship.

Were there to be a mapr change in the international orientation
of the goverrunent in Port Moresby, Jakarta could be very concerned. In
the unlikely event that a PNG governmmt became actively hostile to
Indonesia, established close ties with communist countries and possibly
offered military base facilities to the Soviet Union, China or Vietnam,
Indonesia would undoubtedly consider a range of strategies to force a
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change in PNG's stance. Suong diplomatic and possibly economic
measures would be employed. However, some shategies could also
involve limid military operatioru, possibly induding raids or
harassnpnts of villages and towns near the border, harassrnent of traffic
on the Fly River and interference with operations at the OK Tedi mine.
Sorrc small air, naval and grcund force raids could also be cnnsidered
deeper into PNG brritory, especially against coastal targeb. The
obiective of such operations and the accompanying political offensive
would be to convince the PNG government and its people that it needed
to be more responsive to Indonesia's s€curity conoerrui.

This set of circumstances would pose invidious dilemrnas for
Australian decision-rnakers. On the one hand, Australia would
probably share fakarta's concern about the national and regional
$ecurity implications of a radical neutralist or prorommunist regime in
Port Moresby. On the other hand, Canberra would probably netain
some element of conc€rn to ensure that PNG's sovereignty was
maintained. Active Australian involvement with the agreement of the
PNG government might have a lot to commend itself in these
circumstances. This would especiatly be the case were such action seen
as likely both to forestall a military presence by a communist power and
simultaneously condition fakarta's military operations and plans.
Indeed, in such circumstances, Indonesia would strongly encourage
Australia to fully exert its political and military leverage on Port
Moresby, induding the deployment of substantial elements of the
Australian Defence Force to PNG, to underwrite national security.
|akarta would probably be delighted if Canberra was prepared to act
decisively to condition Port Moresby's inErnational stance.

Likewise, the enrcrgence of a territorially expansionist regime in
Iakarta, although a renrote prospect, cnuld also possibly stimulate raids
and harassments in an attempt to undermine the PNG government. [n
those circumstances I would like to think that Australia's options would
probably be comparatively clear-cut. To maintain the security of PNG
Australia should provide strong diplomatic support for Port Moresby
and call for international support. Under the circumstances I think
Australia might be compelled to consider other options available.

This chapter has highlighted a number of fundamental issues
important to the security of PNG and its relations to Australia. It points
out that Papua New Guinea does not face a threat of a mairr invasion. It
suggests, however, that there are two principal arcas that would pose
threats to the security of PNG:
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(i) a complete breakdown of the administration which might
result in the disintegration of the nation. Such a scenario would
have the likelihood of inviting forergn influence b fill the
vacuum or at worce inviF sone degree of military takeover, a

prospect that should be avoided at dl costs; ard
(ii) medium/low level externd threats rangrng from non-violent

infringements to small scale military actions against PNG
sovercignty.

In both cases, it is well within PNG's ability to contain the issue. Should
the nature of contingencies however escalate beyond PNG's ability, then

PNG would consider the option to invite Australian assistance.

Given the above scenario, PNG realises that it now has Prirnary
responsibility for its security in response to possible threat areas. The
immediate step is to come up with an appropriate defence policy that
would form the basis of future defence capability and a force structure
appropriate to PNG's unique security requirements. Irt me now
aiscus! tne defence policy and capabilities that PNG cnnsiders
appropriate to meet its security needs.

Defence Policy

Three fundanental factors determine and dictate the design and

formulation of defence policy and the developnrent of force structure in
Papua New Guinea:
(D First, the National Constitution, which defines the broad

functions and roles of the PNG Defence Force;
(ii) Second, PNG's internal security situation; and
(iiil Third, the dynamics of the region within which Papua New

Guinea exisb.
First, we recognise that any formulation of deftnce policy in PNG must
be guided by the fundamental provisions of PNG's Constitutio&
adopted in 7973. It is obvious that the Constitution is the basis upon
which defence policy will be developed whether in peacetime or in a
threat situation. The rnapr defence goals established witNn the
framework of the national Constihtion are:
r to defend PNG and its territory from external threats;
e to contribute as required to the development of the nation and

the promotion of national unity;
r to assist PNG fulfil its inErnational obligations; and
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. to provide assistancn to civilian authorities in the event of
natural disasters and civil emergencies.
Two questions arc obvious. First, why deftnd PNG in a no-

threat situation? Second, even in a threat situatiory and given PNG's
inability to defend ibelf, what hope does PNG have of tmly fulfilling
these roles? Even if the answers to these two basic questions are not
realised, it is dear that these national goals have partiorlar relevance to
the formulation of Papua New Guinea's defence policy. The first, the
declaration of the right to fieedom, is a basic tenet of defence policy.
The second goal, equal participation, has implications for the nation-
building role of the Defence Force. The third goal concerns national
sovereignty. The declaration of independence clearly shows that the
prirnary role of the Defence Force is to protect that independence. In
addition, the Defence Force should, as far as possible, be self-reliant.
The fourth goal concems the use and conservation of natural resourc€s.
The defence of Papua New Guinea involves the protection of those
resources from illegal exploitation by foreign lnterests. The C-onstihrtion
therefore is the principle authority that has enabled us to embark on
defining PNG defence policy and its futul€ directions.

Defence Objectives

Using the Constitutiory internal security considerations and external
relations as a basis, it would seem that the obiectives of a pNG security
force would be to:
r !s able to deter, repel and crounter low level threat sifuations

without external assistance other than continuing maintenance
and material support;

o !s able to recognise the intent of a more serious incursion into
PNG and enable the PNGDF to expand through the nrobilisation
of trained reserves;

r !g capable of taking a leading role in the continued defence of
the nation with mairr allied assistance when the threat has
developed beyond PNG's ability to sustain response; andr develop and maintain a highly mobile conventional core.force
which contains sorne irregular land warfare capability
supported by Maritinre and Air Elemenb.
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Defence Priorities

In view of the contingencies described above, it is obvious that PNG

must rcorganize the Defence Force so that it will possess a capability
that should effectively take on the following priority functions: 

-r the maintenance of an effective tore' force to guard against
external threaU

r the maintenance of the security of Papua New Guinea's
international borders;

r the conduct of effective maritime surveillance;
r the conduct of civic action tasks as and when required;
r the coordination of relief operations in the event of natural

disasters and civil ernergencies; and
o the provision of assistance when required in maintaining the

intemal securitY of the nation.
To respond to any or a combination of the above conflicts, the arrrent
capabiiities of the PNGDF are being improved and modernised. The

capability of the Land, Maritime and Air Elements will be upgraded to a

level rit ere they can effectively detect, monitor and counter
developments witfun Papua New Guinea's ar€a of interest. The new

defence capability should provide the GovernnEnt with the ability to
defend itself in the first instance without external assistance'

The new defence capabilities will focus on Sreater self-reliance

when developing Papua New Guinea's security a1{ deterrence

capability. rne tnree Elements of the Force will be able to operate

thioughout pNG and its Exclusive Economic Tnne (EEZI. Because of
the maritime nature of Papua New Guinea, emphasis will be given to
improving rnaritime and air capabilities.

LandElernail

The l-and Element will be highly mobile, with units down to company
level capable of independent 

-operations, 
equipped with a high degree of

organii man-portabie fire power, and trained in guerilla and anti-

guerilla techniques.

MaritimeElanoil

The Maritirne Element will have a coastal and riverine operations

capability as well as deepwater capability. This capability will be

trained ind equipped for-surprise attacks against surface targets, the
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lapng of mine in selected ar@s, underwapr operations and clandestine

ofetations throughout the crcastline of Papua New Guinea. No-deep
water operationJcapability presently exists within the Force. Coastal

and riverine operations capability exist with two landingCraft and five
Affack Class pitrot Boats. This capability lvill be improved over the next

decade.

Air Elnmtt

The Air Elenpnt must be capable of supporting the ground forces by
providing reconnaissance support, short range molility, rcsuppll l"d
ii-itea fiie power. It will support the Maritime Element_by pfoviding
air-reconnaiisance informatiory directions during search and rescue

operations and fisheries surveillance. It is noted that current fixed wing

cipability has limitations in PNG terrain and does not adequately fulfil
military 

-asks. 
In this regard a study on the possibility of inhoducing

rotary wing capability is being conducted.

Supporting Defence Capabilities

As an extension to the defence of the nation, the following policies have

also been adopted by the government through the 1988 PNG Defence

White Paper.

RaqtnForce

A Reserve Force will be raised to enable the force-in$eing to be

expanded to meet medium and high level threat situations. Legislation

foiconscription should be prepared in advance to prevent delays and to

allow for smooth implementation when necessary.

E q uiptnat Cornptibili ty

Equipment compatibility with potential allies must be developed to

ensure as far as possible that vital combat supplies will be available and

that the PNGDFand the Allied Force will be able to operate together in
tinre of crisis. Wherever possible, defence equipment and combat stor€s

must be purchased from dependable and friendly countries and seneral

alternative sources should be developed to ensure that the supplies of
necesmry equipment reach Papua New Guinea when urgently needed.
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CioilTransport

The new defence pohcy also calls for the use of civil assets for military
operations in emergency situations. It suggests that consideration be
given to the use of civil air and sea hansport rcsources by the Defence
Force during the crisis.

National Development

In a peacetime environment, the Defence Force must continue to
perform its peacetime roles. Since Independence, the Defence Force has
been undertaking nation-building tasks which contribute to national
development and unity. In addition, the Defence Force has been
assisting civil authorities in emergency situations. Aid to the civil power
is a function directed at preserving the peace and security of Papua New
Guinea. As there will continue to be a need for the Defence Force to
assist the civil authority during times of need in the next ten years, the
new defence policy calls for close cooperation and the preparation of
contingency plans betr,veen Defence and other appropriate government
agencies.

Diplomacy and Defence

Dplomatic representation should be extended to increase international
recognition and friendship uo that Papua New Guinea will be widely
known to be a peaceful and denrocratically stable country. International
recognition will increase the support for Papua New Guinea in
international forums, when that support is needed as a protection from
aggression. Alliances and close cooperation with countries of similar
principles and interests should be developed with a view to
guaranteeing as far as possible that military assistance will be
forthcoming if Papua New Guinea is threatened by a greater military
force. In addition, military cooperation should be further developed
with friendly nations with a view to demonstrating Papua New
Guinea's preparedness to defend itself with a modern wellequipped
Defence Force. Training with more sophisticated military forces is
beneficial to the members of the PNGDF in helping develop experience
and skills. The new dehnce policy does not only call for intemational
assistance to be directed to PNG, but it also suggests that PNG should in
turn offer assistance to other countries in need of military assistance.
International responsibilities such as contributing to the United Nation's
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peacE-keeping efforts is a function of the Deftnc€ Force that may require
part of the Force b serve overseas. In this rqfrd, the Defence Force,
while planned to nreet Papua New Guirrea's requirements, must also
maintain the ability and prcparedness to serve in other countries.

Nuclear Option

Nudear warfare should not be considercd as a military option available
to Papua New Guinea. Every effort should be made to keep the South
Pacific a nuclear free zone. However, Papua New Guinea should accept
that there may be situations that could wartant exceptions to be rnade.
The Geneva Conventions and other international agreements relating to
care of the wounded, treaEnent of prisoners, and biological and
chemical warfare should be respected as a means of limiting the spread
of inhuman practises.

Conclusion

This chapter has highlighted some key issues that could affect the
stability and security of Papua New Guinea. It concludes that PNG does
not face a threat of a full scale invasion. It notes, however, that given its
fragile political growth and many social problems, PNG is likely to face
intemal instability that could result in the breakdown of good
administration. The chapter suggests that given the government's
attention to this area, complete breakdown of administration in PNG
can be avoided. It also notes that Papua New Guinea exisb in a region
that is beginning to witness super and mapr power competition. The
vastness of PNG's ocean, land and air space and the lack of a credible
military deterrence posture suggest that PNG is vulnerable to foreign
exploitation unless the Defence Force capability is sufficiently developed
to provide deterrence. Certain aspects of PNG/Indonesia relations have
also been highlighted as having the potential for misunderstanding and
tension between the two countries. However, given the depth of
understanding and trust between the two countries, a possible rise of
conflict and tension is likely to be resolved at government to
goverrunent level.

The above scenarios have been assessed and considered as the
most likely arcas from which threats to the stability and security of PNG
could come. In response to these potential threat areas, the PNG
Defence White Paper which was endorsed by Cabinet in November 1988
proposes appropriate responsive measures to meet such contingencies.
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The white Paper includes r€defined Defence olje'clvT and priorities.
New Concepts of operations have been developed,_thg acceptance of

which will ailow a new force structure for the future. Defence capability

development for the next ten yean will be based on the new C-oncepts of

operations and the new defence force structure. The new force

structure will place more emphasis on operational mobility in air, on
land and at sea and calls for rnore attention to sovereignty protection. In
short, the new force structure offers fresh prospects for the
modernization of the Papua New Guinea Defence Force within the next

tenyears and beyond.
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AUSTRALIA'S PLACE IN THE WORLD:
THE DYNAMICS OF FOREIGN POLICY

DECISION.MAKING

Senator the Hon. Gareth Evans

A geographically rennte counhy of sixteen and a half million people in

u iotia of over'five billion stroirtd not get ideas above its station. But

although Australia's population size, military Powgrl political authority
and ec6nomic importince rnay all be modest in world terms, we do have

a profile, as a diplomatically ictive tradilg nation, that commands some

attention - not only with our traditional friends and Uading partners, not

only in our own region, but multilaterally a19, i1 the context of our

defince contsibution to the Western Alliance, globally as well'
while we have to take the world more or less as we find it, and

cannot do much about our own defining characteristics, Australia's
place in the world is in many ways what we want it to be' How much

attention we get in our biliteral and multilateral relationships, and

whether that ittention is favourable or unfavourable, productive or

counter-productive, depends to a significant extent on how we choose to

conduct our external relations. Even if we have no alternative but to
play the cards with which we arle dealt, we still have choices about how

to deploy those cards.' 
Fot most of Australia's history, these nowadays perhaps rather

selfevident assertions would not have seemed so at all. For its first

century and a half, Australia viewed the world vicariously as a daughter

of Empire. A handful of matters aside, the national interest was more or

less indistinguishable from the imperial interest, and choices effectively

non-existent] 'Great Britain has declared war... and as a rcsult Australia

is also at wa/.
Nor did the situation change dramatically even with the post-

War switch of focus to the United States, and Dr. H.V. Evaft's creation of

a genuine External Affairs Department. with only- slight exaggeration,

on"e could say that the task of Australian foreign Poliq wls- to do the pb
that successive Australian Covernments had decided could not be done

by defence policy - namely, ensuring the defence of Australia. A
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continent that was indefensible required a foreign policy that secured
the attention of great and powerful friends who werc prepared to
defend Australia. The aftention of great and powerful friends could best
be secured by offering Australia's support in the gr€at rnatters in which
those friends wene weightily engaged. So Australian foreign policy
necessarily became driven by the commitsnent of Australian military
forces around the world, in support, first, of British imperial interesb
and,later, of Arnerican global shategy.

Most of this came to an end with the Viebram War, and with the
giant strides that were taken in the creation of a thoughtful, realistic,
non-subservient and genuinely Australian foreign policy by the
Whitlam Government in 7972. But I think in many ways the real
conceptual watershed ocrured only as recently as March 1987, with the
tabling of Kim Beazley's Defence White Paper,l based in turn on Paul
Dbb's defence review a year earlier.2

The Whitre Paper, supported by subsequent Budget decisions,
spelt out a coherent policy of defence self-reliance, or defence in depth,
based upon strategies of early detection, long range sea and air strike
capability, higNy mobile ground forc€s, and the irint operation of
communications and intelligence facilities with the Unitd States. And it
did so in a way which enabled the simultaneous achievement, or
advancement, of four fundamental obiectives: independent defence of
Australian territory; promotion of regional security and stability;
capacity to meet alliance obligations; and contribution to global strategic
security.

I see the White Paper as a watershed not only in defence poliry,
but in foreign policy. In a very real sense, the Hawke C,overnment's
defence policy has once and for all liberated Australian foreign policy.
Our alliance with the United States remains a fundannntal pillar of our
defence and foreign policy. But it is no lorger nec€ss.rry for Australian
foreign policy to begin with the assumption that its first task is to ensure
the defunce of Australia by attracting the protective attention of great
and powerful friends.

As a result, an Australian Foreign Minister is now freer to think
about his responsibilities a little more sysFmatically, and, may I say, a

of AustrelblgSl (A White Paper presented to
Parliament on 19 Mardr 1987), (Australi,an Government Publistring Service,
Canberra, l9E7).2 laul D/,lbb, Rtoi.to of Anstntia's Dcftnu Carytilit&s, (Ausbalian Government
Publishlng Service, Canberra, 19B5).
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little more intricately, than has ever previously been tF **. It is

possible now to contemplaC an approach b foreign 
-Poucy 

decision-

in"ti"g which involves not the writing of rnanuals on how to get one's

foot in the door of a protectoy's office, but rather the case bI q*
weighing and balancing of national inErests, 9a gnnorty$ties for
inflience, acrose an extraordinarily conplex and variegated field. In
short, the evolution in our deferre and strategic thinking has put into
sharp relief the reality that Australia's interests are multidimensional,
and ihat to prornote these interests we need policies that are equally
multidimensional. And it has made clearcr the kinds of choices that are

available in the process.
The starting point, in the approach that I have in mind, is

necessarily ttre conJep of national intbrest. It is of course a truism that
all foreign policy is, or should be, directed at the protection and

advanceirent of ihe national interest. But the differmt elements that

make up the national interest, and our caPagty to advance it, are not

t*essatily self+vident at all: they require definition, elaboration and

thinking through.-t tf,it ti it is helpful to group our interests in three broad

categories: geo-political or strategic interests; economic and trade

intefots; and-the national interest in being, and being seen to be, a good

international citizen - or, to put this another way, our interest in

pursuing what Hedley Bull used to call 'purposes beyond.ourselves'.
ffru *ort of the first lwo categories is fairly obvious, the third perhaps

less so.
onr overriding ga-political or shategic interest is the,defence of

Australian sovereignty and political independence. fhal has both a

regional and a gtobal-dimension. As to the first, we do have a direct

inierest in ensuiing that the countsies around us remain peaceful and

stable and welldisposeo, or at least neutrallydisposed, towar_d us. The

regions of primary foreign poli"y interest are essentially identical to
th6se identiiied it it e Definc-e White Paper as, respectively, the 'zone of

direct military interes( (which includes Australia's territories and

proximate oc€an areas, Indonesia, Papla New Guinea, New Zealand

and other nearby countries of the Southwest Pacific) and the 'area of
prirnary strategii interest' (covering the eastern Indian Oceary and the

rest of- Southelst Asia and the Southwest Pacific). In other words,

rcgional foreign policy consideratiorui are well mapped on the sarne

coicentric-ringea- cnait that appeared in the Dibb P€,iaI) and the

Beazley Whi6 paper. I hardly need to add that it was not merely
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fortuitous that my first rnairr overseas visits as Foreign Minister, rnade
just after I was sworn in, were to the South Pacffic ard Southeast Asia
repectively.

Otrr other rnaFr geo-political interest, which we in fact share
with everyone else, is the avoidancr of global nudear war. As I said in
my speech to the UniEd Nations General Assembly on 4 October 1988:

Nudear disarmammt and arms conbol ane not matters
exclusively for those great powers which orrrently Possess
nuclear weapons. For if there is a nuclear conflict, it is not iust
the peoples of the nuclear weapon states who will suffer. The
peoples of the world will tre devastated. As the PoEntial
victims of nudear catastrophe, the people of all nations have the
right to dernand real progress and the eventual elimination of
nuclear weapons. They have the right to demand that the
nuclear anns rac€ not take new forms, including its spread into
outer sPac€.3

In the economic anil trade sphere our overriding intercst, as a
commodity producer with growing exports in services and high
technology products, is in tryrng to secure a free and liberal
international tsading regime. We need a stable, rational and equitable
system that allows us reasonable rnarket access, but all too often the
international trading environrnent diverges from this model, restricted
by tariffs, non-tariff protective measures, competition from subsidised
exporb, socalled 'voluntar;y' restraint arrangentnb, or straight out
political influence. Our stake in a securc international economic
environment also encompasses international banking, investrnent and
technology flows, our transport links and cpmmunications - and the
whole complex web of bilateral and multilabral arrangenrents that help
or hinder them as the case rnay be.

The third group of national interesb I identified were those
involved in being, and being seen to be, a gad interrutbnal citizzt.
Global environment problems like the ozone layer require global
solutions. So do international health problems like AIDS, or the
international narcotics trade, or unregulated population flows, or those
other unhappy phenomena being increasingly referred to these days

and the United Nations', (Address to the 43rd
C'eneral Asseurbly of the United Nations, Nerr York" 4 October 198), Beckgrcundn,
(No.635),5 October 19E8, p.xx.
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(though more for graphic impact than conceptual clarity, I suspect) as

'non-military threats b securitSy'. We have a rcle b Play in all these

aneas, just as we do in other fields of international action such as

decolonisatioo peacelceeping, and the whole arms contsol agmda.
Part of our rcle in all of this involvc an extension inb our

foreign relations of the basic valu6 of the Australian community -
values which are at the core of our sense of self and which a democratic
communi$r expects its governrrrent to Pursue, and values of which in
this, our Bicentennial year, we both take stock and celebrate. It ts

proper, if for no other reason than to rnaintain our own sense of worth in
puriuing ends that are inherently valuable, to seek improvedstandards
worldwide in human righb and equal opportunity; to work for an end

to apartheid in South Africa and racial intolerance everywhere else; to
try and retnove the barbarism of the death penalg; and to assist through
substantial aid programs the economic and social developrnent of those

countries struggling with debt, Poverty or national calamity. In the

longer term the evolution of iust and tolerant societies brings its own
international rehrrns - in higher standards of international behaviour,
and in the contribution that internal stability makes to international
stability and peace.

In terms of the domestic returns from the pursuit of these kinds
of objectives, whether there are any morc concrcte spin-offs than a warrn
inner glow is somewhat coniectural. Although I don't pretend that there

will not also be occasions when taking a principled stand canies costs

for us, including comrnercially, I do believe that an international
reputation as a good citizen in the kinds of sens€s I have mentioned
enhances any countr5/s overall standing in the world, and that there will
be occasions when this rcPutation will prove helpful to us in pursuing
our other international interesb, including commercial ones.

It is one thing to define and clarify foreign policy interesb in this
way, but quite another to advance them: inErests, in the real world, are
not the same as influence. But it also has to be recognised that influence,
in turn, is not sorrething that is necessarily quickly or easily measured.
It involves assessing, in the first place, the potential or Tinu frcie
capacity for exercising inlluence a country has in pursuing that
particular interest - the assets it can deploy; but then also taking into
iccount, on the other side of the ledger, the various constraints, internal
and external, that in practice stand in the way of that capacity being
applied. Actual opportunities for influence in pursuing an interest are,
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in the diplomatic marketplace, what is left over when capacities are
discountred by oonstraints.

On the face of it, our capacity b exercise any real influence on
matterc of global war, peace ard disarmament is so limited that any
aftempt to e:<ert it would be quixotic. But our hosting of the irint
facilities, especially Pine Gap and Nurntngar with their unique
intelligence gathering, arms control ard disarrnament verificatio& and
early warning functions, gives us the acoess and opportunity to
regularly put views at the highest level to the United States
administration. That, together with the thought and effort that has gone
into developing and articulating arms cpntrol strategies, and the highly
visible role we have played in multilateral forums in promoting nuclear
non-proliferation and other disarmament obiectives, for example the
outlawing of chemical weapons, has made us higNy respected
interlocutors on these subiecb, not only in Washingtory but also in
Moscow, Beijing and around the globe. At the end of the day we have
nothing like the clout of the main nudear players at the table, but
nobody could argue, given the nature of the issues involved, that the
game is not worth the candle.

At the other end of the scale of geopolitical interests one comes
across situations where our influence is rather less than it may appear at
first sight. Take Fiii. Australia has significant strategic and security
reasons, quite apart from human rights value preferences, for wishing to
see a stable, prosperous and racially harmonious Fiii. And by any
obiective rrrcasure we bring solid assets to the bilateral relationship.
Australia is far and away Fiii's largest ecpnomic partner. We have the
largmt military capacity of all countries of the South Pacific region. We
have an extensive network of peopleto-people links, through tourism,
business, education and official visits, and a long history of work
together in the Commonwealth and South Pacific Forum.

But there are constraints which prcvent the full utilisation of
these assets. There was never any question of deploying our military
capacity, not just because nobody ever asked us to, but because the
situation demanded a political, not a military solution; no mairr group
has sought the continued application of economic sanctions, official or
unofficial; and nobody has reacted very warmly to the notion of using
aid funds, whether regular or supplementary, by way of either carrot or
stick. Our oral encrouragenrent to those advocating the resumption of
constitutional democracy and Western liberal values has been of, at best,
marginal utility: the very characteristics that may at first sight seem
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influential - our disproportionab size, wealth, staE of political and
economic development, and liberal democratic tradition - rnake it easy
to paint us as uncomprehending, domineering and patronising, however
carefully we rnay tread.

Another very significant constsaint in Australia's response to the

evolving situation in Fiii has been the reaction of ib Pacific island
neighbourr, whether Melianesian, Micronesian or Polynesian. Very few
appreciated, let alone applauded, the military mearui by which Fiji's
indigenous nationalism asserted itself; but anyone who believes the
political end thus achieved was ibelf perceived as wholly unacceptable,

has not spent much time with an ear to the ground in the Pacific. In an

environment where Australia has identified its interests in its
relationship with its South Pacific neighbours as best served by a

strategy of 'cpnstmctive commitrnent', involving a spirit of parbrership
rather than dominance, mutual respect for sovereignty and national
individuality, and the development of shared perceptions of regional
strategic and security interesb, it would be selfdefeating to ride
roughshod over that kind of rcaction.

In the conduct of trade and economic telations, Australia can lay
claim to several advantages such as a relatively high GDP, animpressive
standard of education, and a welldeveloped communications systenl
While our nranpower base remains srnall, we have a huge stock of
sought-after resourc€s, a sophisticated industrial and technological base

gradually emerging from several lifetimes of protective sheltering, and

in increising wilingness b take our economic chances domestically and
internationally in a fiee market environment. But, particularly in the
arena of multilateral trade negotiations, these assets do not of
themselves give us any particular influence.

Accordingly, in pursuit of such crucial national goals as a fair
international agricultural rcginn, one which exPoses producers in
Europe, the United States, fapan and elsewhere to the realities of a

marketplace in which for once we can hold our own, we have had to
judge how best to maximise our influence. Since Australia is only one -
and not among the biggest - participant in the MTN round, we cannot
depend solely on our own advocacy to secure a suctessful outcome.

Sayr^g it should be so would not rnake it so.

We conduded that the most effective way of coping with this
gap between what we wanted and what we have the caPacity to achieve,
was to build a coalition of allies: a SrouP of agricultural traders that
could becorre a real 'third force' in the MTN after the United States and
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the European community. So we did iust that, and set about under john
Dawkins, as then Trade Minister, tnng bgether an otherwise
extraordinarily disparaE grcup of Latin Americans, East Europeans,
Southeast Asians and old Comnpnwealth crcuntries. The Cairns Group
coalition has adrieved considerable proiBtess, with both the US and the
EC openly suggesting that it could provide the way through the present
early and mid-term deadlocks.

Holding the Group together for the rcmainder of the Uruguay
Round, as national self-interest and domestic political necessity come up
hard against the broad-based ideal of genuine market reform, is not
going to be easy. But as an exercise in pursuing vital interests with
timited assets, it has been an obiect lesson in doing more with less.

In pursuing gmd international citizenship objectives, the asset
that mafters most is, simply, credibility, and here we start with a
reasonably strong asset base. This indudes a strong internal tradition of
western liberal democracy (if not an absolutely ideal Constitution); a
very strong record of commihnent to multilateral institutions and codes,
symbolised early on by Dt. H. V. Evatt's passionate devotion to the UN,
and in particular to the Universal Declaration of Human RighS, adopted
by the General Assembly during his Presidency forty years ago; a
continuing leading role in the international campaign against apartheid,
an important legitimate touchstone of moral credibility in most of the
developing world; and a long-standing willingness to acrept the
resettlement of more than our fair share of the world's reftrgees,
particularly those from ourown region.

All of this helps us get rcsults when we go out pursuing good
citizenship causes, whether it be the crcmmutation of death sentences
passd on Buddhist monks in VietnanU the development of a regional
consensus behind a new international Chemical Weapons Convention;
or the promotion of new international strategies to cope with the
Grcenhouse Effect.

But here, as elsewhere, ther€ are constraints. For a start, one has
to be acutely conscious of the likely impact of a given initiative,
particularly in human rights related mafters where the life or health of
individuals may be concemed, and that is not always easy to assess.
The object of these initiatives, which is not always appreciated by those
who preach or practice feelgmd politics, must be not to satisfy a
domestic constituency or sonre other perceived political imperative, but
to get positive - and not counter-productive - res.rlts.
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Another important constraint is that our oPPorhmity to
inlluence events depends, in this area n19rc than anywhere else, on
keeping our donrestic house abcolutely in order. otrr ability b secure

advinces in the areas of human rights, refugees or development
assistance rcsts on our being, and continuing to be seen to be, a liberal
democracy with a solid record at horne; a country whidr articulate and
applies hurnan rights and similar prirrciples with ab,solute coruisbncy
ana impartiality; i cpuntry which puts our money where our mouth is
when if comes io aid delivery. We won't achieve much if in our national
policies on Aboriginal affair's, immigration or the like we are seen to be

indulging in double standards. Hypocrites are not only disliked, in
internkional relations as elsewhere, but - if they are our size - they are

ignored.
In the preceding pages I have been trying to grve some

examples, across the broad sweeP of our national interests, of the foreign
poti.i decision making process at work, at least as I understand it. It is a

hutter, in short, of firstldentifn.g the relevant national interests - what
it is one is trying to achieve, or protect, and why; then assessing the

available opfirtu*ties for influence in pursuing them whigh.involves
weighing "p 

Uottr of the assets and constraints sides of the ledger; and
devising strategies accordingly.

I do not pretend, of course, that any of this is vety new'
Thucydides,s treatise on the Peloponnesian war employed exactly the

sattte cot cepts when he argued ttrat ttre policies and actions of states and

their relations with each other wele deErmined by the synergy of their
interests and power. The point I want to rnake is simply that, hurled as I
now am into foreign relations not as a nrre interested spectator but a

practitioner, I find this little bit of conceptual aPParatul in fact very
irelpful, not iust for the purpose of rationalising and writing it up after

the event, but for decision making itself.
It is not as easy as it may sometimes seem to untangle means

and ends; real interess, lesser interesb and non-interests; real and

apparent constraints; and productive and cnunter-productive
opport tt ities for influenct, when events are tumbling headlongarorrnd

Fit. If one is going to exercise careful, consistent iudgment, thinking
Lffectivety bottr in reaction to events and in anticipation of them (and

Foreign Ministers and their advisers have to do this day in 1nd day out,

coping with problems that usually do not present themselves in neat

and elegat t packages), then it helps to have a simple, systenutic
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checklist of considerations to work through as each new circumstance
arises.

My emphasis on the importance of being able to disentangle the
complex inter-relationships between interests and inlluence is reaily just
another way of stressing the importrnce of effective political
nranagement to a eucressful foreign pollcy. This is because, at the end of
the day, it is upon the management of the givens and the intelligently
anticipated, that interests arc advancrd, coru*rainb minimised and
influenca nurtured. Effective political rnanagement does not mean all
our endeavours will sucrceed. It involves making sensible judgements
and retaining flexibility: the sorts of adjustmenb we have made, I think
successfully, in our relations with the south pacific, the united states,
Iapan and China, to give a few examples - adjusEnents that can
acrommodate change minimise frictions and keep expectations realistic.

Part of effective political management is to get the rnachinery
and the institutional stmcture right. In this respect, the amalgamation of
the Departments of Foreign Affairs and Trade - which is now bedding
dortn very well in practice - was a sensible and overdue step because no
e-ffective- -foreign policy frarnework can afford to be 

-functionally

divorced from questions of trade and international economic pollcy.
It is also important to have the diplomatic resources to secure

tirnely and authoritative advic€ on developmenb in countries of
importance to us and to have a team of professionals who can identify
the significant trends and anticipate where change is likery to impact on
Australian interests. In this rcgard, I ttrink we are in good shape in
terms of quality both in Canberra and at our nrany posS abroad, but
quantity is becoming a problem. Shrart Harris,s kairu of Australia,s
OoawsRqraailation4 makes the point very effectively that the kind of
multidimensional for€ign policy we have been pursuing in recent yeius,
and wNch I have been trying to here describe, will need more resources
in the fuhrre, not less. Some of this can be coped with by flexible
institutional struchrrcs, evolving to rrcet continually changing
circumstances, but we arc fast coming b the limits of the art oi*re
possible in this respect.

Informed and vigorous public debaF can also conhibute to the
successful management of foreign policy. The Hawke Government
more than most has encouraged such debate and sought to widen the

shrart Harrb, Raieu of Austmlb's oocws Rcprc*trjr,tiolt (Austalian covernmmt
h.rblishing Serrdce, Canberra, I $5).
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dialogue anrong Soverrunent, academia and nongovernment
organisations. The latter in particular rnake important contributions to

humanitarian and developnrent assistance Prograrns, to our
international human righb initiatives, and b discussion of arms control
and disarmament issues.

Probably most important of all to effective political managernent
in foreign affairs is developing a sense of priorities,,d_ a resourc€

allocation strategy to match. This is always easier said than imposed, in
the untidy world we inhabit, but something that ha9 to be done in an

adminishative and decision making environnrent where resourc€s are

always limited.
In terms of the interesb/influence matrix that I have been

describing, priorities tend to define themselves as those issues where a

mapr interest coincides with at least some opportunity to influence its

achievement. While not underestirnating the need to maintain a ProPer
understanding of everything significantly affecting our vital interests,

there is not ; great deal oipoint in devoting rnaior r-teso59es to the

pursuit of an iiterest, however inherently important (or. fashionable),

tnrrucf, you know you are never effectively golng to be able to advance;

nor is there much to be gained, conversely, in devoting a great deal of
attention to something which is attainable, but inherently trivial.

From this kind of perspective, our highest foreign Pollcy
priorities can perhaps be spelt out roughly as follows: contsibuting to
iegionat peace and-stability in the South Pacific and Southeast Asia,

thiough iegular contact and cooperation with both indigenous and

mapr-exterial players; rnaintaining effective working relationshipe with
oui nearest strategically significant neighbouts, Indonesia and Papua

New Guinea; tending our alliance relationship with the Unitd SAtes;

maintaining effective relations with our rrraior lrading PatFqs,
especially i-n No*heast Asia; expanding export lafets through the

ffting up of international trade, especially in agriculture; -working 
for

nuclea-r non-proliferation, and arms control generally; and seeking to

advance hurnan rights values through bilateral representations and,

where appropriate, by Pint action.
tb tiit priorities in this rather nechanical way, however, is to

miss some of the essentially dynamic flavour of foreign relations.

ultimately sucressful foreign policy, like successful policy anywhere

else in go.'ernnct t, is about the effective rnanagementof change. And

this meins not only reacting effectively to the unpredicEd, but riding

effectively the waves you do know are coming.
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It is obvious enough that there are a series of rnailr new world
developments occtudng imminent or likely - to the implications of
which for Australia we should now be allocating priority tesources, or at
least thinking time. I am thinking, fi$t, of the gmeral movement
toward a mone fluid, less ideologically divided and certainly less bipolar
world. Secon4 there is the apparently (though not necessarily)
inexorable move toward world ecpnomic dominance by tlre Asia/Pacific
region - a region led by fapan, economically if not politically, but highly
pluralistic in character, and one in which, despite our geographical
association, we still do not have much more than a toe and finger hold.
And, third, there is the possible (although at this stage hopefully
unlikely) movement towards Eaderatricfiue economic blocs in Europe
and North America if the GATT/MTN Prtrcess falls into a hole, which
would create a huge problem for Australia especially if we cannot
negotiate any compensatory role in a comparable regional bloc of our
own.

This is not the occasion to try and place an order of probability
on these various possible developments being carried through, or to try
and analyse in detail their implications for Australia if they are. My
focus has been more on the underlying dynamics of Australian foreign
policy decision making, as I understand them, rather than the
substantive content of those decisions.

But what one can at least say is that, if we .ue indeed on the
threshold of a ?acific Centuq/, then Australia is, if not entirely Poisd
to take advantage of this historic mornent, at least no longer trapped in
attitudes towards its own region that are dictated by fear, suspicion and
ignorance.

We approach a potentially mapr new era in our region
harbouring no secret Monroe Doctrine. We should welcome the
evidence that our region is becoming more open, less idmlogically
divided, particularly because in other parts of the world a form of closed
regionalism is possibly emerging. We should welcome the opportunity
to play a part, as one nation arnong many, in a franrework which is
likely to be neither one-world, nor a bipolar world dominated by
nuclear giants, nor a traditional form of power rivalry in which one gain
is always at anothey's expense, but a possible equilibrium in which
power is shared, change is rnanaged with political skill and the resulting
prosperity is widely enpyed.

But that is all to leap ahead, and it is time to condude by
returning to where I began. I see Australia's place in the world
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evolving, here as elsewhere, within the franrwork of a fureign policy
that is focused on security, eqcnomic and humanitarian inbrets, but a

framework in whidr those national inbrests are pursued by refetence b
a realistic assessment of the influence that Australia can wield through
maximising its assets and rnanaging the many constraints in its way.

No nation's foreign policy can rnould the world in its image. A
sensible foreign pollcy talc the world as it is, knows what it wants, and
tries as best it can to eruiure that the currents of change flow in its
direction, and Australia's should be no exception.



CHAPTER 15

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE POTICY

The Hon. Kim C. Beazley

Australia is-philosophically and sbategically only iust coming to gnps
with the 

9nd 9f the post-war era in the Asia/Pacific region. we are only
now confronting in national strategy what self-reliance means.

Viewed in the broad sweep of history, the Australian and New
Zealand colonies represented the high-water mark of the spread of the
European empire. The recession from that point ocrurred in the midst
of a cross<urrent of cold war competition between the superpowers.
rhery was enough in that competition to directly engage ttre inlerest of
the leading members of the western strategic community and therefore
to obviate the need for a dramatic rethinking of Australian defence
policy until the decades of the 1970s and 1980s.

The real consequences of that recession are only now becoming
clearly apparent. rooking towards the fufure, Australia's strategii
environment may have morc in common with the political map of
nineteenth century Europe, with its shifting alliances and multi-polirity
than with the situation Australia has faced as an independent country in
the twentieth century. Real economic and military power is likely to
reside in the hands of nations who have not impacted on the strategic
tl*ing of countries beyond their immediate neighbours for centuries.
Our region will be a complexity of shifting alignments and
arrangements characterised by an array of large and medium sized
POU/ers.

In terms of the global balance of power, a fundamental change
which has ocrurred within the last decade has been a broadening In
focus from the NATO theatre and Europe to the pacific Basin. ttris
rcflects not only a new distribution in the strategic nuclear forces of the
soviet Union and the united states but also the-economic dynamism of
the region, as south Korea and the pmple's Republic of china follow
Iapan down the path of economic modernisation ind industrialisation.

In the 1980s we have seen us force in our region more active as
us defence spending has grown. with the economicimpact of that now
under question in the united states, we rnay well see a lessening of us
interest in our region as the rlesources available to defence contract.
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Already there is evidence of an expectation in the US Congress that
alies ihould do more, epitomized by the establishnEnt and inbrim
r€port of the Burden+haring Panel.' That expectation will not go away. The inclination for the

United States to do less will, if anything, be strengthened if the

Gorbaclrev process of peratraitu arul glcsrost leads to a genuine and

lasting reduition in the level of threat perceived by the US prrblic.- While the direct impact of these changes, particularly in terms of
military deployments and activities, will primarily be felt in Europe and
in the Norttr Pacific, they and other develoPnrcnts ocrutring within our

region are already having a significant effect on Australia's future

sbategic environnrent.- In Southeast Asia, the strategic environment is becoming
increasingly complex. In contrast to the quite dear P"l*ity which
edsted in [rre eariy post-war years between the interests of the western
democracies and com6unism, there is now a range of mairr Powers on

the periphery of the region with the potential to intervene in regional

affairs should they consider their interesb threatened.

China's economic modernisation has brought with it wider
horizons of interest and a growing military capability. Defence may
take last place among the 'four rrndernisations', but th9 ryogress of the

other three will make China stronger in every way, induding militarily.
It has already demonstrated ib willingness and ability to- conduct

forward mariiime operations in defence of its intercsb in the South

China Sea.
India too has established itself as a substantial industrial power

and has developed the financial, industrial and technical resources to
maintain armedforces that are large and effective. While still cnnscious

of the border tensions with china and Pakistan, India's strategic

horizons are expanding with the development of substantial rnaritirne

forces. It now has the iapability to proiect Power to Protect its intelesb
in the more proximate parts of the Indian Ocean and is clearlY looking to
become a mbre influeniial player in regional affairs. Its swift reaction to

the recent attemptd coup in the Maldives was striking evidence of

India's confidence in regional affairs.

Iapan is also facing the question of how best to-provide
protectionfor its rnaritinre interesb and particularly thoS t.ade routes

tnt i"f, ane so vital to its economic prosperity. While its dose links with
the united states have limited the requirement for capabilities for
extended power proiection, the capabilities being established are
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impressive: 13 highly capable ground divisions on Hokkaido, 60
modern destroyers, interest in a light aircraft calrier, lm ASW aircraft,
and 200 F-15 and 100 F4 fighter and interceptor aircraft. The debate
about the forrrpr one per c€nt cirp on defence spending often obscures
the reality that lapan's defence budget is exceeded only by the
suPelPowers.

There is also, of course, the continuing presence of significant
Soviet air and naval forces at Cam Ranh Bay. As the largest naval
facility outside the Soviet Union it provides the Soviet fleet with direct
access to the region. It underpins Soviet claims to a voice in regional
affairs and rcpresents a quite substantial capability in comparison with
regional maritime forces.

While none of these factors will necessarily directly threaten
regional security there aIe uncertainties within the region which could,
if not carefully controlled, generate concern. Tensions exist in the South
China Sea over possession of the Spratly Islands and the rights to exploit
seabed resources. Domestic insurgency and a disappointing economic
perforrnance continue to bedevil the Philipptnes. Perhaps most
importantly in shategic terms, the long-term future of US acoess to the
military facilities at Clark Airfield and Subic Bay rernains uncertain
pending the beginning of negotiations on continued US access to the
base beyond 1991.

The importance of the US presenc€ in the Asia/Pacific region
should not be understated. It relaEs not only to the ability to counter
Soviet forces there but more to the broader strategic stability it has
provided for rnany years.

Although we should not lose sight of the fact that the United
States has the capacity to play a pre-eminent role in Asia/Pacific affairs
for years to come, many counbies apprehend a fufure in which East-
West issues do not necessarily loom as large as they have in rccent time
for the United States in the regional cpntext.

kaders like Lee Kuan Yew fear that a withdrawal by the United
States from East Asia would precipitate a struggle between the great
powers of Asia for dominance in their region. They apprehend that if
the Pax Anrericana were to draw to a dose, Southeast Asia will become
again what it was before the coming of Albuquerque and the European
ascendency, the prize of great poweni from north and west Asia.

Other Asian leaders are publicly noting shifts in the regional
distribution of power. Malaysia's Defence Minister Tengku
Rithauddeeru for example, has expressed concern about the need to
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monitor the intentions behind tndia's naval build up and to be alert to
further developments.

Ttrese changed stsaEgic perspectives are having important
consequences. Th€ traditionally strong emphasis of rqgional powers on
ground forces is changing with the denelopment of rrcre balanced force
structures. There is inoeasing rccognition of both the potential value of
maritime areas and the importance to sectrrity of beirqg able to control
them.

Among the ASEAN countries, for example, Indonesia has
rccently taken delivery of four Harpoonquipped frigates and two mine
counternreasures vessels. Malaysia has announcad an agreement with
the United Kingdom worth more than $25 billion for a range of defence
equiprnent including anOberon dass subrnarine for crew familiarisation
and ASW training; has established a fleet air arm of sixWasp helicopters;
and is reported to be investigating wide ranging enhancernent of ib
maritime capabilities. Thailand took delivery last year of two U$built
Harpunquipped frigates and plans to acquire four Chinese liangtw
class frigates. Mine countermeasures vessels and locally constructed
ASW corvettes have also been given priority.

The concern of regional power to provide more flexibility and
depth to their defence with maritime forces is of cnnsiderable
significance to Australia. Not only does it change the characteristics of
regional defence forces but it has relevance to both preventing
interference by external powen in regional affairs and the protection of
shipping. It is in the latter areas that our security interests most closely
coincide with those of our neighbours.

The new maritime emphasis also has importance because it is in
that area of operations that we have substantial capabilities, many of
them in advance of our neighbours. We would be naive if we did not
acknowledge that our willingness to cooperate in rnaritinc tasks and to
contribute to the development of regional capabilities will be
fundarnental to our future standing in the region and our ability to
inlluence events there.

A most important means to that end is our membership of the
Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA). Signed in 1971 by
Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand and the United Kingdom,
the arrangernenb were originally designed to pnvide rcassurance to
Malaysia and Singapore in the wake of the British withdrawal from the
region.
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After a relatively dornunt period in the late 19Ds and early
1980s, the Five Power Defence Arrangements have now attained a
conEmporary rclevarrce which will see them continue as a mai)r vehide
for the promotion of security inErets we share with two quite
significant powers in Southeast Asia.

In the light of currcnt and porpective dranges in the regiory the
FPDA has renewed importance as N nnans of keeping Australian
intercsts engaged in Southeast Asla. More specifically, Australia's
involvement demonstsates our continuing support for the development
of the security capabilities of our neighbours. The Five Power Defence
Arrangenrents establish a framework which provides access and
opportunities for Australla to inlluence the regional strategic
environment. The Governrrcnt's approadr in rccent years has been to
pr€serve the underlying political framework of cooperatiory while
reshaping the actual content of that crcoperation to acrord with emerging
strategic trends in the region.

The rnaior changes involve the decision to deploy the advanced
F/A-18 aircraft to Malaysia and Singapone on a rotational basis for a
total of at least four months a year together with F-111 long-range strike
aircraft. This represents a substantial enhancement of the training value
of Five Power exercises to regional countsies who are themselves
moving to acquire nrore advanced aircraft.

These changes are now being complemented by the rotational
deployment of naval units to Southeast Asian waters. This initiative,
which was developed in consultation with Malaysia and Singapore, will
in effect provide a mapr RAN crombatant in that area on virtually a
continuous basis. Both the opportunities for, and the value of, combined
exercising and tsaining have increased markedly. The new emphasis on
maritime exercises and training should provide a firmer underpinning
of the Five Power Defence Arrangements, balancing the earlier reliance
on air defence for their practical substance.

This development is indicative of the prospects for increased
cooperation in the maritime sphere which we see in Southeast Asia.
Australia has for sorrn years been conducting extensive rnaritime
surveillance operations in the rcgion in support of its own and broader
Western security interests. Cooperation in this area is now becoming
increasingly attractive. We are maintaini4g a program of cpntinuous
rotational deployment of P-3C Onion long-range maritime patrol aircraft
through Butterworth. Malaysia's and our own sunreillance provides a
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valuable contribution to regional suleillance efforts by monitoring the
important sea-lanes of the South China Sea and Straits of Malacra.

In this context, I would also note our intention to begin modest
naval exercises with Thailand and welcome the continuation of naval

passage exercises with Indonesia. Further increased cooperati-on in the

maritihe area with Indonesia would clearly be in our mutual security
interests. It would reinforce the type of cooperative aPProach being
developed in other areas, such as the develoPment of the Joint
DeveloprnentTane in the Timor Sea.

Another important consequence of recent strategic

developmenb has been the breakdown of the baditional but in many

respecG artificial distinction which has been drawn betrreen Southeast

Asia and the South Pacific.
With the granting of independence to the island states of

Micronesia, the linkages between the smaller nations of the central and
southern Pacific are becoming increasingly obvious. The Federated

States of Micronesia and the Marshall Island are now formally members

of the South Pacific Forum. The Micronesian states r€main, however,

quite closely involved with the strategic balance in the northern Pacific
and East Asia.

At the sarne
increasingly to assert

time, the South Pacific states have begun
their national identity. They are moving to

establish wider and more mature relationships with countries hyond
their imnrediate colonial heritage.

These wider strategic dimensions have not gone unnoticed by
mapr external powers. The Soviet Union, China and fapan in particular
have demonstrated a concern to increase their access to and, where
appropriate, their Pres€nce in the region. Soviet moves to establish

fisheri-es agreements and diplomatic representation stand along side

greater l"p""use interest in regional development projects and the

satisfactory conclusion of a S-year multilateral fisheries agreernent

between the United States and the South Pacific Forum countries valued
at some $60 million. In purely military terms the gains maybe small but
the broader questions of influence and legitirnacy that are at stake

cannot be ignored.
The prospects of greater external involvement in the region have

also been enhanced with the law of the Sea convention and the rights
which it confers to the exploitation of marine and seabed resources. The

scope for the Pacific island states to achieve grcater economic prosperity
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has in the past been restricH by their extremely limited geographic
size. Maritime resources have opened new ecpnomic horizons.

The island crcuntries now have the right to exploit a major part
of the South PacifiCs Oc€an reeources with its rich stock of tuna and as

yet unknown potential for seaH mining. Kiribati, with a land area of
only 280 square miles, has an exdusive economic zone of 1.4 million
$quar€ miles - one of the largest in the world. What is ofbn forgotten is
that these opportunities can only be taken advantage of with the
assistance or involvement of larger external powers.

There are also in the South Pacific a number of sources of
domestic tension ernerging as the island states adiust their baditional
political and social framework to a wider international stage and the
economic competitiveness of the late twentieth oentury.

Dsputes over the future of New Caledonia produced some
violent incidents in early 1988, although more recently new approaches
to resolving the fundamental issues have emerged. In Fi[, the de facto
balance between traditional Fiiian political conbol and the increasing
economic wealth of the islands'substantial Indian community has been
dramatically disrupted by the military coups. As the subsequent
evidence of gun-running to Fiii and Vanuatu's earlier flirtation with
Libya made dear, there is incrcasing potential for external nations or
groups to meddle in regional affairs.

What is also clear is that the South Pacific is going through a
perid of transition; that it is no longer a quiet lake isolated from the
wider currents of international inlluence and competition in the Pacific;
and that there is considerable potential for external powerc to exploit
this situation by promoting divisions either domesticallyor between the
island states. A number of maior external powers are also going to be
involved more directly in regional affairs.

Australia needs to be able to support a stable and securc context
in which these changes can take place; to reinforce the ability of our
neighbours to manage their own affairs; to prevent foreign adventurism;
and to strengthen the cooperativeness which is one of the South PacifiCs
malrr attributes in rrreeting these challenges. We need to recognise that
economic security is of fundamental importance and that the security
and the ability of South Pacific nations to control their own affairs rests
squarcly on the rnaritinre environment.

As in Southeast Asia, these developments present important
challenges. Considerable sensitivity has arisen in the past over our
relative size and economic strength compared with our South Pacific
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neighbours. Well-inFntioned cautions over irKreased Libyal
involvement and Soviet fishing activities have led to accusations of
bullying and undue interference in the affairs of island nations.

We must be careful, however, not to draw the wrong lessons

from these reactions. We cannot, and should not, steP away from the

fact that Australia - and New Tialand - are mairr Powers in regional
terms. It is that which gives us the potential b rnake a significant
contribution to regional security in an ever mone cornplex and
demanding environment. What is required is that we be conscious of
our position, of what we can contribute, and that we use our capabilities
and inlluence with sensitivity.

While the Australian C'overnment has maintained active
defence relations with South Pacific countries for a number of years, it is
only quite recently that Australians generally have conre to appreciate
the rnagnihrde of the changes taking place there. In February 7987 I
announced that the Australian Government intended to give its defence
relations with the South Pacific the same priority it accorded to the
much older and rnore established defence relations with the countries of
Southeast Asia.

That announcernent has led to a number of mairr new initiatives
and to the strengthening and broadening of eisting activities.

Most significantly, in December 7987 the Government
concluded a new security commitnrent with Papua New Guinea,
bringing that arrangement into line with our existing commiEnent to
Malaysia and Singapore through the Five Power Defence Arrangements.
It has strengthened the defence relationship at a tinre when Papua New
Guinea is seeking to diversify its defence links and been complemented
by enhanced maritime surveillance cooperation through increased P-3

aircraft and naval deployments and the provision of additional patrol
boab to the PNG Defence Force. Proiecb for developing defencerelated
infrastructure and improving the tactical mobility of the PNG Defence

Force, including the possible provision of a rotary wing capability, will
similarly support Papua New Guinea's ability to provide for the security
of its own borders and sumounding maritime areas.

Elsewhere in the South Pacific, the rnain focus of our day-today
activities has been maritime surveillance. The aim is to enhance the
prospects br economic security in the region by developing a regional
network which will give island nations the ability to police their
Exclusive Economic Zones.
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The cenbepiec€ of this program has been the Pacific Patrol Boat
proiect. Under this propt, twelve 31.5 mete pabol boab and
appropriate support will be provided to seven South Pacific countries.
Alrcady six boab have been handed over. The sucress of the proiect is
now established beyond doubt. We will follow with great interest the
follow-up action to the first arr€st by a Pacific patrol boat the rccEnt
capture of a Taiwanese long-liner in Wesbrn Samoa's EEZ. The patrol
boat project is complemented by E annual P-3 rnaritirne surveillance
patrols by the Australian and New Zealand air forces, regular naval
deployments and a range of proicts rclevant to maritime operations.

Together these activities provide the day-today substance
which reinforces our commitment to the region while strengthening the
ability of South Pacific nations to manage their own affairs. Those
countries will continue to depend in the foreseeable future on the ability
of countries like Australia and NewZealand to provide the higher levels
of capability nec€ssary to supplement improving but generally small
regional forces and to assist the linkages between the efforts of
individual countries. To achieve this, our defence force will require
qualities such as range and endurancg the ability to respond quickly to
specific events, and the flexibility to carry out a range of tasks.

Should at any tirne in the future an external power seek to
pursue its interests in the South Pacific through the use of military force,
it is almost inevitable that Australia and New Zealand will be among the
first countries to whom the island nations turn. That is not a statement
of dependence but of proximity, of readily available higher defence
capabilities and of common strategic interests.

Our status as the prirnaqy defence partner of Papua New Guinea
and the Pacific Island countries is part of our constructive commitnrent
in the South Pacific. That commitment will from tine to time require
hard decisions for Aushalian governmenb. Through ib response to the
request for help from the Vanuatu Government in May 1988, this
Government has demonstrated it is prepared to take those difficult
decisions. That preparedness to match the rhetoric of our commitment
to regional security with firm action is important. One might questiory
in the presently changing strategic environment, whether the countries
of the South Pacific would feel as secune to pursue their present courses
and cooperative aims without it.

The essential underpinning of our ability to contribute to the
security of our region is that we are able to provide effectively for our
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own defence. Here again the ability to control the maritime
environment is a critical elernent in our defensive anay.

Otrr exEnsive sea and air approaches do offer considerable

stsategic advantages, partiorlarly against the possibility of mapr attack.

At the sanp time, those advantages arc only available while we have the
ability, first, to know what is going on in the maritine environment and,
s€@nd, to be able to contrrol activities there, or at least to deny an
adversary fieedom to exploit them against us.

We should not overlook the significant interests which we have,

and which could be placed at risk, in the maritime areas themselves.

There are offshore 
-islands 

and territories, including Cocrcs and

Christrnas Islands and a quiF large number of srnaller islands and reefs.

While the latter generally do not have intrinsic military significance,
they frequently provide the basis for daims to extensive maritime
resource areas. The recent Ensioru in the South China Sea show how
important possession of those offshore territories can be to the assertion

of influence and resource daims.
As Aushalia's experience with Bass Strait, the North West Shelf

Proiect and the Joint Development Zone in the Timor Sea highlight, the
seabed holds considerable energy resounces which are vital to our
economic strength. They rnay contribute substantially to energy self-

sufficiency or a[ bast insulate crcuntries against the possibility of energy

supplies being denied from sources elsewhere in the world. The recent

conflict in the Persian Gulf provided stark evidence of this possibility.
The protection of sealines of communication closer to home is

also an important priority. As a maritime trading natiory our economic
prosperity depends dircctly on international and coastal shipping and

any rnairr disruption of that trade would have serious consequenc€s.

The interdiction of shipping in open ocEan areas would require
surveillance and comprchensive resPonee capabilities beyond those
presently available in the region. There are, however, a number of key
focal areas stretching across the island chain to our north where
disruption could ocrur, even in lower levels of conflict. These include
the passages through the Indonesian Archipelago where both regional
countries and the rnapr powers could be expected to have a direct
interest. They also include passages and choke points around Papua
New Guinea and in the vicinity of the Solomon Islands and Vanuahr.

It is against this background of key strategic interests in the

maritime environment that Austsalia has developed its strategy of
defence.indepth. It is a sbategy which requires the Australian Hence
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Force (ADD b be able to operate effectively throughout our area of
ditu$ military interest It recognises ttc importance of being able to
conduct comprehensive intelligence gatheriry and suweillance-activities
across the depth and breadth of our maritime approaches; to be able to
carry out air and naval patrols b control developments there; and to
interdict hostile forces well forward of their inended targets.

. lmportantly, it is a stsabgy whidr gives Australia significant
oplgy for responding to wider security commitnpnb in support of our
neighbours.

The 1987 Defatce of Australie White paper laid down a
comprehensive array of capabilities which we are developing.t These
include a network of over-thehorizon radans, upgraded p-3long-range

Tltilirr," patrol aircraff air-to-air refuelling and the possible acquisiuon
of Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&O airiraft to
complement the sbike and interdiction capabilities of our F/A-lgs and
F-111s. The new construction submarine proiect is now well underway
and Australia is working with New Zealand tro define the capabilities
requircd in the ANzAc ship proiect. To complerpnt these maritime
activities we ane increasing the nnbility of our ground forc€s,
p{ncipally $ro1Sh the acquisition of the Blac*hautk heficopter, and
enlgncing their focus on operations in the shabgically important north
and northwest of Australia, including through the- establishment of
Northern C-ommand NORCOM).

In focussing on the dranges that have taken place in our
t-htgg" environment and the defence force capabilities we are
developing, it is not my inbntion to be alarmist 

-In 
many r€spects

Australia continues to enpy a favourable position. what we cannot
afford to do is to take it for granted. orr force structurc deveropment,
as outlined inlheDefnce of AustraliaTgST,dwprovide the capability to
cooperate with out regional security partrers to promote shared
strategic interests.

Thechallenge for the future is to be able to adjust and develop
our regional security commitsnents to an increasingly complo< and
demanding strategic environment. It is a challenge t 'rucn wiil place
great demands on our policies and capabilities but one which, if

TheHqr. ,Tra c of Anstnlie 1987, (A Whib Paper presented to
(Australian Government Publishing Serrdce,
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acromplished properly, willbe fundamental both b our standing in the
region and to our own national security in the longer term.- fire changrng natur€ of our region and the emphasis being
given to the direct defence of Australia require, at tt|e sanre tinre, a

renewal of our understandtrg of the significance of our alliancrs within
and oubide the Asia/Pacific region. I have referred alrcady to the
strengthening of the Five Power Defence Arrangements and our new
security commitment with Papua New Guinea. The direct importance
of our military alliance with the United States to these security
developmenb is not, however, always appreciated.- 

tooking to the future, Australia's defence posture will cpntinue

to be shaped by the fact that Ausbalia is a nrember of the western
community of nations. By virtue of our history, our ctrlture and the
traditionally expansive view Australians have taken of security issues,

this factor will continue to be a cornerstone of our national security
policies. It will continue to impart caution to our assessments of the

itrategic obiertives of the Soviet Union and a requirement that they be

assessed by deeds, noi words.
fo tnis extent our perspectives align with those of the NATO

countries, but in Australia's case there is an additional factor which is
unique. Put simply, in our region Australia may confront challenges or
threats to its interest that are unrelated to Western alliancn concerns.

This requires a degree of self-reliance in our defence Poshrre, an

imperative which is not matched in the European context. 
-- 

Over the last twenty years there have been some who have seen

an irreconcilable conflict between self-reliance and alliance. Argumenb
have been put that because allianCes cannot guarantee our security in all
circumstances, they should be abandoned in favour of a totally self-
reliant approach, best described as armed neutrality.

That approach is, and will continue to be, wrong. It is wrong
because of the broad interests Australia shares with the western
strategic community in the central global balance and avoidance of
superpower conflict. It is also wrong because Australia would be

unable to maintain a self-reliant defence posture adequate to the

demands of the Asia/Pacific shategic environment, without vigorous

alliances.
The argument that we should distinguish between our alliance

commitments and the direct defence of Australia has been fuelled
recently by signs of a new accommodation between the superpowers.
The agreement on intermediate range nuclear weapons and the
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announcement of cuts to Soviet conventional for,ces, reflecting an
increasing Soviet emphasis on economic reforms and influence rather
than military power, are undoubtedly promising. To suggest, however,
that these changes rnake our alliance commitnpnb less relevant is to
misunderstand their significance br Australia's sectrri$r interests.

The balance between the superpowers will continue to be the
rnapr global security oorrc€rn br sorne time to come. Any significant
breakdown in the shategic parity which now exists could have maitx
implications for us all, even if that came about as a result of
disarrnament rreasur€s. The need for arms conbol and disarrnament
agreements is all too clear, but there is also a need to ensure that
reductions do not lessen strategic stability and that there is crcnfidence in
the verification process. The irint Australian-Unid States defence
facilities at Pine Gap and Nurmngar, with their ability to monitor
nuclear testing and to provide early warning of Soviet missile launches,
are fundamental to this.

But it is also the changes closer to home that reinforce the value
of our relations with the United Sates. While for most military
purposes, there would be little advantage to the superpowers in
operating south of the mid-Pacific, the prospect of a steady
improvement in the range and sophistication of militaly capabilities in
the Pacific generally must be of concern to Australia and our
neighbours.

We will have an enhanced requirement for intelligence on
developments to have confidence ourselves in our ability to understand
the morc complex strategic environment in the Pacific in the future.

Against this background, the benefits which we derive from our
alliance arrangerrwnb with the United Sates will have greater, not
rcduced, significance. Intelligence exchanges, prefened customer status
in defence purchasing, actess to advanced military technology,
assurances of resupply, and training and exercises will continue to
rcinforce Australia's ability both to protect its own interests and to
contribute to regional security rmre generally.

In the past five years, the Aushalian Government has sought to
develop a sophisticated approach to our alliances. It is far from the
simplistic public debates of the 1960s and 1970s which focussed on the
likely point at which direct assistance might be provided and the
confidence we had in this occuning.

First, it is an approach which encompasses the totality of
contributions and commitnrents, both now and in contingent
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circumstances. We recognise that, while the substantial support we
rcceive ftom the United States makes self-reliance much more
practicable, we also contribute significantly both to America's own
global security interests and to the representation of Wetern strategic
interests within the region.

Second, we recrognise that the balance in, and strength of, any
alliance relationship relaEs not to the relative military capabilities of the
parties but to the different burdens each may be asked to bear. In this
context, Australia is fortunate in that unlike Western Europe, our
defence linkage with the United Sates does not require it to affirm its
willingness to risk nuclear annihilation to deter threats to our national
security. What we seek from the US - in peace, and if necessary in
conflict - is intelligence, technology, resupply and training.

The returns for the United States are similarly tangible, but do
not detract from and indeed reinforce the importance of Australia being
able to provide for its own defence and take an active role in regional
security cooperation.

The theme of this chapter has been one of significant change to
Australia's strategic environment. It emphasises that s€curity policy is
not simply about direct milihry threab, but the ability to manage
shategic developments in a way that reinforces our favourable strategic
outlook. The challenge for Australian goverrunents will be to continue
to delineate appropriate policies to further our national security interests
in this changing environment. It is not a situation that can be tackled
piecemeal but one which requires a comprehensive approach across all
elements of our security policy.

Australia's security policies, and our commitment to a self-
reliant defence postur€, must be seen within the context of an inter-
dependent set of international relationships and alliances. Without
those wider security links, self-reliance would be difficult, if not
impossible, to realise. Without enhanced self-reliance, our ability to
contribute to the wider interests of the Western strategic community and
to position ourselves to play a role in and to influence the changing
strategic environment I have described in the Asia/Pacific region,
would be greatly circumscribed.



CHAPTER 16

THE AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE FORCE:
CURRENT ISSUES AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

General Peter C. Gration

Introduction

In this volume, we are taking stock of Australia's current defence and
security circumstances in the light of our 20 years of European history.
In doing so, we are taking account of the impact on Ausbalia and on our
defence policies of the changing global and regional environment. The
pace of change in this environment is showing no signs of slowing and
this is certainly true of our own particular region.

Other contributors to this volume have referred to the
phenomenon that the Western Pacific is now the most dynamic
economic region of the world. Most regional countries in Southeast and
East Asia have experienced strong economic gfowth over the past two
decades and it is hard to be other than optimistic about the economic
outlook for the region.

Perhaps the greatest change in Australia's national thinking
during the past decade or so has been the spreading awareness of the
reality that, economically and strategically, we are part of the Western
Pacific region.

Nevertheless, it is a sobering thought for an Australian in our
Bicentennial year to recognise that |apan is already well past us in terms
of per capita income and that, if present trends continue, Singapore and
South Korea will likely follow suit by the end of the century. These
countries, along with Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesi4 have all
produced rcal economic growth rates well in excess of Australia's over
the last fifteen years or so.l

From the point of view of the Australian Defence Force (ADF), it
is timely that we should take this opportunity to take stock and to ass€ss
the maior issues confronting the Defence Force and the way in which
issues might develop and be handled in the future. This is not only

Departmmt of Tradg Surocy of lvlein Westa n Prcifrc Eanomies, (Australian
Cnvernment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1986), p.4.
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because of ongoing global and regional developments, but also because

the last two or three years have witnessed a very significant reshaping of
Australia's defence policies - perhaPs the rmst significant ever. The

prestigious international defence irurnal, Defnx I Foreign Affairs, in
devoting a special edition recently to Australia, has reftrred to this
perid of change as 'Australia's Defense Revolution'.2 l.et me say that I
believe we were overdue for this revolution.

During this 'defense rcvolution', there is a great requirement in
the ADF for the ability to think creatively and innovatively, as well as

for a certain preparedness to question conventional wisdom in the light
of changing ciranmstances. To some extent this requirement is contrary
to the normal approach of the military where old habits die hard and
there is a tendency to cling to traditional approaches to military
command, organisation and doctrine.

As Rommel once said, 'However praiseworthy it may be to
uphold tradition in the field of military ethics, it is to be resisted in the
field of military command'3 This is the distinction which must be

drawn between tradition in the sense that the military rnan is
courageous,loyal and disciplined, and tradition in the sense of adhering
to what rnay be regarded as customary. The former is commendablebut
the latter can frustrate progressive thought and innovation. We need

both these attributes in the ADF today but they are impeded by some

legacies of the recent past.

The Recent Past

The recent history of Australia's strategic and defence thinking has been
dominated by the socalled period of 'forward defence', which endured
into the early 1980s, the last manifestation of Ausbalia's 'forward
defence' policy arguably being our reaction to the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. There are rnany implications of this 'forward defence'
phase for the ADF of today but I will pick out only the main ones which
have lessons for the futurc.

First, the perid tended to stunt the growth of any original,
indigenous, military strategic thinking. Australia's military leaders

trained and practised the lessons of military art in coniunction with the
forces of rnapr allies against intemational rather than national threats.

'Australia's Defence Revolution', Dcfau A Fodgn Affiirs, (Vol XVL No.6), August
1988.
B.H. Liddell thrt (ed.), The Ronncl Pepas, (C-ollins, Lurdon, 1953), p.2(X.

z
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Second,'forward defence'produced no imperative to shift finm
the single Service emphasis in the Ausbalian orderof-battle. Separate
army, naval and air forces could be sent to senre overseas as part of
larger allied formatioru without necessarily relying on other Australian
forces for support. Under'forward defence', a higher priority was
placed on inEroperability with allies than on inbroperability between
our own Army, Navy and Air Force.

Third, there was no need during the 'forward defence'phase to
question the fact that our military infrastmcture was basically in the
southeast corner of the continent with only srnall and thinly spread
military outposb in the North and the West. Over-riding importance
was attached to the argument that we gained strategic security from our
main bases being located in the South.

This then is the legacy of the past which I am keen for the ADF
to shake off as we move towards the end of the twentieth century.
Perhaps we have to admit that the ADF has been slow to accept change
and Sir Arthur Tange may have been right whery addressing the
Australian Fabian Society in Melbourne in 1986, he stated that'you can
lead the military horse to waterbut you can't rnake it drink'.4

More specifically in that address, Sir Arthur questioned whether
the command power assigned to the Chief of the Defence Force under
amendments to the Defence Act ten years earlier had been properly
exercised. Now two years after that questiory I hope that Sir Arthur has
his answer, but more of that later.

Clearly we cannot think about the ADF in a vacuum. To be
effective, the defence planner must be cautious of conventional wisdom
and acknowledge the current and foreseeable strategic, politicd,
economic and social circumstances. Other contributors to this volume
will be analysing relevant issues but I would also like briefly to address
some factors, virtually assumptions, related to the current strategic
setting.

The Strategic Outlook

My baslc assumption is one of continuity and no catastrophic upheaval
in the global strategic balance. Deterrence should continue to work and
there should be no global war, conventional or nuclear, and no
disastrous collapse of the world or regional economic order. Current

Sir Arthur Tange,'On todiog Horses to Wated, Ttuyolta,Qournal of the Awhalian
Joint Serviccs Staff Gollege Associadon), (Vol.2, No.ll), 198545, pp.2l29.
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and foreseen Echnological dwelopments are tending to support the
deterrence policies of the west and this, along with the'new thinking'of
glasnost in the Soviet Union should creaE more stability at the global

level.
One can only gain confidence from assessments such as that

made by ceneral secretary Gorbachev to the 19th clrsu conference in
fune/Iuly 1988 tlrat the arms race had been hpproaching a critical
point', the Soviet Union's 'traditional political and social activity in
favour of peace and disarmamenfl had begun 'to lose its- power to

convince,, ind that ty not breaking the logic of such a dwelopment, it
was really possible to lnd up on the brink of military confrontation'.S

I-am rather less sanguine about the strategic outlook at a sub-

global or regional level, not so much in our own immediate region, but
elsewhere in the world. Over the past decade or so there has been a
discernible trend in some rcgions towards occasional outbursts of
opportunistic fighting, with the Gulf war as a extreme example. This

trbnd could increase with the growing scarcity of some resources,

widening disparity in wealth between the traves' and 'have-nots'
amongst nations, and the growth of conservative movements wishing to
resist ihange. I do not gain much encouragelrrcnt from facts such as that

South Asia in the 1975-1985 decade experienced the highest average

growth rate in military spending of any region in the world-5
For the longer term, I believe that we should also be concerned

about the relentleisly expanding world population. Ultimately,
population pressure could be a significant destabilising political and
strategic factor.

There are a number of implications of these developments for
Australia. While there is no reason to doubt our continued domestic

stability, there are the external uncertaintiesrsome of which I have noted,
which dictate that Australia should continue to invest in the insurance

policy of a strong defence force.
Australia's defence Policy is now clearly and unambiguously

one of defence self-reliance, Posited in the context of our formal alliance

with the united states and our ongoing regional commitrnents and
responsibilities. Our military strategy is focussed on the defence of
Au-stralia and our direct national interests and is based on the concept of

to the 19th CPSU Conferme', Sumiul, (Vol30,

_ No.5), pp.455-468.
6 US Ariri Conuol and Dsarmament Agency, lt{ulil Milibry F-xprilitures end Ams

Transfers 1982 (US Governmmt hinting Office, Washington, DC, Mardr l9E5), p.2'
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defence'indepth. We give emphasis to having forces ready to deal with
the defence contingencie which are more credible in the shorter term,
but we also maintain a basis for the expansion of the ADF to deal with
more substantial threats to Australia should they develop.

Interoperability with our mapr allies remains an important
consideration, and while we are developing forces primarily for our
own self-reliant defence, these forces ar€, and will be, militarily very
capable and well suited to operations further afield, with our friends
and allies, should the Ausbalian Government so decide.

After the Dibb Reuieu/ there werc criticisms that Australia's
defence policies were becoming insular in outlmk. The White Papers
and developments during 1988 show that this is not the case. There
should be little doubt that we are moving to a higher defunce profile in
the region.

We have increased RAN ship deployments to Southeast Asia
and reached agreernent with the Malaysians on the maintenance of an
RAAF and Army presenc€ in Butterworth. There has been a higher level
of ADF activity in the Southwest Pacific, particularly with regard to
defence cooperation and assistance with regional surveillance, including
more P-3C surveillance flights and patrols by RAN ships. The Pacific
Island Patrol Boats and other particular Defence Cooperation proierb
will require an ADF pres€nce on the ground in several island states for
nvmy yearc yet to provide ongoing advice and assistance. We are also
planning to form a special RAAF flight of Nomatl aircraft for periodic
deployment to different Southwest Pacific countries and to base another
unit of Army engineers in Papua New Guinea. ADF activities in the
region provide both a clear demonstration of Australia's preparedness
to conEibute to the maintenance of regional stability and a practical
illustration of the capabilities and effectiveness of the ADF.

The philosophy behind these regional activities is quite
sbaightforward. Australia now clearly recognises itself as part of a
region which embracas a large and vital part of the globe. Our own
security is vitally linked with regional security, and the capabilities we
develop in the ADF for the self-reliant defence of Australia will also be
able to contribute to regional security. As the Minister for Defence said

Paul Dibb, koktw q Austrdia's Defart &pbilitbs, (Aushalian Governmmt
Publishing Service, Canberra, 1!185).

The Hon. Kim C. Beadey, nu Dcfmcc of Austrdie I 987, (A White Paper presented to
Parliament on 19 Mardt 19ED, (Aushalian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, 196?.
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in a speech in Singapore in November 1987, 'Australia cannot be secure
in an insecure region'.9

Domestic Issues

Sonrc changes on the donestic scene are relevant to the current situation
and future prospects of the ADF. As rye saw recently with the visits of
Royal Navy and US Navy warships to Australia, there arc changing
values in some sections of the Australian community on nuclear and
environmental issues and these impact on community attitudes towards
defence matters. This will be particularly so with infrastructurc
developmenb, such as the Nav/s Ploi€rtd Fleet Base move to Jervis
Bay, which are perceived by sorne sections of the community to be
excessively threatening to the environrnent.

These trends higNight the importance of the ADF selling itself
to the Australian public and of demonstrating that we are providing
value for money. We are going to have to be rrpre rigorous than we

have been in the past in considering the badeoffs between nranPower,

capital investnrent and operational readiness. Looking to the future, I
anticipate that it will become even rrrore important for the ADF to be
what a previous Defence Minister called 'skilful, visible and useful' in
the eyes of the Australian public.lO

Force Shuctrue Considerations

This brings me to consideration of the force structure of the ADF.
Advice to the Government on 'the size of the Defence Force and the
balance within it' is an important responsibility of the Chief of the
Defence Force. This is a wideranging responsibility as thele are several
different facets to the concept of a talanced force'. These include, for
example, the balance between the logistic and combat elenrenb of the
ADF, the balance between ready forces and those for the expansion base,

and the overall balance between the maritime, air and land forces and
the elements within them. In the rrpst general terms, I believe the ADF
is reasonably well balanced at present in terms of the strategic conc€Pts

of The Defarce of Australia 7987 and I am not considering any
recommendations regarding rnaiJr changes to the size and shape of the

The Hon. Kim C. bdey,'Aushalian Perspecdves on Regional Security Issues',
(Addrs to the Ah.unni lnternadonal Sing We,19 Noveurber 1987),p'75.
The Hon. W. Morrison, 'The Challmge of Peace', Pacific Dcfarcc RcPTtcr, Auguet

t
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1975,p.7.
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Defence Force. However, there are sorne problem areas and I will come
to them shortly.

The D$atce of Archalia 1987 dealt with force stmchue issues in
considerable detail. Because large items of capital equipment,
particularly ships, aircraft and subrnarines, have a life of up to 25 years
or rnre, many mairr elements of the force structure atr now defined for
well inb the rrext century. However, the need for continued restsaint on
defe-nce expenditure has meant that we must keep our priorities for
implementing the plans in the 1987 White Paper under constant review.
This does not necessarily mean that there are parts of those plans which
may not be achieved, but rather that we may have to wait rather longer
before some items of capital equiprnent are introduced into service.

In reviewing the current and planned force structure of the
ADF, the emphasis on rnaritime capabilities and our ability to exercise
conhol in the sea-air gap is immediately apparent. Our force structure
priorities comprise the new Tier 2 surface combatants (the ANZAC
ships), the new submarines, and capabilities to provide enhanced
maritirne and air surveillanc€ of the sea-air gap. Our long-range
maritime strike capabilities have been markedly improved in recent
years with three t)?es of aircraft (the P-3C, F-111 and Hornetl all capable
of launching the Hawoon missile.

On land we are focussing on the characteristics required for
operations in northern Australia of rrnbility, range and endurance, as
well as on the ability to concentrate firepower. Arnry tacticat mobility
will be much improved with the introduction into service of the
BlacJ&auk helicopter. Another important element will be the new,
wheeled light armoured fighting vehicles for the 2nd Cavalry Regiment
which is to be based in Darwin for operations across northern Australia.

As a general propooitiory most of the capabilities that we would
rcquirc for higher level conflict ar€ now in the force-in-being, albeit in
embryonic form. Some, mainly naval and air capabilities, already
provide significant combat capability, but other malor ADF capabilities
provide iust an expansion base. The Army has the required rnix of
capabilities on which to build with the special forces, helicopter-borne
forces, parachute forces, light infantry and rrrechanised and armoured
forces.

This is not to argue that therc are no gaps in our present
capabilities. someare planned for introduction in the current Five Year
Defence Program (FYDP). These include grcatly improved air
surveillance capabilities (through both over-the-horizon radar facilities
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and Airborne Early Warning and Control aircraft), battlefield
sunreillance equipnrcnt for the Army, secure tactical and strategic
communications, several proicts aimed at greatly improving our mine
counterrneasures force, and the npdification of Boeing 7M aircratt to
provide in-flight rcfuelling for the Hornet aircraft.

Ther€ remain other capabilities not curently programmed but
for which studies are in hand. These include:

r I helicopter support ship for getting significant
numbers of helicopters to sea. This capability would
prirnarily be for support of the Army and is a deficiency
which was highlighted during our Planning for possible

evacuation operations in Fiji.
r I possible successor to the current Macchi trainer

aircraft to provide both a lead-in-fighter for advanced
training before pilob move on to the Hornet and F-111

and to provide maritime and dose air support in the
less hostile air environment expected in some credible
contingencies.

r I maritime patrol aircraft, smaller and less
sophisticated than the P-3C, to bear the brunt of the
surveillance task which could be expected in our
maritime approaches in shorter term contingencies.
Such an airoaft would be optimised for operations in
the two hundred mile zone, allowing the P-3C to
operate further afield. It may be possible also for this
aircraft to have some capability to operate over land in
cooperation with our land surveillance forces, as well as

with naval patrols.
r I second underway replenishnrcnt ship, supplementing

HMAS Succas, to provide logistic suPPort for the 'two
oc€an'Naty.

o Sonre rationalisation of the current air transport force
which could lead to both an improved strategic and
tactical air lift capability and to a replacenrent for the
cunent Caribou optimised to provide the mobility and
fledbility which could be required in operations in
northern Australia.
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As well as these pos$ible new proposals, some existing mair
capabilities reach their end of life before the year 2000. We need to
consider how to fill ttre gap they will leave. These include the DDGs,
HMAS Staluat, the larger RAN survey ships, and the Army's light
helicopters and fixed wing aircrafl

The fact that rnany mapr items of the force stmcturc are now
identified for some years herrce does not mean that we have stopd
looking for new and befter solutions to our defence problems.
Technological change in military weapon and sensor systems continues
to gallop ahead. Between the ADF and the Defence Science and
Technology Organisation (DSTO), we monitor these developments
closely. We now have an organisation and procedures in place in
HQADF to think beyond the force development proposals already in the
pipeline and consider longer term options for different ADF capabilities.

With this force development work in HQADR we ar€ taking a
truly pint perspective. This will overcome the problems which may
have occurred in the past whereby single Services expended tirre and
resources on proposals which were not going to be sucressful in the pint
arena, or alternatively, sonre i)int proposals may not have been worked
on because they were not high on the priorities of any one single Service.
This latter situation would typically be the case with capabilities which
are operated by one Service mainly for the benefit of another. Examples
could indude some of the specific items I mentioned earlier, such as the
helicopter support ship and the light rnaritime pabol aircraft.

Infrastmcture

Our new focus on the self-reliant defence of Australia and our direct
interests requires that we should think differently about the strategic
location of our forces. Consequently we are achieving a greater strategic
spread in our military infrastructure with more ADF units to be based in
the north and the west, rather than in the southeast as they have been
hitherto. We are in effect moving the centre of gravity of the ADF
northwards.

RAAF Curtin, south of Detby in northwest Australia, is now
open as a bare base, and 75 Squadron is operational fi.om RrLUl Tinilal
with Hornet aircraft. Plans are well advanced for the constmction of an
airfield oubide Weipa on the Cape York Peninsula. This will crcmplete
the chain of air bases across northern Australia which are capable of
sustaining operations by the full range of RAAF aircraft.
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The 2rd Cavalry Reginent will rmve from Sydney to Darwin
by the end of 1992 and we are exploring other options for increasing the
pnesence of our land forces in the North, induding the possible
relocation of a Brigade in the longer term. The Army's three Regional
Force Surveillance Units are being consolidabd in recognition of the
vital role these unib would fulfil in low level conllicL

On the Naval side additional patrol boats have been npved to
Cairns and Darwin during 1988. We are investigating options for the
establishment of a modest operating base for patrol boats in the
northwest to shorten the tinc taken for these vessels to come on task
from existing bases. This will complenrent the excellent facilities being

developed at HMAS Stirling, near Fremantle, as part of the 'two ocean

NaW policy which is another key element in adrieving a wider strategic
spread of our military assets.

Obviously these plans will be costly and will take time to
implement. I am very conscious of the need for economy with
infrastruchrre developments. For example, we rnay have reached the

stage where any new military bases in the North should be ADF rather

than single Service base. Similarly, we must be hard-nosed about
disposing of under utilised military establishments in the southeast of
the continent as the ADF spreads more north and west.

There is scope for rnore innovative thinking about ADF support
arrangements, including planning for the greater use of civil tesources,

both rnanpower and material, in support of the military. Another
change which we are already pursuing is the expanded use of tri-Service
training establishments for trades cornmon to all three Services, such as

driving, cooking and some technical trades. This could lead in tirne to a
more integrated support system across the ADF.

Towards an Integrated Force

The development of effective command and conhol arrangements for
the three Services acting pintly has been a key objective. This has
continued the trend which began back in 1975 when, for the first time,
my then predecessor was given formal cpmmand authority over the
single Service Chiefs of Staff. Australian armed forces have served with
credit in seven wars since Federation and the Australian colonies
contributed to several before Federation but so far the ADF has never
served as an integrated force in conflict.
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When I took over as Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) in 1987,
mudr had already been done to develop the ADF into a force with the
Services pr€pard b operate Fintly, and b provide a suitable command
and control system. However, much was still to be done. There were
three operational commanders in the field, each owing some
responsibility for operational rnatErs to the Chief of Staff of his Service,
and sometimes only 'lip service' befu€ paid to the operational
responsibilities of the CDF. There was poEntial for confusion over the
responsibility for crcnhol of the total bat0e in an arca of operations.

To overcome this situatio& the Chiefs of Staff remain as my
principal military advisers, but are no longer in the chain of command
for the control of military operations. The three new Joint Force
Commanders are directly responsible to nr for operational matters.

Arrangenrents are also in place which provide, in higher level
operations, for an operational level comrnander, the Commander foint
Forces Ausbalia (CIFA), to be responsible directly to me, located away
from C-anberra, and commanding the three |oint Force Commanders.
These arrangements will be incorporated in Exercis* Kangarn 89.

In the longer term, we nury move to a situation where the three
foint Force Commanders are collocated with the Commander Joint
Forces Australia, possibly at an existing rnapr ADF base, such as RAAF
Williamtown or RANAS Nor;lrra. This would reflect also the longer term
need to move large military headquarters and installations out of the
central areas of larger capital cities, especially Sydney.

I see the role of the CDF and that of HQADF to be properly at
the strategic level. Much of the CDFs time and effort will be direcEd
'upwards' advising Government and participating in strategic decision-
making including such matters as bidding for national resources. The
CDF should provide overall military direction of a conflict and is the
channel through which Government decisions are implemented. He
should not be involved at the operational level of conflict.

Readiness

I want now to look at the operational readiness of the ADF to give some
indication of what is expected of the Defence Force and what it can do.
Readiness, of cource, is a function of many factors, such as equiprrcnt
holdings, serviceability and levels of rnanfrwer and haining. together
with sustainability, readiness cnnstitutes a mairr element of the overall
prcparedness of the ADF.
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Clearly, there is a resourc€ cost involved with readiness. It is
expensive in terms of maintenance and operating costs to hold units at a
high state of readiness and you should not do more than is necessary.

The general requirement for the ADF is to rnaintain only enough
forces at high readiness to deal with peacetinre tasks and credible low
level contingencies. The tasks involved could be associated with, in
peacetime, search and rescue, bomb threab, disaster relief, threats or
acts of terrorism, the need to evacuate Australian citizens from foreign
countries where civil disorder has broken out, pa.rticular types of
surveillance and intelligence missions, and tIN peacekeeping
operations.

In low level conflict, the operations involved would extend to
the protection of vital assets, offshore installations, shipping, remote
seftlements and other targets in northern Australia, as well as our
offshore territories, limited air defence, and maritime and air
surveillance and pahol of the sea-air gap.

Even with these tasks, we need to be conscious of the concept of
warning. The peacetime tasks I nrentioned could arise virtually without
warning and the ADF needs to be able to respond accordingly. On the
other hand, some warning tirre could be expected even for the
operations associated with low level conflict. There is no C'overnment
requirement at present to sustain larger scale forces, such as 1 Division
as a whole, at higher levels of readiness.

The types of forces which should be and are held at high
readiness include the SAS Regiment and the Operational Deployment
Force (ODF) with its Tactical Air Support Force and its naval logistic
support force. Recent practical illustrations of the resPonse capability
available from these elements include the deployment to evacuate
Australian citizens after the political disturbances in Fiii, and the

preparedness to do so on Vanuatu.
We also need to maintain some of the ADF elements capable of

strategic intelligence and maritirre surveillance and patrol operations at
higher readiness. These include the P-3C force, F-111 aircraft and
surface combatants and submarines of the RAN. My assessment is that
the ADF is well prepared for this function. The forces concerned are
ready and they are sustainable.

Also, as part of the higher readiness comPonent of the ADE we
need appropriate command and control arrangements. These include
the headquarters at the strategic and operational levels which can
handle peacetime requirements and the early stages of operational
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deployments in a perid of tension or conflict, and can be readily
brought up to strength if required.

There are some problem areas with readiness. First, I am
concerned about the capacity of our logistic system to support the
operational elenrnb which ale required b be at the higher states of
readiness. It is obviously unsound to hold combat forces at short notice
to move if the logistic system is too inflexiblg cumbersome or incapable
to match that notice. It may be that the balance here is not quite right.

Second, there is the vexed question of stockholdings,
particularly of ammunition and spare parts. There is a careful balance to
be struck betweery on the one hand, wasting resources by holding
unnecessarily large inventories of expensive stores and, on the other
hand, holding too liftle and being caught short.

Finally, there is the need to ensure that ADF activity rates in
peacetime are matched carefully with readiness-related training and
with the generation and maintenance of expansion-base skills. This is
important not only to provide job satisfaction but to generate the
experience and expertise essential to our long term professionalism.
There is scope here for greater understanding of the relationship
between activity rates, operational readiness and force expansion.

To overcome these problem areas, the Secretary of the
Deparhnent of Defence and I have commissioned rnaFr reviews of
stockholding policy and operational readiness. The resulb are still
being considered but they clearly have led to a better understanding of
the issues involved.

However, the fundamental point remains that in thinking about
the readiness of the ADF we must think in terms of 'ready for what?'
What dernands could be placed on the ADF tomorrow, next week, next
month, or some years hence? Obviously it is the credible 'tomorrow' or
'next week' demands which must have priority for readiness resourc€s,
but at the sarrre time we must not forget that it is the more distant
requirements in time which could be the most serious.

Reserves

This dirussion of readiness leads me to say something about the role of
the Reserves and their potential in terms of tt e AOfs"ability to respond
in contingent circumstances.

It is firm Government poliry that planning for the defence of
Australia should include greater use of Reserve personnel. This is not
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just in the sense of an ogansion base but also as integral elements of our
ability to respond b shorter term contingencies. New callout
legislation is in place to ensue that thb is a r€alistic couue.

We no longer look at ttte Regulars and the Resenes as separate
Forces, but are integrating the Resenres into a single Total Force
optimised for its ability O respord to credible northern contingencies.

The Resenres should be seen as carrying a l,arger share of the
overall defence task. They have a maix role to play in ensuring that the
ADF is able to npve srrnothly to the higher rates of effort which would
be associated with a perid of defence emergency or crcnflict. In some
cases, Reserve units will have a vital role of their own to fulfil, such as

vital asset protectiory logistic support, regional surveillance and
clearance diving. In other cases, Reserve pemonnel will round out
Regular units. We have paid too little attention to this in the past,
perhaps as a qonsequenc€ of not fully recognising the implications of a
self-reliant defence poshrre.

One consequence of giving the Reserves a more central role in
the real and immediate defence problems of the country is that we need
to provide Reserve unib with equipnrent for operations rather than for
home training as at present. This will be costly and iudgement will be
needed on the ratie at which it can be achieved. On the personnel side, I
believe there is even mor€ scope for making use of former regular ADF
personnel in the Reserve Forces both to strengthen the Reserves and to
continue to draw on the former Regulars' hard won knowledge and
experience.

Personnel Issues

During my term in office as CDF, I have devoted a high priority to
personnel issues and will continue to do so. The cenhal issues ane ones
of attracting and retaining numbers of personnel of high calibre and of
ensuring that they are trained to the necessary standards. Well bained,
professional servicemen and women are the corner-stone of a defence
force and it is essential that we rnaintain their rrprale and motivation.

Increased personnel turnover is a current issue but it should
become of less concern in the fuhrre as we adiust to some of the factors
involved. The present situation is the result of several factors - external
ones, including the state of the ecnnomy, market forces, recruiting
patterns of the past and changes in society; and internal ones, including
irritants such as inadequate pay and rnanagement practices. The
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irritants can and should be fixed, but generally we must change sonre
long established practices b adapt b the external factors.

Changrng social values are obviously relevant. The attitude of a
military wife to her husband's car€er is differ€nt to what it was when I
was a young officer. Two incomd and 'two careey' families are now
commonplace. The modern military wife is also much less willing to
subiugate herself to her husband's career, and to follow him without
complaint from posting to posting.

There is also the increasing trend towards a more pb mobile
society. I suspect that rnany young officers are less inclined these days
to see the ADF as a long term carcer. These officers are generally better
educated than their predecessors, and certainly morc technologically
competent. Theyhave experienced throughout their lives the full rate of
technological change and undenstandably see their skills as military
professionals as mol€ transportable to the civil sector than they were
hitherto. This could have a serious impact on the higher comrnand if
those with the better poEntial rnove on while the mediocre rcmain.
Lateral recmihnent of other than a few specialists still does not seem a
realistic option for the ADF.

We must ensure that a military caneier retains its initial attraction
for a young officer through his or her formative yeans. As the recent
report from the Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
$CFADD on Pqsnnel Wastage in the Atstralian D$nce Force pointed
out, C-anberra postings are not generally seen as athactive.ll An active
program of devolution of ADF positions away from Canberra is under
way, but we must also ensure that the remaining irbs in alead Office'
are seen as purposeful and rewarding.

Most of these issues were addressed in the ICFADT report. That
was a timely and constmctive review and many of its recommendations
werc already on our agenda. The greatest value of the Report may lie
not so much in any specific recomnrendation but in the incentive it
provides for action at all levels.

Within the ADF, we have established the post of Assistant Chief
of the Defence Force - Personnel within HQADF to oversee the
implementation of the JCFADT recommendations and to develop,
coordinate and oversee ADF personnel policies. This may lead in turn

rr Joint Committee onloreign Affairs, Defelre and Tradg prrlrllmel Wrctegc in tlu
Austmlim Dcfaw Forca Rcprt arul Rlr;rllllnwulatiots, (Australian Government
Pnblishing Service, Canberra, November 1988), p.389.
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to some restructuring and redistsibution of responsibilities for personnel

policies within the Departnrent of Defence and the Defence Force.' 
There are other personnel initiatives on hand. These include

attempts to relocate numPower away from the Headquarters and Service

Offic€s in Canberra, as well as action to ease the salary compression

which makes middle and higher rnanagenrent positions in the ADF
relatively less attractive.

bn tt e credit side, I have been particularly pleased with the way
the new Defence Housing Authority is developing. There is now clear

monrentum with the acquisition and upgrading of housing for ADF
personnel and, given an adequate level and nature of funding for the

Authority, I feel confident that over the next few years housing will
recede as a contentious personnel issue.

Senior Officer Development

I would now like to tum to the issue of how we PrePare our senior

officers for higher command. In contrast with our past military
experience where our forc€s have normally t"-*{-ln{e1 the strategic,

and sometimes even the operational comrnand of allied forces, we now
give priority in our defence planning to situations where Aushalian
command will prevail at all levels'

This means that we should be giving even closer attention than
we have hitherto to the development of our senior officers. It also

means that we should think about the ongoing relevance of the overseas

higher level defence colleges now providing training for our-p1o1pectiv9

s"iiot military leaders. These colleges, such as the Royal College of
Defence Studies in the UK, the US Army War College and the National
Defence Colleges of India and Canada, continue to serve us well.
However, the uaining they provide, while undoubtedly of much value,

is not necessarily well tuned to our specific Australian requirements.
I believe there is scope for an Australian National Defence

College to focus on regional issues. Besides the Aushalian members, the
student body should include senior officers from regional countries, as

well as from our more traditional allies, together with a significant
number of civilians from both the public sector and from the private
sector.
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Conclusion

Needless to say, as Chief of the Defence Force, I am sensitive to
criticisms of the Force, its personnel or its capabilities. I hope that I have
put sorne of the usual criticisms to rest, particularly with regard to how
we are reacting to the need for change. The ADF is not run down. We
have, and are acquiring, capabitties very relevant b Australia's current
and foreseeable strategic circumstances. We are certainly not standing
still. Change was overdue in some of our defence thinking, both inside
and outside the Defence Forc€, and that change is now occurring.

We in the ADF have had to take a very hard look at how we go
about our business. Changes to our command and control
arrangements and steps towards a more integrated, pint Service
approach to operational issues were well overdue. Other areas such as
intelligence arrangernents need some attention.

Budgetary restraints are producing considerable strains as we
aftempt each year to do more with mudr the same resouroes.
Investment property has priority as we update and modernise the
Defence Forc€, but this must be kept in balance with adequate numbers
of well trained people and an activity rate which will sustain the
necessary readiness levels. We have been forced to look very hard at
priorities and at ways and means of achieving efficiencies by doing our
business better, particularly in the logistics area.

The tradeoffs between operational readines and long term
invesfrnent were not well understood until comparatively recently. On
the one hand, maintaining high levels of readiness is very expensive and
reduces the resources available for investnrnt. On the other hand, we
must keep particular elements of the ADF at higher readiness to deal
with peacetime emergencies or contingencies that crould crop up at short
notice. We must also maintain our professional military standards and
keep abreast of stateof-the'art conventional warfare.

We arc moving towards a leaner and more streamlined ADF.
The 'teeth to tail' ratio will be improved with as much commonality as
possible between the Services and a reduction in the number of military
positions in Canbena. Some traditional methods of organisation and
administration in the ADF need to be questioned. This could lead to
further rationalisation of HQADF and the Service Offices and help in
ensuring that all military positions in Canberra have appropriate status
and responsibility. Again there will be indirect benefits in terms of
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motivation, morale ancl retention rates. Hopefully' positions in
Canberra will be held in higher esteern.

There has certainly been a 'defence revolution' in Australia in
recent years and in the AbF we have made much progress, although
there ii still some way b go. Overall the ADF has respondd well to the
requirement for change. 

-The 
Defence Force is working hard and well

within the limits of constrained nesources. Ttrere are pnoblems but we
are solving thern in new and innovative ways aPPropriate to our
strategic ciicumstances. I look forward to the future with considerable

confidence. Ausbalians can feel proud of their Defence Force and be

confident that they arc getting value for money.



CHAPTER 17

AN ALTERNATIVE DEFENCE POSTURE FOR
AUSTRALIA

Graeme Cheeseman

The publication in March 79f37 of the Government's policy information
paper, entitled The Defmce of Aushalia 7987,r rqresented an important
and, for nuny, a long overdue step in the recent evolution of Australia's
defence policy. While our defunce planners had known from the early
1970s that Aushalia had to be responsible for its own defencn, they had
been unable to agree upon an appropriate strategy and an associated
military force structure to accomplish this task. As Paul Dibb noted in
his 1986 Reuieu of Australia's Det'ence &Wbiliti6, this failure was due in
large part to the inability of the civilians and militaly within the Defence
establishment to agree on the level of thrcat against which the
Australian Defence Force (ADF) should be structured. The Department
of Defence considered that the ADF should be shuchrred primarily to
meet low level threats to Australia's security whereas the Services
argued that the basic structure that would be requircd in war should be
largely in place in peacetirne and that low level contingencies be met
from resources located within this structure.2 The inability to resolve
these fundamental differences left Australia's planning process in limbo
and made defence policy-making both incoherent and difficult to
conbol.

The 1987 Defence White Paper, and the Dibb Rarieu, on which it
was based, filled this planning vacuum byproviding a basic strategy for
the defence of Australia, guidelines on the defence force structures and
capabilities that were needed to carry out this new strategy of 'defence.
indepth', and a concerted and ordered program for acquiring and
developing the requisite capabilities. Although there were some minor
complaints over detail, the new defence strategy and the proposed

IhgH*. Kim C. Beaden nu Deferce of Attstrelb7987, (A WhiE Paper presented to
Parliament on 19 Mardr 1987), (Australian Government Publistring Sendce,
Canberra,1987).
Paul Dibb, koiru of Attstrelb's Deferue Capnflitirs, (Australian Government
Publishing Sendce, Canberra, 19E6).
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acquisition program were well rcceived by the official Defence

community and outside observers alike.
The broad support for the 1987 White Paper, especially from

within the Defence establishment itself, should not be surprising. In
addition to providing clearer guidance to our defence planners and
policy makers, the White Paper also confirmed, and provided a rationale
for the continuation of, certain fundamental features that have
characterised the developrnent of Australia's defence force structure
since at least the end of the Second World War. These include
Australia's desire to maintain a close relationship with its 'great and

powerful friends', a continuing emPhasis on a military approSh to the

iolution of security problems and, most importantly, our preference for
advanced weapons and support systems.

This chapter argues that these basic assumptions, or at least the
import that is curently attached to them by Australia's policy makers,

are decreasingly tenable in light of the changes in our shategic

circumstances, and that they are contributing to a numhr of problems

and deficiencies in our Present force Posture which, if allowed to
continued unchecked, will serve to undermine its future effectiveness.

The first half of this chapter describes these problems and
deficiencies in some detail and concludes that Australia needs to either
modify or change aspects of our current defence force posture and its
underlying assumptions. The chapter then examines the concept of non-

offensive defence as a possible alternative and whether and how it
might be applied to Australia's case.

THE CONTRADICTIONS AND DILEMMAS ASSOCIATED WITH
AUSTRATIA'S CURRENT FORCE POSTT'RE

A. The strategy is very expensive and will become increasingly
difficult to sustain.

Australia's new defence policy requires that its armed forces have the
capacity to respond effectively to, and defeat, any challenge to our
sovereignty that arises within Australia's area of direct miliAry interest.

This area includes the Aushalian mainland, its territories and proximate
oc€an areas, Indoneia, Papua New Guinea, New 7*aland and 'other
nearby countries of the South-West Pacific'.3 It cpvers some 35 million

3 Xim kadey,Tlu Dclarcc of Austrdie 7987,p2.
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square kilometr,es or around 10 per cent of the earth's surface. In order
to meet this obiective, the Australian Defence Force (ADE) is expected,
as a matter of priority, to develop and maintain the capacity to detect
and track potential adversaries within the whole of the area of direct
military interest and be able to confront them with a comprehensive
aray of military capabilities. These capabilities are to be directly
supported by advanced communications, command and control systems
and by an independent logistics support structure.

The C'overnment recognised that the cost of implementing its
new strategy across the whole of its area of direct military interest and
against all levels of threat would be prohibitive. It sought to reduce this
cost by narrowing the focus and extent of Australia's military response
options in accordance with an assessment of our existing and likely
foreseen strategic circumstances. This has led it to concentrate its initial
defence efforts on the sea and air gap to the north and northwest of the
Australian mainland and to give priority to being able to respond
effectively to so-called 'credible' levels of conflict. These are defined
solely in terms of existing regional military capabilities and are divided
into two basic types: low level crcnflict and escalated low level conflict.4
The first type would be perpetrated by localised or irregular forces and
could be sustained over a protracted period. Escalated low level conflict
would see the introduction of regular military forces and capabilities. It
would thus pose a greater military threat to Australia but would have
onty limited sustainability.

In spib of these planning constraints, the implerrrentation of the
White Paper strategy will continue to be an expensive and difficult
exercise, in part because even the more restricted area of operations of
the ADF remains very large but also, and rmre importantly, because of
Australia's crcntinuing preference for staFof-theart weapons and
support systerns. While, as argued by the Departnent of Defence, the
selective use of nrodern weapons and support technologies may provide
'the only real solution to many aspects of defending our vast continent
and our interests in surrounding maritime areas',s overseas experience
has shown that the cost of seeking to remain close to the leading edge of
military technology is increasing and can be prohibitive even for states
of the first rank.6

bu of Austmlb' s Dcfucc @bilitbs, pp.52-54.
q Kim Beaden Tlu Dcfcttcc of Austmlb 7987, p3l.
6 S€e Franklin C Spinney, Defansr FacE $ Ulc: Tlu PlaslRaltty Misttutch, (WeeMew

Press, Boulder, Coloradq 1985).
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The difficulty of financing Austsalia's new strategy is already
becoming apparent. While the White Paper was not forthcoming on
either the cost of ic proposals or anticipated budget outlays for the
perid of its implementatiory it is generally acknowledged that they
were very simiLar to those contained in th€ Dibb R@ie@. That document
assumed a three per c€nt real growth in defence spending for each
successive year of the 198G91 Five Year Defence Program (FYDP), and
additional expenditure of at least $1300 million on capital equipment
alone over the five years immediaEly beyond the FYDP.7 To date the
budget outlays for defence have fallen short of this guidance Oy two per
cent in 19ffi7, four per cent in 1987{8 and 25 per cent in 1988-89 or
around $550 million in then-year figure) and has led to decisions to
implement some programs more slowly and to defer others either
beyond the FYDP or, in the case of lower priority items, indefinitely.S

In recognition of the current and likely future straitened
financial circumstances, the Minister for Defence has begun to argue that
the proposals contained in the White Paper could be funded by'careful
marurgement of the budget' and from savings achieved from making the
Defence establishment more efficient.9 The initial target of this economy
drive has been the goverrlmentowned arrnanrents and other defence
production establishments. Over the past few years, there has been a

mapr rationalisation and restructuring of the Office of Defence
Production (ODP), with the Williamstown Dockyard being sold to a
private consortium, the Government Aircraft Factories being formed
into a goverrunentowned but privately-run company (entitled
Aerospace Technologies of Australia Pty Ltd), wholesale convercion of
plant and equipment, and significant overall reductions in staff. In
March 1989, the ODP itself will be forrrrcd into an independent
goverrunent-owned company, Australian Defence Industries (ADD Pty
Ltd. Similar changes are taking place within the Defence Logistics
Organisation, which is presently the subiect of a number of internal
organisational and efficiency reviews.

These changes are expected to provide for an annual saving of
some $200 to $300 millioo which would be diverted into the capital
investrnent component of the defence program. This level of savings is

cc &pb itit bs, pp.76i24.u C,eneral Peter Gration, Unchecked Criticism Potendally Damaging', Tlu Atsttelbn
_ (Dcfucc Supplctnctttl,7 Octob€r 1988, p.5.
9 S€e, for example, Kim Beadey, Horsril (Hott* { Rtw*tttatius), 22 Mardt 198&

p.1110.
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likely to be difficult to sustain, for, as Derek Woolner has argued, not
only must newly-won efficiencies be maintained, Grch year additional
efficiencies or cost savings must be identified and introduced. Such a
task becomes increasingly difficult especially if the cost of implementing
the strategy also rises, which appears to be happening in this case. In
the time that has passed since the preparation of the Dibb Reolezo, the
estimated cost of a number of rnaix proiects, sudr as ttre linihlu over-
the-horizon-radar system, the light pahol f.ig"tu, Army's Proiect
Paralcet, and the submarine proiect, has either increased or is under
review and will probably be increased.l0 These cost pressures on the
Defence budget are likely to grow in the future as the cost of traditional
weapons plafforms and associated software and support systems
increases. They will be compounded by certain problems associated
with Australia's equipment acquisition processes. These were identified
by the Committee of Public Accounts 1986 inquiry into Defence project
rurnagement and the 1987 Cross Report onThe Managmtmt of Australia's
Defence. They include poor cost estimating by the Department of
Defence (due primarily to projert nunagers underestimating their initial
proiect costs either out of ignorance or in order to facilitate approval and
inclusion in the FYDP), the over-specification of initial requirements (so.
called'gold-plating'), and inadequate rneans of controlling post{ontract
cost increases.ll

A further obirtive of the reforms is to make the ODP and its
production facilities morc conunercially cnmpetitive in order to tap into
the international arms market. In a recent mairr policy shift, C-abinet
approved, in May 1988, new guidelines for the export of defence
materiel. These policy guidelines affirmed goverrunent support for
defence exports and introduced a number of measures designed to
encourage and facilitate greaEr overseas sales of locally-produced
goods.l2 Most of the policy initiatives were adopted from the 1986

t1

Derek Woolner, Tlu Rmrtu $ Austmlb's Dcfctrcc Capbiliths, (lcgisladve Research
Service Bagic_Paper Nmber E, Departurent of the Pailiammtary iibrary, Canberra,
79117), pp.9-13. See also evidence presented to the Senate Estimates C6mmittee D,
Hansrd (ScruE ,10 Ocrober 198E.
Parliament of the c-ommonwealth of Austsalia, Joint Gommittee of Public Accounb,
Rafuru of_hfaw Prcjcct fulenegaunl Voluttu 7, (AusUalian Government Rrblishing
9gui*, Canberra 1!}86); and Parliament of the C-ommonwealth of Austalia, foinl
C-ommittee on Foreign Affairs, Defene and Trade, Tlu Meugarcnt of Ausialie,s
Dctcrru, (Ausqalian C,overnment Publishing Service, Canberra, 1987), chipter Z.
See Graesre Cheeseuran, Tlp Attsfielien Arms Trufu: Pette'zrs, policbs entt ptospcts,
(Working,Paper No.45, Peace Research Cenhe, Ausbalian National Univeisity,
Canberra, t988).
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Reoieu, $ Austratia's Defance Eryorb anil D$atce Inilustry.by Robert

Cooksey, which claimed-that Australia could double its existing level of

defence exports (estimated to be worth some $250 million per year) in

three to five years.r3 This extra revenue would be used to offset the cost

of providingindigenous supply and support to the ADF and to reduce

the amount-of tne detrence budget that is spent overseas.l4
The Cooksey estimates asisume, however, that Australia would

have liftle trouble tipping into the international arms trade. While this

assumption may havebeen reasonable in the past, itis now questionable

in lighi of the cirat gut that are taking place within the arms trade itself'

Recent surveys hav-e shown that,like Australia, an increasing number of

countries atl lookit g to use defence exPorts to offset domestic

expenditure on defence, or to subsidise the development-of llcal defence

industry, or to reduce foreign expenditure or foreign debt,. T$s has led

to an increase in the number of suppliers and a diversification in the

kinds of weapons and support systems that are being made available.ls

This growth in-the number of suppliers, combined with a

decline in deriand for arms since the mid-1980s, has produced a 'buyers

market' where prospective customers are able to demand, and are

getting, package-deais involving concessions on prices, e{end.d credit,

6ffsetJ and aciess to production facilities or associatd technologies

through such mechanisms as collabrative ventures and licensing or co-

produ-ction agreements. Under these circumstances, and in view of our
ielatively small and unsophisticated defence industry, it will b. Y"ty
difficultior Australia to capture new markets or significantly expand- its

defence exports. This is ueginning to be recognised by Defence, which is

now talking abut fitling hiches' in the arms market rather than

wholesale increases.l6

usfielia's D{crct Erryoils and Dcfencc httlustry'
(Ausualian C,ovenment PuUliihing Service, Canberra, 1985), p3'

14 itu G"tE, The Defnu of Ausvdb 7957, p.87. See also Minister for Defmce Kim

Beazlev. Hinsrd Hdu* of itcprcstrbtiocsl, 1-9 Mardr l%7, p'l097'
15 S*, fol'"t"-pt", I"*" ilolin, Tlu C-oneiliotul Arms T-redc: !*tq"r;t: F.a"P,

(working raper No.lz, Peace Research €mbe Australian Mtional uryY9r"t!y.,
Canben;, 1963); and tr4ictrael T. Klarg The Arms Trade and the Third World:
Chansing Patterns in the 1980s', Curttttt Affuirc Bt rrzth, Febru".y l?ry, W'l!:4'^^-16 tn 

" 
idnt interrriew with the Inrernelional Det"''o Raiat, (Volume Tql19gn'

lpJ4l-16a6, Defmce Minister ge4"y stated that ,il y_ou look at the pattern.of
i{ustralian exports, the sucessful new 

- 
ventures 

-have 
resulted from the

establishment 6f niches. The Europeans and the Aurericans are our competitorsin
the overall defmce sector. Orr potintiat is mudr more specialised - for example the
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Any potential rehrrns from increased arms sales will also have
to be rneasurd against the cosb of establishi4g new armaments
indusfies and continuing to support them between contracts or in times
of low demand. Two important longer-term 'costs' to Defence of
seeking to become a mapr arms exporter - and ones which could serve
to undermine the future viability of our new strategy - are the transfer,
either directly or via a third party, of Australian defence seqeb to
potential adversaries, and the inceasing competition within the broader
market place for appropriately skilled personnel. The application of
high technology solutions to Aushalia's defence problems assurnes that
the ADF will have suitably qualified people who will be able to maintain
our advanced weapons and support systems and operate them to their
full capacity. Evidence presented to the 1988 Parliamentary inquiry into
personnel wastage from the Services indicates that the Australian
Defence Force is already having trouble attracting and retaining certain
categories of operating and maintenanc€ bades as well as specialist
engineers, pilots and other officer appoinhnents.lT As Australla's
population begins to age and its industry as a whole continues to
modernise its plant and equipment, the competition for the skilled
component of the workforce will increase and the Defence Forces will
find it more difficult (and costly) to man and operate its forces.

In spite of these difficulties, the Minister and his Deparfinent
seem determined to implement the proposals contained in the White
Paper. An important and potentially more serious concern is that the
effort of seeking to finance a mapr modernisation and restructuring
program from a shrinking or, at best, static resource base is likely to
prove to be counteqproductive. As described by both Dibb and the
report of the Ioint Committee of Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade on
The Management of Australia's Defancz, a continuing disparity between
anticipated and actual budget outlays will result in the deferral or
cancellation of some proiects, reductions in the scope of others, and
continuing cuts in operating and personnel expenses. These changes in
turn disrupt defence planning, waste managerial effort and resources,
and contribute to misunderstandings and tensions between civilian and

Fairey muzde velocity indicator for whidr a quite large international deurand is
beginning to develoy'.rl Parliament of the Comnonwealth of Ausbalia, Ioint C-ommittee on Foreign Affain,
Defence and Trade, Parrruul Wastege h tlu Australian Defarcc Fore - Rqort arul
Recomnerubliotrs, (Australian C,overnmmt Publishing Service, C-anberra, November
1988), drapter 2.
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Service elements within the Defence establishment. According to the
DibbRoieun

This contribubs to a community perception, fostered by
predictable media over-r€action, that our Defence Force is

iacking critical items of equipmmt ard is ill-prepared. Over
time, these rneasunes acrumul,aE. Priorities become distorted
and inefficiencies in the use of public funds become more
likelY'18

The Deparbnent of Defence argues that these deficiencies and

problems are accePtable in view of Australia's relatively benign strategic

lnvironment. Under these circqmstanc€s, the argument go€s, therc is
little harm in reducing the operational readiness of sne elements of the
ADFand using the savings to help fund the capital investment segment
of the defence program. While this argument rnay hold in theory, in
practice we are already seeing that the costs of supporting the capital

investsnent program aie being born by all elements of Australia's force-

in-being, nol ;u1t those units and capabilities being retained to meet

higher level and therefore more distant contingencies. (The rcstraints
imposed by the 1988-89 budget, for example,led the At*y to rnake a 10

per cent across-the-board cut in its field activitie).- 
The Departmenfs algument also ignores the fact that the lead-

time for developing operationally rudy personnel and forces can be as

long as ttrat requird to purchase capital equipmenf and that the current
resource/cost squeeze is likely to continue and will probablyget worse.
Under these ciicumstances, the dilemmas and problems facing our
defence planners will compound and, as the Dibb Reuiav warned, could
eventualy undermine the effectiveness of the ADF and erode both
public and professional mnfidence in Australia's capacity to defend

itself. tnitial-evidence for this kind of erosion can be seen in the cunent
and on-going difficulties of sustaining our long-range maritime
surveillance iapability; in the problems of raising at short notice a

contingent forie to rescue Australian nationals from Fiii; in the

continuing reductions in steaming and training times; in the depletion of
certain categories of ammunition and stock; in the continuing loss of
personnel from the Services and the declining morale of both civilian
lnd military defence personnel; and in Australia's growing rcliance on
the United States for certain forms of non<ombat support.

eCtPbilitbs,PJ6l'
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An important example of this last problem is the logistic
support for the ADF. Under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
on Logistic Support, which was initially signed by the two countries in
1980 and renegotiated in 19&5, the United States has agreed to provide
Australia with a range of goods and services in peacetime, including
weapons systenu and equipments, sparc parts, munitions, ammunition
and explosives, test equipment, baining and repair services. Paragraph
10 of the MOU also provides that:

Subiect to its laws and regulations and the exigencies of war, the
United States will continue to provide logistic support rnateriel
and services [of the kind described abovel ... to Australia during
periods of international tension or in circumstances of armed
conflict involving either or both parties.l9

As Gary Brown has argued, the MOU forms a central
component in Australia's operational logistics support system since it is
seen to guarantee us access to a range of materiel in times of emergency
and thus 'alleviates' the need for us to stockpile those items.20 Brown
warns, howwer, that provision of future assistance under the MOU is
heavilyqualified and commits the United States to nothing which it may
not want to do at the time. The promise of the MOU is 'implicit only
and not explicif concludes Brown, and '[t]hose who assert more than
this do so on the basis that we should trust the Unitd States to keep its
word, though in fact Washington has given no word it would be bound
to keep'.2l

B. The strategy is uraking Australia overly reliant on the United
States.

The provision of logistic support is also an example of a second set of
contradictions and dilemrnas that are associated with Australia's new
defence policy and which stem from the tension between our continuing
defence relationship with the United States and Australia's quest for
greater self-reliance in defence matters. Uke the 1976 White paper
before it, the 1987 White Paper makes it clear that Australia needs to be

US Ntienu: TIu C';lse Agehst, (Working Paper

N".ISZ Sqategic- and Defence Shrdies C.entre Ausralian National Univemity,
Canberra, Septeurber 1987), p.7.

?9 l(smBr:aAey)Tlu Defarccol Anstatia t987,p.4.27 Gary Brown, Tlu INZUS AUierrcc:TtuC,ai Ageirct,p.9.
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more self-reliant in defence rnatters. We can no longer count on

receiving direct military assistance from our principal 41y, Td we now

have to be able to defend ourcelve against virtually all levels of threat.

The concept of self-reliance that is described in the 1987 White Paper,

however, is rather different from that of its predecessor. Under the
current approach, Australia is no longer seeking to develop an

independent and self-reliant defence poshrre; rather our caPacity to

defend ourselves now seerE dqendai uwn ouf continuing defence

relationship with the United States.22 In his introduction to the 1987

white Paper, for example, the Minister for Defence emphasises that
,defence s-elf-reliance does not mean self-sufficienq/, that it 'must be set

firmly within the framework of our alliances and regional a,ssociations',

and ihat the support Australia derives from these relationships 'makes

self-reliance achiwabld.B Such a position not only rePresents a

contradiction in terms; it also has the potential to distort and eventually
undermine Australia's defence Posture.

The support derived from our defence relationship- with the

United States includes access to military and support technologies,

training opportunities for the ADF, access to military and_ political
intelligence, and the provision of logistic and other forms of suPPort.

This sirpport is seen ai indispensable for the development of Australia's

new force posture. As the DibbRet)ielt) argued:

Materiel acquisition and support from the United States

continues to be considerable, reflecting our efforb to maintain a
clear technological advantage. Notwithstanding our desire for
increased self-ieliance, we cannot hope to be able to meet all of
our defence needs locally, and the technology transfer
associated with these acquisitions benefits Australian industry.
Also, through important defence science cooperative
arrangements, we have access to new technologies that can

make a unique contribution to the defensibility of our
continent.24

@sing thc 7987 Austreliafl Defare_Whiu Pqer in tlu
Ltsht of Donestic Politicet tna lliealnflucnus ot tlu obicctiu of Defucc-Self-Relbnce,

fWottioe paper No.l52, Stratesic and Defence Studies C-enbe Australian National(Working Paper No.152, Strategic and Defence Studies C-€nbe, Awl
University, Canberra, Mardr 1988).
Kirr Beazley, Tle Defauc of Ausrrdb 7987, PYl. tr, eurphasis added.
Paul Dibb i<miao o1 .eusnaie's Dcfcna Cepbilitbs' p.46.

23
24
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The assistance provided by the United SAtes also playa an
important and increasing role in rnaintaining the operational
effectiveness of our military forces in times of enrergency or war.
According to the Dibb Reoieu, for example, acress to Anrerican
intelligence resources contribute to 'the potential effectiveness of our
forces in circumstances of combaf, and '[w]e have logistics
anangements with the United State that provide us with some
assuranc€ that in a time of conflict military supplies would continue to
be available'.2s The 1987 White Paper refeatJthis view but in far less
qualified terms:

Our agreements with the United States also provide for the
supply of munitions and equipment in an emergency, allaiating
the need for large-scale stockpiling by the ADF ... [and] US
intelligence and logistic support would markedly enhance our
operational effectiveness.25

It also adds that in order to'facilitate mutual assistance in war
or emergencyr our forces will continue to develop their interoperability
with those of the United States'.

From the point of view of Australia's defence, our continuing
and growing links with the United SAtes pose a number of cosb and
constraints which need to be weighed against the'practical benefits'that
are dutifully listed in official policy documents. They serve to reinforce
our preference for stateof-the'art weapons and support equipment, and
encourage the adoption of American doctrinal and equipment solutions
to Australian problems. They can distort our exercise rhedules2T and
could involve our armed forces in provocative exercises or activities that
could exacerbate international or regional tension and increase the
possibility of arrrred conJlict. They enforce the mistaken belief that
Australia will receive direct militaryassistance in the event of a military
conflict with a third party. As evidenced by our experience over the

Ibid., emphasts added
Kim Beadey, Tlu Dcfarcc of Austmlb 7987,p.4t emphasis added
C'ary Brown notes that of the 42 exercis€s onduc{ed by the ADF in 19E5-65, 35
(ccting a total of $75 million) were conducted with foreign (primarily United Stat€)
defmcr forcrs, and over half of these took place outdde Australia's area of direct
military interest. Gtiog the fact that some of the exercises involved ASW operations
against nudear-powered submarines, Brown conduded that not only do ANZUS
demands impce 'distortions on the priortisation of ADF exercisingf, they also affect
the capabilities that are exercised. See Gary Brown, 7lz ANZUS Alliorce: Tttc Clirr
Ageinst, p.13.

z,
26
27
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implementation of the COCOM guidelines,2E they serve to constrain our
equiprrcnt and capability decisions in certain areas. And they can
impose on us inappropriaE and ofen unnecessary operational
requirements or standards. This last consbaint was recognised by the
Dibb Rerim,, which argued thah

... standardisation with allies can lead us bwards the acquisition
of equipment better suited to NATO conditions than our own.
Standardisation of weapons and equipments urith our allies is
not necessarily consistent with defence self-reliance. Acrount
must be taken of local supportability and compatibility with our
civilian infrastructure.29

C. The strategy will be dilficult to inplement and may be
vulnerable to certain high and low-level threats.

As described earlier, Australia's declared area of direct military interest
is enormous and incorporates a range of nation states and teritories.
Any attempt to exercise military control over such an alea in peacetime,
or rrlore particularly in times of tension or undeclared hostilities, will
involve a host of political, legal and practical difficulties which will
serve to complicate our response options and undermine the deterrent

Prohibited Exports) Reguladons of the Customs
Act, Australian Companies cannot exPort socalled dual-purpce 8oo&- thceitems
and tectrnologies thit have been developed ln response to commercid needs but
have the potentiat to be used either as componmts of milltary equipmmt q for the
development or production of military syst€rrs - without gov€rnmetrt ap,proval
The itehs subiect to these export controls are the same as those promulgated by the
US dominated Gmrdinating Committe€ on Multilateral Export _C-onbols (or
COCOM) whidr omprises aii NATO countsieg (except lceland) and fapan' Under
pressure from local industsy sources who consider that COCOIv{ acts_primarily as a

iartel to protect the buslness inbests of if mesrber strtes, the Deparhmt of
Defence is currently onducting an inquiry inb the impact of the COCOIv{
guidelines on Austialia's defence indusby and its export potmtial ('Asc6slng
Impact of Controls', C-linbc'nt Tittus,75 August 19EE, p.4). Even if the drral-purpooe
legislation was abandoned, whidr seenrs hfgNy unlikely, Australian defmce
manufachuers reurain conshained by the further requireurent to seek United States
approval for the export of items whidr contain Amedcan originated comPonerts
and teclnolosies.

29 Paul Dibb, Fhctoof Austratie'sDcfaw &pbilitits,p.57. An example of this kind of
conshaint is the area of ommunications seoritv (CONUSEC) and radiation emisdon
control from elecEonic eqr"ripmmts (sacalled TEMPEST). The adoption of rdevant
US COMSEC and TEMPEST standards places a severe restriction on what can be
purchased acrw the whole of C3l specinrm and has a significant impact on unit
prices of equipmenl It also ties Austsalia into purdrasing American eourc€d
materiel and associated hardware and software updates.
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effect of our defence posture. Ttrcse dilemmas will be compounded by
the fact that rnany of Ausbalia's prirnary force elenrenb, sudr as
submarines, F-111 aircraft and guided missile destsoyers, are
inappropriate for combating saboteun and other political or quasi-
military threab.

It is not at all certain, nxlreover, that the pr€sent posfure
provides a fully effective nreans of dealing with dl forms of aggression
or threat. Our continuing preference for high technology solutions to
our defence problems together with the increasing cost of nrodern
weapons and support systems rneans that we can only afford to
purchase a srnall number of each tlpe of item. The relatively small size
of our defence inventory together with our limited combat
sustainability and highly centralised communications, comrnand and
control systems makes Australia's defence stnrcture vulnerable to a pre
emptive strike, coercion by a nuclear-arnred adversary, and defeat in
detail by a similarly armed but better prepared adversary.

In the case of low-level qcnflict, Ross Babbage has argued, with
some iustificatiory that the layered defences that constitute Australia's
proposd defensive system would not be able to prevent infiltration by a
determined adversary and more importantly, attempts to do so could
be selfdefeating. Acrording to Babbage h campaign of low-level
harassrnents and raids against northern and ofbhore Ausbalia (and
possibly PNG) would ormpel the Deferrce Force to operate around the
clock to detect, intercept, identify and possibly an€st or attack potential
intruders across the vast o(panses of northern Australia and its
approaches.30 Over time, the effectiveness of Australia's defence forces
would decline and the physical and political costs of seeking to cnunter
the threat would rise. This could lead to sections of the community
questioning the desirability of remaining firm over the issues in dispute
and increasing pressure on the Australian Governnrent to negotiate with
the adversary. Babbage further argued, again with iustification, that a
strategy of denial and escalation (which he daimed Dibb was actually
advocating, and which c.haracterises the 1987 White Paper/s revised
defence strategy) would suffer similar problems:

If used in response to low level contingencies ... [heavy bomber
and submarine attacks on an adversaq/s horre bases and

b Rtprt,(Working Paper No.llQ Stsategic and
Defence Studies Csrtse Austsalian National Univerdty, 

-C.anberra, 
eugus[ tm01,

P.l1.
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supply linesl could encourage ttre large scale involvement of a
hostile maix Power in our imnndiaE region and raise the
prospect of the opponenfs unity arul resilience being
strengttrened and low level raids and harassments continuing
regardless for an indeterminate period.3l

Babbage's solution to tlrese problems was b incorporate into
Australia's defence posture a 'series of flexible resPonse options that
have strong potential for forcing an oPPonent to sue for peace quickly
but which would not seriously risk an escalation of the conflict nor
provide strong incentives for hostile Poweni to rush to our opponenfs
issistance'.32 

- Thee options could include the mining of ports and

harbours, the provision of military assistance to dissident grouPs within
the adversaryts own country, and the use of special forces to conduct
clandestine operations against the adversar5/s armed forces, ruling elites
and civilian infrastructure. APart from the fact that no Australian
Government would be able to admit publidy that it was countenancing
such responses, it is difficult to see why an adversary would view them

any diffirently from those advocated by the White Paper. [n this sense

at ieast, the strategy of leverage is simply a milder form of the strategy
of escalation and so would be subiect to the same kinds of problems and
restraints.

The question of appropriate response options raises the rnore

general concern that Ausbalia's new strategy, or at least those elements

of it concerned with proiecting military Power into our region of
interest, may actually decrease our national security by setting in train
forces which serve io undermine our Presently stable and relatively
benign strategic environment. Although largely defensive in outlook,
Australia's evolving defence poshrre will contain significant force

elements which could be used to attack or thrcaten to attack the
homelands of countries in Australia's area of direct military interest or
even, as the 1987 White Paper makes clear, beyond.lXl While such

capabilities may make sense from a purely military point of view -
although this has been the subiect of sorrc debatda - they are likely also
to increase mutual suspicion and tension within our region, stimulate a

Ibill.,p.l9.
rbu..
See Kim Beadey, Tlu Defarcc of Austnlia 7987, p.6.
See Andrew Mack, ffie. Vcrsus Oftna: ni OW RcVort anil its Criti6, (Wo-rldng

Paper No.l4, Peace Res€ardl Cenbe, Australian National University, Canberra,
September 1986).

3l
32
33
A
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build-up of similar military capabilities and, in times of crisis, rury even
provoke other rcgional powers into attacking Australia. These broader
political and security implications bnd to be ignored by our defunce
planners, and yet they can have a profound effuct on our strategic
circurnstances and on the task of ensuring Australia's security.

D. The strateggr and itc response opdons rre divorced from
reality.

The failure to take into account the possible negatirre consequences of
offensive weapons and capabilities is not the only, nor perhaps the most
crucial, area where there is a dislocation between defence planning and
its broader political and strategic context. When examining Aushalia's
current defence frosture, one is struck by the mismatch between our
existing military capabilities and our threat environment. Australia's
defence capabilities are already very significant by regional standards,
and they are curently being enhanced. Yet both the White Paper and
the earlier Dibb Raieu rnade it dear that Australia is one of the most
secure countries in the world. It faces no identifiable direct military
threat, nor is it likely to for at least the foreseeable future, and it would
take at least 10 years and massive external support for a regional power
to develop the capacity to threaten us with substantial assault.3S

The disctepancy between Australia's threat environnrent and its
military capacity is also evident when we compare Australia's
prospective defence force structure with the qrpes of threats we are

iudged most likely to be confronted by. Official guidance states on the
one hand, that fuhrre military threab to our security - if they occur at all
- will probably be carried out by localised irregular forces using
urrconventional tactics such as sabotage, armed harassrrrent and guerilla
warfare. On the other hand, Australia's defence forces are being
equipped with modern weapons platforms and associated support
systems, such as the F/A-18 combat aircraft and guided missile
destroyers, and arebeing organised and bained to conduct conventional
military operations against similarly armed adversaries. It is also

55 Paul Dibb, Rcoic:iD of Austnlie's Dcfuw &pbilitbs, p.l. This view, moreover, is
consistmt with the findings and conclusions of Austsalia's official guidance
docummts for at least the pagt 15 years (see Departrrent of Defence submission,
(ey Eleurenb ln the Trimnial Reviews of StrategiCGuidane Since l9{5', to the 1987
Crm inquiry, in foint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Submissions and
Inorporated Documurb, Horsrlril, 17 February 1982 pp.S3@18).
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apparent in the way the Defence Departnrent has drosen to use
contingency a*sessments to facilitate defence planning.

Contingencies are important because they provide the link
between theory and practice. The strategy of 'denial' or 'self-reliance-
may provide a conceptual framework for Australia's force stmcture
needs and priorities, but decisions on what we should buy or develop
first have also b be qualified by what Dibb descriH astonsiderations
of the levels of conflict that are oeilible now and for the foreseeable
futute', as well as 'the time that would be available to develop our
defences in response to possibilities for higher levels of conflict'.35 The
problem is that the so<alled 'credible' levels of conllict are defined
exclusively in terms of military capabilitie that can be found within
Australia's region of interest. No attempt is rnade to take intro account
possible motivations or intentions, or even the political pteconditions
for the conflict scenarios that have been identified as 'credible'. And yet,
as Tony Godfrey-Smith has concluded from his analysis of low level
military conflicts that have octurred since the end of the Second World
War, these kinds of considerations can be crucial.3T The use of
contingencies based on extant capabilities could lead us to structurc and
plan for the wrong kind of conflict. It also serves to encourage the
action-reaction component of the arrns race dynamic and so, if adopted
by other countries in the rggoru crculd lead to a further build-up of
anns.

Sonre oontinuing mismatch between Australia's defence
capabilities and its threat environnrnt is inevitable and probably
necessary given that we need military forces to cover future and
unforeseen exigencies. According to the 1987 White Paper, Australia's
strategic circumstances ane characterised by a range of uncertainties
such as the economic and political problems facing the Philippines, and
the build-up of Soviet naval capabilities in the Pacific, which have the
potential to undermine regional stability. Prudent defence policies must
'insur€ against the[se] uncertainties ... and the risk that they could result
in direct military pr€ssure or attack on Australia'.38 While the need to

e Qpabilitb, P.52, mrPhasis added.37 Tony Godfrey-hiih, bo but ?n\i"t'A^tAgrrr.cfts enil-Austmlien Dcfaw Policy,
(Caiberra Pipem on Strategy and i)efmce No.3, Suategic and Defme Shrdies
C-enbe, Austrilian National University, C.anberra, 1985). S€e als W.B' Pritdtett,
The Dibb Report Strategy and Force Structurd, (Paper presented b the Australian
Fabian Sodety, C-onferene qr Augtsalia's Defence,2-3 August 1986).

38 Kim kdey,-Tlu Dcfaw S Arstrelia 7987, p23.
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develop and rnaintain some kind of military furcrs b provide for our
security in time of emergency or war is accepted, it is questionable
whether'uncertaintie' in our sbategic environment - especially the tyrye
that are identified in the Whib Paper - provide sufficient iustification for
the kind of force postur€ that is being developed.

In summary, then, Australia's new defence posture is probably
too expensive to implement fully, it will be increasingly difficult to
sustain in peacetime, and may not be effective against certain low and
high level threab. It is too rernoved from strategic reality, gives little
thought or credence to non-military neans of influencing our future
security environment, and contains within it the potential to undermine
rather than enhance regional (and hence Australia's own) security. The
impact of these deficiencies is relatively contained at present but is likely
to grow rapidly in the future as the effect of the contradictions and self-
defeating tendencies of the current approach begins to accumulate.

Sone of the deficiencies of the present postule are probably an
inevitable consequenc€ of the enduring factors in our national security
equation. These include the absence of an identifiable threat, our unique
and in nuny respects difficult geo-strategic circumstances, and our
relatively limited population and financial base. But they are
compounded by certain other features of Ausbalia's defence postur€
which are largely self-imposed and so can be altered or changed in ways
that either remove or amelioraE the difficulties they @use. These latter
features include the preference of the deferrce establishment, or at least
key elements within it, for traditional conventional military structures
and stateof-the'art weapons and technologies, the desire to be able to
extend our military reach well beyond our own shores and into our
surounding region, and our determination to maintain our traditional
contacts and exchanges with our principal ally. In searching for more
effective ways of providing for Australia's future defence requirements,
we need to go beyond the external factors that tend to dominate
deparfrnental thinking on the subiect, and critically examine these
underlying issues as well.

THE CONCEPT OF NON-OFFENSIVE DEFENCE

One possible nrcans of resolving at least some of the dilemmas and
deficiencie just described is to adopt a non-offtnsive defence posture.
The notion of nonoffensive or non-provocative defence has recently re
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emerged as part of the strategic debate of the 1980s.39 While the concept

itserls not new, its context is. Non-offensive defence is seen by its
advocates as providing a means of overcoming the dilemmas and

dangers posed by the system of extended deterrence and of providing a
way to- move towaids an international political t-Itlq"t which

emptasises common security above the sovereignty of individual nation

stafes.ao While interest in the concept has Ended to be focused on its
application to the superpower csnflict in Europe, sonre Australian
res-earchers have argued that the concEpt or its underlpng principles
could be applied here, normally, but not exclusively, as part of a more

general move towards the adoption of a neubal or non-aligned foreign

PolicY.al
Non-offensive defence systems exhibit two basic features. First,

as the name itself implies, they are defensive in nature. This means that
non-offensive defence postures do not contain the rneans to attack or
threaten to attack other states. Force structures are made purely
defensive by restricting the range and strategic mobility of individual
force elements, deliberately omitting offensive militrary comPonents -

such as long-range missiles, bombers or aircraft carriers - from the

overall structure, or by linking mobile units to stationary networks
thereby effectively immobilising the whole force structure.42 These

kinds of constraints can be applied voluntarily, or they could be

implemented as part of a series of formal cooPqatioe security

atr"nge.ents between adversaries or Pobntial adversarie.l'3 Faced by

b S?elr:gic Stttilbs, Militaty^Technology -oril
Interrurtfial Rctaliotts, Macrrillan Pr€s/lnternational Institute for Strategic Studies,
London, 1987), chapter 17.

40 See, for example, biorn Moller, C-omnstt Security end Mil\ry PoSturc, (Centre for
Peace and Cohnia Research, University of Copmhagen, Cope'rhagen, 19EZ); and

C,eoffrey Wiseman,'Common Security and Non-hovocative Defene: Altenative
Approa'ches to the becurity Dileurma','(MPhil Theis, oxford University' Oxford' 25

April 1988).
47 nitpt s,r--y, 'An Awbalian Alternative Defmce Slt+g)t Fr-om Swords and

Sp&rs to Shi6lds and Snares', tuial Altcrnotius, (VoL6, No.2), 1982 pp26%; arrd
David Martin, AnudNatmlity for Australb, (Dnrnmon4 Melboume t9&4)'

42 See Bprn Moller, 'A Non-Ofieirsive Maritime.shategy for the Nor^dic.Area: Some

Itelirninary ldeas" (Paper presented to The Alternadve Defense working Group,

Boston Ma'ssachusetts, 
'9 

February l%7), p.8, For a discuseion of defensive and
offensive systems, see Wilheln Agfell,-'Offmsive Versus Defmsive: Urultry
Stsategy and Alternadve Defence', I*rzrtl 4 Puc forrrrrdq Nol.24, No'l), 196Z

PP'71E5.
43 31in Windass and Eric Crove, Tlu Crucible of Peecc: Cotnron 9;ctt'ity in Eutopc,

(Brasse/s Defence Publishers, london, l9EE), pp.l0'll'
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purely defensive forces, the rationd opponent who has no aggresive
intentions of his own need rnake no military rcsponee at all. Non-
offensive defence strategies therefore reduce the grounds for arms races
and provide the basis for establishing a stable balance of power at a
much lower level of arms. Because they are non-threatening, non-
offensive strategies also reduce the risk of uninEnded or inadvertent
warby reducing the incentives fora pre+mptive attack.

The second basic feature of non-offensive defence poshrres is
that they seek to provide an efftctive and crcdible defence against
blatant aggression or an unpremeditated attack. The proponenb of the
concept recognise that there are situations where a state rnay be
confronted by an irrational or aggressive adversary. They therefore seek
to provide an effective means of deterring, and if necessary, defuating
such an adversary. This generally means making the forces of the
defence hard to attack and difficult to defeat, and expensive to invade or
ocrupy. In satisfying these obirtives, non-offensive defence strategies
seek to exploit new defensive technologies and the advantages of local
terrain, and they give emphasis to such notions as defence-indepth,
sustainability and endurance in defence, decentralised and dispersed
deployments, delay and denial tactics, and self-reliance.

A range of military and non-military non-offensive defence
strategies have been proposed in the librature where the rnost common
categories are shown in Table 1. The first two categories - frontier
defence and area or territorial defence - are well understood and will not
be rehearsed here except to say that they arre mone effective when
combined into a single integrated defence posture. The two non-
military non-offensive defence strategies - guerilla warfare and civilian
defence - are usually not considered seriously by the Australian defence
establishment. For this reason and because they have been suggested as
either adjuncts or replacements for Australia's defence posture, I will
briefly summarise their basic characteristics and sonre of their
advantages and disadvantages.

Para-military or Guerilla Warfare

Guerilla warfare can be conducted by regular or militia forces operating
behind enemy lines with the task of harassing the invading forces and
destroying their lines of communication. [t is more usually conceived as
a strategy which is put into effect only after the occupation of the
country and the cessation of miliary hostilities (hence its lack of favour
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with the permanent defence etablishrnenO. As described in the Report

of thc Altawtioe Defatce C-onnision,$ there are three main forms of
guerilla warfare prtiun unrfare,which has as its principal obiertive the
destruction of the opponents' mi[tary forces; arr'd urban gueiilt unfare
ard politicnl tarcrism whidr are essentialy para-miliary straEgies that
seek to undermine the political, economic and poychological basis of
military ocorpation and thus bring about either the collapse of the local
puppet regime or the voluntary withdrawal of the invader.

TABLE 1

NonOffensive Defence Stsategies

Conventional
Military
Defence

Non-Military
Defence

Frontier
Defence

Territorial
Defence

Para-military
Deferrce or
Guerilla
Warfare

Non-military
Resistance
Civilian
Defence

Meet and destroy, or impose
significant damage on, enetny forca in
approaches to or at the border of own
territory.

Figlnt enany forces on own territory.
Defence forces are dispersed through-
out the country in order to reduce
their vulnerability to preemptive
attack or defeat in detail. The strategy
uses the principle of defence'indepth
to subiect the attacking or invading
forces to defeat, severe attrition, delay
and disorganisation.

Use arnred force to harass inoailing
or occuVying forces, and cause collapse
of the local puppet regime or the
withdrawal of the opponenfs forces.

Use non-violent resistance (strikes,

boycotts, go-slows, [rass non-
cooperation etc.) to harass occuryng
furca ard,/ or their puppet regime.

Dcfue Wittmtt ttu frttttb: n Rtqtt 4 tu
Alt Trtr,tiu Dcfctcc &nmisstm, (Iaylor and Frands, Lqrdon and New Yorh 19{B),
dtapter 6.
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Guerilla warfare could serve as an appropriate strategy for a

srnall and militarily weak counFy which is confronted by *
overwhelmingly superior opponent, or one that is armed with nuclear
weapons. lf us€d in coniunction with other conventional military
defence strategies it can enhance tlrc overall deterrent e{fect of the
defence posturc, but by ibelf has only limited deterrent value since its
threatened rcsporue is both delayed and diffuse. It does not hane the
same destructive potential as a nuclear or rnairr cpnventional war
although it is not without violence. Its principal drawbacks are: (1) it
tends to blur the distinction between combatants and non<pmbatants
and so invites reprisals against the civilian population and the
repression of society in general; (2) it can be socially divisive and can
give rise to indiscriminate acts of Errorism, criminal violence and armed
conflict between rival guerilla groupo or underground political
organisations; (3) it cannot directly prevent invasion or an armed attack
against specific targets; and (4) it would probably require outside
assistance if it is to have a significant military impact or to achieve
military victory.4S

Non-mllitary Resistance or Civilian Defence

Non-military or civilian resistanc€ is resistance by the civilian
population in the form of strikes, boycotts, civil disobedienc€, mass non-
cmperatiory and so on.af Civilian defence resb on the fact that rulers
depend on the cmperatiory or at least compliance of the population at
large if they are to function properly. Its basic aim is to deprive the
occupying polver or its client regime of this social power by rnaking the
government of the country as difficult as possible, maintaining the
values, institutions and general culture of the ocrupied country, sowing
dissent or disaffection among the octupying forces, mobilising support
or sympathy among the aggressor's own population or ruling elite or

45 For a critigue of the applicadon of a guerrilla warfare sbatery to Australia, see
Andrew Mad The Strategy of Non-Milihry Defmce', in Demrond Ball (ed.),
Strabgy arul Dcfctru: Austmlbn Esscars, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 19E2), pp.14&169.
See Alternative Ddence C-ommirslon, Dda@ Wlrrorrl tlubttih,Qraptu Z and C.'ene
Siutp, blckillg Europc Utrcotquatbk: Tla Po/znt&l of Cioilbn&scd *tarauc ttul
Defanu, (Taylor and Frands, London, 1965). tq a discusdon of the potmdal role of
dvilian defmce in Awtralia, see Andrerc Mad<, The Stsategy of Non-Military
Defence'; and Peter l. Murphy, Cioilbn D4arcc: A U*ful Cotrrotcrrt ol Austrzlb's
Dcfaw Sttututt?, (WorkinS Paper No.93, Strategic and Defmce Studtes C-enbe,
Australi,an National Univedty, Canbera, August 1985).
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those of its supporters and allies, and rrpbilising international opinion
or sanctions against the attacker.

Civilian defence is in many ways the political equivalent to
partisan guerilla warfare, and as such, is characterised by rnany of the
same virtues and limitations of that straEgy. Like guerilla warfare, it
rnay h an effective strategy for a country which is faced by an
overwhelmingly superior opponent or by one which would have no
qualms about using nuclear weapons. Civilian defence is a viable
strategy against internal threats or the overthrow of an elected

government by the armed forces. It is unlikely to visit massive

destruction on society. It has some deterrent value, especially when
used as a back-up to conventional military strategies, but because it is a
strategy of protracted struggle against an octupying army, an oPPonent
may be prepared to risk future problems in order to gain an immediate
advantage. The reactive nature of civilian defence means that it is not a
good strategy for defending specific targets or for recrcvering them
quickly. It cannot be used to protect remote locations or interests or to
ensune continuing supplies of raw materials wherc these have to come
from extemal or remote sources. Nor does the pure strategy of civilian
defence lend itself to bilateral or multilateral defence arrangements and
so it provides less scope than military defence for collective security
arangements. Civilian defence is a difficult concept to implement. It
may also be susceptible to coercion and repression (although it is less

likely to attract the same kind of armed rcsPonses as a strategy of
guerilla warfare).

As indicated by these two examples, the various strategies for
nonoffensive defence have different shengths and weaknesses. As a
rule, conventional military strategies are effective against conventional
military threats, but can be inappropriaE for dealing with non-military
pressures or internal threats. Guerilla warfare and civilian defence, on
the other hand, are essentially strategies against occuPation and are less

suitable for deterring or defeating military attacks or incursions into
remote or unpopulated regions. The growing cons€nsus arnong rnost

writers on the subiect is that an effective non-offensive defence posture
should comprise a mixhrre of conventional military para-military and
non-military sbategies, all aimed at denying the aggrcssor an €asy
victory or the anticipated gains of his actions.4T The relative importance

Offensive to Defenslve Defmse', Iotttlul of
Pcacc Rc*etdt, (Vol2l, No2), l98/', pp.727 -39.
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of eadr strategy and its role within the overall posture would vary from
country to country in acrordance with its partioilar political and geo-
sbategic circumstances.{8

Non-offensive defence postures have been adopbd by a number
of European neutrals such as Sweden, Switzerland, Austria and Eire.49
Various conventional military non-offeruive defence straEgies - sudr as
fire barriers, depletion zones, area defence networks ard combinations
of containment and reaction forces - have also been advocated for
NATO forces in Europe.50 The official reaction to these latter proposals,
which have tended to focus on the Federal Republic of Cermany and
have been raised principally by academics and retired military officers,
has been at best lukewarrn This attitude could change, however, in
light of the apparent interest being shown in the croncept by the Soviet
Union and its Warsaw Pact allies.Sl

A Non0ffensive Defence Policy for Ausbalia?

The adoption of a non-offensive defence posture - encompassing a
mixture of appropriate military and non-military strategies - would offer
Australia a number of advantages, not least the potential for removing
or at least ameliorating many of the problems and dilemmas that
characterise our present approach. The formal adoption of a non-
offensive defence posture would provide a clearer and less ambiguous
signal to other countries in the region that Australia has no aggressive
intentions towards them. This would sene to reduce the grounds for
mutual suspicion and fear and remove or at least rcduce the action-
r,eaction crcmponent of the regional arms dynamic. By eschewing the

49

50

For a disctsslon of whether and how military and non-military defence shategies
can be combined" see fack D. Salmo4 'Can Norrviolence be C-ombined With Military
Means for Nadonal Defense?P , lourtul $ Pacc Rmrdt, (Vol21 No.l ), 1988, prp.69{0.
See Biont Moller, Di*qegarcnt nd Noa.Offastor Dcfctrcc tn ErruF, (Centre of Peace
and C-onllict Researdr, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagm, 1987), chapter 4.
See Egbert Boeker and Lutz Untersetrer, 'Emphasising Defence', tn Frank Barnaby
and Marliee ter Borg (eds.), Enraryhg Tednologb unl Milibry tuttiru, (Macurillaq
london, 1985), pp.89109; Alvin M. Saperstein, 'An Enhanced Non-hovocative
Dderrse ln Euro'pe: AttriHon of Aggreesive Arurored Forces by Local Militias',
lounul of Puc Rlralrdt, (Vol24 No.l), l%7,pp.47{fl; and Hylke Tromp (ed.), Noa-
Nur,Iat Vthr ia Ewop: Altcrrutias Pl Nt cle Dcftne, (Groningen University hess,
Groningor, 1S{).
Dieter Senghaas, Discrantle Offorse, Strengthen Defense', Bl/rhtin of tIE Atorl.ic
Sricntists, December 7987, pp.*11; and R Hyland Phillipe and feffrey I. Sands,
?easonable 9rffidmcy and Soviet C.onvendonal Defense', Intentr;tiollul S.a.rity,
(Vo1.13, No.2), pp.li*iS.
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ability to launch a surprise attack agairct a poEntial adversary and
reducing the vulnerability of our own military forces to a pre-emptive
attack, a nonoffensive deftnce posture - especially if reciprocaH by
other states in the region - also lessens the chances of a furure political or
low-level military conflict from escalating out of contnol. A non-
offensive defence posture would thus provide a nure effective nnans of
satisfying Australia's overall obiectives of pronroting a sense of strabgic
community within our region and reinforcing the positive (or relatively
benign) aspects of our carn€nt strategic setting.

lf combined with appropriaE regional and/or bilateral
cooperative security measures and agreements - sudr as dremical

weapons bans, restictions on the acquisition and deployment of certain

categories of weapons or technolqlies, and regular exchanges of
information on military arcenals and activities, an Australian non-
offensive defence posture would provide the basis for a stable balance of
power within the region at aisting or even reduced levels of
armamenb. It provides, therefore, a possible means of reducing both
the scale of Aushalia's security problems and our exPenditurc on
military solutions to these problems.

In addition to these largely political and strategic benefits, an
appropriate non-offensive defence posture could provide a more
effective and ultimately tess expensive system of defence. The
elimination of high-technology offensive weaPorui systems, such as the
F-111 aircraft, and their support facilities, and the replacement of others

with less complex and cheaper alternatives, would enable us to buy
more for the same or less, to increase both the operational capabilities
and the 'teeth-to-tail' ratio of our defence forces, and to reduce our
reliance on overseas imports and logistic support. Since Australia's
defence forces would be croncerned only with the defence of our
mainland and interests, the task of planning for, implementing and
managing future military conflicts would be less comPlicatd than at
present. The scope and probably the size of our defence industries
would be smaller and any qualms over defence exports would be
lessened since we would only be producing defensive technologies and
equipnrents.

A fully nonoffensive defence posture is not without its
disadvantages and problems, however. A defensive defence is
vulnerable tro an enemy who attacks or threatens to attack the system
with offensive weapons launched from his own country, and it allows
an aggressor to concentrate his forces and launch his initial and follow-
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up attacks with impunity. It reduces our own response options,
provides little orno capacity to defend rcmote interesb such as oveneas
possessions or shipping loutes, and ensures that military conflict,
should it occur, would talce place on or near our own Erritory. A non-
offensive defence posture usually requires a higher level of popular
involvement in defence than may be either possible politically or
advisable (leading to the militarisation of society ard the possible
erosion of its basic ideals and values). And it would call into question,
or at least complicate, our continuing alliance relationships since a non-
offensive defence posture would limit our capacity to provide direct
assistance in times of emergency or war, rule out certain irint activities
and exercises, and rule out the stationing of certain bases or 'irint
facilities' on Australian teritory.

These disadvantages and problems represent important
constraints and should not be ignored in any consideration of whether
or not to adopt a non-offensive defence poshrre. But nor should they be
used to dismiss the concept out of hand. To begin with, many of the
disadvantages begin to apply only after militaqy conflict, and high level
conflict at that, has broken out. The principal benefib of non-offensive
defence is that, if successful, it would prlevent or at least reduce the
prospects of such a conllict octurring in the first place. Second, greater
popular involvenrent in defence is not inconsistent with traditional and
long-standing Australian attihrdes, and it could provide a means of
increasing public awareness of and ooncern over defence and national
seorrity issues and problems. Increased popular involvement does not
necessarily translate into conscription; it may simply involve altering the
reserve/regular mix of our arnred forces.

And third, while the formal adoption of a nonoffensive defenca
posture would complicate Australia's alliance relationships, it should
not have to terminate them. The advocates of a nonoffensive defence
posture for NATO forces in Europe have no difficulty envisaging a
cmrdinated approach to their continued defence. Australia could
continue to exclungeintelligence and other inforrnation with its allies. It
presumably would not be prevenbd from continuing to purchase
weapons and equipnrent from the United States or other members of the
Western Community. And the Australian Governnrent could continue
to iustify the retention of at least Pine Gap in terms of its contribution to
the verification of existing arms control agreements. It could also be
argued that any improvement in Australia's selfdefence capacity would
be consistent with the basic tenets of the 1969 Guam Doctrine and
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subsequent elaborations of US policy on the responsibilities of its friends
and allies in the region.

Overall, it would seem that it could be in Australia's longer-
term strategic ard economic interests to move towards adopting a non-

offensive d-efence posture and encouraging others in our region of
interest to do the same. How this should occur and the final shape and
detail of Australia's revised posture are beyond the scope of this
chapter, although it would seem to make sense to seek to modify our
existing approach rather than adopt a radically different posture. An
evolutionary transition is made easier by the fact that our present

defence poiture already satisfies many of the basic principles of non-

offensive defence. It would initially nrcan giving greater emPhasis than

at present to non-military rrnans of ensuring Australia's security,
eschewing clearly offensive weapons and capabilities, and restricting
Australia's future area of military operations. Ultimately, however, we
wOuld also need to examine, and make some changes to, our existing

technology mix, the imperatives of our continuing alliance relationshiPs,

Australiat sysFm of military qcnuund and scnhol, and the cunent
work practiies and value structures that operate within the Defence

establishment at Russell Hill.
As evidenced by the debate over the recommendations of the

Dibb Rarieu, all of these changes are likely to be vigorously opposed by
those within the Defence establishment, and their suPPorters, who have

a vestd interest in rnaintaining the present atrangemenb. We have

seen, however, that Australia's current defence Postur€ is also flawed
and in need of change. It will not be sufficient, then, for the proponenb
of the status quo to argue against the adoption of a non-offensive or, for
that matter, any other defence Posture. They must also address the

deficiencies and contradictions that characterise the Present posture and

demonstsate how its future viability and effectiveness are to be ensured.



CTIAPTER 18

AUSTRALIA AND DISARMAMENT

Richard Butler

It is almost six years since the first Hawke Government was elected, one
of the early decisions of which was to greatly elevate the attention
Australia would gve to issues of arms control and disarmament and to
allocate new resources to its work in those fields.

The first part of this chapter provides a review of Australia's
role in disarrnament during those past six years. I will then turn to the
future and offer some views and speculations on the tasks Austalia will
face in the four or five years ahead.

If we have had an abiding concern in the field of disarmanrent
during the past six years it has been with the need to stop the nuclear
arrns race and to bring about truly significant rcductions in those
weapons of mass destruction. Associated with this concern, which is
recognised as the primary responsibility of nuclear weapons states, has
been our maior policy goals of seeing an end to all nuclear testing and
the preservation of a viable regime for the non-proliferation of nuclear
weaPons.

Of necessity we have conducted our national policy taking into
actount the realities of the relationship between the United States and
the Soviet Union. This can be illustrated by reference to the chronology
of rnain events that has accompanied Austsalian disarmament poliry,
principally in the nuclear field, but also in other areas of mapr policy
conc€m.

The election of the first Ftrawke Government carre shortly after
the end of a two year period in which there had been virtually no
disarmament dialogue between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Instead there had been rising tension in an environment of
continuing deployment by the Soviet Union of new short and
intermediate range missiles and the efforts by European NATO
countries to remain firm on the December 1979 'dual-tracK decision,
namely, to deploy offsetting American intermediate-range nuclear
forces 0ND from late 1983 onwards unless negotiations allowed another
course. In November 1981, two years after this decision and one year
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into the first Reagan Administsatiory negotiations on INF systems

commenced.
Six months later, in ]une 1982, the START negotiations

commenced and the now fabled 'walk in the woods' by Nitze and
Kvitzinsky tmk place in Geneva.

During this period there was no cause for optimism about those

negotiations. Their tone and atrnosphere reflected continuing tension
and disagreement. These were the circrrmstances under which the
Hawke Governrnent took office. They were circumstances which caused
widespread anxiety within the Australian community and, indeed,
throughout the world.- 

While it was merely coincidental that President Reagan gave his

'Star Wars' speech in the sarne month of 1983 in which the Hawke
Governmmt was elected, it did little to mitigate the widespread andety
about Soviet-United States relations and the nuclear arnu race.

Immediately foltowing the Australian elections, the Government
conducted a review of the ANZUS Treaty, an action which had never

been taken in the thirty years of the existence of that Treaty.

Following the completion of that review, Foreign Minister
Hayden and Defence Minister Scholes went to Washington to take part
in the meeting of the ANZUS Council at which it was proposed that the
three partners conduct a review of the Treaty.

Portions of the agreed communique of 19 july 1983 are worth
recalling in the context of a review of Australia's role in disarmarnent:

The Council members reaffirnred their commitnpnt to the
negotiation of effective, equitable and verifiable anns control
measures, including reductions of nuclear armaments .... The
Council members reaffirmed their strong commibnent to
preventing the proliferation of nuclear weaPons and agrced to
intensify their efforts to strengthen the international non-
proliferation regime through multilateral and bilateral
measures. They recognised that the international non-
proliferation regime is strengthened when the nuclear weaPons
states are able to demonstrate Progress in fulfilling their solemn
Treaty promise to Punue negotiations on effective and
verifiable measures to reduce nuclear armarnents and to end the
nuclear anns rac€. In this context they reaffirnred their
goverrunents' policies of working towards the goal of a

comprehensive and fully verifiable nuclear trest ban treaty, and
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they took nob of the crcntinued oomination of verification and
compliance issues relabd to a nudear test ban in the commitbe
on disarrnarrcnt. They also urderbok to work in a corutmctive
and cooperative rnanner b msurc the success of the third
rcview conference of the treaty on the non-prolifuration of
nuclear weapons in 19&5.1

On 15 September 7983, in rcporting to the House of
Repesentatives on the ANZUS council's review of the Treaty, Foreign
Minister Hayden said:

The review has led us to a firm and unequivocal reaffirmation of
the alliance as fundamental to Australia's national security and
foreign and defence policies. In saying this, I do not say that the
Treaty guarantees Australia's national safety and welfare, nor
do I place us in that posture of happy dependence that has
satisfied the foreign pollcy ambitions of many Australians in the
past both within and without this parliament.2

He went on to assert that it was the Governmenfs view:

That by stripping away the misconceptions and the unrealistic
expectations which surrounded the Treaty, we would
sbengthen it and bring it back to brms of reality.3

- In bringing his statement to conclusion Foreign Minister
Hayden made the following inFresting rernarks bearing upon
Australia's role in arms control and disarmament:

It is ourconsidered view that we cannot expect to be influential
in the crucial issues of arms control, arms reduction and
disarrnament initiatives both at relevant inErnational fora and
thougl appropriate bilateral contact if we cop-out completely
on such an important rnatter as nudear deterrrence. Therein, as
things stand now, rests the only viable option of effective
r€straint to nuclear conflict. It is important that we fulfil our
moral obligations in effecting that restraint if we are genuinely
concerned about minimising to the greatest exbnt possible iir
pevailing circumstarrces, the possibility of such conflict. From

'ANZtrS Crundl C-ommunigue', Austtnlbn furcign Afreirs Rtcord, Nol.S , No.Tl,7
July 1983, p34E

llon. Bill Hayden, Henstil (Hoye ol RcVrc*iletiu),15 Septeurber 19g3, pp.g9&9G.
Iba..
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that credible arul morally commitEd position, we are in a sound
and influential position to argue beyond the present less than
sEady circumstances for a betEr arangentnt based on
armarnenb negotiations - conventional as well as nudear -
leading to effective controls, hopefully arms rcduction and
ideally, but perhaps not plausibly given the nature of the world
we know, to disarmarnenl4

A few weeks later, Foreign Minister Hayden rnade his first
staternent at the General Assembly of the United Nations. lt was
substantially devoted to disarmanrent and in addition to reiterating
Australia's already familiar potrcy obiertives in the nudear field he
introduced a ne\tr theme - conc€rn about the impact of the global arms
trade on both security and economy. He referred to both the licit and
illicit forms of that hade. In the latter context he called, specifically, for
intemational action to orrb the black rnarket trade in arms.S

In November 1983, the INF/START talks came to their abrupt
halt with the Soviet walkout.

In April 7984 a new step was taken in another field of rnapr
disarrnament conc€rn to Australia, namely the tabling at the C-onference
on Disarmament in Geneva, by VicePresident Buslg of the draft of an
international crcnvention which would ban and destroy all chemical
weaPons.

The only delegation to the conference to respond on that day to
the United States' actions was the Australian Delegation. This action
was taken because the elimination of all chemical weapons was then and
remains today a mairr Australian priority in disarrnament.

Having taken our case to Washington on nudear disarrnament
and the importance of disarmament generally, in the context of the
ANZUS review, ten months later in May 1984 Foreign Minister Flayden
took that case to Moscow. His visit was the first visit by an Australian
Foreign MinisEr to the SoviA Union for twenty years and it had by then
been ten years since the Soviet Union had been visited by an Australian
Prime Minister - Gough Whitlam.

Foreign Minister Flayden treld detailed talks with Foreign
Minister Gromyko over three days.

In the rnairr public statement he rnade in Moscow he described
himself as having:

Ibitt..
Unitul Netlms ccncnl As*tttbly: ffiiil Rcods,SEth S.ssilm, 79&l, (Al3ld lP.V Jn,
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Come to Moscow to speak of peace .... I.ast year I visited
Washingtory today I am in Moscow. My purpose in both
capitals has been b express Australia's concern for the
maintenance of a peaceful and stable world.6

He went on:

Australia has an alliance relationship with the unibd states.
This is in our national interest. The Labor Governnrent intends
to maintain that dlianc€. Iast year in Washingtory and
su@uently in the Australian Parliament, we also made it clear
that, for our Government, alliance does not equal servility. We
have our own view of the world. We make our own
iudgements. We are cnmmifted to an independent foreign
policy within our alliance. We do not follow anyone,s leid
blindlY.T

A mairr point he rnade in this statenent addressed to Foreign
Minister Gromyko was with respect to the deployrrrcnt of intermediaie.
range nuclear missiles. He said:

All of us are worried by the proliferation of those missiles. Does
anyone ftel any safer because they have been deployed? Clearly
not. The present stalenrate is against all our interests. We have
not iust allowed ourselve to be histor;/s prisoners. We have
become our own gaolers. So I urge you, as I have the Americans
to break out of this stalemate. The negotiations on nuclear arms
limitations should begin again now, not in twelve months time.
The task is too urgent, the danger too great. There should be no
further delay.a

In August 1984, Foreign Minister Hayden spoke for the first
tirre at the conference on Dsarmament in Geneva, where in addition to
lanlg out Australia's disarmament priorities he proposed that the
confurence should establish a global seismological monitoring network

'Speech^by fhe MinisE fd Foreign Affain, Mr. Bill Hayden, Mp, at the lunch hosted
Iy tl* TIg Foreign_Minis_ter, l4r Gromyko, tn Mosiow, 29 May l%4', Austmlbn
F,orcign AffaircRlrorl, (Vo1.55, No.5), May iffi,p.tA3.
rbu.
Iba..
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to assist in the verification of a futurc crcmprehensive nudear Est ban
treaty.9

In fanuary 1985 Secretary of State Shulc and Foreign Minister
Gromyko met in Gmeva and agreed that the Unitd StaEs and the
Soviet Union should nesurne their bilateral negotiations, but in a new
form - the Nudear and Space Tdks NSD. Unlike INF and START,
which were retricted to the two categories of nudear rryealx)ns, theNST
were to incorporate under one umbrelLa those weapons, plus the
question of outer space. This is the format which prevails today.

Two months later, in Mardr 1985, Mikhail Gorbachev becanre

General-Secretary of the C-ommunist Party of the Soviet Union.
In August 1985 the third review conference of the trea$ on non-

proliferation of nuclear weapons took place in Geneva. It was se'en as
vital to Australia's interest that this central instrummt of the non-
proliferation regime be reviewed successfully. The second review
conference, five years earlier, had brolen down without any agreed
result. A second breakdown was widely regarded as potentially
disastrous.

The review process was fraught. It t€flected continuing
reaction, especially by non-aligned states, to the silence of the first two
years of the Reagan Administration, the INF deployments and the
failure of the INF/START negotiations. This was notwithstanding that
the NST negotiations had commenced a few months earlier. The review
conference also proved to be an arena to which the ongoing conllict
between Iran and lraq was extended.

In the event, the third review conference was concluded
successfully with the production of a consensus docunrent. It is widely
considered, in the international crcmmunity, that successful qrnclusion
was brought about by Australia not least through the role it played on
the nuclear testing issue and in carrying out negotiations between lran
and lraq.

In November 1985, the Geneva Summit nneting between
President Reagan and Secretary4eneral Gorbachev took place, the first
such summit for six years. At that meeting the basic security perception
which has subsequently guided the two superpowers was enunciated:

'Speech by Mr
Conference For
pp.A7GA2..

Bill Hayden, Ausbalian Minister for Fordgn Affairs, at the
Br,ckgunulcr, (No.442),Disarmament, C,eneva, 7 Augttst l9&{',
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The sides, having discussed key security issues, and conscious
of the special resporuibility of the Soviet Union and the US for
maintaining peace, have agreed that a nuclear war cannot be
won and must never be fought Recognising that any conflict
between the Soviet Union and the US could have catastrophic
consequences, they emphasised the importance of preventing
any war between them, whether nuclear or conventional. They
will not seek to achieve military superiority.lO

They also agreed to acrelerate the work at their negotiations
directed to:

Prevent[ing] an arms race in space and to terminate it on earth,
to limit and reduce nuclear arms and enhance stability.ll

The principle of 50 per cent reductions in the nuclear anns of the
United states and the soviet union as well as the idea of the interim INF
agreement was noted.

Just over a year later, in October 1986, the President and the
General-Secretary met at Reykpvik. At that meeting they discussed the
possibility of the complete elimination of nuclear r4'eapons but at the last
mornent rccoiled from that quantum leap. They did, however, reaffirm
the need for an INF treaty and the principle of 50 per cent reductions in
strategic offensive arrns, as a first step.

A year later, in September 1987, the INF agreement was signed.
It constituted the first nuclear disarrnament agreenrent which would
involve the total elimination of a whole class of nuclear weapons.

At the sarne time, the United States and the Soviet Union agreed
to resume negotiations on nuclear testing. Those negotiations will
iry9!", as a first step, the ratification of the Threshold Test Ban Treaty
(TIBT) and the Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty (PNET) and then be
followed by the negotiation of further intermediate limitations on
nuclear tqting, leading to the ultimate obiective of the complete
cessation of nuclear testing, as part of an effective disarmament process.

Since that time, the NST process has continued and the
President and the Ceneral-Secretary have met twice, first in Washington
and then in Moscow. On each occasion they have reaffirmed the
principles under which they will maintain security, the goals of the NST,

Text of Joint Statemmt by hesident Reagan and C.,eneral Secretary Gorbachw,
Geneva, 2l Noveurber 1985.
Ibid..
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and the need for both the elimination of chemical weaPons and the
maintenance of an effective nuclear non-proliferation rcgime.

What I have iust recorded briefly is a chronology of events

which have, to a good exEnt, Aken place in negotiations between the

United sates and the soviet union. But they aIe also events in which
Aushalia has been involved. They illustrate that there has been a broad
identity between Australia's disarmarrrent priorities and those of the two
most heavily armed states. But there have been some important
differences.

During the past six years Australian disarmament policy has

had six main elements.
First, it seeks an end to the nuclear arrns race and nuclear

disarmament. We have repeatedly put our case to Washington and
Moscow on the need for them to negotiate significant measures of
nuclear disarmament. We cannot sit at the table with them. We have no
nuclear weaporui. we have nothing to trade at that table. But we are

involved daily in nuclear arms conEol through our membership of the

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). For this reason as well as the
fact that any nuclear catastrophe would affect us we have insisted that
action on nuclear disarrnament is an important element of our
relationship with each of thern.

In October 1988, in his first statement at the General Assembly

of the united Nations, Foreign and Trade Minister Gareth Evans

reiterated Australia's view of ib riSht to be involved in the business of
nuclear disarmament:

But nuclear disarmament and arms control are not matters
exclusively for those great powers which currently Possess
nuclear weaPons. For if there is a nuclear conflict, it is not just

the peoples of the nuclear weaPon states who will suffer. The

peoirles of the world will be devastated. As the potential
victims of nuclear catastroPhe, the peoples of all nations have
the right to demand real progress and the eventual elimination
of nuclear weaPons. They have the right to demand that the

nuclear anns rac€ not take new forms, including ib spread into
outer sPace.I2

Sorne would hasten to assert that in a world where power is

supreme and in which power is defined militarily, there is not the

iel Reands, 43rdScssbn, ( / 43 |P.V.ln.
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slightest reason why either the United States or the Soviet Union should
pay AusEalia any heed on nudear disarmament.

Such a view ignores key realities of the nudear age. Our view
that nuclear disarmament is essential because of the special character of
those weapons is essentially shared by the UniFd StaEs and the Soviet
Union.

On the ocrasion of Austsalia's election to the Security C-ouncil in
1985, Prime Minister Hawke said:

Notwithstanding the fact that nuclear weaporui have not been
used since 1945 it would be foolish in the extreme to stake our
future on the perpetual infallibility of nuclear deterrence.l3

The fact is that our view that the threat of mutual assured
destruction is basically a flawed rrrcans of maintaining the peac€ is
rarely disputed.

I have no doubt that our dialogue on nuclear disarmament with
both superpowers has been inlluential and will continue to be so. I
certainly believe that silence on the part of states such as Australia
would be neglectful and dangerous.

Finally, in the particular case of the United States, there are
reasons deriving from our partrrership for them to listen carefully to
Australia on nuclear disarmament issues. They do so.

Seconil, we have pursued as a rnatter of high priority an end to
all nuclear testing. In this context Australia has gained leadership of the
non-nuclear weapons states which pursue the same goal. For all but one
of the past six years we have held chairmanship of the Western Group in
Geneva on the nuclear testing issue.

Each alternate year at the General Assembly of the United
Nations we have coordinated the Australia/New Zealand rcsolution
entitled The Urgent Need for a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty'.u On each of these three ocrasions our resolution has been
adopted by the Assembly with a record rnaiority. The last such ocrasion
was in November 1988.15

'Speech by Prine Minister, Mr. Bob Hawkg at a reeption in honour of the l9&5
Untted Nations Secuity C-ouncil ureurbers, Canberra,6 Novesrber l%{, Austtelbn
Forcign Alftirs Rcanl, (Vo1.55, No.l I ), November 7984, p.ll76.
Unihd Nations Casel As*mbly: ffiial Rcolik 39th Scssiott (A/Res 39/53); Ilnitul
Nalins C'cncTel As*mbly: Offtbl Realrds 47st Sessrm (A/Res 41/471; lJnibil Nariors
Cancnl As*mbly: Ofiicial Rcconls tl3ril Scssim (AlRe 8/A).
Iba..
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If the Conference on Dsarmament decidee to rectablish an cd

hoc committee on a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty, Australia is
the Wesfs candidate for chairmanship of that committee.

The Western rnandab for such a committee was written by
Australia in 1984. It necesitatsd a change in Unitd States Pollcy which
had to be authorised at the highest level of the Unibd States
Government. Agreerrcnt to the Australian approach was obtained.

In 1984 Mr. Flayden proposed the imrrrediate establishment of a
global seismological monitoring network, which Australia has pursued
both bilaterally and multilaterally. We have been particularly active in
the group of scientific experts of the Conference on Disannament where

woit hai proceeded in developing a global system for the international
exchange of seismic data to assist in verifying a comprehensive test ban
treatlr. This included a global experiment linking 75 seismic stations for
two months in 1984. That global experiment was coordinated by
Australia. A second and larger global experinrent is cunnntly scheduled

to take place early in 1990 for which Australia will contribute one of the

four international data centres.
We have upgraded our own national seismological capacity

through the establishment, in 1986, of the Australian Seisrnological
Centre in Canberra. We can now detect and identify nuclear explosions
at most test sites around the world.

Thiril, Alstralia has Proven a pillar of the nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty and is widely recognised as such.

In this context our role as an exPorter of uranium and the
development of the Australian National Safeguards System has proven
critical. Given that we possess 30 per cent of the world's uranium it
would be incompatible with our status under the NPT, in particular
pursuant to Article 4 of that Treaty, if we were to withhold such

peaceful intemational nuclear cmperation.
Fourth, we have played a leading role in work towards the

elimination of chemical weapons.
The rnain negotiation on an international chemical weaPons

convention takes place in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva.
Our political and technical input into those negotiations has been a
mapr inlluence in the production of what is now known as the'rolling
text' of the convention. For example, that text includes a schedule of the
relevant chemicals. It was drawn up by Ausbalia and, after protracted
negotiations, accepted.
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In addition to tlrese negotiations, in 1985 we formed The
Australia Grouy' which is now participated in by twenty countries. It
meeb regularly and has the obiective of forgi4g corrunon export controls
on relevant substances pending the entry inb force of the chemical
weapons convention.

At the General Assembly of the United Nations it has become of
critical importance during the last two years that the Assernbly respond
to recent use of chemical weapons. In 1987 and 1988 Australia
developed and sought conser$us on such a resolution. In both cases the
negotiations were extraordinarily difficult. In both cases consensus was
achieved.

With regard to chemical weapons use there has also been the
need for the Secretary4eneral of the United Nations to investigate
charges of use in the lran/Iraq cpntext. For this purpose he has
assembled a team of chemical experts. One of those experts has been
supplied by Ausbalia.

Fifth, the prevention of an arms race in outer space has also been
a part of Australia's agenda which we have pursued in our direct
discussions with the superpowers, at the Conference on Dsarmament,
and at the General Assembly of the United Nations.

It is not without significance that we are one of the mairr allies
of the United States which has steadfastly refused to endorse the concept
of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). Also, the Governrnent was and
remains convinced that the continued integrity of the Anti-Ballistic
Missile (ABM) Treaty is vital to the prospects of negotiating stabilizing
reductions in the strategic nuclear forces.

We have also made clear to the Soviet Union the same general
conc€rns and our specific concerns about ib crcunterpart SDI programs.
Beyond this we have insisted that there should be no arms race in outer
space. The arrns race we have seen on earth is enough.

Sixth, we have taken a new departure on the issue of
international arms transfers and the international arms trade generally.
The first thing that can be said of this stance is that it has been by no
means popular. But the facts with r€sped to the impact of such trade on
both security and economy are clear. We have steadfastly asserted that
these facts need to be addressed by t aix arms ercporterc and importens,
some of the latter of which are developing countries with nujnr
economic and financial problems, and by the international community
generally.
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Opposition to this initiative induding at-the U-"iU Nations,

has been id"rn9 but at the current session of the Ccneral Assembly we

succeeded for 6e first tirrc in having a resolution adopted under which
the Secretary4ereral would corunen6€ a Proc€ss of examining and
reporting to governnrents on the nature of and problems raised by
international arms bansfers.

what can be said of what has clearly been a relatively ambitious
Australian agenda? This question can be posed obiectively but is
perhaps especiatty relevant given the fact of the fairly entrenched

Austrilian tradition of selfdeprecatiory especially with regard to actions

by us ,overseas, - the generic term for everywhere else when one comes

from an island.
I suggest that at least three basic points can be made:
Firsl, all of the Policy goals outlined above are clearly and

intrinsically consistent with the nationd security interests-of Australia.
suonil, it follows tlut actioe pursuit of those goals should form

part of the substance of Australian policy, diplomacy and action within
the international crcmmunitY.

Thiril, it is clear, however, that the pursuit of such policies has

required the establishment of a role for Australia different from that

t'hi"h has characterised our past national Policy and attitude towards

both allies and others.
This new role has been characterised by an unprecedented

degree of independence and a higher degree of determination and self-

reliance than was the case in the past.
Having said this, therc were monrents in the past where

Australia showed a great deal of self-reliance and self-respect in dealing

with large international phenomena. The stances of Hughes at the

Versailles Peace Conference and Evatt at the San Francisco Conference

on the Charter of the United Nations were cases in point. But there were

more recent and contrasting experiences in our history. For example,

Menzies over the Suez crisis and Holt with respect to Vietnam'
There rnay h argument about such simple contrasts or possibly

simplistic interpretationJof them but in each case what has surely been

at iisue was the potential conflict we have always faced between the

pursuit of our iaehtiried national interest, on the one hand, and on the

other hand the perhaps more enduring over-arching idea in our history

that Australia ijalways potentially, as Malcolm Fraser once said,'naked
and defenceless', leading as it does to the idea that we must never be
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without an alliance with a Feat power ard that we must do nothing to
offend that great power.

ln my experiencn of the last six years in the field of our work in
disarrnament the conllict between the pursuit of our identified national
interests and our alliance relationship has virtually disappeared.

If there has been an over-arching idea it has in fact been that not
only is such a conflict uruEc€ssary but certainly undesirable.

In the pursuit of our disarmament policies, our agenda,
objectively determined by our national interest, has been broadly similar
to that of the United States. Indeed, the citation given earlier from the
ANZUS communique of fuly 1983 could evenbe taken as demonstrating
that the reverse has also been true.

Both of us are determined to deal with the problem posed by
nuclear weapo$. Both of us want to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
weapon states. Both of us want to be rid of chemical weaporui.

We have differences of approach to the issues of bringing about
an end to nuclear testing and the role of the military or non-military
utilisation of outer spac€.

We have differences on the new agenda itrem on intemational
arms transfers, an item put on the international agenda by Ausbalia.
But noone is saying it is not important.

Another issue on which I believe we have been influential in
both Washington and Moscow, and which is of central importance to the
long term prospects for an expanding regime of arms cpntrol and
disarmament agreements, is that of transparency and openness. We
have consistently and forcefully put to the Soviet Union - including at
the highest level - that ib traditional obaession with secrecy was a basic
obstacle to progress and, indeed, a significant contributing factor to the
intensity of the central arnrs race. Similarly, we have encouraged the
United States in its public pronouncenEnb to highlight the manner in
which Soviet secrecy has intensified the conservative assumptions on
which it has based its own decisions on its security requirements. We
have done this, agairy in order to increase openness. The transformation
that has and is taking place on this front is remarkable and deeply
encouraging.

The Treaty of Rarotonga, which was an initiative of the present
Australian Governrnent, entered into force on 11 December 1986. The
Treaty established the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone (SPNFZ) which
has helped b ensurc that the South Pacific does not become a theatre for
nuclear competition and confrontation. It continues to earn recognition
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as a significant arms conbol nEasure and to be welcpmed by the
international community as an imPortant step in global and regional
efforts to prevent nudear proliferation.

The Treaty was opend for signature by the South Pacific Forum
countries on 6 August 1985, the 40th aruriversary of the first use of
nuclear weaporur. It constitubs a genuinely cpllective effort by the
members of the South Pacific Forum to address their deeply felt and
long-standing @ncerns about nuclear testing, the ocean dumping of
nuclear waste and the horizontal proliferation of nuclear weaPons. It
commits the parties to important obligations in those areas. The ftaty
also reflects, in the worlds of the preamble, the determination of the
people of the South Pacific:

That the bounty and beauty of the land and the sea in their
region shall remain the heritage of their peoples and their
descendants in perpetuity to be enpyed by all in Peace.l6

The Treaty of Rarotonga has not been entirely easy to manage

within our alliance relationship. But our insistence upon it has not
harmed that relationship.

More widely, I believe fi-rly that there has been a recognition
in Washington and in its own way shared by Moscow that countries like
Australia can pursue policies and seek obiectives in the field of
disarrnament that elude thenr" precisely because they are suPerPower.

We are occasionally asked by our US ally to take initiatives
which are not open to Washington and Moscow because they reccgnise

that in the wider international community they are 'tainted' by their
great power status. Our response to such requests is never measured in
mere alliance terms. Our own credibility would be harnrcd if we were
seen as merely the messenger.

There have been instances too where the policie of other
nuclear weapon states such as China havebeen influenced by the Polnb
of view we have put to thern

For example, the Chinese have told us that it was partly as a
consequenoe of representations we made to them in 1985 that they
decided to cease ahnospheric tests of nuclear weaPons and to participate
in any future negotiations in the Conference on Dsarmament on a

comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty.

TtatY Sctbs, f 986, No32.
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The fact b that our alliance with the Unitd States is in befter
shape than it has ever been in spite of the fact that, or perhaps precisely
because of the fact that the areas of agreement arud disagreement
between us in the field of disarmanent are nrot€ clearly defined and
better understood than they have ever been before.

There is a greater measure of mutual respect. There is
recognition that the way ahead is not served by a world made up of
clones.

I remember very well my first contacts, in 1983, with Ken
Adelman, the then Head of the United States Arms C-ontrol and
Disarmament Agency, and with Richard Perle, the then policy supreflo
of the United States Deftnse Department.

Both made it clear to me, in their peculiar ways, that they
thought something akin to a communist or at least a fellow traveller
governmmt had been elected in Canberra. In both cases the discussions
were heated. I renrember them with possible affection but certainly with
great interest.

A few years later it was made very clear to us that because of
our disarmament policies and our active pursuit of thenV the United
States, while it disagreed on a number of aspects, found our discussions
about the most relevant and useful dirussions they held with any one
with the exception of those they trcld with the Soviet Union. This
remains the case today.

In addition to our discussions with the Unitd States and the
very real issues of alliance management raised by our disarmament
policies, we have during the last six years established a regular annual
process of indepth bilateral disarmarrrent discussion with the Soviet
Union, China,Iapan, C-anada and New Tnalarrd,.

If it was our intention to ensure that Australia was rnoved from
the position of a relatively mute follower in the field of disarrnament
into that of an active interlocutor and a state able to forge practical
results then this has been achieved.

There have been three absolutely fundamental reasons for what
some might consider the curiosity of Australia having become dearly
influential in the field of disarmament:

Ffrsf, the quality of Australia's policies. The Government has
developed policies which are clear, and intellectually respectable
because they have taken cognisance of rclevant realities and have been
backed-up by sounrC research and data.
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Stonil, the Governnrent has been prepared to allocate the

specific nesourrces required for the performance of specific tasks in

disarrnament, both at home and in the wider international community.
Thiril,wehave pursued our policies with determination'
At the beginnirig of this chapgr I said I would look back into the

past and then consider the future. I now turn to the future.' The first ard probably the most significant operational
assumption that should be made is that the united states-soviet Process
of armi control negotiation will cpntinue, under a Bush Administration

and, presurnably, under a Gorbachev Adminishation in the soviet

Union.
In my view, Australian policy will need to continue to have, as a

rnapr obiective, active diplomacy with both of those states directed to
see'krng io etrrnte that their process of nudear arms limitation and

reduction crcntinues.
It will also be important for us to continue to ensure that the

space regime, in particular the ABM Treaty, does not blow apart and

ttrat fanciful and/br dangerous ideas for the utilisation of space wither.
It will be esseniial to continue to assert that all humanity is

deeply threatened by the number and nature of nuclear weaPons

systems that have been brought into existence.' I leave aside what I consider to be the morally indefensible

notion that global security and stability can orly be assurcd by the threat

of mutually assured destmction.
The possibility of accident or criminality or insanity or both and

the reality of tne climatic effects of any siSnificant use of nuclear

weapons reinforces the need for us to be rid of those weaPons'' I reiect the argument that says that technology cannot be

disinvented. tt is a mere tmism. What is rnore important is to recognise

that weapons systems of the past have been put on the museum shelf
where theybelonged. The same cirn be true of nuclear weaPons.

Ai we proceed in the process of nuclear disarmament it should

be an importani Australian obiective to ensure that it is widened beyond

the weapons systems of the United States and the Soviet Union. The

other nuilear weapons states must be brought into that Process and at

the earliest viable moment.
Another rnapr priority must continue to be the conclusion of a

universal convention ridding us of chemical weapons. This convention

is within our grasP and President Bush has committed himself to its

earliest possible cpnclusion.
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Tlre crcnvention will be the largest and moot detailed arms
conhol and disarmammt treaty ever constmcted. The safeguards
system of the International Atomic Energy Agency, which regulates the
international nudear fuel cyde, is its antec€dent and is itself extensive
and complex. But the chemical weapons treaty and its associated
institutions will put the nudear regirc into the shade.

But we have no alternative. Chemicals are not only vital to the
world's industry but also its agriculture. Thus their edstence is not only
an East/West problem but ve4y distinctly a North/South problem. It
must not be permitted to be the case that where chemicals are made and
used for benign purposes this will automatically bring the possibility of
chemical weapons being made.

In this context, Prime Minister Flawke's initiative, as a
consequence of which Australia has commenced a dialogue with our
neighbours in Asia and the Pacific on the chemical weapons issue, is
proving to be a unique and constructive addition to international efforts
designed to produce a universal chemical weapons convention.

As indicated above, Australia has already played a mairr part in
work towards this convention. We can and must continue to play that
part in bringing this important international arrangement to conclusion.
It must be recognised that this will require the commitment by
governmmt of significant human and material resources.

Another mapr objective must be to seek to keep up the pressure
towards ensuring that the anns race on earth is not transplanted to outer
space. There are already at least twelve states which have launch
and/or space capability. Utilisation of space grows daily in ib
importance for communications and economic purposes. It has also
contributed to the maintenance of stability in the nuclear age. But it
could so easily go awry. This can be prevented, but only if states like
Australia insist on drawing a line on the uses to which outer space
should be put.

There is a proposal for a world space organisation under which
international cooperation on the utilisation of space would be organised.
This idea is in its infancy, but it has a direct parallel with the
International Atomic Energy Agengy's work on the utilisation of atomic
energy.

Sorrre say that the idea of a world space organisation is a good
one but is an idea whose time has not come. Perhaps Ausbalia should
help make that time arrive.
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I have rcfer€d earlier b Australia's action in placing on the

international ag€nda the issue of intemational arms tsansfers. This is an

issue to which I believe we and the world community should give

increasing attention.
The facts are multiferious and devastating. To use iust two

examples, between 7975 and 1985 when developing ctuntries
accumuLated massive debt, presumably for developnrent purposes, in
fact 35 per cent of that debt was spent on the purchase-of arms. At
present, arms purchases by developing countries exceed the amount

they receive in development assistance.
Ag"itu speaking at the 43rd session of the General Assembly,

Foreign and Trade Minister Evans said:

The quest for greater security through higher and higher levels

of conventional arms is only too well known to us all' The

international C-onference on Disarmament and developnent
provided ample evidence. It is a simple proposition that more
irms do not equal greater security. They feed the appetite of
instability and the crcffers of those who choose to supply arms at

levels thit are well beyond those needed for selfdefence'l7

The idea that political or foreign policy problems can be 
-solved 

by

throwing ".-sit them is clearly empry, but equally clearly the issue of
arms tra-nsfers is difficult to solve on a national or bilateral basis. This

subject is one which should be addressed by the United Nation-s, Uy $"
troitd community as a whole, with a view to developing sensible rules

for the regulation of the international transfer of arms in both its overt
and covert forms. Australia can continue to take a lead in this field.

There is also the more nebulous but very real area of what has

come to be called non-military threab to security. I am speaking of the
threats that know no national borders - the depletion of the ozone layer,

the global warming effect, the international narcotics trade, the

development gap, threab to health such as that posed by NE, racism,

and ethnic dislocation. In each of these cases, and there arc others, it is
true that expenditure on anns reduces our ability to allocaE resources to
the solution of the problems involved and/or exacerbates those

problems.
Equally, if not mor€ important, the essentially universal

pr*ccup"iion- with military security has inhibited intemational

d Fllannk &rd Scssim(A/L3/P.V.7n.
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cmperation in idmtifying and responding collectively b these non-
military challenge to security.

By rnntioning the concept of non-military threats to security I
am not seeking to depart from the central subie'ct of a discussion on
Australia and disarrnarnent. lnstead I am offering additional reasons
why any rational country, like our own, should be crcncerned about
btingry expenditure on anns urder conlrol and seekiag to change the
extent to which states rely upon military solutions to global problems.
Simply, a good nurnber of the problems we will face in the future are
not of a military nature and cannot be solved by military mearui but will
pose no less a threat to national security than is posed by arms.

Finally, there is a problem of rnapr significance to Australia and
to others which we will face in the period of the next year to the next
five yearc. This is the problem of the continuing prevention of the
spread of nuclear weaporu.

Addressing this problem at the General Assembly, Minister
Evans said:

One of the few things that has given the people of the world
some confidence that nuclear catasFophe will not occur is that
almost all ttre nations of the world have undertaken not to
acquire nuclear weapons. Australia considers tlre nuclear non-
proliferation h€aty, which embraces this commitsnent, to be
perhapo the single most important arms cnntrol ag;reernent in
existence. We consider its preservation to be of paramount
importance to peace and security.

We understand and have shared the frustrations many
countries feel at the glacial pace of prtlgr€ss towards nuclear
disarrnament, but we do not believe this fmstration is well-
served by bringing into question the non-proliferation treaty
itself. Does any nation really believe that its security, or the
safety of the world, would be served by a world where yet more
states have nuclear weapons? Further nuclear proliferation
would bring about an even more desperately dangerous world
than ttre one we now inhabit.lS

16 lbu..
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An area of the world in which rnaior Pressures towards nuclear

weapons proliferation is felt is South Asia - an alea of more than special

conc€rn to Australia.
It is also an area with rrnre than a fair share of sources of

regional suspicion and Ensioru and mapr Power involvement.
To corne directly to the froint, and perhaps by way of conbast

with what I have cited from Minister Evans immediately above, Prime
Minister Raiv Gandhi, speaking at the Third Special Session of the
General Assembly of the United Nations devoted to disarrnament in
fune 1988, said:

There is another danger that is even worse. Left to ourselves,
we would not want to touch nuclear weaPons. But when
tactical considerations, in the passing play of great power
rivalries, are allowed to take precedence over the imperatives of
nuclear non-proliferation, with what leeway are we left.l9

I suggest that, anrong p€rhaps many things, Prime Minister Gandhi was

gi"i"g voice to what is in fact the widespread concern that an essential
part of the compact underlying the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty has

not been honoured. This is that the pledge by non-nuclear weapons

states never to acquire those weapons would be matched by significant
measures of nuclear disarmament by the nuclear weaPons states.

I leave it to others to interpret what Mr. Gandhi was suggesting
India's future national policy might be if this situation continues to
prevail.

Members of the NPT have commenced the process of preparing
for the fourth NPT review conference to be held in August 1990. It will
be the penultimate review under the terms of the treaty. The treaty was

done until 1995. It can be renewed thereafter, or not. The fifth review
conference in 1995 will constitute the rnoment of decision on that issue.

I will make three points:
Firsf, Australia has a vital interest in the maintenance of a viable

regime preventing the spread of nuclear weaPons.
Second, the 1958 treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear

weapons has been the bedrock of our success in restraining such nuclear
proliferation for twenty yeani.

Thiril, the treaty is under a not inconsiderable threat.

bl Rco'dts15|& SVtial gssira (A/915/P.V.I4).
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It would be a suprerne tragedy if at the very moment when, at
last, rcal progress in nudear disarmament seems within our grasp when
those who hold hideous quantities and qualities of nudear weapons are
moving towards nuclear disarmament, the ground under our feet were
to crumble and the spectre of widespread nuclear weapons proliferation,
which we buried in 1968, were to surface again. This does not have to
be the case, but action of a possibly far reaching kind will be required, at
a conceptual, political and diplomatic level if we are to prevent this.

So, my main proposal for Australia in disarmament, between
now and 1995, is that we make a maix commitrnent to doing whatever
we can, in cooperation with others, to ensure that at the notional end-
date of the NPT, the intemational community continues to function
within a viable nuclear non-proliferation regime - whatever its form.

To this end, policies which are merely reactive or defensive will
not be effective. We need strategic thinking. We need to be prepared to
try to answer concens, the substance of which may not be ours or which
we do not share. We may need to enter into vigorous argument with
our friends or call onto the table the cards of those who are not
necessarily our friends.

Why should Australia involve itself in a maior and visible way
in such a difficult enterprise? The nanow answer is that it will be in our
interest to do so, in terms of our national security. The wider and, in
reality, rxlre compelling answer is that few others can do it with equal
credibility and, thus, possibility for success, as could Australia. Strange,
but true.

Australia and disarrnament, during the last six years, has been
an extraordinary and new experience in Aushalian foreign policy. I
believe it will prove to have been, merely, a beginning.
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Let me begin with a number of assertions about the international system
- assertions upon which the rest of what I have to say will be based.

First, the present system is different from those of the 1930s, the

1940s, and the 1950s and 1960s. In the 1930s and 1940s the system

operated as one of potentidly aggressive rivalry between several great
powers, none of which was obviously superior to another. It was a

iystem like that of the ninteenth centu{i and its t"199* - Hitler,
Mussolini, Churchill, Stalin, Toir, Roosevelt - were all born in the
nineteenth century and grew up with many of their attitudes formed by
the practices of that time. Aggressive gteat power rivalry, leading often
to war, was the assumption from which they started.

That system oi ttre tggOs and 19't0s was shot to pieces by World
War II and the invention of nuclear weapons. The notion of great Power
rivalry was not destroyed, but the number of great Powers capable of
engaging in successful rivalry was for the time being reduced to two.
fnose two - the United SAtes and the Soviet Union - reinforced their
natural rivalry by turning idmlogical differences into maior forces

which, for elch of them, seemed to give special virulence and
inhumanity to the activities of the other. The 1950s and 1960s were a

perid of ideological narnecalling which led, in the West certainly and
probably in the East as well, to a determination to take the more extreme

itatements from the other side as the principal indications of intention.
The Korean and Vietnam Wars owed much to this approach.

The 1970s and 1980s, especially the late 1980s, have been a
different era. Rivalry has persisted, but it is now expressed more in
economic than in political or military terms, though those formulations
still exert considerable inlluence upon public opinion and uPon
government budgets. Great powers do not fight each other any more,
though they may fight small powerc which they regard as one anothe/s
sunogates. Whether this is solely because of the nuclear stalemate, or
becaule of the increased interdependenc€ of the international economy,

or because great power leaders have at last learned sorne sense, is

largely immiterial. They do not contemplate fighting each other in fact,
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however mudr their armed forces may practise mimic warfare and
demand horrendous new weapons as a matter of urgency.

My second assertion grows out of the first. It is that great power
rivalry has not disappeared - even though it no longer means war - and
is still a force to be reckoned with. Great powers - a loose term which
nonr goes beyond the superpowers and include France, West Germany,
Iapart China and perhaps Britain - ane, as I said, often economic rivals;
they are also rivals in seeking advantage in the Third World.

Third, I want to assert that, while much has changed in great
power activity, much remains the same. In particular, great powers
treat small poweni very much as they used to. Indeed, with the use of
force against other great powers having become so much a thing of the
past, great power pressure upon small poweni seems to have increased.
In this the United States has rernained true to ib nineteenth and early
twentieth century tradition of interference in its smaller neighbours'
affairs, and has extended this to Asia. France has continued to use force
in Africa, in spite of having forrnally given up its colonies there. The
Soviet Union has acted on earlier Russian assumptions about the
significance of Afghanistan. Britairy a largely exhausted great power,
found the will and energy to respond to obstinate stupidity on the part
of the previously unblooded Argentine armed forces.

Whether pressure takes the form of force or of economic threat,
great powers continue to use it when smaller states get in their way. We
cannot assume that it will decrease. Its prevalence is aided by the fact
that, thanks to de<olonisation, we now have far more small poweni
than ever before.

My fourth assertion concerns the international economy. I do
not want to argue that it will become more or less ope+ a point with
which some of the earlier chapters have dealt. What I want to assert is
that the gap in living standards between the developed countries and
most of those of the Third World will continue to grow, in spite of the
earnest efforts of well-meaning people in the West. I base this assertion
on developmenb on both sides of the gap. On the one hand, I see the
developed countries getting continually richer because of advances in
technology: it appears that electronics are doing for us now what steam
did for Europe and North Anrerica morc than a century ago. The
movement ahead rnay be affected by the vagaries of US ecpnomic
policy, or lack of it, as Professor Calleo and Mr. Allin indicate; but it can
hardly be stopped or reversed. Countries with machines become richer
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than those without, and those with the latest rnachines get richer than
those with yesbrda/s rnachines.

On the other hand, I see many Third World countries dropping
back because of their inability to use the new technology or anything
approactring it, their continued dependence on exPorb of commodities
foi which tlre developed countries' rnarkets are either shrinking or
disappearing their lack of savings and lack of foreign investment, their
appliiation of taxable capacity to non-productive activities, their lack of
b-uiiness skill, and their failure to meet the stringent requirements of a
viable national economy. As I shall sugget liater, this description does

not apply to all Third world countries, and certainly not to all of them in
ont ateaibut it does apply to enough of them around the world for these

to become even more unstable and even more susceptible to great power

Pressure.
The fifth a*sertion is that, as great Powers become rrnre secure

in relation to one another and more likely to Put Pressur€ on srnaller

ones, srnaller states rnay well find that the assurances they get from

great powers are not worth the paper they are printed on. Treaties are

like roses and young girls', said De Gaulle, that supreme rcalish 'they
last while they las/. Treaties of guarantee arise because great powels
want something which it might be otherwise difficult to get. ANZUS is
there because the United States wanted an advantageous peace with

Iapan; NATO exemPlifies the American wish to keep Weslern Europe

apart from soviet influence; the warsaw Pact is its mirror irnage,

d-esigned by the Soviet Union to prcvent Eastern Europe from being
contaminated by Europeanism and Americanism. It follows that, if the
great power has got what it wanted and sees no further value in it, or if
lfre pfuor parhrers prcve more of a nuisance than a help, or if o<ternal

circumstances change radically (as they did for SEATO), the treaty will
become a dead letter.

Small powers need continually to reexamine the guarantees
made to therr, and assess their worth. Although not all the NATO
powers can be called srnall by any means, it is fair to say that ttrcre is
now amongst them an awarcness that in the unlikely event of a Soviet

attack they could not clunt on Anrerican nuclear assistance - the only
form of American assistance which might prevail against Soviet
superiority in manpower and weaPoruy, since the United States is no
longer in ihe business of fighting massive and protracted conventional
wars. In consequence, West European countries are slowly and
reluctantly assessing the needs and costs of conventional defence.
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Their problem is shared in varying measure by the other allies
of the Unibd StaEs. There is no assurance that even against the Soviet
Union there would be effective suppor[ For states like South Kor€a,
which have minor associates of the Soviet Union b conEnd with, there
is even more concern; and for counbies guch as Australia, whose only
conceivable opponent is a non{ommunist state, in our case Indonesia,
the comfort must be fairly cold. There is every reason to believe that,
unless Indonesia were totally aligned with a belligerent Soviet Uniory
there would be no military support for Australia just as there would be
none for Pakistan if it were again at war with lndia. Since the Vietnam
War, the United States has lapsed into a sihration in which politicians
and public alike cannot contemplate US forces being used against any
substantial enemy. Ubya is about the limit to which the US will go;
evm Cuba is no longer a likely opponent.

My sixth assertion, arising from the fifth, is that Australia,s
alliance with the united States is worthless in terms of cronceivable war-
fighting, whatever the Ausbalian public, with its visions of a new
General Macarthur appearing out of the skies to help us as the original
did in 7/ll2,may happ". to wish. There are, of course, quite substantial
reasons why Australian governrrents should reaffirm their faith' in
ANZUS,leaving war-fighting aside. One is electoral advantage; another
is the need for American investsnenU another is the enornrous sense of
mutuality which Australians and Americans eniry, and which is
reflected in the advantages which the military see accming to us from
their contacts with their counterparts in the Unibd Staes; another is the
need for acress to the White House and Congress which the composition
of Australian exports dictates. Yet none of these weighty considerations
or others like them can ensure that Australia will be defended at the
expense of American lives. Anyone who has experienced a rccent
American Presidential or Congressional election - and I have been there
for several - must know that domestic affairs are overwhelmingly
upperrnost for Americans, and that the satisfaction of foreigners is a
long way fromAnrerican thinking.

My seventh and final assertion is about Australia. It is a country
circumscribed in action by its size - in population, not area; by its form
of dependence on the world eoonomy and particularly on the United
States; by its geographical position and natural resources; by its national
traditions on the one hand and the erosion of them on the other; and, of
course, by the mulish determination of other powerc, great and small, to
go their own way regardless of what Australians, and especially that
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odious Australian irstitution, the mass media, might think or say. we
are a small ountry which may mafter to South Pacific states exPectant

of aid, but which in reality is of small importance to anyone else'

So: seven assertions - we ane not going to see great powers make

waron one another; nevertheless, great Power rivalry is still there; great

powers will continue b push smail ones around; the gap between rich

lnd poor countries will widen; small powers may get very little out of
alliances; ANzus will not help us in any war-fighting situation; and we

arre now very much on our own in terms of security.
Let me now turn to the previous chapters.
The emphasis which I have given to the fragility of the

American alliance might seem to support Graeme Cheeseman's

proposal of an alternate defence strategy. His view is that the non-

bffensive and, I think, largely non-aligned strategy which he propounds

need not offend our allies - for which, read the united states. He may

be right; but his analysis seemed to me to deal with only the military
aspec"ts of our associition with the United States and not with all of
thbse, in particular, not with the political power-of the !S Pacific Fleet.

If one thinks in economic terms, the dependence of Australia on

American goodwill is considerable, and the damage which could be

done to our already disastrous balance of payments from adverse

American action - oi e.'et from a loss of business confidence, egged on

by the white House - would be great. The example of Britain in 1956,

rottowing the suez crises, needs to be kept in mind. The fact that New

Zealand,-an insignificant participant in the world econolny, qanag{ to
escape economii sanctions when it refused to allow US naval vessels to

use iis harbours, is no clinching argument that Australia, so much bigger

and more dependent on the US, would also escape. I conclude that lip-
service to the alliance, and agteement with whatever is convenient to US

military forces, ought to continue.- 
This does- not mean sending troops to future Koreas and

Vietnams, unless present Anrerican policies are greatly changed and

unles our own politicians prove to be as ill-inforrned and bloody-
minded as those or tne 1950s- and 1960s. What it does mean is that we
need astute diplomacy to smooth over any disagreements with the

United SAtes; and thai we need a much better public understanding of
what lies behind American policy. The United States aPP€ars

deceptively easy to undersAnd - deceptive because tttg simple

explinations which proceed from left-wing publicists o-r from looking a_t

American television Progranui are quite misleading. The US
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goverrunental system is peculiar and confusing the vigour and motive
force of American politics are unlike what is found anywhere else; the
influence of the arncd forces is important but difficult to pin down; the
association with foreign countsies is often distant and affecbd by
seemingly ortraneous donrestic considerations. It is far easier to damn
or flatter the United States than to urderstand it.

What I am saying is that we cannot escape association with the
US; moreover, I do not think we should. The United States is still, in
many ways, the last best hope of earth. But association is one thing,
subservience another; we need responsible policy-makers and a
responsible public opinion if we are to avoid the excesses of American
policy while not falling into the trap of anti-Americanism.

Ict me now move to the military aspects of the alliance. I have
said that the United States will not come to our aid in any conflict which
does not involve ib vital interests. I have also said that the only serious
conflict in which we might be involved is one with Indonesia. This
echoes, in a way, Professor CINeill's prediction that regional conflicts
will continue to occur, but with much less encouragernent from the
superpowers, and that their outcomes will be much more heavily
inlluenced by the qualities of the regional combatants themselves. The
absence of any likelihmd of US assistance in such a conflict seerns to me
self+vident, in the light of history: we should almost certainly see a re
run of the US policy over Confrontatio& although the ccsus belli this
tirre would be Papua New Guinea, whereas last time it was Malaysia. It
is significant that neither Indonesia nor Papua New Guinea is
mentioned in the encomium of the alliance by Richard Armiage and
General C-arns.

The fact that the Unitd State would be unlikely to help us with
Indonesia would not prevent US military planners from thinking that
there were other things we should do. As Professor Cl'Neill Put it, US
policy is likely to expect Australia to play a larger role in regional
security cooperatiory which would be fine if it meant only providing
berths for US ships and continuing with the installations to which
Professor Ball has given such weighty treatnrent, but would be
dish"rrbing if it meant that we were supposed to keep some of our
neighbours in order.

I am encouraged by General Gration's chapter, in which there is
only one rnention of the Unitd States, and that in the vaguest terms and
in passing. If the head of our defenca force is not thinking prirnarily
about fitting in with US military activities, there is hope. It seems to me
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that procrastination and ocrasional prcvarication are perhaps the best
instruments an Australian government could use if asked to be a
participant in, say, an American atEmpt to discipline a difficult
goverilnent or put down an iruurrection in the Philippines. If we had
used them during the Vieham War, as the British and Canadians did,
we should have been a lot happier. Our situation is, of clurse, different
from theirs, though it is not so different from that of the fapanese, who
for years now have been sucressfully avoiding military commitments
urged upon them by sucressive US Administrations.

Of cours€, our governnnnt of the time might not wish to evade
a commitment. Australia has tsaditionally been an interventionist
pow€r, acting in the wake of its mapr ally. That Perid in our history is
now over: as I said, we are on our own. But the habits of mind of earlier
periods often persist. I was somewhat depressed by the way in which
we responded to the coups in Fii in 1987. In some of the statements of
the Prime Minister and in various editorials, one glimpsed a longing for
an active Australian role in island affairs, for a cpntrolling function in
the South Pacific. It was vaguely expressed, it lacked definition, it
begged a great many questions; but it was there. I was glad it was not
there in Senator Evan's sensible chapter; quite the contrary. But it was a
feature of Mr. Beazley's.

We are in no position to do what France does in Chad; at the
most, we might find ourselves reproducing the US role in Grenada. It
would do us no good, and would build up massive resentnent against
us. We afteady have a bad name as the ecrcnomic godfather of the South
Pacific. To add an abortive miliary role would be to compound the
problem. Would there be any point to it? Yet what else, apart from
cruising around on exercises with the US Navy in waters in which we
could exercise no decisive rcle on our own, could be meant by 'playing a
Iarger role in regional security'or 'making a significant conhibution'?
The influences at work in the world do not make an active role
appropriate for us. The Soviet Union is not going to take over the island
states of the South Pacific; to describe an irrcrease in its naval activity in
the Pacific as a threat, as Richard Armitage and General C-arns do, is as
pointless as for a Soviet comrnentator to declare that the US
determination to continue with its bases in the Philippines is an
indication of aggressive intent. Armed forces always want nrore rnoney
and more space, wherever one finds them; the fact that the Soviet Navy
has been luckier in this quest in recent years than the US Navy is a
mafter of military politics, not of defined national intent. What the
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Soyiet ard US forres do in fact, in relation to countries in the Pacific, will
be dete,rmired by the negotiatioru between the leaders of the two
countries, not by some long-brnr plan on either side.

Even if it were the case that the Soviet Union sucreeded in
taking over or inlluencing in depth an islard staE or staEs in the South
Pacific, the attempt would alnpst certainly be a failure. African
examples are a good irdication. We should not allow Australian poficy
towards the island states b be determined by a phantom Soviet threat
and the need to keep it at bay; instead, we should squarely recognise our
economic moral debt to South Pacific states, and settle it as far as
possible by effective economic aid.

I shall expand this point of view a little later when I ask what
sort of pohcy Australia should pursue towards its neighbours; but first
let me diverge a liftle and take up a matter arising from Dr. Higgotfs
chapter. Dr. Higgott says that Australian policy cannot be predicated
on the assumption of the free trade world, and that it must talce account
of sophisticated protectionism on the part of our trading partners,
adapting our economy as best we can to a world of highly imperfect
competition. As he points out, there is nothing new about
protectionism, and nothing new about economic statecraft which aims at
maximising advantage, if possible with help from powerful allies.
Trading blocs have generally been based on these principles. The GATT
era was a relatively brief period in the history of international trade; it
was largely occasioned by the needs of the US economy at a particrrlar
stage in its development, when the Unibd Stabs was temporarily an
economic hegemon because of the effects of World War II. None of us
need be surprised that its principles have been eroded by non-tariff
barriers, or that the mapr tradens, the US, fapan and the European
Community, should now be highly proEctionist in various directions. It
is only yesterday, in historical brms, that Ausbalia was a highly
protectionist country in respect of both manufacfirres and agriculturc.
We are widely regarded as hypocritical because our crrrrent talk about
trcndiscrimination and ftee trade is so much at variance with our past.
That sort of alk is essentially a political ploy to meet the ctrntnt
protectionism of our hading partners. It could be quickly reversed if the
international economic s)rstem tumed thumbs down on us: Australians
at large, and producers in particuliar, have no passionate attachment to
free trade. Our economic hisbry has rnany examples of attempts at
prctective statecraft which had public support.
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As Professor Viviani shows, a number of our Asian trading
partners have used selective protectionist statecraft to shengthen their
ecpnomies. Perhapo we should practise sonc statecraft of our own.
One way in whictr Ausbalia might find that it had to revert to the
practices of ttre past would be restriction of imports if our balance of
payments continued to deteriorate. This aspect of statecraft, obvious
and compelling during a mapr war, is anatherna to contemporary
economists and to the IMF. It seems to me a genuine option. If we have
abandoned statecraft in respect of the exchange rate and international
investsnent, and to sonre extent to tariffs, PerhaPs we should rcassert it
in regard to the suicidally large import bill. If the world wants our
products,let it buy them; otherwise, why should we run into increased

debt? Servicing that debt has first call on our export income; we cannot
repudiate it, but we can cut down on what we buy.

The obiection to such an approach is,I suppose, that foreigners
might put up barriers against our goods, and might not invest in
Australia, if we restricted imports and if we went on to put more

conditions on foreign investrnent. My own view is that the time is
overdue for Australia to put mor€ rrpney into its industries and less into
houses and assurance, and to depend on foreigners only when risk
capital is required for new venhrres of a mapr kind - for which all sorts
of privileges could be provided. We have a large rich doncstic market,
like those East Asian economies which Dr. Babbage highlighted; it is
time we did something about redirecting domestic investment.

Now let me turn to questions concerning Australia's relations
with the countries of Asia and the Pacific, those which are often
fancifully and perhaps condescendingly called'Australia's neighbouts'.
All of them except lapan and New Zealand are conventionally described
as underdeveloped or belonging to the Third World. This is a

misnorner so far.rs some of the states of Southeast and North Asia are
concerned; but it is certainly true of the South Pacific island states, and it
is likely to become mone so. Nobody is going to invest money in these
states, except for tourism, which is a chancy and perhaps finite business,
especially when a number of countries arc comPeting for a limited
market. In the absence of American and Japanese investrnent in
manufacturing, such as has transformed Korea and Taiwan, there is
little economic future for the South Pacific states - apart from Fiii, with
its share of the world sugar market, a share which is unlikely to increase
and may be menaced by local disturbances, and Papua New Guinea,
which may have further mineral resourc€s to exploit.
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What this means is that, whereas sorne of the Asian states are
well on the way to becoming developed countries, there is no such
prospect for the island states of the South Pacific. Their situation is
likely b be rnore akin b that of African than Asian states, and one
calling for our help. Our help ought to be strictly humanitarian and
economic, and not tied to military activity. Non-interrrention is nearly
always the sensible pollcy to apply to srnall states. It does not appeal to
many politicians and irurnalists; but it causes less trouble in the long
run, even if it means less publicity at the time.

Let me now turn to a question which I have touched on earlier
and which is linked with our South Pacific relationship, that of relations
between Australia and Indonesia. None of our other neighbours is
capable of waging war on us, and none of the others has a problem
comparable to that of the border between West lrian and Papua New
Guinea. I was much impressed by Mr. Mokis' treahnent of this. It was a
model of iudicious analysis. The Australian problem is that we arc not
fully bound to come to the defence of Papua New Guinea in the event of
invasion or armed conllict across this border, yet there is widespread
belief here and in Papua New Guinea that we should be there if trouble
starts. We have a commibnent rather lil<e that in the ANZUS Treat5r, a
mafter of consultation rather than of guaranhe.

In any rational s€nse, it would be nonsensical for Australia and
Indonesia to go to war about anything except invasion of one anothey's
territory; but rational long-term approaches have often been at a
dirount when the dernand for war becarne insistent. If another
Sukarno appeared in Indonesia, and if Australian Ministers showed the
same attraction towards intervention as they seemed recently to be
developing about Fiii, we qruld find ourcelves in a very bad situation.

It will be seen that I am in some measure at odds with Ctneral
Gration and Mr. Beazley, who seem to be attracted by making the South
Pacific an Australian lake. It is easy to talk of 'regional stabilit/, as
General Gration did; I have used this kind of formulation myself in the
past. But I now think it is an igzirs fatuus, a will-o'-the'wisp which is
easier to talk about than to achieve. The states near to us in the South
Pacific are bound to have internal crises and to be shaken by coup il'etat.
These events are likely to be ephemeral and of liftle consequence to the
international system. They would not alter the economic difficulties in
which the South Pacific states will be increasingly embroiled. Not so
far as I can see, are regimes with any sympathy towards the Soviet
Union likely to emerge. In these circumstances, the sensible course for
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Australia is not b malce military gestures but to provide effective
ecpnomic aid. I think that Australian military intervention would be as

countier-productive as American attempts at regulation in the Caribbean.
I hope that the history of thoce expensive and abortive enterprises is
compulsory reading in the Defence establishment on Russell Hill, but I
doubt it.

You may harrc been surprised that, in aking up Australia's
relations with its so-called neighbours,I have said so much about the
island states, which rnatter so little to the world at large, rather than
about those of East and Southeast Asia, which matter so much trnre.
The main reason is that, precisely because the island states arc of so liftle
importance to other countries, they are going to be important for us: as I
said, we are something of a godfather, and there are no others to turn to.
A second reason is that, while we rnay be able to influence the
development of the island states, I doubt if we shall have much power to
affect anyone else's future. Professor Viviani's chapter shows how
important are the economic links between Iapan, China, the Newly
Industrialised Ecronomies, and the Unitd States. It does not say
Aushalia is part of the network. We are not exactly a pigmy power, but
our market is not large enough, or our overse.$ investsnent sufficiently
compelling, to make us essential to any of the states in question. We
may argue with Singaporc about airlines and with fapan about coal
pric€s and whether it will let us sell beef; but this is hardly the same
thing.

Our lack of inlluence in Asia may have been disguised from
Australians by the fact that not so long ago we were helping the British
and Americans to police Korea, Vietnam and Malaysia. The era to
which those activities belonged has ended. For our present purposes,
what matters is that we should not assume either that our previous roles
are appropriate to the present, or that anyone is grateful for them.

In mentioning our lack of inlluence in Asia, I am uneasily
reminded of the refercnce in Richard Butley's chapter to what he calls
'the fairly entrenched Australian tradition of selfdepreciation, especially
with regard to actions by us overseas'. He mentions a number of
situations in which, in his view, Australia has been influential in the
disarrnament field, and suggesb mor€ activity which he hopes will be
productive. This sense of meaningful mission is repeated towards the
end of Professor Ball's chapter, where he sees this count4/s initiatives as
possibly having some impact in Washington in rclation to limits on US
and Soviet naval presences in the Indian Ocean, arms conbol and
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confidencebuilding measues in the Pacific, and a comprchensive bst
ban.

For such contributors to say that Australia cpuld influence the
great powers' approaches to such large issues would seem to clash with
my seventh assertion, that Australia is a country of srnall importance to
anyone except the South Pacific ataEs. Iet me fintsh by examining our
possible influenoe, imporArue and impact, sirrc€ the question is highly
appropriate in our Bicentennial year.

Nobody would say we ranked high in terms of pornr€r, however
one defines that protean concept. We have srnall military forcEs, a
relatively small populatiory and rnanufacturing industries which are
highly dependent on overseas capital and tedrnolory, and are not very
competitive. We are good at producing wool, wheat and sugar, and we
have substantial mineral nesourc€s. In inEllectual terms we produce
some very able scientists, scholars and writers, and we make some good
films. We have efficient officials and diplomats. In international terms,
however, we cannot be put high on the list. There is hardly any country
- perhaps none at all - which we can force into doing what we want. We
do not embody any other countr5y's vital inErests.

Does this npan we are without the means of influence and can
make no impact? My answer is No, but a qualified No. We can exert
influencE, provided the circumstancts are propitious. If we have
something to put forward which suits a sufficient number of other
states, including sonre or all of the great powers - and if we put it
fontrard with the effectiveness of which our intellectual resources arc
capable - then we are likely to be listened to. I knew, and was no
admirerof, Dr. H.V. Evaft; but something like this happened with what
he put before the San Franciro conference of 1945. The sanre was true
of much of what Sir John Crawford proposd in the early days of GATT.
Perhaps the same is happening now withdisarrnament.

But the conditions have to be met. Australian policies and
proposals will be influential if they go wtth the grain of other people's
interests and are presented in terms which gmd intellects can respect.
We cannot push them down other people's throats. We cannot prevail
against determined rnaFr powers; but we can see that Australia is what
Senator Evans called h good international citizen:. Our influence in the
world can be modest, peripheral, dependent on a favourable climate,
and limited to things we really know about. It need be none the worse
for that.
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In December 1988, as part of Australia's Bicentennial activities, the
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre held a mapr international
conference which was designed to take stock of Australia's current

defence and security circumstances, in the light of both the last 200 years

of history and relevant regional and global security developments, and
to assess our future prospects. It was the most ambitious conference
organised by the Centre, and was reckoned to have been extremely
successful. This volume consists of the revised and edited versions of
papers. prepared for that conference.'The 

security environment which faces Ausbalia as it en(ers the
third century of its European settlement is increasingly complex and
uncertain. Bipolarity is now history. Other Powers, such as IaPan,
China and India, will be increasingly active in the region. Security is

becoming more multidinrensional, with the military dimension

decreasing in significance relative to economic and environmental
concerns. Politicil, economic and technological change will be more
dynamic. The management of this new security environment will not be
easy. It requires the careful and considered marshalling of economic
and diplomatic resources together with military capabilities. Australia's
influence in the world will inevitably be modest. Securing our country's

future will be a challenge to our wit and ingenuity - which makes the

exercise an interesting and exciting ProsPect'


